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“Knowing is not enough; we must apply.
Willing is not enough; we must do.”

—Goethe
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Preface

This report is one in a series that presents a comprehensive set of
reference values for nutrient intakes for healthy U.S. and Canadian
populations. It is a product of the Food and Nutrition Board of the
Institute of Medicine (IOM) working in cooperation with Canadian
scientists.

The report establishes a set of reference values for vitamin A,
vitamin K, chromium, copper, iodine, iron, manganese, molybdenum,
and zinc to replace previously published Recommended Dietary
Allowances (RDAs) and Recommended Nutrient Intakes (RNIs) for
the United States and Canada. The report also examines data about
arsenic, boron, nickel, silicon, and vanadium. Although all refer-
ence values are based on data, available data often were scanty or
drawn from studies that had limitations in addressing the various
questions that confronted the Panel. Thus, although governed by
reasoning, informed judgments often were required in setting ref-
erence values. The reasoning used is described for each nutrient in
Chapters 4 through 13.

Close attention was given to the evidence relating intake of micro-
nutrients to reduction of the risk of chronic disease, and the daily
amounts needed to maintain normal status based on biochemical
indicators and daily body losses. In addition, a major task of the
Panel on Micronutrients, Subcommittee on Upper Reference Levels
of Nutrients (UL Subcommittee), and the Standing Committee on
the Scientific Evaluation of Dietary Reference Intakes (DRI Com-
mittee) was to analyze the evidence on beneficial and adverse effects
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xii PREFACE

of arsenic, boron, nickel, silicon, and vanadium—in the context of
setting Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs).

 Another major task of the report was to outline a research agenda
to provide a basis for future public policy decisions related to rec-
ommended intakes of these micronutrients and ways to achieve
those intakes. Many of the questions that were raised about require-
ments for and recommended intakes of micronutrients were not
answered fully because of inadequacies in the published database.
Apart from studies of overt deficiency diseases, there is a dearth of
studies that address specific effects of inadequate micronutrient
intakes on health status. For most of the micronutrients, there is no
direct information that permits estimating the amounts required by
children, adolescents, the elderly, and pregnant and lactating women.
For four of the micronutrients, data were sparse for setting Tolerable
Upper Intake Levels (ULs), precluding reliable estimates of how
much can be ingested safely. For some of these micronutrients,
there are questions about how much is contained in the foods North
Americans eat.

Readers are urged to recognize that the establishment of DRIs is
an iterative process that is expected to evolve as its conceptual
framework is applied to new nutrients and food components.  With
more experience, the proposed models for establishing reference
intakes of nutrients and food components that play a role in health
will be refined.  Also, as new information or new methods of analysis
are adopted, these reference values undoubtedly will be reassessed.

Thus, because the project is ongoing, many comments were solicited
and have been received on the reports that have been previously
published. Refinements that have resulted from this iterative pro-
cess have been included in the general information regarding ap-
proaches used (Chapters 1 through 3) and in the discussion of uses
of DRIs (Chapter 14 in this report).

The Subcommittee on the Interpretation and Uses of Dietary Ref-
erence Intakes (Uses Subcommittee), formed subsequent to the
release of the first two reports, has been primarily responsible for
chapter 14, which addresses major issues conceptually included
since the beginning of the DRI process that relate to the anticipated
uses and applications of reference values as developed further by
the Uses Subcommittee.

This report reflects the work of the Food and Nutrition Board’s
DRI Committee, its expert Panel on Micronutrients, and the UL
and Uses Subcommittees. We gratefully acknowledge the support of
the government of Canada and Canadian scientists in this initiative
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PREFACE xiii

that represents a pioneering first step in the standardization of
nutrient reference intakes at least within a major part of one conti-
nent. A brief description of the overall project of the DRI Com-
mittee and of the panel’s task is given in Appendix A.  We hope that
the critical, comprehensive analyses of available information and
knowledge gaps contained in this initial series of reports will assist
the private sector, foundations, universities, government laboratories,
and other institutions with the development of a productive re-
search agenda for the next decade.

The DRI Committee, the Panel on Micronutrients, the UL and
Uses Subcommittees, and the Food and Nutrition Board wish to
extend sincere thanks to the many experts who assisted with this
report by giving presentations, providing written materials, partici-
pating in discussions, analyzing data, and other means. Many, but
far from all, of these individuals are named in Appendix B. Special
thanks go to George Beaton and the staff at the National Center for
Health Statistics, the Food Surveys Research Group of the Agricul-
tural Research Service, ENVIRON Corporation, Health Technomics,
and the Department of Statistics at Iowa State University for exten-
sive analyses of survey data.

The respective chairs and members of the Panel on Micronutrients
and subcommittees have performed their work under great time
pressure. Their dedication made the completion of this report pos-
sible. All gave of their time willingly and without financial reward;
the public and the science and practice of nutrition are among the
major beneficiaries.

The DRI Committee and the Food and Nutrition Board wish to
acknowledge, in particular, the commitment shown by Robert
Russell, Chair of the Panel on Micronutrients, who guided this diffi-
cult project through challenging and innovative paths. His ability to
keep the effort and various biases moving in a positive direction is
very much appreciated. Thanks are also due to the DRI Committee
members, Lindsay Allen and William Rand, who served as in-depth
internal reviewers for this report.

Special thanks also are expressed to the staff of the Food and
Nutrition Board and foremost to Paula Trumbo, who was the study
director for the panel and without whose assistance, both intellectual
and managerial, this report would neither have been as polished
nor as timely in its release. It is, of course the Food and Nutrition
Board staff who get much of the work completed and so the panel,
committees, and the Food and Nutrition Board wish to thank Allison
Yates, Director of the Food and Nutrition Board, for her and her
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staff’s constant assistance. Thus, we also recognize and appreciate
the contributions of Sandra Schlicker, Mary Poos, Elisabeth Reese,
Alice Vorosmarti, Gail Spears, and Michele Ramsey and thank Pat
Stephens for editing the manuscript, Jacqueline Dupont for tech-
nical review, and Claudia Carl for assistance with publication.

Vernon Young
Chair, Standing Committee on the Scientific

Evaluation of Dietary Reference Intakes

Cutberto Garza
Chair, Food and Nutrition Board
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Reviewers

This report has been reviewed in draft form by individuals chosen
for their diverse perspectives and technical expertise, in accordance
with procedures approved by the NRC’s Report Review Committee.
The purpose of this independent review is to provide candid and
critical comments that will assist the institution in making its pub-
lished report as sound as possible and to ensure that the report
meets institutional standards for objectivity, evidence, and respon-
siveness to the study charge. The review comments and draft manu-
script remain confidential to protect the integrity of the delibera-
tive process.  We wish to thank the following individuals for their
review of this report:

Sarah L. Booth, Tufts University
James D. Cook, Kansas University Medical Center
Mark L. Failla, University of North Carolina
Jeanne Freeland-Graves, University of Texas
James K. Friel, Memorial University of Newfoundland
Walter Mertz, Rockville, Maryland
Phylis B. Moser-Veillon, University of Maryland
Robert S. Parker, Cornell University
John B. Stanbury, Massachusetts General Hospital
Clive E. West, Wageningen Agricultural University

Although the reviewers listed above have provided many construc-
tive comments and suggestions, they were not asked to endorse the
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xvi REVIEWERS

conclusions or recommendations nor did they see the final draft of
the report before its release.  The review of this report was overseen
by Kurt J. Isselbacher,  Massachusetts General Hospital and Ronald
W. Estabrook, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at
Dallas. Appointed by the National Research Council and Institute
of Medicine, they were responsible for making certain that an inde-
pendent examination of this report was carried out in accordance
with institutional procedures and that all review comments were
carefully considered.  Responsibility for the final content of this
report rests entirely with the authoring committees and the institution.
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1

Summary

This report provides quantitative references intakes for vitamin A,
vitamin K, boron, chromium, copper, iodine, iron, manganese, mo-
lybdenum, nickel, vanadium, and zinc. No recommendations are
provided for arsenic and silicon. This is one volume in a series of
reports that presents dietary reference values for the intake of nutri-
ents by Americans and Canadians. The development of Dietary
Reference Intakes (DRIs) expands and replaces the series of Rec-
ommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs) in the United States and
Recommended Nutrient Intakes (RNIs) in Canada. A major impetus
for the expansion of this review is the growing recognition of the
many uses to which RDAs and RNIs have been applied and the
growing awareness that many of these uses require the application
of statistically valid methods that depend on reference values other
than RDAs and RNIs. This report includes a review of the roles that
micronutrients are known to play in traditional deficiency diseases
and evaluates possible roles in chronic diseases.

The overall project is a comprehensive effort undertaken by the
Standing Committee on the Scientific Evaluation of Dietary Refer-
ence Intakes (the DRI Committee) of the Food and Nutrition
Board, Institute of Medicine, The National Academies, with active
involvement of Health Canada. (See Appendix A for a description
of the overall process and its origins.) This study was requested by
the U.S. Federal Advisory Steering Committee for Dietary Refer-
ence Intakes in collaboration with Health Canada.
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2 DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES

Major new approaches and findings in this report include the
following:

• The establishment of new estimates for the conversion of pro-
vitamin A carotenoids to vitamin A: 1 µg retinol activity equivalent
(µg RAE) is equal to 1 µg all-trans-retinol, 12 µg β-carotene, and 24
µg α-carotene or β-cryptoxanthin. This recognizes that 50 percent
less bioconversion of carotenoids to vitamin A occurs than was pre-
viously thought, a change that means twice as much provitamin A-
rich carotenoids contained in green leafy vegetables and certain
fruits are required to provide a given amount of vitamin A activity.
Given possible future changes in equivalency, weight of carotenoids
should be given in food tables.

• The establishment of RDAs for copper and molybdenum.
• The establishment of Tolerable Upper Intake Levels (ULs) for

vitamin A, boron, copper, iodine, iron, manganese, molybdenum,
nickel, vanadium, and zinc.

• Research recommendations for information needed to advance
understanding of human micronutrient requirements and the ad-
verse effects associated with intake of higher amounts.

WHAT ARE DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES?

Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) are reference values that are quanti-
tative estimates of nutrient intakes to be used for planning and
assessing diets for apparently healthy people. They include not only
Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs) but also three other
types of reference values (see Box S-1). Although the reference
values are based on data, the data were often scanty or drawn from
studies that had limitations in addressing the question. Thus, scien-
tific judgment was required for evaluating the evidence and in set-
ting the reference values, and that process is delineated for each
nutrient in Chapters 4 through 13.

Recommended Dietary Allowances

The process for setting the RDA depends on being able to set an
Estimated Average Requirement (EAR). Before the EAR is set, a specific
criterion of adequacy is selected on the basis of a careful review of
the literature. In the selection of the criterion, reduction of disease
risk is considered along with many other health parameters.
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SUMMARY 3

If the standard deviation (SD) of the EAR is available and the
requirement for the nutrient is symmetrically distributed, the RDA
is set at two SDs above the EAR:

RDA = EAR + 2 SDEAR.

If data about variability in requirements are insufficient to calcu-
late an SD, a coefficient of variation (CV) for the EAR of 10 percent
is assumed, unless available data indicate a greater variation in re-
quirements.

If 10 percent is assumed to be the CV, then twice that amount
when added to the EAR is defined as equal to the RDA. The result-
ing equation for the RDA is then

RDA = 1.2 × EAR.

This level of intake statistically represents 97.5 percent of the re-
quirements of the population. If the distribution of the nutrient
requirement is known to be skewed for a population, as with iron,

Box S-1  Dietary Reference Intakes

Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA): the average daily dietary nutrient
intake level sufficient to meet the nutrient requirement of nearly all (97 to 98 percent)
healthy individuals in a particular life stage and gender group.

Adequate Intake (AI): the recommended average daily intake level based on observed
or experimentally determined approximations or estimates of nutrient intake by a group
(or groups) of apparently healthy people that are assumed to be adequate—used when
an RDA cannot be determined.

Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL): the highest average daily nutrient intake
level that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health effects to almost all individuals in
the general population. As intake increases above the UL, the potential risk of adverse
effects may increase.

Estimated Average Requirement (EAR): the average daily nutrient intake level
estimated to meet the requirement of half the healthy individuals in a particular life
stage and gender group.
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4 DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES

other approaches are used to find the ninety-seventh to ninety-
eighth percentile to set the RDA.

The RDA for a nutrient is a value to be used as a goal for dietary
intake for the healthy individual. As discussed in Chapter 14, the
RDA is not intended to be used to assess the diets of either individ-
uals or groups or to plan diets for groups. Only if intakes have been
observed for a large number of days (i.e., usual intake) and are at
or above the RDA, or if observed intakes for fewer days are well
above the RDA, should one have a high level of confidence that the
intake is adequate (see Box S-2). The EAR is also used as the basis
to address diets of groups.

Adequate Intakes

The Adequate Intake (AI) is set instead of an RDA if sufficient
scientific evidence is not available to calculate an EAR. The main
intended use of the AI is as a goal for the nutrient intake of individ-
uals. For example, the AI for young infants, for whom human milk
is the recommended sole source of food for most nutrients up
through the first 4 to 6 months of age, is based on the daily mean
nutrient intake supplied by human milk for apparently healthy, full-
term infants receiving human milk. The goal may be different for
infants consuming infant formula for which the bioavailability of a
nutrient may be different from that in human milk, such as iron,
which is high in infant formula due to its lower bioavailability than
that found in human milk.

Comparison of Recommended Dietary Allowances
and Adequate Intakes

Although both the RDA and AI are to be used as a goal for intake
by individuals, the RDA differs from the AI. Intake of the RDA for a
nutrient is expected to meet the needs of 97 to 98 percent of the
apparently healthy individuals in a life stage and gender group (see
Figure S-1). However, because no distribution of requirements is
known for nutrients with an AI, it is not possible to know what
percentage of individuals are covered by the AI. The AI for a nutri-
ent is expected to exceed the RDA for that nutrient, and thus it
should cover the needs of more than 97 to 98 percent of the indi-
viduals. The degree to which an AI exceeds the RDA is likely to
differ among nutrients and population groups.

For people who have diseases that increase specific nutrient re-
quirements or who have other special health needs, the RDA and
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SUMMARY 5

Box S-2  Uses of Dietary Reference Intakes for Healthy Individuals and
Groups

Type of Use For the Individuala For a Groupb

Assessment EAR: use to examine the
probability that usual
intake is inadequate.

RDA: usual intake at or
above this level has a low
probability of inadequacy.

AIc: usual intake at or
above this level has a low
probability of inadequacy.

UL: usual intake above
this level may place an
individual at risk of
adverse effects from
excessive nutrient intake.

EAR: use to estimate the preva-
lence of inadequate intakes
within a group.

RDA: do not use to assess
intakes of groups.

AIc: mean usual intake at or
above this level implies a low
prevalence of inadequate
intakes.

UL: use to estimate the percent-
age of the population at poten-
tial risk of adverse effects from
excess nutrient intake.

Planning RDA: aim for this intake.

AIc: aim for this intake.

UL: use as a guide to
limit intake; chronic
intake of higher amounts
may increase the poten-
tial risk of adverse effects.

EAR: use to plan an intake
distribution with a low preva-
lence of inadequate intakes.

AIc: use to plan mean intakes.

UL: use to plan intake distribu-
tions with a low prevalence of
intakes potentially at risk of
adverse effects.

RDA = Recommended Dietary Allowance
EAR = Estimated Average Requirement
AI = Adequate Intake
UL = Tolerable Upper Level

a Evaluation of true status requires clinical, biochemical, and anthropometric
data.

b Requires statistically valid approximation of distribution of usual intakes.
c For the nutrients in this report, AIs are set for infants for all nutrients,

and for other age groups for vitamin K, chromium, and manganese. The AI
may be used as a guide for infants as it reflects the average intake from
human milk.
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6 DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES
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FIGURE S-1  Dietary reference intakes. This figure shows that the Estimated Aver-
age Requirement (EAR) is the intake at which the risk of inadequacy is 0.5 (50
percent) to an individual. The Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) is the
intake at which the risk of inadequacy is very small—only 0.02 to 0.03 (2 to 3
percent). The Adequate Intake (AI) does not bear a consistent relationship to the
EAR or the RDA because it is set without being able to estimate the average re-
quirement. It is assumed that the AI is at or above the RDA if one could be calcu-
lated. At intakes between the RDA and the Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL), the
risks of inadequacy and of excess are both close to 0. At intakes above the UL, the
potential risk of adverse effects may increase.

AI each may serve as the basis for adjusting individual recommen-
dations. Qualified health professionals should adapt the recom-
mended intake to cover higher or lower needs.

Tables S-1 through S-9 provide the recommended intake levels,
whether RDAs or AIs, for vitamin A, vitamin K, chromium, copper,
iodine, iron, manganese, molybdenum, and zinc by life stage and
gender group. For most of these micronutrients, AIs rather than
RDAs are proposed for infants to age 1 year. EARs and RDAs, how-
ever, are proposed for iron and zinc for infants 7 to 12 months of
age because the level of iron and zinc in human milk does not meet
the needs of the older infants and because factorial data are avail-
able to estimate the average requirement. Neither AIs nor RDAs
were proposed for arsenic, boron, nickel, silicon, or vanadium.
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SUMMARY 7

Tolerable Upper Intake Levels

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of daily
nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health effects
for almost all individuals in the general population (see  Table S-10).
As intake increases above the UL, the potential risk of adverse effects
may increase. The term “tolerable intake” was chosen to avoid imply-
ing a possible beneficial effect. Instead, the term is intended to
connote a level of intake that can, with high probability, be tolerated
biologically. The UL is not intended to be a recommended level of
intake. There is no established benefit for apparently healthy indi-
viduals if they consume nutrient intakes above the RDA or AI.

ULs are useful because of the increased interest in and availability
of fortified foods and the increased use of dietary supplements. ULs
are based on total intake of a nutrient from food, water, and supple-
ments if adverse effects have been associated with total intake. How-
ever, if adverse effects have been associated with intake from sup-
plements or food fortificants only, the UL is based on nutrient
intake from one or both of those sources only, rather than on total
intake. The UL applies to chronic daily use.

For vitamin K, arsenic, chromium, and silicon, there are insuffi-
cient data for developing a UL. This does not mean that there is no
potential for adverse effects resulting from high intake; for exam-
ple, arsenic is a human poison at high intakes. However, at levels
below what is known to be toxic, little data are available. Where
data about adverse effects are extremely limited, extra caution may
be warranted.

APPROACH FOR SETTING DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES

The scientific data used to develop Dietary Reference Intakes
(DRIs) have come from observational and experimental studies.
Studies published in peer-reviewed journals were the principal
source of data. Life stage and gender were considered to the extent
possible, but the data did not provide a basis for proposing differ-
ent requirements for men and for nonpregnant and nonlactating
women in different age groups for many of the micronutrients. Two
of the categories of reference values—the Estimated Average Re-
quirement (EAR) and Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA)—
are defined by specific criteria of nutrient adequacy; the third, the
Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL), is defined by a specific end-
point of adverse effect, when one is available. In all cases, data were
examined closely to determine whether a functional endpoint could
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8 DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES

TABLE S-1 Criteria and Dietary Reference Intake Values for
Vitamin A by Life Stage Group

EAR (µg 

Life Stage Group Criterion Male

> 0 through 6 mo Average vitamin A intake from human milk
> 7 through 12 mo Extrapolation from 0 through 6 mo AI
> 1 through 3 y Extrapolation from adult EAR 210
> 4 through 8 y Extrapolation from adult EAR 275
> 9 through 13 y Extrapolation from adult EAR 445
> 14 through 18 y Extrapolation from adult EAR 630
> 18 y Adequate liver vitamin A stores 625

Pregnancy
> 14 through 18 y Adolescent female EAR plus estimated daily

accumulation by fetus
> 19 through 50 y Adult female EAR plus estimated daily accumulation

by fetus

Lactation
> 14 through 18 y Adolescent female EAR plus average amount of vitamin A

secreted in human milk
> 19 through 50 y Adult female EAR plus average amount of vitamin A

secreted in human milk

a EAR = Estimated Average Requirement. The intake that meets the estimated nutrient
needs of half of the individuals in a group.
b RDA = Recommended Dietary Allowance. The intake that meets the nutrient need of
almost all (97–98 percent) of individuals in a group.
c AI = Adequate Intake. The observed average or experimentally determined intake by a

be used as a criterion of adequacy. The quality of studies was exam-
ined by considering study design; methods used for measuring intake
and indicators of adequacy; and biases, interactions, and confound-
ing factors.

Although the reference values are based on data, the data were
often scanty or drawn from studies that had limitations in address-
ing the various questions that confronted the panel. Therefore,
many of the questions raised about the requirements for and recom-
mended intakes of these micronutrients cannot be answered fully
because of inadequacies in the present database. Apart from studies
of overt deficiency diseases, there is a dearth of studies that address
specific effects of inadequate intakes on specific indicators of health
status, and a research agenda is proposed (see Chapter 15). The
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SUMMARY 9

s for

EAR (µg RAE/d)a RDA (µg RAE/d)b

Male Female Male Female AI (µg/d)c

400
500

210 210 300 300
275 275 400 400
445 420 600 600
630 485 900 700
625 500 900 700

530 750
ation

550 770

vitamin A
885 1,200

in A
900 1,300

defined population or subgroup that appears to sustain a defined nutritional status,
such as growth rate, normal circulating nutrient values, or other functional indicators
of health. The AI is used if sufficient scientific evidence is not available to derive an
EAR. For healthy infants receiving human milk, the AI is the mean intake. The AI is not
equivalent to an RDA.

reasoning used to establish the values is described for each nutrient
in Chapters 4 through 13. While the various recommendations are
provided as single rounded numbers for practical considerations, it
is acknowledged these values imply a precision not fully justified by
the underlying data in the case of currently available human studies.

The scientific evidence related to the prevention of chronic de-
generative disease was judged to be too nonspecific to be used as
the basis for setting any of the recommended levels of intake for all
these nutrients. For all of the micronutrients, the EAR is higher
than the amount needed to prevent overt deficiency diseases in
essentially all individuals in the life stage group and is based on limited
data indicating laboratory evidence of sufficiency. The indicators
used in deriving the EARs, and thus the RDAs, are described below.
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10 DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES

TABLE S-2 Criteria and Dietary Reference Intake Values for
Vitamin K by Life Stage Group

AI (µg/d

Life Stage Group Criterion Male

> 0 through 6 mo Average vitamin K intake from human milk 2.0
> 7 through 12 mo Extrapolation from 0 through 6 mo AI 2.5
> 1 through 3 y Median intake of vitamin K from the Third National

Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III) 30
> 4 through 8 y Median intake of vitamin K from NHANES III 55
> 9 through 13 y Median intake of vitamin K from NHANES III 60
> 14 through 18 y Median intake of vitamin K from NHANES III 75
> 18 y Median intake of vitamin K from NHANES III 120

Pregnancy
> 14 through 18 y Adolescent female median intake
> 19 through 50 y Adult female median intake

Lactation
> 14 through 18 y Adolescent female median intake
> 19 through 50 y Adult female median intake

a AI = Adequate Intake. The observed average or experimentally determined intake by
a defined population or subgroup that appears to sustain a defined nutritional status,
such as growth rate, normal circulating nutrient values, or other functional indicators
of health. The AI is used if sufficient scientific evidence is not available to derive an

NUTRIENT FUNCTIONS AND THE INDICATORS USED TO
ESTIMATE REQUIREMENTS

Vitamin A functions to maintain normal reproduction, vision, and
immune function. A deficiency of vitamin A, although uncommon
in North America, can result initially in abnormal dark adaptation
(night blindness) followed by xerophthalmia. The method used to
set an Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) for vitamin A is based
on a computational analysis to assure adequate body stores of vita-
min A. The Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) for adults
for vitamin A is set at 900 µg RAE/day for men and 700 µg RAE/day
for women. One µg retinol activity equivalent (µg RAE) is equal
to 1 µg all-trans-retinol, 12 µg β-carotene, and 24 µg α-carotene or
β-cryptoxanthin.

Vitamin K functions as a coenzyme in the synthesis of the biologi-
cally active form of a number of proteins involved in blood coagula-
tion and bone metabolism. Because of the lack of data to set an
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AI (µg/d)a

Male Female

2.0 2.0
2.5 2.5
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ANES III) 30 30

55 55
60 60
75 75

120 90

75
90

75
90

Estimated Average Requirement (EAR). For healthy infants receiving human milk, the
AI is the mean intake. The AI is not equivalent to a Recommended Dietary Allowance
(RDA).

EAR, an Adequate Intake (AI) is set based on representative dietary
intake data from healthy individuals from the Third Nutrition and
Health Examination Survey (NHANES III). The AI for adults is 120
and 90 µg/day, for men and women, respectively.

Chromium potentiates the action of insulin in vivo and in vitro.
There was not sufficient evidence to set an EAR for chromium.
Therefore, an AI was set based on estimated intakes of chromium
derived from the average amount of chromium/1,000 kcal of bal-
anced diets and average energy intake from NHANES III. The AI is
35 µg/day for young men and 25 µg/day for young women.

Copper functions to catalyze the activity of many copper metalloen-
zymes that act as oxidases to achieve the reduction of molecular
oxygen. Frank copper deficiency in humans is rare; the deficiency
symptoms include normocytic and hypochromic anemia, leukope-
nia, and neutropenia. The method used to set an EAR for copper is
based on the changes in a combination of biochemical indicators
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TABLE S-3 Criteria and Dietary Reference Intake Values for
Chromium by Life Stage Group

AI (µg/d

Life Stage Group Criterion Male

≥ 0 through 6 mo Average chromium intake from human milk 0.2
≥ 7 through 12 mo Average chromium intake from human milk and

complementary foods 5.5
≥ 1 through 3 y Extrapolation from adult AI 11
≥ 4 through 8 y Extrapolation from adult AI 15
≥ 9 through 13 y Extrapolation from adult AI 25
≥ 14 through 18 y Extrapolation from adult AI 35
≥ 19 through 50 y Average chromium intake based on the chromium content

of foods/1,000 kcal and average energy intakeb 35
≥ 51 y Average chromium intake based on the chromium content

of foods/1,000 kcal and average energy intakeb 30

Pregnancy
≥ 14 through 18 y Extrapolation from adolescent AI based on body weight
≥ 19 through 50 y Extrapolation from adult woman AI based on body weight

Lactation
≥ 14 through 18 y Adolescent female intake plus average amount of

chromium secreted in human milk
≥ 19 through 50 y Adult female intake plus average amount of chromium

secreted in human milk

a AI = Adequate Intake. The observed average or experimentally determined intake by
a defined population or subgroup that appears to sustain a defined nutritional status,
such as growth rate, normal circulating nutrient values, or other functional indicators
of health. AI is used if sufficient scientific evidence is not available to derive an Esti-
mated Average Requirement (EAR). For healthy infants receiving human milk, AI is the

resulting from varied levels of copper intake. The RDA for copper
is 900 µg/day for men and women. There were insufficient data to
set a different EAR and RDA for each gender.

Iodine is an important component of the thyroid hormones that
are involved with the regulation of metabolism. Severe iodine defi-
ciency can result in impaired cognitive development in children
and goiter in adults. The method used to set an EAR for iodine is
iodine accumulation and turnover. The adult RDA for iodine is 150
µg/day. There were insufficient data to set a different EAR and
RDA for each gender.

Iron functions as a component of hemoglobin, myoglobin, cyto-
chromes, and enzymes. Iron deficiency anemia is the most common
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AI (µg/d)a

Male Female

0.2 0.2

5.5 5.5
11 11
15 15
25 21
35 24

m content
35 25

m content
30 20

weight 29
y weight 30

44
mium

45

mean intake. The AI is not equivalent to a Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA).
b The average chromium content in well balanced diets was determined to be 13.4 µg/
1,000 kcal and the average energy intake for adults was obtained from the Third
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.

nutritional deficiency in the world, resulting in fatigue and impaired
cognitive development and productivity. The required amount of
absorbed iron is estimated based on factorial modeling. The EAR is
determined by dividing the required amount of absorbed iron by
the fractional absorption of dietary iron, estimated to be 18 percent
for adults for the typical North American diet. The RDA for men
and premenopausal women is 8 and 18 mg/day, respectively. The
RDA for pregnant women is 27 mg/day.

Manganese is involved in the formation of bone and in amino acid,
lipid, and carbohydrate metabolism. There were insufficient data to
set an EAR for manganese. An AI was set based on median intakes
reported from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration Total Diet
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TABLE S-4 Criteria and Dietary Reference Intake Values for
Copper by Life Stage Group

EAR (µg/

Life Stage Group Criterion Male

≥ 0 through 6 mo Average copper intake from human milk
≥ 7 through 12 mo Average copper intake from human milk and

complementary foods
≥ 1 through 3 y Extrapolation from adult EAR 260
≥ 4 through 8 y Extrapolation from adult EAR 340
≥ 9 through 13 y Extrapolation from adult EAR 540
≥ 14 through 18 y Extrapolation from adult EAR 685
≥ 19 through 50 y Plasma copper, serum ceruloplasmin, and platelet

copper concentrations and erythrocyte superoxide
dismutase activity 700

≥ 51 y Extrapolation from 19 through 50 y 700

Pregnancy
≥ 14 through 18 y Adolescent female EAR plus fetal accumulation of copper
≥ 19 through 50 y Adult female EAR plus fetal accumulation of copper

Lactation
≥ 14 through 18 y Adolescent female EAR plus average amount of copper

secreted in human milk
≥ 19 through 50 y Adult female EAR plus average amount of copper

secreted in human milk

a EAR = Estimated Average Requirement. The intake that meets the estimated nutrient
needs of half of the individuals in a group.
b RDA = Recommended Dietary Allowance. The intake that meets the nutrient need of
almost all (97–98 percent) of individuals in a group.
c AI = Adequate Intake. The observed average or experimentally determined intake by a

Study. The AI for adult men and women is 2.3 and 1.8 mg/day,
respectively.

Molybdenum functions as a cofactor for several enzymes in a form
called molybdopterin. An inborn error of metabolism that leads to
a deficiency of sulfite oxidase is due to the lack of molybdopterin,
which results in neurological dysfunction and mental retardation.
Molybdenum balance data were used to set an EAR. The RDA for
adults for molybdenum is 45 µg/day for men and women. There
were insufficient data to set a different EAR and RDA for each gender.
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pper 800 1,000

copper
985 1,300

er
1,000 1,300

Zinc functions through the catalysis of various enzymes, the main-
tenance of the structural integrity of proteins, and the regulation of
gene expression. Overt human zinc deficiency is rare, and the symp-
toms of a mild deficiency are diverse due to zinc’s ubiquitous in-
volvement in metabolic processes. Factorial analysis of zinc losses
and requirements for growth, as well as fractional absorption, were
used to set an EAR. The RDA for zinc is set at 11 mg/day for men
and 8 mg/day for women.

defined population or subgroup that appears to sustain a defined nutritional status,
such as growth rate, normal circulating nutrient values, or other functional indicators
of health. The AI is used if sufficient scientific evidence is not available to derive an
EAR. For healthy infants receiving human milk, the AI is the mean intake. The AI is not
equivalent to an RDA.
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TABLE S-5 Criteria and Dietary Reference Intake Values for
Iodine by Life Stage Group

EAR (µg/

Life Stage Group Criterion Male

≥ 0 through 6 mo Average iodine intake from human milk
≥ 7 through 12 mo Extrapolation from 0 through 6 mo AI
≥ 1 through 3 y Balance data on children 65
≥ 4 through 8 y Balance data on children 65
≥ 9 through 13 y Extrapolation from adult EAR 73
≥ 14 through 18 y Extrapolation from adult EAR 95
≥ 19 through 50 y Iodine turnover 95
≥ 51 y Extrapolation of iodine turnover studies from 19

through 50 y 95

Pregnancy
≥ 14 through 18 y Balance data during pregnancy
≥ 19 through 50 y Balance data during pregnancy

Lactation
≥ 14 through 18 y Adolescent female average requirement plus average

amount of iodine secreted in human milk
≥ 19 through 50 y Adult female average requirement plus average amount

of iodine secreted in human milk

a EAR = Estimated Average Requirement. The intake that meets the estimated nutrient
needs of half of the individuals in a group.
b RDA = Recommended Dietary Allowance. The intake that meets the nutrient need of
almost all (97–98 percent) of individuals in a group.
c AI = Adequate Intake. The observed average or experimentally determined intake by a

CRITERIA AND PROPOSED VALUES FOR TOLERABLE
UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

A risk assessment model is used to derive Tolerable Upper Intake
Levels (ULs). The model consists of a systematic series of scientific
considerations and judgments. The hallmark of the risk assessment
model is the requirement to be explicit in all of the evaluations and
judgments made.

The adult ULs for vitamin A (3,000 µg/day), boron (20 mg/day),
copper (10,000 µg/day), iodine (1,100 µg/day), iron (45 mg/day),
manganese (11 mg/day), molybdenum (2,000 µg/day), nickel (1.0
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EAR (µg/d)a RDA (µg/d)b

Male Female Male Female AI (µg/d)c

110
130

65 65 90 90
65 65 90 90
73 73 120 120
95 95 150 150
95 95 150 150

9
95 95 150 150

160 220
160 220

rage
209 290

amount
209 290

defined population or subgroup that appears to sustain a defined nutritional status,
such as growth rate, normal circulating nutrient values, or other functional indicators
of health. The AI is used if sufficient scientific evidence is not available to derive an
EAR. For healthy infants receiving human milk, the AI is the mean intake. The AI is not
equivalent to an RDA.

mg/day), vanadium (1.8 mg/day), and zinc (40 mg/day), as shown
in Table S-10, were set to protect the most sensitive individuals in
the general population (such as those who might be below the ref-
erence adult weight).

Members of the general, apparently healthy population should be
advised not to routinely exceed the UL. However, intake above the
UL may be appropriate for investigation within well-controlled clin-
ical trials to ascertain if such intakes are of benefit to health for
specific reasons. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should not be
discouraged, as it is expected that participation in these trials will
require informed consent that will include discussion of the possi-
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TABLE S-6 Criteria and Dietary Reference Intake Values for
Iron by Life Stage Group

EAR (mg

Life Stage Group Criterion Male

> 0 through 6 mo Average iron intake from human milk
> 7 through 12 mo Factorial modeling 6.9
> 1 through 3 y Factorial modeling 3.0
> 4 through 8 y Factorial modeling 4.1
> 9 through 13 y Factorial modeling 5.9
> 14 through 18 y Factorial modeling 7.7
> 19 through 30 y Factorial modeling 6
> 31 through 50 y Factorial modeling 6
> 51 through 70 y Factorial modeling 6
> 70 y Extrapolation of factorial analysis from 51 through 70 y 6

Pregnancy
> 14 through 18 y Factorial modeling
> 19 through 50 y Factorial modeling

Lactation
> 14 through 18 y Adolescent female EAR minus menstrual losses plus

average amount of iron secreted in human milk
> 19 through 50 y Adult female EAR minus menstrual losses plus average

amount of iron secreted in human milk

a EAR = Estimated Average Requirement. The intake that meets the estimated nutrient
needs of half of the individuals in a group.
b RDA = Recommended Dietary Allowance. The intake that meets the nutrient need of
almost all (97–98 percent) of individuals in a group.
c AI = Adequate Intake. The observed average or experimentally determined intake by a

bility of adverse effects and will employ appropriate safety monitor-
ing of trial subjects.

The ULs for vitamin A, boron, copper, iodine, iron, manganese,
molybdenum, nickel, and zinc are based on adverse effects of intake
from diet, fortified foods, and/or supplements. ULs could not be
established for vitamin K, arsenic, chromium, and silicon because
of lack of suitable data, a lack that indicates the need for additional
research. The absence of data does not necessarily signify that people
can tolerate chronic intakes of these substances at high levels, par-
ticularly elements such as arsenic which are known to cause serious
adverse effects at very high levels of intake. Like all chemical agents,
nutrients and other food components can produce adverse effects
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22 27
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6.5 9

defined population or subgroup that appears to sustain a defined nutritional status,
such as growth rate, normal circulating nutrient values, or other functional indicators
of health. The AI is used if sufficient scientific evidence is not available to derive an
EAR. For healthy infants receiving human milk, the AI is the mean intake. The AI is not
equivalent to an RDA.

if intakes are excessive. Therefore, when data are extremely limited,
extra caution may be warranted.

USING DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES TO ASSESS
NUTRIENT INTAKES OF GROUPS

Suggested uses of Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) appear in Box
S-2. The transition from using previously published Recommended
Dietary Allowances (RDAs) and Reference Nutrient Intakes (RNIs)
to using each of the DRIs appropriately will require time and effort
by health professionals and others.

For statistical reasons that are addressed in the report Dietary
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TABLE S-7 Criteria and Dietary Reference Intake Values for
Manganese by Life Stage Group

AI (mg/d

Life Stage Group Criterion Male

0 through 6 mo Average manganese intake from human milk 0.003
7 through 12 mo Extrapolation from adult AI 0.6
1 through 3 y Median manganese intake from the Food and Drug

Administration’s (FDA) Total Diet Study 1.2
4 through 8 y Median manganese intake from FDA Total Diet Study 1.5
9 through 13 y Median manganese intake from FDA Total Diet Study 1.9

14 through 18 y Median manganese intake from FDA Total Diet Study 2.2
≥ 19 y Median manganese intake from FDA Total Diet Study 2.3

Pregnancy
14 through 18 y Extrapolation of adolescent female AI based on body weight
19 through 50 y Extrapolation of adult female AI based on body weight

Lactation
14 through 18 y Median manganese intake from FDA Total Diet Study
19 through 50 y Median manganese intake from FDA Total Diet Study

a AI = Adequate Intake. The observed average or experimentally determined intake by
a defined population or subgroup that appears to sustain a defined nutritional status,
such as growth rate, normal circulating nutrient values, or other functional indicators
of health. The AI is used if sufficient scientific evidence is not available to derive an

Reference Intakes: Applications in Dietary Assessment (IOM, 2000) and
briefly in Chapter 14, the Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) is
the appropriate reference intake to use in assessing the nutrient
intake of groups, whereas the RDA is not appropriate. When assess-
ing nutrient intakes of groups, it is important to consider the varia-
tion in intake in the same individuals from day to day, as well as
underreporting. With these considerations, the prevalence of inade-
quacy for a given nutrient may be estimated by using national survey
data and determining the percent of the population below the EAR.
Assuming a normal distribution of requirements, the percent of
surveyed individuals whose intake is less than the EAR equals the
percent of individuals whose diets are considered inadequate based
on the criteria of inadequacy chosen to determine the requirement.
For example, intake data from the Continuing Survey of Food
Intakes by Individuals and the Third National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey, which collected 24-hour diet recalls for 1 or 2
days, indicate that:
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AI (mg/d)a
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0.003 0.003
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dy weight 2.0
eight 2.0
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Estimated Average Requirement (EAR). For healthy infants receiving human milk, the
AI is the mean intake. The AI is not equivalent to a Recommended Dietary Allowance
(RDA).

• Between 10 and 25 percent of children 1 to 3 years of age con-
sume dietary vitamin A or its precursors at a level less than the EAR.
The percent of adults consuming intakes of vitamin A below the
EAR is higher than for children. The EAR is based on a criterion of
adequate vitamin A stores in the liver (> 20 µg vitamin A/g liver);
thus, these data suggest that a considerable number of people have
liver vitamin A stores that are less than desirable. It should be recog-
nized that this does not represent a clinical deficiency state, such as
dark adaptation, which is not commonly seen in North Americans.

• Between 5 and 10 percent of adolescent girls consume dietary
iron at a level less than the EAR. The criterion chosen for the EAR
for this age group was based on iron loss and accretion, using an
upper limit of absorption that provides minimal iron stores.

• The prevalence of iron intakes less than the EAR ranges from
15 to 20 percent for premenopausal women which corresponds with
a 13 to 16 percent prevalence of low iron status (based on serum
ferritin concentration).
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TABLE S-8 Criteria and Dietary Reference Intake Values for
Molybdenum by Life Stage Group

EAR (µg/

Life Stage Group Criterion Male

0 through 6 mo Average molybdenum intake from human milk
7 through 12 mo Extrapolation from 0 through 6 mo
1 through 3 y Extrapolation from adult EAR 13
4 through 8 y Extrapolation from adult EAR 17
9 through 13 y Extrapolation from adult EAR 26

14 through 18 y Extrapolation from adult EAR 33
19 through 30 y Balance data 34

≥ 31 y Extrapolation of balance data from 19 through 30 y 34

Pregnancy
14 through 18 y Extrapolation of adolescent female EAR based on body

weight
19 through 50 y Extrapolation of adult female EAR based on body weight

Lactation
14 through 18 y Adolescent female EAR plus average amount of

molybdenum secreted in human milk
19 through 50 y Adult female EAR plus average amount of molybdenum

secreted in human milk

a EAR = Estimated Average Requirement. The intake that meets the estimated nutrient
needs of half of the individuals in a group.
b RDA = Recommended Dietary Allowance. The intake that meets the nutrient need of
almost all (97–98 percent) of individuals in a group.
c AI = Adequate Intake. The observed average or experimentally determined intake by a

• A high percentage of pregnant women consume dietary iron at
a level less than the EAR; this corresponds with a high prevalence of
low hemoglobin concentration (anemia).

CONSIDERATION OF THE RISK OF CHRONIC
DEGENERATIVE DISEASE

Close attention was given to the evidence relating intake of all the
micronutrients to reduction of the risk of chronic disease. Data
linking intake of vitamin K and chromium with the risk of chronic
disease in North America were available but insufficient to set Esti-
mated Average Requirements (EARs).
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EAR (µg/d)a RDA (µg/d)b

Male Female Male Female AI (µg/d)c
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defined population or subgroup that appears to sustain a defined nutritional status,
such as growth rate, normal circulating nutrient values, or other functional indicators
of health. The AI is used if sufficient scientific evidence is not available to derive an
EAR. For healthy infants receiving human milk, the AI is the mean intake. The AI is not
equivalent to an RDA.

Bone Health and Osteoporosis

The notion that vitamin K may have a role in osteoporosis was
first suggested with reports of lower circulating phylloquinone con-
centrations in osteoporotic patients having suffered a spinal crush
fracture or fracture of the femur. A potential role of vitamin K in
bone metabolism has been investigated by studying the vitamin K-
dependent bone protein, osteocalcin, and its under-γ-carboxylated
form. Increases in undercarboxylated osteocalcin have been associ-
ated with an increased risk of hip fracture. These associations should
be interpreted with caution because most studies did not control
for confounding factors such as other nutrients known to influence
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TABLE S-9 Criteria and Dietary Reference Intake Values for
Zinc by Life Stage Group

EAR (mg

Life Stage Group Criterion Male

0 through 6 mo Average zinc intake from human milk
7 through 12 mo Factorial analysis 2.5
1 through 3 y Factorial analysis 2.5
4 through 8 y Factorial analysis 4.0
9 through 13 y Factorial analysis 7.0

14 through 18 y Factorial analysis 8.5
19 through 50 y Factorial analysis 9.4

≥ 51 y Extrapolation of factorial data from 19 through 50 y 9.4

Pregnancy
14 through 18 y Adolescent female EAR plus fetal accumulation of zinc
19 through 50 y Adult female average requirement plus fetal

accumulation of zinc

Lactation
14 through 18 y Adolescent female EAR plus average amount of zinc

secreted in human milk
19 through 50 y Adult female EAR plus average amount of zinc secreted

in human milk

a EAR = Estimated Average Requirement. The intake that meets the estimated nutrient
needs of half of the individuals in a group.
b RDA = Recommended Dietary Allowance. The intake that meets the nutrient need of
almost all (97–98 percent) of individuals in a group.
c AI = Adequate Intake. The observed average or experimentally determined intake by a

bone metabolism. Intervention studies using different K vitamers in
both physiological and pharmacological dosages have observed a
decrease in urinary hydroxyproline and calcium excretion (indicat-
ing a reduction in bone loss), as well as an increase in metacarpal
bone density. Additional dose response data linking vitamin K and
bone health will be needed before bone health can be used as an
indicator to estimate the EAR.

Diabetes Mellitus

A number of studies have demonstrated a beneficial effect of chro-
mium on circulating glucose and insulin concentrations; however,
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EAR (mg/d)a RDA (mg/d)b

Male Female Male Female AI (mg/d)c

2
2.5 2.5 3 3
2.5 2.5 3 3
4.0 4.0 5 5
7.0 7.0 8 8
8.5 7.3 11 9
9.4 6.8 11 8

50 y 9.4 6.8 11 8

of zinc 10.0 12

9.5 11

zinc
10.9 13

ecreted
10.4 12

defined population or subgroup that appears to sustain a defined nutritional status,
such as growth rate, normal circulating nutrient values, or other functional indicators
of health. The AI is used if sufficient scientific evidence is not available to derive an
EAR. For healthy infants receiving human milk, the AI is the mean intake. The AI is not
equivalent to an RDA.

not all reports of supplementation are positive. Progress in this field
has been limited by lack of a simple, widely acceptable method for
identification of subjects who are chromium depleted and there-
fore would be expected to respond to chromium supplementation.
Recent studies suggest that a low molecular weight chromium bind-
ing substance may amplify insulin receptor tyrosine kinase activity
in response to insulin. Additional dose response data linking chro-
mium and prevention of diabetes will be needed before this can be
used as an indicator to estimate the EAR.
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TABLE S-10 Tolerable Upper Intake Levels (UL)a, by Life
Stage Group

Preformed
Vitamin A Boron Copper Iodine Iron

Life Stage Group (µg/d) (mg/d) (µg/d) (µg/d) (mg/d)

0 through 6 mo 600 NDb ND ND 40
7 through 12 mo 600 ND ND ND 40
1 through 3 y 600 3 1,000 200 40
4 through 8 y 900 6 3,000 300 40
9 through 13 y 1,700 11 5,000 600 40

14 through 18 y 2,800 17 8,000 900 45
≥ 19 y 3,000 20 10,000 1,100 45

Pregnancy
14 through 18 y 2,800 17 8,000 900 45
19 through 50 y 3,000 20 10,000 1,100 45

Lactation
14 through 18 y 2,800 17 8,000 900 45
19 through 50 y 3,000 20 10,000 1,100 45

NOTE:  Because of the lack of suitable data, ULs could not be established for vitamin K
or chromium. In the absence of ULs, extra caution may be warranted in consuming
levels of these nutrients above recommended intakes.  Although a UL was not deter-
mined for arsenic, there is no justification for adding arsenic to food or supplements.
In addition, although silicon has not been shown to cause adverse effects in humans,
there is no justification for adding silicon to supplements.

a The highest level of daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects to almost all individuals in the general population. As intake increases above the

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS

Five major types of information gaps were noted: a lack of data
demonstrating a specific role of some of these micronutrients in
human health; a dearth of studies designed specifically to estimate
average requirements in presumably healthy humans; a lack of data
on the micronutrient needs of infants, children, adolescents, the
elderly, and pregnant women; a lack of studies to determine the
role of these micronutrients in reducing the risk of certain chronic
diseases; and a lack of studies designed to detect adverse effects of
chronic high intakes of these many of these micronutrients.

Highest priority is thus given to studies that address the following
research topics:
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fe

Iodine Iron Manganese Molybdenum Nickel Vanadium Zinc
(µg/d) (mg/d) (mg/d) (µg/d) (µg/d) (mg/d)c (mg/d)

ND 40 ND ND ND ND 4
ND 40 ND ND ND ND 5

200 40 2 300 200 ND 7
300 40 3 600 300 ND 12
600 40 6 1,100 600 ND 23
900 45 9 1,700 1,000 ND 34

1,100 45 11 2,000 1,000 1.8 40

900 45 9 1,700 1,000 ND 34
1,100 45 11 2,000 1,000 ND 40

900 45 9 1,700 1,000 ND 34
1,100 45 11 2,000 1,000 ND 40

UL, the risk of adverse effects increases. Unless specified otherwise, the UL represents
total nutrient intake from food, water, and supplements.
b ND = not determinable due to lack of data of adverse effects in this age group and
concern about lack of ability to handle excess amounts. Source of intake should be
from food only to prevent high levels of intake.
c Although vanadium in food has not been shown to cause adverse effects in humans,
there is no justification for adding vanadium to food, and vanadium supplements should
be used with caution. The UL is based on adverse effects in laboratory animals and this
data could be used to set a UL for adults, but not for children or adolescents.

• studies to identify and further understand the functional (e.g.,
cognitive function, regulation of insulin, bone health, and immune
function) and biochemical endpoints that reflect sufficient and in-
sufficient body stores of vitamin A, vitamin K, arsenic, boron, chro-
mium, copper, iodine, iron, manganese, molybdenum, nickel, sili-
con, vanadium, and zinc;

• studies to further identify and quantify the effects of interactions
between micronutrients and interactions between micronutrients
and other food components, the food matrix, food processing, and
life stage on micronutrient (vitamin A, vitamin K, chromium,
copper, iron, and zinc) bioavailability and therefore dietary require-
ment;
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• studies to further investigate the role of arsenic, boron, nickel,
silicon, and vanadium in human health; and

• studies to investigate the influence of non-nutritional factors
(e.g., body mass index, glucose intolerance, infection) on the bio-
chemical indicators for micronutrients currently measured by U.S.
and Canadian nutritional surveys, such as for iron and vitamin A.
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1
Introduction to Dietary

Reference Intakes

Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) comprise a set of nutrient-based
reference values, each of which has special uses. The development
of DRIs expands on the periodic reports, Recommended Dietary Allow-
ances, which have been published since 1941 by the National Acade-
my of Sciences and the Recommended Nutrient Intakes of Canada. This
comprehensive effort is being undertaken by the Standing Commit-
tee on the Scientific Evaluation of Dietary Reference Intakes of the
Food and Nutrition Board, Institute of Medicine, National Acade-
mies, with the active involvement of Health Canada. See Appendix
A for a description of the overall process and its origins.

WHAT ARE DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES?

The reference values, collectively called the Dietary Reference In-
takes (DRIs), include the Estimated Average Requirement (EAR),
Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA), Adequate Intake (AI),
and Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL).

A requirement is defined as the lowest continuing intake level of
a nutrient that will maintain a defined level of nutriture in an indi-
vidual. The chosen criterion of nutritional adequacy is identified in
each chapter; note that the criterion may differ for individuals at
different life stages. Hence, particular attention is given throughout
this report to the choice and justification of the criterion used to
establish requirement values.

This approach differs somewhat from that used by the World
Health Organization, Food and Agriculture Organization, and Inter-
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national Atomic Energy Agency (WHO/FAO/IAEA) Expert Con-
sultation on Trace Elements in Human Nutrition and Health (WHO,
1996). That publication uses the term basal requirement to indicate
the level of intake needed to prevent pathologically relevant and
clinically detectable signs of a dietary inadequacy. The term norma-
tive requirement indicates the level of intake sufficient to maintain a
desirable body store or reserve. In developing RDAs and AIs, em-
phasis is placed instead on the reasons underlying the choice of the
criterion of nutritional adequacy used to establish the requirement.
They have not been designated as basal or normative.

Unless otherwise stated, all values given for EARs, RDAs, and AIs
represent the quantity of the nutrient or food component to be
supplied by foods from a diet similar to those consumed in Canada
and the United States. If the food source of a nutrient is very differ-
ent (as in diets of some ethnic groups) or if the source is supple-
ments, adjustments may have to be made for differences in nutrient
bioavailability. When this is an issue, it is discussed for the specific
nutrient in the section “Special Considerations”.

RDAs and AIs are levels of intake recommended for individuals.
They should reduce the risk of developing a condition that is associ-
ated with the nutrient in question and that has a negative functional
outcome. The DRIs apply to the apparently healthy general popula-
tion. Meeting the recommended intakes for the nutrients would
not necessarily provide enough for individuals who are already mal-
nourished, nor would they be adequate for certain disease states
marked by increased nutritional requirements. Qualified medical
and nutrition personnel must tailor recommendations for individu-
als who are known to have diseases that greatly increase nutritional
requirements or who are at risk for developing adverse effects asso-
ciated with higher intakes. Although the RDA or AI may serve as the
basis for such guidance, qualified personnel should make necessary
adaptations for specific situations

CATEGORIES OF DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES

Each type of Dietary Reference Intake (DRI) refers to average
daily nutrient intake of individuals over time. In most cases, the
amount taken from day to day may vary substantially without ill effect.

Recommended Dietary Allowance

The Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) is the average daily
dietary intake level that is sufficient to meet the nutrient require-
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ment of nearly all (97 to 98 percent) healthy individuals in a partic-
ular life stage and gender group (see Figure 1-1). The RDA is in-
tended to be used as a goal for daily intake by individuals. The
process for setting the RDA is described below; it usually depends
on being able to set an Estimated Average Requirement (EAR).
That is, if an EAR cannot be set, no RDA will be set.

Estimated Average Requirement1

The Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) is the daily intake value
that is estimated to meet the requirement, as defined by the speci-
fied indicator or criterion of adequacy, in half of the apparently
healthy individuals in a life stage or gender group (see Figure 1-1).
A normal or symmetrical distribution (median and mean are simi-
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FIGURE 1-1 Dietary reference intakes. This figure shows that the Estimated Aver-
age Requirement (EAR) is the intake at which the risk of inadequacy is 0.5 (50
percent) to an individual. The Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) is the
intake at which the risk of inadequacy is very small—only 0.02 to 0.03 (2 to 3
percent). The Adequate Intake (AI) does not bear a consistent relationship to the
EAR or the RDA because it is set without being able to estimate the requirement.
At intakes between the RDA and the Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL), the risks
of inadequacy and of excess are both close to 0. At intakes above the UL, the risk of
adverse effects may increase.

1 The definition of EAR implies a median as opposed to a mean, or average. The
median and average would be the same if the distribution of requirements followed
a symmetrical distribution and would diverge as a distribution became skewed.
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32 DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES

lar) is usually assumed for nutrient requirements. At this level of
intake, the other half of a specified group would not have its nutri-
tional needs met. The general method used to set the EAR is the
same for all the nutrients. The specific approaches, which are pro-
vided in Chapters 4 through 12, differ because of the different types
of data available. For many of the nutrients, there are few direct
data on the requirements of children. Thus, EARs and RDAs for
children are based on extrapolations from adult values. The method
is described in Chapter 2.

Method for Setting the RDA when Nutrient Requirements Are
Normally Distributed

If the requirement for the nutrient is normally distributed, and
the standard deviation (SD) of the EAR is available, the RDA is
defined as equal to the EAR plus 2 SDs of the EAR:

RDA = EAR + 2 SDEAR.

If data about variability in requirements are insufficient to calcu-
late an SD, a coefficient of variation (CVEAR) of 10 percent will be
ordinarily assumed and used to estimate the SD:

CVEAR = SDEAR/EAR

and

SD = (EAR × CVEAR);

the resulting equation for the RDA is

RDA = EAR + 2 (0.1 × EAR)

or

RDA = 1.2 × EAR.

The assumption of a 10 percent CV is based on extensive data on
the variation in basal metabolic rate (FAO/WHO/UNA, 1985;
Garby and Lammert, 1984), which contributes about two-thirds of
the daily energy needs of many individuals residing in Canada and
the United States (Elia, 1992) and on the similar CV of 12.5 percent
estimated for the protein requirements in adults (FAO/WHO/
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UNA, 1985). If data are not available for estimation of a standard
deviation, then a CV of 10 percent is assumed depending on the
information that is available.

Method for Setting the RDA when Nutrient Requirements Are Not
Normally Distributed

When factorial modeling is used to estimate the distribution of
requirements from the distributions of the individual components
of requirement (e.g., losses, accretion), it is necessary to add the
individual distributions. For normal component distributions, this
is straightforward since the resultant distribution is also normal,
with a mean that is the sum of component means and a variance
(the square of the SD) that is the sum of the individual variances.
The ninety-seven and one-half percentile is then estimated as the
mean value plus two SDs.

If the requirement of a nutrient is not normally distributed but
can be transformed to normality, its EAR and RDA can be estimated
by transforming the data, calculating a fiftieth and a ninety-seventh
and one-half percentile, and transforming these percentiles back
into the original units. In this case, the difference between the EAR
and the RDA cannot be used to obtain an estimate of the CV be-
cause skewing is usually present.

If normality cannot be assumed for all of the components of re-
quirement, then Monte Carlo simulation is used for the summation
of the components. This approach involves simulation of a large
population of individuals (e.g., 100,000) each with his or her own
requirement for a particular nutrient. To accomplish this, the com-
ponent parts of nutrient needs (the factorial components) are treat-
ed as coming from independent random distributions.

Using iron as an example (see Chapter 9), for basal iron loss, a
distribution of expected losses was generated. For each individual
in the simulated population, a randomly selected iron loss value was
drawn from that distribution of iron losses. This is done for each
component of iron need and then these components were summed
for each individual yielding the simulated iron needs. The total
requirement is then calculated for each individual and the median
and the ninety-seven and one-half percentile calculated directly.

Information about the distribution of values for the requirement
components is modeled on the basis of known physiology. Monte
Carlo approaches may be used in the simulation of the distribution
of components; or, where large data sets exist for similar popula-
tions (such as growth rates in infants), estimates of relative variability
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may be transferred to the component in the simulated population
(Gentle, 1998). At each step, the goal is to achieve distribution
values for the component that not only reflect known physiology or
known direct observations, but also values that can be transformed
into a distribution that can be modeled and used in selecting ran-
dom members to contribute to the final requirement distribution.
When the final distribution representing the convolution of com-
ponents has been derived, then the median and ninety-seven and
one-half percentile of the distribution can be directly estimated. It
is recognized that in its simplest form, the Monte Carlo approach
ignores possible correlation among components. In the case of iron,
however, expected correlation is built into the modeling of the re-
quirement where components are linked to a common variable,
such as growth rate, so that not all sources of correlation are neglected.

Other Uses of the EAR

The EAR may also be used in the assessment of the intake of
groups (IOM, 2000) or, together with an estimate of the variance of
intake, be used in planning for the intake of groups (Beaton, 1994)
(see Chapter 14).

Adequate Intake

If sufficient scientific evidence is not available to calculate an EAR,
a reference intake called an Adequate Intake (AI) is provided instead
of an RDA. The AI is a value based on experimentally derived intake
levels or approximations of observed mean nutrient intakes by a
group (or groups) of healthy people. In the judgment of the Stand-
ing Committee on the Scientific Evaluation of Dietary Reference
Intakes, the AI for children and adults is expected to meet or exceed
the amount needed to maintain a defined nutritional state or crite-
rion of adequacy in essentially all members of a specific healthy
population. Examples of defined nutritional states include normal
growth, maintenance of normal circulating nutrient values, or other
aspects of nutritional well-being or general health.

The AI is set when data are considered to be insufficient or inade-
quate to establish an EAR on which an RDA would be based. For
example, for young infants for whom human milk is the recom-
mended sole source of food for most nutrients for the first 4 to 6
months, the AI is based on the daily mean nutrient intake supplied
by human milk for healthy, full-term infants who are exclusively fed
human milk. For adults, the AI may be based on data from a single
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experiment, on estimated dietary intakes in apparently healthy pop-
ulation groups (e.g., vitamin K, chromium, or manganese), or on a
review of data from different approaches that considered alone do
not permit a reasonably confident estimate of an EAR.

Similarities Between the AI and the RDA

Both the AI and RDA are to be used as a goal for individual
intake. In general, the values are intended to cover the needs of
nearly all persons in a life stage group. (For infants, the AI is the
mean intake when infants in the age group are consuming human
milk. Larger infants may have greater needs, which they meet by
consuming more milk.) As with RDAs, AIs for children and adoles-
cents may be extrapolated from adult values if no other usable data
are available.

Differences Between the AI and the RDA

There is much less certainty about the AI value than about the
RDA value. Because AIs depend on a greater degree of judgment
than is applied in estimating the EAR and subsequently the RDA,
the AI may deviate significantly from and be numerically higher
than the RDA. For this reason, AIs must be used with greater care
than is the case for RDAs. Also, the RDA is usually calculated from
the EAR by using a formula that takes into account the expected
variation in the requirement for the nutrient (see previous section,
“Estimated Average Requirement”).

Tolerable Upper Intake Level

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of daily
nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health effects
for almost all individuals in the specified life stage group (see Fig-
ure 1-1). As intake increases above the UL, the potential risk of
adverse effects may increase. The term tolerable intake was chosen to
avoid implying a possible beneficial effect. Instead, the term is in-
tended to connote a level of intake that can, with high probability,
be tolerated biologically. The UL is not intended to be a recom-
mended level of intake, and there is no established benefit for
healthy individuals if they consume a nutrient in amounts exceed-
ing the recommended intake (the RDA or AI).

The UL is based on an evaluation conducted by using the meth-
odology for risk assessment of nutrients (see Chapter 3). The need
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for setting ULs grew out of the increased fortification of foods with
nutrients and the use of dietary supplements by more people and in
larger doses. The UL applies to chronic daily use. As in the case of
applying AIs, professionals should avoid very rigid application of
ULs and first assess the characteristics of the individual and group
of concern, such as source of nutrient, physiological state of the
individual, length of sustained high intakes, and so forth.

For some nutrients such as vitamin K, arsenic, chromium, and
silicon, data are not sufficient for developing a UL. This indicates
the need for caution in consuming amounts greater than the rec-
ommended intakes; it does not mean that high intakes pose no risk
of adverse effects.

The safety of routine, long-term intake above the UL is not well
documented. Although members of the general population should
be advised not to routinely exceed the UL, intake above the UL
may be appropriate for investigation within well-controlled clinical
trials. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should not be discour-
aged as long as subjects participating in these trials have signed
informed consent documents regarding possible toxicity and as long
as these trials employ appropriate safe monitoring of trial subjects.

Determination of Adequacy

In the derivation of the EAR or AI, close attention has been paid
to the determination of the most appropriate indicators of adequacy.
A key question is, Adequate for what? In many cases, a continuum
of benefits may be ascribed to various levels of intake of the same
nutrient. One criterion may be deemed the most appropriate to
determine the risk that an individual will become deficient in the
nutrient whereas another may relate to reducing the risk of chronic
degenerative disease, such as diabetes mellitus or osteoporosis.

Each EAR and AI is described in terms of the selected criterion.
The potential role of the nutrient in the reduction of disease risk
was considered in developing the EARs. With the acquisition of
additional data relating intake to chronic disease or disability, the
choice of the criterion for setting the EAR may change.

PARAMETERS FOR DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES

Life Stage Groups

The life stage groups described below were chosen by keeping in
mind all the nutrients to be reviewed, not only those included in
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this report. Additional subdivisions within these groups may be
added in later reports. If data are too sparse to distinguish differ-
ences in requirements by life stage or gender group, the analysis
may be presented for a larger grouping.

Infancy

Infancy covers the period from birth through 12 months of age
and is divided into two 6-month intervals. The first 6-month interval
was not subdivided further because intake is relatively constant dur-
ing this time. That is, as infants grow they ingest more food; how-
ever, on a body weight basis their intake remains the same. During
the second 6 months of life, growth velocity slows, and thus total
daily nutrient needs on a body weight basis may be less than those
during the first 6 months of life.

For a particular nutrient, the average intake by full-term infants
who are born to healthy, well-nourished mothers and exclusively
fed human milk has been adopted as the primary basis for deriving
the Adequate Intake (AI) for most nutrients during the first 6 months
of life. The value used is thus not an Estimated Average Require-
ment (EAR); the extent to which intake of human milk may result
in exceeding the actual requirements of the infant is not known,
and ethics of experimentation preclude testing the levels known to
be potentially inadequate. Therefore, the AI is not an EAR in which
only half of the group would be expected to have their needs met.

Using the infant fed human milk as a model is in keeping with the
basis for estimating nutrient allowances of infants developed in the
last Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA) (NRC, 1989) and
Recommended Nutrient Intakes (RNI) (Health Canada, 1990) re-
ports. It also supports the recommendation that exclusive human
milk feeding is the preferred method of feeding for normal full-
term infants for the first 4 to 6 months of life. This recommenda-
tion has also been made by the Canadian Paediatric Society (Health
Canada, 1990), the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP, 1997)
and in the Food and Nutrition Board report Nutrition During Lacta-
tion (IOM, 1991).

In general, for this report special consideration was not given to
possible variations in physiological need during the first month after
birth or to the variations in intake of nutrients from human milk
that result from differences in milk volume and nutrient concentra-
tion during early lactation. Specific Dietary Reference Intakes
(DRIs) to meet the needs of formula-fed infants are not proposed
in this report. The previously published RDAs and RNIs for infants
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have led to much misinterpretation of the adequacy of human milk
because of a lack of understanding about their derivation for young
infants. Although they were based on human milk composition and
volume of intake, the previous RDA and RNI values allowed for
lower bioavailability of nutrients from nonhuman milk.

Ages 0 through 6 Months. To derive the AI value for infants ages 0
through 6 months, the mean intake of a nutrient was calculated on
the basis of the average concentration of the nutrient from 2
through 6 months of lactation with use of consensus values from
several reported studies (Atkinson et al., 1995), and an average vol-
ume of milk intake of 0.78 L/day as reported from studies of full-
term infants by test weighing, a procedure in which the infant is
weighed before and after each feeding (Butte et al., 1984; Chandra,
1984; Hofvander et al., 1982; Neville et al., 1988). Because there is
variation in both of these measures, the computed value represents
the mean. It is expected that infants will consume increased vol-
umes of human milk as they grow.

Ages 7 through 12 Months. Except for iron and zinc, which have
relatively high requirements, there is no evidence for markedly dif-
ferent nutrient needs during the period of infants’ growth accelera-
tion and gradual weaning to a mixed diet of human milk and solid
foods from ages 7 through 12 months. The basis of the AI values
derived for this age category was the sum of the specific nutrient
provided by 0.6 L/day of human milk, which is the average volume
of milk reported from studies in this age category (Heinig et al.,
1993), and that provided by the usual intakes of complementary
weaning foods consumed by infants in this age category (Specker et
al., 1997). This approach is in keeping with the current recommen-
dations of the Canadian Paediatric Society (Health Canada, 1990),
the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP, 1997), and Nutrition Dur-
ing Lactation (IOM, 1991) for continued feeding of human milk to
infants through 9 to 12 months of age with appropriate introduc-
tion of solid foods.

One problem encountered in trying to derive intake data in in-
fants was the lack of available data on total nutrient intake from a
combination of human milk and solid foods in the second 6 months
of life. Most intake survey data do not identify the milk source, but
the published values indicate that cow milk and cow milk formula
were most likely consumed.
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Toddlers: Ages 1 through 3 Years

The greater velocity of growth in height during ages 1 through 3
years compared with ages 4 through 5 years provides a biological
basis for dividing this period of life. Because children in the United
States and Canada from age 4 years onwards begin to enter the
public school system, ending this life stage prior to age 4 years
seemed appropriate. Data are sparse for indicators of nutrient ade-
quacy on which to derive DRIs for these early years of life. In some
cases, DRIs for this age group were derived from data extrapolated
from studies of infants or of adults aged 19 years and older.

Early Childhood: Ages 4 through 8 Years

Because major biological changes in velocity of growth and chang-
ing endocrine status occur during ages 4 through 8 or 9 years (the
latter depending on onset of puberty in each gender), the category
of 4 through 8 years is appropriate. For many nutrients, a reason-
able amount of data is available on nutrient intake and various
criteria for adequacy (such as nutrient balance measured in young
children ages 5 through 7 years) that can be used as the basis for
the EARs and AIs for this life stage group.

Puberty/Adolescence: Ages 9 through 13 Years and 14 through 18
Years

Because current data support younger ages for pubertal develop-
ment, it was determined that the adolescent age group should begin
at 9 years. The mean age of onset of breast development (Tanner
Stage 2) for white females in the United States is 10.0 ± 1.8 (stan-
dard deviation) years; this is a physical marker for the beginning of
increased estrogen secretion (Herman-Giddens et al., 1997). In
African-American females, onset of breast development is earlier
(mean 8.9 years ± 1.9). The reason for the observed racial differences
in the age at which girls enter puberty is unknown. The onset of the
growth spurt in girls begins before the onset of breast development
(Tanner, 1990). The age group of 9 through 13 years allows for this
early growth spurt of females.

For males, the mean age of initiation of testicular development is
10.5 to 11 years, and their growth spurt begins 2 years later (Tanner,
1990). Thus, to begin the second age category at 14 years and to
have different EARs and AIs for females and males for some nutri-
ents at this age seems biologically appropriate. All children continue
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to grow to some extent until as late as age 20 years; therefore, having
these two age categories span the period 9 through 18 years of age
seems justified.

Young Adulthood and Middle Ages: Ages 19 through 30 Years and
31 through 50 Years

The recognition of the possible value of higher nutrient intakes
during early adulthood on achieving optimal genetic potential for
peak bone mass was the reason for dividing adulthood into ages 19
through 30 years and 31 through 50 years. Moreover, mean energy
expenditure decreases during this 30-year period, and needs for
nutrients related to energy metabolism may also decrease. For some
nutrients, the DRIs may be the same for the two age groups. How-
ever, for other nutrients, especially those related to energy metabo-
lism, EARs (and RDAs) are likely to differ for these two age groups.

Adulthood and Older Adults: Ages 51 through 70 Years and Over
70 Years

The age period of 51 through 70 years spans active work years for
most adults. After age 70 years, people of the same age increasingly
display variability in physiological functioning and physical activity.
A comparison of people over age 70 years who are the same chrono-
logical age may demonstrate as much as a 15- to 20-year age-related
difference in level of reserve capacity and functioning. This is dem-
onstrated by age-related declines in nutrient absorption and renal
function. Because of the high variability in functional capacity of
older adults, the EARs and AIs for this age group may reflect a
greater variability in requirements for the older age categories. This
variability may be most applicable to nutrients for which require-
ments are related to energy expenditure.

Pregnancy and Lactation

Recommendations for pregnancy and lactation may be subdivided
because of the many physiological changes and changes in nutrient
needs that occur during these life stages. In setting EARs and AIs
for these life stages, however, consideration is given to adaptations
to increased nutrient demand, such as increased absorption and
greater conservation of many nutrients. Moreover, nutrients may
undergo net losses due to physiological mechanisms regardless of
the nutrient intake. Thus, for some nutrients, there may not be a
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basis for EAR values that are different during these life stages than
they are for other women of comparable age.

Reference Weights and Heights

The reference weights and heights selected for children and
adults are shown in Table 1-1. The values are based on anthropo-
metric data collected from 1988–1994 as part of the Third National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III) in the
United States. When extrapolation to a different age group was
conducted, these reference weights were used, except for iron which
used weights with known coefficients of variation that were required
for factorial modeling.

Using NHANES III data, the median heights for the life stage and
gender groups through age 30 years were identified, and the
median weights for these heights were based on reported median
Body Mass Index (BMI) for the same individuals. Since there is no
evidence that weight should change as adults age if activity is main-
tained, the reference weights for adults ages 19 through 30 years
are applied to all adult age groups.

The most recent nationally representative data available for Cana-
dians (from the l970–1972 Nutrition Canada Survey [Demirjian,
1980]) were reviewed. In general, median heights of children from

TABLE 1-1 Reference Heights and Weights for Children and
Adults in the United Statesa

Median Body Reference Reference
Mass Index Height, Weightb

Gender Age (kg/m2) cm (in) kg (lb)

Male, female 2–6 mo – 64 (25) 7 (16)
7–11 mo – 72 (28) 9 (20)
1–3 y – 91 (36) 13 (29)
4–8 y 15.8 118 (46) 22 (48)

Male 9–13 y 18.5 147 (58) 40 (88)
14–18 y 21.3 174 (68) 64 (142)
19–30 y 24.4 176 (69) 76 (166)

Female 9–13 y 18.3 148 (58) 40 (88)
14–18 y 21.3 163 (64) 57 (125)
19–30 y 22.8 163 (64) 61 (133)

a Adapted from the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES
III), 1988–1994.
b Calculated from body mass index and height for ages 4 through 8 years and older.
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1 year of age in the United States were greater by 3 to 8 cm (1 to 3
inches) than those of children of the same age in Canada measured
two decades earlier (Demirjian, 1980). This difference could be
partly explained by approximations necessary to compare the two
data sets but more likely by a continuation of the secular trend of
increased heights for age noted in the Nutrition Canada Survey
when it compared data from that survey with an earlier (1953)
national Canadian survey (Pett and Ogilvie, 1956).

Similarly, median weights beyond age 1 year derived from the
recent survey in the United States (NHANES III) were also greater
than those obtained from the older Canadian survey (Demirjian,
1980). Differences were greatest during adolescence, ranging from
10 to 17 percent higher. The differences probably reflect the secular
trend of earlier onset of puberty (Herman-Giddens et al., 1997),
rather than differences in populations. Calculations of BMI for
young adults (e.g., a median of 22.6 for Canadian women compared
with 22.8 for U.S. women) resulted in similar values, thus indicating
greater concordance between the two surveys by adulthood.

The reference weights chosen for this report were based on the
most recent data set available from either country, with recognition
that earlier surveys in Canada indicated shorter stature and lower
weights during adolescence than did surveys in the United States.

Reference weights are used primarily when setting the EAR or
Tolerable Upper Intake Level for children or when relating the
nutrient needs of adults to body weight. For the 4- to 8-year-old age
group, a small 4-year-old child can be assumed to require less than
the EAR and that a large 8-year-old child will require more than the
EAR. However, the RDA or AI should meet the needs of both.

SUMMARY

Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) is a generic term for a set of nutrient
reference values that includes the Estimated Average Requirement,
Recommended Dietary Allowance, Adequate Intake, and Tolerable
Upper Intake Level. These reference values are being developed
for life stage and gender groups in a joint U.S. and Canadian activity.
This report, which is one volume in a series, covers the DRIs for
vitamins A and K, arsenic, boron, chromium, copper, iodine, iron,
manganese, molybdenum, nickel, silicon, vanadium, and zinc.
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2
Overview and Methods

This report focuses on fourteen micronutrients—vitamin A, vita-
min K, arsenic, boron, chromium, copper, iodine, iron, manganese,
molybdenum, nickel, silicon, vanadium, and zinc. These micro-
nutrients fall into two categories: (1) those known to have a benefi-
cial role in human health and (2) those that lack sufficient evidence of
their specific role in human health and lacking a reproducibly ob-
served human indicator in response to their absence in the diet.

The micronutrients that have a beneficial role in human health
include vitamin A, vitamin K, chromium, copper, iodine, iron, man-
ganese, molybdenum, and zinc. Vitamin A is required for normal
vision, gene expression, cellular differentiation, morphogenesis,
growth, and immune function. Vitamin K plays an essential role in
the coagulation of blood. Chromium improves the efficiency of
insulin in individuals with impaired glucose tolerance. Copper is
associated with many metalloenzymes and is necessary for proper
development of connective tissue, myelin, and melanin. Iodine pre-
vents dwarfism, cretinism, and goiter. Iron, via hemoglobin and
myoglobin, is necessary for the movement of oxygen from the air to
the various tissues and the prevention of anemia. Manganese is asso-
ciated with a number of metalloenzymes and is involved with the
formation of bone and the metabolism of amino acids, lipids, and
carbohydrates. Molybdenum is a cofactor of several enzymes, and a
deficiency of these enzymes can result in neurological abnormalities
and death. Zinc is associated with catalytic activity of more than 200
enzymes and regulatory proteins, including transcription factors.

The micronutrients reviewed that lack a demonstrated role in
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human health include arsenic, boron, nickel, silicon, and vanadium.
Arsenic has been shown to have a role in methionine metabolism in
rats, and a deprivation of arsenic has been associated with impaired
growth in various animals. Embryonic defects have been demon-
strated in boron-depleted trout. Abnormal metabolism of vitamin D
and estrogen has been proposed as a related function for boron in
humans. Nickel has been demonstrated to be essential for animals,
and its deprivation in rats can result in retarded growth. Silicon is
involved with the formation of bone and collagen in animals. Vana-
dium has been shown to mimic insulin and stimulate cell prolifera-
tion and differentiation in animals.

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Types of Data Used

The scientific data for developing the Dietary Reference Intakes
(DRIs) have essentially come from observational and experimental
studies in humans. Observational studies include single-case and
case-series reports and cross-sectional, cohort, and case-control stud-
ies. Experimental studies include randomized and nonrandomized
therapeutic or prevention trials and controlled dose-response, balance,
turnover, and depletion-repletion physiological studies. Results
from animal experiments are generally not applicable to the estab-
lishment of DRIs, but selected animal studies are considered in the
absence of human data.

Animal Models

Basic research using experimental animals affords considerable
advantage in terms of control of nutrient exposures, environmental
factors, and even genetics. In contrast, the relevance to free-living
humans may be unclear. In addition, dose levels and routes of ad-
ministration that are practical in animal experiments may differ
greatly from those relevant to humans. Nevertheless, animal feed-
ing experiments were sometimes included in the evidence reviewed
to determine the ability to specify DRIs.

Human Feeding Studies

Controlled feeding studies, usually in a confined setting such as a
metabolic ward, can yield valuable information on the relationship
between nutrient consumption and health-related biomarkers.
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Much of the understanding of human nutrient requirements to pre-
vent deficiencies is based on studies of this type. Studies in which
the subjects are confined allow for close control of both intake and
activities. Complete collections of nutrient losses through urine and
feces are possible, as are recurring sampling of biological materials
such as blood. Nutrient balance studies measure nutrient status in
relation to intake. Depletion-repletion studies, by contrast, measure
nutrient status while subjects are maintained on diets containing
marginally low or deficient levels of a nutrient; then the deficit is
corrected with measured amounts of that nutrient. Unfortunately,
these two types of studies have several limitations: typically they are
limited in time to a few days or weeks, and so longer-term outcomes
cannot be measured with the same level of accuracy. In addition,
subjects may be confined, and findings are therefore not always
generalizable to free-living individuals. Finally, the time and expense
involved in such studies usually limit the number of subjects and
the number of doses or intake levels that can be tested.

 In spite of these limitations, feeding studies play an important
role in understanding nutrient needs and metabolism. Such data
were considered in the DRI process and were given particular atten-
tion in the absence of reliable data to directly relate nutrient intake
to disease risk.

Observational Studies

In comparison to human feeding studies, observational epidemio-
logical studies are frequently of direct relevance to free-living hu-
mans, but they lack the controlled setting. Hence they are useful in
establishing evidence of an association between the consumption of
a nutrient and disease risk but are limited in their ability to ascribe
a causal relationship. A judgment of causality may be supported by
a consistency of association among studies in diverse populations,
and it may be strengthened by the use of laboratory-based tools to
measure exposures and confounding factors, rather than other
means of data collection, such as personal interviews. In recent
years, rapid advances in laboratory technology have made possible
the increased use of biomarkers of exposure, susceptibility, and dis-
ease outcome in “molecular” epidemiological research. For exam-
ple, one area of great potential in advancing current knowledge of
the effects of diet on health is the study of genetic markers of dis-
ease susceptibility (especially polymorphisms in genes encoding
metabolizing enzymes) in relation to dietary exposures. This devel-
opment is expected to provide more accurate assessments of the
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risk associated with different levels of intake of both nutrients and
nonnutritive food constituents.

While analytic epidemiological studies (studies that relate expo-
sure to disease outcomes in individuals) have provided convincing
evidence of an associative relationship between selected nondietary
exposures and disease risk, there are a number of other factors that
limit study reliability in research relating nutrient intakes to disease
risk. First, the variation in nutrient intake may be rather limited in
populations selected for study. This feature alone may yield modest
relative risk trends across intake categories in the population, even
if the nutrient is an important factor in explaining large disease
rate variations among populations.

A second factor, one that gives rise to particular concerns about
confounding, is the human diet’s complex mixture of foods and
nutrients that includes many substances that may be highly correlated.
Third, many cohort and case-control studies have relied on self-
reports of diet, typically food records, 24-hour recalls, or diet history
questionnaires. Repeated application of such instruments to the
same individuals show considerable variation in nutrient consump-
tion estimates from one time period to another with correlations
often in the 0.3 to 0.7 range (e.g., Willett et al., 1985). In addition,
there may be systematic bias in nutrient consumption estimates
from self-report as the reporting of food intakes and portion sizes
may depend on individual characteristics such as body mass, ethnicity,
and age. For example, total energy consumption may tend to be
substantially underreported (30 to 50 percent) among obese per-
sons, with little or no underreporting among lean persons (Heitmann
and Lissner, 1995). Such systematic bias, in conjunction with random
measurement error and limited intake range, has the potential to
greatly impact analytic epidemiological studies based on self-reported
dietary habits. Note that cohort studies using objective (biomarker)
measures of nutrient intake may have an important advantage in
the avoidance of systematic bias, though important sources of bias
(e.g., confounding) may remain.

Randomized Clinical Trials

By randomly allocating subjects to the (nutrient) exposure of in-
terest, clinical trials eliminate the confounding that may be intro-
duced in observational studies by self-selection. The unique strength
of randomized trials is that, if the sample is large enough, the study
groups will be similar with respect not only to those confounding
variables known to the investigators, but also to any unknown fac-
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tors that might be related to risk of the disease. Thus, randomized
trials achieve a degree of control of confounding that is simply not
possible with any observational design strategy, and thus they allow
for the testing of small effects that are beyond the ability of observa-
tional studies to detect reliably.

Although randomized controlled trials represent the accepted
standard for studies of nutrient consumption in relation to human
health, they too possess important limitations. Specifically, persons
agreeing to be randomized may be a select subset of the population
of interest, thus limiting the generalization of trial results. For prac-
tical reasons, only a small number of nutrients or nutrient combina-
tions at a single intake level are generally studied in a randomized
trial (although a few intervention trials to compare specific dietary
patterns have been initiated in recent years). In addition, the follow-
up period will typically be short relative to the preceding time period
of nutrient consumption that may be relevant to the health out-
comes under study, particularly if chronic disease endpoints are
sought. Also, dietary intervention or supplementation trials tend to
be costly and logistically difficult, and the maintenance of interven-
tion adherence can be a particular challenge.

Because of the many complexities in conducting studies among
free-living human populations and the attendant potential for bias
and confounding, it is the totality of the evidence from both obser-
vational and intervention studies, appropriately weighted, that must
form the basis for conclusions about causal relationships between
particular exposures and disease outcomes.

Weighing the Evidence

As a principle, only studies published in peer-reviewed journals
have been used in this report. However, studies published in other
scientific journals or readily available reports were considered if
they appeared to provide important information not documented
elsewhere. To the extent possible, original scientific studies have
been used to derive the DRIs. On the basis of a thorough review of
the scientific literature, clinical, functional, and biochemical indica-
tors of nutritional adequacy and excess were identified for each
nutrient.

The quality of the study was considered in weighing the evidence.
The characteristics examined included the study design and the
representativeness of the study population; the validity, reliability,
and precision of the methods used for measuring intake and indica-
tors of adequacy or excess; the control of biases and confounding
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factors; and the power of the study to demonstrate a given differ-
ence or correlation. Publications solely expressing opinions were
not used in setting DRIs. The assessment acknowledged the inher-
ent reliability of each type of study design as described above, and it
applied standard criteria concerning the strength and dose-response
and temporal pattern of estimated nutrient-disease or adverse effect
associations, the consistency of associations among studies of various
types, and the specificity and biological plausibility of the suggested
relationships (Hill, 1971). For example, biological plausibility would
not be sufficient in the presence of a weak association and lack of
evidence that exposure preceded the effect.

Data were examined to determine whether similar estimates of
the requirement resulted from the use of different indicators and
different types of studies. For a single nutrient, the criterion for
setting the Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) may differ from
one life stage group to another because the critical function or the
risk of disease may be different. When no or very poor data were
available for a given life stage group, extrapolation was made from
the EAR or Adequate Intake (AI) set for another group; explicit
and logical assumptions on relative requirements were made. Be-
cause EARs can be used for multiple purposes, they were estab-
lished whenever sufficient supporting data were available.

Data Limitations

Although the reference values are based on data, the data were
often scanty or drawn from studies that had limitations in address-
ing the various questions that confronted the Panel. Therefore,
many of the questions raised about the requirements for and rec-
ommended intakes of these nutrients cannot be answered fully be-
cause of inadequacies in the present database. Apart from studies of
overt deficiency diseases, there is a dearth of studies that address
specific effects of inadequate intakes on specific indicators of health
status, and thus a research agenda is proposed (see Chapter 15).
For many of these nutrients, estimated requirements are based on
factorial, balance, and biochemical indicator data because there is
little information relating health status indicators to functional suf-
ficiency or insufficiency.

Thus, after careful review and analysis of the evidence, including
examination of the extent of congruent findings, scientific judg-
ment was used to determine the basis for establishing the values.
The reasoning used is described for each nutrient in Chapters 4
through 13.
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Method for Determining the Adequate Intake for Infants

The AI for young infants is generally taken to be the average intake
by full-term infants who are born to healthy, well-nourished mothers
and who are exclusively fed human milk. The extent to which intake
of a nutrient from human milk may exceed the actual requirements of
infants is not known, and ethics of experimentation preclude testing
the levels known to be potentially inadequate. Using the infant exclu-
sively fed human milk as a model is in keeping with the basis for earlier
recommendations for intake (e.g., Health Canada, 1990; IOM, 1991).
It also supports the recommendation that exclusive intake of human
milk is the preferred method of feeding for normal full-term infants
for the first 4 to 6 months of life. This recommendation has been
made by the Canadian Paediatric Society (Health Canada, 1990), the
American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP, 1997), the Institute of Medi-
cine (IOM, 1991), and many other expert groups, even though most
U.S. babies no longer receive human milk by age 6 months.

In general, this report does not cover possible variations in physi-
ological need during the first month after birth or the variations in
intake of nutrients from human milk that result from differences in
milk volume and nutrient concentration during early lactation.

In keeping with the decision made by the Standing Committee on
the Scientific Evaluation of Dietary Reference Intakes, specific DRIs
to meet the needs of formula-fed infants have not been proposed in
this report. The use of formula introduces a large number of com-
plex issues, one of which is the bioavailability of different forms of
the nutrient in different formula types.

Ages 0 through 6 Months

To derive the AI for infants ages 0 through 6 months, the mean
intake of a nutrient was calculated based on (1) the average con-
centration of the nutrient from 2 to 6 months of lactation using
consensus values from several reported studies, if possible, and (2) an
average volume of milk intake of 0.78 L/day. This volume was re-
ported from studies that used test weighing of full-term infants. In
this procedure, the infant is weighed before and after each feeding
(Butte et al., 1984; Chandra, 1984; Hofvander et al., 1982; Neville et
al., 1988). Because there is variation in both the composition of
milk and the volume consumed, the computed value represents the
mean. It is expected that infants will consume increased volumes of
human milk during growth spurts.
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Ages 7 through 12 Months

Except for iron and zinc, during the period of infant growth and
gradual weaning to a mixed diet of human milk and solid foods
from ages 7 through 12 months, there is no evidence for markedly
different nutrient needs. The AI can be derived for this age group
by calculating the sum of (1) the content of the nutrient provided
by 0.6 L/day of human milk, which is the average volume of milk
reported from studies of infants receiving human milk in this age
category (Heinig et al., 1993) and (2) that provided by the usual
intakes of complementary weaning foods consumed by infants in
this age category. Such an approach is in keeping with the current
recommendations of the Canadian Paediatric Society (Health Canada,
1990), the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP, 1997), and the
Institute of Medicine (IOM, 1991) for continued feeding of infants
with human milk through 9 to 12 months of age with appropriate
introduction of solid foods. The amounts of vitamin A, copper, iron,
and zinc consumed from complementary foods were determined by
using Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
data, and they are discussed in the nutrient chapters.

For some of the nutrients, two other approaches were considered
as well: (1) extrapolation downward from the EAR for young adults
by adjusting for metabolic or total body size and growth and adding
a factor for variability and (2) extrapolation upward from the AI for
infants ages 0 through 6 months by using the same type of adjust-
ment. Both of these methods are described below. The results of
the methods are compared in the process of setting the AI.

Human milk does not provide sufficient levels of iron and zinc for
proper growth and development of the older infant. Because facto-
rial data were available for iron and zinc in the older infants, an
EAR for iron and zinc has been established for infants ages 7
through 12 months.

Method for Extrapolating Data from Adults to Infants and Children

Setting the EAR or AI for Children

For vitamin A, chromium, copper, iodine, and molybdenum, data
were not available to set the EAR and Recommended Dietary Allow-
ance (RDA) or an AI for children ages 1 year and older and adoles-
cents. Therefore, the EAR or AI has been extrapolated down by
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using a consistent basic method. The method relies on at least four
assumptions:

1. Maintenance needs for vitamin A, chromium, copper, iodine,
and molybdenum, expressed with respect to metabolic body weight
([kilogram of body weight]0.75), are the same for adults and chil-
dren. Scaling requirements to the 0.75 power of body mass adjusts
for metabolic differences demonstrated to be related to body
weight, as described by Kleiber (1947) and explored further by West
et al. (1997). By this scaling, a child weighing 22 kg would require
42 percent of what an adult weighing 70 kg would require—a higher
percentage than that represented by actual weight. If there is a lack
of evidence demonstrating an association between metabolic rate
and nutrient requirement, needs are estimated directly proportional
to total body weight.

2. The EAR for adults is an estimate of maintenance needs.
3. The percentage of extra vitamin A, chromium, copper, and

molybdenum needed for growth is similar to the percentage of extra
protein needed for growth.

4. On average, total needs do not differ substantially for males
and females until age 14, when reference weights differ.

The formula for the extrapolation is

EARchild = EARadult × F,

where F = (Weightchild/Weightadult)
0.75 × (1 + growth factor). Refer-

ence weights from Table 1-1 are used. If the EAR differs for men
and women, the reference weight used for adults differs in the
equation by gender; otherwise, the average for men and women is
used. The approximate proportional increase in protein require-
ments for growth (FAO/WHO/UNA, 1985) is used as an estimate
of the growth factor as shown in Table 2-1. If only an AI has been
set for adults, it is substituted for the EAR in the above formula, and
an AI is calculated; no RDA will be set.

Setting the RDA for Children

To account for variability in requirements because of growth rates
and other factors, a 10 percent coefficient of variation (CV) for the
requirement is assumed for children just as for adults unless data
are available to support another value, as described in Chapter 1.
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TABLE 2-1 Estimated Growth Factor, by Age Group

Age Group Growth Factor

7 mo–3 y 0.30
4–8 y 0.15
9–13 y 0.15
14–18 y

Males 0.15
Females 0.0

SOURCE: Proportional increase in protein requirements for growth from FAO/WHO/
UNA (1985) used to estimate the growth factor.

Setting the Tolerable Upper Intake Level for Children

When data are not available to set the Tolerable Upper Intake
Level (UL) for children, the UL for adults is extrapolated down
using the reference body weights in Table 1-1:

ULchild = ULadult × Weightadult/Weightchild.

Method for Extrapolating Data from Young to Older Infants

Using the metabolic weight ratio method to extrapolate data from
young to older infants involves metabolic scaling but does not in-
clude an adjustment for growth because it is based on a value for a
growing infant. To extrapolate from the AI for infants ages 0
through 6 months to an AI for infants ages 7 through 12 months,
the following formula is used:

AI7–12 mo = AI0–6 mo × F,

where F = (Weight7–12 mo/Weight0–6 mo)0.75.

Methods for Determining Increased Needs for Pregnancy

It is known that the placenta actively transports certain nutrients
from the mother to the fetus against a concentration gradient
(Hytten and Leitch, 1971). However, for many nutrients, experi-
mental data that could be used to set an EAR and RDA or an AI for
pregnancy are lacking. In these cases, the potential increased need
for these nutrients during pregnancy is based on theoretical consid-
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erations, including obligatory fetal transfer, if data are available,
and on increased maternal needs related to increases in energy or
protein metabolism, as applicable. For chromium, manganese, and
molybdenum, the AI or EAR is determined by extrapolating up
according to the additional weight gained during pregnancy.
Carmichael et al. (1997) reported that the median weight gain of
7,002 women who had good pregnancy outcomes was 16 kg. No
consistent relationship between maternal age and weight gain was
observed in six studies of U.S. women (IOM, 1990). Therefore, 16
kg is added to the reference weight for nonpregnant adolescent
girls and women for extrapolation.

Methods for Determining Increased Needs for Lactation

It is assumed that the total nutrient requirement for lactating
women equals the requirement for nonpregnant, nonlactating women
of similar age plus an increment to cover the amount needed for
milk production. To allow for inefficiencies in the use of certain
nutrients, the increment may be greater than the amount of the
nutrient contained in the milk produced. Details are provided in
each nutrient chapter.

ESTIMATES OF NUTRIENT INTAKE

Reliable and valid methods of food composition analysis are
crucial in determining the intake of a nutrient needed to meet a
requirement. For nutrients such as chromium, analytic methods to
determine the content of the nutrient in food have serious limita-
tions.

Methodological Considerations

The quality of nutrient intake data varies widely across studies.
The most valid intake data are those collected from the metabolic
study protocols in which all food is provided by the researchers,
amounts consumed are measured accurately, and the nutrient com-
position of the food is determined by reliable and valid laboratory
analyses. Such protocols are usually possible with only a few sub-
jects. Thus, in many studies, intake data are self-reported (e.g.,
through 24-hour recalls of food intake, diet records, or food fre-
quency questionnaires).

Potential sources of error in self-reported intake data include over-
or underreporting of portion sizes and frequency of intake, omis-
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sion of foods, and inaccuracies related to the use of food composi-
tion tables (IOM, 2000; Lichtman et al., 1992; Mertz et al., 1991). In
addition, because a high percentage of the food consumed in the
United States and Canada is not prepared from scratch in the home,
errors can occur due to a lack of information on how a food was
manufactured, prepared, and served. Therefore, the values reported
by nationwide surveys or studies that rely on self-report are often
inaccurate and possibly biased, with a greater tendency to under-
estimate actual intake (IOM, 2000).

Adjusting for Day-to-Day Variation

Because of day-to-day variation in dietary intakes, the distribution
of 1-day (or 2-day) intakes for a group is wider than the distribution
of usual intakes even though the mean of the intakes may be the
same (for further elaboration, see Chapter 14). To reduce this prob-
lem, statistical adjustments have been developed (NRC, 1986; Nuss-
er et al., 1996) that require at least 2 days of dietary data from a
representative subsample of the population of interest. However,
no accepted method is available to adjust for the underreporting of
intake, which may average as much as 20 percent for energy (Mertz
et al., 1991).

DIETARY INTAKES IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

Sources of Dietary Intake Data

The major sources of current dietary intake data for the U.S. pop-
ulation are the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey (NHANES III), which was conducted from 1988 to 1994 by
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and the Con-
tinuing Survey of Food Intakes by Individuals (CSFII), which was
conducted by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) from
1994 to 1996. NHANES III examined 30,000 subjects aged 2 months
and older. A single 24-hour diet recall was collected for all subjects.
A second recall was collected for a 5 percent nonrandom subsam-
ple to allow adjustment of intake estimates for day-to-day variation.
The 1994 to 1996 CSFII collected two nonconsecutive 24-hour re-
calls from approximately 16,000 subjects of all ages. Both surveys
used the food composition database developed by USDA to calcu-
late nutrient intakes (Perloff et al., 1990) and were adjusted by the
method of Nusser et al. (1996). For boron, which is not included in
the USDA food composition database, the Boron Nutrient Data-
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base (Rainey et al., 1999) was used to calculate boron intakes from
these surveys. National survey data for Canada are not currently
available, but data have been collected in Québec and Nova Scotia.
The extent to which these data are applicable nationwide is not
known.

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Total Diet Study was
used for estimating the intakes for many of the micronutrients re-
viewed that were not covered by NHANES III and CFSII. The FDA
Total Diet Study utilized a number of FDA Market Basket Surveys
collected between the third quarter of 1991 and the first quarter of
1997. An updated food map was developed with use of a total of 306
core foods to map the USDA food consumption survey data for
1994 to 1996. The micronutrient contents of the 306 core foods
were determined by FDA, USDA CFSII Code Book, Standard Refer-
ence 12, or literature published by individual laboratories. The in-
take data were not adjusted for day-to-day variation, and therefore
do not represent usual intakes.

Appendix C provides the mean and the fifth through ninety-ninth
percentiles of dietary intakes of vitamin A, vitamin K, boron, copper,
iron, and zinc from NHANES III, adjusted by methods described by
the National Research Council (NRC, 1986) and by Feinleib et al.
(1993) and adjusted for day-to-day variation by the method of
Nusser et al. (1996).

TABLE 2-2 Percentage of Persons Taking Vitamin and Mineral
Supplements, by Sex and Age: National Health Interview
Survey, United States, 1986

Women Men

Vitamin/Mineral All Adults All Adults
Supplement Taken 18+ y 18–44 y 45–64 y 65+ y 18+ y

Vitamin A 25.9 26.3 26.3 24.4 19.8
Chromium 9.4 9.9 9.1 8.7 7.6
Copper 15.2 15.3 14.7 15.6 13.1
Iodine 15.3 15.7 14.3 15.5 12.6
Iron 23.1 24.5 22.0 20.7 16.0
Manganese 12.4 12.3 12.4 12.7 10.1
Zinc 17.2 17.0 17.2 17.9 14.5

NOTE: The high use of supplements by pregnant women is not reflected in this table.
SOURCE: Moss et al. (1989).
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Appendix D provides comparable information from the 1994–
1996 CSFII for boron, copper, iron, and zinc. Appendix E gives the
mean and first through ninety-ninth percentiles of dietary intakes
of vitamin K, arsenic, copper, iodine, iron, manganese, nickel, sili-
con, and zinc from the FDA Total Diet Study. Appendix F provides
means and selected percentiles of dietary intakes of vitamin A, iron,
and zinc for individuals in Québec and Nova Scotia.

Sources of Supplement Intake Data

Although subjects in the CSFII (1994–1996) were asked about the
use of dietary supplements, quantitative information was not col-
lected. Data on supplement intake obtained from NHANES III were
reported as a part of total intake of vitamin K, copper, iron, and
zinc (Appendix C). Intake, based on supplement intake alone for
vitamin A, boron, chromium, iodine, manganese, molybdenum,
nickel, silicon, and vanadium, is also reported in Appendix C.
NHANES III data on overall prevalence of supplement use are also
available (LSRO/FASEB, 1995). In 1986, the National Health Inter-
view Survey queried 11,558 adults and 1,877 children on their in-
take of supplements during the previous 2 weeks (Moss et al., 1989).
The composition of the supplement was obtained directly from the
product label whenever possible. Table 2-2 shows the percentage of

Mineral
w

Men

All Adults
65+ y 18+ y 18–44 y 45–64 y 65+ y

24.4 19.8 19.6 20.5 19.4
8.7 7.6 7.9 6.4 8.5

15.6 13.1 13.2 12.9 12.7
15.5 12.6 12.6 12.7 12.6
20.7 16.0 15.8 16.3 16.4
12.7 10.1 9.9 9.6 11.4
17.9 14.5 14.3 15.1 14.6

this table.
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adults, by age, taking at least one of the micronutrients reviewed in
this report.

Food Sources

For some nutrients, two types of information are provided about
food sources: identification of the foods that are the major contrib-
utors of the nutrients to diets in the United States and the foods
that contain the highest amounts of the nutrient. The determina-
tion of foods that are major contributors depends on both nutrient
content of a food and the total consumption of the food (amount
and frequency). Therefore, a food that has a relatively low concen-
tration of the nutrient might still be a large contributor to total
intake if that food is consumed in relatively large amounts.

SUMMARY

General methods for examining and interpreting the evidence on
requirements for nutrients are presented in this chapter, with spe-
cial attention given to infants, children, and pregnant and lactating
women, methodological problems, and dietary intake data. Rele-
vant detail is provided in the nutrient chapters.
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3
A Model for

the Development of
Tolerable Upper Intake Levels

BACKGROUND

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) refers to the highest level of
daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects for almost all individuals in the general population. As in-
take increases above the UL, the potential risk of adverse effects
increases. The term tolerable is chosen because it connotes a level of
intake that can, with high probability, be tolerated biologically by
individuals; it does not imply acceptability of that level in any other
sense. The setting of a UL does not indicate that nutrient intakes
greater than the Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) or Ade-
quate Intake (AI) are recommended as being beneficial to an indi-
vidual. Many individuals are self-medicating with nutrients for cura-
tive or treatment purposes. It is beyond the scope of this report to
address the possible therapeutic benefits of higher nutrient intakes
that may offset the potential risk of adverse effects. The UL is not
meant to apply to individuals who are treated with the nutrient
under medical supervision or to individuals with predisposing con-
ditions that modify their sensitivity to the nutrient. This chapter
describes a model for developing ULs.

The term adverse effect is defined as any significant alteration in
the structure or function of the human organism (Klaassen et al.,
1986) or any impairment of a physiologically important function
that could lead to a health effect that is adverse, in accordance with
the definition set by the joint World Health Organization, Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, and Interna-
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tional Atomic Energy Agency Expert Consultation in Trace Elements
in Human Nutrition and Health (WHO, 1996). In the case of nutri-
ents, it is exceedingly important to consider the possibility that the
intake of one nutrient may alter in detrimental ways the health
benefits conferred by another nutrient. Any such alteration (re-
ferred to as an adverse nutrient-nutrient interaction) is considered
an adverse health effect. When evidence for such adverse interac-
tions is available, it is considered in establishing a nutrient’s UL.

ULs are useful because of the increased interest in and availability
of fortified foods, the increased use of dietary supplements, and the
growing recognition of the health consequences of excesses, as well
as inadequacies, of nutrient intakes. ULs are based on total intake
of a nutrient from food, water, and supplements if adverse effects
have been associated with total intake. However, if adverse effects
have been associated with intake from supplements or food fortifi-
cants only, the UL is based on nutrient intake from those sources
only, not on total intake. The UL applies to chronic daily use.

For many nutrients, there are insufficient data on which to devel-
op a UL. This does not mean that there is no potential for adverse
effects resulting from high intake. When data about adverse effects
are extremely limited, extra caution may be warranted.

Like all chemical agents, nutrients can produce adverse health
effects if their intake from a combination of food, water, nutrient
supplements, and pharmacological agents is excessive. Some lower
level of nutrient intake will ordinarily pose no likelihood (or risk)
of adverse health effects in normal individuals even if the level is
above that associated with any benefit. It is not possible to identify a
single risk-free intake level for a nutrient that can be applied with
certainty to all members of a population. However, it is possible to
develop intake levels that are unlikely to pose risk of adverse health
effects for most members of the general population, including
sensitive individuals. For some nutrients, these intake levels pose a
potential risk to subpopulations with extreme or distinct vulnerabil-
ities.

Although members of the general population should not routine-
ly exceed the UL, intake above the UL may be appropriate for in-
vestigation within well-controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of
doses above the UL should not be discouraged, as long as subjects
participating in these trials have signed informed consent docu-
ments regarding possible toxicity and as long as these trials employ
appropriate safety monitoring of trial subjects.
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A MODEL FOR THE DERIVATION OF TOLERABLE
UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

The possibility that the methodology used to derive Tolerable
Upper Intake Levels (ULs) might be reduced to a mathematical
model that could be generically applied to all nutrients was consid-
ered. Such a model might have several potential advantages, includ-
ing ease of application and assurance of consistent treatment of all
nutrients. It was concluded, however, that the current state of scien-
tific understanding of toxic phenomena in general, and nutrient
toxicity in particular, is insufficient to support the development of
such a model. Scientific information about various adverse effects
and their relationships to intake levels varies greatly among nutri-
ents and depends on the nature, comprehensiveness, and quality of
available data. The uncertainties associated with the unavoidable
problem of extrapolating from the circumstances under which data
are developed (e.g., in the laboratory or clinic) to other circum-
stances (e.g., to the healthy population) adds to the complexity.

Given the current state of knowledge, any attempt to capture in a
mathematical model all of the information and scientific judgments
that must be made to reach conclusions about ULs would not be
consistent with contemporary risk assessment practices. Instead, the
model for the derivation of ULs consists of a set of scientific factors
that always should be considered explicitly. The framework by which
these factors are organized is called risk assessment. Risk assessment
(NRC, 1983, 1994) is a systematic means of evaluating the probabil-
ity of occurrence of adverse health effects in humans from excess
exposure to an environmental agent (in this case, a nutrient) (FAO/
WHO, 1995; Health Canada, 1993). The hallmark of risk assess-
ment is the requirement to be explicit in all of the evaluations and
judgments that must be made to document conclusions.

RISK ASSESSMENT AND FOOD SAFETY

Basic Concepts

Risk assessment is a scientific undertaking having as its objective a
characterization of the nature and likelihood of harm resulting from
human exposure to agents in the environment. The characteriza-
tion of risk typically contains both qualitative and quantitative infor-
mation and includes a discussion of the scientific uncertainties in
that information. In the present context, the agents of interest are
nutrients, and the environmental media are food, water, and non-
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food sources such as nutrient supplements and pharmacological
preparations.

Performing a risk assessment results in a characterization of the
relationships between exposure to an agent and the likelihood that
adverse health effects will occur in members of exposed popula-
tions. Scientific uncertainties are an inherent part of the risk assess-
ment process and are discussed below. Deciding whether the mag-
nitude of exposure is acceptable or tolerable in specific circumstances
is not a component of risk assessment; this activity falls within the
domain of risk management. Risk management decisions depend on
the results of risk assessments but may also involve the public health
significance of the risk, the technical feasibility of achieving various
degrees of risk control, and the economic and social costs of this
control. Because there is no single, scientifically definable distinc-
tion between safe and unsafe exposures, risk management necessarily
incorporates components of sound, practical decision making that
are not addressed by the risk assessment process (NRC, 1983, 1994).

Risk assessment requires that information be organized in rather
specific ways but does not require any specific scientific evaluation
methods. Rather, risk assessors must evaluate scientific information
using what they judge to be appropriate methods and must make
explicit the basis for their judgments, the uncertainties in risk esti-
mates, and, when appropriate, alternative scientifically plausible
interpretations of the available data (NRC, 1994; OTA, 1993).

Risk assessment is subject to two types of scientific uncertainties:
those related to data and those associated with inferences that are
required when directly applicable data are not available (NRC,
1994). Data uncertainties arise during the evaluation of informa-
tion obtained from the epidemiological and toxicological studies of
nutrient intake levels that are the basis for risk assessments. Exam-
ples of inferences include the use of data from experimental animals
to estimate responses in humans and the selection of uncertainty
factors to estimate inter- and intraspecies variabilities in response to
toxic substances. Uncertainties arise whenever estimates of adverse
health effects in humans are based on extrapolations of data ob-
tained under dissimilar conditions (e.g., from experimental animal
studies). Options for dealing with uncertainties are discussed below
and in detail in Appendix L.

Steps in the Risk Assessment Process

The organization of risk assessment is based on a model proposed
by the National Research Council (NRC, 1983, 1994) that is widely
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Hazard Identification
Determination of adverse health effects
caused by high intakes of the nutrient

or food component

Dose-Response Assessment
• Selection of critical data set
• Identification of NOAEL (or LOAEL)
• Assessment of uncertainty (UF)
• Derivation of Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL)

Risk Characterization
• Estimation of the fraction of the population,
  if any, with intakes greater than the UL
• Evaluation of the magnitude with which
  these excess intakes exceed the UL

Intake Assessment
Evaluation of the range and the

distribution of human intakes of the
nutrient or the food component

FIGURE 3-1 Risk assessment model for nutrient adverse effects.

used in public health and regulatory decision making. The steps of
risk assessment as applied to nutrients follow (see also Figure 3-1).

• Step 1. Hazard identification involves the collection, organiza-
tion, and evaluation of all information pertaining to the adverse
effects of a given nutrient. It concludes with a summary of the evi-
dence concerning the capacity of the nutrient to cause one or more
types of toxicity in humans.

• Step 2. Dose-response assessment determines the relationship
between nutrient intake (dose) and adverse effect (in terms of inci-
dence and severity). This step concludes with an estimate of the
Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL)—it identifies the highest level
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of daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects for almost all individuals in the general population. Differ-
ent ULs may be developed for various life stage groups.

• Step 3. Intake assessment evaluates the distribution of usual to-
tal daily nutrient intakes for members of the general population. In
cases where the UL pertains only to supplement use and does not
pertain to usual food intakes of the nutrient, the assessment is
directed at supplement intakes only. It does not depend on step 1
or 2.

• Step 4. Risk characterization summarizes the conclusions from
steps 1 and 2 with step 3 to determine the risk. The risk is generally
expressed as the fraction of the exposed population, if any, having
nutrient intakes (step 3) in excess of the estimated UL (steps 1 and
2). If possible, characterization also covers the magnitude of any
such excesses. Scientific uncertainties associated with both the UL
and the intake estimates are described so that risk managers under-
stand the degree of scientific confidence they can place in the risk
assessment.

The risk assessment contains no discussion of recommendations
for reducing risk; these are the focus of risk management.

Thresholds

A principal feature of the risk assessment process for noncarcino-
gens is the long-standing acceptance that no risk of adverse effects
is expected unless a threshold dose (or intake) is exceeded. The
adverse effects that may be caused by a nutrient almost certainly
occur only when the threshold dose is exceeded (NRC, 1994; WHO,
1996). The critical issues concern the methods used to identify the
approximate threshold of toxicity for a large and diverse human
population. Because most nutrients are not considered to be carci-
nogenic in humans, approaches used for carcinogenic risk assess-
ment are not discussed here.

Thresholds vary among members of the general population (NRC,
1994). For any given adverse effect, if the distribution of thresholds
in the population could be quantitatively identified, it would be
possible to establish ULs by defining some point in the lower tail of
the distribution of thresholds that would protect some specified
fraction of the population. The method for identifying thresholds
for a general population described here is designed to ensure that
almost all members of the population will be protected, but it is not
based on an analysis of the theoretical (but practically unattainable)
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distribution of thresholds. By using the model to derive the thresh-
old, however, there is considerable confidence that the threshold,
which becomes the UL for nutrients or food components, lies very
near the low end of the theoretical distribution and is the end rep-
resenting the most sensitive members of the population. For some
nutrients, there may be subpopulations that are not included in the
general distribution because of extreme or distinct vulnerabilities
to toxicity. Data relating to the effects observed in these groups are
not used to derive ULs. Such distinct groups, whose conditions war-
rant medical supervision, may not be protected by the UL.

The Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives and
various national regulatory bodies have identified factors (called
uncertainty factors [UFs]) that account for interspecies and intra-
species differences in response to the hazardous effects of sub-
stances and for other uncertainties (WHO, 1987). UFs are used to
make inferences about the threshold dose of substances for mem-
bers of a large and diverse human population from data on adverse
effects obtained in epidemiological or experimental studies. These
factors are applied consistently when data of specific types and qual-
ity are available. They are typically used to derive acceptable daily
intakes for food additives and other substances for which data on
adverse effects are considered sufficient to meet minimum standards
of quality and completeness (FAO/WHO, 1982). These adopted or
recognized UFs have sometimes been coupled with other factors to
compensate for deficiencies in the available data and other uncer-
tainties regarding data.

When possible, the UL is based on a no-observed-adverse-effect
level (NOAEL), which is the highest intake (or experimental oral
dose) of a nutrient at which no adverse effects have been observed
in the individuals studied. This is identified for a specific circum-
stance in the hazard identification and dose-response assessment
steps of the risk assessment. If there are no adequate data demon-
strating a NOAEL, then a lowest-observed-adverse-effect level
(LOAEL) may be used. A LOAEL is the lowest intake (or experi-
mental oral dose) at which an adverse effect has been identified.
The derivation of a UL from a NOAEL (or LOAEL) involves a series
of choices about what factors should be used to deal with uncertain-
ties. Uncertainty factors are applied in an attempt to deal both with
gaps in data and with incomplete knowledge about the inferences
required (e.g., the expected variability in response within the
human population). The problems of both data and inference un-
certainties arise in all steps of the risk assessment. A discussion of
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options available for dealing with these uncertainties is presented
below and in greater detail in Appendix L.

A UL is not, in itself, a description or estimate of human risk. It is
derived by application of the hazard identification and dose-re-
sponse evaluation steps (steps 1 and 2) of the risk assessment model.
To determine whether populations are at risk requires an intake or
exposure assessment (step 3, evaluation of intakes of the nutrient
by the population) and a determination of the fractions of these
populations, if any, whose intakes exceed the UL. In the intake
assessment and risk characterization steps (steps 3 and 4), the distri-
bution of actual intakes for the population is used as a basis for
determining whether and to what extent the population is at risk
(Figure 3-1). A discussion of other aspects of the risk characteriza-
tion that may be useful in judging the public health significance of
the risk and in risk management decisions is provided in the final
section of this chapter, “Risk Characterization.”

APPLICATION OF THE RISK ASSESSMENT MODEL
TO NUTRIENTS

This section provides guidance for applying the risk assessment
framework (the model) to the derivation of Tolerable Upper Intake
Levels (ULs) for nutrients.

Special Problems Associated with Substances Required for
Human Nutrition

Although the risk assessment model outlined above can be applied
to nutrients to derive ULs, it must be recognized that nutrients
possess some properties that distinguish them from the types of
agents for which the risk assessment model was originally developed
(NRC, 1983). In the application of accepted standards for risk assess-
ment of environmental chemicals to risk assessment of nutrients, a
fundamental difference between the two categories must be recog-
nized: within a certain range of intakes, nutrients are essential for
human well-being and usually for life itself. Nonetheless, they may
share with other chemicals the production of adverse effects at ex-
cessive exposures. Because the consumption of balanced diets is
consistent with the development and survival of humankind over
many millennia, there is less need for the large uncertainty factors
that have been used for the risk assessment of nonessential chemi-
cals. In addition, if data on the adverse effects of nutrients are avail-
able primarily from studies in human populations, there will be less
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uncertainty than is associated with the types of data available on
nonessential chemicals.

There is no evidence to suggest that nutrients consumed at the
recommended intake (the Recommended Dietary Allowance or
Adequate Intake) present a potential risk of adverse effects to the
general population.1 It is clear, however, that the addition of nutri-
ents to a diet through the ingestion of large amounts of highly
fortified food, nonfood sources such as supplements, or both, (at
some level) pose a potential risk of adverse health effects. The UL is
the highest level of daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk
of adverse health effects for almost all individuals in the general
population. As intake increases above the UL, the risk of adverse
effects increases.

If adverse effects have been associated with total intake, ULs are
based on total intake of a nutrient from food, water, and supple-
ments. For cases in which adverse effects have been associated with
intake only from supplements and food fortificants, the UL is based
on intake from those sources only, rather than on total intake. The
effects of nutrients from fortified foods or supplements may differ
from those of naturally occurring constituents of foods because of
the chemical form of the nutrient, the timing of the intake and
amount consumed in a single bolus dose, the matrix supplied by
the food, and the relation of the nutrient to the other constituents
of the diet. Nutrient requirements and food intake are related to
the metabolizing body mass, which is also at least an indirect mea-
sure of the space in which the nutrients are distributed. This rela-
tion between food intake and space of distribution supports
homeostasis, which maintains nutrient concentrations in that space
within a range compatible with health. However, excessive intake of
a single nutrient from supplements or fortificants may compromise
this homeostatic mechanism. Such elevations alone pose potential
risk of adverse effects; imbalances among the nutrients may also be
possible. These reasons and those discussed previously support the
need to include the form and pattern of consumption in the assess-
ment of risk from high nutrient or food component intake.

1It is recognized that possible exceptions to this generalization relate to specific
geochemical areas with excessive environmental exposures to certain trace ele-
ments (e.g., selenium) and to rare case reports of adverse effects associated with
highly eccentric consumption of specific foods. Data from such findings are gener-
ally not useful for setting ULs for the general North American population.
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Consideration of Variability in Sensitivity

The risk assessment model outlined in this chapter is consistent
with classical risk assessment approaches in that it must consider
variability in the sensitivity of individuals to adverse effects of nutri-
ents or food components. A discussion of how variability is dealt
with in the context of nutritional risk assessment follows.

Physiological changes and common conditions associated with
growth and maturation that occur during an individual’s lifespan
may influence sensitivity to nutrient toxicity. For example, sensitivity
increases with declines in lean body mass and with declines in renal
and liver function that occur with aging; sensitivity changes in di-
rect relation to intestinal absorption or intestinal synthesis of nutri-
ents; in the newborn infant sensitivity is also increased because of
rapid brain growth and limited ability to secrete or biotransform
toxicants; and sensitivity increases with decreases in the rate of
metabolism of nutrients. During pregnancy, the increase in total
body water and glomerular filtration results in lower blood levels of
water-soluble vitamins dose for dose and therefore results in re-
duced susceptibility to potential adverse effects. However, in the
unborn fetus this may be offset by active placental transfer, accumu-
lation of certain nutrients in the amniotic fluid, and rapid develop-
ment of the brain. Examples of life stage groups that may differ in
terms of nutritional needs and toxicological sensitivity include in-
fants and children, the elderly, and women during pregnancy and
lactation.

Even within relatively homogeneous life stage groups, there is a
range of sensitivities to toxic effects. The model described below
accounts for normally expected variability in sensitivity but excludes
subpopulations with extreme and distinct vulnerabilities. Such sub-
populations consist of individuals needing medical supervision; they
are better served through the use of public health screening, prod-
uct labeling, or other individualized health care strategies. Such
populations may not be at negligible risk when their intakes reach the
UL developed for the healthy population. The decision to treat
identifiable vulnerable subgroups as distinct (not protected by the
UL) is a matter of judgment and is discussed in individual nutrient
chapters, as applicable.

Bioavailability

In the context of toxicity, the bioavailability of an ingested nutri-
ent can be defined as its accessibility to normal metabolic and phys-
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iological processes. Bioavailability influences a nutrient’s beneficial
effects at physiological levels of intake and also may affect the nature
and severity of toxicity due to excessive intakes. The concentration
and chemical form of the nutrient, the nutrition and health of the
individual, and excretory losses all affect bioavailability. Bioavail-
ability data for specific nutrients must be considered and incorpo-
rated by the risk assessment process.

Some nutrients may be less readily absorbed when part of a meal
than when consumed separately. Supplemental forms of some nu-
trients may require special consideration if they have higher bio-
availability and therefore may present a greater risk of producing
adverse effects than equivalent amounts from the natural form
found in food.

Nutrient-Nutrient Interactions

A diverse array of adverse health effects can occur as a result of
the interaction of nutrients. The potential risks of adverse nutrient-
nutrient interactions increase when there is an imbalance in the
intake of two or more nutrients. Excessive intake of one nutrient
may interfere with absorption, excretion, transport, storage, func-
tion, or metabolism of a second nutrient. Possible adverse nutrient-
nutrient interactions are considered as a part of setting a UL.
Nutrient-nutrient interactions may be considered either as a critical
endpoint on which to base a UL or as supportive evidence for a UL
based on another endpoint.

Other Relevant Factors Affecting the Bioavailability of Nutrients

In addition to nutrient interactions, other considerations have
the potential to influence nutrient bioavailability, such as the nutri-
tional status of an individual and the form of intake. These issues
are considered in the risk assessment. With regard to the form of
intake, fat soluble vitamins, such as vitamin A, are more readily
absorbed when they are part of a meal that is high in fat. ULs must
therefore be based on nutrients as part of the total diet, including
the contribution from water. Nutrient supplements that are taken
separately from food require special consideration, because they
are likely to have different bioavailabilities and therefore may rep-
resent a greater risk of producing adverse effects in some cases.
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STEPS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOLERABLE
UPPER INTAKE LEVEL

Hazard Identification

Based on a thorough review of the scientific literature, the hazard
identification step outlines the adverse health effects that have been
demonstrated to be caused by the nutrient. The primary types of
data used as background for identifying nutrient hazards in humans
are as follows:

• Human studies. Human data provide the most relevant kind of
information for hazard identification and, when they are of suffi-
cient quality and extent, are given greatest weight. However, the
number of controlled human toxicity studies conducted in a clini-
cal setting is very limited because of ethical reasons. Such studies
are generally most useful for identifying very mild (and ordinarily
reversible) adverse effects. Observational studies that focus on well-
defined populations with clear exposures to a range of nutrient
intake levels are useful for establishing a relationship between
exposure and effect. Observational data in the form of case reports
or anecdotal evidence are used for developing hypotheses that can
lead to knowledge of causal associations. Sometimes a series of case
reports, if it shows a clear and distinct pattern of effects, may be
reasonably convincing on the question of causality.

• Animal data. Most of the available data used in regulatory risk
assessments come from controlled laboratory experiments in ani-
mals, usually mammalian species other than humans (e.g., rodents).
Such data are used in part because human data on nonessential
chemicals are generally very limited. Moreover, there is a long-
standing history of the use of animal studies to identify the toxic
properties of chemical substances, and there is no inherent reason
why animal data should not be relevant to the evaluation of nutri-
ent toxicity. Animal studies offer several advantages over human
studies. They can, for example, be readily controlled so that causal
relationships can be recognized. It is possible to identify the full
range of toxic effects produced by a chemical, over a wide range of
exposures, and to establish dose-response relationships. The effects
of chronic exposures can be identified in far less time than they can
with the use of epidemiological methods. All these advantages of
animal data, however, may not always overcome the fact that species
differences in response to chemical substances can sometimes be
profound, and any extrapolation of animal data to predict human
response needs to take into account this possibility.
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BOX 3-1 Development of Tolerable Upper Intake Levels (ULs)

COMPONENTS OF HAZARD IDENTIFICATION
• Evidence of adverse effects in humans
• Causality
• Relevance of experimental data
• Pharmacokinetic and metabolic data
• Mechanisms of toxic action
• Quality and completeness of the database
• Identification of distinct and highly sensitive subpopulations

COMPONENTS OF DOSE-RESPONSE ASSESSMENT
• Data selection and identification of critical endpoints
• Identification of no-observed-adverse-effect level (NOAEL) (or lowest-

observed-adverse-effect level [LOAEL]) and critical endpoint
• Assessment of uncertainty and data on variability in response
• Derivation of a UL
• Characterization of the estimate and special considerations

Key issues that are addressed in the data evaluation of human and
animal studies are described below (see Box 3-1).

Evidence of Adverse Effects in Humans

The hazard identification step involves the examination of human,
animal, and in vitro published evidence addressing the likelihood
of a nutrient’s eliciting an adverse effect in humans. Decisions about
which observed effects are adverse are based on scientific judg-
ments. Although toxicologists generally regard any demonstrable
structural or functional alteration as representing an adverse effect,
some alterations may be considered to be of little or self-limiting
biological importance. As noted earlier, adverse nutrient-nutrient
interactions are considered in the definition of an adverse effect.

Causality

The identification of a hazard is strengthened by evidence of cau-
sality. As explained in Chapter 2, the criteria of Hill (1971) are
considered in judging the causal significance of an exposure-effect
association indicated by epidemiological studies.
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Relevance of Experimental Data

Consideration of the following issues can be useful in assessing
the relevance of experimental data.

Animal Data. Some animal data may be of limited utility in judg-
ing the toxicity of nutrients because of highly variable interspecies
differences in nutrient requirements. Nevertheless, relevant animal
data are considered in the hazard identification and dose-response
assessment steps where applicable, and, in general, they are used
for hazard identification unless there are data demonstrating they
are not relevant to human beings, or it is clear that the available
human data are sufficient.

Route of Exposure.2  Data derived from studies involving oral expo-
sure (rather than parenteral, inhalation, or dermal exposure) are
most useful for the evaluation of nutrients. Data derived from stud-
ies involving parenteral, inhalation, or dermal routes of exposure
may be considered relevant if the adverse effects are systemic and
data are available to permit interroute extrapolation.

Duration of Exposure. Because the magnitude, duration, and fre-
quency of exposure can vary considerably in different situations,
consideration needs to be given to the relevance of the exposure
scenario (e.g., chronic daily dietary exposure versus short-term
bolus doses) to dietary intakes by human populations.

Pharmacokinetic and Metabolic Data

When available, data regarding the rates of nutrient absorption,
distribution, metabolism, and excretion may be important in deri-
vation of Tolerable Upper Intake Levels (ULs). Such data may pro-
vide significant information regarding the interspecies differences
and similarities in nutrient behavior, and so may assist in identify-
ing relevant animal data. They may also assist in identifying life
stage differences in response to nutrient toxicity.

 In some cases, there may be limited or even no significant data
relating to nutrient toxicity. It is conceivable that in such cases,

2The terms route of exposure and route of intake refer to how a substance enters the
body (e.g., by ingestion, injection, or dermal absorption). These terms should not
be confused with form of intake, which refers to the medium or vehicle used (e.g.,
supplements, food, or drinking water).
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pharmacokinetic and metabolic data may provide valuable insights
into the magnitude of the UL. Thus, if there are significant phar-
macokinetic and metabolic data over the range of intakes that meet
nutrient requirements, and if it is shown that this pattern of phar-
macokinetic and metabolic data does not change in the range of
intakes greater than those required for nutrition, it may be possible
to infer the absence of toxic risk in this range. In contrast, an alter-
ation of pharmacokinetics or metabolism may suggest the potential
for adverse effects. There has been no case encountered thus far in
which sufficient pharmacokinetic and metabolic data are available
for establishing ULs in this fashion, but it is possible such situations
may arise in the future.

Mechanisms of Toxic Action

Knowledge of molecular and cellular events underlying the pro-
duction of toxicity can assist in dealing with the problems of
extrapolation between species and from high to low doses. It may
also aid in understanding whether the mechanisms associated with
toxicity are those associated with deficiency. In most cases, however,
because knowledge of the biochemical sequence of events resulting
from toxicity and deficiency is still incomplete, it is not yet possible
to state with certainty whether these sequences share a common
pathway.

Quality and Completeness of the Database

The scientific quality and quantity of the database are evaluated.
Human or animal data are reviewed for suggestions that the sub-
stances have the potential to produce additional adverse health
effects. If suggestions are found, additional studies may be recom-
mended.

Identification of Distinct and Highly Sensitive Subpopulations

The ULs are based on protecting the most sensitive members of
the general population from adverse effects of high nutrient intake.
Some highly sensitive subpopulations have responses (in terms of
incidence, severity, or both) to the agent of interest that are clearly
distinct from the responses expected for the healthy population.
The risk assessment process recognizes that there may be individuals
within any life stage group who are more biologically sensitive than
others, and thus their extreme sensitivities do not fall within the
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range of sensitivities expected for the general population. The UL
for the general population may not be protective for these sub-
groups. As indicated earlier, the extent to which a distinct subpopu-
lation will be included in the derivation of a UL for the general
population is an area of judgment to be addressed on a case-by-case
basis.

Dose-Response Assessment

The process for deriving the UL is described in this section and
outlined in Box 3-1. It includes selection of the critical data set,
identification of a critical endpoint with its no-observed-adverse-
affect level (NOAEL) or lowest-observed-adverse-effect level (LOAEL),
and assessment of uncertainty.

Data Selection and Identification of Critical Endpoints

The data evaluation process results in the selection of the most
appropriate or critical data sets for deriving the UL. Selecting the
critical data set includes the following considerations:

• Human data, when adequate to evaluate adverse effects, are
preferable to animal data, although the latter may provide useful
supportive information.

• In the absence of appropriate human data, information from an
animal species with biological responses most like those of humans
is most valuable. Pharmacokinetic, metabolic, and mechanistic data
may be available to assist in the identification of relevant animal
species.

• If it is not possible to identify such a species or to select such
data, data from the most sensitive animal species, strain, and gen-
der combination are given the greatest emphasis.

• The route of exposure that most resembles the route of expect-
ed human intake is preferable. This consideration includes the di-
gestive state (e.g., fed or fasted) of the subjects or experimental
animals. When this is not possible, the differences in route of expo-
sure are noted as a source of uncertainty.

• The critical data set defines a dose-response relationship be-
tween intake and the extent of the toxic response known to be most
relevant to humans. Data on bioavailability are considered and ad-
justments in expressions of dose-response are made to determine
whether any apparent differences in response can be explained.

• The critical data set documents the route of exposure and the
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magnitude and duration of the intake. Furthermore, the critical
data set documents the NOAEL (or LOAEL).

Identification of a NOAEL (or LOAEL)

A nutrient can produce more than one toxic effect (or endpoint),
even within the same species or in studies using the same or differ-
ent exposure durations. The NOAELs and LOAELs for these effects
will ordinarily differ. The critical endpoint used to establish a UL is
the adverse biological effect exhibiting the lowest NOAEL (e.g., the
most sensitive indicator of a nutrient’s toxicity). Because the selec-
tion of uncertainty factors (UFs) depends in part upon the serious-
ness of the adverse effect, it is possible that lower ULs may result
from the use of the most serious (rather than most sensitive) end-
point. Thus, it is often necessary to evaluate several endpoints inde-
pendently to determine which leads to the lowest UL.

For some nutrients, such as vitamin K, arsenic, chromium, and
silicon, there may be inadequate data on which to develop a UL.
The lack of reports of adverse effects following excess intake of a
nutrient does not mean that adverse effects do not occur. As the
intake of any nutrient increases, a point (see Figure 3-2) is reached
at which intake begins to pose a risk. Above this point, increased
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FIGURE 3-2 Theoretical description of health effects of a nutrient as a function of
level of intake. The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of daily
nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health effects for almost all
individuals in the general population. At intakes above the UL, the risk of adverse
effects potentially increase.
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intake increases the risk of adverse effects. For some nutrients and
for various reasons, there are inadequate data to identify this point,
or even to estimate its location.

Because adverse effects are almost certain to occur for any nutri-
ent at some level of intake, it should be assumed that such effects
may occur for nutrients for which a scientifically documentable UL
cannot now be derived. Until a UL is set or an alternative approach
to identifying protective limits is developed, intakes greater than
the Recommended Dietary Allowance or Adequate Intake should
be viewed with caution.

The absence of sufficient data to establish a UL points to the need
for studies suitable for developing ULs.

Uncertainty Assessment

Several judgments must be made regarding the uncertainties and
thus the UF associated with extrapolating from the observed data to
the general population (see Appendix L). Applying a UF to a
NOAEL (or LOAEL) results in a value for the derived UL that is
less than the experimentally derived NOAEL, unless the UF is 1.0.
The greater the uncertainty, the larger the UF and the smaller the
resulting UL. This is consistent with the ultimate goal of the risk
assessment: to provide an estimate of a level of intake that will pro-
tect the health of virtually all members of the healthy population
(Mertz et al., 1994).

Although several reports describe the underlying basis for UFs
(Dourson and Stara, 1983; Zielhuis and van der Kreek, 1979), the
strength of the evidence supporting the use of a specific UF will
vary. The imprecision of the UFs is a major limitation of risk assess-
ment approaches and considerable leeway must be allowed for the
application of scientific judgment in making the final determina-
tion. Because data are generally available regarding intakes of nutri-
ents in human populations, the data on nutrient toxicity may not be
subject to the same uncertainties as are data on nonessential chem-
ical agents. The resulting UFs for nutrients and food components
are typically less than the factors of 10 often applied to nonessential
toxic substances. The UFs are lower with higher quality data and
when the adverse effects are extremely mild and reversible.

In general, when determining a UF, the following potential sources
of uncertainty are considered and combined in the final UF:

• Interindividual variation in sensitivity. Small UFs (close to 1) are
used to represent this source of uncertainty if it is judged that little
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population variability is expected for the adverse effect, and larger
factors (close to 10) are used if variability is expected to be great
(NRC, 1994).

• Extrapolation from experimental animals to humans. A UF to account
for the uncertainty in extrapolating animal data to humans is gen-
erally applied to the NOAEL when animal data are the primary data
set available. While a default UF of 10 is often used to extrapolate
animal data to humans for nonessential chemicals, a lower UF may
be used because of data showing some similarities between the ani-
mal and human responses (NRC, 1994).

• LOAEL instead of NOAEL. If a NOAEL is not available, a UF may
be applied to account for the uncertainty in deriving a UL from the
LOAEL. The size of the UF involves scientific judgment based on
the severity and incidence of the observed effect at the LOAEL and
the steepness (slope) of the dose response.

• Subchronic NOAEL to predict chronic NOAEL. When data are lack-
ing on chronic exposures, scientific judgment is necessary to deter-
mine whether chronic exposure is likely to lead to adverse effects at
lower intakes than those producing effects after subchronic expo-
sures (exposures of shorter duration).

Derivation of a UL

The UL is derived by dividing the NOAEL (or LOAEL) by a single
UF that incorporates all relevant uncertainties. ULs, expressed as
amount per day, are derived for various life stage groups using rele-
vant databases, NOAELs, LOAELs, and UFs. In cases where no data
exist with regard to NOAELs or LOAELs for the group under con-
sideration, extrapolations from data in other age groups or animal
data are made on the basis of known differences in body size, physi-
ology, metabolism, absorption, and excretion of the nutrient. Gen-
erally, any age group adjustments are based solely on differences in
body weight, unless there are data demonstrating age-related differ-
ences in nutrient pharmacokinetics, metabolism, or mechanism of
action.

The derivation of the UL involves the use of scientific judgment
to select the appropriate NOAEL (or LOAEL) and UF. The risk
assessment requires explicit consideration and discussion of all
choices made, regarding both the data used and the uncertainties
accounted for. These considerations are discussed in the chapters
on nutrients and food components. In this report, because of the
lack of data to set a threshold, ULs could not be set for vitamin K,
arsenic, chromium, and silicon.
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Characterization of the Estimate and Special Considerations

If the data review reveals the existence of subpopulations having
distinct and exceptional sensitivities to a nutrient’s toxicity, these
subpopulations are explicitly discussed and concerns related to ad-
verse effects are noted; however, the use of the data is not included
in the identification of the NOAEL or LOAEL, upon which the UL
for the general population is based.

INTAKE ASSESSMENT

In order to assess the risk of adverse effects, information on the
range of nutrient intakes in the general population is required. As
noted earlier, in cases where the Tolerable Upper Intake Level per-
tains only to supplement use and does not pertain to usual food
intakes of the nutrient, the assessment is directed at supplement
intakes only.

RISK CHARACTERIZATION

As described earlier, the question of whether nutrient intakes
create a risk of adverse effects requires a comparison of the range
of nutrient intakes (food, supplements, and other sources or sup-
plements alone, depending upon the basis for the Tolerable Upper
Intake Level [UL]) with the UL.

Figure 3-3 illustrates a distribution of chronic nutrient intakes in a
population; the fraction of the population experiencing chronic
intakes above the UL represents the potential at-risk group. A policy
decision is needed to determine whether efforts should be made to
reduce risk. No precedents are available for such policy choices,
although in the area of food additive or pesticide regulation, feder-
al regulatory agencies have generally sought to ensure that the nine-
tieth or ninety-fifth percentile intakes fall below the UL (or its
approximate equivalent measure of risk). If this goal is achieved,
the fraction of the population remaining above the UL is likely to
experience intakes only slightly greater than the UL and is likely to
be at little or no risk.

For risk management decisions, it is useful to evaluate the public
health significance of the risk, and information contained in the
risk characterization is critical for that purpose.

Thus, the significance of the risk to a population consuming a
nutrient in excess of the UL is determined by the following:
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FIGURE 3-3 Illustration of the population at risk from excessive nutrient intakes.
The fraction of the population consistently consuming a nutrient at intake levels in
excess of the Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is potentially at risk of adverse
health effects. See text for a discussion of additional factors necessary to judge the
significance of the risk. LOAEL = lowest-observed-adverse-effect level, NOAEL =
no-observed-adverse-effect level.

Mean Intake UL

Chronic Nutrient Intake
Distribution

Population at
Potential Risk

Population at
Known Risk

NOAEL or
LOAEL

1. the fraction of the population consistently consuming the
nutrient at intake levels in excess of the UL;

2. the seriousness of the adverse effects associated with the
nutrient;

3. the extent to which the effect is reversible when intakes are
reduced to levels less than the UL; and

4. the fraction of the population with consistent intakes above
the NOAEL or even the LOAEL.

The significance of the risk of excessive nutrient intake cannot,
therefore, be judged only by reference to Figure 3-3, but requires
careful consideration of all of the above factors. Information on
these factors is contained in this report’s sections describing the
bases for each of the ULs.
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4
Vitamin A

SUMMARY

Vitamin A is important for normal vision, gene expression, repro-
duction, embryonic development, growth, and immune function.
There are a variety of foods rich in vitamin A and provitamin A
carotenoids that are available to North Americans. Thus, current
dietary patterns appear to provide sufficient vitamin A to prevent
deficiency symptoms such as night blindness. The Estimated Aver-
age Requirement (EAR) is based on the assurance of adequate
stores of vitamin A. The Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA)
for men and women is 900 and 700 µg retinol activity equivalents
(RAE)/day, respectively. The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL)
for adults is set at 3,000 µg/day of preformed vitamin A.

There are a number of sources of dietary vitamin A. Preformed
vitamin A is abundant in some animal-derived foods, whereas pro-
vitamin A carotenoids are abundant in darkly colored fruits and
vegetables, as well as oily fruits and red palm oil.

For dietary provitamin A carotenoids—β-carotene, α-carotene,
and β-cryptoxanthin—RAEs have been set at 12, 24, and 24 µg,
respectively. Using µg RAE, the vitamin A activity of provitamin A
carotenoids is half the vitamin A activity assumed when using µg
retinol equivalents (µg RE) (NRC, 1980, 1989). This change in
equivalency values is based on data demonstrating that the vitamin A
activity of purified β-carotene in oil is half the activity of vitamin A,
and based on recent data demonstrating that the vitamin A activity
of dietary β-carotene is one-sixth, rather than one-third, the vitamin
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activity of purified β-carotene in oil. This change in bioconversion
means that a larger amount of provitamin A carotenoids, and there-
fore darkly colored, carotene-rich fruits and vegetables, is needed
to meet the vitamin A requirement. It also means that in the past,
vitamin A intake has been overestimated.

The median intake of vitamin A ranges from 744 to 811 µg RAE/
day for men and 530 to 716 µg RAE/day for women. Using µg RAE,
approximately 26 and 34 percent of vitamin A activity consumed by
men and women, respectively, is provided from provitamin A
carotenoids. Ripe, colored fruits and cooked, yellow tubers are more
efficiently converted to vitamin A than equal amounts of dark green,
leafy vegetables.

Although a large body of observational epidemiological evidence
suggests that higher blood concentrations of β-carotenes and other
carotenoids obtained from foods are associated with a lower risk of
several chronic diseases, there is currently not sufficient evidence to
support a recommendation that requires a certain percentage of
dietary vitamin A to come from provitamin A carotenoids in meet-
ing the vitamin A requirement. However, the existing recommenda-
tions for increased consumption of carotenoid-rich fruits and vege-
tables for their health-promoting benefits are strongly supported
(see Dietary Reference Intakes for Vitamin C, Vitamin E, Selenium, and
Carotenoids [IOM, 2000]).

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Vitamin A is a fat-soluble vitamin that is essential for humans and
other vertebrates. Vitamin A comprises a family of molecules con-
taining a 20 carbon structure with a methyl substituted cyclohexenyl
ring (beta-ionone ring) (Figure 4-1) and a tetraene side chain with
a hydroxyl group (retinol), aldehyde group (retinal), carboxylic
acid group (retinoic acid), or ester group (retinyl ester) at carbon-
15. The term vitamin A includes provitamin A carotenoids that are
dietary precursors of retinol. The term retinoids refers to retinol, its
metabolites, and synthetic analogues that have a similar structure.
Carotenoids are polyisoprenoids, of which more than 600 forms
exist. Of the many carotenoids in nature, several have provitamin A
nutritional activity, but food composition data are available for only
three (α-carotene, β-carotene, and β-cryptoxanthin) (Figure 4-1).
The all-trans isomer is the most common and stable form of each
carotenoid; however, many cis isomers also exist. Carotenoids usually
contain 40 carbon atoms, have an extensive system of conjugated
double bonds, and contain one or two cyclic structures at the end
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FIGURE 4-1 Structure of retinol and provitamin A carotenoids.

of their conjugated chain. An exception is lycopene, which has no
ring structure and does not have vitamin A activity. Preformed vita-
min A is found only in animal-derived food products, whereas dietary
carotenoids are present primarily in oils, fruits, and vegetables.

Function

The 11-cis-retinaldehyde (retinal) form of vitamin A is required
by the eye for the transduction of light into neural signals necessary
for vision (Saari, 1994). The retinoic acid form is required to main-
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tain normal differentiation of the cornea and conjunctival mem-
branes, thus preventing xerophthalmia (Sommer and West, 1996),
as well as for the photoreceptor rod and cone cells of the retina.
Rods contain the visual pigment rhodopsin (opsin protein bound
to 11-cis-retinal). The absorption of light catalyzes the photoisomer-
ization of rhodopsin’s 11-cis-retinal to all-trans-retinal in thousands
of rods, which triggers the signaling to neuronal cells associated
with the brain’s visual cortex. After photoisomerization, all-trans-
retinal is released, and for vision to continue, 11-cis-retinal must be
regenerated. Regeneration of 11-cis-retinal requires the reduction
of all-trans retinal to retinol, transport of retinol from the photo-
receptor cells (rods) to the retinal pigment epithelium, and esterifi-
cation of all-trans-retinol, thereby providing a local storage pool of
retinyl esters. When needed, retinyl esters are hydrolyzed and
isomerized to form 11-cis-retinol, which is oxidized to 11-cis-retinal
and transported back to the photoreceptor cells for recombination
with opsin to begin another photo cycle.

 Vitamin A is required for the integrity of epithelial cells through-
out the body (Gudas et al., 1994). Retinoic acid, through the activa-
tion of retinoic acid (RAR) and retinoid X (RXR) receptors in the
nucleus, regulates the expression of various genes that encode for
structural proteins (e.g., skin keratins), enzymes (e.g., alcohol
dehydrogenase), extracellular matrix proteins (e.g., laminin), and
retinol binding proteins and receptors.

Retinoic acid plays an important role in embryonic development.
Retinoic acid, as well as RAR, RXR, cellular retinol-binding protein
(CRBP), and cellular retinoic acid-binding proteins (CRABP-I and
CRABP-II), is present in temporally specific patterns in the embry-
onic regions known to be involved in the development of structures
posterior to the hindbrain (e.g., the vertebrae and spinal cord)
(Morriss-Kay and Sokolova, 1996). Retinoic acid is also involved in
the development of the limbs, heart, eyes, and ears (Dickman and
Smith, 1996; Hofmann and Eichele, 1994; McCaffery and Drager,
1995).

Retinoids are necessary for the maintenance of immune function,
which depends on cell differentiation and proliferation in response
to immune stimuli. Retinoic acid is important in maintaining an
adequate level of circulating natural killer cells that have antiviral
and anti-tumor activity (Zhao and Ross, 1995). Retinoic acid has
been shown to increase phagocytic activity in murine macrophages
(Katz et al., 1987) and to increase the production of interleukin 1
and other cytokines, which serve as important mediators of inflam-
mation and stimulators of T and B lymphocyte production (Trechsel
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et al., 1985). Furthermore, the growth, differentiation, and activa-
tion of B lymphocytes requires retinol (Blomhoff et al., 1992).

Proposed functions of provitamin A carotenoids are described in
Dietary Reference Intakes for Vitamin C, Vitamin E, Selenium, and Caro-
tenoids (IOM, 2000).

Physiology of Absorption, Metabolism, and Excretion

Absorption and Bioconversion

Absorption of Vitamin A. Intestinal absorption of preformed vita-
min A occurs following the processing of retinyl esters in the lumen
of the small intestine. Within the water-miscible micelles formed
from bile salts, solubilized retinyl esters as well as triglycerides are
hydrolyzed to retinol and products of lipolysis by various hydrolases
(Harrison, 1993). A small percentage of dietary retinoids is convert-
ed to retinoic acid in the intestinal cell. In addition, the intestine
actively synthesizes retinoyl β-glucuronide that is hydrolyzed to ret-
inoic acid by β-glucuronidases (Barua and Olson, 1989). The effi-
ciency of absorption of preformed vitamin A is generally high, in
the range of 70 to 90 percent (Sivakumar and Reddy, 1972). A
specific retinol transport protein within the brush border of the
enterocyte facilitates retinol uptake by the mucosal cells (Dew and
Ong, 1994). At physiological concentrations, retinol absorption is
carrier mediated and saturable, whereas at high pharmacological
doses, the absorption of retinol is nonsaturable (Hollander and
Muralidhara, 1977). As the amount of ingested preformed vitamin
A increases, its absorbability remains high (Olson, 1972). Vitamin A
absorption and intestinal retinol esterification are not markedly dif-
ferent in the elderly compared to young adults, although hepatic
uptake of newly absorbed vitamin A in the form of retinyl ester is
slower in the elderly (Borel et al., 1998).

Absorption and Bioconversion of Provitamin A Carotenoids. Carotenoids
are also solubilized into micelles in the intestinal lumen from which
they are absorbed into duodenal mucosal cells by a passive diffusion
mechanism. Percent absorption of a single dose of 45 µg to 39 mg
β-carotene, measured by means of isotopic methods, has been re-
ported to range from 9 to 22 percent (Blomstrand and Werner,
1967; Goodman et al., 1966; Novotny et al., 1995). However, the
absorption efficiency decreases as the amount of dietary carotenoids
increases (Brubacher and Weiser, 1985; Tang et al., 2000). The
relative carotene concentration in micelles can vary in response to
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the physical state of the carotenoid (e.g., whether it is dissolved in
oil or associated with plant matrix materials). A number of factors
affect the bioavailability and bioconversion of carotenoids (Casten-
miller and West, 1998). Carotene bioavailability can differ with dif-
ferent processing methods of the same foods and among different
foods containing similar levels of carotenoids (Boileau et al., 1999;
Hume and Krebs, 1949; Rock et al., 1998; Torronen et al., 1996;
Van den Berg and van Vliet, 1998) (also see Dietary Reference Intakes
for Vitamin C, Vitamin E, Selenium, and Carotenoids [IOM, 2000]).

Absorbed β-carotene is principally converted to vitamin A by the
enzyme β-carotene-15, 15′-dioxygenase within intestinal absorptive
cells. The central cleavage of β-carotene by this enzyme will, in
theory, result in two molecules of retinal. β-Carotene can also be
cleaved eccentrically to yield β-apocarotenals that can be further
degraded to retinal or retinoic acid (Krinsky et al., 1993). The pre-
dominant form of vitamin A in human lymph, whether originating
from ingested vitamin A or provitamin A carotenoids, is retinyl ester
(retinol esterified with long-chain fatty acids, typically palmitate and
stearate) (Blomstrand and Werner, 1967; Goodman et al., 1966).
Along with exogenous lipids, the newly synthesized retinyl esters
and nonhydrolyzed carotenoids are transported from the intestine
to the liver in chylomicrons and chylomicron remnants. Derived
from dietary retinoids, retinoic acid is absorbed via the portal sys-
tem bound to albumin (Blaner and Olson, 1994; Olson, 1991).

Vitamin A Activity of Provitamin A Carotenoids: Rationale for Develop-
ing Retinol Activity Equivalents. The carotene:retinol equivalency ratio
(µg:µg) of a low dose (less than 2 mg) of purified β-carotene in oil is
approximately 2:1 (i.e., 2 µg of β-carotene in oil yields 1 µg of
retinol) (Table 4-1). This ratio was derived from the relative amount
of β-carotene required to correct abnormal dark adaptation in vita-
min A-deficient individuals (Hume and Krebs, 1949; Sauberlich et
al., 1974). The data by Sauberlich et al. (1974) were given greater
consideration because (1) the actual amount (µg) of vitamin A and
β-carotene consumed was cited, (2) varied amounts of vitamin A or
β-carotene were consumed by each individual, and (3) a greater
sample size was employed (six versus two subjects).  In addition to
these studies, an earlier study by Wagner (1940) estimated a
carotene:retinol equivalency ratio of 4:1; however, the method em-
ployed for measuring dark adaptation was not standardized and
used an imprecise outcome measure.

Studies have been performed to compare the efficiency of absorp-
tion of β-carotene after feeding physiological amounts of β-carotene
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in oil, in individual foods, and as part of a mixed vegetable and fruit
diet. Many of the earlier studies analyzed the fecal content of β-
carotene after the consumption of a supplement, fruit, or vegeta-
ble. Data from these studies were not considered because the por-
tion of unabsorbed β-carotene that is degraded by the intestinal
microflora is not known. The efficiency of absorption of β-carotene
in food is lower than the absorption of β-carotene in oil by a repre-
sentative factor of a. Assuming that after absorption of β-carotene,
whether from oil or food, the metabolism of the molecule is similar
and that the retinol equivalency ratio of β-carotene in oil is 2:1, the
vitamin A activity of β-carotene from food can be derived by multi-
plying a by 2:1.

Until recently it was thought that 3 µg of dietary β-carotene was
equivalent to 1 µg of purified β-carotene in oil (NRC, 1989) due to
a relative absorption efficiency of about 33 percent of β-carotene
from food sources. Only one study has compared the relative ab-
sorption of β-carotene in oil versus its absorption in a principally
mixed vegetable diet in healthy and nutritionally adequate individ-
uals (Van het Hof et al., 1999). This study concluded that the rela-
tive absorption of β-carotene from the mixed vegetable diet com-
pared to β-carotene in oil is only 14 percent, as assessed by the
increase in plasma β-carotene concentration after dietary interven-

TABLE 4-1 Relative Absorption of Vitamin A and
Supplemental β-Carotene

Reference Study Groupa Study Design Diet/Dos

Hume and Krebs, 1 adult per Depletion/repletion study; depletion Low (< 21
1949 treatment group, phase ranged from 18 to 22 mo and single d

England the repletion phase ranged from or  β-ca
3 wk to 6 mo after de

Sauberlich et al., 2 or 4 men per Depletion/repletion study; depletion Low vitam
1974 treatment group, phase ranged from 361 to 771 d and doses o

United States the repletion phase ranged from 2 to (37.5–2
455 d (150–2

the dep

a Treatment group received supplemental vitamin A or β-carotene.
b Based on the assumption that 1 IU is equivalent to 0.3 µg of vitamin A (WHO, 1950).
c One IU is equivalent to 0.6 µg of β-carotene (Hume and Krebs, 1949).
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Diet/Dose Results

pletion Low (< 21 µg/d) vitamin A diet plus a Abnormal dark adaptation was
mo and single dose of supplemental vitamin A reversed with 1,300 IU (390 µg)b

from or  β-carotene were provided to subjects of vitamin A and 2,500 IU
after depletion period (1,500 µg)c of β-carotene; thus

the retinol equivalency ratio is
assumed to be 3.8:1

pletion Low vitamin A diet (< 23 µg) plus varying 600 µg/d retinol corrected dark
71 d and doses of supplemental vitamin A adaptation; 1,200 µg/d β-carotene
from 2 to (37.5–25,000 µg/d) or β-carotene corrected dark adaptation;

(150–2,400 µg/d) were provided after therefore the retinol equivalency
the depletion period ratio was concluded to be 2:1

HO, 1950).

tion. Based on this finding, approximately 7 µg of dietary β-carotene
is equivalent to 1 µg of β-carotene in oil. This absorption efficiency
value of 14 percent is supported by the relative ranges in β-carotene
absorption reported by others using similar methods for mixed
green leafy vegetables (4 percent) (de Pee et al., 1995), carrots (18
to 26 percent) (Micozzi et al., 1992; Torronen et al., 1996), broccoli
(11 to 12 percent) (Micozzi et al., 1992), and spinach (5 percent)
(Castenmiller et al., 1999) (Table 4-2).

Only one study has been published to assess the relative bio-
conversion of β-carotene from fruits versus vegetables by measuring
the rise in serum retinol concentration after the provision of a diet
high in vegetables, fruits, or retinol (de Pee et al., 1998). This study
used methods similar to those employed by other researchers
(Castenmiller et al. [1999], de Pee et al. [1995], Micozzi et al.
[1992], Torronen et al. [1996], and Van het Hof et al. [1999]), and
indicated that the vitamin A activity was approximately half the
activity for dark, green leafy vegetables compared to equal amounts
of β-carotene from orange fruits and some yellow tubers, such as
pumpkin squash (de Pee et al., 1998) (Table 4-2). Because of the
low content of fruits contained in the principally mixed vegetable
diet of Van het Hof et al. (1999) and the low proportion of dietary
β-carotene that is consumed from fruits compared to vegetables in
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TABLE 4-2 Relative Absorption of Supplemental and Dietary
β-Carotene

Reference Subjects Study Design Diet/Dos

Micozzi et al., 30 men, 20–45 y, Diet/supplementation intervention, Suppleme
1992 United States 6 wk Carrots, 3

Broccoli, 

de Pee et al., 173 children, Diet intervention, 9 wk Vegetable
1995 7–11 y, Indonesia Fruit diet

Torronen et al., 42 women, Diet/supplementation intervention, Low caro
1996 20–53 y, Finland 6 wk + Raw car

+ Supplem

de Pee et al., 188 anemic school Diet intervention, 9 wk Fruit/squ
1998 children, 7–11 y, Dark gree

Indonesia + carro
Low vitam

diet, 44

Castenmiller et al., 72 men and Diet/supplementation intervention, Control d
1999 women, 18–58 y, 3 wk Suppleme

Netherlands Spinach d

Van het Hof et al., 55 men and Diet/supplementation intervention, Suppleme
1999 women, 18–45 y, 1 mo High vege

Netherlands 5.1 mg/

the United States (16 percent from the 14 major dietary contribu-
tors of β-carotene which provide a total of 70 percent of dietary β-
carotene) (Chug-Ahuja et al., 1993), it is estimated that 6 µg, rather
than 7 µg, of β-carotene from a mixed diet is nutritionally equivalent
to 1 µg of β-carotene in oil. Therefore, the retinol activity equivalency
(µg RAE) ratio for β-carotene from food is estimated to be 12:1
(6 × 2:1) (Figure 4-2). Unfortunately, studies using a positive con-
trol group (preformed vitamin A) at a level equivalent to β-carotene
from a mixed vegetable and fruit diet using levels similar to the
RAE have not been conducted in healthy and nutritionally adequate
individuals. An RAE of 12 µg for dietary β-carotene is supported by
Parker et al. (1999) who reported that 8 percent of ingested β-
carotene from carrots was absorbed and converted to retinyl esters
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etary

Diet/Dose of β-Carotene Results

ention, Supplement, 30 mg/d Increase of plasma β-carotene from carrots
Carrots, 30 mg/d compared to supplemental β-carotene in
Broccoli, 6 mg/d gelatin beadlets was 18%

Increase of plasma β-carotene from broccoli
compared to supplemental β-carotene in
gelatin beadlets was 12%

Vegetable diet, 3.5 mg/d Increase of serum β-carotene from fruit diet was
Fruit diet, 2.3 mg/d 5–6 times higher than from vegetable diet

ention, Low carotenoid diet Increase of serum β-carotene from raw carrots
+ Raw carrots, 12 mg/d was 26% compared to that from supplemental
+ Supplement, 12 mg/d β-carotene in a gelatin beadlet

Fruit/squash diet, 509 µg/d Increase of serum β-carotene from fruit/squash
Dark green leafy vegetables diet was 3.5-fold greater than that for the 

+ carrots, 684 µg/d dark green leafy vegetables + carrots diet
Low vitamin A/β-carotene

diet, 44 µg/d

ention, Control diet, 0.5 mg/d Increase of serum β-carotene from spinach was
Supplement diet, 9.8 mg/d 5% compared to that from supplemental
Spinach diet, 10.4 mg/d β-carotene in oil

ention, Supplement, 7.2 mg/day Increase of plasma β-carotene from high
High vegetable diet, vegetable diet compared to supplemental

5.1 mg/d β-carotene in oil was 14%

contained in chylomicrons, resulting in a carotene:retinol equiva-
lency ratio of 13:1.

One RAE for dietary provitamin A carotenoids other than β-caro-
tene is set at 24 µg on the basis of the observation that the vitamin A
activity of β-cryptoxanthin and α-carotene is approximately half of
that for β-carotene (Bauernfeind, 1972; Deuel et al., 1949). There-
fore, the amount of vitamin A activity of provitamin A carotenoids
in µg RAE is half the amount obtained if using µg RE (Table 4-3).

Example: A diet contains 500 µg retinol, 1,800 µg β-carotene and
2,400 µg α-carotene.

500 + (1,800 ÷ 12) + (2,400 ÷ 24) = 750 µg RAE.
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Consumed Absorbed Bioconverted

Dietary or Supplemental
Vitamin A (1 µg)

Supplemental
β-carotene (2 µg)

Dietary β-carotene (12 µg)

Dietary -carotene or
β-cryptoxanthin (24 µg)

Retinol

β-carotene 

β-carotene 

-carotene or
β-cryptoxanthin 

Retinol (1 µg)

Retinol (1 µg)

Retinol (1 µg)

Retinol (1 µg)α α

TABLE 4-3 Comparison of the 1989 National Research
Council and 2001 Institute of Medicine Interconversion of
Vitamin A and Carotenoid Units

NRC, 1989  IOM, 2001

1 retinol equivalent (µg RE) 1 retinol activity equivalent (µg RAE)
= 1 µg of all-trans-retinol = 1 µg of all-trans-retinol
= 2 µg of supplemental all-trans-β- = 2 µg of supplemental all-trans-β-

carotene carotene
= 6 µg of dietary all-trans-β-carotene = 12 µg of dietary all-trans-β-carotene
= 12 µg of other dietary = 24 µg of other dietary provitamin

provitamin A carotenoids A carotenoids

NOTE: 1 µg retinol = 3.33 IU vitamin A activity from retinol (WHO, 1966); 10 IU
β-carotene = 3.33 IU retinol (WHO, 1966); 10 IU is based on 3.33 IU vitamin A activity
× 3 (the relative vitamin activity of β-carotene in supplements versus in diets). Thus,
when converting from IU β-carotene from fruits or vegetables to µg RAE,  IU is divided
by 20 (2 × 10).

FIGURE 4-2 Absorption and bioconversion of ingested provitamin A carotenoids
to retinol based on new equivalency factors (retinol activity equivalency ratio).
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Example: A diet contains 1,666 IU of retinol and 3,000 IU of β-
carotene.

(1,666 ÷ 3.33) + (3,000 ÷ 20) = 650 µg RAE.

Example: A supplement contains 5,000 IU of vitamin A (20 per-
cent as β-carotene).

5,000 ÷ 3.33 = 1,500 µg RAE.

The use of µg RAE rather than µg RE or international units (IU)
is preferred when calculating and reporting the amount of the total
vitamin A in mixed foods or assessing the amount of dietary and
supplemental vitamin A consumed.  Given the need to be able to
calculate the intake of carotenoids, food composition data tables
should report food content in amounts of each carotenoid when-
ever possible.

Metabolism, Transport, and Excretion

Retinyl esters and carotenoids are transported to the liver in chylo-
micron remnants. Apoprotein E is required for the uptake of chylo-
micron remnants by the liver. Some retinyl esters can also be taken
up directly by peripheral tissues (Goodman et al., 1965). Several
specific hepatic membrane receptors (low density lipoprotein
[LDL] receptor, LDL receptor-related protein, lipolysis-stimulated
receptor) have been proposed to also be involved with the uptake
of chylomicron remnants (Cooper, 1997). The hydrolysis of retinyl
ester to retinol is catalyzed by retinyl ester hydrolase following endo-
cytosis. To meet tissue needs for retinoids, retinol binds to retinol-
binding protein (RBP) for release into the circulation. In the blood,
holo-RBP associates with transthyretin (a transport protein) to form
a trimolecular complex with retinol in a 1:1:1 molar ratio. Retinol is
transported in this trimolecular complex to various tissues, includ-
ing the eye. The mechanism through which retinol is taken up from
the circulation by peripheral cells has not been conclusively estab-
lished. Retinol that is not immediately released into circulation by
the liver is reesterified and stored in the lipid-containing stellate
(Ito) cells of the liver until needed to maintain normal blood retin-
ol concentrations.

Carotenoids are incorporated into very low density lipoproteins
(VLDL) and exported from the liver into the blood. VLDL are con-
verted to LDL by lipoprotein lipase on the surface of blood vessels.
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Plasma membrane-associated receptors of peripheral tissue cells
bind apolipoprotein B100 on the surface of LDL, initiating recep-
tor-mediated uptake of LDL and their lipid contents. The liver,
lung, adipose, and other tissues possess carotene 15, 15′-dioxygenase
activity (Goodman and Blaner, 1984; Olson and Hayaishi, 1965),
and thus it is presumed that carotenes may be converted to vitamin
A as they are delivered to tissues. The major end products of the
enzyme’s activity are retinol and retinoic acid (Napoli and Race,
1988). It is unclear, however, whether carotenoids stored in tissues
other than the intestinal mucosa cells are cleaved to yield retinol.
Thatcher et al. (1998) demonstrated that β-carotene stored in liver
is not utilized for vitamin A needs in gerbils.

Typically, the majority of vitamin A metabolites are excreted in
the urine. Sauberlich et al. (1974) reported that the percentage of a
radioactive dose of vitamin A recovered in breath, feces, and urine
ranged from 18 to 30 percent, 18 to 37 percent, and 38 to 60
percent, respectively, after 400 days on a vitamin A-deficient diet.
Almost all of the excreted metabolites are biologically inactive.

Retinol is metabolized in the liver to numerous products, some of
which are conjugated with glucuronic acid or taurine for excretion
in bile (Sporn et al., 1984). The portion of excreted vitamin A
metabolites in bile increases as the liver vitamin A exceeds a critical
concentration. This increased excretion has been suggested to serve
as a protective mechanism for reducing the risk of excess storage of
vitamin A (Hicks et al., 1984).

Body Stores

The hepatic vitamin A concentration can vary markedly depend-
ing on dietary intake. When vitamin A intake is adequate, over 90
percent of total body vitamin A is located in the liver (Raica et al.,
1972) as retinyl ester (Schindler et al., 1988), where it is concentrat-
ed in the lipid droplets of perisinusoidal stellate cells (Hendriks et
al., 1985). The average concentration of vitamin A in postmortem
livers of American and Canadian adults is reported to range from
10 to as high as 1,400 µg/g liver (Furr et al., 1989; Hoppner et al.,
1969; Mitchell et al., 1973; Raica et al., 1972; Schindler et al., 1988;
Underwood et al., 1970). In developing countries where vitamin A
deficiency is prevalent, the vitamin A concentration in liver biopsy
samples is much lower (17 to 141 µg/g) (Abedin et al., 1976; Flores
and de Araujo, 1984; Haskell et al., 1997; Olson, 1979; Suthutvora-
voot and Olson, 1974). A concentration of at least 20 µg retinol/g
of liver in adults is suggested to be the minimal acceptable reserve
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(Loerch et al., 1979; Olson, 1982). The mean liver stores of vitamin
A in children (1 to 10 years of age) have been reported to range
from 171 to 723 µg/g (Flores and de Araujo, 1984; Mitchell et al.,
1973; Money, 1978; Raica et al., 1972; Underwood et al., 1970),
whereas the mean liver vitamin A stores in apparently healthy in-
fants is lower, ranging from 0 to 320 µg/g of liver (Flores and de
Araujo, 1984; Huque, 1982; Olson et al., 1979; Raica et al., 1972;
Schindler et al., 1988).

With use of radio-isotopic methods, the efficiency of storage (reten-
tion) of vitamin A in liver has been estimated to be approximately
50 percent (Bausch and Rietz, 1977; Kusin et al., 1974; Sauberlich
et al., 1974). More recently, stable-isotopic methods have shown an
efficiency of storage of 42 percent for individuals with concentra-
tions greater than or equal to 20 µg retinol/g of liver (Haskell et al.,
1997). The efficiency of storage was lower in those with lower vita-
min A status. The percentage of total body vitamin A stores lost per
day was approximately 0.5 percent in adults consuming a vitamin A-
free diet (Sauberlich et al., 1974).

Clinical Effects of Inadequate Intake

The most specific clinical effect of inadequate vitamin A intake is
xerophthalmia. It is estimated that 3 to 10 million children, mostly
in developing countries, become xerophthalmic, and 250,000 to
500,000 go blind annually (Sommer and West, 1996; WHO, 1995).
The World Health Organization (WHO, 1982) classified various
stages of xerophthalmia to include night blindness (impaired dark
adaptation due to slowed regeneration of rhodopsin), conjunctival
xerosis, Bitot’s spots, corneal xerosis, corneal ulceration, and scar-
ring, all related to vitamin A deficiency. Night blindness is the first
ocular symptom to be observed with vitamin A deficiency (Dowling
and Gibbons, 1961), and it responds rapidly to treatment with vita-
min A (Sommer, 1982). High-dose (60 mg) vitamin A supplementa-
tion reduced the incidence of night blindness by 63 percent in
Nepalese children (Katz et al., 1995). Similarly, night blindness was
reduced by 50 percent in women after weekly supplementation with
either 7,500 µg RE of vitamin A or β-carotene (Christian et al., 1998b).

An association of vitamin A deficiency and impaired embryonic
development is well documented in animals (Morriss-Kay and
Sokolova, 1996; Wilson et al., 1953). In laboratory animals, fetal
resorption is common in severe vitamin A deficiency, while fetuses
that survive have characteristic malformations of the eye, lungs, uro-
genital tract, and cardiovascular system. Similar abnormalities are
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observed in rat embryos lacking nuclear retinoid receptors (Wendling
et al., 1999). Morphological abnormalities associated with vitamin A
deficiency are not commonly found in humans; however, functional
defects of the lungs have been observed (Chytil, 1996).

Because of the role of vitamin A in maintaining the structural
integrity of epithelial cells, follicular hyperkeratosis has been observed
with inadequate vitamin A intake (Chase et al., 1971; Sauberlich et al.,
1974). Men who were made vitamin A deficient under controlled
conditions were then supplemented with either retinol or β-carotene,
which caused the hyperkeratosis to gradually clear (Sauberlich et
al., 1974).

Vitamin A deficiency has been associated with a reduction in lym-
phocyte numbers, natural killer cells, and antigen-specific immuno-
globulin responses (Cantorna et al., 1995; Nauss and Newberne,
1985). A decrease in leukocytes and lymphoid organ weights, im-
paired T cell function, and decreased resistance to immunogenic
tumors have been observed with inadequate vitamin A intake (Dawson
and Ross, 1999; Wiedermann et al., 1993). A generalized dysfunction
of humoral and cell-mediated immunity is common in experimental
animals and is likely to exist in humans.

In addition to xerophthalmia, vitamin A deficiency has been asso-
ciated with increased risk of infectious morbidity and mortality in
experimental animals and humans, especially in developing coun-
tries. A higher risk of respiratory infection and diarrhea has been
reported among children with mild to moderate vitamin A deficiency
(Sommer et al., 1984). Mortality rates were about four times greater
among children with mild xerophthalmia than those without it
(Sommer et al., 1983). The risk of severe morbidity and mortality
decreases with vitamin A repletion. In children hospitalized with
measles, case fatality (Barclay et al., 1987; Hussey and Klein, 1990)
and the severity of complications on admission were reduced when
they received high doses (60 to 120 mg) of vitamin A (Coutsoudis et
al., 1991; Hussey and Klein, 1990). In some studies, vitamin A sup-
plementation (30 to 60 mg) has been shown to reduce the severity
of diarrhea (Barreto et al., 1994; Donnen et al., 1998) and Plasmodium
falciparum malaria (Shankar et al., 1999) in young children, but
vitamin A supplementation has had little effect on the risk or sever-
ity of respiratory infections, except when associated with measles
(Humphrey et al., 1996).

In developing countries, vitamin A supplementation has been
shown to reduce the risk of mortality among young children (Ghana
VAST Study Team, 1993; Muhilal et al., 1988; Rahmathullah et al.,
1990; Sommer et al., 1986; West et al., 1991), infants (Humphrey et
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al., 1996), and pregnant and postpartum women (West et al., 1999).
Meta-analyses of the results from these and other community-based
trials are consistent with a 23 to 30 percent reduction in mortality of
young children beyond 6 months of age after vitamin A supplemen-
tation (Beaton et al., 1993; Fawzi et al., 1993, Glasziou and
Mackerras, 1993). WHO recommends broad-based prophylaxis in
vitamin A-deficient populations. It also recommends treating chil-
dren who suffer from xerophthalmia, measles, prolonged diarrhea,
wasting malnutrition, and other acute infections with vitamin A
(WHO, 1997). Furthermore, the American Academy of Pediatrics
(AAP, 1993) recommends vitamin A supplementation for children
in the United States who are hospitalized with measles.

SELECTION OF INDICATORS FOR ESTIMATING
THE REQUIREMENT FOR VITAMIN A

Dark Adaptation

The ability of the retina to adapt to dim light depends upon an
adequate supply of vitamin A, because 11-cis retinal is an integral
part of the rhodopsin molecule of the rods. Without adequate levels
of vitamin A in the retina, the function of the rods in dim light
situations becomes compromised, resulting in abnormal dark adap-
tation (night blindness). Before clinically apparent night blindness
occurs, abnormal rod function may be detected by dark adaptation
testing. In addition to vitamin A deficiency, zinc deficiency and
severe protein deficiency also may affect dark adaptation responses
(Bankson et al., 1989; Morrison et al., 1978).

Dark Adaptation Test

To perform a dark adaptation test, the eye is first dilated and the
subject fixates on a point located approximately 15 degrees above
the center of the test light. The test stimulus consists of light flashes
of approximately 1-second duration separated by 1-second intervals
of darkness. A tracking method is used with the luminance of the
test light being increased or decreased depending upon the re-
sponse of the subject. The ascending threshold is the intensity at
which the subject first sees the test light as its luminance is
increased. The descending threshold is the intensity at which the
subject ceases to see the test light as its luminance is lowered. Each
threshold intensity is plotted versus time and the values are read
from the graph at the end of a test session. Testing is continued
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until the final threshold is stabilized. The final dark-adapted thresh-
old is defined as the average of three ascending and three descend-
ing thresholds and is obtained after 35 to 40 minutes in darkness.

When the logarithm of the light perception is plotted as a func-
tion of time in darkness, the change in threshold follows a charac-
teristic course. There is an initial rapid fall in threshold attributed
to cones, followed by a plateau. A steeper descent, referred to as the
rod-cone break, usually occurs at 3 to 9 minutes followed by a slow-
er descent attributed to adaptation of the rods. The final threshold
attained at about 35 to 40 minutes is the most constant indicator of
dark adaptation. Among stable subjects, test results are reproduc-
ible over a 1- to 6-month interval with final threshold differences
ranging from 0 to 0.1 log candela/meter2. In one series, the dark
adapted final threshold among 50 normal subjects (aged 20 to 60
years) was –5.0 ± 0.3 candela/ meter2 (Carney and Russell, 1980).

Similar information on retinal function may be obtained by an
electroretinogram or an electrooculorgram. However, these tests
are more invasive than dark adaptation and there are not as many
data relating these functional tests to dietary vitamin A levels.

There is literature relating dark adaptation test results to dietary
levels of vitamin A under controlled experimental conditions (Table
4-4). Under controlled feeding conditions, dark adaptation, objec-
tively measured by dark adaptometry, is one of the most sensitive
indicators of a change in vitamin A deficiency status (Figure 4-3).
Epidemiological evidence suggests that host resistance to infection
is impaired at lesser stages of vitamin A deficiency, prior to clinical
onset of night blindness (Arroyave et al., 1979; Arthur et al., 1992;
Barreto et al., 1994; Bloem et al., 1990; Ghana VAST Study Team,
1993; Loyd-Puryear et al., 1991; Salazar-Lindo et al., 1993). More-
over, laboratory animals fed a vitamin A-deficient diet maintain
ocular levels of vitamin A despite a significant reduction in hepatic
vitamin A levels (Bankson et al., 1989; Wallingford and Underwood,
1987). Nevertheless, this approach can be used to estimate the aver-
age requirement for vitamin A but without assurance of adequate
tissue levels to meet nonvisual needs for vitamin A.

Pupillary Response Test

Another test of ability to dark adapt, one that avoids reliance on
psychophysical responses, is the pupillary response test that mea-
sures the threshold of light at which a pupillary reflex (contraction)
first occurs under dark-adapted conditions (Stewart and Young,
1989). The retina of one eye is briefly exposed to incremental pulses
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of light while a trained observer monitors the consensual response
of the other pupil under dark conditions. A high scotopic (vision in
dim light) threshold indicates low retinal sensitivity, a pathophysio-
logical response to vitamin A deficiency. An early report of pupil-
lary nonresponse to candlelight among night blind Confederate
soldiers in the Civil War (Hicks, 1867) led to the development and
validation of instrumentation for this test as a reliable, functional
measure of vitamin A deficiency in Indonesian (Congdon et al.,
1995) and Indian (Sanchez et al., 1997) children. However, data do
not currently exist relating pupillary threshold sensitivity as deter-
mined by this test to usual vitamin A intakes, and so measures of
pupillary response cannot be used at the present to establish dietary
vitamin A requirements.

Plasma Retinol Concentration

The concentration of plasma retinol is under tight homeostatic
control in individuals and therefore is insensitive to liver vitamin A
stores. The relationship is not linear and over a wide range of ade-
quate hepatic vitamin A reserves there is little change in plasma
retinol or retinol binding protein (RBP) concentrations (Under-
wood, 1984). When liver vitamin A reserves fall below a critical con-
centration, thought to be approximately 20 µg/g of liver (Olson,
1987), plasma retinol concentration declines. When dietary vitamin
A is provided to vitamin A-deficient children, plasma retinol con-
centration increases rapidly, even before liver stores are restored
(Devadas et al., 1978; Jayarajan et al., 1980). Thus, a low concentra-
tion of plasma retinol may indicate inadequacy of vitamin A status,
although median or mean concentrations for plasma retinol may
not be well correlated with valid indicators of vitamin A status.

In malnourished populations, often 25 percent or more individu-
als exhibit a plasma retinol concentration below 0.70 µmol/L (20
µg/dL), a level considered to reflect vitamin A inadequacy in a
population (Flores, 1993; Underwood, 1994). However, a low plas-
ma retinol concentration also may result from an inadequate sup-
ply of dietary protein, energy, or zinc, all of which are required for
a normal rate of synthesis of RBP (Smith et al., 1974). Plasma retin-
ol concentration may also be low during infection as a result of
transient decreases in the concentrations of the negative acute
phase proteins, RBP, and transthyretin, even when liver retinol is
adequate (Christian et al., 1998a; Filteau et al., 1995; Golner et al.,
1987; Rosales et al., 1996). The presence of one or more of these
factors could lead to an overestimation of the prevalence of vitamin
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TABLE 4-4 Correction of Abnormal Dark Adaptation with
Vitamin A

Vitamin A Dark
Intake Serum Adapta-

Reference Subject (µg/d) Duration Retinol tiona ERGb

Blanchard DA, man, 90–165 A
and 20 y +450 3 d C
Harper, +600 2 d SI
1940

JK, man, 90–165 A
23 y +300 4 d C

+1,081 2 d C

TH, man, 90–165 A
20 y +150 3 d PC

+721 4 d N

Batchelder GG, young 60 A
and adult 600 A
Ebbs, woman 1,201 N
1943

KY, young 60 A
adult 600 A
man 1,201 N

MW, young 60 A
adult 600 440 and 620 A
woman IU/dL

1,200 6 d TC
1,200 17 d A
3,000 C

Hume and Golding, 21 14 mo 22 IU/dL 2.81, A
Krebs, man, 390 1 mo 50 IU/dL 2.38, A
1949 32 y, 2 mo 88 IU/dL 2.26, M

vitamin A 6 mo 88 IU/dL 1.81, N
depleted

continued
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Sauberlich Subject #1, < 24 771 d
et al., man, 37.5 14 d 8 µg/dL A A
1974 37 y, 75 14 d 7 µg/dL A A

vitamin A 150 15 d 4 µg/dL C A
depleted 300 14 d 12 µg/dL C PC

600 11 d 19 µg/dL C

Subject #5, < 24 359 d
man, 150 82 d 4 µg/dL C A
43 y, 300 372 d 27 µg/dL C PC
vitamin A 600 14 d 42 µg/dL C
depleted 1,200 14 d 42 µg/dL C C

2,400 14 d 47 µg/dL C C

Subject #7, < 24 505 d
man, 150 82 d 9 µg/dL C A
41 y, 300 42 d 16 µg/dL C A
vitamin A 600 16 d 20 µg/dL C
depleted 1,200 9 d 24 µg/dL C

Subject # 8, < 24 595 d
man, 75 10 d 8 µg/dL A A
32 y, 150 17 d 9 µg/dL C A
vitamin A 300 3 d C
depleted

KC, 60 40 d A
medical 570 10 d C
student,
vitamin A
depleted

MS, 60 52 d A
medical 255 10 d C
student,
vitamin A
depleted

NOTE: Subjects from the four studies were included based on two rules: (1) only sub-
jects with intake gaps less than 600 µg/day were used and (2) the lowest corrected/
normal intake value was chosen as that level at which dark adaptation was corrected or
normal and for which no abnormal ERG was recorded.
a Dark adaptation normal = 1.37 to 2.3 log µm lamberts. A = abnormal,
C = corrected, SI = slight improvement, PC = partially corrected, N = normal,
TC = temporarily corrected, M = marginal.
b ERG = electroretinogram.

TABLE 4-4 Continued

Vitamin A Dark
Intake Serum Adapta-

Reference Subject (µg/d) Duration Retinol tiona ERGb
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FIGURE 4-3 Serum vitamin A concentrations and dark adaptation final thresh-
olds. Upper limit of normal final threshold = –4.6 log candela/m2. Adapted from
Carney and Russell (1980).
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A deficiency when serum retinol concentration is used as an indica-
tor. According to an analysis of the Third National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey, individuals in the highest quartile
for vitamin A intake had only slightly higher serum retinol concen-
trations than those in the lowest quartile for vitamin A intake (Ap-
pendix Tables H-1 and H-2).

In the United States (Looker et al., 1988; Pilch, 1987) (Appendix
Table G-4), serum retinol concentration is rarely low (< 0.7 µmol/
L) in more than 5 percent of preschool children, although 20 to 60
percent may exhibit concentrations between 0.70 and 1.05 µmol/L,
a range that may be marginal for some individuals (Underwood,
1994). Excluding pregnant women, less than 5 percent of adults
had a serum retinol concentration less than 1.05 µmol/L (Appen-
dix Table G-4). The median concentration of serum retinol in adults
was 1.7 to 2.2 µmol/L (48 to 63 µg/dL).

At the usual U.S. range of plasma retinol concentration, the con-
centration is neither related to observed levels of usual vitamin A
intake, from either dietary preformed vitamin A or provitamin A
carotenoid sources (Hallfrisch et al., 1994), nor responsive to sup-
plement use (Krasinski et al., 1989; Nierenberg et al., 1997; Stauber
et al., 1991). Because of the relatively insensitive relationship be-
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tween plasma retinol concentration and liver vitamin A in the ade-
quate range, and because of the potential for confounding factors
to affect the level and interpretation of the concentration, it was
not chosen as a primary status indicator for a population for esti-
mating an average requirement for vitamin A.

Total Liver Reserves by Isotope Dilution

Body stores of vitamin A can be estimated directly by liver biopsy,
but this is not an appropriate indicator of status, except at autopsy,
for a population. Vitamin A stores can also be estimated by an indi-
rect approach using an isotope dilution technique. This technique
involves administering an oral dose of stable-isotopically labeled vi-
tamin A and, after a period of equilibration, drawing blood for
measurement of the isotopic ratio in plasma. The Bausch and Rietz
(1977) equation used to calculate liver reserves is: TLR = F × dose ×
[(H:D) – 1] where TLR is the pretreatment total liver reserve of
vitamin A in millimoles of retinol, F is a factor that expresses the
efficacy of storage of an early administered dose, dose is the oral
dose of labeled retinol in millimoles, H:D is the ratio of hydrogen to
deuterated retinol in the plasma after an equilibration period, and
–1 corrects TLR for the contribution of the administered dose to
the total body pool. Furr et al. (1989) have suggested modification
of this formula to: TLR = F × dose × (S × a × [H:D) –1]) where S is
the ratio of the specific activities of retinol in serum to that in liver
and a is the fraction of the absorbed dose of deuterated retinol
remaining in the liver at the time of blood sampling. Liver reserves
of vitamin A can be correlated with known dietary intake levels of
vitamin A. An Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) could be
derived by knowing the population median intake of vitamin A at
which half the population has hepatic stores above a certain desired
level (e.g., 20 µg/g) and half has stores below it. Although theoreti-
cally such an approach could be used to establish an EAR, no studies
have been conducted in which detailed and long-term dietary data
have been obtained in the tested subjects.

Relative Dose Response and Modified Relative Dose Response

In healthy individuals, approximately 90 percent of vitamin A in
the body is stored in the liver and this percentage decreases to 50
percent or less in severely deficient individuals (Olson, 1987). He-
patic vitamin A stores can thus be interpreted to reflect nutrient
adequacy to meet total body needs, barring factors that impede
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their release into circulation (e.g., liver disease and severe protein
malnutrition). The relative dose response (RDR) is a method that
permits indirect assessment of the relative adequacy of hepatic vita-
min A stores. The RDR test was first demonstrated in rats where the
release of RBP from liver was shown to depend on the availability of
retinol (Loerch et al., 1979). In experimental vitamin A deficiency
in rats, RBP accumulated in liver but was rapidly released after vita-
min A (retinol) was administered (Carney et al., 1976; Keilson et
al., 1979). This observation led Loerch et al. (1979) to propose that
a positive plasma retinol response to a small test dose of vitamin A
could be used as an indicator of inadequate liver vitamin A reserves.

The test was subsequently validated against measured liver retinol
stores in humans (Amedee-Manesme et al., 1984, 1987; Mobarhan
et al., 1981). For the test, a blood sample is drawn before retinol
administration (zero time), and then a small dose of vitamin A is
administered; a second blood sample is taken after an interval, gen-
erally 5 hours. The concentration of retinol in each sample is deter-
mined and the difference (response) in plasma retinol concentra-
tion (5 hours minus zero hours) is calculated and expressed as a
percentage of the 5-hour concentration.

Although various cutoff levels have been used, a plasma retinol
response greater than or equal to 20 percent is generally consid-
ered to indicate that liver vitamin A is inadequate (Tanumihardjo,
1993). The synthesis of RBP depends on the adequacy of other
nutrients, and other deficiencies, such as zinc deficiency and pro-
tein energy malnutrition, can confound the results of the RDR test,
particularly when a repeat test is conducted within a week or less
after the first or baseline test. With proper controls the RDR test is
considered a valid test to determine inadequate vitamin A status.
However, just as plasma retinol concentration is insensitive across a
wide range of  “adequate” liver vitamin A reserves, the RDR test
does not distinguish among different levels of adequate vitamin A
reserves (Solomons et al., 1990).

The modified relative dose response (MRDR) test is a variation of
the RDR test (Tanumihardjo and Olson, 1991). The MRDR requires
a single blood sample and uses as the test dose vitamin A2 (dehydro-
retinol), which combines with RBP in the same manner as retinol
but is not found endogenously in human plasma (with the possible
exception of populations consuming high levels of fresh water fish).
The test is subject to the same limitations as the RDR test. Neither
the RDR nor the MRDR was chosen for estimating an EAR because
little data exist relating usual dietary intakes of individuals or popu-
lations to RDR or MRDR test value distributions.
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Conjunctival Impression Cytology

Before the clinical onset of xerophthalmia, mild vitamin A defi-
ciency leads to early keratinizing metaplasia and losses of mucin-
secreting goblet cells on the bulbar surface of the conjunctiva of
the eye. These functional changes on the ocular surface can be
detected by microscopic examination of PAS-hematoxylin stained
epithelial cells obtained by briefly applying a cellulose acetate filter
paper strip (Hatchell and Sommer, 1984; Natadisastra et al., 1987;
Wittpenn et al., 1986) or disc (Keenum et al., 1990) against the
temporal conjunctivum. An alternative approach involves transfer-
ring cell specimens from the filter paper to a glass slide before
staining and examination (Carlier et al., 1991). Specimens are clas-
sified as normal or into degrees of abnormality, depending on the
density and distribution of stained normal epithelial cells, goblet
cells, and mucin “spots” (contents of goblet cells). Vitamin A status
is defined by target tissue cellularity, integrity, and function, which,
unlike biochemical measures, if compromised may take several
weeks to normalize following vitamin A repletion (Keenum, 1993).
In spite of that, there is an association between the prevalence of
conjunctival impression cytology (CIC) abnormality and serum retinol
and RDR test results (Sommer and West, 1996). Although CIC is
used for assessment, there are few data that relate CIC status to
dietary vitamin A intake in the United States, other well-nourished
populations, or malnourished populations. As a result, CIC was not
selected as the functional indicator for the EAR for vitamin A.

Immune Function

There is sound evidence for a role of vitamin A in the mainte-
nance of both humoral antibody responses and cell-mediated im-
munity. In experimental animals, both nonspecific immunity
(Butera and Krakowka, 1986; Cohen and Elin, 1974) and antigen-
specific responses, including delayed-type hypersensitivity (Smith et
al., 1987), blastogenesis (Butera and Krakowka, 1986; Friedman and
Sklan, 1989), and antibody production (Carman et al., 1989, 1992;
Pasatiempo et al., 1990; Ross, 1996; Stephensen et al., 1993), have
been shown to be altered by a deficiency of vitamin A or enhanced
by vitamin A supplementation. The number and cytotoxic activity
of natural killer cells (Dawson et al., 1999; Zhao et al., 1994) is
reduced in vitamin A deficiency, although responsiveness to activa-
tion is maintained.

Several human studies have linked impairment in immunity to
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low plasma or serum vitamin A concentrations (Coutsoudis et al.,
1992; Semba et al., 1992, 1996). However, there are no human
studies using controlled diets that have evaluated immune function
tests as a means to assess the adequacy of different levels of dietary
vitamin A. In addition to a lack of relevant dietary studies, there are
some inherent limitations to using immune functions as indicators
to establish dietary recommendations. Most changes in immune
functions that have been associated with a nutrient deficiency are
not specific to the nutrient under study (e.g., low T cell-mediated
immunity may be caused by a lack of vitamin A, but also by a defi-
ciency of protein or energy, zinc, or other specific nutrient defi-
ciencies or imbalances). Thus, human dietary studies would have to
be highly controlled with respect to the contents of potentially con-
founding nutrients. Another limitation of many immune function
tests is related to difficulties encountered in standardizing tests of
immunity (e.g., proliferative responses to antigen or mitogen chal-
lenge which are often used within studies to assess T and B cell
responses). These tests are affected by many factors, such as the
type and quality of mitogen used, cell culture conditions, and how
subjects’ cells have been collected, that cannot be readily controlled
among laboratories or over time. Thus, for these reasons, immune
function tests could not be used as an indicator for establishing the
EAR for vitamin A.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE VITAMIN A REQUIREMENT

Intestinal Absorption

Dietary Fat

Dietary vitamin A is digested in mixed micelles and absorbed with
fat. In some studies, increasing the level of fat in a low fat diet has
been shown to improve retinol and carotene absorption (Reddy
and Srikantia, 1966) and vitamin A nutriture (Jalal et al., 1998; Roels
et al., 1963). Other studies, however, have not demonstrated a ben-
eficial effect of fat on vitamin A absorption (Borel et al., 1997;
Figueira et al., 1969).

For optimal carotenoid absorption, a number of research groups
have demonstrated that dietary fat must be consumed along with
carotenoids. Roels and coworkers (1958) reported that the addition
of 18 g/day of olive oil improved carotene absorption from 5 to 25
percent. Jayarajan and coworkers (1980) reported that the addition
5 g of fat to the diet significantly improved serum vitamin A concen-
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trations among children after the consumption of a low fat vegetable
diet. The addition of 10 g of fat did not improve serum vitamin A
concentrations any more than did 5 g of fat.

Infections

Malabsorption of vitamin A can occur with diarrhea and intestinal
infections and infestations. Sivakumar and Reddy (1972) demon-
strated depressed absorption of labeled vitamin A in children with
gastroenteritis and respiratory infections. Malabsorption of vitamin
A is also associated with intestinal parasitism (Mahalanabis et al.,
1979; Sivakumar and Reddy, 1975).

The malabsorption of vitamin A that is observed in children with
Ascaris lumbricoides infection was associated with an altered mucosal
morphology that was reversed with deworming (Jalal et al., 1998;
Maxwell et al., 1968).

Food Matrix

The matrix of foods affects the ability of carotenoids to be released
from food and therefore affects intestinal absorption. The rise in
serum β-carotene concentration was significantly less when individ-
uals consumed β-carotene from carrots than when they received a
similar amount of β-carotene supplement (Micozzi et al., 1992; Tang
et al., 2000; Torronen et al., 1996). This observation was similar for
broccoli (Micozzi et al., 1992) and mixed green leafy vegetables (de
Pee et al., 1995; Tang et al., 2000) as compared with a β-carotene
supplement. The food matrix effect on β-carotene bioavailability
has been reviewed (Boileau et al., 1999).

Food Processing

The processing of foods greatly affects the absorption of caro-
tenoids (Van het Hof et al., 1998). The absorption of carotene was
24 percent from sliced carrots, whereas the absorption of carotene
from homogenized carrots was 56 percent (Hume and Krebs, 1949).
Rock et al. (1998) reported that the rise in serum β-carotene con-
centration was significantly greater in subjects consuming cooked
carrots and spinach as compared with those consuming an equal
amount of raw carrots and spinach. Similarly, the rise in serum β-
carotene concentration was greater after the consumption of carrot
juice than after the same amount of raw carrots (Torronen et al.,
1996).
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Nutrient-Nutrient Interactions

Iron

A direct correlation between hemoglobin and serum retinol con-
centrations has been observed (Suharno et al., 1993; Wolde-Gebriel
et al., 1993). Anemic rats have been shown to have reduced plasma
retinol concentrations when fed a vitamin A-rich diet (Amine et al.,
1970), although normal hepatic stores of vitamin A were observed
(Staab et al., 1984). Rosales and coworkers (1999) reported that
iron deficiency in young rats alters the distribution of vitamin A
concentration between plasma and liver. In a cross-sectional study
of children in Thailand, serum retinol concentration was positively
associated with serum iron and ferritin concentrations (Bloem et
al., 1989). Intervention studies among Indonesian girls demonstrated
that combining vitamin A with iron supplementation was more effec-
tive in increasing hemoglobin concentrations than was giving iron
alone (Suharno et al., 1993). As discussed in further detail in Chap-
ter 9, various studies suggest that vitamin A deficiency impairs iron
mobilization from stores and therefore vitamin A supplementation
improves hemoglobin concentrations (Lynch, 1997).

Zinc

Zinc is required for protein synthesis, including the hepatic synthesis
and secretion of retinol binding protein (RBP) and transthyretin;
therefore, zinc deficiency influences the mobilization of vitamin A
from the liver and its transport into the circulation (Smith et al.,
1974; Terhune and Sandstead, 1972). In animal models, circulating
and hepatic concentrations of retinol decline and rise with experi-
mental zinc deficiency and repletion, respectively (Baly et al., 1984;
Duncan and Hurley, 1978). In humans, cross-sectional studies and
supplementation trials have failed to establish a consistent relation-
ship between zinc and vitamin A status (Christian and West, 1998).
Because zinc is important in the biosynthesis of RBP, it has been
suggested that zinc intake may positively affect vitamin A status only
when individuals are moderately to severely protein-energy deficient
(Shingwekar et al., 1979).

Although the alcohol dehydrogenase enzymes involved in the for-
mation of retinal from retinol in the eye are not zinc dependent
(Duester, 1996; Persson et al., 1995), zinc-deficient rats had a signif-
icant reduction in the synthesis of rhodopsin (Dorea and Olson,
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1986), which was postulated to be due to impaired protein (opsin
and alcohol dehydrogenase) synthesis. Morrison and coworkers
(1978) reported that dark adaptation improved after the provision
of 220 mg/day of zinc to zinc-deficient patients.

Carotenoids

Competitive interactions among different carotenoids have been
observed. When subjects were given purified β-carotene and lutein
in a combined dose, β-carotene significantly reduced lutein absorp-
tion, and therefore serum lutein concentration, compared to when
lutein was given alone (Kostic et al., 1995). However, lutein given in
combination with β-carotene significantly increased β-carotene serum
concentrations compared to when β-carotene was given alone.
Johnson et al. (1997) reported that lycopene does not affect the
absorption of β-carotene, and β-carotene improved the absorption
of lycopene.

Alcohol

Because both retinol and ethanol are alcohols, there is potential
for overlap in the metabolic pathways of these two compounds.
Competition with each other for similar enzymatic pathways has
been reported (Leo and Lieber, 1999), while other retinol and al-
cohol dehydrogenases show greater substrate specificity (Napoli et
al., 1995). Ethanol consumption results in a depletion of hepatic
vitamin A concentrations in animals (Sato and Lieber, 1981) and in
humans (Leo and Lieber, 1985). Although the effect on vitamin A
is due, in part, to hepatic damage (Leo and Lieber, 1982) and mal-
nutrition, the reduction in hepatic stores is also a direct effect of
alcohol consumption. Patients with low vitamin A stores, in the study
by Leo and Lieber (1982), were otherwise well nourished. Further-
more, the reduction in hepatic vitamin A stores was reduced before
the onset of fibrosis or cirrhosis of the liver (Sato and Lieber, 1981).
Results suggest that vitamin A is mobilized from the liver to other
organs (Mobarhan et al., 1991) with ethanol consumption. Chronic
ethanol intake resulted in increased destruction of retinoic acid
through the induction of P450 enzymes, resulting in reduced hepatic
retinoic acid concentrations (Wang, 1999).
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FINDINGS BY LIFE STAGE AND GENDER GROUP

Infants Ages 0 through 12 Months

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

No functional criteria of vitamin A status have been demonstrated
that reflect response to dietary intake in infants. Thus, recommended
intakes of vitamin A are based on an Adequate Intake (AI) that
reflects a calculated mean vitamin A intake of infants principally
fed human milk.

Ages 0 through 6 Months. Using the method described in Chapter
2, the AI of vitamin A for infants ages 0 though 6 months is based
on the average amount of vitamin A in human milk that is con-
sumed. After rounding, an AI of 400 µg retinol activity equivalents
(RAE)/day is set based on the average volume of milk intake of 0.78
L/day (see Chapter 2) and an average concentration of vitamin A
in human milk of 1.70 µmol/L (485 µg/L) during the first 6 months
of lactation (Canfield et al., 1997, 1998) (see Table 4-5). Because
the bioconversion of carotenoids in milk and in infants is not
known, the contribution of carotenoids in human milk to meeting
the vitamin A requirement of infants was not considered.

TABLE 4-5 Vitamin A in Human Milk

Reference Study Group Average Maternal Intake Stage of L

Butte and Calloway, 1981 23 Navajo women Not reported 1 mo

Chappell et al., 1985 12 women Not reported 3–4 d
37 d

Canfield et al., 1997 6 women, 23–36 y 2,334 µg/d < 6 mo

Canfield et al., 1998 5 women, 23–36 y 2,544 µg/d > 1 mo

a Vitamin A intake based on reported data or concentration (µg/L) × 0.78 L/day.
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Milk Concentration Estimated Vitamin A
nal Intake Stage of Lactation (µg/L) Intake of Infants (µg/d)a

1 mo 329 256

3–4 d 2,000 1,560
37 d ≈600 468

< 6 mo 314 245
485 380

> 1 mo 640 500

/day.

Ages 7 through 12 Months. Using the method described in Chapter
2 to extrapolate from the AI for infants ages 0 through 6 months
fed human milk, the intake from human milk for the older infants
is 483 µg RAE/day of vitamin A.

The vitamin A intake for older infants can also be determined by
estimating the intake from human milk (concentration × 0.6 L/
day) and complementary foods (Chapter 2). Vitamin A intake data
(n = 45) from complementary foods was estimated to be 244 µg/day
based on data from the Third National Health and Nutrition Exam-
ination Survey. The average intake from human milk is approxi-
mately 291 µg/day (485 µg/L × 0.6 L/day). Thus, the total vitamin A
intake is estimated to be 535 µg RAE/day (244 µg/day + 291 µg/day).

On the basis of these two approaches and rounding, the AI was
set at 500 µg RAE/day. The AI for infants is greater than the Recom-
mended Dietary Allowance (RDA) for young children because the
RDA is based on extrapolation of adult data (see “Children and
Adolescents Ages 1 through 18 Years”).

Vitamin A AI Summary, Ages 0 through 12 Months

AI for Infants
0–6 months 400 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
7–12 months 500 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
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Special Considerations

Concentrations of 520 to 590 µg/L of vitamin A in milk from
Holstein cows have been reported (Tomlinson et al., 1976), which
is significantly less than the levels observed in human milk (Table
4-5). The majority of vitamin A and carotenes are located in the fat
globule and fat globule membrane in cow milk (Patton et al., 1980;
Zahar et al., 1995). The concentrations of retinol and β-carotene in
cow milk averaged 18 to 27 µg/g of milk fat in one study (Jensen
and Nielsen, 1996). Retinol in cow milk is bound to β-lactoglobulin,
which has a structure very similar to retinol binding protein (Papiz
et al., 1986). There is minimal isomerization of trans-retinol to cis-
retinol in unheated cow milk (Panfili et al., 1998), the latter being
less well absorbed. Cow milk submitted to pasteurization resulted in
3 to 6 percent isomerization to cis-retinol. Greater isomerization
was observed with severe heat treatments (16 percent in ultra high
temperature milk and 34 percent in sterilized milk).

Children and Adolescents Ages 1 through 18 Years

Method Used to Estimate the Average Requirement

No data are available to estimate an average requirement for chil-
dren and adolescents. A computational method is used that includes
an allowance for adequate liver vitamin A stores to set the Esti-
mated Average Requirement (EAR) (see “Adults Ages 19 Years and
Older”). The EAR for children and adolescents is extrapolated from
adults by using metabolic body weight and the method described in
Chapter 2. If total body weight is used, the RDA for children 1
through 3 years would be 200 µg RAE/day. If metabolic weight
(kg0.75) is used, the RDA would be 300 µg RAE/day. Studies con-
ducted in developing countries indicate that xerophthalmia and
serum retinol concentrations of less than 20 µg/dL exist among
preschool children with daily intakes of up to 200 µg of vitamin A,
whereas 300 µg/day of vitamin A is associated with serum retinol
concentrations greater than 30 µg/dL (Reddy, 1985). Although sim-
ilar data are lacking in developed countries, to ensure that the RDA
will meet the requirement of almost all North American preschool
children, metabolic weight was used to extrapolate from adults.
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Vitamin A EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 1 through 18 Years

EAR for Children
1–3 years 210 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
4–8 years 275 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

EAR for Boys
9–13 years 445 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

14–18 years 630 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

EAR for Girls
9–13 years 420 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

14–18 years 485 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

The RDA for vitamin A is set by using a coefficient of variation
(CV) of 20 percent based on the calculated half-life values for liver
vitamin A (see “Adults Ages 19 Years and Older”). The RDA is de-
fined as equal to the EAR plus twice the CV to cover the needs of 97
to 98 percent of individuals in the group (therefore, for vitamin A
the RDA is 140 percent of the EAR). The calculated values for the
RDAs have been rounded to the nearest 100 µg.

RDA for Children
1–3 years 300 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
4–8 years 400 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

RDA for Boys
9–13 years 600 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

14–18 years 900 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

RDA for Girls
9–13 years 600 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

14–18 years 700 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

Adults Ages 19 Years and Older

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

The calculation described below can be used for estimating the
vitamin A requirement and is calculated on the basis of the amount
of dietary vitamin A required to maintain a given body-pool size in
well-nourished subjects. Olson (1987) determined the average re-
quirement of vitamin A by this approach using the calculation:
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A × B × C × D × E × F

A = Percent of body vitamin A stores lost per day when ingesting a
vitamin A-free diet

B = Minimum acceptable liver vitamin A reserve
C = The liver weight:body weight ratio
D = Reference weight for a specific age group and gender
E = Ratio of total body:liver vitamin A reserves
F = Efficiency of storage of ingested vitamin A.

By using this approach, a daily vitamin A intake can be deter-
mined that will assure vitamin A reserves to cover increased needs
during periods of stress and low vitamin A intake. That value can be
used for estimating the average requirement for vitamin A.

The portion of body vitamin A stores lost per day has been esti-
mated to be 0.5 percent based on the rate of excretion of radio-
activity from radiolabeled vitamin A and by the calculation of the
half-life of vitamin A. The minimal acceptable liver reserve is esti-
mated to be 20 µg/g and is based on the concentration at which
(1) no clinical signs of a deficiency are observed, (2) adequate
plasma retinol concentrations are maintained (Loerch et al., 1979),
(3) induced biliary excretion of vitamin A is observed (Hicks et al.,
1984), and (4) there is a protection against a vitamin A deficiency
for approximately 4 months while the person consumes a vitamin
A-deficient diet. The liver weight:body weight ratio is 1:33 (0.03)
and is an average of ratios for infants and adults. The reference
weights for adult women and men are 61 and 76 kg, respectively
(see Chapter 1). The ratio of total body:liver vitamin A reserves is
10:9 (1.1) and is based on individuals with adequate vitamin A
status. Finally, the efficiency of storage can be determined by iso-
tope dilution methods following the administration of either radio-
active or stable-isotopically labeled vitamin A to subjects adequate
in vitamin A (Bausch and Reitz, 1977; Haskell et al., 1997). Recent
studies by Haskell and coworkers (1997) suggest that the efficiency
of storage is approximately 40 percent, rather than the 50 percent
that was previously reported (Olson, 1987). Based on these current
estimations, the EAR of preformed vitamin A required to assure an
adequate body reserve in an adult man is 0.005 × 20 µg/g × 0.03 ×
76 kg × 1.1 × 2.5, or 627 µg RAE/day. With a reference weight of 61
kg for women, the EAR would be 503 µg RAE/day.

Based on the study of Sauberlich and coworkers (1974), Olson
(1987) estimated that the liver vitamin A concentration was less
than 10 µg/g at the time the first clinical signs of vitamin A defi-
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ciency appeared. From this assumption, it was estimated that the
half-life of vitamin A is approximately 128 days, and the CV is 21
percent. Because the portion of this variability that is due to experi-
mental error is not known, a CV of 20 percent is used for setting the
RDA.

Vitamin A EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

EAR for Men
19–30 years 625 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
31–50 years 625 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
51–70 years 625 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

> 70 years 625 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

EAR for Women
19–30 years 500 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
31–50 years 500 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
51–70 years 500 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

> 70 years 500 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

The RDA for vitamin A is set by using a CV of 20 percent (see
Chapter 1) using the EAR for adequate body stores of vitamin A.
The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR plus twice the CV to cover
the needs of 97 to 98 percent of the individuals in the group (there-
fore, for vitamin A the RDA is 140 percent of the EAR). The calcu-
lated values for the RDAs have been rounded to the nearest 100 µg.

RDA for Men
19–30 years 900 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
31–50 years 900 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
51–70 years 900 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

> 70 years 900 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

RDA for Women
19–30 years 700 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
31–50 years 700 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
51–70 years 700 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

> 70 years 700 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
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Pregnancy

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

Direct studies of the requirement for vitamin A during pregnancy
are lacking. The model used to establish the EAR is based on the
accumulation of vitamin A in the liver of the fetus during gestation
and an assumption that liver contains approximately half of the
body’s vitamin A when liver stores are low, as in the case of new-
borns. Liver vitamin A concentrations for full-term stillborn infants
(Dorea et al., 1984; Hoppner et al., 1968; Montreewasuwat and
Olson, 1979; Olson, 1979) have ranged from less than 10 to greater
than 100 µg/g liver, with values tending to be skewed towards the
lower range (Olson, 1979). A vitamin A concentration of 1,800 µg
per liver for 37 to 40 week gestation age (Montreewasuwat and
Olson, 1979) was used to calculate a concentration of 3,600 µg per
fetus. Assuming the efficiency of maternal vitamin A absorption to
average 70 percent and vitamin A to be accumulated mostly in the
last 90 days of pregnancy, the mother’s requirement would be in-
creased by approximately 50 µg/day during the last trimester. Be-
cause vitamin A in the mother’s diet may be stored and mobilized
later as needed and some vitamin A may be retained in the placenta,
the EAR is estimated to be ~50 µg/day in addition to the EAR for
nonpregnant adolescent girls and women for the entire pregnancy
period.

Vitamin A EAR and RDA Summary, Pregnancy

EAR for Pregnancy
14–18 years 530 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
19–30 years 550 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
31–50 years 550 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

The RDA for vitamin A is set by using a CV of 20 percent based on
the calculated half-life values for liver vitamin A (see “Adults Ages
19 Years and Older”). The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR plus
twice the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of individuals in
the group (therefore, for vitamin A the RDA is 140 percent of the
EAR). The calculated values for the RDAs have been rounded up to
the nearest 10 µg.
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RDA for Pregnancy

14–18 years 750 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
19–30 years 770 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
31–50 years 770 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

Lactation

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

As indicated earlier in the section on infants, human milk-fed
infants consume on average 400 µg/day of vitamin A in the first 6
months of life. The carotenoid content of human milk has been
summarized in Dietary Reference Intakes for Vitamin C, Vitamin E, Sele-
nium, and Carotenoids (IOM, 2000). Because the bioconversion of
carotenoids in milk and in infants is not known, the contribution of
carotenoids in human milk to meeting the vitamin A requirement
of infants was not considered. To set an EAR during pregnancy, 400
µg RAE/day is added to the EAR for nonpregnant adolescent girls
and women to assure adequate body stores of vitamin A.

Vitamin A EAR and RDA Summary, Lactation

EAR for Lactation
14–18 years 885 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
19–30 years 900 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
31–50 years 900 µg RAE/day of vitamin A

The RDA for vitamin A is set by using a CV of 20 percent based on
the calculated half-life values for liver vitamin A (see “Adults Ages
19 Years and Older”). The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR plus
twice the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of individuals in
the group (therefore, for vitamin A the RDA is 140 percent of the
EAR). The calculated values for the RDAs have been rounded to
the nearest 100 µg.

RDA for Lactation
14–18 years 1,200 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
19–30 years 1,300 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
31–50 years 1,300 µg RAE/day of vitamin A
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Requirement for Provitamin A Carotenoids

Although a large body of observational epidemiological evidence
suggests that higher blood concentrations of β-carotene and other
carotenoids obtained from foods are associated with a lower risk of
several chronic diseases (see Dietary Reference Intakes for Vitamin C,
Vitamin E, Selenium, and Carotenoids [IOM, 2000]), no evidence
pointed to the need for a certain percentage of dietary vitamin A to
come from provitamin A carotenoids to meet the vitamin A require-
ment. In view of the health benefits associated with consumption of
fruits and vegetables, existing recommendations for increased con-
sumption of carotenoid-rich fruits and vegetables are strongly sup-
ported (see IOM, 2000). Consumption of five servings of fruits and
vegetables per day could provide 5.2 to 6 mg/day of provitamin A
carotenoids (Lachance, 1997), which would contribute approxi-
mately 50 to 65 percent of the men’s RDA for vitamin A.

Special Considerations

Alcohol Consumption

Excessive alcohol consumption results in a depletion of liver vita-
min A stores (Leo and Lieber, 1985). Depletion is partly due to the
reduced consumption of foods. Furthermore, mobilization of vita-
min A out of the liver may be increased with excessive alcohol con-
sumption (Lieber and Leo, 1986). Because alcohol intake has been
shown to enhance the toxicity of vitamin A (Leo and Lieber, 1999)
(see “Tolerable Upper Intake Levels”), individuals who consume
alcohol may be distinctly susceptible to the adverse effects of vita-
min A and any increased intake to meet one’s needs should be in
the context of maintaining health.

Developing Countries and Vegetarian Diets

A number of factors can influence the requirement for vitamin A,
including iron status, the presence and severity of infection and
parasites, the level of dietary fat, protein energy malnutrition, and
the available sources for preformed vitamin A and provitamin A
carotenoids.

Parasites and Infection. Malabsorption of vitamin A can occur with
diarrhea and intestinal infestations (Jalal et al., 1998; Sivakumar
and Reddy, 1972). Furthermore, the urinary excretion of vitamin A
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is increased with infection, and especially with fever (Alvarez et al.,
1995; Stephensen et al., 1994). For these reasons, with parasitic in-
festation and during infection, the requirement for vitamin A may
be greater than the requirements set in this report, which are based
on generally healthy individuals.

Protein Energy Malnutrition. Protein synthesis generally, and specif-
ically retinol binding protein synthesis, is reduced with severe pro-
tein energy malnutrition (PEM) (marasmus and kwashiorkor), and
therefore release of retinol from the liver (assuming stores are
present) is also reduced (Large et al., 1980). With successful dietary
treatment of PEM, growth and tissue weight gain will be stimulated,
and the relative requirement of vitamin A will increase during the
recovery period.

Vegetarianism. Preformed vitamin A is found only in animal-derived
food products. A clinical sign of vitamin A deficiency, night blind-
ness, is prevalent in developing countries where animal and vitamin
A-fortified products are not commonly available. Although caro-
tenoids such as β-carotene are abundant in green leafy vegetables
and certain fruits, because it takes 12 µg of dietary β-carotene to
provide 1 retinol activity equivalent (RAE) (as compared to previous
recommendations where 1 µg of retinol was thought to be provided
by 6 µg of β-carotene [NRC, 1989 and Table 4-3]), a greater amount
of fruits and vegetables than previously recommended are required
to meet the daily vitamin A requirement for vegetarians and those
whose primary source of vitamin A is green leafy vegetables.

Analyzing intakes of vitamin A and β-carotene and using an RAE
of 12 µg for dietary β-carotene indicate that the RDA for vitamin A
can be met by those consuming a strict vegetarian diet containing
the deeply colored fruits and vegetables (1,262 µg RAE) that are
major sources of β-carotene in the United States (Chug-Ahuja et al.,
1993) (Table 4-6). The United States has several vitamin A-fortified
foods, including milk, cereals, and infant formula. Furthermore,
certain food products, such as sugar, are being fortified with vita-
min A in some developing countries. If menus are restricted in the
amounts of provitamin A carotenoids consumed and such fortified
products are not part of routine diets, then vitamin A supplements
may be required.

Populations Where Consumption of Vitamin A-Rich Foods is Limited.
Three major intervention trials have been conducted in developing
countries to evaluate the efficacy of provitamin A carotenoids in
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TABLE 4-6 Vitamin A Intake from a Vegan Diet High in
Carotene-Rich Fruits and Vegetables

β-Carotene Retinol Vitamin A
Equivalents Intake Intake

Meal Foods Eaten Intakea (µg) (µg) (µg RAEb)

Breakfast Bagel (1 medium) 0 0 0
Peanut butter (2 T) 1 0 0
Canned pineapple, juice pack

(1/2 cup) 40 0 3
Orange juice (3/4 cup) 103 0 9
Total for meal 143 0 12

Snack Banana (1 medium) 28 0 2
Total for snack 28 0 2

Lunch Vegetable soup, prepared from
ready-to-serve can (1 cup) 1,195 0 166

Hummus (2 T) 2 0 0
White pita (1 large) 0 0 0
Soy milk (1 cup) 0 0 0
Apple, with skin (1 medium) 70 0 6
Total for meal 2,067 0 172

Dinner Lettuce salad: romaine lettuce
(1 cup) with tomato (2 wedges)
and oil and vinegar dressing
(2 T) 850 0 71

Baked sweet potato (1 medium) 10,195 0 850
Bean burrito (1 medium) with

avocado (3 slices) and salsa
(2 T) 165 0 13

Soy milk (1 cup) 0 0 0
Total for meal 11,210 0 934

Snack Vegetable juice (3/4  cup) 1,697 0 141
Nuts, seeds and dried fruit

mixture (1/4  cup) 2 0 0
Total for snack 1,699 0 141

Daily
Totals 15,148 0 1,262

NOTE: Source of food composition data: NDS-R Food and Nutrient Data Base, Version
30, 1999, Nutrition Coordinating Center, University of Minnesota.  Nutrient totals may
not equal the sum of the parts.
a β-Carotene equivalents (µg) = µg β-carotene + 1/2(µg α-carotene + µg β-cryptoxanthin).
b RAE = retinol activity equivalents; 1 RAE = 1 µg retinol + 1/12(µg β-carotene equivalents).
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maintaining or improving vitamin A status in lactating women (de
Pee et al., 1995), preschool children (Jalal et al., 1998), and young
children (Takyi, 1999). Vitamin A status, as determined by serum
retinol concentration, was not improved in Indonesian lactating
women after the consumption of dark green leafy vegetables (de
Pee et al., 1995). These women had hemoglobin concentrations
less than 13 mg/dL. There is evidence that iron deficiency impairs
the metabolism of vitamin A in laboratory animals (Jang et al., 2000;
Rosales et al., 1999). In some, but not all, studies (Suharno et al.,
1993), iron supplementation improved vitamin A status in humans
(Munoz et al., 2000). Therefore the presence of iron deficiency,
which is prevalent in developing countries, may impair the efficacy
of dark green leafy vegetables. Jalal and coworkers (1998) reported
that the addition of β-carotene-rich foods to the diets of preschool
children improved vitamin A status, however, vitamin A status
improved almost as well when fat was added to the diet and an
anthelmintic drug to destroy parasitic worms was provided. This
finding demonstrates the importance of dietary fat, which is often
low in the diets of developing countries and the importance of in-
testinal parasites on vitamin A status. Takyi (1999) reported that the
vitamin A status of young children improved similarly when fed
either a pureed β-carotene-rich diet or provided a similar amount
of β-carotene as a supplement. Here, in contrast to the findings of
Jalal et al. (1998), dietary fat and anthelmentic drugs did not ap-
pear to have a beneficial effect on vitamin A status, possibly because
the carotenoid was already provided in a highly absorbable, pureed
form.

The EARs that have been set for the North American population
are achievable through diet because of the abundance of vitamin A-
rich foods. Populations of less developed countries may have diffi-
culty in meeting the EAR that ensures adequate vitamin A stores.
Therefore, an EAR that does not assure adequate vitamin A stores
has been determined on the basis of the level of vitamin A for cor-
rection of abnormal dark adaptation in adults. This approach does
not assure adequate stores of vitamin A because animal studies indi-
cate that vitamin A depletion of the eye occurs after the depletion
of hepatic vitamin A reserves (Bankson et al., 1989; Lewis et al.,
1942). Furthermore, epidemiological studies in children suggest
impaired host resistance to infection, presumably reflecting com-
promised immunity and represented by increased risk of morbidity
and mortality at lesser stages of depletion (Arroyave et al., 1979;
Arthur et al., 1992; Barreto et al., 1994; Bloem et al., 1990; Ghana
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VAST Study Team, 1993; Loyd-Puryear et al., 1991; Rahmathullah
et al., 1990; Salazar-Lindo et al., 1993; West et al., 1991).

An EAR of 300 µg RAE/day can be calculated based on the dark
adaptation data obtained from 13 individuals from four studies on
adults (Table 4-4). The duration of depletion and repletion varied
among these four studies and the majority of the studies were con-
ducted on men. Interpolation of the level of vitamin A at which
dark adaptation of each individual was corrected in these four studies
results in a median intake of 300 µg RAE/day, which can be used to
set an EAR based on dark adaptation for adults. Using this method,
there was insufficient evidence to support setting a different EAR
for men and for women, as there were too few women studied.
EARs using dark adaptation as the indicator for children (1–3 years,
112 µg RAE/day; 4–8 years, 150 µg RAE/day; 9–13 years, 230 µg
RAE/day) and adolescents (14–18 years, 300 µg RAE/day) are based
on extrapolation from the adult EAR as described in Chapter 2.

INTAKE OF VITAMIN A

Food Sources

Common dietary sources of preformed vitamin A in the United
States and Canada include liver, dairy products, and fish. Chug-
Ahuja et al. (1993) reported that carrots were the major contributor
of β-carotene (25 percent). Other major contributors to β-carotene
intakes included cantaloupe, broccoli, squash, peas, and spinach.
Carrots were also the major contributor (51 percent) of α-carotene.
Fruits were the sole contributors of β-cryptoxanthin. According to
data collected from the 1994–1996 Continuing Survey of Food In-
takes by Individuals (CFSII), the major contributors of vitamin A
from foods were grains and vegetables (approximately 55 percent),
followed by dairy and meat products (approximately 30 percent).

Dietary Intake

The Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(NHANES III) (Appendix Table C-8) estimated that the median
dietary intake of vitamin A is 744 to 811 µg/day for men and 530 to
716 µg/day for women using the new provitamin A carotenoid con-
version factors for calculating retinol activity equivalents (RAE) (see
Table 4-3). When one examines Appendix Table C-8 to determine
the proportion of individuals with intakes that were less than the
EAR (500 µg RAE/day for women and 625 µg RAE/day for men), it
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is apparent that for most age groups between 25 and 50 percent of
adults fell in this category. The EAR for vitamin A is based on a
criterion of adequate liver stores; thus, these data suggest that con-
siderable proportions of adults have liver vitamin A stores that are
less than desirable. It should be recognized that this does not repre-
sent a clinical deficiency state, such as abnormal dark adaptation.

Because the level of vitamin A intake varies greatly (Beaton et al.,
1983), it is very important that the daily intake distribution be ad-
justed for day-to-day variability in intakes when assessing intake dis-
tributions of groups to determine the proportion with intakes below
the EAR. This adjustment can be carried out using the methods of
Nusser et al. (1986) and the National Research Council (NRC,
1986).

When reporting as RAE, the vitamin A activity of provitamin A
carotenoids is half the activity given as retinol equivalents (RE)
(Table 4-3). Therefore, vitamin A intakes calculated using RAE are
less than intakes determined using RE (compare Appendix Tables
C-7 and C-8) resulting in a higher percentage of certain groups who
consume levels of vitamin A less than the EAR. Thus, a greater
amount of provitamin A carotenoids, and therefore darkly colored,
carotene-rich fruits and vegetables, is needed to meet the vitamin A
requirement.

Data from NHANES III indicate that for men 31 to 50 years of
age, the median intakes of the provitamin A carotenoids α-carotene,
β-carotene, and β-cryptoxanthin, were 51 (2 µg RAE), 1,942 (162 µg
RAE), and 39 (1.6 µg RAE) µg/day, respectively (Appendix Tables
C-1, C-2 and C-3). Using RAE, dietary β-carotene contributes ap-
proximately 21 percent of the total vitamin A intake. All provitamin
A carotenoids contributed 26 and 34 percent of vitamin A con-
sumed by men and women, respectively.

The median intake of other carotenoids, lutein and zeaxanthin,
ranged from 1,353 µg/day to 1,966 µg/day for men and women
(Appendix Table C-4). For men and women, the median intake of
lycopene ranged from 842 to 5,079 µg/day (Appendix Table C-5).

The menus in Table 4-7 show that the total day’s vitamin A intake
(1,168 µg RAE/day) exceeds the Recommended Dietary Allowance
(RDA) when consuming an omnivorous diet and choosing five fruits
and vegetables that are major contributors of β-carotene in the
United States. The RDA can also be achieved for individuals con-
suming vegetarian diets high in carotene-rich fruits and vegetables
(Table 4-6).
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TABLE 4-7 Vitamin A Intake from an Omnivorous Diet High
in Carotene-Rich Fruits and Vegetables

β-Carotene Retinol Vitamin A
Equivalents Intake Intake

Meal Foods Eaten Intakea (µg) (µg) (µg RAEb)

Breakfast Ready-to-eat oat cereal (1 cup) 1 150 150
Skim milk (1/2 cup) 0 75 75
Toasted wheat bread (2 medium

slices) with margarine (2 pats) 53 95 99
Orange juice (3/4 cup) 103 0 9
Total for meal 157 319 332

Lunch Roast beef sandwich (1 medium) 49 0 4
Vegetable soup, prepared from

ready-to-serve can (1 cup) 1,195 0 166
Nectarine (1 medium) 177 0 15
Cola (12 fl oz) 0 0 0
Total for meal 2,221 0 185

Dinner Lettuce salad: iceberg lettuce
(1 cup) with tomato (2 wedges)
and creamy dressing (2 T) 247 6 27

Chicken pot pie (8 oz) 2,333 3 197
Cooked broccoli (1/2 cup) 943 0 79
White dinner roll (1 medium)

with margarine (1 pat) 23 47 49
Skim milk (1 cup) 0 149 149
Total for meal 3,547 205 501

Snack Skim milk (1 cup) 0 149 149
Oatmeal cookie (1 medium) 0 0 0
Total for snack 0 149 149

Daily
Totals 5,925 647 1,168

NOTE: Source of food composition data: NDS-R Food and Nutrient Data Base, Version
30, 1999, Nutrition Coordinating Center, University of Minnesota.  Nutrient totals may
not equal the sum of the parts.
a β-Carotene equivalents (µg) = µg β-carotene + 1/2(µg α-carotene + µg β-cryptoxanthin).
b RAE = retinol activity equivalents; 1 RAE = µg retinol + 1/12(µg β-carotene equivalents).
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Intake from Supplements

Information from NHANES III on Americans’ use of supplements
containing vitamin A is given in Appendix Table C-9. The median
intake of vitamin A from supplements was approximately 1,430 µg
RAE/day for men and women. In 1986, approximately 26 percent
of adults in the United States took supplements that contained vita-
min A (Moss et al., 1989; see Table 2-2).

TOLERABLE UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of
daily vitamin A intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects in almost all individuals. Although members of the general
population should be advised not to routinely exceed the UL, intake
above the UL may be appropriate for investigation within well-
controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should
not be discouraged as long as subjects participating in these trials
have signed informed consent documents regarding possible toxic-
ity and as long as these trials employ appropriate safety monitoring
of trial subjects. In addition, the UL is not meant to apply to indi-
viduals who are receiving vitamin A under medical supervision. The
UL for provitamin A carotenoids has been addressed in the report
Dietary Reference Intakes for Vitamin C, Vitamin E, Selenium, and Caro-
tenoids (IOM, 2000).

Hazard Identification

There are substantial data on the adverse effects of high vitamin A
intakes. Acute toxicity is characterized by nausea, vomiting, head-
ache, increased cerebrospinal fluid pressure, vertigo, blurred vision,
muscular incoordination (Olson, 1983), and bulging fontanel in
infants (Persson et al., 1965). These are usually transient effects
involving single or short-term large doses of greater than or equal
to 150,000 µg in adults and proportionately less in children (Bendich
and Langseth, 1989). The clinical picture for chronic hyper-
vitaminosis A is varied and nonspecific and may include central
nervous system effects, liver abnormalities, bone and skin changes,
and other adverse effects. Chronic toxicity is usually associated with
ingestion of large doses greater than or equal to 30,000 µg/day for
months or years. Both acute and chronic vitamin A toxicity are asso-
ciated with increased plasma retinyl ester concentrations (Krasinski
et al., 1989; Ross, 1999).
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For the purpose of deriving a UL, three primary adverse effects of
chronic vitamin A intake are discussed below: (1) reduced bone
mineral density, (2) teratogenicity, and (3) liver abnormalities. High
β-carotene intake has not been shown to cause hypervitaminosis A.
Therefore, this review is limited to the adverse effects of preformed
vitamin A or retinol. The terms vitamin A and retinol will be used
interchangeably in the following sections. Because provitamin A car-
otenoids were not included in vitamin A supplements until the late
1980s, it is assumed that studies and case reports published before
1990 used preformed vitamin A in supplements. The UL derived
here applies to chronic intake of preformed vitamin A from food,
fortified food, and/or supplements.

Adverse Effects in Adults

Bone Mineral Density. Chronic, excessive vitamin A intake has been
shown to lead to bone mineral loss in animals (Rohde et al., 1999),
making such a consequence in humans biologically plausible. Most
human case reports are not well described and epidemiological
studies are inadequate in design. However, four studies provide
interpretable evidence relating changes in bone mineral density
(BMD) and risk of hip fracture with variation in dietary intake of
preformed vitamin A (Freudenheim et al., 1986; Houtkooper et al.,
1995; Melhus et al., 1998). The studies are distinguished by their
well-described study designs and populations, adequate dietary in-
take estimates, and accurate methods for measuring BMD at multi-
ple sites.

One two-part study (Melhus et al., 1998) suggests that a chronic
intake of 1.5 mg/day of preformed vitamin A is associated with
osteoporosis and increased risk of hip fracture. The first part, a
cross-sectional multivariate regression analysis in 175 Swedish
women 28 to 74 years of age, showed a consistent loss in BMD at
four sites and in total BMD with increased preformed vitamin A
intake. Numerous nutritional and non-nutritional exposures were
concurrently assessed, allowing substantial control of potential con-
founders. With the use of stratified estimates of retinol intake in a
univariate regression analysis, BMD was shown to increase with each
0.5 mg/day increment in intake above a reference intake of less
than 0.5 mg/day, until intakes exceeded 1.5 mg/day. Above this
level, mean BMD decreased markedly at each site. In a multivariate
model, adjusting for effects of 14 other covariates, similar results
were found. It is not clear whether the findings are equally applica-
ble to pre- and postmenopausal women.
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The second part was a nested case-control study on the risk factors
for hip fracture. Cases were mostly postmenopausal women with
first hip fracture within 2 to 64 months after entry into the large
cohort study, or 5 to 67 months after the mid-point of the recalled
dietary assessment. Four matched control subjects were selected for
each case. A total of 247 cases and 873 control subjects completed
the study. Univariate and multivariate conditional logistic regres-
sion analysis showed a dose-dependent increase in the risk of hip
fracture with each 0.5 mg/day increment in reported retinol intake
above 0.5 mg/day (baseline). The odds ratio was 2.05 (95 percent
confidence interval, 1.05–3.98) at intakes above 1.5 mg/day.

In contrast to the results of Melhus and coworkers (1998), which
suggest that risk of bone mineral loss and hip fracture occurs at
estimated intakes above 1.5 mg/day, two U.S. studies provide no
evidence of increased bone mineral loss in women with intakes of
preformed vitamin A up to 1.5 to 2.0 mg/day (Freudenheim et al.,
1986; Houtkooper et al., 1995). Freudenheim and coworkers (1986)
evaluated the correlation between mean 3-year vitamin A intakes
ranging from approximately 2 to 3 mg/day and rates of change in
BMD in 84 women, 35 to 65 years of age (17 pre- and 67 post-
menopausal). No consistent relationship was reported between vita-
min A intake and the rate of bone mineral content loss in pre- and
postmenopausal women. The single subject who showed rapid bone
mineral loss with very high vitamin A intake also appeared to have
consumed large amounts of other micronutrients as well, obscuring
the significance of this relationship. Further, this study suffers from
a small sample size in each of the four key groups (i.e., pre- and
postmenopausal women by calcium supplement status), making cor-
relations of potential nutritional or pathological importance inde-
terminate.

Houtkooper and coworkers (1995), in a longitudinal study of 66
women 28 to 39 years of age, showed that vitamin A intake was
significantly associated with the increased annual rate of change in
total body BMD. The mean rate of change in total body BMD over
the 18-month study was negative, although several sites (lumbar
spine, trochanter, and Ward’s triangle) showed small positive slopes.
The estimated mean intake of preformed vitamin A from the diet
was 1,220 ± 472 (standard deviation [SD]) µg/day. The estimated
vitamin A intake from provitamin A carotenoids was 595 ± 352 (SD)
µg/day. In multivariable regression models that included covari-
ables for body composition and treatment (exercise versus seden-
tary) status, the slopes for vitamin A and carotene (two separate
models) were both positive [b = 0.007 and 0.008 mg/(cm2-year)]
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with r2 values of ~0.30 for each model. While the positive associa-
tion between vitamin A and carotene intake and change in BMD
may not be causal, the data provide evidence that vitamin A does
not adversely affect premenopausal bone health within this range
of intake.

The findings from these studies are provocative but conflicting,
and therefore, they are not useful for setting a UL for vitamin A.
More research is needed to clarify whether chronic vitamin A intake,
at levels that characterize upper-usual intake ranges for many Amer-
ican and European populations, may lead to loss in BMD and con-
sequent increased risk of hip fracture in certain population groups,
particularly among pre- and postmenopausal women.

Teratogenicity. Concern for the possible teratogenicity of high vita-
min A intake in humans is based on the unequivocal demonstration
of human teratogenicity of 13-cis-retinoic acid (Lammer et al., 1985)
after supplementation with high doses of vitamin A (Eckhoff and
Nau, 1990; Eckhoff et al., 1991). Numerous studies in experimental
animals clearly establish the teratogenic potential of excessive in-
takes of vitamin A (Cohlan, 1953, 1954; Geelen, 1979; Hutchings
and Gaston, 1974; Hutchings et al., 1973; Kalter and Warkany, 1961;
Pinnock and Alderman, 1992).

Epidemiological data show the possibility of teratogenic effects
with high intakes of preformed vitamin A (Table 4-8). The critical
period for susceptibility appears to be the first trimester of preg-
nancy and the primary birth defects associated with excess vitamin A
intake are those derived from cranial neural crest (CNC) cells such
as craniofacial malformations and abnormalities of the central nervous
system (except neural tube defects), thymus, and heart. Examination
of the data suggests a likely dose-dependent association between
vitamin A intake at excessive levels and the risk of birth defects.
One case-control report showed a statistically nonsignificant associ-
ation between a reported maternal intake of greater than 12,000
µg/day and malformations, but not below that level (Martinez-Frias
and Salvador, 1990). Two other large case-control studies showed
no relationship between risk of malformation and likely supplemen-
tal daily doses of 2,400 to 3,000 µg by mothers (Khoury et al., 1996;
Shaw et al., 1996). An observational study by Rothman and co-
workers (1995) involving 22,748 pregnant women found that those
who ingested greater than 4,500 µg/day of preformed vitamin A
from food and supplements were at greater risk of delivering infants
with malformations of CNC cell origin (e.g., cleft lip or palate) than
were women consuming less than 1,500 µg/day. But questions have
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been raised about the accuracy of intake estimates and birth defects
diagnosed. It has been argued further that the limited number of
excess cases used to identify a toxicity threshold of 4,500 µg/day of
preformed vitamin A (or 3,000 µg from supplements) permits the
study’s findings to be consistent with a larger threshold than other
studies would suggest (Brent et al., 1996; Mastroiacovo et al., 1999;
Watkins et al., 1996; Werler et al., 1996). Thus, while few dispute a
causal association between excessive periconceptual vitamin A in-
take and risk of malformation, the threshold at which risk increases
remains a matter of debate. However, in the context of the totality
of data on vitamin A and birth defects, the data of Rothman and
coworkers (1995) provide supportive evidence of a causal associa-
tion. Case reports of malformations exist to support an increased
risk of birth defects above a maternal intake of 7,800 µg/day of
vitamin A (Bauernfeind, 1980; Bernhardt and Dorsey, 1974). Human
case reports support a temporal association between maternal ex-
posure to elevated vitamin A intakes and birth defects (Bernhardt
and Dorsey, 1974; Von Lennep et al., 1985).

Liver Abnormalities. There is a strong causal association shown by
human and animal data between excess vitamin A intake and liver
abnormalities because the liver is the main storage site and target organ
for vitamin A toxicity. The wide spectrum of vitamin A-induced liver
abnormalities ranges from reversibly elevated liver enzymes to wide-
spread fibrosis, cirrhosis, and sometimes death. Table 4-9 shows consis-
tency and specificity of the following effects in liver pathology: sponta-
neous green fluorescence of sinusoidal cells, perisinusoidal fibrosis,
hyperplasia, and hypertrophy of Ito cells. Human data are potentially
confounded by other factors related to liver damage such as alcohol
intake, hepatitis A, B, and C, hepatotoxic medications, or preexisting
liver disease. A thorough evaluation of the liver data is provided in the
later section, “Dose-Response Assessment”.

Adverse Interactions. Alcohol intake has been shown to enhance the
toxicity of vitamin A (Leo and Lieber, 1999). In particular, the hepa-
totoxicity of vitamin A may be potentiated by alcohol use. There-
fore, alcohol drinkers may be distinctly susceptible to the adverse
effects of vitamin A.

Adverse Effects in Infants and Children

There are numerous case reports of infants (Table 4-10), tod-
dlers, and children who have demonstrated toxic effects due to ex-
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TABLE 4-8 The Relationship Between Reproductive Risk and
Excess Preformed Vitamin A in Humans

Time of
Study Design Subjects Daily Dose (µg/day) Exposure

Martinez-Frias Case control 11,293 cases of NA
and Salvador, study birth defects
1990 11,193 controls < 12,000

≥ 12,000 (supplemental
forms)

Dudas and Letter 1,203 exposed 1,800 -1 to 3 mo
Czeizel, 1992 1,510 nonexposed gestatio

Rothman et Cohort study 22,748 pregnant First
al., 1995 women trimest

≤ 1,500 control
> 3,000 supplement
> 4,500 supplement + food

Khoury et al., Case control 1,623 casesb < 2,400c -1 to 3 mo
1996 study 3,029 controlsb gestatio

Shaw et al., Case control 925 cases of birth ≥ 3,000 (presumed) -1 to 3 mo
1996 study defects gestatio

871 controls

Mills et al., Case control 89 cases -15 d to
1997 study 573 controls < 1,500 (supplement + 1 mo

fortification) gestatio
> 2,400 (supplement +

fortification)
> 3,000 (supplement +

fortification)

Czeizel and Case control 20,830 cases Estimated range: 1 to 9 mo
Rockenbauer, pair 35,727 controls 150–30,000 gestatio
1998 analysis Most < 3,000
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k and

Time of
ay) Exposure Results Conclusions

NA Risk ratio for birth defects This suggests women of
0.5 (p = 0.15) reproductive age may be at
2.7 (p = 0.06) increased risk of teratogenicity

mental at vitamin A exposures
≥ 12,000 µg/day

-1 to 3 mo Cranial neural crest The comparison of the rate and
gestation defects not observed in pattern of congenital

exposed group abnormalities in exposed and
nonexposed groups did not
indicate any teratogenic effect of
vitamin A

First Risk ratio for neural Vitamin A intakes > 3,000 µg/d,
trimester crest defects significant increased risk of cranial

1.0 neural crest defects
nt 4.8
nt + food 3.5a

-1 to 3 mo Risk ratio for cranial No increased risks of defects from
gestation neural crest defects cranial neural crest among

1.36 vitamin A supplement vitamin A and multivitamin users
0.69 vitamin A +

multivitamin supplement

d) -1 to 3 mo Risk ratio 0.55 No increased risk of orofacial clefts
gestation at vitamin A intakes ≥ 3,000 µg/d

compared to controls

-15 d to Risk ratio No association between
ent + 1 mo 1.0 periconceptional vitamin A at

gestation doses > 2,400 or > 10,000 µg/d
ent + 0.76 and malformations in general and

cranial neural crest defects
ent + 1.09

1 to 9 mo Fewer cases were treated Vitamin A doses < 3,000 µg/d during
gestation with vitamin A (1,642 or the first trimester of pregnancy is

7.9%) than controls not teratogenic
(3,399 or 9.5%)
(p < 0.001)

continued
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Mastroiacovo Cohort study 311 infants Median: 15,000 0 to 9 wk
et al., 1999 evaluated Range: 3,000–100,000 gestatio

TABLE 4-8 Continued

Time of
Study Design Subjects Daily Dose (µg/day) Exposure

a 3.5 = the ratio of the prevalence among babies born to women who consumed more
than 4,500 µg/d of preformed vitamin A/d from food and supplements to the preva-
lence among the babies whose mothers consumed 1,500 µg or less/d. For vitamin A
from supplements alone, the ratio of the prevalence among the babies born to women
who consumed more than 3,000 µg/day to that among the babies whose mothers con-
sumed 1,500 µg/d or less was 4.8.

cess vitamin A intakes for months to years. Of particular concern
are intracranial (bulging fontanel) and skeletal abnormalities that
can result in infants given vitamin A doses of 5,500 to 6,750 µg/day
(Persson et al., 1965). The clinical presentation of vitamin A toxicity
in infants and young children varies widely. The more commonly
recognized signs and symptoms include skeletal abnormalities, bone
tenderness and pain, increased intracranial pressure, desquamation,
brittle nails, mouth fissures, alopecia, fever, headache, lethargy, irri-
tability, weight loss, vomiting, and hepatomegaly (Bush and Dahms,
1984). Furthermore, tolerance to excess vitamin A intake also ap-
pears to vary (Carpenter et al., 1987). Carpenter and coworkers
(1987) described two boys who developed hypervitaminosis A by
age 2 years for one and by age 6 years for the other. Both were given
chicken liver that supplied about 690 µg/day of vitamin A and
various supplements that supplied another 135 to 750 µg/day. An
older sister who had been treated similarly remained completely
healthy.

Summary

Based on considerations of causality, quality, and completeness of
the database, teratogenicity was selected as the critical adverse effect
on which to base a UL for women of childbearing age. For all other
adults, liver abnormalities were the critical adverse effect. Abnormal
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0 to 9 wk Risk ratio of prevalence of Daily intake of preformed vitamin A
000 gestation major malformations in supplement ≥ 3,000 µg/d does not

treated group vs. controls seem to increase risk of serious
was 0.5 anomalies of structures with a

cranial neural crest cell
contribution

Time of
ay) Exposure Results Conclusions

b Cases refer to mothers of infants with cranial neural crest-derived defects ascertained
within the first year of life. Controls represent mothers of infants without birth defects,
frequency-matched to cases by period of birth, race, and hospital of birth.
c There was no information to quantify the actual vitamin A content of the supplements
or multivitamins. During the period of the study, most were expected to contain under
2,400 µg and contained preformed vitamin A.

liver pathology, characteristic of vitamin A intoxication (or grossly
elevated hepatic vitamin A levels), was selected rather than elevated
liver enzymes because of the uncertainties regarding other possible
causes such as concurrent use of hepatotoxic drugs, alcohol intake,
and hepatitis B and C. Bone changes were not used because of the
conflicting findings and the lack of other data confirming the find-
ings of Melhus et al. (1998).

Dose-Response Assessment

Women of Reproductive Age

Data Selection. Epidemiological studies evaluating the teratogenicity
of vitamin A intake shortly before or during pregnancy (Table 4-8)
were used to derive a UL for women of reproductive age. Because
adequate human data were available, animal data were not used to
derive a UL.

Identification of a No-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (NOAEL). A NOAEL
of approximately 4,500 µg/day of preformed vitamin A from food
and supplements was based on a critical evaluation of the data in
Table 4-8. There are numerous reports showing no adverse effects
at doses below 3,000 µg/day of vitamin A from supplements (Czeizel
and Rockenbauer, 1998; Dudas and Czeizel, 1992; Khoury et al.,
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TABLE 4-9 Evidence of Liver Abnormalities After Excess
Preformed Vitamin A Intakes (< 30,000 µg/day), Based on
Increasing Dose

Duration
Case Reports Subject Dose (µg/d) (y) Outcomea Hepatitis

Oren and Ilan, Woman, 1,515 10 Severe fibrosis to portal No histor
1992 56 y areas; ALP (870 U/L) blood t

immun

Weber et al., Man, 6,000 6 Increase of vitamin A in Hepatitis 
1982 62 y (supplement) liver (5,700 µg/g);

10,000 (foodb) decrease in serum
1 vitamin A & RBP; liver

4,500 (foodc) biopsy: lipid vacuoles
7,500 within hepatocyte

(supplement) cytoplasm; sinusoidal
fibrosis; lipid-filled
Ito cells

Hatoff et al., Vege- 7,600d 10 Acute hypervitaminosis A Hepatitis 
1982 tarian (supplement) precipitated by viral

man, 7,600 (foode) hepatitis B infection;
42 y liver biopsy showed

many lipid-filled Ito
cells; enlarged Kupffer
cells; perisinusoidal
fibrosis; increase in
liver and serum
vitamin A; headache,
skin desquamation,
hypercalcemia, and
confusion

Kowalski Woman, 7,600 6 Severe hepatotoxicity Hepatitis 
et al., 1994 45 y

Eaton, 1978 Woman, 8,300–10,600 30 Cirrhosis; portal Unknown
51 y (diet + hypertension; marked

supplements) fibrosis

Woman, 14,000 from 10 AST (73 U/L), Two bloo
63 y supplements ALT (96 U/L), 30 y pr

(information ALP (258 U/L); Hepatitis 
on diet not vacuolated, lipid-filled HbsAg
provided) Ito cells anti-HBc
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s
on

Increased
Alcohol Other

Hepatitis Use Factors

o portal No history of hepatitis or No None
70 U/L) blood transfusions; negative

immunological profiles

min A in Hepatitis B No It is possible
g/g); that effects
erum were due to
RBP; liver protein
vacuoles deficiency
cyte

nusoidal
filled

minosis A Hepatitis B Limited
by viral (3 beers/
fection; wk)
howed
led Ito
d Kupffer
soidal
ase in
m
adache,
ation,
a, and

xicity Hepatitis A, B, and C No Patient’s health
status; meds

l Unknown No
marked

Two blood transfusions Extremely
), 30 y previously rare
L); Hepatitis A
pid-filled HbsAg

anti-HBc

continued
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TABLE 4-9 Continued

Duration
Case Reports Subject Dose (µg/d) (y) Outcomea Hepatitis

Minuk et al., Man, 14,000 from 10 AST (124 U/L), Hepatitis 
1988 62 y supplement ALT (256 U/L), 5 y earl

(diet ALP (76 U/L),
contained albumin (46 g/L),
no raw meat increase in total
or seafood) bilirubin; tests for IgM

antibody to hepatitis A
virus, HbsAg and
anti-HBc were
negative

Zafrani et al., Man, 15,000 from 12 Increase in liver vitamin Negative 
1984 36 y supplement A concentration; antigen

spontaneous green hepatit
fluorescence of core an
sinusoidal cells;
perisinusoidal fibrosis
and hyperplasia;
hypertrophy of Ito
cells; portal and
periportal fibrosis;
lesions of hepatic
sinusoids randomly
distributed areas of
sinusoidal dilation;
RBCs present in Disse’s
spaces; sinusoidal
barrier abnormalities
mimicking peliosis
hepatitis

Zafrani et al., Woman, 26,000 8 Hepatic lesions; Negative 
1984 25 y spontaneous green antigen

fluorescence of hepatit
sinusoidal cells; core an
perisinusoidal fibrosis,
hyperplasia, and
hypertrophy of Ito cells;
randomly distributed
areas of sinusoidal
dilation; RBCs present
in Disse’s spaces;
sinusoidal barrier
abnormalities mimicking
peliosis hepatitis
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Increased
Alcohol Other

Hepatitis Use Factors

, Hepatitis A virus infection Not excessive No meds
L), 5 y earlier
),
g/L),
tal
s for IgM
epatitis A
and
e

r vitamin Negative hepatitis B surface No No meds
on; antigen; positive serum
green hepatitis B surface and
of core antibodies
ls;
l fibrosis
sia;
of Ito
nd
rosis;

patic
domly
eas of
ation;
in Disse’s
idal
malities
liosis

Negative hepatitis B surface No None
green antigen; negative serum
of hepatitis B surface and
ls; core antibodies
l fibrosis,
nd
f Ito cells;
ributed
oidal
s present
ces;
rrier
mimicking
itis continued
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Geubel et al., 41 cases, Mean, 29,000 Mean, Cirrhosis (n = 9); mild, No hepat
1991 9–76 y 4.6 chronic hepatitis

(n = 10); noncirrhotic
portal hypertension
(n = 5); fat storing cell
hyperplasia and
hypertrophy (n = 9);
death (n = 6)

Farrell et al., Woman, 30,000 4 Serum ALP (108 U/L); Not repor
1977 57 y (supplement) serum AST (72 U/L);

1,600 (food) increased size and
number of fat storing
cells

TABLE 4-9 Continued

Duration
Case Reports Subject Dose (µg/d) (y) Outcomea Hepatitis

1996; Rothman et al., 1995) or 4,500 µg/day of preformed vitamin
A from food and supplements (Rothman et al., 1995). Rothman
and coworkers (1995) showed a significantly increased risk of birth
defects at the cranial neural crest sites among women who con-
sumed greater than 4,500 µg of preformed vitamin A/day from food
and supplements during the first trimester compared to those who
took 1,500 µg/day or less. Most of the human data on teratogenicity
of vitamin A involve doses equal to or greater than 7,800 µg/day.
There are limited epidemiological data to clearly define a dose-
response relationship in the dose range of 3,000 to 7,800 µg/day.
Nevertheless, 4,500 µg/day represents a conservative value for a
NOAEL in light of the evidence of no adverse effects at or below
that level.

a ALP = alkaline phosphatase (normal range = 0–36 U/L), AST = aspartate aminotrans-
ferase (normal range = 45–110 U/L), ALT = alanine aminotransferase (normal range =
0–41 U/L).
b Ingestion of sweet potatoes, carrots, peaches, tomatoes, and desiccated beef liver ac-
counted for this high vitamin A intake.
c Diet included sweet potatoes, carrots, peaches, tomatoes, and desiccated beef liver.
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); mild, No hepatitis B virus No Meds
titis
cirrhotic
ension
oring cell
nd
n = 9);

8 U/L); Not reported Unknown
2 U/L);
and

t storing

Increased
Alcohol Other

Hepatitis Use Factors

Uncertainty Assessment. An uncertainty factor (UF) of 1.5 was selected
on the basis of inter-individual variability in susceptibility. Because
there are substantial data (Table 4-8) showing no adverse effects at
doses up to 3,000 µg/day of vitamin A supplements, a higher UF
was not justified.

Derivation of a UL. The NOAEL of 4,500 µg/day was divided by the
UF of 1.5 to obtain a UL value of 3,000 µg/day for women of repro-
ductive age.

UL = NOAEL = 4,500 µg/day = 3,000 µg/day
UF 1.5

d Subject took an additional vitamin A capsule (7,500 µg/d) “when under stress” or not
feeling well.
e Diet included carrot and raisin salad daily, large amounts of leafy, green vegetables.
Subject also took 1,000 IU vitamin D/d and unknown quantities of vitamin E, B-com-
plex, and bone meal.
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TABLE 4-10 Cases of Subchronic and Chronic, Low-Dose
Vitamin A Toxicity in Infants, Based on Increasing Dose

Age, Dose Dose Duration
Report Gender (µg/kg/day) (µg/day) Form (mo)

Persson et al., 4.5 mo, F 840 5,500a Dropsb 3
1965 4.5 mo, M 1,100 6,750 Drops 2

4 mo, M 1,200 6,750 Drops 1

5.5 mo, M 820 6,750 Drops 2.5

Mahoney et al., 7 mo, F 1,700c 12,100 Chicken liver 4
1980 (total) (11,000 µg)d;

milk (600 µg);
supplement
(600 µg)

Arena et al., 6.5 mo, F 1,650–4,400e 9,100–24,200 Drops in oil 4
1951 solution

Persson et al., 2.5 mo, F 4,250f 18,200 Drops 1.5
1965

Woodard et al., 2 mo, M 5,250g 21,200 Aqueous drops 2
1961

Bush and 11 d, M 14,000 27,300 Drops-Aqualsol A 0.4
Dahms,
1984

Naz and 9 mo, F 28,570h 60,000 Drops in oil 5.5
Edwards,
1952

a 50 capsules (38,000 µg vitamin A) were consumed over a period of several weeks. The
daily dose was not specified.
b AD-vimin®. Astra, aqueous suspension. Ten drops correspond to 2,300 µg of vitamin A
and 1,500 IU of vitamin D.
c Calculation of 1,700 µg/kg/d is based on a reference body weight of 7 kg (for infants
2–6 mo). Because these infants weighed slightly more than 7 kg at 7 mo, using the
reference weight of 9 kg would have been inappropriate. Therefore, 12,000 µg/day
(total preformed vitamin A intake) ÷ 7 kg = 1,700 µg/kg/d.
d The source of 11,000 µg/d of vitamin A was homogenized chicken livers. The actual
total vitamin A intake was higher as the children were also consuming a vitamin supple-
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e

Duration
(mo) Adverse Effect

3 Bulging fontanels
2 Bulging fontanels, anorexia, hyperirritability, edema of occipital

area, bone changes, skin lesions, desquamation
1 Bulging fontanels, hyperirritability, anorexia, occipital edema,

increased head circumference
2.5 Anorexia, hyperirritability, edema of the occipital area, pronounced

craniotabes, increased intracranial pressure, skin lesions, skin
desquamation, x-ray findings: epiphyseal line changes

n liver 4 Bulging anterior fontanels, irritability, vomiting
00 µg)d;
(600 µg);
ement
µg)

n oil 4 Anorexia, hyperirritability, pronounced craniotabes, x-ray findings:
n cortical hyperostosis

1.5 Anorexia, hyperirritability, edema of the occipital area, pronounced
craniotabes, increased intracranial pressure, skin lesions, skin
desquamation, x-ray findings: epiphyseal line changes

us drops 2 Anorexia, hyperirritability, edema of the occipital area, pronounced
craniotabes, increased intracranial pressure, skin lesions, skin
desquamation, falling out of hair, x-ray findings: cortical hyperostosis

Aqualsol A 0.4 Hypercalcemia, metastatic calcification of the lungs, kidneys,
stomach, soft tissue, and skin; peeling skin; erythematous rash;
hyperphosphatemia, bleeding disorder; pulmonary insufficiency;
and death after 2-week hospital stay

n oil 5.5 Anorexia, hyperirritability, edema of the occipital area, increased
intracranial pressure, skin lesions, skin desquamation, x-ray
findings: cortical hyperostosis

ment containing 600 µg vitamin A, along with a mixed diet high in fruits and veg-
etables. When the use of the chicken livers was discontinued, the children recovered
with no lingering effects.
e Dose in µg/kg/d was calculated assuming the average body weight equaled the arith-
metic mean of 3.5 (weight at birth) and 7.5 kg (weight on admission to hospital) = 5.5 kg.
f Dose in µg/kg/d was calculated using the arithmetic mean of the body weight at birth
(2,850 g) and the body weight on admission to the hospital (5,590 g) or about 4.2 kg.
g Dose in µg/kg/d was calculated assuming a body weight of 4 kg (body weight at birth).
h Dose in µg/kg/d was calculated using the standard reference weight of 7 kg for
infants 0 to 6 mo.
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The UL for adolescent girls was adjusted on the basis of relative
body weight as described in Chapter 3 with the use of reference
weights from Chapter 1 (Table 1-1).

Vitamin A UL Summary, Adolescent Girls and Women Ages 14
through 50 Years, Pregnancy, Lactation

UL for Women
14–18 years 2,800 µg/day of preformed vitamin A
19–50 years 3,000 µg/day of preformed vitamin A

UL for Pregnancy
14–18 years 2,800 µg/day of preformed vitamin A
19–50 years 3,000 µg/day of preformed vitamin A

UL for Lactation
14–18 years 2,800 µg/day of preformed vitamin A
19–50 years 3,000 µg/day of preformed vitamin A

All Other Adults Ages 19 Years and Older, Excluding Women of
Childbearing Age

Data Selection. Data on liver abnormalities in humans were used to
derive a UL. Because clear toxicity has been demonstrated in nu-
merous studies at doses above 15,000 µg/day, only data involving
doses less than 30,000 µg/day of vitamin A were included in Table
4-9. Data were thoroughly evaluated for other potential causes of
liver abnormalities. The following criteria for selecting the data sets
were used: (1) data must show grossly elevated liver vitamin A levels
or hypertrophy of Ito cells, (2) no alcoholism, (3) no concomitant
liver hepatitis, and (4) no hepatotoxic drug use. While hepatitis A
and B status are known in most cases, testing for hepatitis C did not
begin until the early 1990s and is unknown in most cases. There-
fore, hepatitis C was not used as a criterion for exclusion.

Two case studies reported hypertrophy of Ito cells in a 63-year-old
woman after vitamin A intake of 14,000 µg/day for 10 years (Minuk
et al., 1988) and in a 36-year-old man who took about 15,000 µg/
day for 12 years (Zafrani et al., 1984). Neither of these reports ap-
pear to be confounded by hepatitis A or B viral infections or con-
comitant exposure to other hepatotoxic agents including alcohol.
Reports of vitamin A-induced hepatotoxicity at doses less than
14,000 µg/day were found (Eaton, 1978; Hatoff et al., 1982; Kowalski
et al., 1994; Oren and Ilan, 1992). However, as Table 4-9 shows,
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these studies fail to provide information on other predisposing or
confounding factors such as alcohol intake, drugs and medications
used, and history of viral hepatitis infection.

Uncertainty Assessment. A UF of 5.0 was selected to account for the
severe, irreversible nature of the adverse effect, extrapolation from
a lowest-observed-adverse-effect level (LOAEL) to a NOAEL, and
interindividual variation in sensitivity.

Derivation of a UL. Hepatotoxicity was reported at vitamin A sup-
plement doses of 14,000 µg/day. A LOAEL of 14,000 µg/day was
divided by a UF of 5 to obtain a UL after rounding of 3,000 µg/day
for adults other than women of reproductive age. This UL is the
same as that set for women of reproductive age, given that the UL is
defined as the highest level of daily nutrient intake likely to pose no
risk of adverse health effects to almost all of the general population.

UL = LOAEL = 14,000 µg/day ≅ 3,000 µg/day
UF 5

Vitamin A UL Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older, Excluding
Women of Childbearing Age

UL for Men
≥ 19 years 3,000 µg/day of preformed vitamin A

UL for Women
≥ 51 years 3,000 µg/day of preformed vitamin A

Infants, Children, and Adolescent Boys

Data Selection. Case reports of hypervitaminosis A in infants were
used to identify a LOAEL and derive a UL. Data were not available
to identify a NOAEL.

Identification of a LOAEL. A LOAEL of 6,460 µg/day of vitamin A
(which was rounded to 6,000 µg/day) was identified by averaging
the lowest doses of four case reports (Persson et al., 1965). Four
cases of hypervitaminosis A occurred after doses of 5,500 to 6,750
µg/day of vitamin A for 1 to 3 months (Table 4-10). The age of
onset of symptoms ranged from 2.5 to 5.5 months and included
anorexia, hyperirritability, occipital edema, pronounced craniotabes,
bulging fontanels, increased intracranial pressure, and skin lesions
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and desquamation. The lowest dose associated with a bulging fon-
tanel involved a 4-month-old girl given a daily dose of 24 drops of
AD-vimin (about 5,500 µg of vitamin A) for 3 months. Her fontanels
bulged 0.5 centimeters above the plane of the skull. The other three
cases involved a dose of 6,750 µg/day of vitamin A for 1 to 2.5
months. Increased intracranial pressure and bulging fontanels were
observed in these cases as well. Other effects observed at the higher
dose included anorexia, hyperirritability, occipital edema, pro-
nounced craniotabes, skin lesions, skin desquamation, epiphyseal
line changes, and cortical hyperostosis on x-rays.

Uncertainty Assessment. A UF of 10 was selected to account for the
uncertainty of extrapolating a LOAEL to a NOAEL for a nonsevere
and reversible effect (i.e., bulging fontanel) and the interindividual
variability in sensitivity.

Derivation of a UL. The LOAEL of 6,000 µg/day was divided by a
UF of 10 to calculate a UL of 600 µg/day of preformed vitamin A
for infants.

Children and Adolescent Boys. There are limited case report data of
hypervitaminosis A (e.g., bulging anterior fontanels, increased in-
tracranial pressure, hair loss, increased suture markings on the skull,
and periosteal new bone formation) in children and adolescents
after doses ranging from 7,000 µg/day in young children to 15,000
µg/day in older children and adolescents (Farris and Erdman, 1982;
Siegel and Spackman, 1972; Smith and Goodman, 1976). Given the
dearth of information and the need for conservativism, the UL val-
ues for children and adolescents are extrapolated from those estab-
lished for adults. Thus, the adult UL of 3,000 µg/day of preformed
vitamin A was adjusted for children and adolescents on the basis of
relative body weight as described in Chapter 2 with use of reference
weights from Chapter 1 (Table 1-1). Values have been rounded.

Vitamin A UL Summary, Infants, Children, and Adolescent Boys

UL for Infants
  0–12 months 600 µg/day of preformed vitamin A

UL for Children
  1–3 years 600 µg/day of preformed vitamin A
  4–8 years 900 µg/day of preformed vitamin A
  9–13 years 1,700 µg/day of preformed vitamin A
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UL for Boys
14–18 years 2,800 µg/day of preformed vitamin A

Special Considerations

A review of the literature revealed that individuals with high alcohol
intake, pre-existing liver disease, hyperlipidemia, or severe protein
malnutrition may be distinctly susceptible to the adverse effects of
excess preformed vitamin A intake (Ellis et al., 1986; Hathcock et
al., 1990; Leo and Lieber, 1999). These individuals may not be pro-
tected by the UL for vitamin A for the general population.

Intake Assessment

Based on data from the Third National Health and Nutrition
Survey (NHANES III), the highest median intake of preformed
vitamin A for any gender and life stage group was 895 µg/day (Ap-
pendix Table C-6). This intake was being consumed by lactating
women. The highest reported intake at the ninety-fifth percentile
was 1,503 µg/day in lactating women. For adult Americans who take
supplements containing vitamin A, intakes at the ninety-fifth per-
centile ranged from approximately 1,500 to 3,000 µg/day (Appen-
dix Table C-9). Less than 5 percent of pregnant women had dietary
and supplemental intake levels exceeding the UL.

Risk Characterization

The risk of exceeding the UL for vitamin A appears to be small
based on the intakes cited above. There is not a large difference
between the UL for infants (600 µg/day) and the Adequate Intake
for older infants (500 µg/day). There is a body of evidence support-
ing the reversibility of bulging fontanels following the elimination
of intermittent supplementation (de Francisco et al., 1993) or
chronic ingestion (Naz and Edwards, 1952; Persson et al., 1965;
Woodard et al., 1961) of high doses of vitamin A.

The UL is based on healthy populations in developed countries.
Supplemental doses exceeding the UL for vitamin A (60 to 120 mg)
are currently used in fortification and supplementation programs
for the prevention and treatment of vitamin A deficiency, especially
in developing countries. The UL is not meant to apply to communities
of malnourished individuals receiving vitamin A prophylactically,
either periodically or through fortification, as a means to prevent
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vitamin A deficiency or for individuals being treated for diseases,
such as retinitis pigmentosa, with vitamin A.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR VITAMIN A

• Effects of food matrices (e.g., carotenoids in milk and supple-
ments) on the bioavailability of provitamin A carotenoids.

• Age-related differences in the bioavailability of vitamin A.
• Defined critical endpoints for population assessment for vita-

min A and evaluation of their association with liver vitamin A stores.
• Effect of dietary vitamin A and vitamin A status on turnover and

utilization of vitamin A. Is there significant adaptation to low vita-
min A intakes? Is vitamin A absorption increased in response to low
vitamin A intake? Is catabolism upregulated as body stores increase?

• Relationship of bioactive vitamin A indicators (e.g., retinoic
acid) to dietary vitamin A intake.

• Effects of pregnancy and lactation on maternal vitamin A turn-
over.

• Effect of the interaction of vitamin A with other nutrients and
food processing on the bioavailability of vitamin A.
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5
Vitamin K

SUMMARY

Vitamin K functions as a coenzyme during the synthesis of the
biologically active form of a number of proteins involved in blood
coagulation and bone metabolism. Because of the lack of data to
estimate an average requirement, an Adequate Intake (AI) is set
based on representative dietary intake data from healthy individuals.
The AI for men and women is 120 and 90 µg/day, respectively. No
adverse effect has been reported for individuals consuming higher
amounts of vitamin K, so a Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) was
not established.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Compounds with vitamin K activity are 3-substituted 2-methyl-1,4-
naphthoquinones. Phylloquinone, the plant form of the vitamin,
contains a phytyl group; “long chain” menaquinones (MK-n), pro-
duced by bacteria in the lower bowel, contain a polyisoprenyl side
chain with 6 to 13 isoprenyl units at the 3-position (Suttie, 1992). A
specific menaquinone, MK-4, is not a major bacterial product, but
can be formed by the cellular alkylation of menadione (2-methyl-
1,4-naphthoquinone). Recently, MK-4 has been shown to be pro-
duced from phylloquinone in germ-free animals and in tissue cul-
ture (Davidson et al., 1998).
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Function

Vitamin K plays an essential role in the posttranslational conver-
sion of specific glutamyl residues in a limited number of proteins to
γ-carboxyglutamyl (Gla) residues (Suttie, 1993). These proteins in-
clude plasma prothrombin (coagulation factor II) and the plasma
procoagulants, factors VII, IX, and X. Because under-γ-carboxylated
forms of these proteins lack biological activity, the classical sign of a
vitamin K deficiency has been a vitamin K-responsive increase in
prothrombin time and, in severe cases, a hemorrhagic event. Two
structurally related vitamin K-dependent proteins (Price, 1988),
osteocalcin found in bone and matrix Gla protein originally found
in bone but now known to be more widely distributed, have received
recent attention as proteins with possible roles in the prevention of
chronic disease (Ferland, 1998). No relationship between a de-
creased biological activity of any of the other vitamin K-dependent
proteins and a disease-related physiological response has been pos-
tulated.

Physiology of Absorption, Metabolism, and Excretion

Phylloquinone, the major form of vitamin K in the diet, is ab-
sorbed in the jejunum and ileum in a process that is dependent on
the normal flow of bile and pancreatic juice and is enhanced by
dietary fat (Shearer et al., 1974). Absorption of free phylloquinone
is nearly quantitative (Shearer et al., 1970), but recent studies (Garber
et al., 1999; Gijsbers et al., 1996) suggest that the vitamin in food
sources is less well absorbed. Absorbed phylloquinone is secreted
into lymph as a component of chylomicrons and enters the circula-
tion in this form. Circulating phylloquinone is present in the very
low density triglyceride-rich lipoprotein fractions and chylomicrons
(Kohlmeier et al., 1996; Lamon-Fava et al., 1998). A dependence of
plasma phylloquinone concentrations (Kohlmeier et al., 1995) on
the distribution of lipoprotein apoE isoforms suggests that the vita-
min enters the liver through the endocytosis of chylomicron rem-
nants. The liver rapidly accumulates ingested phylloquinone and
contains the highest concentration. Skeletal muscle contains little
phylloquinone, but significant concentrations are found in the heart
and some other tissues (Davidson et al., 1998; Thijssen and Drittij-
Reijnders, 1994). It is not known how or if hepatic phylloquinone is
secreted and transported from the liver to peripheral tissues.

The vitamin is rapidly catabolized and excreted from the liver,
mainly in bile. A smaller amount appears in urine (Shearer et al.,
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1974). The excretion products have not been extensively character-
ized but are known to proceed through the oxidative degradation
of the phytyl side chain of phylloquinone, followed by glucuronide
conjugation. Turnover in the liver is rapid and hepatic reserves are
rapidly depleted when dietary intake of vitamin K is restricted (Usui
et al., 1990).

The human gut contains a large amount of bacterially produced
menaquinones, but their contribution to the maintenance of vita-
min K status has been difficult to assess (Suttie, 1995). Although the
content is extremely variable, human liver contains about 10 times
as much vitamin K as a mixture of menaquinones than as phyllo-
quinone (Shearer, 1992; Thijssen and Drittij-Reijnders, 1996; Usui
et al., 1990). Absorption of these very lipophilic membrane-associated
compounds from the distal bowel has been difficult to demonstrate
(Ichihashi et al., 1992). Evidence of vitamin K inadequacy in normal
human subjects following dietary restriction of vitamin K also suggests
that this source of the vitamin is not utilized in sufficient amounts
to maintain maximal γ-carboxylation of vitamin K-dependent pro-
teins. One specific menaquinone, MK-4, appears to have a unique
yet unidentified role. MK-4 can be formed from menadione (2-
methyl-1,4-naphthoquinone) but is also formed in animal tissues
from phylloquinone (Davidson et al., 1998; Thijssen and Drittij-
Reijnders, 1994). It is present in much higher concentrations than
phylloquinone in tissues such as pancreas, salivary gland, brain, and
sternum, and its concentration in these tissues is to some degree
dependent on phylloquinone intake.

Clinical Effects of Inadequate Intake

A clinically significant vitamin K deficiency has usually been
defined as a vitamin K-responsive hypoprothrombinemia and is asso-
ciated with an increase in prothrombin time (PT) and, in severe
cases, bleeding. Spontaneous cases have been rare and have usually
been associated with various lipid malabsorption syndromes (Savage
and Lindenbaum, 1983). There are numerous case reports of bleed-
ing episodes in antibiotic-treated patients, and these have often
been ascribed to an acquired vitamin K deficiency resulting from a
suppression of menaquinone-synthesizing organisms. However,
these reports are complicated by the possibility of general malnutri-
tion in this patient population and by the antiplatelet action of
many of the same drugs (Suttie, 1995).

Reports of experimentally induced, clinically significant vitamin
K deficiencies are scant. Udall (1965) fed 10 healthy subjects a diet
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that probably contained less than 10 µg /day of phylloquinone.
After 3 weeks, a statistically significant increase in the PT was
observed, but it was still within the normal range. In another study,
Frick and coworkers (1967) administered a parenteral nutrient solu-
tion to a small number of neomycin-treated adults for 4 weeks and
observed prolonged PT that responded to the parenteral adminis-
tration of phylloquinone. They concluded that the minimal daily
requirement was between 0.3 and 1.05 µg per kg body weight of
phylloquinone. In more recent studies (Allison et al., 1987; Ferland
et al., 1993), feeding healthy individuals diets containing 5 to 10
µg/day of phylloquinone for 14- to 16-day periods failed to induce
any change in PT measurements.

These limited studies, conducted over a number of years, indicate
that the simple restriction of vitamin K intake to levels almost im-
possible to achieve in any nutritionally adequate, self-selected diet
do not impair normal hemostatic control in healthy subjects.
Although there is some interference in the hepatic synthesis of the
vitamin K-dependent clotting factors that can be measured by sensi-
tive assays, standard clinical measures of procoagulant potential are
not changed.

SELECTION OF INDICATORS FOR ESTIMATING
THE REQUIREMENT FOR VITAMIN K

Various indicators have been used to assess vitamin K status in
humans (Booth and Suttie, 1998). Of these, only one, prothrombin
time (PT), has been associated with adverse clinical effects. All other
indicators have been shown to respond to alterations in dietary
vitamin K, but the physiological significance of these diet-induced
changes is lacking. Therefore, these indicators have been used to
assess relative changes in vitamin K status but do not provide, by
themselves or collectively, an adequate basis on which to estimate
an average requirement for vitamin K.

Prothrombin Time

The classical PT used to measure the procoagulant potential of
plasma is not a sensitive indicator of vitamin K status because plasma
prothrombin concentration must be decreased by approximately
50 percent before a value is outside of the “normal” range (Suttie,
1992). Furthermore, studies conducted thus far clearly indicate that
PT does not respond to a change in dietary vitamin K in healthy
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subjects (Allison et al., 1987; Bach et al., 1996; Binkley et al., 1999;
Booth et al., 1999a; Suttie et al., 1988).

Factor VII

On the basis of its relatively short half-life (approximately 6
hours), factor VII activity has been used to assess vitamin K status.
Allison and colleagues (1987) maintained 33 healthy subjects, some
given antibiotics, for 2 weeks on a low vitamin K diet (less than 5
µg/day of phylloquinone) and observed a decrease from the normal
range of plasma factor VII in seven of the subjects. However, in the
absence of antibiotic treatment, factor VII activity is not a sensitive
indicator of vitamin K status as it does not usually respond to chang-
es in vitamin K intake in healthy individuals (Bach et al., 1996;
Ferland et al., 1993).

Plasma and Serum Phylloquinone Concentration

Both phylloquinone and the menaquinones have been used to
assess status, with phylloquinone as the vitamer usually studied because
it is the primary source of dietary vitamin K in western countries
(Booth and Suttie, 1998). Serum or plasma phylloquinone concen-
tration reflects recent intakes and has been shown to respond to
changes in dietary intake within 24 hours (Sokoll et al., 1997). How-
ever, given the distribution of vitamin K in the food supply, a single
day plasma (serum) phylloquinone concentration may not reflect
normal dietary intake. Positive correlations between circulating
phylloquinone concentration and dietary intake have been reported,
but the strength of this association has varied according to studies,
possibly due to differences in intake assessment methodology (i.e.,
number of diet record days) (Booth et al., 1995, 1997b). In healthy
individuals, phylloquinone concentrations are higher in older sub-
jects than in younger subjects, irrespective of dietary intake (Booth
et al., 1997b; Ferland et al., 1993; Sokoll and Sadowski, 1996).
Strong positive correlations between plasma (serum) phylloquinone
and triglyceride concentrations have been reported (Kohlmeier et
al., 1995; Sadowski et al., 1989; Saupe et al., 1993), a finding that
likely explains the higher vitamin K concentrations observed in
older individuals (Sadowski et al., 1989). Normal ranges for plasma
phylloquinone concentration in healthy adults aged 20 to 49 years
(n = 131) was 0.25 to 2.55 nmol/L; for those aged 65 to 92 years (n
= 195), 0.32 to 2.67 nmol/L (Sadowski et al., 1989).
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Urinary γ-Carboxyglutamyl Residues

After protein catabolism, γ-carboxyglutamyl (Gla) residues con-
tained in the vitamin K-dependent proteins are not further metabo-
lized and are excreted via urine (Shah et al., 1978). As a result,
urinary Gla excretion has been used as an indicator of vitamin K
status. Urinary Gla responds to alterations in dietary intake, but
periods of several days are needed before any change can be ob-
served (Ferland et al., 1993; Suttie et al., 1988). In a study by Suttie
and coworkers (1988), 10 college-age men were asked to eliminate
the major sources of vitamin K from their diet, thereby reducing
their intake to less than 40 µg/day of phylloquinone. Urinary Gla
excretion decreased 22 percent after 3 weeks and returned to base-
line values 12 days after supplementation with 50 or 500 µg of
phylloquinone. In a recent study, increasing phylloquinone intakes
from 100 µg/day to a range of 377 to 417 µg/day for 5 days did not
induce significant changes in urinary Gla (Booth et al., 1999a).

Response of urinary Gla to vitamin K intake alterations appears to
be age-specific. In a study by Ferland and coworkers (1993), 32
subjects were divided into four groups of eight (men or women, 20
to 40 or 60 to 80 years old) and housed in a metabolic research
unit. They were fed 80 µg of phylloquinone for 4 days followed by a
low vitamin K diet (approximately 10 µg phylloquinone/day) for 16
days. At the end of the depletion period, urinary Gla excretion had
decreased significantly in the younger, but not the older subjects.
Short-term supplementation with 45 µg/day of phylloquinone re-
versed the decline to near baseline values. In another study involv-
ing 263 healthy individuals (127 men, 136 women) aged 18 to 55
years, urinary Gla/creatinine excretion ratios increased significantly
with age in both men and women with values 20 percent higher in
women over the age span (Sokoll and Sadowski, 1996). To date,
there are insufficient data for using urinary Gla excretion for esti-
mating an average requirement.

Undercarboxylated Prothrombin

In humans, an insufficiency of vitamin K leads to the secretion
into plasma of biologically inactive, under-γ-carboxylated forms of
the vitamin K-dependent clotting factors. These proteins are re-
ferred to as protein induced by vitamin K absence or antagonism
(PIVKA). In reference to prothrombin (factor II), the term used is
PIVKA-II. This protein has been measured by specific immunoassay
(Blanchard et al., 1981), by thrombin generation after the removal
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of normal prothrombin by adsorption to barium or calcium salts
(Francis, 1988), or by an indirect assay that compares biologically
active prothrombin to the amount of thrombin that can be generated
by a nonphysiological activator (Allison et al., 1987). A number of
immunochemical assays, which are very sensitive and are capable of
measuring very small increases of this indicator of vitamin K insuffi-
ciency, are now commercially available. Typically, these kits will
detect changes of a few ng/mL whereas plasma prothrombin con-
centration averages 100 µg/mL.

Concentrations of PIVKA-II vary little with aging in healthy sub-
jects (Sokoll and Sadowski, 1996) but respond to dietary alterations.
In two independent studies using immunological assays (Booth et
al., 1999b; Ferland et al., 1993), intakes of 10 µg/day of phyllo-
quinone were associated with abnormal PIVKA-II concentrations
(greater than 2 ng/mL) in the great majority of subjects, whereas
an intake of 100 µg/day was associated with normal (less than 2 ng/
mL) PIVKA-II concentrations in 15 of 16 subjects (Booth et al.,
1999b). In older studies that used indirect colorimetric assays, ab-
normal PIVKA-II concentrations were observed with diets contain-
ing 40 to 60 µg/day of phylloquinone but were normal when intakes
were approximately 80 µg/day (Jones et al., 1991; Suttie et al.,
1988).

Although it is clear from these data that PIVKA-II concentrations
can be influenced by vitamin K intake, results from these studies
cannot be used to set dietary vitamin K recommendations. This is
because there have been no studies to compare the immunoassay
and colorimetric studies for determining whether the data given
above can be used collectively. Therefore, at the present there are
inadequate dose-response data from a single procedure. Interven-
tion studies using graded intakes of vitamin K and protocols of
longer duration need to be conducted before this indicator can be
used to establish dietary recommendations for vitamin K.

Under-γ-carboxylated Osteocalcin

Small amounts of the bone protein, osteocalcin, circulate in plas-
ma, and like PIVKA-II, under-γ-carboxylated osteocalcin (ucOC) has
been considered an indicator of suboptimal vitamin K status. Assays
for measuring the degree of carboxylation of osteocalcin have been
indirect and have relied on the lower affinity of ucOC for hydroxy-
apatite (Knapen et al., 1989) or barium sulfate (Sokoll et al., 1995).
Only recently has direct assessment of ucOC been possible with the
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development of a monoclonal antibody specific for the undercar-
boxylated form of osteocalcin (Vergnaud et al., 1997).

As discussed below, a number of reports have correlated decreased
bone mineral density (BMD) or increased fracture rate with a five-
to eight-fold increase in ucOC. Concurrently, it has been observed
that vitamin K intakes similar to those reported for the general
population did not ensure complete carboxylation of osteocalcin
(Bach et al., 1996; Sokoll and Sadowski, 1996) and that ucOC could
be decreased by increasing vitamin K intake (Binkley et al., 1999;
Booth et al., 1999b; Douglas et al., 1995; Knapen et al., 1989, 1993).
These reports have led to the suggestion that vitamin K require-
ments for bone function are probably much higher than those
needed to maintain normal hemostasis and that the recommenda-
tion for vitamin K should be much higher than current recommen-
dations (Weber, 1997).

However, a number of issues must be considered before a mini-
mal ucOC concentration can be used as an indicator to estimate an
average requirement for vitamin K. Because osteocalcin is used
clinically as a marker of bone turnover, there are a number of com-
mercial kits currently marketed. Although they may all be internally
reproducible, they react with different epitopes and have different
reactivity with osteocalcin degradation fragments. Therefore, they
do not give the same “normal” values (Delmas et al., 1990a, 1990b;
Gundberg et al., 1998). Because of this, most investigators interested
in the influence of vitamin K status on bone have expressed measure-
ments of ucOC as percent ucOC. In apparently healthy subjects,
ucOC has ranged from 3 to 45 percent, depending on the assay.
The basis for these higher values has not been established but in
many cases may reflect the fact that the assay is recognizing some
osteocalcin fragments that do not contain potential Gla sites as
ucOC. This interpretation of the data is supported by the high ucOC
values that have been seen in some studies after vitamin K supple-
mentation (Booth et al., 1999a; Douglas et al., 1995; Knapen et al.,
1993). Other investigators have reported nearly complete elimina-
tion of ucOC by vitamin K supplementation. Bach and coworkers
(1996) reduced ucOC from 8 to 3 percent and from 2 to 1 percent
in small groups (n = 9) of younger and older subjects, respectively,
with 1 mg phylloquinone for 5 days. Binkley and coworkers (1999)
supplemented a larger (n = 107) group of both younger and older
subjects by supplementation with 1 mg phylloquinone for 2 weeks
and reduced ucOC from 8 to 3 percent and from 7 to 3 percent,
respectively.

The wide variations in percent ucOC reported for vitamin K-
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sufficient subjects have made it essentially impossible to compare
studies. The emphasis that investigators have placed on ucOC, an
indicator of a nonfunctional protein, has also influenced thinking
in this field. If percent ucOC in the apparently healthy population
is as low as indicated in the more recent studies, about 90 to 95
percent of osteocalcin is in its biologically active form. Whether it is
reasonable to assume that an increase in this value to 100 percent
would be expected to have any physiological significance is a ques-
tion that must be considered.

Although there is little doubt that vitamin K intake affects the
degree of osteocalcin λ-carboxylation, the technical problems asso-
ciated with the current assays and the uncertainty surrounding the
physiological significance of diet-induced changes prevent the use
of ucOC for estimating an average requirement for vitamin K.

Relationship of Vitamin K Intake to Chronic Disease

Vitamin K and Osteoporosis

The possibility that vitamin K may have a role in osteoporosis was
first suggested with reports of lower circulating phylloquinone con-
centrations in osteoporotic patients having suffered a spinal crush
fracture or fracture of the femur (Hart et al., 1985; Hodges et al.,
1991, 1993). More recently, lower circulating phylloquinone and
menaquinone concentrations have been observed in subjects with
reduced BMD (Kanai et al., 1997; Tamatani et al., 1998) though
other studies have not confirmed this finding (Rosen et al., 1993).
As the circulating vitamin K concentration can be altered through
diet within a few days, the clinical significance of these relationships
remains to be established.

The role of vitamin K in bone metabolism has also been investi-
gated by studying the vitamin K bone protein osteocalcin and its
undercarboxylated form, ucOC. The extent to which osteocalcin is
undercarboxylated has been assessed with respect to age, bone
status, and risk of hip fracture (Binkley and Suttie, 1995; Vermeer
et al., 1996). Although ucOC was reported to increase with age in
some studies (Knapen et al., 1998; Liu and Peacock, 1998; Planta-
lech et al., 1991), other reports have not confirmed this finding
(Sokoll and Sadowski, 1996). Negative correlations have also been
reported between ucOC and BMD, but the strength of the associa-
tions has varied depending on the population studied (Knapen et
al., 1998; Liu and Peacock, 1998; Vergnaud et al., 1997). Although
the observed relationship between ucOC and BMD is of interest, it
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requires further investigation as significant inverse relationships
have also been observed between BMD and total osteocalcin (Liu
and Peacock, 1998; Ravn et al., 1996) and between BMD and the
active (carboxylated) form of osteocalcin (Knapen et al., 1998).

Undercarboxylated osteocalcin has also been associated with in-
creased risk of hip fracture. In a series of reports involving institu-
tionalized elderly women studied for periods of up to 3 years,
women with elevated ucOC at the start of the study had a three- to
six-fold higher risk of suffering a hip fracture during the follow-up
period (Szulc et al., 1993, 1996). It is of interest that in these studies
the concentration of carboxylated osteocalcin, presumably the bio-
logically active form, also was highest in the hip fracture group.
Similar results subsequently were observed in a 22-month follow-up
study involving a group of 359 independently living women (104
women having suffered a hip fracture and 255 controls) (Vergnaud
et al., 1997). When the risk of hip fracture was related to levels of
ucOC, increased baseline ucOC levels were associated with in-
creased hip fracture risk with an odds ratio of 2. Although it is not
possible to calculate carboxylated osteocalcin by quartiles from the
data presented, this biologically active form of osteocalcin was not
reduced in the hip fracture group. These studies are of interest with
respect to a potential role of vitamin K in bone health, but they
should be interpreted with caution given that in most cases they did
not control for confounding factors such as overall quality of the
diet or for nutrients known to influence bone metabolism (i.e., vita-
min D and calcium). The increased concentration of circulating
carboxylated osteocalcin in the fracture-prone population would
also suggest that if vitamin K status has a role in bone health, it is
not mediated through the action of osteocalcin.

Vitamin K intake has been associated with bone health in an
epidemiological study. Utilizing the Nurse’s Health Study cohort,
researchers found that vitamin K intakes were inversely related to
the risk of hip fractures in a 10-year follow-up period (Feskanich et
al., 1999). Vitamin K intakes of 71,327 women aged 38 to 63 years
were assessed through the use of a food frequency questionnaire.
Women in quintiles two through five of vitamin K intake had a
lower age-adjusted relative risk of hip fracture (relative risk, 0.70; 95
percent confidence interval, 0.53–0.93) than women in the lowest
quintile (vitamin K intake less than 109 µg/day). Risk did not
decrease between quintiles two and five, a finding that should be
explored further.

Intervention studies using different K vitamers in physiological
and pharmacological dosages have also been performed. In a study
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involving a group of secluded nuns, 2-week supplementation with 1
mg of phylloquinone was associated with significant decreases in
urinary hydroxyproline and calcium excretion in subjects charac-
terized as being “fast losers” of calcium (calcium/creatinine greater
than 0.6) (Knapen et al., 1989). These results were subsequently
confirmed in a larger group of free-living women, but the effect was
again limited to postmenopausal, “fast loser” subjects (Knapen et
al., 1993). The fact that in these two studies the positive effect of
phylloquinone supplementation was restricted to subgroups of the
populations limits the generalizability of the results.

More recently, administration of pharmacological doses (45 mg/
day) of menoquinone (MK-4) to osteoporotic patients for 6 months
was associated with an increase in metacarpal bone density, in-
creased total osteocalcin, and reduced urinary calcium excretion.
Interestingly, MK-4 treatment was associated with increased para-
thyroid hormone and had no effect on BMD of the lumbar spine
(Orimo et al., 1992). Although this study is probably the most rigor-
ous one conducted thus far with respect to study design and clinical
outcomes, it has little relevance to vitamin K nutrition as the action
of MK-4 in bone may be quite different from that of phylloquinone.
Studies have indeed shown that the action of MK-4 may be indepen-
dent of its usual role in the γ-carboxylation of the Gla proteins (Hara
et al., 1995).

Although many of the studies discussed so far point to a role for
vitamin K in bone, results from studies involving patients under-
going anticoagulant therapy with warfarin, a vitamin K antagonist,
tend not to support this possibility. Because patients treated with
warfarin are in a constant state of relative vitamin K deficiency by
virtue of the drug’s action, these patients would likely be at risk of
bone disorders. In a recent meta-analysis (nine studies), long-term
exposure to oral anticoagulants, including warfarin, was assessed in
relation to bone density (Caraballo et al., 1999). Oral anticoagulant
exposure was found to be associated with lower bone density in the
ultradistal radius; however, there was no significant effect on the
distal radius, lumbar spine, femoral neck, or femoral trochanter.

Finally, it should be mentioned that mice lacking the gene that
codes for osteocalcin were recently studied (Ducy et al., 1996). The
phenotype was not that of decreased mineralization; but rather
these animals were found to present greater bone mass and stronger
bones than the wild-type animals.

Whether vitamin K intake is a significant etiological component
of osteoporosis is difficult to establish on the basis of the studies
performed thus far. However, clinical intervention studies presently
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being conducted in North America and in Europe will help eluci-
date this question within the next few years.

Vitamin K and Atherosclerosis

A role for vitamin K in atherosclerosis was hypothesized when
proteins containing Gla residues were isolated from hardened
atherosclerotic plaque (Gijsbers et al., 1990; Levy et al., 1979). These
were later identified as osteocalcin and matrix Gla proteins (Ferland,
1998). In a more recent study involving 113 postmenopausal women,
lower vitamin K intakes and higher ucOC levels were associated
with the presence of atherosclerotic calcification in the abdominal
aorta (Jie et al., 1995). Although these results are interesting, they
should be considered with caution as the assessment of vitamin K
status was performed 5 years after the diagnosis of atherosclerosis
was made. To what extent this time lag affected the findings is un-
known. Furthermore, the vitamin K intake reported for this popula-
tion is quite high, in fact much higher than what is usually reported
for subjects of similar age (Booth and Suttie, 1998).

A role of vitamin K in vascular health is supported by the finding
of extensive arterial calcification in the matrix Gla protein knock-
out mouse (Luo et al., 1997). Whether vitamin K status within the
range of normal intake plays a significant role in the development
of atherosclerosis requires further investigation and should be veri-
fied in studies using rigorous experimental designs.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE VITAMIN K REQUIREMENT

Bioavailability

The predominant form of vitamin K in the North American diet
is phylloquinone from green leafy vegetables, and the available data
on the vitamin K content of foods have been reviewed (Booth and
Suttie, 1998). These data are comprehensive, but little information
on the relative bioavailability of phylloquinone from various foods
in human subjects is available. Gijsbers and colleagues (1996) have
compared the relative bioavailability, measured as area under an
absorption curve, of 1,000 µg of phylloquinone from a synthetic
preparation and from a food matrix. Phylloquinone in the form of
cooked spinach was reported to be 4 percent as bioavailable as that
from a phylloquinone supplement. Three times as much phyllo-
quinone was absorbed when butter was consumed with the spinach.
Garber and coworkers (1999) observed that when 500 µg of phyllo-
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quinone was consumed with a 400 kcal (27 percent energy from
fat) meal, the relative absorption was between five and six times
lower from spinach than from a phylloquinone tablet. In this study,
phylloquinone absorption from fresh spinach, broccoli, or romaine
lettuce did not differ and was highly variable between subjects. It is
apparent from these limited studies that until more data are avail-
able, the bioavailability of phylloquinone from vegetable sources
should not be considered to be more than 20 percent as available as
phylloquinone consumed as a supplement.

Approximately 34 percent of phylloquinone in the American diet
is consumed from fats and oils (Booth et al., 1995). It might be
expected that phylloquinone dissolved in oil would be more avail-
able than from a food matrix, but this may not be true. Vitamin K is
not well absorbed by patients exhibiting lipid malabsorption syn-
dromes (Savage and Lindenbaum, 1983), and efficient absorption
of this fat-soluble vitamin from the digestive tract does require
dietary fat. Although direct measures of bioavailabilty have not been
reported, a recent study reported no difference in fasting plasma
phylloquinone concentrations when 400 µg of phylloquinone as
broccoli or as phylloquinone-fortified oil was added to a diet con-
taining 100 µg of phylloquinone (Booth et al., 1999a). Hydrogenated
fats contain significant amounts of 2',3'-dihydrophylloquinone
formed from phylloquinone during processing. Dietary intake of
this form of the vitamin in the United States is estimated to be
about 20 percent of phylloquinone (Booth et al., 1999c). Neither
the biological activity nor the bioavailability of this form of vitamin
K is known. The amount of dietary fat needed for optimal absorp-
tion has not been determined.

Drug-Nutrient Interactions

Oral 4-hydroxycoumarin derivatives such as warfarin are widely
prescribed anticoagulants for the prevention of thrombotic dis-
orders. These drugs function through the inhibition of a hepatic
vitamin K-epoxide reductase. This enzyme reduces the coproduct
of the λ-glutamyl carboxylase reaction, the vitamin K 2,3-epoxide,
to the hydronaphthoquinone form of the vitamin, which is the sub-
strate for the enzyme. The result is an acquired cellular vitamin K
deficiency and a decrease in the synthesis of the vitamin K-depen-
dent plasma clotting factors. Alterations in vitamin K intake can,
therefore, influence warfarin efficacy, and numerous case reports
of these occurrences have been reviewed (Booth et al., 1997a).
Short-term, day-to-day variations in vitamin K intake do not appear
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to alter anticoagulant status, and there are few data on the extent to
which long-term differences in dietary vitamin K intake modulate
the response to warfarin. Lubetsky and coworkers (1999) studied a
population of 46 patients with an estimated (by food frequency
recall) median intake of 179 µg/day of phylloquinone. Patients with
intakes greater than 250 µg/day were maintained at the targeted
international normalized ratio with 5.8 mg/day warfarin, while pa-
tients with an intake of less than 250 µg/day of phylloquinone were
maintained on a lower warfarin intake of 4.4 mg/day. These data
suggest that alterations in vitamin K intake might influence warfarin
dosage. As an effective warfarin dose varies widely within individuals,
patients are closely monitored. Once a dose has been established,
patients can avoid any complications resulting from variations in
vitamin K intake by continuing to follow their normal dietary
patterns.

Nutrient-Nutrient Interactions

The ability of elevated intakes of vitamin E to antagonize vitamin K
action has been clearly established. Woolley (1945) first demonstrated
that increased dietary or parenteral α-tocopherol or α-tocopherol
quinone could induce a hemorrhagic syndrome in the rat, and vita-
min K administration was demonstrated to reverse this response
(Rao and Mason, 1975). Studies of the microsomal vitamin K-
dependent carboxylase have demonstrated that the enzyme can be
inhibited by α-tocopherol and that it is even more sensitive to α-
tocopherol quinone (Bettger and Olson, 1982; Dowd and Zheng,
1995).

Increased intakes of vitamin E have not been reported to antago-
nize vitamin K status in healthy humans. However, in one study,
oral supplementation of anticoagulated patients (50 percent plasma
prothrombin concentrations) with approximately 360 mg/day (400
IU/day) of α-tocopherol resulted in nonstatistically significant de-
creases in prothrombin concentrations over a 4-week period, and a
statistically significant decrease in the ratio of biologically active
prothrombin to prothrombin antigen (Corrigan and Ulfers, 1981).
More sensitive measures of vitamin K status are now available and
should be used to assess the potential impact of vitamin E supple-
mentation in anticoagulated patients or subjects with low vitamin K
intakes.

The metabolic basis for vitamin E antagonism of vitamin K func-
tion has not been completely elucidated. Recent data from a study
using a rat model have demonstrated an adverse effect of dietary α-
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tocopherol on phylloquinone absorption (Alexander and Suttie,
1999), and it is likely that both this response and cellular inter-
actions are responsible for the antagonism that has been observed
in both animals and human subjects.

Antagonism of vitamin K action in animal models by retinoids
(retinyl acetate, 13-cis retinoic acid, and N-(7-hydroxyphenyl retina-
mide) has been reported by a group of investigators (McCarthy et
al., 1989). High doses of these compounds have been used in animal
studies, and adverse responses in humans have not been reported.
The metabolic basis for this interaction has not been determined.

FINDINGS BY LIFE STAGE AND GENDER GROUP

Infants Ages 0 through 12 Months

Vitamin K is poorly transported across the placenta, which puts
newborn infants at risk for vitamin K deficiency (Greer, 1995). Con-
centrations of vitamin K in cord blood are usually less than 0.1
nmol/L or undetectable (Mandelbrot et al., 1988; Widdershoven et
al., 1988), and elevated concentrations of undercarboxylated pro-
thrombin (PIVKA-II) have been reported (Greer, 1995). Poor vita-
min K status added to the fact that the concentrations of most
plasma clotting factors are low at the time of birth increases the risk
of bleeding during the first weeks of life, a condition known as
hemorrhagic disease of the newborn (HDNB). Because HDNB can
be effectively prevented by administration of vitamin K, infants born
in the United States and in Canada routinely receive 0.5 to 1 mg of
phylloquinone intramuscularly or 2.0 mg orally within 6 hours of
birth. Compared to oral prophylaxis, intramuscular (IM) treatment
has been shown to be more efficacious in the prevention of HDNB
(Greer, 1995). In light of this and because an oral dosage form of
vitamin K has not been readily available in North America, new-
borns have typically been administered vitamin K via the IM route.
Studies published in the early nineties reporting an association be-
tween IM prophylaxis and childhood cancer created some concern
and questioned the safety of this practice. In two studies, Golding
and coworkers (1990, 1992) reported an increased risk (odds ratio,
1.97–2.6) of leukemia and other forms of cancer in children who
had received vitamin K intramuscularly at birth. Subsequent studies
conducted in the United States and European countries (Ansell et
al., 1996; Ekelund et al., 1993; Klebanoff et al., 1993; Olsen et al.,
1994; von Kries et al., 1996) have failed to confirm Golding’s find-
ings and quieted the debate. Recently, both the American and the
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Canadian pediatric societies reaffirmed their confidence in the IM
prophylaxis, encouraging its general use (AAP, 1993; CPS, 1998).

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

No functional criteria of vitamin K status have been demonstrated
that reflect response to dietary intake in infants. Thus, recommended
intakes of vitamin K are based on an Adequate Intake (AI) that
reflects a calculated mean vitamin K intake of infants principally
fed human milk and provided vitamin K prophylaxis.

Although vitamin K prophylaxis at birth offers good protection
with respect to HDNB during the first few weeks of life, infants
become increasingly dependent on vitamin K intake in subsequent
weeks. Though not a major concern in the United States or Canada,
late HDNB occurs between 3 and 8 weeks of life and is usually
associated with breast-feeding (Lane and Hathaway, 1985; von Kries
et al., 1993). Milk intake appears to be an important factor in the
etiology of late HDNB as inverse correlations have been reported
between human milk intake and undercarboxylated prothrombin
(Motohara et al., 1989; von Kries et al., 1987a).

Vitamin K concentrations in mature human milk have ranged
from 0.85 to 9.2 µg/L with a mean concentration of 2.5 µg/L (Table
5-1) (Canfield et al., 1990, 1991;  Greer et al., 1991, 1997; Haroon et
al., 1982; Hogenbirk et al.,1993; von Kries et al., 1987b). Vitamin K
content of colostrum is slightly higher than that of mature milk, but
concentrations do not vary significantly through the first 6 months
of lactation (Canfield et al., 1991; Greer et al., 1991; von Kries et al.,
1987b). Vitamin K content of human milk can be increased by
maternal intakes of pharmacological doses of vitamin K (Greer et
al., 1991; Haroon et al., 1982). In a study by Greer and coworkers
(1997), supplementing mothers with a dose of 5 mg/day of phyllo-
quinone for 12 weeks increased the vitamin K concentration of milk
by 70-fold (82.1 versus 1.17 µg/mL in unsupplemented mothers).
In another study, supplementing one mother with 0.1 mg/day of
phylloquinone, an amount that can be obtained in the diet, raised
milk concentrations from 2.5 to 4.9 ng/L (von Kries et al., 1987b).

Ages 0 through 6 Months. The AI for infants 0 through 6 months of
age is based on a reported average intake of milk of 0.78 L/day
(Chapter 2) and on an average phylloquinone concentration of 2.5
mg/L in human milk. This gives an AI of 2.0 µg/day after round-
ing. The AI assumes that infants also receive prophylactic vitamin K
at birth in amounts suggested by the American and Canadian pedi-
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atric societies. The AI agrees with intakes of 0.6 to 2.3 µg/day re-
ported for infants exclusively fed human milk (Canfield et al., 1991;
Greer et al., 1991; Pietschnig et al., 1993).

The AI is significantly lower than recently reported intakes based
on the Food and Drug Administration Total Diet Study of 77 µg/
day (Booth et al., 1996b) and 111 µg/day (Appendix Table E-1).
However, these values exclude intakes from human milk and in-
clude only intakes from other food sources. Booth and coworkers
(1996b) reported that 87 percent of the estimated intake of 77 µg/
day was attributed to infant formulas, which on average contain 50
to 100 mg/L of phylloquinone (Greer, 1995; Haroon et al., 1982).

Ages 7 through 12 Months. Using the method described in Chapter
2 to extrapolate from the AI for infants ages 0 through 6 months,
the AI for older infants is 2.5 µg/day after rounding. Because com-
plementary foods become a more important part of the infant diet
in the second 6 months of life, vitamin K intake for this age category
is expected to be higher than the AI based solely on human milk
consumption. However, data concerning the vitamin K content of

TABLE 5-1 Vitamin K in Human Milk

Reference Study Group Maternal Intake (µg/d) Stage of L

Haroon et al., 1982 60 women Not reported Mature
von Kries et al., 1987b 9 women, 17–34 y Not reported 8–36 d
Canfield et al., 1990 15 women, 20–35 y Not reported 1 mo
Canfield et al., 1991 15 women, 20–35 y Not reported Colostrum

1 mo
3 mo
6 mo

Greer et al., 1991 23 women, 31 ± 3.6 y Not reported 1 wk
302 ± 361 (SD)b 6 wk
296 ± 169 (SD) 12 wk
436 ± 667 (SD) 26 wk

Hogenbirk et al., 1993 26 women Not reported 1 wk
6 wk

Greer et al., 1997 22 women No vitamin K 3 d
supplements taken 2 wk

6 wk
12 wk

a Vitamin K intake based on reported data or concentration (µg/L) × 0.78 L/day for
0–6 months postpartum.
b SD = standard deviation.
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Estimated Vitamin K
e (µg/d) Stage of Lactation Milk Concentration Intake of Infants (µg/d)a

Mature 2.5 µg/L 1.95
8–36 d 1.2 µg/L 0.94
1 mo 3.15 µg/L 2.45
Colostrum 30–81 h 3.39 µg/L 2.64
1 mo 3.14 µg/L 2.45
3 mo 2.31 µg/L 1.81
6 mo 2.59 µg/L 2.03
1 wk 0.64 µg/L 0.50

b 6 wk 0.86 µg/L 0.67
12 wk 1.14 µg/L 0.88
26 wk 0.87 µg/L 0.52
1 wk 1.21 µg/L 0.94
6 wk 0.9 µg/L 0.7
3 d 1.10 µg/L 0.86

ken 2 wk 1.17 µg/L 0.92
6 wk 1.14 µg/L 0.89
12 wk 1.17 µg/L 0.92

weaning foods and their contribution to daily vitamin K intake are
not presently available. Alternatively, if the adult AI of 80 µg/day is
extrapolated down by means of the method described in Chapter 2,
the AI would be 23 µg/day. Because older infant vitamin K intakes
of 2.5 µg/day have not been associated with adverse clinical out-
comes (Greer et al., 1991), the AI is set at the level obtained by
extrapolating up from young infants.

Vitamin K AI Summary, Ages 0 through 12 Months

AI for Infants
0–6 months 2.0 µg/day of vitamin K
7–12 months 2.5 µg/day of vitamin K

Special Considerations

Human milk does not contain as much vitamin K as cow milk (5
µg/mL) or infant formulas (50–100 µg/L) (Greer, 1995; Haroon et
al., 1982). Significant amounts of menaquinone-4 have been detect-
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ed in cow milk, yet its physiological function in infant nutrition is
unknown (Indyk and Woollard, 1997). Vitamin K has been shown
to specifically and reversibly bind to a protein complex in cow milk
(Fournier et al., 1987). There is no information on the bioavailabil-
ity of vitamin K in infant formula.

Children and Adolescents Ages 1 through 18 Years

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

No data were found on which to base an Estimated Average Re-
quirement (EAR) for vitamin K for children or adolescents. There-
fore AIs are set on the basis of the highest median intake for each
age group reported by the Third National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (NHANES III) (Appendix Table C-10) and
rounding. The significant increase in the AI from infancy to early
childhood is most likely due to the method used to set the AI for
older infants and the increased portion of the diet containing vita-
min K-rich fruits and vegetables as the diet becomes more diversified.

Vitamin K AI Summary, Ages 1 through 18 Years

AI for Children
1–3 years 30 µg/day of vitamin K
4–8 years 55 µg/day of vitamin K

AI for Boys
9–13 years 60 µg/day of vitamin K

14–18 years 75 µg/day of vitamin K

AI for Girls
9–13 years 60 µg/day of vitamin K

14–18 years 75 µg/day of vitamin K

Adults Ages 19 Years and Older

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

Clinically significant vitamin K deficiency is extremely rare in the
general population, with cases being limited to individuals with mal-
absorption syndromes or those treated with drugs known to inter-
fere with vitamin K metabolism. The recent development of indica-
tors sensitive to vitamin K intake, though useful to describe relative
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diet-induced changes in vitamin K status, were not used for estab-
lishing an EAR because of the uncertainty surrounding their true
physiological significance and the lack of sufficient dose-response
data.

Therefore, the AI for adults is based on reported vitamin K dietary
intakes in apparently healthy population groups. In a recent paper,
Booth and Suttie (1998) reviewed 11 studies in which phylloquinone
intakes ranged from 61 to 210 µg/day with average intakes of ap-
proximately 80 µg/day for adults younger than 45 years and ap-
proximately 150 µg/day for adults older than 55 years (Table 5-2).
NHANES III data (Appendix Table C-10) indicate that median vita-
min K intakes of adults varied between 82 and 117 µg/day.

Studies have demonstrated that abnormal PIVKA-II concentra-
tions were observed in individuals consuming 40 to 60 µg/day of
vitamin K but were normal when intakes were approximately 80 µg/

TABLE 5-2 Dietary Phylloquinone Intake in Healthy Men and
Women

Mean
Intake

Reference Sex Age (y) Subjects Method (µg/day)

Suttie et al., 1988 Men 20–35 10 Duplicate 77
portion

Jones et al., 1991 Men and 18–55 221 Diet record 61
women

Booth et al., Women 41–71 362 Diet record 156
1995

Vermeer et al., Women 60–79 80 Food frequency 210
1995 questionnaire

Bach et al., 1996 Men 20–28 9 Diet record 83
Bach et al., 1996 Men 55–75 9 Diet record 164
Booth et al., Men and 25–30, 1,490 Diet recall and 71

1996b women 40–45 record
Booth et al., Men and 60–65, 1,216 Diet recall and 80

1996b women > 70 record
Price et al., 1996 Men and 22–54 65 Diet record 68

women
Booth et al., Men and 20–40 17 Diet record 111

1997b women
Booth et al., Men and 60–80 17 Diet record 143

1997b women

SOURCE: Booth and Suttie (1998).
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day (Jones et al., 1991; Suttie et al., 1988). Healthy individuals with
phylloquinone intakes approaching 80 µg/day have been investigated
and have shown no signs of a deficiency, a finding that suggests this
level of intake is probably adequate for the majority of the adult
population (Bach et al., 1996; Ferland et al., 1993; Suttie et al.,
1988). Reported vitamin K intakes are slightly lower for women
than men (Booth et al., 1996b; Appendix Table C-10).

Reported phylloquinone intakes of older adults have generally
been higher than those of younger individuals, a finding explained
by their higher intakes of vegetables (Booth et al., 1996b). Older
subjects have been found to be more resistant to vitamin K deficien-
cy than younger adults (Ferland et al., 1993).

The AI is based on median intake data from NHANES III (Appen-
dix Table C-10). Because dietary intake assessment methods tend to
underestimate the actual daily intake of foods, the highest intake
value reported for the four adult age groups was used to set the AI
for each gender; numbers are rounded up to the nearest 5 µg.

Vitamin K AI Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

AI for Men
19–30 years 120 µg/day of vitamin K
31–50 years 120 µg/day of vitamin K
51–70 years 120 µg/day of vitamin K

> 70 years 120 µg/day of vitamin K

AI for Women
19–30 years  90 µg/day of vitamin K
31–50 years  90 µg/day of vitamin K
51–70 years  90 µg/day of vitamin K

> 70 years  90 µg/day of vitamin K

Pregnancy

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

Data pertaining to vitamin K status of pregnant women are limit-
ed but suggest that status is not different from that of nonpregnant
women, that is, lack of signs of clinical deficiency and comparable
circulating vitamin K concentrations (Mandelbrot et al., 1988; von
Kries et al., 1992). Furthermore, there are no data on the vitamin K
content of fetal tissue for estimating additional needs during preg-
nancy. Therefore, median vitamin K intake was used for setting the
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AI. In the Total Diet Study, phylloquinone intakes of pregnant
women were lower than those of nonpregnant women (Appendix
Table E-1). Similarly, the median vitamin K intake for pregnant
women was approximately 80 µg/day, whereas the vitamin K intake
of premenopausal women was approximately 85 to 90 µg/day from
NHANES III (Appendix Table C-10). In a recent report by Booth
and coworkers (1999c), phylloquinone intakes were estimated from
14-day food diaries for a small group of pregnant women (n = 17)
and were found to be similar (72 ± 56 µg/day [SD]) to those of
nonpregnant women (73 ± 46 µg/day [SD]).

Although supplementation with pharmacological doses of vitamin
K during the later stages of pregnancy has been shown to increase
plasma concentrations of vitamin K and improve coagulation func-
tion of pregnant women in some studies (Anai et al., 1993; Morales
et al., 1988), the impact of antenatal supplementation on status of
the newborn has been mixed (Dickson et al., 1994; Kazzi et al.,
1990; Morales et al., 1988). Until more data are available, there is
no evidence to suggest that the AI for pregnant women should be
different from that for nonpregnant women. Therefore, the AI is
based on median NHANES III intake estimates of nonpregnant
women.

Vitamin K AI Summary, Pregnancy

AI for Pregnancy
14–18 years 75 µg/day of vitamin K
19–30 years 90 µg/day of vitamin K
31–50 years 90 µg/day of vitamin K

Lactation

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

Available studies suggest the vitamin K status of lactating women
is comparable to that of nonlactating women. Reported vitamin K
intake of pregnant women does not differ significantly from those
of nonlactating women. In a study by Greer and coworkers (1991)
involving 23 lactating mothers, phylloquinone intakes at 6, 12, and
26 weeks were 302 ± 361 (standard deviation [SD]), 296 ± 169 (SD),
and 436 ± 667 (SD) µg/day, respectively. There was no significant
correlation between phylloquinone intake and breast milk concen-
tration. Based on NHANES III intake estimates, median phyllo-
quinone intakes of 99 lactating women was 74 µg/day, which is
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lower than the median intake of premenopausal women (approxi-
mately 85 to 90 µg/day) (Appendix Table C-10).

Although the phylloquinone content in maternal milk can be in-
creased after treatment of mothers with pharmacological doses of
vitamin K (Greer et al., 1997; Haroon et al., 1982; von Kries et al.,
1987b), results from Greer and coworkers (1991) suggest that vita-
min K content of milk is little affected by intake of lactating women
who consume typical diets. Because vitamin K is not significantly
secreted in milk, there is no evidence to suggest that the AI for
lactating women should be different from that for nonlactating
women. Therefore, the AI is the same as for nonpregnant women.

Vitamin K AI Summary, Lactation

AI for Lactation
14–18 years 75 µg/day of vitamin K
19–30 years 90 µg/day of vitamin K
31–50 years 90 µg/day of vitamin K

INTAKE OF VITAMIN K

Food Sources

Early data obtained by chick bioassay on the vitamin K content of
foods were unreliable and a limited number of foods were assayed.
Over the last decade, rapid and reliable chromatographic proce-
dures for vitamin K have been developed, and data for the phyllo-
quinone content of most commonly consumed foods are available
(Booth et al., 1995). Only a relatively small number of food items
(Table 5-3) contribute substantially to the dietary phylloquinone
intake of most people. A few green vegetables (collards, spinach,
and salad greens) contain in excess of 300 µg of phylloquinone/100
g, while broccoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage, and bib lettuce contain
between 100 and 200 µg of phylloquinone/100 g. Other green veg-
etables contain smaller amounts. Plant oils and margarine are the
second major source of phylloquinone in the diet. The phylloqui-
none content of plant oils is variable, with soybean and canola oils
containing greater than 100 µg of phylloquinone/100 g. Cotton-
seed oil and olive oil contain about 50 µg/100 g, and corn oil con-
tains less than 5 µg/100 g. Prepared foods contain variable amounts
of vitamin K depending on their content of green vegetables and
the source and amount of oil used in their preparation. Informa-
tion relative to the important food sources of vitamin K for infants
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TABLE 5-3 Phylloquinone Concentration of Common Foodsa

Food Item µg/100 g Food Item µg/100 g

Vegetables Protein sources
Collards 440 Dry soybeans 47
Spinach 380 Dry lentils 22
Salad greens 315 Liver 5
Broccoli 180 Eggs 2
Brussels sprouts 177 Fresh meats < 1
Cabbage 145 Fresh fish < 1
Bib lettuce 122 Whole milk < 1
Asparagus 60 Tuna in oil 24
Okra 40
Iceberg lettuce 35 Prepared foodsb

Green beans 33 Salad dressings 100
Green peas 24 Coleslaw 80
Cucumbers 20 Mayonnaise 41
Cauliflower 20 Beef chow mein 31
Carrots 10 Muffins 25
Tomatoes 6 Doughnuts 10
Potatoes 1 Apple pie 11

Potato chips 15
Fats and oils French fries 5
Soybean oil 193 Macaroni/cheese 5
Canola oil 127 Lasagna 5
Cottonseed oil 60 Pizza 4
Olive oil 55 Hamburger/bun 4
Corn oil 3 Hot dog/bun 3
Margarine 42 Baked beans 3
Butter 7 Bread 3

a Median value obtained from Booth et al. (1993, 1995), Koivu et al. (1997), Piironen
et al. (1997), and Shearer et al. (1996). Both cooked and raw food values were used.
b Phylloquinone content may vary widely depending on the source of oil used in prepa-
ration.

and children of various age groups and for adults by gender and
age group are available from data obtained from the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration Total Diet Study (Booth et al., 1996b). Spinach,
collards, broccoli, and iceberg lettuce are the major contributors of
vitamin K in the diet of U.S. adults and children.

Hydrogenation of plant oils to form solid shortenings results in
some conversion of phylloquinone to 2′,3′-dihydrophylloquinone
(Davidson et al., 1996). This form of the vitamin is most prevalent
in margarines, infant formulas, and prepared foods (Booth et al.,
1996a) and can represent a substantial portion of the total vitamin
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K in some diets. The bioavailability and the relative biological activ-
ity of dihydrophylloquinone have not been determined with any
certainty. The long-chain menaquinones, which are produced in
substantial amounts by intestinal microorganisms, can also serve as
active forms of vitamin K, but they are not widely distributed in
commonly consumed foods. Green vegetables and plant oils, the
major dietary sources of vitamin K, do not contain menaquinones,
and only small amounts are found in animal products. Relatively
large amounts (40–80 µg/100 g) can, however, be obtained from
some cheeses (Schurgers et al., 1999).

Dietary Intake

The availability of reliable data on the vitamin K content of foods
has now made it possible to obtain reasonable estimates of the
dietary phylloquinone intake of the North American population.
The results of a number of studies on phylloquinone intake that
used dietary records, with or without recall or a food frequency
questionnaire, have been summarized by Booth and Suttie (1998)
and are presented in Table 5-2. These data are somewhat variable
but indicate a mean phylloquinone intake of about 150 µg/day for
older (above 55 years) and 80 µg/day for younger men and women.
Gender differences were not apparent in these studies.

Data from nationally representative U.S. surveys are available to
estimate vitamin K intakes (Appendix Tables C-10, C-11, E-1). Data
from the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(NHANES III) shows that median intakes of dietary vitamin K
ranged from 79 to 88 µg/day for women and 89 to 117 µg/day for
men (Appendix Table C-10). Because of the relatively small num-
ber of foods that provide significant amounts of phylloquinone in
the diet, the daily variation in intake is high, and Booth and co-
workers (1995) have estimated that a 5-day record of intake is
needed to get a true measure of dietary intake. Data on phyllo-
quinone intake have recently been calculated (Booth et al., 1999c)
from 14-day food diaries collected by the Market Research Corpora-
tion of America. These data reflect the intake of nearly 4,000 men
and women aged 13 years or older with a demographic profile sim-
ilar to that of the U.S. census. These data clearly demonstrate the
large daily variation in phylloquinone intake and indicate an aver-
age intake of 70 to 80 µg/day for the U.S. adult population. The
same data provide an estimate of the dihydrophylloquinone intake
of this population (19 µg/day for men and 15 µg/day for women)
that is about 20 to 25 percent as much as the intake of phylloquinone.
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The adult phylloquinone intake in The Netherlands has been re-
ported to be two to three times higher than that of the U.S. popula-
tion (Schurgers et al., 1999). Whether this represents a real differ-
ence in the consumption of phylloquinone-rich foods or differences
in methods used to estimate foods consumed is not known at the
present time. This study has also provided an estimate of the average
intake of long-chain menaquinones of 21 µg/day. Comprehensive
data on menaquinone intake are not available for the U.S. popula-
tion.

Intake from Supplements

The median intakes of vitamin K from food and supplements for
the four adult age groups was 93 to 119 µg/day for American men
who took supplements (Appendix Table C-11). The median vita-
min K intake from food and supplements for women who reported
consuming supplements was 82 to 90 µg/day.

TOLERABLE UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of
daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects for almost all individuals. Although members of the general
population should be advised not to routinely exceed the UL, in-
take above the UL may be appropriate for investigation within well-
controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should
not be discouraged, as long as subjects participating in these trials
have signed informed consent documents regarding possible toxicity
and as long as these trials employ appropriate safety monitoring of
trial subjects.

Hazard Identification

No adverse effects associated with vitamin K consumption from
food or supplements have been reported in humans or animals.
Therefore, a quantitative risk assessment cannot be performed and
a UL cannot be derived for vitamin K.

A search of the literature revealed no evidence of toxicity associated
with the intake of either the phylloquinone or menaquinone forms
of vitamin K. A synthetic form of vitamin K, menadione, has been
associated with liver damage (Badr et al., 1987; Chiou et al., 1998)
and therefore is no longer used therapeutically.

One study showed a significant association between intramuscu-
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larly (IM) administered vitamin K and childhood cancer, particu-
larly leukemia (Golding et al., 1992). This study compared 195 chil-
dren diagnosed with cancer between 1971 and 1991 and born in
one of two major hospitals (between 1965 and 1987) with 558 con-
trols. Golding and coworkers (1992) reported a significant associa-
tion between IM vitamin K and cancer incidence (p = 0.002; observed
risk, 1.97; 95 percent confidence interval, 1.3–3.0). No significantly
increased risk was reported for children who had been given oral
vitamin K. These findings on IM vitamin K doses have limited rele-
vance to ULs based on oral intake.

Furthermore, evidence from other population studies fails to con-
firm an association between vitamin K and cancer (Ansell et al.,
1996; Klebanoff et al., 1993; McKinney et al., 1998; Parker et al.,
1998; Passmore et al., 1998). In a nested case-control study that
used data from a large, multicenter prospective study (54,795 chil-
dren), Klebanoff and coworkers (1993) found no association be-
tween vitamin K exposure and an increased risk of any childhood
cancer or of all childhood cancers combined. Ansell and coworkers
(1996) assessed associations between leukemia and prenatal and
neonatal exposures and failed to show an increased risk of child-
hood leukemia in neonates receiving IM-administered vitamin K.
The findings of Ansell and coworkers (1996) were confirmed by
three similar case-control studies (McKinney et al., 1998; Parker et
al., 1998; Passmore et al., 1998).

Data from animal models have shown no toxicity of vitamin K
(NRC, 1987). No adverse effects were reported with administration
of up to 25 g/kg of phylloquinone either parenterally or orally to
laboratory animals (Molitor and Robinson, 1940).

Dose-Response Assessment

The data on adverse effects from high vitamin K intakes are not
sufficient for a quantitative risk assessment, and a UL cannot be
derived.

Intake Assessment

The highest intake of dietary vitamin K reported for the U.S. pop-
ulation was 340 µg/day in women aged 19 through 30 years (Ap-
pendix Table C-10). The highest intake of vitamin K from food and
supplements was 367 µg/day, also in women aged 19 through 30
years (Appendix Table C-11).
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Risk Characterization

No adverse effects have been reported with high intakes of vita-
min K.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR VITAMIN K

• Clinical studies of vitamin K supplementation aimed at elucidat-
ing the physiological significance of undercarboxylated osteocalcin;
these studies should be designed so as to relate this indicator to
overall bone health and integrity.

• Knowledge of the function of all of the vitamin K-dependent
proteins and their role in human physiology.

• Knowledge of a possible role of vitamin K in promoting human
health other than that mediated by the known Gla-containing vita-
min K-dependent proteins.

• Further knowledge of the bioavailability of dietary vitamin K.
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6
Chromium

SUMMARY

Chromium potentiates the action of insulin in vivo and in vitro.
There was not sufficient evidence to set an Estimated Average Re-
quirement (EAR) for chromium. Therefore, an Adequate Intake
(AI) was set based on estimated mean intakes. The AI is 35 µg/day
and 25 µg/day for young men and women, respectively. Few serious
adverse effects have been associated with excess intake of chromium
from food. Therefore, a Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) was
not established.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Chromium occurs most commonly in valance states of +3 (III)
and +6 (VI). Chromium III is the most stable oxidation state
(Greenwood and Earnshaw, 1997) and presumably is the form in
the food supply due to the presence of reducing substances in foods.
Even a bolus dose of 5 mg chromium VI was reduced to chromium
III in 0.5 L of orange juice (Kuykendall et al., 1996), and endoge-
nous reducing agents within the upper gastrointestinal tract and
the blood also serve to prevent systemic uptake of chromium VI
(Kerger et al., 1997). However, chromium VI, which is a by-product
of manufacturing stainless steel, pigments, chromate chemicals, and
numerous other products, is strongly oxidizing, produces local irri-
tation or corrosion, and is recognized as a carcinogen when inhaled
(Greenwood and Earnshaw, 1997; O’Flaherty, 1994).
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Function

Chromium potentiates the action of insulin in vivo and in vitro
(Mertz, 1969, 1993; Mertz et al., 1961). Schwarz and Mertz (1959)
identified chromium as the element that restored glucose tolerance
in rats. Impaired glucose tolerance of malnourished infants re-
sponded to an oral dose of chromium chloride (Hopkins and Majaj,
1967; Hopkins et al., 1968); subsequently, benefits of chromium
chloride were reported in a patient receiving total parenteral nutri-
tion (TPN) (Jeejeebhoy et al., 1977).

A number of studies have demonstrated beneficial effects of chro-
mium on circulating glucose, insulin, and lipids in a variety of
human subjects and animal species; however, not all reports of sup-
plementation are positive (Anderson, 1997; Anderson et al., 1991)
(for reviews see Anderson, 1997; Mertz, 1993; Offenbacher et al.,
1997; Stoecker, 1996). Progress in the field has been limited by lack
of a simple, widely accepted method for identification of subjects
who are chromium depleted, and thus who would be expected to
respond to chromium supplementation, and by the difficulty in pro-
ducing chromium deficiency in animals.

Recent work by Davis and Vincent (1997a, 1997b) and Vincent
(1999) suggests that a low molecular weight chromium-binding sub-
stance (LMWCr) may amplify insulin receptor tyrosine kinase activity
in response to insulin. It is proposed that the inactive form of the
insulin receptor (IR) is converted to the active form by binding
insulin, which stimulates the movement of chromium from the
blood into the insulin-dependent cells and results in the binding of
apoLMWCr to chromium (Figure 6-1). The holoLMWCr then binds
to the insulin receptor activating the tyrosine kinase. The ability of
LMWCr to activate insulin receptor tyrosine kinase depends on its
chromium content. When insulin concentration drops, the
holoLMWCr is possibly released from the cell to terminate its
effects.

Physiology of Absorption, Metabolism, and Excretion

Absorption estimates for chromium III, based on metabolic bal-
ance studies or on urinary excretion from physiological intakes,
range from 0.4 to 2.5 percent (Anderson and Kozlovsky, 1985;
Anderson et al., 1983, 1991, 1993a; Bunker et al., 1984; Doisy et al.,
1971; Offenbacher et al., 1986).

Most chromium compounds are soluble at the pH of the stomach,
but less soluble hydroxides may form as pH is increased (Mertz,
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FIGURE 6-1 Proposed mechanism for the activation of insulin receptor by LMWCr
in response to insulin. LMWCr = low molecular weight chromium-binding sub-
stance, I = insulin, IR = insulin receptor. Adapted from Vincent (1999).

1969). The environment of the gastrointestinal tract and ligands
provided by foods and supplements are important for mineral ab-
sorption (Clydesdale, 1988). Several dietary factors that affect chro-
mium absorption will be discussed in the bioavailability section of
this chapter.

In humans consuming approximately 10 µg/day of chromium,
about 2 percent was excreted in urine, but only 0.5 percent was
excreted when intakes approached 40 µg/day (Anderson and
Kozlovsky, 1985). These data suggest regulation of chromium ab-
sorption in these intake ranges.

A number of studies have reported increased urinary excretion of
chromium with aerobic exercise (Anderson et al., 1982, 1984,
1988b). A recent study using 53Cr demonstrated that acute and
chronic resistive exercise may increase chromium absorption as
determined by the increased urinary excretion of the 53Cr isotope
(Rubin et al., 1998). Further studies will be needed to clarify how
much of the observed beneficial effects of exercise on glucose and
insulin metabolism may be due to improved chromium absorption.

Chromium competes for one of the binding sites on transferrin
(Harris, 1977). In rats fed physiological levels of 51CrCl3, more than
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80 percent of the 51Cr in blood precipitated with the transferrin.
Several studies have investigated possible interactions between iron
and chromium. Human apo-transferrin in Earle’s medium bound
chromium in the presence of citric acid, and iron uptake by apo-
transferrin was reduced by either aluminum or chromium
(Moshtaghie et al., 1992). The excessive iron in hemochromatosis
has been hypothesized to interfere with the transport of chromium,
thereby contributing to the diabetes associated with this condition
(Lim et al., 1983; Sargent et al., 1979). Supplementation of 925 µg/
day of chromium for 12 weeks did not significantly affect indexes of
iron status in older adult men (Campbell et al., 1997), but one
study in young men that provided a daily 200 µg supplement for 8
weeks found a tendency for a decrease in transferrin saturation
(Lukaski et al., 1996). No long-term studies have addressed this
question.

In humans, chromium concentrates in liver, spleen, soft tissue,
and bone (Lim et al., 1983). Similar patterns are seen in rats with
accumulation in kidney, spleen, and bone as well as liver and testes
(Hopkins, 1965; Kamath et al., 1997; Onkelinx, 1977). A three-
compartment model with half-lives of 0.5, 5.9, and 83 days was orig-
inally proposed based on the distribution of 51Cr from 51CrCl3 in
rats (Mertz et al., 1965). Onkelinx (1977) also proposed a three-
compartment model in rats, but suggested different characteristics
for the third compartment. Additional modeling work with patients
having adult onset diabetes and normal control subjects utilized a
compartment within the blood and slow and fast tissue compart-
ments (Do Canto et al., 1995). A half-life for urinary excretion of
chromium of 0.97 days for the diabetic group and 1.51 days for
control subjects was calculated. The compartment that represented
long-term tissue deposition had an extremely slow return rate of
231 days for patients with diabetes and 346 days for control subjects.

Most ingested chromium is excreted unabsorbed in the feces
(Mertz, 1969; Offenbacher et al., 1986). Excretion via bile is not a
major contributor to fecal chromium (Davis-Whitenack et al., 1996;
Hopkins, 1965). Most absorbed chromium is excreted rapidly in
the urine (Anderson et al., 1983). A recent report from England
indicated significant age-related decreases in the chromium con-
centrations in hair, sweat, and urine (Davies et al., 1997).

Clinical Effects of Inadequate Intake

Chromium deficiency has been reported in three patients who
did not receive supplemental chromium in their TPN solutions
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(Brown et al., 1986; Freund et al., 1979; Jeejeebhoy et al., 1977).
The first, a female who had received TPN for more than 3 years,
developed unexplained weight loss and peripheral neuropathy. Her
plasma glucose removal was impaired, plasma free fatty acids were
elevated, and her low respiratory quotient indicated poor utiliza-
tion of carbohydrates. The addition of 250 µg of chromium to the
daily TPN solution for 2 weeks restored the glucose removal rate,
increased her respiratory quotient, and allowed an insulin infusion
to be discontinued. The other two patients responded similarly to
chromium supplementation (Brown et al., 1986; Freund et al.,
1979)

Because chromium potentiates the action of insulin and chromium
deficiency in TPN patients, impairs glucose utilization, and raises
insulin requirements, it has been hypothesized that poor chromium
status is a factor contributing to the incidence of impaired glucose
tolerance and Type II diabetes. Prevalence of impaired glucose tol-
erance was 15.8 percent in adults from 40 to 74 years of age in the
Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (1988–
1994) (Harris et al., 1998). Addressing this question is difficult be-
cause of the current lack of information about variability in dietary
chromium intakes and because there is not an easily usable clinical
indicator to identify potential study subjects with poor chromium
status.

There is considerable interest in chromium supplementation in
Type II diabetes, but no large-scale controlled trials have been
reported in the United States. In China, 180 subjects with Type II
diabetes took either a placebo, 200 µg, or 1,000 µg of chromium as
chromium picolinate daily for 4 months. Mean body weight of the
subjects was 69 kg. Data collected at baseline and after 2 and 4
months of supplementation included standard health histories, fast-
ing glucose and insulin, glycosylated hemoglobin, and glucose and
insulin concentrations 2 hours after a 75-g glucose load. After 2
months, fasting and 2-hour insulin concentrations were decreased
significantly at both supplement levels. Glycosylated hemoglobin
and fasting and 2-hour glucose concentration decreased significant-
ly in the higher (1,000 µg/day) dose group. The reductions in glu-
cose and insulin concentrations were maintained for 4 months; ad-
ditionally, glycosylated hemoglobin became significantly lower in
both dose groups at 4 months (Anderson et al., 1997b). There are
no data available on the basal dietary intake of chromium in these
diabetic subjects. Also, no doses between 200 and 1,000 µg were
tested in this study, nor were other forms of chromium sup-
plemented.
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SELECTION OF INDICATORS FOR ESTIMATING THE
REQUIREMENT FOR CHROMIUM

Balance Studies

Two men were monitored for 12 days in a metabolic ward and
were in apparent balance when fed 37 µg/day of chromium (Offen-
bacher et al., 1986). Bunker and coworkers (1984) conducted meta-
bolic balance studies with 22 apparently healthy elderly people be-
tween 69 and 86 years of age. These subjects had mean chromium
intakes of 24.5 µg/day (12.8 µg/1,000 kcal) with a range of 13.6 to
47.7 µg/day for men and 14.5 to 30.3 µg/day for women. Of the 22
subjects, 16 were in equilibrium, three were in positive balance, and
three were in negative balance.

Urinary Chromium Excretion

For healthy, free-living adults, the average urinary chromium
excretion is typically 0.22 µg/L (Paschal et al., 1998) or 0.2 µg/day
(Anderson et al., 1982, 1983) for both men and women. In another
study, urinary chromium excretion was found to be approximately
0.5 percent of the amount in the diet when diets contained 40 µg of
chromium. For persons whose diets contained only 10 µg of chro-
mium, urinary excretion was approximately 2 percent. There was a
negative linear relationship between dietary chromium in this range
and percent urinary chromium excretion (Anderson and Kozlovsky,
1985). However, urinary chromium excretion appears to be related
to recent chromium intake but has not been useful as a predictor of
chromium status (Anderson et al., 1983). Further investigation of
urinary chromium in response to very low levels of intake is war-
ranted (Anderson et al., 1991).

Plasma Chromium Concentration

Reported plasma chromium concentrations have declined from
greater than 3,000 nmol/L in the 1950s to 2 to 3 nmol/L in well-
controlled studies conducted since 1978 (Anderson, 1987). This
change can be attributed to improved analytic methods and better
control of contamination. Because plasma chromium is very close
to the detection limits for graphite furnace atomic absorption and
easily contaminated, it is unlikely to be a viable clinical indicator
(Veillon, 1989).
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Blood Glucose and Insulin Concentration

There is only one study in which subjects were given controlled
low chromium diets (Anderson et al., 1991). Seventeen adults were
provided diets that contained 5 µg of chromium per 1,000 kcal for
14 weeks. Glucose and insulin concentrations in response to a glu-
cose load were monitored at baseline, 4, 9, and 14 weeks. After
adapting to the diet for 4 weeks, subjects were assigned to placebo
or chromium supplementation groups for 5 weeks followed by a
crossover without washout for another 5 weeks (Anderson et al.,
1991).

As one approach to the analysis of these data (Anderson et al.,
1991), the subjects who received the placebo for the first 9 weeks
were analyzed separately. After 4 weeks on the diet containing 5
µg/1,000 kcal, there were no significant changes in variables mea-
sured. However, after subjects consumed 5 µg of chromium per
1,000 kcal for 9 weeks, a significant increase from baseline was ob-
served in sums of glucose and in glucose at 90 minutes after the
glucose load (Table 6-1). Supplementation with 200 µg of chromium
as CrCl3 for 5 weeks tended (p < 0.10) to reduce sums of glucose
and insulin concentrations in these subjects. Although this study
suggests a role of chromium in regulating blood glucose concentra-
tions, further studies using graded levels of intake between less than

TABLE 6-1 Glucose and Insulin Concentrations of Eight
Subjects Fed Low Chromium (5 µg/1,000 kcal) Diets for 14
Weeks and Supplemented with Placebo for 9 Weeks Followed
by 200 µg CrCl3 for 5 Weeks

Week

0 4 9 14

Glucose (mmol/L)
Fasting 4.9 ± 0.2 4.8 ± 0.1 4.9 ± 0.1 5.1 ± 0.1
90 minute 4.2 ± 0.4 4.5 ± 0.4 5.0 ± 0.6a 4.4 ± 0.4
Sums (0–240 min) 33.6 ± 1.6 35.1 ± 1.4 37.0 ± 2.2 34.6 ± 1.6b

Insulin (pmol/L)
Fasting 1,138 ± 5 1,133 ± 5 1,148 ± 6 1,149 ± 7
Sums (0–240 min) 1,146 ± 130 1,214 ± 167 1,577 ± 354 1,319 ± 281b

a Different from baseline by paired t-test, p < 0.05.
b Week 9 (end of placebo) vs. supplement by paired t-test, p < 0.10.
SOURCE: Reanalysis of Anderson et al. (1991), by personal communication.
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5 µg/1,000 kcal and the usual dietary chromium levels (13 to 20
µg/1,000 kcal) and with different age groups are needed to esti-
mate the average requirement for chromium.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE CHROMIUM REQUIREMENT

A number of dietary factors affect chromium absorption. Offen-
bacher (1994) noted plasma chromium concentrations in three
women were consistently higher when they were given 1 mg chro-
mium as CrCl3 with 100 mg ascorbic acid than when given 1 mg
chromium without ascorbic acid. In rats, concurrent dosing with
51CrCl3 and ascorbic acid, as compared to dosing in water, pro-
duced significantly higher 51Cr in urine without decreasing 51Cr in
tissues, a finding that suggests ascorbic acid enhanced 51Cr absorp-
tion (Davis et al., 1995; Seaborn and Stoecker, 1990).

Consumption of diets high in simple sugars (35 percent of total
kcal) increased urinary chromium excretion in adults (Kozlovsky et
al., 1986). Urinary chromium excretion was found to be related to
the insulinogenic properties of carbohydrates (Anderson et al.,
1990). Carbohydrate source also had a significant effect on tissue
chromium concentration in mice, with values generally being high-
er in those fed a starch diet (Seaborn and Stoecker, 1989). When
amino acids were added to a test meal perfused through the intesti-
nal lumen of rats, the absorption of chromium was increased two-
fold (Dowling et al., 1990).

In rats, phytate at high levels had adverse effects on 51Cr absorp-
tion (Chen et al., 1973), but lower levels of phytate did not have
detrimental effects on chromium status (Keim et al., 1987). Oxalate
(present in some vegetables and grains) enhanced 51Cr uptake
(Chen et al., 1973). Bunker and coworkers (1984) commented that
one subject in severe negative chromium balance ate a diet very
high in fiber, but effects of high fiber diets on chromium absorp-
tion have not been investigated systematically.

Habitual consumption of certain medications that alter stomach
acidity or gastrointestinal prostaglandins may affect chromium
absorption and retention in rats. When rats were dosed with physio-
logical doses (less than 100 ng) of 51CrCl3 and prostaglandin inhib-
itors such as aspirin, 51Cr in blood, tissues, and urine was markedly
increased (Davis et al., 1995). Medications, such as antacids or
dimethylprostaglandin E2, reduced 51Cr absorption and retention
in rats (Kamath et al., 1997).
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FINDINGS BY LIFE STAGE AND GENDER GROUP

Infants Ages 0 through 12 Months

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

No functional criteria of chromium status have been demonstrat-
ed that indicate response to dietary intake in infants. Thus, the
recommended intakes of chromium are based on an Adequate In-
take (AI) that reflects the observed mean chromium intake of in-
fants principally fed human milk.

Ages 0 through 6 Months. According to the method described in
Chapter 2, the AI for chromium is based on the milk content from
healthy, well-nourished mothers who are not taking supplements.
The average concentration of chromium in human milk was estimated
to be 0.25 µg/L (Anderson et al., 1993a; Casey and Hambidge, 1984;
Casey et al., 1985; Engelhardt et al., 1990; Mohamedshah et al.,
1998) (Table 6-2). Based on the consumption of 0.78 L/day of
human milk (Chapter 2), the AI for chromium for infants ages 0
through 6 months is 0.2 µg/day after rounding.

Ages 7 through 12 Months. Schroeder and coworkers (1962) reported
a rapid decline in tissue chromium concentrations after birth. These
tissue concentrations were generated before chromium measure-
ment techniques were reliable (Anderson, 1987); nonetheless, the
possibility that infants deplete their stores during the early months
of life suggests that the AI possibly should not be based solely on
human milk consumption.

There are no specific data on the chromium concentration of
weaning foods; this indicates an area of needed research. An aver-
age daily caloric intake for this age group is 845 kcal and human
milk provides 750 kcal/L (Fomon, 1974). During the second 6
months of lactation, the average volume of human milk consumed
by the infant is 0.6 L/day (Chapter 2). Therefore, calories provided
by human milk would be 450 kcal (0.6 L of human milk × 750 kcal/
L) and the caloric content of the usual intake of complementary
weaning foods would be 395 kcal (845 – 450).

Based on an average concentration of 0.25 µg/L, the chromium
intake from human milk would be 0.15 µg/day (0.6 × 0.25). With
an additional 400 kcal from complementary foods and the chromi-
um content of well balanced meals containing approximately 13.4
µg/ 1,000 kcal (Anderson et al., 1992), the amount of chromium
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TABLE 6-2 Chromium Concentration in Human Milk

Milk Estimated
Study Stage of Concentration Chromium Intake

Referencea Group Lactation (µg/L) of Infants (µg/d)b

Casey and 45 women 0–14 d 0.29 0.22
Hambidge, 15–28 d 0.27 0.21
1984 1–3 mo 0.28 0.22

4–6 mo 0.26 0.16
7+  mo 0.46 0.27

Casey et al., 11 women, 8 d 0.27 0.21
1985 26–39 y 14 d 0.22 0.17

21 d 0.28 0.22
28 d 0.26 0.20

Engelhardt 0.28 0.22
et al., 1990

Anderson 17 women 2 mo 0.18 0.14
et al., 1993a

Aquilio et al., 14 women 21 d 1.2 0.93
1996

Mohamedshah 6 women, 1–2 mo 0.09–0.46 0.07–0.36
et al., 1998 25–38 y

a Maternal intakes were not reported in these studies.
b Chromium intake based on reported data or concentration (µg/L) × 0.78 L/day for
0–6 months postpartum and concentration (µg/L) × 0.6 L/day for 7–12 months post-
partum.

consumed from weaning foods is estimated to be 5.36 µg/day.
Therefore the amount of chromium consumed from human milk
and complementary foods would be 5.5 µg/day (0.15 + 5.36).
Downward extrapolation from an adult, according to the method in
Chapter 2, would yield an average intake of 10 µg/day.

An AI of 5.5 µg/day is set for infants ages 7 through 12 months
based on consumption of chromium from human milk and com-
plementary foods.
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Chromium AI Summary, Ages 0 through 12 Months

AI for Infants
0–6 months 0.2 µg/day of chromium 29 ng/kg/day
7–12 months 5.5 µg/day of chromium 611 ng/kg/day

Special Considerations

The mean concentration of chromium in cow milk and infant
formula was reported to be 0.83 and 4.84 µg/L, respectively (Cocho
et al., 1992). There is no information on the bioavailability of chro-
mium in infant formula.

Children and Adolescents Ages 1 through 18 Years

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

No data were found on which to base an Estimated Average Re-
quirement for children and adolescents; therefore AIs have been
set. In the absence of information on the chromium content of
children’s diets, AIs for these age groups have been extrapolated
from adults, ages 19 through 30 years, with use of the method
described in Chapter 2 and rounding to the nearest 1 µg. Because
urinary excretion of chromium is increased with exercise (Anderson
et al., 1982, 1984, 1988b), metabolic weight (kg0.75) was used to
extrapolate from the adult AI.

Chromium AI Summary, Ages 1 through 18 Years

AI for Children
  1–3 years 11 µg/day of chromium
  4–8 years 15 µg/day of chromium

AI for Boys
  9–13 years 25 µg/day of chromium
14–18 years 35 µg/day of chromium

AI for Girls
  9–13 years 21 µg/day of chromium
14–18 years 24 µg/day of chromium
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Adults Ages 19 through 50 Years

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

Data, as described earlier, are lacking for estimating an average
requirement for adults. Furthermore, no national survey data are
available on chromium intakes.

The mean chromium content of 22 well-balanced adult diets, de-
signed by nutritionists, was 13.4 ± 1.1 µg/1,000 kcal (standard error
of the mean [SEM]) (range 8.4 to 23.7 µg/1,000 kcal) (Anderson et
al., 1992). The mean chromium intake of 13.4 µg/1,000 kcal and an
energy intake estimate of 1,850 kcal/day for women and 2,800 kcal
for men aged 19 through 30 years (Briefel et al., 1995) has been
used as a basis for deriving AI estimates for chromium. For women
and men aged 31 through 50 years, median energy intakes of 1,750
and 2,550 kcal/day, respectively, have been used (Briefel et al.,
1995). Although there is no method available to adjust for the
underreporting of intake, it is recognized that as much as 20 per-
cent of energy intake may be underreported (Mertz et al., 1991).
For this reason, the highest intake value for adults 19 through 30
years and 31 through 50 years was used to set the AI for each gen-
der. Therefore, the AI for men is 35 µg/day (2,800 × 13.4) and 25
µg/day (1,850 × 13.4), after rounding.

Chromium AI Summary, Ages 19 through 50 Years

AI for Men
19–30 years 35 µg/day of chromium
31–50 years 35 µg/day of chromium

AI for Women
19–30 years 25 µg/day of chromium
31–50 years 25 µg/day of chromium

Adults Ages 51 Years and Older

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

As discussed for adults 19 through 50 years, the mean chromium
content of 22 well-balanced daily diets, designed by nutritionists,
was 13.4 ± 1.1 µg/1,000 kcal (SEM) (range 8.4 to 23.7 µg/1,000
kcal) (Anderson et al., 1992). The median energy intakes for men
and women, 50 through 70 years of age, were 2,100 and 1,500 kcal/
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day, respectively (Briefel et al., 1995). The energy needs for men
and women older than 70 years of age are 1,700 and 1,300 kcal/
day, respectively (Briefel et al., 1995). Although there is no method
available to adjust for the underreporting of intake, it is recognized
that as much as 20 percent of energy intake is underreported (Mertz
et al., 1991). For this reason, the highest intake value for adults 51
through 70 years and greater than 70 years was used to set the AI
for each gender. Therefore, the AI for men is 30 µg/day (2,100 ×
13.4) and 20 µg/day (1,500 × 13.4) after rounding.

Research is imperative on chromium needs for this age group
because of the paucity of data. Increased nutrient density is generally
recommended for the elderly, and several factors suggest that the
elderly might be more vulnerable to chromium depletion than
younger adults. These factors include the severely negative chromium
balance produced by a high fiber diet (Bunker et al., 1984), the
possible impacts of medications on chromium absorption (Kamath
et al., 1997; Martinez et al., 1985), the decrease with age of chromium
concentrations in hair and sweat (Davies et al., 1997), and the
increased prevalence of impaired glucose tolerance with aging (Harris
et al., 1998).

Chromium AI Summary, Ages 51 Years and Older

AI for Men
51–70 years 30 µg/day of chromium

> 70 years 30 µg/day of chromium

AI for Women
51–70 years 20 µg/day of chromium

> 70 years 20 µg/day of chromium

Pregnancy

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

There are several reports that chromium is depleted throughout
pregnancy and with multiple pregnancies (Hambidge, 1971; Mahalko
and Bennion, 1976; Saner, 1981). Tissue analyses conducted before
current instruments were available indicated that chromium is higher
in tissues at birth (Schroeder et al., 1962) and declines rapidly with
age. This suggests the need for deposition in the fetus from the
mother. The low concentration of chromium in human milk also
indicates that the infant may use stored chromium during the early
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months of life. These earlier estimates of the chromium concentra-
tions, however, cannot be used to accurately predict the additional
needs of chromium during pregnancy.

Because of the lack of data to estimate the additional chromium
requirement during pregnancy, the AI is determined by extrapolat-
ing up from adolescent girls and adult women, as described in Chap-
ter 2. Carmichael and coworkers (1997) reported that the median
weight gain of 7,002 women who had good pregnancy outcomes
was 16 kg. In six studies of U.S. women, no consistent relationship
between maternal age and weight gain was observed (IOM, 1990).
Therefore, 16 kg is added to the reference weight for adolescent
girls and adult women for extrapolation.

Chromium AI Summary, Pregnancy

AI for Pregnancy
14–18 years 29 µg/day of chromium
19–30 years 30 µg/day of chromium
31–50 years 30 µg/day of chromium

Lactation

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

The AI for lactation is estimated on the basis of the chromium
intake necessary to replace chromium secreted in human milk plus
the AI for women. The amount that must be absorbed to replace
the chromium secreted in milk is 0.252 µg/L × 0.78 L/day, or 200
ng/day. If absorption is estimated at 1 percent, 20 µg/day of chro-
mium must be consumed beyond the usual intake to compensate
for the milk losses. If absorption is only 0.5 percent, an additional
40 µg/day would be required. In the one study available on dietary
intakes of lactating women, chromium intake was 41 µg/day
(Anderson et al., 1993a).

Women do not appear to reduce urinary chromium excretion
during lactation to compensate for increased needs (Mohamedshah
et al., 1998). To calculate an AI for chromium during lactation, it is
assumed that 1 percent of chromium is absorbed and 0.2 µg/day is
secreted in human milk. Therefore 20 µg is added to the AI for
adolescent girls and adult women, and the AI is rounded.
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Chromium AI Summary, Lactation

AI for Lactation
14–18 years 44 µg/day of chromium
19–30 years 45 µg/day of chromium
31–50 years 45 µg/day of chromium

INTAKE OF CHROMIUM

Food Sources

Chromium is widely distributed throughout the food supply, but
many foods contribute less than 1 to 2 µg per serving (Anderson et
al., 1992). Determining the chromium content in foods requires
rigorous contamination control because standard methods of
sample preparation contribute substantial amounts of chromium to
the foods being analyzed. In addition, chromium is quite variable
among different lots of foods (Anderson et al., 1992) and may be
influenced by geochemical factors (Welch and Cary, 1975). Conse-
quently dietary chromium intakes cannot be determined from any
currently existing databases.

The chromium content in foods may increase or decrease with
processing. Early reports indicated chromium losses when grains
and sugars were refined (Anderson, 1987). However, acidic foods
accumulate chromium during preparation and processing, particu-
larly when heated in stainless steel containers (Offenbacher and Pi-
Sunyer, 1983). Cereals contribute variable, but potentially impor-
tant, amounts of chromium to the total diet. The chromium content
of a 50 g serving (dry weight) of 43 brands of cereal varied from
0.15 to 35 µg. High-bran cereals are generally, but not always, high
in chromium. The bioavailability of chromium in these cereals was
not evaluated (Anderson et al., 1988a). Most dairy products are low
in chromium and provide less than 0.6 µg/serving. Meats, poultry,
and fish generally contribute 1 to 2 µg per serving, but processed
meats are higher in chromium and may acquire it from exogenous
sources. Chromium concentrations of fruits and vegetables are highly
variable (Anderson et al., 1992). Some brands of beer contain sig-
nificant amounts of chromium, some of which presumably is exoge-
nous (Anderson and Bryden, 1983). Cabrera-Vique and coworkers
(1997) estimated that wine provides 4.1 µg chromium daily per
resident in France, with red wines having the highest concentra-
tions. Wines have not been analyzed for chromium in the United
States.
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Dietary Intake

Because chromium in foods cannot be analyzed from existing
databases, paired food or duplicate meal analyses are required, and
data are available from only a few laboratories and locations. In one
study, self-selected diets were composited for 7 days and analyzed
for chromium content. The mean chromium intake of 10 adult
men was 33 µg/day (range 22 to 48 µg/day), and the chromium
intake for 22 women was 25 µg/day (range 13 to 36 µg/day) (Anderson
and Kozlovsky, 1985). Mean chromium intake was approximately
15.6 µg/1,000 kcal. The chromium content of 22 daily diets, de-
signed by nutritionists to be well balanced, ranged from 8.4 to 23.7
µg/1,000 kcal with a mean of 13.4 µg/1,000 kcal (Anderson et al.,
1992). In another study, a group of adults self-selected a mean chro-
mium intake of 14.4 µg/1,000 kcal (Anderson et al., 1991), and
lactating mothers consumed foods containing 18.8 µg/1,000 kcal
(Anderson et al., 1993a). Chromium intake studies in Canadian
women suggest median chromium intakes two or more times higher
than the values reported from the eastern United States (Gibson
and Scythes, 1984; Gibson et al., 1985). Further research is needed
to define the contributions of differences in dietary patterns, re-
gional variation in food chromium concentrations, and possible
sample contamination in these disparate values.

Derivation of dietary intake based on duplicate meal analyses
assumes that subjects do not change their intakes because of the
collection; however, this assumption may underestimate actual food
intake (Kim et al., 1984). In a controlled study in which actual
energy requirements of subjects were estimated, Anderson and co-
workers (1993b) found that the ratio of energy requirement to
energy intake measured from the duplicate meal analysis was 1.29
for women and 1.46 for men. Applying these correction factors to
chromium intakes would increase the estimated chromium intake
of women in this study from 23.1 to 28.7 µg/day and of men from
38.8 to 54.1 µg/day. This correction raises the question of whether
some of the current estimates of dietary chromium intake are too
low.

Intake from Supplements

In 1986, 8 percent of adults consumed supplements that con-
tained chromium (Moss et al., 1989; see Table 2-2). Based on the
Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey data, the
median supplemental intake of chromium was 23 µg/day for those
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who took supplements, which is similar to the average dietary chro-
mium intake (Appendix Table C-14).

TOLERABLE UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of
daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects for almost all individuals. Although members of the general
population should be advised not to routinely exceed the UL, in-
take above the UL may be appropriate for investigation within well-
controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should
not be discouraged, as long as subjects participating in these trials
have signed informed consent documents regarding possible toxic-
ity and as long as these trials employ appropriate safety monitoring
of trial subjects. In addition, the UL is not meant to apply to indi-
viduals who are receiving chromium under medical supervision.

Hazard Identification

The toxicity of chromium differs widely depending on the valence
state. This review is limited to evaluating trivalent chromium (III)
because this is the principal form of chromium found in food and
supplements. Hexavalent chromium (VI), which has a much higher
level of toxicity than trivalent chromium, is not found in food.
Ingested chromium III has a low level of toxicity which is due, par-
tially, to its very poor absorption (Stoecker, 1999). Chromium sup-
plement use (particularly chromium picolinate) has increased in
popularity as a result of reports that chromium potentiates the
action of insulin and reduces hyperglycemia and hyperlipidemia
(Flodin, 1990). Several studies have demonstrated the safety of large
doses of chromium III (Anderson et al., 1997a; Hathcock, 1997).
The data on the potential adverse effects of excess intake of chromi-
um III compounds are reviewed below.

Chronic Renal Failure

Chronic interstitial nephritis in humans has been attributed to
ingestion of chromium picolinate in two case reports (Cerulli et al.,
1998; Wasser et al., 1997). However, there is no evidence of kidney
damage in experimental animals exposed for up to 2 years to oral
chromium as chromium chloride, chromium trichloride, chromium
picolinate, or chromium acetate (Anderson et al., 1997a; Schroeder
et al., 1962).
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Genotoxicity

Chromium VI is a well established human carcinogen, mutagen,
and clastogen, but chromium III compounds are not. In vivo geno-
toxicity assays for chromium III have been negative (Cupo and
Wetterhahn, 1985; Hamamy et al., 1987; Itoh and Shimada, 1996).
Most studies of genotoxicity in cellular systems have yielded nega-
tive results as well (ATSDR, 1998), which in some cases may be due
to poor uptake by cells. In eukaryotic cells, negative results were
obtained for DNA fragmentation, unscheduled DNA synthesis, and
forward mutation (Raffetto et al., 1977; Whiting et al., 1979). Mostly
negative results were obtained in sister chromatid exchange assays
(Levis and Majone, 1979; Stella et al., 1982; Venier et al., 1982), but
both positive and negative results have been found for chromosomal
aberrations (Fornace et al., 1981; Levis and Majone, 1979; Nakamuro
et al., 1978; Newbold et al., 1979; Raffetto et al., 1977; Stella et al.,
1982; Tsuda and Kato, 1977; Umeda and Nishimura, 1979). In
prokaryotic cells, the genotoxicity results were mostly negative. Pos-
itive results of chromium III were found in intact cells; however,
these results could be due to contamination of the test compounds
with traces of chromium VI, which is readily taken up by cells
(ATSDR, 1998). Several studies suggest that chromium III picolinate
and tri-picolinate may cause DNA damage through the generation
of hydroxyl radicals (Bagchi et al., 1997; Speetjens et al., 1999;
Stearns et al., 1995).

Carcinogenicity

There is little evidence of carcinogenicity in humans or animals
after oral intake of chromium III. Kusiak and coworkers (1993)
reported increased mortality due to stomach cancer in gold miners
in Canada. Although the authors suggest that chromium dust may
be the causative agent, the study did not adjust for possible impor-
tant confounding factors (e.g., role of dietary habits) and failed to
show a clear pattern of disease incidence with increasing exposure.
A 2-year feeding study in rats by Ivankovic and Preussmann (1975)
showed no carcinogenicity after intake (5 days/week for 2 years) of
1, 2, or 5 percent chromium oxide (Cr2O3) baked in bread.

Hepatic Dysfunction

There are reports of hepatic adverse effects in humans (Fristedt
et al., 1965; Kaufman et al., 1970; Loubieres et al., 1999). Several rat
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studies show no morphological changes in livers following long-
term ingestion of chromium compounds (Ivankovic and Preussmann,
1975; Mackenzie et al., 1958; Schroeder et al., 1965).

Reproductive Effects

There are no studies in humans to suggest that chromium III is a
reproductive or developmental toxicant. However, various chromium
III compounds have been studied in mice and rats with respect to
their reproductive system toxicity. Chromium chloride (in drinking
water) administered over 12 weeks reduced fertility in male mice,
reduced the number of implantation sites and the number of viable
fetuses, and delayed sexual maturity (Al-Hamood et al., 1998;
Elbetieha and Al-Hamood, 1997). Intraperitoneal injections of chro-
mium chloride (1, 2, or 4 mg/kg) for 5 days to male rats had no
effect on testicular histology or sperm counts (Ernst, 1990). The
ingestion of 1,000 µg/mL of chromium as chromium chloride in
drinking water for 12 weeks led to significant reductions in the
weight of the rat’s testes and seminal vesicles (Bataineh et al., 1997).

Other Adverse Effects

Other adverse effects observed after high chromium intakes in-
clude rhabdomyolysis (Martin and Fuller, 1998). Rhabdomyolysis is
characterized by skeletal muscle injury and release of muscle cell
contents into the plasma. Reports of chromium-induced rhabdomy-
olysis failed to account for other potential etiologic factors includ-
ing strenuous exercise, weight lifting, trauma, seizure, sepsis, and
alcohol and drug abuse.

Identification of Distinct and Highly Sensitive Subpopulations

Data suggest that individuals with preexisting renal and liver dis-
ease may be particularly susceptible to adverse effects from excess
chromium intake (ATSDR, 1998). These individuals should be par-
ticularly careful to limit chromium intake.

Dose-Response Assessment

The limited studies on renal, hepatic, reproductive, and DNA
damaging effects of chromium III do not provide dose-response
information or clear indications of a lowest-observed-adverse-effect
level (LOAEL) or no-observed-adverse-effect level (NOAEL). Thus,
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there are insufficient data to establish a UL for soluble chromium
III salts. Because of the current widespread use of chromium sup-
plements, more research is needed to assess the safety of high-dose
chromium intake from supplements. Data from randomized, double-
blind, controlled clinical trials and surveillance studies would be
most useful for assessing the safety of chromium intake in humans.

Intake Assessment

National survey data are not available on the intake of chromium
at various percentiles. According to data from the Third National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, the average supplemen-
tal intake of chromium at the ninety-fifth percentile was 100 µg/day
for men and 127 µg/day for women (Appendix Table C-14).

Risk Characterization

No adverse effects have been convincingly associated with excess
intake of chromium from food or supplements, but this does not
mean that there is no potential for adverse effects resulting from
high intakes. Since data on the adverse effects of chromium intake
are limited, caution may be warranted.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHROMIUM

• Controlled studies with low dietary intakes (less than 5 to 15
µg/1,000 kcal) to determine an Estimated Average Requirement.

• Chromium absorption, metabolism, and requirements during
pregnancy and lactation.

• Information on variability in chromium concentration in the
food and water supply.

• Development and validation of a useful clinical indicator to
identify persons with marginal chromium status and investigation
of effects of physiological levels of chromium supplementation in
these patients.

• Investigation of possible relationships between chromium status
and insulin resistance, impaired glucose tolerance, and Type II
diabetes.

• Monitoring of any adverse effects of self-supplementation and
of the design of controlled studies to assess potential beneficial, as
well as adverse, effects of large-dose supplementation of chromium.
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7
Copper

SUMMARY

Copper functions as a component of a number of metalloenzymes
acting as oxidases to achieve the reduction of molecular oxygen.
The primary criterion used to estimate the Estimated Average Re-
quirement (EAR) for copper is a combination of indicators, includ-
ing plasma copper and ceruloplasmin concentrations, erythrocyte
superoxide dismutase activity, and platelet copper concentration in
controlled human depletion/repletion studies. The Recommended
Dietary Allowance (RDA) for adult men and women is 900 µg/day.
The median intake of copper from food in the United States is
approximately 1.0 to 1.6 mg/day for adult men and women. The
Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) for adults is 10,000 µg/day (10
mg/day), a value based on protection from liver damage as the
critical adverse effect.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Function

The biochemical role for copper is primarily catalytic, with many
copper metalloenzymes acting as oxidases to achieve the reduction
of molecular oxygen. Many copper metalloenzymes have been iden-
tified in humans (da Silva and Williams, 1991; Harris, 1997).

Amine oxidases participate in important reactions that have
markedly different effects. Diamine oxidase inactivates histamine
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released during allergic reactions. Monoamine oxidase (MAO) is
important in serotonin degradation to excretable metabolites and
in the metabolism of catecholamines (epinephrine, norepinephrine,
and dopamine). MAO inhibitors are used as antidepressant drugs.
Lysyl oxidase uses lysine and hydroxylysine found in collagen and
elastin as substrates for posttranslational processing to produce
cross-linkages needed for the development of connective tissues,
including those of bone, lung, and the circulatory system.

Ferroxidases are copper enzymes found in plasma, with a func-
tion in ferrous iron oxidation (Fe2+→Fe3+) that is needed to achieve
iron’s binding to transferrin (Linder and Hazegh-Azam, 1996).
Ferroxidase I, also called ceruloplasmin, is the predominant copper
protein in plasma and may also have antioxidant functions. Defects
in ceruloplasmin function produce cellular iron accumulation, a
result that supports its ferroxidase role (Harris and Gitlin, 1996).
Ferroxidase II is found in human plasma, but it may have a role in
iron metabolism in specific cellular sites. A transmembrane copper-
containing protein (hephaestatin) with ferroxidase activity has been
described (Pena et al., 1999; Vulpe et al., 1999). Cytochrome c oxi-
dase is a multisubunit enzyme in mitochondria that catalyzes reduc-
tion of O2 to H2O. This establishes a high energy proton gradient
required for adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthesis. This copper
enzyme is particularly abundant in tissues of greatest metabolic ac-
tivity including heart, brain, and liver. Dopamine β monooxygenase
uses ascorbate, copper, and O2 to convert dopamine to norepineph-
rine, a neurotransmitter, produced in neuronal and adrenal gland
cells. Dopa, a precursor of dopamine, and metabolites used in melanin
formation are oxidatively produced from tyrosine by the copper
enzyme tyrosinase. α-Amidating monooxygenase (α-AE), also called
peptidylglycine α-AE, uses copper and ascorbate to remove two car-
bons from a C-terminal glycine of peptides, thus generating an
amide. A number of peptide hormones are posttranslationally mod-
ified by α-AE (Harris, 1997).

Two forms of superoxide dismutase are expressed in mammalian
cells, a mangano and cupro/zinc form (Harris, 1997). Copper/zinc
superoxide dismutase (Cu/Zn SOD) uses two copper atoms for con-
version of the superoxide anion (O2

-+) to H2O2 and O2. Zinc atoms
have a structural role in the enzyme. The enzyme is localized in the
cytosol and, along with the mitochondrial manganese-containing
form, provides a defense against oxidative damage from superoxide
radicals that, if uncontrolled, can lead to other damaging reactive
oxygen species. Mutations in the Cu/Zn SOD gene, which alter the
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protein’s redox behavior, produce amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(Lou Gehrig’s disease).

These are the principal copper metalloenzymes found in humans.
There is substantial documentation from animal studies that diets
low in copper reduce the activities of many of these copper metallo-
enzymes. Activities of some copper metalloenzymes have been shown
to decrease in human copper depletion (Milne, 1994; Turnlund,
1999). Physiologic consequences resulting from copper deficiency
include defects in connective tissue that lead to vascular and skeletal
problems, anemia associated with defective iron utilization, and pos-
sibly specific aspects of central nervous system dysfunction (Harris,
1997; Turnlund, 1999). Some evidence suggests that immune and
cardiac dysfunction occurs in experimental copper deficiency and
the development of such signs of deficiency has been demonstrated
in infants (Graham and Cordano, 1969; Olivares and Uauy, 1996;
Turnlund, 1999).

Physiology of Absorption, Metabolism, and Excretion

Metabolism of copper in humans relies on the intestine for con-
trol of homeostasis as the capacity for renal copper excretion is
limited. Nearly two-thirds of the body copper content is located in
skeleton and muscle, but studies with stable isotopes have shown
that the liver is a key site in maintaining plasma copper concentra-
tions (Olivares and Uauy, 1996; Turnlund et al., 1998). Copper has
a higher binding affinity for proteins than all other divalent trace
elements (da Silva and Williams, 1991). Consequently, precise con-
trol of intracellular copper trafficking is needed to regulate how it
is donated to appropriate sites.

Copper absorption occurs primarily in the small intestine. Some
absorption may occur in the stomach where the acidic environment
promotes copper solubility by dissociation from copper-containing
macromolecules derived from dietary sources (Harris, 1997; Turnlund,
1999). Both saturable-mediated and nonsaturable-nonmediated
(possibly paracellular) transepithelial copper movements have been
reported. The Menkes P-type ATPase (MNK; ATP7A) is believed to
be responsible for copper trafficking to the secretory pathway for
efflux from cells, including enterocytes (Harris and Gitlin, 1996). A
defective MNK gene causes Menkes’ disease, which is characterized
by reduced copper absorption and placental copper transport. The
extent of copper absorption varies with dietary copper intake
(Turnlund, 1998). It ranges from over 50 percent at an intake of
less than 1 mg/day to less than 20 percent above 5 mg/day. About
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35 percent of a 2 mg/day intake is absorbed and is transported via
the portal vein to the liver, bound to albumin, for uptake by liver
parenchymal cells.

Biliary copper excretion is adjusted to maintain balance. Copper
is released via plasma to extrahepatic sites where up to 95 percent
of the copper is bound to ceruloplasmin (Turnlund, 1999). The
biological role of ceruloplasmin in copper metabolism has been
widely investigated. The autosomal recessive disorder in humans,
aceruloplasminemia, does not produce abnormal copper metabo-
lism, thus contradicting a role for the protein in copper delivery to
cells. However, this genetic defect results in tissue iron accumula-
tion, supporting the protein’s role in cellular iron release. Other
P-type ATPases (e.g., Wilson, NND, ATP7B) are responsible for
copper trafficking to the secretory pathway for ceruloplasmin syn-
thesis or for endosome formation before transport into the bile
(Harris and Gitlin, 1996; Pena et al., 1999). Mutations of this
copper-transporting ATPase result in cellular copper accumulation
called Wilson’s disease. Urinary copper excretion is normally very
low (< 0.1 mg/day) over a wide range of dietary intakes (Turnlund,
1999). As with other trace elements, renal dysfunction can lead to
increased urinary losses.

Clinical Effects of Inadequate Intake

Frank copper deficiency in humans is rare, but has been found in
a number of special conditions. It has been observed in premature
infants fed milk formulas, in infants recovering from malnutrition
associated with chronic diarrhea and fed cow’s milk (Shaw, 1992),
and in patients with prolonged total parenteral nutrition (Fujita et
al., 1989). In these cases, serum copper and ceruloplasmin concen-
trations were as low as 0.5 µmol and 35 mg/L, respectively, com-
pared to reported normal ranges of 10 to 25 µmol/L for serum
copper concentration and 180 to 400 mg/L for ceruloplasmin con-
centration (Lentner, 1984). Supplementation with copper resulted
in rapid increases in serum copper and ceruloplasmin concentra-
tions.

Symptoms accompanying the copper deficiency included
normocytic, hypochromic anemia, leukopenia, and neutropenia
(Fujita et al., 1989). Osteoporosis was observed in copper-deficient
infants and growing children.

Copper deficiency developed in six severely handicapped patients
between the ages of 4 and 24 years who were fed an enteral diet
containing 15 µg of copper/100 kcal for 12 to 66 months (Higuchi
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et al., 1988). Their serum copper concentrations ranged from 0.9
to 7.2  µmol/L and ceruloplasmin concentrations ranged from 30
to 125 mg/L. Two patients had neutropenia, one had macrocytic,
normochromic anemia, and some had bone abnormalities includ-
ing reduced bone density. Neutrophil counts normalized and bone
abnormalities improved after copper supplementation. If the copper
intake of these patients is extrapolated to adults on the basis of
caloric intake, copper deficiency might be expected to develop in
adults at an intake of 440 µg/2,900 kcal for men and 290 µg/1,900
kcal for women. This deduction is consistent with a study in which
healthy young men who were fed a diet containing 380 µg/day of
copper for 42 days had a decline in serum copper and cerulo-
plasmin concentrations and then an increase with copper repletion
(Turnlund et al., 1997). Although serum copper and ceruloplasmin
concentrations of these men did not fall to the deficient range in 42
days and clinical symptoms did not appear, these effects might be
expected had the low copper diet been continued. In a number of
other studies at higher levels of copper intake (i.e., at 600 µg/day
and above), serum copper and ceruloplasmin concentrations did
not decline significantly (Milne, 1998; Turnlund et al., 1990).

Results of depletion studies in laboratory animals have led to in-
terest in a number of conditions in humans that may be associated
with marginal copper intake over a long period. Insufficient data
are available at this time to establish whether these conditions are
related to dietary copper.

A report of increased blood cholesterol concentrations in one
young man consuming 830 µg/day of copper (Klevay et al., 1984)
suggested that elevated blood cholesterol concentration may be
associated with marginal amounts of dietary copper. This effect was
not observed in other subjects or in a number of other studies with
this or lower levels of dietary copper. In one study, blood cholesterol
concentration decreased with lower dietary copper (Milne and
Nielsen, 1996), and in a copper supplementation study investiga-
tors found increased blood cholesterol concentrations with supple-
mentation (Medeiros et al., 1991).

Heart beat irregularities were reported in some studies, and inves-
tigators linked them to dietary copper intake (Milne, 1998). How-
ever, heart beat irregularities are common in normal, healthy people,
and other studies with lower copper intake demonstrated that such
irregularities, monitored during copper depletion and repletion,
were common at all intake levels of dietary copper (Turnlund et al.,
1997). Myocardial disease occurs in severely deficient weanling rats,
and one investigator has hypothesized that ischemic heart disease is
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related to marginal copper status (Klevay, 1989). However, the myo-
cardial changes observed in copper-deficient animals are very dif-
ferent from those of ischemic heart disease in humans (Danks,
1988). In severely deficient animals, the myocardium is hyper-
trophied and may rupture. Coronary artery resistance is decreased
in copper-deficient animals, but it is increased in ischemic heart
disease.

Several other clinical observations deserve further investigation,
but there is insufficient evidence to link them to marginal copper
status. Glucose tolerance was lower in two of a group of eight men
consuming 80 µg/day of copper than in men consuming higher
levels of copper (Klevay et al., 1986), but similar observations have
not been reported at lower intakes of copper in other studies. One
study reported a negative correlation between ceruloplasmin con-
centration and blood pressure during a hand grip exercise (Lukaski
et al., 1988), but the link between blood pressure and dietary copper
has not been investigated further in humans. An index of immune
function declined in a depletion study with copper intakes of 380
µg/day that resulted in decreases in indexes of copper status, but
other indexes of immune function did not decline and repletion
did not result in reversal of the change (Kelley et al., 1995). Changes
in blood clotting factors V and VIII were observed in one study with
copper intakes of 570 µg/day (Milne and Nielsen, 1996). The role
of copper as an antioxidant has led to interest in the possibility that
copper deficiency impairs antioxidant status (Johnson et al., 1992).
A report of changes in some, but not other, markers of bone metab-
olism with a dietary copper intake of 700 µg/day deserves further
investigation (Baker et al., 1999). Changes in catecholamine metab-
olism have been investigated, but results are inconsistent (Bhathena
et al., 1998).

SELECTION OF INDICATORS FOR ESTIMATING
THE REQUIREMENT FOR COPPER

Several indicators are used to diagnose copper deficiency. These
indicators—serum or plasma copper concentration, ceruloplasmin
concentration, and erythrocyte superoxide dismutase activity—are
low with copper deficiency and respond to copper supplementa-
tion. However, except when diets are deficient in copper, they do
not reflect dietary intake and may not be sensitive to marginal
copper status. In addition, serum copper and ceruloplasmin con-
centrations increase during pregnancy and with a number of dis-
eases, and therefore copper deficiency could be masked under these
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conditions. Platelet copper concentration and cytochrome c oxi-
dase activity may be more sensitive to marginal intakes of dietary
copper than plasma copper or ceruloplasmin concentration, but
they have been measured in very few studies to date. No single
indicator provides an adequate basis on which to estimate the
copper requirement.

Serum Copper Concentrations

Serum copper concentration is a reliable indicator of copper
deficiency, falling to very low concentrations in copper-deficient
individuals. The lower end of the normal range for serum copper
concentration is reported to be 10 µmol/L, but serum copper con-
centrations were considerably lower than this when cases of copper
deficiency were discovered. Serum copper concentration returns to
normal within a few days of copper supplementation (Danks, 1988).
While serum copper concentration is an index of copper deficiency,
it does not reflect dietary intake except when intake is below a cer-
tain level. Above this level, supplementation with copper does not
increase serum copper concentration. Serum copper concentration
increases under a number of conditions due to increased concen-
trations of ceruloplasmin.

Ceruloplasmin Concentration

Ceruloplasmin concentration is also a reliable indicator of copper
deficiency. Ceruloplasmin carries between 60 and 95 percent of
serum copper, and changes in serum copper concentration usually
parallel the ceruloplasmin concentration in the blood. Cerulo-
plasmin, too, falls to low concentrations with copper deficiency, far
below the lower end of the normal range of 180 mg/L, and it
responds quickly to repletion (Danks, 1988). Ceruloplasmin does
not respond to dietary intake, unless intake is very low. The dietary
copper intake at which ceruloplasmin concentration no longer in-
creases in response to increased dietary copper might be consid-
ered the copper requirement for ceruloplasmin synthesis. Cerulo-
plasmin is an acute phase protein and increases markedly with a
number of diseases, including liver disease, malignancy, inflamma-
tory diseases, myocardial infarction, and a variety of infectious
diseases (Mason, 1979). It also increases with pregnancy and oral
contraceptive use. With any of these conditions, copper deficiency
might not be diagnosed on the basis of serum copper or cerulo-
plasmin concentrations.
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Erythrocyte Superoxide Dismutase Activity

Erythrocyte superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity, though not as
specific as serum copper or ceruloplasmin concentration, may be a
reliable indicator of copper status, and some suggest it is more sen-
sitive (Milne, 1998; Uauy et al., 1985). It does not increase with the
conditions that increase serum copper and ceruloplasmin concen-
trations. However, it can increase in situations that produce oxida-
tive stress, and SOD activity is high in some conditions, including
alcoholism and Down’s syndrome. Methods of analysis are not stan-
dardized, and normal ranges for SOD activity are not available.
Although SOD activity was measured in fewer studies than were the
two indicators above, sufficient data are available to include it as an
indicator of change in copper status when it is measured in con-
trolled studies at different levels of dietary copper intake.

Platelet Copper Concentration and Cytochrome c Oxidase Activity

Two studies in women suggest that both platelet copper concen-
tration and platelet cytochrome c oxidase activity may respond more
rapidly to low dietary copper than the indicators discussed above.
In one study both of these indicators declined when copper intake
was 570 µg/day (Milne and Nielsen, 1996). Platelet copper concen-
tration increased after repletion, but platelet cytochrome c oxidase
activity did not. In another study, both platelet copper concentra-
tion and platelet cytochrome c oxidase activity increased after sup-
plementation of a diet containing 670 µg/day of copper, but base-
line measurements were not made, so it is not known whether these
parameters declined (Milne et al., 1988). Moreover, an intervening
vitamin C supplementation period added another variable to the
data interpretation. The fact that serum copper and ceruloplasmin
concentrations and SOD activity were not affected at this level of
dietary copper suggests the requirement for maintaining serum
copper and ceruloplasmin concentration had been met. Therefore,
the above research suggests that platelet copper concentration and
platelet cytochrome c oxidase activity, when measured in controlled
studies, may be more sensitive to changes in copper dietary intake.

Urinary Copper

Urinary copper excretion is extremely low and does not con-
tribute significantly to copper retention, but it has been found to
decline when diets are low enough in copper that other indexes of
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copper status change (Turnlund et al., 1997). Above those levels of
dietary intake, urinary copper does not respond to increases in
dietary copper. In controlled studies, a decline in urinary copper
excretion can be used as supporting evidence for inadequate intake.

Leukocyte Copper Concentration

Leukocyte copper concentration was found to decline along with
other indexes of copper status in one study (Turnlund et al., 1997),
but it has not been reported in others. Too few data are currently
available to use it for establishing dietary recommendations for
copper.

Lysyl Oxidase Activity

Lysyl oxidase activity in the skin, which declined with low dietary
copper and increased with repletion, is potentially a useful indica-
tor of copper status (Werman et al., 1997). It is not known if lysyl
oxidase activity reflects dietary intake at higher levels of dietary
copper in humans. Because data are available from only one study,
it cannot yet be used as an indicator for estimating copper require-
ments.

Peptidyl Glycine α-Amidating Monooxygenase Activity

Peptidyl glycine α-amidating monooxygenase (PAM) activity in
serum of rats and stimulation of activity are sensitive indicators of
copper intake in the rat (Prohaska et al., 1997). Patients with Menkes’
disease, who have severe copper deficiency due to a metabolic defect
in copper transport, had an increased copper stimulation index of
plasma PAM as compared with healthy control subjects. This find-
ing suggests that PAM activity may be a useful indicator of copper
status in humans when human dose-response data become avail-
able.

Diamine Oxidase Activity

Two copper supplementation studies demonstrated that the
activity of serum diamine oxidase (DAO), another cuproenzyme,
increases when supplements containing 2 mg (Jones et al., 1997)
and 6 mg (Kehoe et al., 2000) of copper were administered daily, a
result that suggests the enzyme may be sensitive to increased dietary
copper. It has not yet been studied under conditions of copper
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depletion. Because intestinal damage and a number of conditions
also elevate DAO activity, its use as an indicator of copper status is
possibly limited.

Copper Balance

Balance studies have been used in the past to estimate dietary
recommendations. Numerous copper balance studies in humans
have been conducted over a wide range of intakes (Mason, 1979).
Unfortunately, there are a number of problems with this approach,
as reviewed by Mertz (1987). Copper balance, which can be
achieved over a broad range of dietary copper intakes, reflects prior
dietary intake; thus long adaptation is required for results to be
meaningful. Seldom are studies long enough. Such studies are
prone to numerous errors, and data from some studies would sug-
gest that an unacceptable amount of copper would accumulate over
time if these levels of retention were continued. In addition, miscel-
laneous losses, while small, are very difficult to quantify. Therefore,
balance studies were not used as an indicator of copper status.

Factorial Analysis

One approach to estimating minimum dietary mineral require-
ments is by the factorial method. Obligatory losses, the amounts of
an element excreted with no dietary intake, are determined, and
then the amount needed in the diet to replace these obligatory
losses is calculated. Obligatory losses include urinary losses, gastro-
intestinal losses, sweat, integument, hair, nails, and other miscella-
neous losses such as menstrual and semen losses. For copper, as for
other elements, reliable values for many of these losses are not avail-
able. However, sufficient data are available to make reasonable esti-
mates; therefore, this method can be used in support of estimates
of dietary copper requirements made by other methods.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE COPPER REQUIREMENT

The composition of the diet has little effect on the bioavailability
of copper, except in unusual circumstances. The bioavailability of
copper is influenced markedly by the amount of copper in the diet.
Bioavailability ranges from 75 percent of dietary copper absorbed
when the diet contains only 400 µg/day to 12 percent absorbed
when the diet contains 7.5 mg/day (Turnlund et al., 1989, 1998).
The absolute amount of copper absorbed is higher with increasing
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intake. In addition, excretion of copper into the gastrointestinal
tract regulates copper retention. As more copper is absorbed, turn-
over is faster and more copper is excreted into the gastrointestinal
tract (Turnlund et al., 1998). This excretion is probably the primary
point of regulation of total body copper. This efficient homeostatic
regulation of absorption and retention helps protect against copper
deficiency and toxicity.

Zinc

Zinc intakes, well in excess of the amount normally found in the
diet, can decrease copper absorption in adults (Turnlund, 1999)
(see Table 12-7). In one case report, an infant who was given 16 to
24 mg/day of zinc developed copper deficiency (Botash et al.,
1992). Very high doses of zinc have been used to treat patients with
Wilson’s disease, an inborn error of copper metabolism resulting in
copper toxicity (Brewer et al., 1983). This zinc-induced inhibition
of copper absorption could be the result of competition for a com-
mon, apically oriented transporter or the induction of metallo-
thionein in intestinal cells by zinc. Because this protein has a higher
binding affinity for copper than for zinc, copper is retained within
enterocytes and its absorption is reduced. This response has been
used as a therapy to diminish copper absorption in patients with
Wilson’s disease (Yuzbasiyan-Gurkan et al., 1992). The interaction
could also be responsible for reducing copper absorption during
consumption of zinc supplements. When zinc-to-copper ratios of
2:1, 5:1, and 15:1 were fed to humans, there were limited effects on
copper absorption (August et al., 1989).

Iron

High iron intakes may interfere with copper absorption in infants.
Infants fed a formula containing low concentrations of iron
absorbed more copper than infants consuming the same formula
with a higher iron concentration (Haschke et al., 1986). Such an
interaction has been reported to produce reduced copper status in
infants (Lonnerdal and Hernell, 1994; Morais et al., 1994).

Fructose

Studies in rats demonstrated that diets very high in fructose were
associated with increased severity of copper deficiency in rats (Fields
et al., 1984), but a similar effect was not observed in pigs
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(Schoenemann et al., 1990), which have cardiovascular systems and
gastrointestinal tracts more similar to those of humans. The effects
were inconsistent in humans (Reiser et al., 1985) but did not result
in copper depletion, and the extremely high levels of fructose fed
(20 percent of energy intake) suggest the effect would not be rele-
vant to normal diets.

FINDINGS BY LIFE STAGE AND GENDER GROUP

Infants Ages 0 through 12 Months

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

No functional criteria of copper status have been demonstrated
that reflect response to dietary intake in infants. Thus, recommend-
ed intakes of copper are based on an Adequate Intake (AI) that
reflects the observed mean copper intake of infants principally fed
human milk.

Ages 0 through 6 Months. The AI for infants ages 0 through 6
months was based on the usual intake from human milk. The cop-
per content of human milk is highest during early lactation and
then declines during the course of lactation. According to a num-
ber of reports (Biego et al., 1998; Raiten et al., 1998; Rossipal and
Krachler, 1998), the mean copper content of human milk during
the first 6 months of lactation is approximately 250 µg/L (Table
7-1). There are no indications that the copper content of human
milk is inadequate to maintain copper status. Liver copper stores
are high (Widdowson and Dickerson, 1964) and serum copper and
ceruloplasmin concentrations are low (Salmenpera et al., 1986) in
newborn infants. During the first 6 months of life, liver stores de-
cline and serum copper concentration increases to adult levels, in-
dependent of copper intake.

Based on the copper content of human milk and milk consump-
tion (Chapter 2), the AI for infants ages 0 through 6 months is 200
µg/day (250 µg/L × 0.78 L/day) after rounding. For a 7 kg infant
(reference weight for 0 through 6 months, Chapter 2), this would
be 28 µg/kg/day (200 µg/day/7 kg), rounded up to 30 µg/kg/day.

Ages 7 through 12 Months. One method for estimating the AI for
infants receiving human milk, ages 7 through 12 months, is based
on the average intake from human milk plus an added increment
for complementary foods (Chapter 2). According to the Third
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TABLE 7-1 Copper Concentration in Human Milk

Milk Estimated
Study Stage of Concentration Copper Intake

Reference Group Lactation (µg/L) of Infants (µg/d)a

Picciano and 50 women 6–12 wk 245 190
Guthrie, 1976

Vaughan et 38 women, 1–3 mo 430 330
al., 1979 19–42 y 4–6 mo 330 260

7–9 mo 300 180
10–12 mo 240 140
13–18 mo 290 170
19–31 mo 280 170

Vuori and 27 women 2 wk 600 470
Kuitunen, 20 wk 250 150
1979

Vuori et al., 15 women, 6–8 wk 360 280
1980 24–35 y 17–22 wk 210 160

Higashi et al., 21 women, 1 mo 450 350
1982 21–35 y 3 mo 290 230

5 mo 200 160

Dewey and 20 women 1 mo 250
Lonnerdal, 2 mo 230
1983 3 mo 220

4 mo 200
5 mo 150
6 mo 200

Fransson and 15 milk 2–4 mo 320 250
Lonnerdal, samples
1984

Casey et al., 11 women, 8 d 590 460
1985 26–39 y 14 d 490 380

21 d 420 320
28 d 410 320

Lipsman et al., 7–13 teens 1 mo 350 270
1985 2 mo 290 230

3 mo 380 290
4 mo 280 220
5 mo 210 160
6 mo 200 120
7 mo 190 110
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TABLE 7-1 Continued

Milk Estimated
Study Stage of Concentration Copper Intake

Reference Group Lactation (µg/L) of Infants (µg/d)a

Butte et al., 45 women 1 mo 270
1987 2 mo 230

3 mo 210
4 mo 200

Casey et al., 22 women 7 d 620 480
1989 5 mo 220 170

Anderson, 1992 7 women Up to 5 mo 310 240

Anderson, 1993 6 women, 110–380
20–30 y

Biego et al., 17 milk Mature 250 190
1998 samples milk

Rossipal and 46 women 1–3 d 570 440
Krachler, 42–60 d 230 180
1998 97–293 d 150 90

NOTE: Maternal intakes were reported in only two studies: in Vaughan et al. (1979),
mean intakes (mg/day) were 3.64, 1.90, 2.37, 6.80, and 2.50 at 4–6, 7–9, 10–12, 13–18,
and 19–31 months; in Vuori et al. (1980), mean intakes (mg/day) were 1.88 at 6–8
weeks and 1.73 at 17–22 weeks.
a Copper intake based on reported data or concentration (µg/L) × 0.78 L/day for 0–6
months postpartum and concentration (µg/L) × 0.6 L/day for 7–12 months postpartum.

National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, the median
copper intake from weaning food for children aged 7 through 12
months is 100 µg/day (n = 45). The average copper concentration
in human milk declines over time, and between 7 and 12 months
postpartum the concentration is 200 µg/L or less (Table 7-1). Based
on an average volume of 0.6 L/day of human milk that is secreted,
the copper intake from human milk is 120 µg/day (0.6 × 200).
Therefore the total intake of copper from human milk and comple-
mentary foods is 220 µg/day (120 + 100). For a 9 kg infant (refer-
ence weight 7 through 12 months, Chapter 2), this would be 24 µg/
kg/day (220 µg/kg ÷ 9 kg).

If the AI were extrapolated from the AI for younger infants by using
the calculation in chapter 2, the average intake would be 241 µg/day.
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Copper AI Summary, Ages 0 through 12 Months

AI for Infants
0–6 months 200 µg/day of copper 30 µg/kg/day
7–12 months 220 µg/day of copper 24 µg/kg/day

Special Considerations

The concentration of copper in cow milk has been reported to
range from 60 to 90 µg/L (Fransson and Lonnerdal, 1983) which is
lower than that reported for human milk (Table 7-1). Copper is
bound to the fat fraction (15 percent) in cow milk with the remain-
ing bound to casein (King et al., 1959). It has been reported that
copper absorption in infants fed human milk is greater than in
infants fed a cow milk-based formula (Dorner et al., 1989; Johnson
and Canfield, 1989). Copper deficiency has been observed in in-
fants fed cow milk (Cordano et al., 1964; Levy et al., 1985). Dorner
and coworkers (1989) showed that 20 percent of children were in
negative balance when fed unsupplemented formula, whereas all
children were in positive balance when fed either human milk or
supplemented formula.

Children and Adolescents Ages 1 through 18 Years

Method Used to Estimate the Average Requirement

No data are available on which to base the Estimated Average
Requirement (EAR) for copper for children or adolescents. In the
absence of additional information, EARs and Recommended Dietary
Allowances (RDAs) for children and adolescents have been estimated
by using the method described in Chapter 2, which extrapolates
from the adult EAR. Although there are no studies available to indi-
cate that the copper requirement is associated with energy expendi-
ture, metabolic weight (kg0.75) was used for extrapolating because
of the structural and functional role of copper in a number of
enzymes and because using metabolic weight yields an EAR that is
higher than when total body weight is used.

Copper EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 1 through 18 Years

EAR for Children
1–3 years 260 µg/day of copper
4–8 years 340 µg/day of copper
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EAR for Boys
9–13 years 540 µg/day of copper

14–18 years 685 µg/day of copper

EAR for Girls
9–13 years 540 µg/day of copper

14–18 years 685 µg/day of copper

The RDA for copper is set by using a coefficient of variation (CV)
of 15 percent (see Chapter 1 and the discussion of adult require-
ments that follows) because information is not available on the stan-
dard deviation of the requirement for these age groups. The RDA is
defined as equal to the EAR plus twice the CV to cover the needs of
97 to 98 percent of the individuals in the group (therefore, for
copper the RDA is 130 percent of the EAR). The calculated RDA is
rounded to the nearest 10 µg.

RDA for Children
1–3 years 340 µg/day of copper
4–8 years 440 µg/day of copper

RDA for Boys
9–13 years 700 µg/day of copper

14–18 years 890 µg/day of copper

RDA for Girls
9–13 years 700 µg/day of copper

14–18 years 890 µg/day of copper

Adults Ages 19 Years and Older

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

Biochemical Indicators. No single indicator was judged as sufficient
for deriving an EAR for adults. Results for specific indicators vary
between studies. To determine the EAR, a combination of indicators
was used, including plasma copper concentration, serum cerulo-
plasmin concentration, erythrocyte superoxide dismutase activity
(SOD), and platelet copper concentration in controlled human
depletion/repletion studies using specific amounts of copper. If
there were significant decreases in serum copper and ceruloplasmin
concentrations and SOD activity when the experimental copper diet
was fed, and if this decrease was reversed with added copper, then
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the experimental diet was considered insufficient to maintain status
and therefore deficient in copper. If plasma copper and serum
ceruloplasmin concentrations did not change significantly when the
experimental diet was fed, but platelet copper concentration de-
creased, then the experimental diet was judged to be marginally
adequate in copper. A lack of change in the copper status indica-
tors indicated that the level of copper in the experimental diet was
adequate to maintain status. Because of limited data, data from men
and women were combined.

Three studies were used to estimate the average requirement on
the basis of copper status. These studies are summarized in Table
7-2. Serum copper and ceruloplasmin concentrations and SOD ac-
tivity declined significantly in eight of 11 young men fed an experi-
mental, depletion diet containing 388 µg/day and increased with
repletion (Turnlund et al., 1997). Although these indicators de-
creased significantly, they did not fall to the deficient range while
the deficient diet was fed for 42 days. However, it is expected that
they would have fallen to the deficient range over a longer time.
Other changes suggesting copper depletion were observed.

When young men were fed 790 µg/day of copper, the above men-
tioned indicators did not decline significantly (Turnlund et al.,
1990). After a decline in copper status, two of the 11 men responded
to copper repletion. Therefore, the copper requirement to main-
tain copper status in half of a group is more than 380 µg/day but
less than 790 µg/day. On the basis of these data, a linear model was
used to estimate a response curve. The model estimated that half of
these men would not maintain copper status at 550 µg/day.

Serum copper and ceruloplasmin concentrations did not decline
significantly when ten women were fed 570 µg/day of copper (Milne
and Nielsen, 1996). Platelet copper concentration, however, de-
clined significantly for eight of ten women fed 570 µg/day and
increased with supplementation. Other indicators did not respond
to depletion. Platelet cytochrome c oxidase and erythrocyte SOD
activity declined but did not respond significantly to repletion.
While an EAR based on the first two studies was estimated at 550
µg/day, the latter study suggests that 600 µg/day may be a marginal
intake in over half of the population. Therefore, another incre-
ment was added to cover half of the population, and the EAR was
set at 700 µg/day.

Factorial Analysis. Another approach for estimating the minimum
copper requirement is to estimate obligatory losses of copper and
calculate the amount of copper required in the diet to replace these
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TABLE 7-2 Effects of Copper (Cu) Intake on Copper Status

Duration Dietary Cu
of Intake

Reference Subjects Study (mg/d) Results

Turnlund 11 healthy 90 d 1.68 × 24 d Plasma Cu, ceruloplasmin,
et al., men 0.79 × 42 d superoxide dismutase
1990 7.53 × 24 d (SOD), urinary and

salivary Cu: no change
due to Cu intake

Cu sweat losses very low

Milne and 10 post- ≈ 6 mo 0.57 × 105 d Urinary Cu: no change
Nielsen, menopausal 2.57 × 35 d throughout study
1996 women, (2 mg as Plasma Cu and

aged 49–75 y supple- ceruloplasmin: no
(mean 63 y) ment) significant change

SOD and platelet
cytochrome c oxidase:
significantly lower after
depletion, but no
increase during
repletion

Platelet Cu declined
during depletion and
increased with repletion

Turnlund 11 healthy 90 d 0.66 × 24 d Plasma Cu, SOD,
et al., men, mean 0.38 × 42 d ceruloplasmin, and
1997 age 26 y 2.49 × 24 d urinary Cu declined

with depletion and
increased with repletion

obligatory losses. This approach provides supporting evidence for
the EAR based on copper status estimated above. Endogenous losses,
estimated from total parenteral nutrition (TPN) data, were estimated
to be 300 µg/day by Shike and coworkers (1981). This estimate was
based on gastrointestinal losses from patients without excessive
gastrointestinal secretions (less than 0.3 L/day) of 191 µg/day and
urinary losses of 90 µg/day, which are higher than urinary losses in
normal, healthy adults, and would provide an increment for miscel-
laneous losses. The TPN patients received no copper orally, but
copper from TPN ranged from 250 to 1,850 µg/day.

There are no data on obligatory copper losses in healthy people;
therefore the study with the lowest copper intake and data on
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endogenous losses was used to estimate obligatory losses in healthy
people (Turnlund et al., 1997, 1998). When copper intake was 380
µg/day, copper status declined significantly. Endogenous fecal
losses were calculated to be 240 µg/day, slightly higher than the
estimate from TPN data (Shike et al., 1981), and urinary losses were
less than 20 µg/day. A careful study of surface copper losses in men
reported that these averaged 42 µg/day (Milne et al., 1991). Other
losses, such as hair, nails, semen, or menstrual, have not been mea-
sured, and it is assumed they are similar to surface losses. Therefore
the amount of absorbed copper needed to replace obligatory losses
is 344 µg/day (240 + 20 + 42 + 42). Copper absorption at this level
of intake is approximately 75 percent. Therefore, 460 µg/day of
dietary copper would be the minimum amount required to replace
obligatory losses. Endogenous fecal copper was 50 µg/day higher at
380 µg/day than at 460 µg/day, and so 50 µg/day was added to
endogenous fecal losses to account for the increase that occurs be-
tween 380 and 460 µg/day. Thus 510 µg/day (460 + 50) of dietary
copper is required to replace copper losses from all sources and to
achieve zero balance. Estimation of the average requirement based
on indicators of copper status is similar to, but slightly higher than,
the average requirement determined by the factorial approach. The
EAR is based on biochemical indicators of copper status of men
and women, and there was no basis for a difference in requirement
based on gender. There are no data on which to base an EAR for
older adults, and no evidence to suggest that the requirements
would be different.

Copper EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

EAR for Men
19–50 years 700 µg/day of copper
51–70 years 700 µg/day of copper

> 70 years 700 µg/day of copper

EAR for Women
19–50 years 700 µg/day of copper
51–70 years 700 µg/day of copper

> 70 years 700 µg/day of copper

The data available to set an EAR are limited for men and women,
as well as the number of levels of dietary copper in depletion/reple-
tion studies. Thus, a CV of 15 percent is used. The RDA is defined
as equal to the EAR plus twice the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98
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percent of individuals in the group (therefore, for copper the RDA
is 130 percent of the EAR). The calculated RDA is rounded to the
nearest 100 µg.

RDA for Men
19–50 years 900 µg/day of copper
51–70 years 900 µg/day of copper

> 70 years 900 µg/day of copper

RDA for Women
19–50 years 900 µg/day of copper
51–70 years 900 µg/day of copper

> 70 years 900 µg/day of copper

Pregnancy

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

There are no data for establishing an EAR for pregnancy. There-
fore, the EAR was based on estimates of the amount of copper that
must be accumulated during pregnancy to account for the fetus
and products of pregnancy. The full-term fetus contains about 13.7
mg copper (Widdowson and Dickerson, 1964). The copper content
of the fetus is high compared to that of adults due to the high
concentration of copper in the liver. In addition to the amount of
copper accumulated by the fetus, other products that accumulate
copper during pregnancy, including placenta amniotic fluid and
maternal tissue, should be considered. The concentration of these
tissues is lower, about one-third of the concentration of the fetus;
therefore another 4.6 mg is added to 13.7 mg for a total of 18 mg
copper. Over the course of pregnancy, this additional requirement
is approximately 67 µg/day of absorbed copper or 100 µg/day of
dietary copper, a value based on 65 to 70 percent bioavailability and
rounding. Evidence suggests that copper absorption may be more
efficient during pregnancy, and such efficiency could result in ab-
sorption of this amount of copper (Turnlund et al., 1983); there-
fore no additional increment would be required. However, too few
data are available to draw this conclusion. Consequently, an addi-
tional 100 µg/day was added to the EARs for adolescent girls and
women during pregnancy for EARs of 785 and 800 µg/day, respec-
tively.
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Copper EAR and RDA Summary, Pregnancy

EAR for Pregnancy
14–18 years 785 µg/day of copper
19–30 years 800 µg/day of copper
31–50 years 800 µg/day of copper

The data available to set an EAR are limited for men and women,
as well as the number of levels of dietary copper in the depletion/
repletion studies. Thus, a CV of 15 percent is used because informa-
tion is not available on the standard deviation of the requirement
for pregnant women. The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR plus
twice the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of individuals in
the group (therefore, for copper the RDA is 130 percent of the
EAR). The calculated RDA is rounded to the nearest 100 µg.

RDA for Pregnancy
14–18 years 1,000 µg/day of copper
19–30 years 1,000 µg/day of copper
31–50 years 1,000 µg/day of copper

Lactation

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

The EAR for lactation is determined on the basis of the copper
intake necessary to replace copper secreted daily in human milk
plus the EAR for adolescent girls and adult women. The average
amount of copper that is secreted in human milk and must be ab-
sorbed is approximately 200 µg/day. Copper bioavailability for the
adult consuming the EAR for copper is about 65 to 70 percent;
therefore an additional 300 µg/day of copper must be consumed to
replace the copper secreted in human milk, assuming that there is
no increase in the efficiency of copper absorption during lactation.
Animal data suggest that maternal absorption of copper increases
during lactation and could provide for about half of the added
increment, but data are not available for humans on copper absorp-
tion during lactation.
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Copper EAR and RDA Summary, Lactation

EAR for Lactation
14–18 years    985 µg/day of copper
19–30 years 1,000 µg/day of copper
31–50 years 1,000 µg/day of copper

The data available to set an EAR are limited for men and women,
as is the number of levels of dietary copper in the depletion/reple-
tion studies. Thus, a CV of 15 percent is used because information
is not available on the standard deviation of the requirement for
lactating women. The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR plus twice
the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of individuals in the
group (therefore, for copper the RDA is 130 percent of the EAR).
The calculated RDA is rounded to the nearest 100 µg.

RDA for Lactation
14–18 years 1,300 µg/day of copper
19–30 years 1,300 µg/day of copper
31–50 years 1,300 µg/day of copper

INTAKE OF COPPER

Food Sources

Copper is widely distributed in foods. The accumulation of copper
in plants is not affected by the copper content of the soil in which
they grow. Organ meats, seafood, nuts, and seeds are major contrib-
utors of dietary copper (Pennington et al., 1995). Wheat bran cereals
and whole grain products are also sources of copper. Foods that
contribute substantial amounts of copper to the U.S. diet include
those high in copper, such as organ meats, grains, and cocoa prod-
ucts, and those relatively low in copper that are consumed in sub-
stantial amounts, such as tea, potatoes, milk, and chicken.

Dietary Intake

Data from nationally representative U.S. surveys are available to
estimate copper intakes (Appendix Tables C-15, C-16, D-2, E-3).
The median intake of copper for women is approximately 1.0 to 1.1
mg/day, whereas the median intake for men ranges from 1.2 to 1.6
mg/day (Appendix Tables C-15 and D-2).
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Intake from Supplements

In 1986, approximately 15 percent of adults in the United States
consumed supplements that contained copper (Moss et al., 1989;
see Table 2-2). Based on data from the Third National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey provided in Appendix Table C-16,
the median dietary plus supplemental copper intake was similar to
the intake from food alone. The mean intake of dietary and supple-
mental copper (1.3 to 2.2 mg/day) was approximately 0.3 to 0.5
mg/day greater for men and women than the mean intake from
food (1.0 to 1.7 mg/day).

TOLERABLE UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of
daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects for almost all individuals. Although members of the general
population should be advised not to routinely exceed the UL, in-
take above the UL may be appropriate for investigation within well-
controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should
not be discouraged, as long as subjects participating in these trials
have signed informed consent documents regarding possible toxic-
ity and as long as these trials employ appropriate safety monitoring
of trial subjects. In addition, the UL is not meant to apply to indi-
viduals who are receiving copper under medical supervision.

Hazard Identification

Reviews of the toxicity studies in experimental animals (ATSDR,
1990; EPA, 1987; IPCS, 1998; NRC, 1977) indicate that these studies
are not useful for setting a UL for humans. Very few of these studies
used chronic exposures, only one or two doses were used, and the
reporting of experimental details and results was incomplete. In
addition, some studies used routes of exposure that are not relevant
to human intake (Toyokuni and Sagripanti, 1994). Finally, animal
species vary markedly in their sensitivity to copper (Davis and Mertz,
1987); thus it is difficult to determine the most appropriate model
in which to assess human toxicity to copper.

The long-term toxicity of copper is not well studied in humans,
but it is rare in normal populations not having some hereditary
defect in copper homeostasis (Olivares and Uauy, 1996). Copper
homeostasis is affected by the interaction among zinc, copper, iron,
and molybdenum. In addition, the level of dietary protein, interact-
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ing cations, and sulfate all can influence the absorption and utiliza-
tion of copper (Davis and Mertz, 1987). Therefore, the derivation
of a UL for copper must be made in the context of these inter-
actions. The adverse effects associated with intake of soluble copper
salts in supplements and drinking water are reviewed below.

Adverse Effects

Gastrointestinal Effects. There are data from studies of humans indi-
cating gastrointestinal illness including abdominal pain, cramps,
nausea, diarrhea, and vomiting from the consumption of beverages
or drinking water containing high levels of copper (Berg and
Lundh, 1981; Knobeloch et al., 1994; Olivares et al., 1998; Pizarro
et al., 1999; Spitalny et al., 1984; Wylie, 1957). Many of these studies
had serious experimental design weaknesses and involved very few
subjects, or the copper exposures were extremely poorly character-
ized. Thus they are not suitable for the development of a UL.

In a survey of gastrointestinal effects resulting from high levels of
copper in carbonated soft drinks, Donohue (1997) reported ad-
verse effects at copper intakes of 4 mg/L. This concentration is
equivalent to approximately 4.8 mg/day based on a mean intake of
1.2 L/day of water (Appendix Table C-27). In a double-blind study,
60 healthy Chilean women were given normal drinking water to
which graded concentrations of copper sulfate had been added for
11 weeks (Pizarro et al., 1999). Although the exact threshold could
not be determined, the authors reported an increased incidence of
nausea and other gastrointestinal effects at copper levels greater
than 3 mg/L. The mean consumption of water was 1.6 L/day, and
therefore the average copper intake from water was 4.8 mg/day.
From these two studies it would appear that the threshold for acute
gastrointestinal effects from copper in water is about 4.8 mg/day.
However, individuals may be able to adapt to even higher concen-
trations of copper in drinking water. No adverse gastrointestinal
effects were reported in U.S. adults who consumed water contain-
ing approximately 8.5 to 8.8 mg/L of copper for over 20 years be-
ginning in childhood (aged 0 through 5 years) (Scheinberg and
Sternlieb, 1996). Based on water consumption data from the 1988–
1994 Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(NHANES III) (Appendix Table C-27), the mean water consump-
tion for young children is approximately 400 mL, which would be
equivalent to 3.5 mg/day of copper.
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Liver Damage. Liver damage in humans is observed almost exclu-
sively in patients with Wilson’s disease and children with Indian
childhood cirrhosis (ICC) and idiopathic copper toxicosis (ICT).
ICC and ICT have been associated with high copper intakes. How-
ever, familial relationships and genetic factors are required for the
expression of liver toxicity from high levels of copper intake (Joshi
et al., 1987; Kishore and Prasad, 1993; Pandit and Bhave, 1996;
Tanner, 1998). The rarity of ICT and ICC outside of Germany and
India and the lack of liver damage noted in children in the United
States exposed to levels of copper between 8.5 and 8.8 mg/L in
drinking water support the hypothesis that copper is only one fac-
tor required for the expression of these diseases (Scheinberg and
Sternlieb, 1994).

Further evidence of an underlying hereditary defect in copper
homeostasis in ICC comes from Kishore and Prasad (1993). These
authors found that one-third of the ICC cases examined have α-1-
antitrypsin deficiency. In view of the weight of evidence supporting
a genetic basis for the liver damage in Wilson’s disease, ICC, and
ICT, it is not appropriate to use data from such populations to
develop a UL for copper in populations with normal copper homeo-
static mechanisms.

Pratt and coworkers (1985) reported no evidence of liver damage
or gastrointestinal effects in a double-blind study of seven subjects
given 10 mg/day of copper gluconate for a period of 12 weeks.
Although from a small study, these results are consistent with the
safe upper level of intake of 10 to 12 mg/day of copper proposed by
the World Health Organization (WHO, 1996) and the International
Programme on Chemical Safety (IPCS, 1998). At higher doses, acute
liver failure was reported in one subject, who had no known genetic
defect in copper homeostasis, after consuming 30 mg/day of copper
from supplements for 2 years, followed by 60 mg/day for an addi-
tional but unspecified period of time (O’Donohue et al., 1993).

Other Systemic Effects. Little evidence indicates that chronic expo-
sure to copper results in systemic effects other than liver damage.
No association between the level of copper intake and spontaneous
abortions has been found, and data are inadequate to assess the
reproductive or developmental effects of copper in humans (IPCS,
1998). Also, there is little convincing evidence that copper is causally
associated with the development of cancer in humans.
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Summary

On the basis of considerations of causality, relevance, and the
quality and completeness of the database, liver damage was selected
as the critical endpoint on which to base a UL. The selection of
gastrointestinal effects as a critical endpoint was considered because
of the data involving acute ingestion of soluble (highly ionized)
copper salts in drinking water. However, in the United States and
Canada, liver damage is a much more relevant endpoint because of
the potential for excess intake from food and supplements. Fur-
thermore, extensive evidence from studies in humans and experi-
mental animals indicates that liver damage is the critical endpoint
resulting from daily intake of high levels of copper salts (IPCS,
1998).

Dose-Response Assessment

Adults

Data Selection. The human data evaluating liver effects after chronic
consumption of copper gluconate appear most relevant to setting a
UL. The UL derived below does not apply to individuals at increased
risk of adverse effects from excess intake of copper. These sub-
groups are identified under “Special Considerations.”

Identification of a No-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (NOAEL) and a
Lowest-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (LOAEL). A NOAEL of 10 mg/day
of copper was identified on the basis of the results of Pratt and
coworkers (1985). In a 12-week, double-blind study, 10 mg of copper
as copper gluconate capsules was consumed daily by seven adults.
Liver function tests were normal. From a case report, consumption
of 30 mg/day as copper tablets for 2 years, followed by 60 mg/day
for an additional period of time, resulted in acute liver failure
(O’Donohue et al., 1993).

Uncertainty Assessment. The NOAEL of 10 mg/day was considered
to be protective of the general population. Therefore, an uncer-
tainty factor (UF) of 1.0 was selected. A larger UF was considered
unnecessary in view of the large international database in humans
indicating no adverse effects from daily consumption of 10 to 12
mg/day of copper in foods and the rarity of observed liver damage
from copper exposures in human populations with normal copper
homeostasis.
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Derivation of a UL. The NOAEL of 10 mg/day was divided by the
UF of 1.0 to obtain a UL of 10 mg/day (10,000 µg/day) of copper
intake from food and supplements.

UL = NOAEL = 10 mg/day = 10 mg/day
UF 1.0

Copper UL Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

 UL for Adults
≥ 19 years 10 mg/day (10,000 µg/day) of copper

Other Life Stage Groups

Infants. For infants, the UL was judged not determinable because
of insufficient data on adverse effects in this age group and concern
about the infant’s ability to handle excess amounts of copper. To
prevent high levels of copper intake, the only source of intake for
infants should be food and formula.

Children and Adolescents. In the general, healthy population there
are no reports of liver damage from copper ingestion; however,
there are many reports of liver damage in children having defects
in copper homeostasis. Given the dearth of information, the UL
values for children and adolescents are extrapolated from those
established for adults. Thus, the adult UL of 10,000 µg/day of copper
was adjusted for children and adolescents on the basis of relative
body weight as described in Chapter 2 using reference weights from
Chapter 1 (Table 1-1). Values have been rounded down.

Pregnancy and Lactation. No studies involving supplemental copper
intake by pregnant or lactating women were found. Given the
dearth of information, it is recommended that the UL for pregnant
and lactating females be the same as that for the nonpregnant and
nonlactating females.

Copper UL Summary, Ages 0 through 18 Years, Pregnancy,
Lactation

UL for Infants
0–12 months Not possible to establish; source of intake

should be from food and formula only
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UL for Children
  1–3 years 1 mg/day (1,000 µg/day) of copper
  4–8 years 3 mg/day (3,000 µg/day) of copper
  9–13 years 5 mg/day (5,000 µg/day) of copper

UL for Adolescents
14–18 years 8 mg/day (8,000 µg/day) of copper

UL for Pregnancy
14–18 years 8 mg/day (8,000 µg/day) of copper
19–50 years 10 mg/day (10,000 µg/day) of copper

UL for Lactation
14–18 years 8 mg/day (8,000 µg/day) of copper
19–50 years 10 mg/day (10,000 µg/day) of copper

Special Considerations

Certain subgroups may be at increased risk of adverse effects from
excess intake of copper (Joshi et al., 1987; Kishore and Prasad, 1993;
Pandit and Bhave, 1996; Scheinberg and Sternlieb, 1996; Tanner,
1998). These include individuals with Wilson’s disease (homozygous),
ICT, and ICC. In addition, heterozygotes for Wilson’s disease may
be at increased risk of adverse effects from excess copper intake.

Intake Assessment

Based on data from NHANES III (Appendix Table C-16), the
highest median intake of copper from the diet and supplements for
any gender and life stage group was about 1,700 µg/day for men
aged 19 through 50 years and about 1,900 µg/day for lactating
women. The highest reported intake from food and supplements at
the ninety-ninth percentile was 4,700 µg/day in lactating women.
The next highest reported intake at the ninety-ninth percentile was
4,600 µg/day in pregnant women and men aged 51 through 70
years.

In situations where drinking water that contains copper at the
present U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Maximum
Contaminant Level Goal is consumed daily, an additional intake of
2,600 µg of copper in adults and 1,000 µg in 1- through 4-year-old
children is possible. However, as reported by IPCS (1998), data from
the EPA indicate 98 percent of flushed drinking water samples had
copper levels of less than 460 µg/L. According to these values, most
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of the U.S. population receives less than 100 to 900 µg/day of
copper from drinking water.

Whether total daily intakes of copper will lead to adverse health
effects will depend upon the species of copper in the media of
concern, its degree of ionization, and its bioavailability.

Risk Characterization

The risk of adverse effects resulting from excess intake of copper
from food, water, and supplements appears to be very low in adults
at the highest intakes noted above. However, copper intake data
indicate that a small percentage of children aged 1 through 8 years
are likely to exceed the UL for their age group. Although members
of the general population should be advised not to exceed the UL
routinely, intake above the UL may be appropriate for investigation
within well-controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of doses above
the UL should not be discouraged, as long as subjects participating
in these trials have signed informed consent documents regarding
possible toxicity and as long as these trials employ appropriate safety
monitoring of trial subjects. In addition, the UL is not meant to
apply to individuals who are receiving copper under medical super-
vision.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COPPER

• Determine the specific health risks associated with marginal
copper deficiency.

• Define the adverse effects of chronic high copper consumption
for establishing upper intake levels and to evaluate the health effects
of copper supplements.

• Determine the involvement of low and high copper intakes on
neurological and cognitive function.
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8
Iodine

\SUMMARY

Iodine is an essential component of the thyroid hormones that
are involved in the regulation of various enzymes and metabolic
processes. Thyroid iodine accumulation and turnover were used to
set the Estimated Average Requirement. The Recommended Dietary
Allowance (RDA) for adult men and women is 150 µg/day. The
median intake of iodine from food in the United States is approxi-
mately 240 to 300 µg/day for men and 190 to 210 µg/day for
women. The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) for adults is 1,100
µg/day (1.1 mg/day), a value based on serum thyroptropin concen-
tration in response to varying levels of ingested iodine.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Function

Iodine is an essential component of the thyroid hormones, thyroxine
(T4) and triiodothyronine (T3), comprising 65 and 59 percent of
their respective weights. Thyroid hormones, and therefore iodine,
are essential for mammalian life. They regulate many key biochemical
reactions, especially protein synthesis and enzymatic activity. Major
target organs are the developing brain, muscle, heart, pituitary, and
kidney.

Observations in several areas have suggested possible additional
roles for iodine. Iodine may have beneficial roles in mammary dys-
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plasia and fibrocystic breast disease (Eskin, 1977; Ghent et al., 1993).
In vitro studies show that iodine can work with myeloperoxidase
from white cells to inactivate bacteria (Klebanoff, 1967). Other brief
reports have suggested that inadequate iodine nutrition impairs
immune response and may be associated with an increased inci-
dence of gastric cancer (Venturi et al., 1993). While these other
possibilities deserve further investigation, the overwhelming impor-
tance of nutritional iodine is as a component of the thyroid hor-
mones.

Physiology of Absorption, Metabolism, and Excretion

Iodine is ingested in a variety of chemical forms. Most ingested
iodine is reduced in the gut and absorbed almost completely (Nath
et al., 1992). Some iodine-containing compounds (e.g., thyroid
hormones and amiodarone) are absorbed intact. The metabolic
pathway of iodinated radiocontrast media, such as Lipiodol, is not
entirely clear. The oral administration of Lipiodol increases the
iodine stores of the organism and has been successfully used in the
correction of iodine deficiency (Benmiloud et al., 1994). Iodate,
widely used in many countries as an additive to salt, is rapidly re-
duced to iodide and completely absorbed.

Once in the circulation, iodide is removed principally by the thyroid
gland and the kidney. The thyroid selectively concentrates iodide in
amounts required for adequate thyroid hormone synthesis, and
most of the remaining iodine is excreted in urine. Several other
tissues can also concentrate iodine, including salivary glands, breast,
choroid plexus, and gastric mucosa. Other than the lactating breast,
these are minor pathways of uncertain significance.

A sodium/iodide transporter in the thyroidal basal membrane is
responsible for iodine concentration. It transfers iodide from the
circulation into the thyroid gland at a concentration gradient of
about 20 to 50 times that of the plasma to ensure that the thyroid
gland obtains adequate amounts of iodine for hormone synthesis.
During iodine deficiency, the thyroid gland concentrates a majority
of the iodine available from the plasma (Wayne et al., 1964).

Iodide in the thyroid gland participates in a complex series of
reactions to produce thyroid hormones. Thyroglobulin, a large
glycoprotein of molecular weight 660,000, is synthesized within the
thyroid cell and serves as a vehicle for iodination. Iodide and thyro-
globulin meet at the apical surface of the thyroid cell. There thyro-
peroxidase and hydrogen peroxide promote the oxidation of the
iodide and its simultaneous attachment to tyrosyl residues within
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the thyroglobulin molecule to produce the hormone precursors
diiodotyrosine and monoiodotyrosine. Thyroperoxidase further cata-
lyzes the intramolecular coupling of two molecules of diiodotyrosine
to produce tetraiodothyronine (T4). A similar coupling of one
monoiodotyrosine and one diiodotyrosine molecule produces tri-
iodothyronine (T3). Mature iodinated thyroglobulin is stored extra-
cellularly in the lumen of thyroid follicles, each consisting of a
central space rimmed by the apical membranes of thyrocytes. Typi-
cally, thyroglobulin contains from 0.1 to 1.0 percent of its weight as
iodine. About one-third of its iodine is in the form of thyroid hor-
mone, the rest as the precursors. An average adult thyroid in an
iodine-sufficient geographic region contains about 15 mg iodine
(Fisher and Oddie, 1969b).

Thyroglobulin, which contains the thyroid hormones, is stored in
the follicular lumen until needed. Then endosomal and lysosomal
proteases digest thyroglobulin and release the hormones into the
circulation. About two-thirds of thyroglobulin’s iodine is in the form
of the inactive precursors, monoiodotyrosine and diiodotyrosine.
This iodine is not released into the circulation, but instead is re-
moved from the tyrosine moiety by a specific deiodinase and then
recycled within the thyroid gland. This process is an important
mechanism for iodine conservation, and individuals with impaired
or genetically absent deiodinase activity risk iodine deficiency.

Once in the circulation, T4 and T3 rapidly attach to several bind-
ing proteins synthesized in the liver, including thyroxine-binding
globulin, transthyretin, and albumin. The bound hormone then
migrates to target tissues where T4 is deiodinated to T3, the meta-
bolically active form. The responsible deiodinase contains selenium,
and selenium deficiency may impair T4 conversion and hormone
action. The iodine of T4 returns to the serum iodine pool and fol-
lows again the cycle of iodine or is excreted in the urine.

Thyrotropin (TSH) is the major regulator of thyroid function.
The pituitary secretes this protein hormone (molecular weight
about 28,000) in response to circulating concentrations of thyroid
hormone, with TSH secretion increasing when circulating thyroid
hormone decreases. TSH affects several sites within the thyrocyte,
the principal actions being to increase thyroidal uptake of iodine
and to break down thyroglobulin in order to release thyroid hor-
mone into the circulation. An elevated serum TSH concentration
indicates primary hypothyroidism, and a decreased TSH concentra-
tion shows hyperthyroidism.

The urine contains the fraction of the serum iodine pool that is
not concentrated by the thyroid gland. Typically, urine contains
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more than 90 percent of all ingested iodine (Nath et al., 1992).
Most of the remainder is excreted in feces. A small amount may be
in sweat.

Clinical Effects of Inadequate Intake

The so-called iodine deficiency disorders (IDD) include mental
retardation, hypothyroidism, goiter, cretinism, and varying degrees
of other growth and developmental abnormalities. These result
from inadequate thyroid hormone production from lack of suffi-
cient iodine. Most countries in the world currently have some de-
gree of iodine deficiency, including some industrialized countries
in Western Europe (Stanbury et al., 1998). Iodine deficiency was a
significant problem in the United States and Canada, particularly in
the interior, the Great Lakes region, and the Pacific Northwest,
during the early part of the 20th century (Trowbridge et al., 1975).
The Third National Nutrition and Health Examination Survey study
of samples collected from 1988 to 1994 showed a median urinary
iodine excretion of 145 µg/L, well above the lower level considered
to reflect adequate intake (100 µg/L) (WHO Nutrition Unit, 1994),
but this is a decrease from the value of 321 µg/L found in a similar
survey in the 1970s (Hollowell et al., 1998). Estimated iodine in-
takes for Canadians are in excess of 1 mg/day (Fischer and Giroux,
1987). Both countries iodize salt with potassium iodide at 100 ppm
(76 mg iodine/kg salt). Iodized salt is mandatory in Canada and
used optionally by about 50 percent of the U.S. population.

The most damaging effect of iodine deficiency is on the develop-
ing brain. Thyroid hormone is particularly important for myelination
of the central nervous system, which is most active in the perinatal
period and during fetal and early postnatal development. Numer-
ous population studies have correlated an iodine-deficient diet with
increased incidence of mental retardation. A meta-analysis of 18
studies concluded that iodine deficiency alone lowered mean IQ
scores by 13.5 points (Bleichrodt and Born, 1994).

The effects of iodine deficiency on brain development are similar
to those of hypothyroidism from any other cause. The United States,
Canada, and most developed countries have routine screening of
all neonates by blood spot for TSH or T4 to detect among iodine-
sufficient children the approximately one in 4,000 who will be hypo-
thyroid, usually from thyroid aplasia. Iodine treatment can reverse
cretinism especially when the treatment is begun early (Klein et al.,
1972).

Cretinism is an extreme form of neurological damage from fetal
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hypothyroidism. It occurs in severe iodine deficiency and is charac-
terized by gross mental retardation along with varying degrees of
short stature, deaf mutism, and spasticity. As many as one in ten of
some populations with very severe iodine deficiency may be cretins.
Correction of iodine deficiency in Switzerland completely eliminated
the appearance of new cases of cretinism, and a similar experience
has occurred in other countries (Stanbury et al., 1998).

Thyroid enlargement (goiter) is usually the earliest clinical fea-
ture of iodine deficiency. It reflects an attempt to adapt the thyroid
to the increased need, brought on by iodine deficiency, to produce
thyroid hormones. Initially, goiters are diffuse but become nodular
over time. In later stages they may be associated with hyperthyroid-
ism from autonomous nodules or with thyroid follicular cancer.
Goiter can be assessed approximately by palpation and more pre-
cisely by field ultrasonography. The International Council for the
Control of Iodine Deficiency Disorders (WHO/UNICEF/ICCIDD,
1993) and the World Health Organization (WHO Nutrition Unit,
1994) have recommended surveying schoolchildren for thyroid size
as one of the most practical indicators of iodine deficiency, and
many reports on iodine nutrition are based primarily on such goiter
surveys.

Other consequences of iodine deficiency are impaired reproduc-
tive outcome, increased childhood mortality, decreased educability,
and economic stagnation. Major international efforts have pro-
duced dramatic improvements in the correction of iodine deficiency
in the 1990s, mainly through use of iodized salt in iodine-deficient
countries.

SELECTION OF INDICATORS FOR ESTIMATING THE
REQUIREMENT FOR IODINE

Iodine Accumulation and Turnover

The normal thyroid gland takes up the amount of circulating
iodine necessary to make the proper amount of thyroid hormone
for the body’s needs. The affinity of the thyroid gland for iodine is
estimated by the fraction of an orally administered dose of radio-
active iodine (123I, 131I) that is concentrated in the thyroid gland
(Wayne et al., 1964). The thyroid gland concentrates more radio-
active iodine in iodine deficiency and less in iodine excess. Thus,
values for euthyroid individuals in Western Europe, where some
iodine deficiency exists, are higher than in the iodine-sufficient
United States and Canada, where typical values are in the range of 5
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to 20 percent at 24 hours. Other factors can influence the radio-
active iodine uptake, including thyroidal overproduction of hor-
mone (hyperthyroidism), hypothyroidism, subacute thyroiditis, and
many chemical and medicinal products. Assuming iodine equilibri-
um, the mean daily thyroid iodine accumulation and release are
similar. Thus, the average daily uptake and release (turnover) of
iodine in the body can be used to estimate the average requirement
of iodine, provided that the subjects tested have adequate iodine
status and are euthyroid.

Such turnover studies have been conducted in euthyroid adults in
the United States (Fisher and Oddie, 1969a, 1969b; Oddie et al.,
1964). Turnover studies are based on the intravenous administra-
tion of 131I and the calculation of thyroid iodine accumulation from
measurements of thyroidal and renal radioiodine clearances, uri-
nary iodine excretion, and fractional thyroidal release rate.

Urinary Iodine

Over 90 percent of dietary iodine eventually appears in the urine
(Nath et al., 1992; Vought and London, 1967). Data on urinary
iodine excretion are variously expressed as a concentration (µg/L),
in relationship to creatinine excretion (µg iodine/g creatinine), or
as 24-hour urine collections (µg/day). Most studies have used the
concentration in casual samples because of the obvious ease of col-
lection. In populations with adequate general nutrition, urinary
iodine concentration correlates well with the urine iodine/creatinine
ratio. Urinary iodine excretion is recommended by the World
Health Organization, the International Council for the Control of
Iodine Deficiency Disorders, and the United Nations Children’s
Fund (WHO Nutrition Unit, 1994) for assessing iodine nutrition
worldwide.

 In the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(NHANES III), the urinary iodine concentration (µg/L) was 1.16
times the urinary iodine excretion expressed as µg/g creatinine
(Hollowell et al., 1998). In NHANES I, this ratio was 1.09. Some
population groups, particularly those with compromised general
nutrition, have low creatinine excretion; therefore the urinary
iodine to creatinine ratio is misleading (Bourdoux, 1998). The con-
centration of iodine in 24-hour urine samples correlates well with
that in casual samples (Bourdoux, 1998). Information from
NHANES III on urinary iodine excretion is provided in Appendix
Table G-6. The median urinary iodine excretion was 1.38 to 1.55
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µg/L for men and 1.1 to 1.29 µg/L for women. Data are not avail-
able on 24-hour urinary excretion of iodine.

Daily iodine intake can be extrapolated from urinary concentration
as follows. The median 24-hour urine volume for ages 7 through 15
years is approximately 0.9 mL/hr/kg (or 0.0009 L/hr/kg) (Mattsson
and Lindstrom, 1995). The 24-hour urine volume for adults is
approximately 1.5 L (Larsson and Victor, 1988), a value in general
agreement with an extrapolation of the calculation for children and
adolescents. Urine volume among individuals and over time can
vary considerably, but these numbers for daily volume appear rea-
sonable for population estimates.

From the above information and assuming an average bioavail-
ability of 92 percent, the daily iodine intake is calculated from uri-
nary iodine concentration by the following formula:

Urinary iodine (µg/L) ÷ 0.92 × (0.0009 L/h/kg × 24 h/d) ×
wt (kg) = daily iodine intake;

or simplified,

Urinary iodine (µg/L) × 0.0235 × wt (kg) = daily iodine intake.

As an example, urinary iodine excretion of 100 µg/L in a 57-kg
girl would indicate a daily iodine intake of 134 µg.

Simple methods for measuring urinary iodine exist (Dunn et al.,
1993). Casual samples are easy to collect and have been the main-
stay for biological monitoring in global studies of iodine nutrition.
The urinary iodine concentration reflects very recent iodine nutri-
tion (days) in contrast to indicators such as thyroid size and serum
thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) and thyroglobulin concentra-
tions.

Thyroid Size

The size of the thyroid gland increases in response to iodine defi-
ciency, mediated at least in part by increased serum TSH concentra-
tion. This earliest clinical response to impaired iodine nutrition
reflects an adaptation to the threat of hypothyroidism. Excess iodine
can also produce goiter because large amounts inhibit intrathyroidal
hormone production, again leading to increased TSH stimulation
and thyroid growth. Traditionally, goiter was assessed by neck pal-
pation with each lobe of the normal thyroid being regarded as no
larger than the terminal phalanx of the subject’s thumb. Thyroid
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size is recommended by WHO/UNICEF/ICCIDD (WHO Nutrition
Unit, 1994) for assessing iodine nutrition worldwide. The WHO/
UNICEF/ICCIDD classification (WHO Nutrition Unit, 1994) de-
scribes grade 1 goiter as palpable but not visible with the neck ex-
tended and grade 2 as visible with the neck in the normal position.

Ultrasonography defines thyroid size much more precisely and
reliably. The technology—safe, practical, and easily performed in
the field—is replacing palpation in most studies. Reference values
related to body surface area and to age exist for iodine-sufficient
children in the United States (Xu et al., 1999), in Europe (Delange
et al., 1993), and in some other countries. Most data come from
surveys in school-age children, who are easily available and whose
thyroids reflect recent iodine nutrition. Individuals may continue
to have thyroid enlargement permanently, even after iodine defi-
ciency has been corrected (Delange and Burgi, 1989; Jooste et al.,
2000).

Iodine Balance

Several attempts at iodine balance studies were published in the
1960s (Dworkin et al., 1966; Harrison, 1968; Harrison et al., 1965;
Malamos et al., 1967; Vought and London, 1967). Because most
iodine in the body is concentrated in the thyroid gland, the ability
to determine balance within a short time is more realistic than for
most other trace elements. But, as for many trace elements, there
are serious limitations for deriving a daily iodine requirement based
on balance studies. One limitation is that the baseline iodine intake
at the study site and the long-range iodine intake of the subjects
before the studies were likely different from current conditions in
the United States. This applies particularly to the study of Harrison
and coworkers (1965). Second, iodine balance is complicated by
the need to consider the thyroidal compartment in addition to
iodine intake and excretion (Dworkin et al., 1966). Thus, even in
prolonged studies of several months, equilibrium is not clearly estab-
lished, and in fact negative iodine balance has been reported (Dworkin
et al., 1966). Third, techniques for assessment were crude by today’s
standards and key indicators, such as serum TSH, were not avail-
able. A fourth limitation is that while studies such as these try to
control intake, iodine appears in many unidentified or unrecog-
nized substances that are ingested; therefore control of iodine in-
take in these studies would have been limited. Despite the limita-
tions of balance studies, data from them were used for estimating
the average requirement for iodine in children.
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Serum Thyroid Stimulating Hormone Concentration

Because serum TSH concentration responds to circulating levels
of thyroid hormone, which in turn reflect adequate production of
thyroid hormone, it is an excellent indicator of altered thyroid func-
tion in individuals. Sensitive assays have been widely available for
about two decades, and serum TSH concentration is now the pre-
ferred test for assessing thyroid function in individuals. It is also
used on blood spots by filter paper methodology in most countries
for the routine screening of neonates to detect congenital hypo-
thyroidism (WHO Nutrition Unit, 1994). The normal serum TSH
concentration range in most assays is approximately 0.5 to 6.0 mU/
L, although each individual assay system needs to be standardized
for euthyroid subjects. Studies of groups with differing iodine in-
takes, as reflected in urinary iodine concentrations, show different
mean serum TSH concentrations, although they may remain within
the normal range. The sensitivity of TSH can be enhanced by
previous stimulation with TSH-releasing hormone (TRH) (Jackson,
1982). The latter is a hypothalamic tripeptide that stimulates re-
lease of TSH and prolactin. It is used clinically for individuals with
borderline or confusing static TSH measurements; an exaggerated
response to TRH suggests the threat of inadequate thyroid hor-
mone availability and hypothyroidism. Several studies have shown
that the mean serum TSH concentration and its response to TRH
are increased in iodine deficiency, although absolute values may
remain within the normal range (Benmiloud et al., 1994; Buchinger
et al., 1997; Emrich et al., 1982; Moulopoulos et al., 1988).

Serum Thyroglobulin Concentration

Although principally an intrathyroidal and follicular resident,
some thyroglobulin (Tg) is normally secreted into the circulation
and is detectable by standardized commercially available immuno-
assays. The largest clinical use of the serum Tg concentration is in
detecting metastases of differentiated thyroid cancer, but it is typi-
cally elevated in thyroidal hyperplasia from any cause, including the
endemic goiter of iodine deficiency. Many studies have shown a
correlation between serum Tg concentration and degree of iodine
deficiency as shown by urinary iodine excretion or other parameters
(Benmiloud et al., 1994; Gutekunst et al., 1986). It is applicable to
blood spot filter paper technology (Missler et al., 1994). Individuals
with adequate iodine intake have a median serum Tg concentration
of 10 ng/mL (WHO Nutrition Unit, 1994; WHO/UNICEF/ICCIDD,
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1993). There are insufficient dose-response data on dietary iodine
intake and serum Tg concentrations to estimate iodine require-
ments.

Thyroxine and Triiodothyronine Concentration

Assays for both thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine (T3) concen-
trations are standard clinical tools for measuring thyroid function,
although they are not as sensitive as TSH. In iodine deficiency,
serum T4 concentration is decreased and serum T3 concentration is
normal or increased, relative to iodine-sufficient controls. This in-
creased T3 concentration is an adaptive response of the thyroid to
iodine deficiency. Fasting and malnutrition are associated with low
T3 concentrations (Croxson et al., 1977; Gardner et al., 1979). How-
ever, most changes take place within the normal range, and the
overlap with the iodine-sufficient normal population is large enough
to make this a relatively insensitive and unreliable means for assess-
ing iodine nutrition.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE IODINE REQUIREMENT

Bioavailability

Under normal conditions, the absorption of dietary iodine is
greater than 90 percent (Albert and Keating, 1949; Nath et al., 1992;
Vought and London, 1967). The fate of organic compounds of
iodine in the intestine is different from that of iodine. When thyroxine
is orally administered, the bioavailability is approximately 75 per-
cent (Hays, 1991).

Soya flour has been shown to inhibit iodine absorption (Pinchera
et al., 1965), and goiter and hypothyroidism were reported in several
infants consuming infant formula containing soya flour (Shepard
et al., 1960). If iodine was added to this formula, goiter did not
appear.

Goitrogens

Some foods contain goitrogens, that is, substances that interfere
with thyroid hormone production or utilization (Gaitan, 1989). Ex-
amples include cassava, which may contain linamarin and is metab-
olized to thiocyanate which in turn can block thyroidal uptake of
iodine; millet, some species of which contain goitrogenic substances;
water, particularly from shallow or polluted streams and wells, which
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may contain humic substances that block thyroidal iodination; and
crucifera vegetables (e.g., cabbage). Most of these substances are
not of major clinical importance unless there is coexisting iodine
deficiency. Deficiencies of vitamin A, selenium, or iron can each
exacerbate the effects of iodine deficiency.

Other Factors

Many ingested substances contain large amounts of iodine that
can interfere with proper thyroid function. These include radio-
contrast media, food coloring, certain medicines (e.g., amiodarone),
water purification tablets, and skin and dental disinfectants.
Erythrosine is a coloring agent widely used in foods, cosmetics, and
pharmaceutical products, and contains high amounts of iodine.
Data suggest that the increased thyroid stimulating hormone levels
found following erythrosine ingestion is related to antithyroid ef-
fects of increased serum iodide concentrations, rather than a direct
effect of erythrosine on thyroid hormones (Gardner et al., 1987).
Similar to erythrosine, amiodarone, a highly effective antiarrhythmic
drug that contains high levels of iodine, may alter thyroid gland
function (Loh, 2000). Radiographic contrast media, following intra-
vascular administration, results in the formation of iodinated serum
proteins, which alter thyroid metabolism (Nilsson et al., 1987).

FINDINGS BY LIFE STAGE AND GENDER GROUP

Infants Ages 0 through 12 Months

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

No functional criteria of iodine status have been demonstrated
that reflect response to dietary intake in infants. Thus, recommended
intakes of iodine are based on an Adequate Intake (AI) that reflects
the observed mean iodine intake of infants exclusively fed human
milk.

Ages 0 through 6 Months. An AI is used as the recommended intake
level for infants as determined by the method described in Chap-
ter 2. The AI reflects the observed mean iodine intake of infants fed
human milk. Iodine concentrations in human milk are influenced
by maternal iodine intake (Gushurst et al., 1984). The median
iodine concentration in human milk of American women who con-
sumed noniodized salt was 113 µg/L, whereas the concentration in
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breast milk of women who consumed low or high amounts of
iodized salt was 143 or 270 µg/L, respectively (Gushurst et al., 1984),
and within the range observed by Etling and coworkers (1986) and
Johnson and coworkers (1990) (Table 8-1). The median concentra-
tion of iodine in human milk for all women was 146 µg/L for 14
days to 3.5 years postpartum. Based on an average milk excretion of
0.78 L/day (Chapter 2) and an average concentration of 146 µg/L,
the mean amount of iodine secreted in human milk is 114 µg/day.

Iodine balance studies by Delange and coworkers (1984) showed
that for full-term infants, aged 1 month and fed 20 µg/kg/day of
iodine, total excretion was 12.7 µg/kg/day and iodine retention
was 7.3 µg/kg/day. Thus, if the mean body weight at 6 months is 7
kg, then the infant in positive iodine balance excretes 90 µg/day.

Based on the median intake of iodine consumed from human
milk and the average urinary iodine excretion of the infant, the AI
for infants ages 0 through 6 months has been set at 110 µg/day.

Ages 7 though 12 Months. The AI for infants ages 7 through 12
months is 130 µg/day as determined by the method described in
Chapter 2 to extrapolate from the younger infants. The AI for in-
fants is greater than the Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs)
for children and adolescents because the latter are based on extrap-
olation of adult data or on balance data for a specific age group
(see “Children and Adolescents Ages 1 through 18 Years”).

TABLE 8-1 Iodine Concentration in Human Milk

Milk Iodine Estimated
Study Stage of Concentration Iodine Intakes

Reference Group Lactation (µg/L) of Infants (µg/d)a

Gushurst et al., 24 women, 14 d–3.5 y 146 114
1984 21–36 y

Etling et al., 23 women, 59 46
1986 < 34 y

Johnson et al., 14 women < 2 mo 247 192
1990 98 76

NOTE: Maternal intakes were not reported in these studies.
a Iodine intake based on reported data or concentration (µg/L) × 0.78 L/day.
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Iodine AI Summary, Ages 0 through 12 months

AI for Infants
0–6 months 110 µg/day of iodine
7–12 months 130 µg/day of iodine

Special Considerations

The iodine content in cow milk is dependent on the amount of
iodine consumed by the animal (Swanson et al., 1990). As a result,
the amount of iodine in cow milk increased by 300 to 500 percent
from 1965 to 1980, partly because of the addition of organic iodine
to animal feed (Hemken, 1980). There have been no studies in
which the bioavailability of iodine in infant formulas and human
milk have been compared.

Children and Adolescents Ages 1 through 18 Years

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

Ages 1 through 3 Years. A 4-day balance study was conducted by
Ingenbleek and Malvaux (1974) on children aged 1.5 to 2.5 years
who were previously malnourished and then nutritionally rehabili-
tated. The median iodine intake of the seven rehabilitated children
was 63.5 µg/day, and the average iodine balance was +19 µg/day.
The coefficient of variation (CV) was approximately 20 percent. No
other studies assessing iodine requirements for this age group have
been conducted. If the Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) for
adults is extrapolated down on the basis of body weight (see Chap-
ter 2), the EAR would be 36 µg/day. However, because an average
intake of 63.5 µg/day resulted in a positive iodine balance, an EAR
of 65 µg/day is set.

Ages 4 through 8 Years. Children 8 years of age who consumed 20 to
40 µg/day of iodine were in negative iodine balance (–23 to –26
µg/day) (Malvaux et al., 1969), indicating that the average mini-
mum requirement is approximately 65 µg/day (40 + 26). If the EAR
for adults is extrapolated down on the basis of body weight (see
Chapter 2), the EAR would be 47 µg/day. No other studies for
assessing iodine requirements for this age group have been con-
ducted; therefore an EAR of 65 µg/day is set, using the higher
estimate.
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Ages 9 through 13 Years. The prevalence of goiter was estimated in
European boys and girls aged 6 to 15 years (Delange et al., 1997).
Goiter prevalence in a population increases inversely with iodine
intake. Because iodine deficiency is rare in the United States, data
from Europe are used to relate goiter, as determined by ultrasound,
to urinary iodine excretion. As urinary iodine excretion increases,
the goiter prevalence decreases and eventually changes only slightly
(Figure 8-1). Although data from this figure are not available for
estimating a 50 percent prevalence of goiter, the level of urinary
iodine concentration at which there is only a 2 percent prevalence

FIGURE 8-1 Inverse relationship between median urinary iodine concentrations
and the prevalence of goiter in schoolchildren. The dotted line represents the
upper limit of the prevalence of goiter (WHO Nutrition Unit, 1994). Adapted
from Delange et al. (1997).
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of goiter is approximately 100 µg/L. This approach can be used for
estimating the RDA because it estimates the requirement for ap-
proximately 98 percent of the population. As described earlier, the
daily iodine intake can be estimated from the urinary iodine con-
centration as follows:

1. Median urine volume is 1.2 mL/hour/kg for a 10-year-old child
(the median excretion rate for all children aged 7 to 15 years was
0.9 mL/hour/kg) (Mattsson and Lindstrom, 1995) and the median
weight is 40 kg (Chapter 1); therefore the urine volume is about
1.15 L/day (1.2 × 40 × 24 hr).

2. Approximately 92 percent of dietary iodine is excreted in the
urine (Nath et al., 1992; Vought and London, 1967).

3. Therefore, for a 10-year-old child weighing 40 kg, the urinary
iodine concentration of 100 µg/L approximates a daily iodine in-
take of 125 µg (1.15 ÷ 0.92 × 100). This value suggests an RDA of
approximately 125 µg/day.

Malvaux and coworkers (1969) conducted a balance study on 16
boys and girls (aged 9 to 13 years) in Belgium. The average iodine
intake was 31 µg/day, and the average balance was –24 µg/day. This
finding would suggest a minimum average requirement of approxi-
mately 55 µg/day (31 + 24).

The iodine requirement has not been determined based on
energy expenditure; however, the thyroid hormones, which contain
iodine, are involved with metabolic rate. Therefore, the EAR is
extrapolated from adults by using metabolic body weight (kg0.75)
and the method described in Chapter 2 to set an EAR at 73 µg/day.

Ages 14 through 18 Years. Malvaux and colleagues (1969) reported
that the average iodine balance of 10 children (aged 14 to 16 years)
was –24 µg/day when they consumed an average 34 µg/day of iodine,
which would give 58 µg/day as an average requirement. No other data
are available for estimating an average requirement for this age
group. However, extrapolating down from adult data as described
in Chapter 2 and using metabolic weight gives an EAR of 95 µg/
day, which is used to set the RDA as it is a higher estimate.

Iodine EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 1 through 18 Years

EAR for Children
1–3 years 65 µg/day of iodine
4–8 years 65 µg/day of iodine
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EAR for Boys
9–13 years 73 µg/day of iodine

14–18 years 95 µg/day of iodine

EAR for Girls
9–13 years 73 µg/day of iodine

14–18 years 95 µg/day of iodine

The RDA for iodine is set by using a CV of 20 percent (see “Adults
Ages 19 Years and Older”). The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR
plus twice the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of the
individuals in the group (therefore, for iodine the RDA is 140 per-
cent of the EAR). The calculated values for RDAs have been rounded,
and are in the range of 125 µg/day for a 10-year-old child as presented
on the previous page.

RDA for Children
1–3 years 90 µg/day of iodine
4–8 years 90 µg/day of iodine

RDA for Boys
9–13 years 120 µg/day of iodine

14–18 years 150 µg/day of iodine

RDA for Girls
9–13 years 120 µg/day of iodine

14–18 years 150 µg/day of iodine

Adults Ages 19 Years and Older

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

Thyroid Iodine Accumulation and Turnover. Thyroidal radioiodine
accumulation is used to estimate the average requirement. Turn-
over studies have been conducted in euthyroid adults (Fisher and
Oddie, 1969a, 1969b). In one of these studies, the average accumu-
lation of radioiodine by the thyroid gland for 18 men and women
aged 21 to 48 years was 96.5 µg/day (Fisher and Oddie, 1969a). The
second study involved 274 euthyroid subjects from Arkansas. The
calculated uptake and turnover was 91.2 µg/day (Fisher and Oddie,
1969b). The accumulation of radioidine by the thyroid gland corre-
lated well with urinary radioidine excretion. DeGroot (1966) mea-
sured iodine turnover in four normal subjects by three methods:
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absolute iodine uptake (21 to 97 µg/day) determined by using the
method of Riggs (1952), thyroid hormone secretion (69 to 171 µg/
day) determined by using the method of Berson and Yalow (1954),
and thyroid hormone secretion (49 to 147 µg/day) determined by
using the method of Ermans and coworkers (1963). There is no
evidence to suggest that the average iodine requirement is altered
with aging, or to have differences based on gender in adults.

Supporting Data. Other considerations support an EAR in the gen-
eral range of 95 µg/day for adults (Delange, 1993; Dunn et al.,
1998). A study by Vought and London (1967) demonstrated that
the obligatory amount of iodine excreted was 57 µg/day. Despite
the methodologic limitations of balance studies, when 100 µg/day
of iodine was provided to 13 subjects, an average slight positive
balance (13 µg) was observed (Harrison, 1968). In a study of five
pregnant and four nonpregnant women, balance was calculated at
about 160 µg/day (Dworkin et al., 1966). Given this higher estimate
in women, adjusting for smaller body weight in women was not
justified.

Iodine EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

EAR for Men
19–30 years 95 µg/day of iodine
31–50 years 95 µg/day of iodine
50–70 years 95 µg/day of iodine

> 70 years 95 µg/day of iodine

EAR for Women
19–30 years 95 µg/day of iodine
31–50 years 95 µg/day of iodine
50–70 years 95 µg/day of iodine

> 70 years 95 µg/day of iodine

The CV was calculated to be 40 percent by using the data of Fisher
and Oddie (1969a). Part of this variation is due to the complexity of
the experimental design and calculations used to estimate turnover.
Assuming that half of the variation is due to experimental design, a
CV of 20 percent, rather than 10 percent based on energy (see
Chapter 1), is used to set the RDA. The RDA is defined as equal to
the EAR plus twice the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of
the individuals in the group (therefore, for iodine the RDA is 140
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percent of the EAR). The calculated values for RDAs were rounded
to the nearest 50 µg.

RDA for Men
19–30 years 150 µg/day of iodine
31–50 years 150 µg/day of iodine
50–70 years 150 µg/day of iodine

> 70 years 150 µg/day of iodine

RDA for Women
19–30 years 150 µg/day of iodine
31–50 years 150 µg/day of iodine
50–70 years 150 µg/day of iodine

> 70 years 150 µg/day of iodine

Pregnancy

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

Thyroid Iodine Content of the Newborn. The daily accumulation of
iodine by the newborn can be used to estimate the daily fetal iodine
uptake. It is estimated that the average iodine content of the new-
born thyroid gland is 50 to 100 µg with close to 100 percent being
turned over daily (Delange, 1989; Delange and Ermans, 1991). An
estimated daily thyroid iodine uptake of approximately 75 µg/day
by the fetus and an EAR of 95 µg/day for nonpregnant women
would yield an EAR of 170 µg/day during pregnancy.

Iodine Balance. Iodine balance studies by Delange and coworkers
(1984) showed that the average iodine retention of full-term infants
was 6.7 µg/kg/day. With an average fetal weight of 3 kg, the mean
retention of a fully developed fetus would be approximately 22 µg/
day. A study demonstrated that pregnant women were at balance
when consuming approximately 160 µg/day (Dworkin et al., 1966).
Based on balance studies, the EAR ranges from 117 (22 + 95)
(Delange et al., 1984) to 160 µg/day (Dworkin et al., 1966).

Iodine Supplementation During Pregnancy. In iodine deficiency, the
size of the thyroid gland increases during pregnancy. Studies have
measured thyroid volume by ultrasound and correlated it with uri-
nary iodine excretion and the effects of iodine supplementation
during pregnancy (Berghout and Wiersinga, 1998). Pregnant women
in an iodine-deficient area of Italy were given iodized salt estimated
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to add 120 to 180 µg/day of iodine (Romano et al., 1991). Their
urinary iodine increased from 37 to 154 µg/day during the second
trimester and was 100 µg/day during the third trimester. Untreated
control subjects showed little change. The initial thyroid volume of
9.8 mL did not change in those treated with iodine, but increased
by 16 percent in the controls. Thus, the total daily iodine intake of
about 200 µg prevented goiter. In another study from Denmark
(Pedersen et al., 1993), 54 pregnant women were given 200 µg/day
of iodine as potassium iodide drops beginning the second trimester.
Urinary iodine increased from 55 to 105 µg/L, their thyroid volume
(initially 9.6 mL) increased by 15.5 percent, and serum thyroid stim-
ulating hormone (TSH) and serum thyroglobulin (Tg) concentra-
tions did not change. Untreated control subjects showed increases
of 31 percent in thyroid volume, 75 percent in serum Tg concentra-
tion, and 21 percent in serum TSH concentration. Thus, approxi-
mately 250 to 280 µg/day of iodine prevented goiter during preg-
nancy. In a third study (Glinoer, 1998), pregnant women with an
initial urinary iodine of 36 µg/L were treated with an additional 100
µg/day. Their median urinary iodine concentration increased to
100 µg/L at 33 weeks, and their thyroid volume increased by 15
percent, compared with 30 percent in control subjects. Thus, a sup-
plement of 100 µg iodine, bringing the total daily iodine intake to
about 150 µg/day, was insufficient to prevent increased thyroid size.

On the basis of the above data, the EAR is set at 160 µg/day.

Iodine EAR and RDA Summary, Pregnancy

EAR for Pregnancy
14–18 years 160 µg/day of iodine
19–30 years 160 µg/day of iodine
31–50 years 160 µg/day of iodine

The RDA for iodine is set by using a CV of 20 percent (see “Adults
Ages 19 Years and Older”). The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR
plus twice the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of indi-
viduals in the group (therefore, for iodine the RDA is 140 percent
of the EAR). The calculated values for RDAs were rounded to the
nearest 10 µg.

RDA for Pregnancy
14–18 years 220 µg/day of iodine
19–30 years 220 µg/day of iodine
31–50 years 220 µg/day of iodine
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Lactation

Method Used to Estimate the Average Requirement

The EAR during lactation is based on the average requirement of
adolescent girls and nonpregnant women plus the average daily loss
of iodine in human milk. The EAR for adolescent girls and adult
women is 95 µg/day, and the average daily loss of iodine in human
milk is approximately 114 µg/day (Gushurst et al., 1984). There-
fore, the EAR for lactating women is 209 µg/day.

Iodine EAR and RDA Summary, Lactation

EAR for Lactation
14–18 years 209 µg/day of iodine
19–30 years 209 µg/day of iodine
31–50 years 209 µg/day of iodine

The RDA for iodine is set by using a CV of 20 percent (see “Adults
Ages 19 Years and Older”). The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR
plus twice the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of the
individuals in the group (therefore, for iodine the RDA is 140 per-
cent of the EAR). The calculated RDA value is rounded to the near-
est 10 µg.

RDA for Lactation
14–18 years 290 µg/day of iodine
19–30 years 290 µg/day of iodine
31–50 years 290 µg/day of iodine

INTAKE OF IODINE

Food Sources

The iodine content in most food sources is low and can be affected
by content of soil, irrigation, and fertilizers. Most foods provide 3 to
75 µg per serving. Foods of marine origin have higher concentra-
tions of iodine because marine animals concentrate iodine from
seawater. Processed foods may also contain higher levels of iodine
due to the addition of iodized salt or additives such as calcium
iodate, potassium iodate, potassium iodide, and cuprous iodide.
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Dietary Intake

Based on analysis of 234 core foods conducted by the Food and
Drug Administration (1982–1991 (Pennington et al., 1995) and
analysis of 60 additional core foods and intake data by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture Continuing Survey of Food Intakes by
Individuals (1994–1996), the median intake of iodine from food in
the United States is approximately 240 to 300 µg/day for men and
190 to 210 µg/day for women (Appendix Table E-4). For all life
stage and gender groups, less than 25 percent of individuals had
intakes below the Estimated Average Requirement.

Intake from Supplements

Information from the Third National Health and Nutrition Exami-
nation Survey (NHANES III) on the use of supplements containing
iodine is given in Appendix Table C-17. The median intake of
iodine from supplements was approximately 140 µg/day for adult
men and women. In 1986, approximately 12 percent of men and 15
percent of nonpregnant women took a supplement that contained
iodine (Moss et al., 1989; see Table 2-2).

TOLERABLE UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of
daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects in almost all individuals. Although members of the general
population should be advised not to routinely exceed the UL, intake
above the UL may be appropriate for investigation within well-
controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should
not be discouraged, as long as subjects participating in these trials
have signed informed consent documents regarding possible toxicity
and as long as these trials employ appropriate safety monitoring of
trial subjects. In addition, the UL is not meant to apply to individuals
who are receiving iodine under medical supervision.

Hazard Identification

Most people are very tolerant of excess iodine intake from food
(Pennington, 1990). Certain subpopulations, such as those with
autoimmune thyroid disease and iodine deficiency, respond ad-
versely to intakes considered safe for the general population. For
the general population, high iodine intakes from food, water, and
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supplements have been associated with thyroiditis, goiter, hypo-
thyroidism, hyperthyroidism, sensitivity reactions, thyroid papillary
cancer, and acute responses in some individuals. There may be
other unrecognized sources of iodine that increase the risk of
adverse effects. Because of significant species differences in basal
metabolic rates and iodine metabolism (Hetzel and Maberly, 1986),
animal data were of limited use in setting a UL.

Adverse Effects

Acute Responses. Among human cases of acute iodine poisoning,
there are reports of burning of the mouth, throat, and stomach,
abdominal pain, fever, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, weak pulse, car-
diac irritability, coma, cyanosis, and other symptoms (Finkelstein
and Jacobi, 1937; Tresch et al., 1974; Wexler et al., 1998). These are
quite rare and are usually associated with doses of many grams.

Hypothyroidism and Elevated Thyroid Stimulating Hormone (TSH). Clin-
ical hypothyroidism occurs when thyroid hormone production is
inadequate. Subclinical hypothyroidism is defined as an elevation
in TSH concentration while a normal serum thyroid hormone con-
centration is maintained. An elevation or increase over baseline
(prior to iodine intake) in serum TSH concentration is considered
an initial marker for hypothyroidism, although clinical hypothyroid-
ism has not occurred. Laurberg and coworkers (1998) showed that
in populations with high iodine intake, impaired thyroid function
(i.e., elevated TSH concentration) is increased. Intervention studies
looking for the earliest effects in iodine-sufficient populations show
an increase in serum TSH concentration, or in TSH response to
TSH-releasing hormone (TRH), without the TSH increasing to the
abnormal range (Gardner et al., 1988; Paul et al., 1988). A random-
ized, controlled clinical trial in Wales by Chow and coworkers
(1991) showed significantly elevated TSH concentrations associated
with total iodide intakes of 750 µg/day or more. The study involved
supplemental intake of 500 µg/day of iodide or placebo by 225
adult women (aged 25 to 54 years) for 28 days in addition to the
estimated dietary intake of 250 µg/day. The baseline urinary iodide
concentrations, however, suggest that many subjects probably had
borderline iodine deficiency. Thus their conclusions may not apply
to an iodine-sufficient population, such as that of the United States.

Goiter. Excess iodine may produce thyroid enlargement (goiter),
mostly from increased TSH stimulation. Evidence of iodine-induced
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goiter comes from studies involving pharmacological doses (Wolff,
1969) and population groups with high, chronic iodine intakes
(50,000 to 80,000 µg/day) in Japan and China (Suzuki and Mashimo,
1973; Suzuki et al., 1965). Wolff (1969) reported that prolonged
intakes greater than 18,000 µg/day increased the risk of goiter.

Thyroid Papillary Cancer. Chronic stimulation of the thyroid gland
by TSH is known to produce thyroid neoplasms (Money and Rawson,
1950). High iodine intake has also been associated with increased
risk of thyroid papillary cancer in humans (Franceschi, 1998; Lind
et al., 1998). Such evidence is lacking in experimental animals
(Delange and Lecomte, 2000).

Thyroid Effects in Newborn Infants. Iodine goiter and hypothyroidism
have been observed in newborns after prenatal exposure to excess
iodine (Ayromlooi, 1972; Carswell et al., 1970; LaFranchi et al.,
1977; Senior and Chernoff, 1971; Wolff, 1969). Rectal irrigation
with povidone-iodine, a topical antiseptic, has been shown to be
toxic to infants (Kurt et al., 1996; Means et al., 1990).

Other Adverse Effects. Other adverse effects of excess iodine intake
include iodermia, a rare dermatological reaction to iodine intake.
These dermatoses may consist of acneiform eruptions, pruritic red
rashes, and urticaria (Parsad and Saini, 1998). In its most severe
form, iodermia has resulted in death (Sulzberger and Witten, 1952).
Iodine-induced hyperthyroidism occurs most frequently with iodine
administration to patients with underlying thyroid disease and with
iodine supplementation in areas of deficiency (Delange et al., 1999;
Stanbury et al., 1998). Seasonal variations in thyrotoxicosis have
been related to variations in daily iodine intake from 126 to 195 µg
to 236 to 306 µg (Nelson and Phillips, 1985).

Summary

Challenged thyroid function shown by TSH concentrations ele-
vated over baseline is the first effect observed in iodine excess. While
an elevated TSH concentration may not be a clinically significant
adverse effect, it is an indicator for increased risk of developing
clinical hypothyroidism. Therefore, an elevated TSH concentration
above baseline was selected as the critical adverse effect on which to
base a UL.
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Dose-Response Assessment

Adults

Data Selection. The appropriate data for derivation of a UL for
adults are those relating intake to thyroid dysfunction shown by
elevated TSH concentrations. Studies conducted in countries with a
history of inadequate iodine intake were not included in this review
because of the altered response of TSH to iodine intake.

Identification of No-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (NOAEL) and Lowest-
Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (LOAEL). Gardner and coworkers (1988)
evaluated TSH concentrations in 30 adult men aged 22 to 40 years
who received 500, 1,500, or 4,500 µg/day of supplemental iodide
for 2 weeks. Baseline urinary iodine excretion was 287 µg/day; there-
fore baseline iodine intake from food is estimated to be approximately
300 µg/day. The mean basal serum TSH concentration increased
significantly in those receiving the two higher doses, although it
remained within the normal range. This study shows a LOAEL of
1,500 plus 300 µg/day, for a total of 1,800 µg/day.

In a similar study (Paul et al., 1988), nine men aged 26 to 56 years
and 23 women aged 23 to 44 years received iodine supplements of
250, 500, or 1,500 µg/day for 14 days. Baseline urinary iodine excre-
tion was 191 µg/day. Because greater than 90 percent of dietary
iodine is excreted in urine (Nath et al., 1992), it was estimated that
the baseline iodine intake was approximately 200 µg. Those receiv-
ing 1,500 µg/day of iodide showed a significant increase in baseline
and TRH-stimulated serum TSH, effects not seen in the two lower
doses. No subjects in this study had detectable antithyroid antibodies.
The conclusion would be that an iodine intake of about 1,700 µg/
day increased TSH secretion. Both of the above studies support a
LOAEL between 1,700 and 1,800 µg/day. Thus, the lowest LOAEL
of 1,700 µg/day was selected.

Uncertainty Assessment. There is little uncertainty regarding the
range of iodine intakes that are likely to induce elevated TSH con-
centration over baseline. A LOAEL of 1,700 µg/day and a NOAEL
of 1,000 to 1,200 µg/day are estimated for adult humans. This results
in an uncertainty factor (UF) of 1.5 to derive a NOAEL from a
LOAEL. A higher uncertainty factor was not considered because of
the mild, reversible nature of elevated TSH over baseline.
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Derivation of a UL. The LOAEL of 1,700 µg/day was divided by a
UF of 1.5 to obtain a UL of 1,133 µg/day of iodine, which was
rounded down to 1,100 µg/day.

UL = LOAEL = 1,700 µg/day ≅ 1,100 µg/day
UF 1.5

Iodine UL Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

UL for Adults
≥ 19 years 1,100 µg/day of iodine

Other Life Stage Groups

Infants. For infants, the UL was judged not determinable because
of insufficient data on adverse effects in this age group and concern
about the infant’s ability to handle excess amounts. To prevent high
intake, the only source of intake for infants should be from food
and formula.

Children and Adolescents. Given the dearth of information, the UL
values for children and adolescents are extrapolated from those
established for adults. Thus, the adult UL of 1,100 µg/day of iodine
was adjusted for children and adolescents on the basis of body
weight as described in Chapter 2 and using reference weights from
Chapter 1 (Table 1-1). Values have been rounded down.

Pregnancy and Lactation. No altered susceptibility of pregnant or
lactating women to excess iodine has been noted. Therefore, the
UL for pregnant and lactating females is the same as that for non-
pregnant and nonlactating females.

Iodine UL Summary, Ages 0 through 18 Years, Pregnancy, Lactation

UL for Infants
0–12 months Not possible to establish; source of intake

should be from food and formula only

UL for Children
1–3 years 200 µg/day of iodine
4–8 years 300 µg/day of iodine
9–13 years 600 µg/day of iodine
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UL for Adolescents
14–18 years 900 µg/day of iodine

UL for Pregnancy
14–18 years 900 µg/day of iodine
19–50 years 1,100 µg/day of iodine

UL for Lactation
14–18 years 900 µg/day of iodine
19–50 years 1,100 µg/day of iodine

Special Considerations

Autoimmune thyroid disease (AITD) is common in the U.S. popu-
lation and particularly in older adult women. Individuals with AITD
who are treated for iodine deficiency or nodular goiter (Carnell
and Valente, 1998; Foley, 1992; Massoudi et al., 1995) may have
increased sensitivity to adverse effects of iodine intake. Some young
adults with simple goiter and iodine deficiency who were supple-
mented with 200 µg/day of iodine developed either mild transient
hyperthyroidism or hypothyroidism, positive antibodies, and revers-
ible histological changes of lymphocytic thyroiditis (Kahaly et al.,
1997). The sensitivities of these distinct subgroups do not fall within
the range of sensitivities expected for the healthy population.

Studies have correlated an increase in the incidence of AITD with
a population’s higher intake of iodine (Foley, 1992). Additional
data provide some correlation between the incidence of circulating
antithyroid antibodies (a marker for AITD) and dietary iodine in-
take (Schuppert et al., 2000). At this time there is not sufficient
data to determine a UL for this subpopulation. Therefore, a UL
could not be set for individuals with AITD.

Intake Assessment

Iodine is secreted in human and cow’s milk and is present in dairy
products, marine fish, and a variety of foods grown in iodide-rich
soils. It is especially high in some foods, such as certain seaweed.
Normal diets are unlikely to supply more than 1 mg/day. Also, a
variety of environmental and therapeutic exposures are adventitious
sources of iodine (Farwell and Braverman, 1996). Intake of 10 g of
0.001 percent iodized salt results in an intake of 770 µg/day. Based
on the Food and Drug Administration Total Diet Study (Appendix
Table E-4), the highest intake of dietary iodine for any life stage or
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gender group at the ninety-fifth percentile was approximately 1.14
mg/day, which is equivalent to the UL for adults. The iodine intake
from the diet (Appendix Table E-4) and supplements (Appendix
Table C-17) at the ninety-fifth percentile is approximately 1.15 mg/
day.

Risk Characterization

For most people, iodine intake from usual foods and supplements
is unlikely to exceed the UL. In North America, where much of the
iodine consumed is from salt iodized with potassium iodide, symp-
toms of iodine deficiency are rare. In certain regions of the world
where goiter is present, therapeutic doses may exceed the UL. The
UL is not meant to apply to individuals who are being treated with
iodine under close medical supervision.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IODINE

• Correlation of community iodine intake with autoimmune thy-
roid disease and papillary thyroid cancer.

• Continual monitoring of U.S. urinary iodine by the National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey and inclusion of data on
thyroid size in children, determined by ultrasound.

• Role of iodine in fibrocystic breast disease.
• Iodine nutrition and immune response.
• Iodine nutrition in relation to other nutrients, particularly vita-

min A, iron, and selenium.
• Effects of iodine concentration in water purification.
• Further standardization of thyroid volume by ultrasound and

urinary iodine excretion in areas with different iodine intake.
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9
Iron

SUMMARY

Iron functions as a component of a number of proteins, including
enzymes and hemoglobin, the latter being important for the transport
of oxygen to tissues throughout the body for metabolism. Factorial
modeling was used to determine the Estimated Average Require-
ment (EAR) for iron. The components of iron requirement used as
factors in the modeling include basal iron losses, menstrual losses,
fetal requirements in pregnancy, increased requirement during
growth for the expansion of blood volume, and/or increased tissue
and storage iron. The Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) for
all age groups of men and postmenopausal women is 8 mg/day; the
RDA for premenopausal women is 18 mg/day. The median dietary
intake of iron is approximately 16 to 18 mg/day for men and 12
mg/day for women. The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) for
adults is 45 mg/day of iron, a level based on gastrointestinal distress
as an adverse effect.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Almost two-thirds of iron in the body is found in hemoglobin
present in circulating erythrocytes. A readily mobilizable iron store
contains another 25 percent. Most of the remaining 15 percent is in
the myoglobin of muscle tissue and a variety of enzymes necessary
for oxidative metabolism and many other functions in all cells. A
75-kg adult man contains about 4 grams of iron (50 mg/kg) while a
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menstruating woman has about 40 mg/kg of iron because of her
smaller erythrocyte mass and iron store (Bothwell et al., 1979).

Function

Iron can exist in oxidation states ranging from –2 to +6. In biolog-
ical systems, these oxidation states occur primarily as the ferrous
(+2), ferric (+3), and ferryl (+4) states. The interconversion of iron
oxidation states is a mechanism whereby iron participates in elec-
tron transfer, as well as a mechanism whereby iron can reversibly
bind ligands. The common biological ligands for iron are oxygen,
nitrogen, and sulfur atoms.

Four major classes of iron-containing proteins exist in the
mammalian system: iron-containing heme proteins (hemoglobin,
myoglobin, cytochromes), iron-sulfur enzymes (flavoproteins, heme-
flavoproteins), proteins for iron storage and transport (transferrin,
lactoferrin, ferritin, hemosiderin), and other iron-containing or
activated enzymes (sulfur, nonheme enzymes). In iron sulfur enzymes,
iron is bound to sulfur in one of four possible arrangements (Fe-S,
2Fe-2S, 4Fe-4S, 3Fe-4S proteins). In heme proteins, iron is bound to
porphyrin ring structures with various side chains. In humans, the
predominant form of heme is protoporphyrin-IX.

Hemoglobin

The movement of oxygen from the environment to the tissues is
one of the key functions of iron. Oxygen is bound to an iron-
containing porphyrin ring, either as part of the prosthetic group of
hemoglobin within erythrocytes or as part of myoglobin as the facil-
itator of oxygen diffusion in tissues.

Myoglobin

Myoglobin is located in the cytoplasm of muscle cells and increases
the rate of diffusion of oxygen from capillary erythrocytes to the
cytoplasm and mitochondria. The concentration of myoglobin in
muscle is drastically reduced in tissue iron deficiency, thus limiting
the rate of diffusion of oxygen from erythrocytes to mitochondria
(Dallman, 1986a).

Cytochromes

The cytochromes contain heme as the active site with the iron-
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containing porphyrin ring functioning to reduce ferric iron to
ferrous iron. Cytochromes act as electron carriers. The 40 different
proteins that constitute the respiratory chain contain six different
heme proteins, six with iron sulfur centers, two with copper centers,
and ubiquinone to connect nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
hydride to oxygen.

Physiology of Absorption, Metabolism, and Excretion

Absorption

The iron content of the body is highly conserved. In the absence
of bleeding (including menstruation) or pregnancy, only a small
quantity is lost each day (Bothwell et al., 1979). Adult men need to
absorb only about 1 mg/day to maintain iron balance. The average
requirement for menstruating women is somewhat higher, approxi-
mately 1.5 mg/day. There is, however, a marked interindividual
variation in menstrual losses, and a small proportion of women must
absorb as much as 3.4 mg/day. Towards the end of pregnancy, the
absorption of 4 to 5 mg/day is necessary to preserve iron balance.
Requirements are also higher in childhood, particularly during
periods of rapid growth in early childhood (6 to 24 months), and
adolescence.

In the face of these varying requirements, iron balance is main-
tained by the regulation of absorption in the upper small intestine
(Bothwell et al., 1979). There are two pathways for the absorption
of iron in humans. One mediates the uptake of the small quantity
of heme iron derived primarily from hemoglobin and myoglobin in
meat. The other allows for the absorption of nonheme iron, prima-
rily as iron salts, that can be extracted from plant and dairy foods
and rendered soluble in the lumen of the stomach and duodenum.
Absorption of nonheme iron is enhanced by substances, such as
ascorbic acid, that form low molecular weight iron chelates. Most of
the iron consumed by humans is in the latter nonheme form.

Heme iron is highly bioavailable and little affected by dietary fac-
tors. Nonheme iron absorption depends on the solubilization of
predominately ferric food iron in the acid milieu of the stomach
(Raja et al., 1987; Wollenberg and Rummel, 1987) and reduction to
the ferrous form by compounds such as ascorbic acid or a ferri-
reductase present at the musosal surfaces of cells in the duodenum
(Han et al., 1995; Raja et al., 1993). This bioavailable iron is then
absorbed in a three-step process in which the iron is taken up by the
enterocytes across the cellular apical membrane by an energy-
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dependent, carrier-mediated process (Muir and Hopfer, 1985;
Simpson et al., 1986), transported intracellularly, and transferred
across the basolateral membrane into the plasma.

The duodenal mucosal cells involved in iron absorption are
formed in the crypts of Lieberkuhn. They then migrate up the villi
becoming functional iron-absorbing cells only when they reach the
tips of the villi. After a brief period of functionality, the cells are
shed into the lumen together with iron that had entered the cell
but had not been transferred to the plasma. In humans, mucosal
cell turnover takes between 48 and 72 hours. Cells are programmed
to regulate iron absorption when they reach tips of the villi by the
amount of iron that they acquire from plasma during their early
development. Recent studies by Cannone-Hergaux and coworkers
(1999) strongly suggest that a metal transporter (divalent metal
transporter [DMT-1] protein), which is a transmembrane protein
and an isoform of natural resistance associated macrophage protein
(NRAMP2), mediates the uptake of elemental iron into the
duodenal cells. The quantity of this transport protein that is formed
is inversely proportional to the iron content of the cell; synthesis is
regulated by posttranscriptional modification of the DMT-1 mes-
senger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) (Conrad and Umbreit, 2000). The
regulatory mechanism involves the cellular iron response proteins
(IRP) and the iron response element (IRE) on the mRNA
(Eisenstein, 2000).

The mechanism by which iron is transported through the entero-
cyte has not been completely elucidated. Absorbed iron in the intra-
cellular “labile iron pool” is delivered to the basolateral surface of
enterocytes, becomes available for binding onto transferrin, and is
then transported via transferrin in the plasma to all body cells.
Ceruloplasmin, a copper-containing protein, facilitates the binding
of ferric iron to transferrin via ferroxidase activity at the basolateral
membrane (Osaki et al., 1966; Wollenberg et al., 1990).

Heme is soluble in an alkaline environment and is less affected by
intraluminal factors that influence nonheme iron uptake. Specific
transporters exist for heme on the surface of rat enterocytes (Conrad
et al., 1967; Grasbeck et al., 1982); however, rats do not absorb
heme iron as efficiently as do humans (Weintraub et al., 1965). To
date, no specific receptor/transporter for heme has been identified
in humans. After binding to its receptor, the heme molecule is
internalized and degraded to iron, carbon monoxide, and bilirubin
IXa by the enzyme heme oxygenase (Bjorn-Rasmussen et al., 1974;
Raffin et al., 1974). This enzyme is induced by iron deficiency
(Raffin et al., 1974). It is thought that the iron that is liberated from
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heme enters the common intracellular (enterocyte) pool of iron
before being transported to plasma transferrin.

Transport and Metabolism

Iron movement between cells is primarily conducted via revers-
ible binding of iron to the transport protein, transferrin. One atom
of iron can bind to each of two binding sites on transferrin and will
then complex with a highly specific transferrin receptor (TfR)
located on the plasma membrane surfaces of cells. Internalization
of transferrin in clathrin-coated pits results in an endosomal vesicle
where acidification to a pH of approximately 5.5 results in the re-
lease of the iron from transferrin. The movement of iron from this
endosomal space to the cytoplasm is not completely understood at
this time, but recent discoveries provide some clues. DMT1
(NRAMP2) has now been identified in endosomal vesicles (Gunshin
et al., 1997). Although it is not a specific iron transporter and
although it is capable of transporting other divalent metals, recent
studies suggest that it may play a primary role in the delivery of iron
to the cell. A second transporter, stimulator of iron transport (SFT),
has been cloned and characterized as an exclusive iron transporter
of both ferric and ferrous iron out of the endosome (Gutierrez et
al., 1997).

Iron entering cells may be incorporated into functional com-
pounds, stored as ferritin, or used to regulate future cellular iron
metabolism by modifying the activity of the two IRPs. The size of
the intracellular iron pool plays a clear regulatory role in the syn-
thesis of iron storage, iron transport, and iron metabolism proteins
through an elegant posttranscriptional set of events (see review by
Eisenstein and Blemings, 1998).

Storage

Intracellular iron availability is regulated by the increased expres-
sion of cellular TfR concentration by iron-deficient cells and
increased ferritin production when the iron supply exceeds the
cell’s functional needs. Iron is stored in the form of ferritin or
hemosiderin. The latter is a water-insoluble degradation product of
ferritin. The iron content of hemosiderin is variable but generally
higher than that of ferritin. While all cells are capable of storing
iron, the cells of the liver, spleen, and bone marrow are the primary
iron storage sites in humans.
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Excretion

In the absence of bleeding (including menstruation) or preg-
nancy, only a small quantity of iron is lost each day (Bothwell et al.,
1979). Body iron is therefore highly conserved. Daily basal iron
losses are limited to between 0.90 and 1.02 mg/day in nonmenstru-
ating women (Green et al., 1968). The majority of absorbed iron is
lost in the feces. Daily iron losses from urine, gastrointestinal tract,
and skin are approximately 0.08, 0.6, and 0.2 to 0.3 mg/day, respec-
tively. These basal losses may drop to 0.5 mg/day in iron deficiency
and may be as high as 2 mg/day in iron overload (Bothwell et al.,
1979). Menstrual iron losses are quite variable. Studies on Swedish
and British women demonstrated a mean iron loss via menses of 0.6
to 0.7 mg/day (Hallberg et al., 1966b).

Clinical Effects of Inadequate Intake

Important subclinical and clinical consequences of iron deficiency
are impaired physical work performance, developmental delay, cog-
nitive impairment, and adverse pregnancy outcomes. Several other
clinical consequences have also been described. The bulk of exper-
imental and epidemiological evidence in humans suggests that func-
tional consequences of iron deficiency (related both to anemia and
tissue iron concentration) occur only when iron deficiency is of a
severity sufficient to cause a measurable decrease in hemoglobin
concentration.

Once the degree of iron deficiency is sufficiently severe to cause
anemia, functional disabilities become evident. It is difficult to de-
termine whether any particular functional abnormality is a specific
consequence of the anemia per se, presumably due to impaired
oxygen delivery, or the result of concomitant tissue iron deficiency.
However, it has been shown that anemia and tissue iron deficiency
exert independent effects on skeletal muscle (Davies et al., 1984;
Finch et al., 1976). Anemia primarily affects maximal oxygen con-
sumption. Endurance exercise is markedly impaired by intracellular
iron deficiency in the muscle cells (Willis et al., 1988). From a prac-
tical point of view, the distinction may be relatively unimportant
since anemia and tissue iron deficiency develop simultaneously in
humans who suffer from nutritional iron deficiency.

Work Performance

Various factors may contribute to impaired work performance
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with iron deficiency. It has been shown that anemia and tissue iron
deficiency exert independent effects on the function of organs such
as skeletal muscle (Davies et al., 1984; Finch et al., 1976). Anemia
primarily affects maximal oxygen consumption. Mild anemia reduc-
es performance during brief but intense exercise (Viteri and Torun,
1974) because of the impaired capacity of skeletal muscle for oxida-
tive metabolism. Endurance exercise is more markedly impaired by
intracellular iron deficiency in skeletal muscle cells (Willis et al.,
1988).

In laboratory animals, the depletion of oxidative enzymes in skel-
etal muscle occurs more gradually than the development of anemia
(Dallman et al., 1982). The significant decrease in myoglobin and
other iron-containing proteins in skeletal muscle of laboratory animals
contributes significantly to the decline in muscle aerobic capacity in
iron-deficiency anemia and may be a more important factor con-
tributing to the limitation in endurance capacity (Dallman, 1986a;
Siimes et al., 1980a).

One study used 31P nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy to
examine the functional state of bioenergetics in iron-deficient and
iron-replete rat gastrocnemius muscle at rest and during 10 seconds
of contraction (Thompson et al., 1993). Compared to controls,
muscle from iron-deficient animals had a marked increase in muscle
phosphocreatine breakdown and a decrease in pH and a slower
recovery of phosphocreatine and inorganic phosphate concentra-
tions after exercise. During repletion for 2 to 7 days with iron
dextran, there was no substantial improvement in these indicators
of muscle mitochondrial energetics. These authors concluded that
“tissue factors” such as reduced mitochondrial enzyme activity, de-
creased number of mitochondria, and altered morphology of the
mitochondria might be responsible for impaired muscle function.

Cognitive Development and Intellectual Performance

Studies of iron deficiency anemia and behavior in the developing
human and in animal models suggest persistent functional changes.
Investigators have demonstrated lower mental and motor test scores
and behavioral alterations in infants with iron deficiency anemia
(Idjradinata and Pollitt, 1993; Lozoff et al., 1982a, 1982b, 1985,
1987, 1996; Nokes et al., 1998; Walter et al., 1989). In studies con-
ducted in Guatemala and Costa Rica, infants with iron deficiency
anemia were rated as more wary and hesitant and maintained closer
proximity to caregivers (Lozoff et al., 1985, 1986).

Several studies have shown an improvement in either motor or
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cognitive development according to Bayley’s scale of mental devel-
opment after iron treatment of iron-deficient infants (Idjradinata
and Pollitt, 1993; Lozoff et al., 1987; Oski et al., 1983; Walter et al.,
1983). Other studies have failed to show an improvement in either
motor or cognitive development scores after providing iron supple-
ments to iron-deficient infants (Lozoff et al., 1982a, 1982b, 1987,
1996; Walter et al., 1989). Lower arithmetic and writing scores,
poorer motor functioning, and impaired cognitive processes (mem-
ory and selective recall) have been documented in children who
were anemic during infancy and were treated with iron (Lozoff et
al., 1991, 2000).

Specific central nervous system processes (e.g., slower nerve con-
duction and impaired memory) appear to remain despite correc-
tion of the iron deficiency anemia. There is a general lack of speci-
ficity of effect and of information about which brain regions are
adversely affected. Recent data from Chile showed a decreased
nerve conduction velocity in response to an auditory signal in for-
merly iron-deficient anemic children despite hematologic repletion
with oral iron therapy (Roncagliolo et al., 1998). This is strongly
suggestive evidence for decreased myelination of nerve fibers,
though other explanations could also exist.

Current thinking about the impact of early iron deficiency ane-
mia attributes some role for “functional isolation,” a paradigm in
which the normal interaction between stimulation and learning
from the physical and social environment is altered (Pollitt et al.,
1993; Strupp and Levitsky, 1995).

Adverse Pregnancy Outcomes

Increased perinatal maternal mortality is associated with anemia
in women when the anemia is severe (hemoglobin < 40 g/L) (Allen,
1997, 2000; WHO, 1992; Williams and Wheby, 1992). However, even
moderate anemia (hemoglobin < 80 g/L) has been associated with
a two-fold risk of maternal death (Butler and Bonham, 1963). The
mechanisms associated with higher mortality of anemic women are
not well understood. Heart failure, hemorrhage, and infection have
been identified as possible causes (Fleming, 1968; Taylor et al.,
1982).

Several large epidemiological studies have demonstrated that ma-
ternal anemia is associated with premature delivery, low birth
weight, and increased perinatal infant mortality (see Table 9-1)
(Allen, 1997; Garn et al., 1981; Klebanoff et al., 1991; Lieberman et
al., 1988; Murphy et al., 1986; Williams and Wheby, 1992). Some of
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TABLE 9-1 Association of Anemia and Iron Deficiency with
Inadequate Weight Gain and Pregnancy Outcome

Anemiaa

Causes
Other Than

Iron Iron
Outcome Total Deficiency Deficiency No Anemia

Low birth weight
Unadjusted, %b 17.1 25.9 15.9 12.2
AORc 1.55 3.10 1.34 1.00
95% confidence interval 0.96–2.51 1.16–4.39 0.80–2.22 —

Preterm delivery
Unadjusted, % 26.2 44.4 23.5 18.4
AORc 1.30 2.66 1.16 1.00
95% confidence interval 0.86–2.24 1.15–6.17 0.76–1.79 —

Small for gestational age
Unadjusted, % 11.1 8.3 11.5 7.5
AORd 1.66 1.24 1.67 1.00
95% confidence interval 0.90–3.04 0.29–6.94 0.90–3.41 —

Inadequate weight gain
Unadjusted, % 31.0 40.0 29.9 24.6
AORe 1.62 2.67 1.51 1.00
95% confidence interval 1.10–2.36 1.13–6.30 1.02–2.25 —

a Anemia is defined as a hemoglobin concentration < 110 g/L (first trimester), < 105 g/
L (second trimester), < 110 g/L (third trimester), and a serum ferritin concentration
< 12 µg/L (CDC, 1989; IOM, 1990).
b Percent of anemic women at entry into study.
c AOR = adjusted odds ratio. Adjusted for maternal age, parity, ethnicity, prior low-
birth-weight or preterm delivery, bleeding at entry into study, gestation at initial blood
draw taken at entry into study, number of cigarettes smoked per day, and prepregnancy
body mass index.
d Adjusted for maternal age, parity, prior low-birth-weight delivery, bleeding at entry
into study, gestation at initial blood draw taken at entry into study, number of cigarettes
smoked per day, and prepregnancy body mass index.
e Adjusted for maternal age, parity, ethnicity, bleeding at entry into study, gestation at
initial blood draw (entry), and prepregnancy body mass index.
SOURCE: Scholl et al. (1992).
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these studies have been criticized because maternal hemoglobin
concentration was measured only at the time of delivery. Physiologi-
cal factors cause the maternal hemoglobin concentration to rise
shortly before delivery. Delivery, occurring early because of known
or unknown factors unrelated to anemia, could therefore be ex-
pected to show an association with a lower hemoglobin concentra-
tion even though anemia played no causal role. Other surveys have
shown the association to be present even when hemoglobin concen-
tration was measured earlier in pregnancy. In one recent prospec-
tive study, only anemia resulting from iron deficiency was associated
with premature labor (Scholl et al., 1992). Furthermore, Goepel
and coworkers (1988) reported that premature labor was four times
more frequent in women with serum ferritin concentrations below
20 µg/L than in those with higher ferritin concentrations, irrespec-
tive of hemoglobin concentration.

High hemoglobin concentrations at the time of delivery are also
associated with adverse pregnancy outcomes, such as the newborn
infant being small for gestational age (Yip, 2000). Therefore, there
is a U-shaped relationship between hemoglobin concentration and
prematurity, low birth weight, and fetal death, the risk being in-
creased for hemoglobin concentration below 90 g/L or above 130
g/L. The etiological factors are different, however, at each end of
the spectrum. Iron deficiency appears to play a causal role in the
presence of significant anemia by limiting the expansion of the
maternal erythrocyte cell mass. On the other hand, elevated hemo-
globin concentration probably reflects a decreased plasma volume
associated with maternal hypertension and eclampsia. Both of the
latter conditions have an increased risk of poor fetal outcome
(Allen, 1993; Hallberg, 1992; Williams and Wheby, 1992).

Fetal requirements for iron appear to be met at the expense of
the mother’s needs, but the iron supply to the fetus may still be
suboptimal. Several studies suggest that severe maternal anemia is
associated with lower iron stores in infants evaluated either at the
time of delivery by measuring cord blood ferritin concentration or
later in infancy. The effect of maternal iron deficiency on infant
status has been reviewed extensively by Allen (1997).

While the observations relating iron status of the mother to the
size of stores in infants (based on serum ferritin concentration) are
important, it should be noted that the total iron endowment in a
newborn infant is directly proportional to birth weight (Widdowson
and Spray, 1951). Maternal iron deficiency anemia may therefore
limit the infant’s iron endowment specifically through an associa-
tion with premature delivery and low birth weight. Preziosi and
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coworkers (1997) evaluated the effect of iron supplementation dur-
ing pregnancy on iron status in newborn babies born to women
living in Niger. The prevalence of maternal anemia was 65 to 70
percent at 6 months gestation. The iron status of the infants was
also evaluated at 3 and 6 months of age. Although there were no
differences between the supplemented and unsupplemented women
in cord blood iron indexes at both 3 and 6 months of age, the
children born to iron-supplemented women had significantly higher
serum ferritin concentrations. Furthermore, it was reported that
Apgar scores were significantly higher in infants born to supple-
mented mothers. There were a total of eight fetal or neonatal
deaths, seven in the unsupplemented group.

Other Consequences of Iron Deficiency

With use of in vitro tests and animal models, iron deficiency is
associated with impaired host defense mechanisms against infec-
tion such as cell-mediated immunity and phagocytosis (Cook and
Lynch, 1986). The clinical relevance of these findings is uncertain
although iron deficiency may be a predisposing factor for chronic
mucocutaneous candidiasis (Higgs, 1973). Iron deficiency is also
associated with abnormalities of the mucosa of the mouth and gastro-
intestinal tract leading to angular stomatitis, glossitis, esophageal
webs, and chronic gastritis (Jacobs, 1971). Spoon-shaped fingernails
(koilonychia) may be present (Hogan and Jones, 1970). The eating
of nonfood material (pica) or a craving for ice (pagophagia) are
also associated with iron deficiency (Ansell and Wheby, 1972).
Finally, temperature regulation may be abnormal in iron deficiency
anemia (Brigham and Beard, 1996).

SELECTION OF INDICATORS FOR ESTIMATING THE
REQUIREMENT FOR IRON

Functional Indicators

The most important functional indicators of iron deficiency are
reduced physical work capacity, delayed psychomotor development
in infants, impaired cognitive function, and adverse effects for both
the mother and the fetus as discussed above. As indicated earlier,
these adverse consequences of iron deficiency are associated with a
degree of iron deficiency sufficient to cause measurable anemia.

A specific functional indicator, such as dark adaptation for vita-
min A (see Chapter 4), is used to estimate the average requirement
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for some nutrients. This is done by evaluating the effect on that
functional indicator in a group of experimental subjects fed diets
containing graded quantities of the nutrient. The effect of different
levels of iron intake on the important functional indicators identi-
fied above can not be measured in this way because of the difficulty
inherent in quantifying abnormalities in these functional indica-
tors, as well as the complexity of the regulation of iron absorption.

Biochemical Indicators

A series of laboratory indicators can be used to characterize iron
status precisely and to categorize the severity of iron deficiency.
Three levels of iron deficiency are customarily identified:

• depleted iron stores, but where there appears to be no limita-
tion in the supply of iron to the functional compartment;

• early functional iron deficiency (iron-deficient erythropoiesis)
where the supply of iron to the functional compartment is sub-
optimal but not reduced sufficiently to cause measurable anemia;
and

• iron deficiency anemia, where there is a measurable deficit in
the most accessible functional compartment, the erythrocyte.

Available laboratory tests can be used in combination to identify
the evolution of iron deficiency through these three stages (Table
9-2).

Storage Iron Depletion

Serum Ferritin Concentration. Cellular iron that is not immediately
needed for functional compounds is stored in the form of ferritin.
Small quantities of ferritin also circulate in the blood. The concen-
tration of plasma and serum ferritin is proportional to the size of
body iron stores in healthy individuals and those with early iron
deficiency. In an adult, each 1 µg/L of serum ferritin indicates the
presence of about 8 mg of storage iron (Bothwell et al., 1979). A
similar relationship is present in children in that each 1 µg/L of
serum ferritin is indicative of an iron store of about 0.14 mg/kg
(Finch and Huebers, 1982). When the serum ferritin concentration
falls below 12 µg/L, the iron stores are totally depleted.

Based on the Third National Health and Examination Survey
(NHANES III), for adults living in the United States the median
serum ferritin concentrations were 36 to 40 µg/L in menstruating
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TABLE 9-2 Laboratory Measurements Commonly Used in the
Evaluation of Iron Status

Stage of
Iron Deficiency Indicator Diagnostic Range

Depleted stores Stainable bone marrow iron Absent
Total iron binding capacity > 400 µg/dL
Serum ferritin concentration < 12 µg/L

Early functional Transferrin saturation < 16%
iron deficiency Free erythrocyte protoporphyrin > 70 µg/dL erythrocyte

Serum transferrin receptor > 8.5 mg/L

Iron deficiency Hemoglobin concentration < 130 g/(male)
anemia < 120 g/L (female)

Mean cell volume < 80 fL

SOURCE: Ferguson et al. (1992); INACG (1985).

women and 112 to 156 µg/L in men (Appendix Table G-3). The
median serum ferritin concentration was 27 µg/L for adolescent
girls and 28 µg/L for pregnant women. These concentrations ex-
ceed the cut-off concentration of less than 12 µg/L for adolescent
girls and pregnant women (IOM, 1990; Table 9-2).

However, direct correlation between the estimation of iron in-
takes and iron status is low (Appendix Table H-5). Serum ferritin
concentrations are known to be affected by factors other than the
size of iron stores. Concentrations are increased in the presence of
infections, inflammatory disorders, cancers, and liver disease because
ferritin is an acute phase protein (Valberg, 1980). Thus, serum
ferritin concentration may fall within the normal range in individuals
who have no iron stores. Elevated serum ferritin concentrations are
also associated with increased ethanol consumption (Leggett et al.,
1990; Osler et al., 1998), increasing body mass index (Appendix
Table H-3), and elevated plasma glucose concentration (Appendix
Table H-4) (Tuomainen et al., 1997). Dinneen and coworkers
(1992) reported high serum ferritin concentration in association
with newly diagnosed diabetes mellitus. Analysis of the NHANES III
database demonstrated a statistically significant direct correlation
between body mass index and serum ferritin concentration in non-
Hispanic white men over the age of 20 years, non-Hispanic black
men and women aged 20 to 49 years, Mexican-American men aged
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20 to 49 years, and Mexican-American women over the age of 50
years (Appendix Table H-3). An examination of the NHANES III
database also showed that individuals in the highest quartile for
plasma glucose concentration had higher serum ferritin concentra-
tions than those in the lowest quartile for all gender and age groups
(Appendix Table H-4). Similar findings were reported by Ford and
Cogswell (1999). For these reasons and because of the variability in
consumption of promoters and inhibitors of iron absorption, iron
intake does not necessarily correlate with ferritin status.

Despite the influence of various unrelated factors on serum
ferritin concentration, this indicator is the most sensitive indicator
of the amount of iron in the storage compartment.

Total Iron-Binding Capacity. Iron is transported in the plasma and
extracellular fluid bound to transferrin. This metalloprotein has a
very high affinity for iron. Virtually all plasma iron is bound to trans-
ferrin. Therefore it is convenient to measure plasma transferrin con-
centration indirectly by quantifying the total iron-binding capacity
(TIBC), which is the total quantity of iron bound to transferrin
after the addition of exogenous iron to plasma. TIBC is elevated
with storage iron depletion before there is evidence of inadequate
delivery of iron to erythropoetic tissue. An increased TIBC (> 400
µg/dL) is therefore indicative of storage iron depletion. It is less
precise than the serum ferritin concentration. About 30 to 40 per-
cent of individuals with iron deficiency anemia have TIBCs that are
not elevated (Ravel, 1989). TIBC is reduced in infectious, inflam-
matory, or neoplastic disorders (Konijn, 1994).

Early Iron Deficiency

Early iron deficiency is signaled by evidence indicating that the
iron supply to the bone marrow and other tissues is only marginally
adequate. A measurable decrease in the hemoglobin concentration
is not yet present and therefore there is no anemia.

Serum Transferrin Saturation. As the iron supply decreases, the
serum iron concentration falls and the saturation of transferrin is
decreased. Levels below 16 percent saturation indicate that the rate
of delivery of iron is insufficient to maintain the normal rate of
hemoglobin synthesis. Low saturation levels are not specific for iron
deficiency and are encountered in other conditions such as anemia
of chronic disease (Cook, 1999), which is associated with impaired
release of iron from stores.
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The median serum transferrin saturation was 26 to 30 percent for
men and 21 to 24 percent for women (Appendix Table G-2). The
median serum transferrin saturation was 21 percent for pregnant
women and 22 percent for adolescent girls. These values exceed
the cut-off value of 16 percent (Table 9-2).

Erythrocyte Protoporphyrin Concentration. Heme is formed in devel-
oping erythrocytes by the incorporation of iron into protoporphy-
rin IX by ferrochetalase. If there is insufficient iron for optimal
hemoglobin synthesis, erythrocytes accumulate an excess of proto-
porphyrin, which remains in the cells for the duration of their
lifespans (Cook, 1999). An increased erythrocyte protoporphyrin
concentration in the blood therefore indicates that the erythrocytes
matured at a time when the iron supply was suboptimal. The cut off
concentration for erythrocyte protoporphyrin concentration is
greater than 70 µg/dL of erythrocytes. Erythrocyte protoporphyrin
concentration is again not specific for iron deficiency and is also
associated with inadequate iron delivery to developing erythrocytes
(e.g., anemia of chronic disease) or impaired heme synthesis (e.g.,
lead poisoning). In iron deficiency, zinc can be incorporated into
protoporphyrin IX, resulting in the formation of zinc protoporphyrin
(Braun, 1999). The zinc protoporphyrin:heme ratio is used as an
indicator of impaired heme synthesis and is sensitive to an insuffi-
cient iron delivery to the erythrocyte (Braun, 1999).

Soluble Serum Transferrin Receptor Concentration. The surfaces of all
cells express transferrin receptors in proportion to their require-
ment for iron. A truncated form of the extracellular component of
the transferrin receptor is produced by proteolytic cleavage and
released into the plasma in direct proportion to the number of
receptors expressed on the surfaces of body tissues. As functional
iron depletion occurs, more transferrin receptors appear on cell
surfaces. The concentration of proteolytically cleaved extracellular
domains, or soluble serum transferrin receptors (sTfR), rises in par-
allel. The magnitude of the increase is proportional to the function-
al iron deficit. The sTfR concentration appears to be a specific and
sensitive indicator of early iron deficiency (Akesson et al., 1998;
Cook et al., 1990). Furthermore, sTfR concentration is not affected
by infectious, inflammatory, and neoplastic disorders (Ferguson et
al., 1992). Because commercial assays for sTfR have become avail-
able only recently, there is a lack of data relating iron intake to sTfR
concentration, as well as relating sTfR concentration to functional
outcomes. This indicator may prove to be very useful in identifying
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iron deficiency, especially in patients who have concurrent infec-
tions or other inflammatory disorders.

Iron Deficiency Anemia

Anemia is the most easily identifiable indicator of functional iron
deficiency. As discussed above, physiological impairment occurs at
this stage of iron deficiency both because of inadequate oxygen
delivery during exercise and because of abnormal enzyme function
in tissues.

Hemoglobin Concentration and Hematocrit. The hemoglobin concen-
tration or hematocrit is neither a sensitive nor a specific indicator
of mild yet functionally significant iron deficiency anemia. Iron de-
ficiency anemia is microcytic (reduced mean erythrocyte volume
and mean erythrocyte hemoglobin). However, microcytic anemia is
characteristic of all anemias in which the primary abnormality is
impaired hemoglobin synthesis. Iron deficiency is only one of the
potential causal factors. The diagnosis of iron deficiency anemia,
based solely on the presence of anemia, can result in misdiagnosis
in many cases.

Garby and coworkers (1969) recognized this fundamental prob-
lem. After supplemental iron tablets (60 mg/day) or a placebo were
provided to a group of women with mild anemia for 3 months, the
women were characterized as having iron deficiency anemia based
on a change in hemoglobin concentration in response to the iron
supplement that was greater than that which occurred with the
placebo. There was a significant overlap between the distribution
curves for the initial hemoglobin concentration of the responders
(iron deficiency anemia) and the nonresponders (no iron deficiency
anemia). A single hemoglobin concentration used as a discriminant
value for detecting iron deficiency anemia therefore lacks precision.

Based on NHANES III data (Appendix Table G-1), the median
hemoglobin concentration for men was 144 to 154 g/L and 132 to
135 g/L for women. The median hemoglobin concentration was
132 g/L for adolescent girls and 121 g/L for pregnant women. The
hemoglobin concentration for pregnant women approaches the cut-
off concentration of 120 g/L (IOM, 1990).

Erythrocyte Indexes. Iron deficiency leads to the formation of small
erythrocytes. Mean corpuscular hemoglobin (MCH) is the amount
of hemoglobin in erythrocytes. The mean corpuscular volume
(MCV) is the volume of the average erythrocyte. Both MCH and
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MCV are reduced in iron deficiency, but their values are not specific
for it. They occur in all conditions that cause impaired hemoglobin
synthesis, particularly the thalassemias (Chalevelakis et al., 1984).

Surrogate Laboratory Indicators

As discussed earlier, functional abnormalities occur only when
iron deficiency is sufficiently severe to cause measurable anemia.
Low iron storage does not appear to have functional consequences
in most studies. This does not imply that all functional consequences
of iron deficiency are mediated by anemia, but rather that cellular
enzymes that require iron become depleted in concert with the
development of anemia. There is extensive experimental evidence
indicating that tissue iron depletion has significant physiological
consequences that are independent of the consequences of anemia
(Willis et al., 1988).

Early anemia could nevertheless be chosen as the surrogate func-
tional indicator. However, the significant overlap between the iron-
sufficient and the iron-deficient segments of a population limit the
sensitivity of this indicator. The precision of the laboratory diagnosis
of iron deficiency anemia can be improved by combining hemoglo-
bin measurements with one or more indicators of iron status. The
Expert Scientific Working Group (1985) described two models or
conceptual frameworks. The ferritin model employs a combination
of serum ferritin concentration, erythrocyte protoporphyrin con-
centration, and transferrin saturation. The presence of two or more
abnormal indicators of iron status is indicative of iron deficiency.
The MCV model uses MCV, transferrin saturation, and erythrocyte
protoporphyrin concentration as indicators. Once again, when two
or more indicators are abnormal, this is indicative of iron deficiency.
The two models give similar results and improve the specificity of
the hemoglobin concentration or hematocrit as an indicator of iron
deficiency anemia. They were considered as potential surrogate lab-
oratory indicators of functional iron deficiency for use in estimating
requirements, but rejected because they were felt to lack sufficient
sensitivity to provide an adequate margin of safety in calculating
iron requirements.

The sTfR concentration may, in the future, prove to be a sensitive,
reliable, and precise indicator of early functional iron deficiency. At
present, however, there are insufficient dose-response data to rec-
ommend this indicator.
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Methods Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

In light of the rationale developed in the previous section, the
calculation of the Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) is based
on the need to maintain a normal, functional iron concentration,
but only a minimal store (serum ferritin concentration of 15 µg/L)
(IOM, 1993). Two methods of calculation were considered—facto-
rial modeling and iron balance.

Factorial Modeling

Because the distribution of iron requirements is skewed, the
simple addition of the components of iron requirement (losses and
accretion) cannot be done. Instead, the physiological requirement
for absorbed iron can be calculated by factorial modeling of each of
the components of iron requirement (basal losses, menstrual losses,
and accretion). Total need for absorbed iron can be estimated
through the summation of the component needs (losses and accre-
tion) (see Chapter 1, “Method for Setting the RDA when Nutrient
Requirements Are Not Normally Distributed”). Information about
the distribution of values for the components of iron requirement,
such as hemoglobin accretion, are modeled on the basis of known
physiology. Since the distributions of some components are not nor-
mally distributed (i.e., are skewed), simple addition is inappropriate.
In this case, Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate a large
theoretical population with the characteristics described by the com-
ponent distributions. When the final distribution representing the
convolution of components has been derived, then the median per-
centile of the distribution can be used directly to estimate the aver-
age requirement for absorbed iron and the ninety-seven and one-
half percentile can be used for determining the Recommended
Dietary Allowance (RDA). The EAR and RDA are then determined
from this data set by dividing by the upper limit of iron absorption.

Basal Losses. Basal losses refer to the obligatory loss of iron in the
feces, urine, and sweat and from the exfoliation of skin cells.
Attempts to quantify these iron losses by measuring the amount of
each of individual component have yielded highly variable results
because of the technical difficulties encountered in distinguishing
between the small quantities of iron lost from the body and contam-
inant iron in the samples collected. The only reliable quantitative
data for basal iron losses in humans are derived from a single study
(Green et al., 1968). However, a study by Bothwell and coworkers
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(1979) on iron absorption derived from radioiron absorption tests
provides collateral support for the accuracy of the measurements
made by Green and coworkers (1968).

The observations made by Green and coworkers (1968) were
based on earlier experimental data demonstrating that all body iron
compartments are in a constant state of flux and that uniform label-
ing of all body iron could be achieved several months after the
injection of a long-lived radiolabelled iron (55Fe, half life 2.6 years).
After uniform labeling is achieved, the change in specific activity of
a readily accessible iron compartment (circulating hemoglobin)
could be used to calculate the physiological rate of iron loss, provided
that iron balance is maintained during the period of observation.
They also measured individual compartmental losses from skin and
in sweat, urine, and feces separately in other volunteers. Results
obtained by summing compartmental losses were similar to the
whole body excretion studies. They reported an average calculated
daily iron loss of 0.9 to 1.0 mg/day (≈14 µg/kg) in three groups of
men with normal iron storage status who lived in South Africa, the
United States, and Venezuela (Table 9-3). While there is a need for
more information associating body weight with basal iron losses,
subsequent analyses of the data from South Africa (R. Green, Uni-
versity of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa, personal com-
munication, 2000) showed that within the substudy groups, body
weight was an important explanatory variable for basal iron loss; the
other very important variable was magnitude of iron stores.

TABLE 9-3 Total Body Iron Losses in Adults

Body Weight Estimated Loss
Study Site Ethnic Group n kg (SD)a mg/day (SD)

Washington State Caucasian 12 78.6 (5.9) 0.98 (0.30)
Venezuela Mestizo 12 67.6 (8.3) 0.90 (0.31)
Durban (S. Africa) Indian 17 62.3 (9.2) 1.02 (0.22)
Total (non-Bantu)b 41 68.6 (8.1) 0.96 (0.27)

Johannesburg (S. Africa) Bantu 10 79.0 (6.9) 2.42 (1.09)
Durban (S. Africa) Bantu 9 69.9 (7.5) 2.01 (0.94)

a SD = standard deviation.
b Bantu not included. They were selected on the basis of phenotypic iron overload.
SOURCE:  Green et al. (1968).
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Menstrual Losses. Additional iron is lost from the body as a result of
menstruation in fertile women. Menstrual iron losses have been
estimated in a number of studies (Beaton, 1974) (see review by
Hefnawi and Yacout, 1978) and in three large community surveys
conducted in Sweden (Hallberg et al., 1966b), England (Cole et al.,
1971), and Egypt (Hefnawi et al., 1980). There was a reasonable
degree of consistency between the different studies. The median
blood volume lost per period reported in the three largest studies
was 20.3 mL (Egypt), 26.5 mL (England), and 30.0 mL (Sweden).
Losses greater than 80 mL were reported in less than 10 percent of
women.

Accretion. The requirement for pregnancy and for growth in chil-
dren and adolescents can also be estimated from known changes in
blood volume, fetal and placental iron concentration, and the in-
crease in total body erythrocyte mass.

Balance Studies

Chemical balance is the classical method for measuring nutrient
requirements through the estimation of daily intake and losses.
While this direct approach is conceptually appealing, its use in mea-
suring iron requirements presents several major technical obstacles
(Hegsted, 1975). For instance, it is difficult to achieve a steady state
with nutrients such as iron that are highly conserved in the body.
Because the fraction of the dietary intake that is absorbed (and
excreted) is very limited, even small errors in the recovery of unab-
sorbed food iron in the feces invalidate the results.

Thirteen adult balance studies were evaluated (Table 9-4). All of
these studies yielded values that exceed the daily iron loss calculat-
ed on the basis of the disappearance of a long-lived iron radio-
isotope after uniform labeling of body iron (Green et al., 1968).
One might therefore conclude that all of the subjects were in posi-
tive balance during the period of observation. Moreover, the mag-
nitude of estimated positive balance in most cases predicted the
relatively rapid accumulation of body iron. Neither of these conclu-
sions is compatible with numerous other experimental observations.
Therefore, balance studies were not considered in estimating an
average requirement.
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TABLE 9-4 Iron Balance Studies in Adults

Average Iron Average Balance
Reference Study Group Duration Intake (mg/d) Data (mg/d)

Kelsay et al., 12 men, 26 d 21.8 (low fiber) 3.8
1979 37–58 y 26.4 (high fiber) 4.6

Johnson 8 men, 40 d 18.8 1.8–2.3
et al., 1982 21–28 y

Snedeker 9 men, 24 y 12 d 17.4 0.56
et al.,1982

Andersson 5 men and 24 d 14.9 (white bread) 1.73
et al., 1983 1 woman, 14.2 (brown bread) 0.7

25–55 y 14.1 (whole meal) 1.56

Mahalko 27 men, 28 d 15.52 3.42
et al., 1983 19–64 y 16.31 5.34

Van Dokkum 10 men, 23 y 20 d 14.4 (high fat) 3.0
et al., 1983 14.8 (low fat) 3.0

Behall et al., 11 men, 4 wk 16.6 2.5
1987 23–62 y

Hallfrisch 20 men, 1 wk 18.93 3.01
et al., 1987 23–56 y duplicate 11.83 0.13

19 women, food
21–48 y record

Holbrook 19 men, 7 wk 14.8–16.3 –0.9–2.3
et al., 1989 21–57 y

Hunt et al., 11 women, 5.5 wk 16.3 6.3
1990 22–36 y 13.7 3.9

Turnlund 8 women, 41–21 d 11.5–12.8 2.9
et al., 1991 21–30 y (animal protein)

20–23 3.7–4.4
(plant protein)

Ivaturi and 24 men and 14 d 10.59 0.524
Kies, 1992 women 10.59 (sucrose) 0.677

10.59 (fructose) –1.715
10.1 1.02
11.3 (sucrose) 0.62
11.3 (fructose) 0.79

Coudray
et al., 1997 9 men, 21 y 28 d 11.6 (control) 2.52

11.5 (inulin) 1.77
12.3 (beet fiber) 2.21
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE IRON REQUIREMENT

The proportion of dietary iron absorbed is determined by the
iron requirement of the individual. Absorption is regulated by the
size of the body iron store in healthy humans (percentage absorp-
tion is inversely proportional to serum ferritin concentration)
(Cook et al., 1974). There is a several-fold difference in absorption
from a meal between an individual who is iron deficient and some-
one with sizeable iron stores. The calculation of dietary require-
ments must be based on the maintenance of a well-defined iron
status. This has been accomplished by setting the need for the main-
tenance of a minimal iron store (serum ferritin concentration cut-
off of 15 µg/L) as the surrogate indicator of functional adequacy.

The other major factor to take into account when computing
dietary iron requirements is iron bioavailability based on the com-
position of the diet. Iron is present in food as either part of heme,
as found in meat, poultry, and fish, or as nonheme iron, present in
various forms in all foods. As previously discussed, the absorption
mechanisms are different. Heme iron is always well absorbed and is
only slightly influenced by dietary factors. The absorption of non-
heme iron is strongly influenced by its solubility and interaction
with other meal components in the lumen of the upper small intes-
tine.

Gastric Acidity

Decreased stomach acidity, due to overconsumption of antacids, in-
gestion of alkaline clay, or pathologic conditions such as achlorhydria
or partial gastrectomy, may lead to impaired iron absorption (Conrad,
1968; Kelly et al., 1967).

Nutrient-Nutrient Interactions: Enhancers of Nonheme Iron
Absorption

Ascorbic Acid. Ascorbic acid strongly enhances the absorption of
nonheme iron. In the presence of ascorbic acid, dietary ferric iron
is reduced to ferrous iron which forms a soluble iron-ascorbic acid
complex in the stomach. Allen and Ahluwalia (1997) reviewed vari-
ous studies in which ascorbic acid was added to meals consisting of
maize, wheat, and rice. They concluded that iron absorption from
meals is increased approximately two-fold when 25 mg of ascorbic
acid is added and as much as three- to six-fold when 50 mg is added.
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There appears to be a linear relation between ascorbic acid intake
and iron absorption up to at least 100 mg of ascorbic acid per meal.

Because ascorbic acid improves iron absorption through the re-
lease of nonheme iron bound to inhibitors, the enhanced absorp-
tion effect is most marked when consumed with foods containing
high levels of inhibitors, including phytate and tannins. Ascorbic
acid has been shown to improve iron absorption from infant wean-
ing foods by two- to six-fold (Derman et al., 1980; Fairweather-Tait
et al., 1995a).

Other Organic Acids. Other organic acids including citric acid, lactic
acid, and malic acid have not been studied as thoroughly as ascorbic
acid, but they also have some enhancing effects on nonheme iron
absorption (Gillooly et al., 1983).

Animal Tissues. Meat, fish, and poultry improve iron nutrition both
by providing highly bioavailable heme iron and by enhancing non-
heme iron absorption. The mechanism of this enhancing effect on
nonheme iron absorption is poorly described though it is likely to
involve low molecular weight peptides that are released during
digestion (Taylor et al., 1986).

Nutrient:Nutrient Interactions: Inhibitors of Nonheme Iron
Absorption

Phytate. Phytic acid (inositol hexaphosphate) is present in legumes,
rice, and grains. The inhibition of iron absorption from added iron
is related to the level of phytate in a food (Brune et al., 1992; Cook
et al., 1997). The absorption of iron was shown to increase four- to
five-fold when the phytic acid concentration was reduced from 4.9
to 8.4 mg/g, to less than 0.1 mg/g in soy protein isolate (Hurrell et
al., 1992). Genetically modified, low-phytic acid strains of maize have
been developed. Iron absorption with consumption of low-phytic
acid strains was 49 percent greater than with consumption of wild
type strains of maize (Mendoza et al., 1998). Still, the overall avail-
ability of iron remained quite low and generally under 8 percent,
even for subjects with marginal iron status. The absorption of iron
from legumes such as soybeans, black beans, lentils, mung beans,
and split peas has been shown to be very low (0.84 to 1.91 percent)
and similar to each other (Lynch et al., 1984). Because phytate and
iron are concentrated in the aleurone layer and germ of grains,
milling to white flour and white rice reduces the content of phytate
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and iron (Harland and Oberleas, 1987), thereby increasing the bio-
availability of the remaining iron (Sandberg, 1991).

Polyphenols. Polyphenols markedly inhibit the absorption of non-
heme iron. This was first recognized when tea consumption was
shown to inhibit iron absorption (Disler et al., 1975). Iron binds to
tannic acid in the intestinal lumen forming an insoluble complex
that results in impaired absorption. The inhibitory effects of tannic
acid are dose-dependent and reduced by the addition of ascorbic
acid (Siegenberg et al., 1991; Tuntawiroon et al., 1991). The re-
sponse to iron supplementation was shown to be significantly greater
for Guatemalan toddlers who did not consume coffee (which con-
tains tannic acid) than for those who did (Dewey et al., 1997).
Polyphenols are also found in many grain products, other foods,
herbs such as oregano, and red wine (Gillooly et al., 1984).

Vegetable Proteins. Soybean protein has an inhibitory effect on non-
heme iron absorption that is not dependent on the phytate effect
(Lynch et al., 1994). Bioavailability is improved by fermentation,
which leads to protein degradation. The iron bioavailability from
other legumes and nuts is also poor.

Calcium. Calcium inhibits the absorption of both heme and non-
heme iron (Hallberg et al., 1991). The mechanism is not well under-
stood (Whiting, 1995); however, calcium has been shown to inhibit
iron absorption, in part by interfering with the degradation of phytic
acid. Furthermore, it has been suggested that calcium inhibits heme
and nonheme iron absorption during transfer through the mucosal
cell (Hallberg et al., 1993). Calcium has a direct dose-related inhib-
iting effect on iron absorption such that absorption was reduced by
50 to 60 percent at doses of 300 to 600 mg of calcium added to
wheat rolls (Hallberg et al., 1991). Inhibition may be maximal at
this level. When preschool children consumed mean calcium in-
takes of 502 or 1,180 mg/day, no difference was observed in the
erythrocyte incorporation of iron (Ames et al., 1999). Despite the
significant reduction of iron absorption by calcium in single meals,
little effect has been observed on serum ferritin concentrations in
supplementation trials with supplement levels ranging from 1,000
to 1,500 mg/day of calcium (Dalton et al., 1997; Minihane and
Fairweather-Tait, 1998; Sokoll and Dawson-Hughes, 1992).
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Algorithms for Estimating Dietary Iron Bioavailability

Despite the complexity of the food supply, the various inter-
actions, and the lack of long-term bioavailability studies, attempts
have been made to develop an algorithm for estimating iron bio-
availability based on nutrients and food components that improve
and inhibit iron bioavailability. Monsen and coworkers (1978) devel-
oped a model that was based on the level of dietary meat, fish, or
poultry and ascorbic acid.

Most recently, an algorithm has been developed and validated for
calculating absorbed heme and nonheme iron by the summation of
absorption values derived from single-meal studies to estimate the
iron absorption from whole diets (Hallberg and Hulthen, 2000).
This algorithm involves estimating iron absorption on the basis of
the meal content of phytate, polyphenols, ascorbic acid, calcium,
eggs, meat, seafood, soy protein, and alcohol. Reddy and coworkers
(2000) have developed another algorithm based on the animal tis-
sue, phytic acid, and ascorbic acid content of meals. It is also impor-
tant to note that single-meal studies may exaggerate the impact of
factors affecting iron bioavailability. Cook and coworkers (1991)
compared nonheme iron bioavailability from single meals with that
of a diet consumed over a 2-week period. There was a 4.5-fold dif-
ference between maximally enhancing and maximally inhibiting
single meals. The difference was only two-fold when measured over
the 2-week period.

The determination of an Estimated Average Requirement (EAR)
depends on a precise assessment of the physiological requirement
for absorbed iron and the estimation of the maximum rate of
absorption that can be attained by individuals just maintaining the
level of iron nutriture considered adequate to ensure normal func-
tion. As discussed earlier, normal function is preserved in individuals
with a normal functional iron compartment provided that the
dietary iron supply is secure and of sufficiently high bioavailability.
There appears to be no physiological benefit to maintaining more
than a minimal iron store (Siimes et al., 1980a, 1980b). The EAR is
therefore set to reflect absorption levels in individuals with a nor-
mal complement of functional iron, but only minimal storage iron
as indicated by a serum ferritin concentration of 15 µg/L (IOM,
1993). The selection of this criterion for adequate iron balance is
critical to determining the EAR because iron absorption is con-
trolled primarily by the size of iron stores. As iron stores rise, the
percentage of dietary iron absorption and apparent bioavailability
fall (Cook et al., 1974).
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The second factor that is critical to determining the EAR is dietary
iron bioavailability. Although much is known about the factors that
enhance and inhibit iron absorption, the application of specific
algorithms based on these factors to complex diets remains imprecise.
Based on the general properties of the major dietary enhancers, the
FAO/WHO (1988) identified three levels of bioavailability and the
associated compositional characteristics of such diets. The typical
diversified U.S. and Canadian diets containing generous quantities
of flesh foods and ascorbic acid were judged to be 15 percent bio-
available. Constrained vegetarian diets, consisting mainly of cereals
and vegetable foods with only small quantities of meat, fish, and
ascorbic acid, were judged to be 10 percent bioavailable; very re-
stricted vegetarian diets were judged to be 5 percent bioavailable.
These levels of absorption were predicted for individuals who were
not anemic, but had no storage iron. A mixed American or Canadi-
an diet would therefore be predicted to allow the absorption of
about 15 percent of the dietary iron in an individual whose iron
status was selected as a basis for calculating the EAR (serum ferritin
concentration of 15 µg/L).

Hallberg and Rossander-Hulten (1991) suggested that the bio-
availability of iron in the U.S. diet may be somewhat higher than 15
percent: approximately 17 percent. Some support for this conten-
tion was provided by the observation of Cook and coworkers (1991)
who measured nonheme iron absorption over a 2-week period in
free-living American volunteers eating their customary diets. After
correcting nonheme iron values (to a serum ferritin concentration
of 15 µg/L), the bioavailability of nonheme iron in self-selected
diets was 16.8 percent ([34 µg/L ÷ 15 µg/L] × 7.4 percent). Heme
constitutes 10 to 15 percent of iron in the adult diet (Raper et al.,
1984) and the diet of children (see Appendix Table I-2) and is
always well absorbed. Based on a conservative estimation for overall
heme absorption of 25 percent (Hallberg and Rossander-Hulten,
1991) and again a conservative estimate for the proportion of
dietary iron that is in the form of heme (10 percent), estimated
overall iron bioavailability in the mixed American or Canadian diet
is approximately 18 percent:

Overall iron absorption = (Fraction of nonheme iron [0.9] ×
proportion of nonheme iron absorption [0.168]) +

(Fraction of heme iron [0.1] ×
proportion of heme iron absorption [0.25]) × 100 = 17.6 percent.

For these reasons, 18 percent bioavailability is used to estimate
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the average requirement of iron for children over the age of 1 year,
adolescents, and nonpregnant adults consuming the mixed diet typ-
ically consumed in the United States and Canada. The diets of most
infants aged 7 through 12 months contain little meat and are rich
in cereals and vegetables, a diet that approximates a medium bio-
availability of 10 percent (Davidsson et al., 1997; Fairweather-Tait et
al., 1995a; FAO/WHO, 1988; Skinner et al., 1997).

FINDINGS BY LIFE STAGE AND GENDER GROUP

Infants Ages 0 through 6 Months

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

No functional criteria of iron status have been demonstrated that
reflect response to dietary intake in young infants. Thus, recom-
mended intakes of iron are based on an Adequate Intake (AI) that
reflects the observed mean iron intake of infants principally fed
human milk.

At birth, the normal full-term infant has a considerable endow-
ment of iron and a very high hemoglobin concentration. Because
the mobilization of body iron stores is very high, the requirement
for exogenous iron is virtually zero. After birth, an active process of
shifts in iron compartments takes place. Fetal hemoglobin concen-
tration falls, usually reaching a nadir when the infant is between 4
and 6 months of age, and adult hemoglobin formation begins be-
cause hematopoiesis is very active. Some time between 4 and 6
months, exogenous sources of iron are used and after 6 months, it
can be assumed that the stores endowed at birth have been utilized
and that the physiological norm is to meet iron needs from exoge-
nous rather than endogenous sources as erythropoiesis becomes
more active. Thereafter, the hemoglobin concentration rises slowly
but continuously (1 to 2 g/L/year) through at least puberty (longer
in males) (Beaton et al., 1989). This normal physiological sequence
of events complicates the estimation of iron requirements.

It is widely accepted that the iron intake of infants exclusively fed
human milk must meet or exceed the actual needs of almost all of
these infants and that the described pattern of utilization of iron
stores is physiologically normal, not indicative of the beginning of
iron deficiency. For this age group, it is assumed that the iron pro-
vided by human milk is adequate to meet the iron needs of the
infant exclusively fed human milk from birth through 6 months.
Therefore, the method described in Chapter 2 is used to set an AI
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for young infants based on the daily amount of iron secreted in
human milk. The average iron concentration in human milk is 0.35
mg/L (Table 9-5). Therefore, the AI is set at 0.27 mg/day (0.78 L/
day × 0.35 mg/L).

Since there is strong reason to expect that iron intake and iron
requirement are both related to achieved body size and growth rate
(milk volume relating to energy demand), it is assumed that a cor-
relation between intake and requirement exists. This allows the
group mean intake to be lower than the ninety-seven and one-half
percentile of requirements (Recommended Dietary Allowance).
Therefore, there should be no expectation that an intake of 0.27
mg/day is adequate to meet the needs of almost all individual in-
fants and therefore should be applied with extreme care.

Iron AI Summary, Ages 0 through 6 Months

AI for Infants
0–6 months 0.27 mg/day of iron

Special Considerations

The iron concentration in cow milk ranges between 0.2 and 0.3
mg/L (Lonnerdal et al., 1981). Although the iron content in human
milk is lower, iron is significantly more bioavailable in human milk
(45 to 100 percent) compared to infant formula (10 percent)
(Fomon et al., 1993; Lonnerdal et al., 1981). Casein is the major
iron-binding protein in cow milk (Hegenauer et al., 1979). Because
of the poor absorption of iron, in the United States cow milk is not
recommended for ingestion by infants until after 1 year of age; in
Canada it is not recommended until after 9 months of age. In addi-
tion, the ingestion of cow milk by infants, especially in the first 6
months of life, has been associated with small amounts of blood loss
in the stool. The cause of the blood loss is not well understood, but
is assumed to be an allergic-type reaction between a protein in cow
milk and the enterocytes of the gastrointestinal tract. Because the
early, inappropriate ingestion of cow milk is associated with a higher
risk of iron deficiency anemia, it would be prudent to monitor iron
status of any infants ingesting cow milk. If anemia is detected, it
should be treated with an appropriate dose of medicinal iron.

The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP, 1999) and Canadian
Paediatric Society (1991) reviewed the role of commercial formulas in
infant feeding. Their conclusion was that infants who are not, or only
partially, fed human milk should receive an iron-fortified formula.
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TABLE 9-5 Iron Concentration in Human Milk

Milk Estimated
Maternal Concen- Iron Intake

Study Intake Stage of tration of Infants
Reference Group (mg/d) Lactation (mg/L) (mg/d)a

Picciano and 50 women Not reported 6–12 wk 0.202 0.15
Guthrie,
1976

Vaughan 38 women, Not reported 1–3 mo 0.49 0.38
et al., 1979 19–42 y 39.3 4–6 mo 0.43 0.34

47.1 7–9 mo 0.42 0.25
40.8 10–12 mo 0.38 0.23
65.5 13–18 mo 0.39 0.23
16.4 19–31 mo 0.42 0.25

Lemons 7 women Not reported 1 wk 0.77 0.60
et al., 1982 2 wk 0.98 0.76

3 wk 0.80 0.62

Mendelson 10 women Not reported 3–5 d 1.11 0.86
et al., 1982 8–10 d 0.99 0.77

15–17 d 0.81 0.63
28–30 d 0.88 0.68

Dewey and 20 women Not reported 1 mo 0.31 0.20
Lonnerdal, 2 mo 0.22 0.17
1983 3 mo 0.25 0.21

4 mo 0.22 0.18
5 mo 0.20 0.13
6 mo 0.21 0.13

Garza et al., 6 women, Not reported 6 mo 0.029 0.02
1983 26–35 y 7 mo 0.042 0.03

8 mo 0.050 0.03

Lipsman 7–13 teens 15.0 (mean 1 mo 0.4 0.31
et al., 1985 at 7 mo) 2 mo 0.3 0.23

3 mo 0.4 0.31
4 mo 0.35 0.27
5 mo 0.3 0.23
6 mo 0.25 0.15
7 mo 0.22 0.13

12–17 Not reported 1 mo 0.30 0.23
adults 2 mo 0.22 0.17

3 mo 0.25 0.19
4 mo 0.22 0.17
5 mo 0.20 0.16
6 mo 0.22 0.17

continued
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Butte et al., 45 women 16.2 1 mo Not 0.19
1987 14.1 2 mo reported 0.15

13.9 3 mo 0.13
13.5 4 mo 0.12

Anderson, 7 women Not reported Up to 5 mo 0.26 0.20
1993

a Iron intake based on reported data or concentration (mg/L) × 0.78 L/day for 0–6
months postpartum and concentration (mg/L) × 0.6 L/day for 7–12 months postpar-
tum.

TABLE 9-5 Continued

Milk Estimated
Maternal Concen- Iron Intake

Study Intake Stage of tration of Infants
Reference Group (mg/d) Lactation (mg/L) (mg/d)a

Infants Ages 7 through 12 Months

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

For older infants the approach to estimation of requirements is
parallel to that of other age and gender groups. Although body
iron stores decrease during the first 6 months (and this is seen as
physiologically normal), it is appropriate to make provision for the
maintenance and development of modest iron stores in early life,
even though requirements for older children, adolescents, and
adults do not make provision for iron storage as a part of require-
ment.

For infants over the age of 6 months, it becomes both feasible and
desirable to model the factorial components of absorbed iron re-
quirements to set the Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) and
Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) (see “Selection of Indica-
tors for Estimating the Requirement for Iron—Factorial Model-
ing”). The major components of iron need for older infants are:

• obligatory fecal, urinary, and dermal losses (basal losses);
• increase in hemoglobin mass (increase in blood volume and

increase in hemoglobin concentration);
• increase in tissue (nonstorage) iron; and
• increase in storage iron (as noted earlier, building a small re-

serve in very young children is seen as important).
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A number of these component estimates can be linked to achieved
size and growth rate. Dibley and coworkers (1987) provided data on
both estimates. Median body weights at 6 and 12 months were 7.8
and 10.2 kg for boys and 7.2 and 9.5 kg for girls (Dibley et al., 1987)
and the body weight at the midpoint between 7 and 12 months
(0.75 years) were 9 and 8.4 kg for male and female infants, respec-
tively. These weights are similar to the reference weights provided
in Table 1-1. Approximate normality was assumed and the standard
deviation (SD) estimates for infants fed human milk were used as
an indicator of likely variability in body size (WHO, 1994). These
were taken to present a coefficient of variation (CV) of about 10
percent for this age group.

Basal Losses. The estimated basal loss of iron in infants is taken as
0.03 mg/kg/day (Garby et al., 1964). On the assumption that the
variability of these losses is proportional to the variability of weight,
the accepted estimates of basal losses at 6 and 12 months are 0.22 ±
0.02 (SD) mg/day at 6 months and 0.31 ± 0.03 (SD) mg/day at 12
months for both genders; the midrange estimate is 0.26 ± 0.03 (SD)
mg/day.

Increase in Hemoglobin Mass. The rate of hemoglobin formation,
and hence iron needed for that purpose, is a function of rate of
growth (weight velocity). The median or average growth rate is esti-
mated as 13 g/day (2,400 g/180 days) for boys and 12.7 g/day
(2,300 g/180 days) for girls, suggesting 13.0 g/day (0.39 kg/month)
for both genders (Dibley et al., 1987). The World Health Organiza-
tion Working Group on Infant Growth (WHO, 1994) gathered data
on growth velocity from limited longitudinal studies of infants fed
human milk. The reported means and SDs for 2-month weight in-
crements at ages 8 to 20 months were 0.27 ± 0.14 kg/month (9 g/
day) for boys and 0.26 ± 0.12 kg/month (8.6 g/day) for girls. The
observed CV was 45 to 52 percent. Although skewing of the distribu-
tions would be expected, no information was provided. For the pur-
poses of this report, the median weight increment is taken as 13 g/
day for both genders, and the SD is taken as 6.5 (CV, 50 percent).

If blood volume is estimated to be 70 mL/kg (Hawkins, 1964),
the median hemoglobin concentration as 120 g/L, and the iron
content of hemoglobin as 3.39 mg/g (Smith and Rios, 1974), then
the amount of iron utilized for increase in hemoglobin mass can
also be estimated:
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Weight gain (0.39 kg/month) × blood volume factor (70 mL/kg) ×
hemoglobin concentration (0.12 mg/mL) ×

iron concentration in hemoglobin (3.39 mg/g) ÷
30 days/month = 0.37 mg/day.

The CV of iron utilization for this function is taken as the CV for
weight gain, and thus the estimate becomes 0.37 ± 0.195 (SD) mg/
day.

Increase in the Nonstorage Iron Content of Tissues. The nonstorage
iron content of tissues has been estimated as 0.7 mg/kg body weight
for a 1-year-old child (Smith and Rios, 1974). On the assumption
that this estimate can be applied at age 7 months as well, the aver-
age tissue iron deposition would be

Weight gain (13.3 g/day) × nonstorage iron content (0.7 mg/kg) =
0.009 mg/day.

Applying the CV accepted for weight gain (50 percent) gives a mod-
eling estimate of tissue iron deposition of 0.009 ± 0.0045 (SD) mg/
day.

Increase in Storage Iron. The desired level of iron storage is a matter
of judgment rather than physiologically definable need. In this
report, it is assumed that body iron storage should approximate 12
percent of total iron deposition (Dallman, 1986b), or

(Increase in hemoglobin iron [0.37 mg/day] +
Increase in nonstorage tissue iron [0.009 mg/day]) ×

(Percent of total tissue iron that is stored [12 percent] ÷
Percent of total iron that is not stored [100 – 12 percent]) =

0.051 mg/day.

The variability would be proportional to the combined variability of
hemoglobin deposition and nonstorage iron deposition.

Total Requirement for Absorbed Iron. Median total iron deposition
(hemoglobin mass + nonstorage iron + iron storage) is 0.43 mg/day
(0.37 + 0.009 + 0.051) and basal iron loss is 0.26 ± 0.03 (SD) mg/
day. Therefore, the median total requirement for absorbed iron is
0.69 ± 0.145 (SD) mg/day (Table 9-6).
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TABLE 9-6 Summary Illustration of Median Absorbed Iron
Requirements for Infants and Young Children

Estimated Hemoglo
Estimated Change in Basal Iron
Surface Hemoglobin Lossd Depositio

Age (y) Weighta (kg) Areab (m2) Massc (g/y) (mg/d) (mg/d)

Infants 6–12 moh 8.7 — — 0.26 0.37
Males

1.5 11.6 0.5340 30.2 0.29 0.28
2.5 13.6 0.6064 19.8 0.33 0.18
3.5 15.5 0.6700 22.7 0.36 0.21
4.5 17.5 0.7353 21.8 0.39 0.20
5.5 19.6 0.7996 26.2 0.43 0.24
6.5 21.9 0.8675 26.7 0.47 0.25
7.5 24.7 0.9422 29.9 0.51 0.28
8.5 26.8 0.9980 35.7 0.54 0.33

Females
1.5 10.8 0.5104 33.5 0.27 0.31
2.5 12.8 0.5842 28.4 0.31 0.26
3.5 14.7 0.6486 22.5 0.35 0.21
4.5 16.8 0.7166 24.4 0.39 0.23
5.5 19.0 0.7845 20.7 0.42 0.19
6.5 21.3 0.8524 19.7 0.46 0.15
7.5 23.8 0.9209 29.9 0.49 0.28
8.5 26.9 0.9986 27.0 0.54 0.25

a Representative anthropometry for modeling, based on Frisancho (1990).
b Computed by equation of Haycock et al. (1978).
c Derived from Table 9-7.
d Based on 0.538 mg/m2/d, extrapolated from Green et al. (1968).
e Based on assumed 0.7 g/kg body weight gain (Smith and Rios, 1974).
f Calculated as 12 percent of total iron deposition through 3.0 years of age then
falling; no provision for storage at 9.0 years of age.

Dietary Iron Bioavailability. During the second 6 months of life, it is
assumed that complementary feeding is in place. The primary food
introduced at this time is infant cereal, most often fortified with
low-bioavailable iron (Davidsson et al., 2000); this cereal is the pri-
mary source of iron (see Appendix Table I-1). Feeding with human
milk and infant formula (possibly fortified with iron), may continue.
Iron absorption averaged 14.8 percent in human milk (Abrams et
al., 1997). A study on food intakes of infants showed that by 1 year
of age, over half of the infants consumed cereals and fruits, but less
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ron

Total Iron Needg

Hemoglobin Increase Increase
Basal Iron in Tissue in Storage 97.5th
Lossd Deposition Irone Ironf Median Percentile
(mg/d) (mg/d) (mg/d) (mg/d) (g/d) (g/d)

0.26 0.37 0.009 0.051 0.69 1.07

0.29 0.28 0.004 0.038 0.62 1.24
0.33 0.18 0.004 0.023 0.54 1.23
0.36 0.21 0.004 0.025 0.61 1.36
0.39 0.20 0.004 0.021 0.63 1.45
0.43 0.24 0.004 0.019 0.70 1.60
0.47 0.25 0.004 0.015 0.74 1.71
0.51 0.28 0.004 0.011 0.81 1.86
0.54 0.33 0.004 0.006 0.81 2.01

0.27 0.31 0.004 0.038 0.64 1.25
0.31 0.26 0.004 0.032 0.63 1.30
0.35 0.21 0.004 0.026 0.59 1.32
0.39 0.23 0.004 0.023 0.65 1.45
0.42 0.19 0.004 0.016 0.64 1.52
0.46 0.15 0.004 0.011 0.66 1.61
0.49 0.28 0.004 0.011 0.79 1.83
0.54 0.25 0.004 0.005 0.80 1.92

g Estimates derived from simulated population that take into account impact of
skewing and are the basis for the Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) and
Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA).
h Requirements for infants and young children were estimated by different
methods. Upper limit of absorption for infants and children is 10 and 18
percent, respectively. See text for methods used for infants and children.

than half consumed meat or meat mixtures (Skinner et al., 1997).
Only 32 percent of infants consumed beef at 12 months of age.
Therefore, a moderate bioavailability of 10 percent is used to set
the EAR at 6.9 mg/day (0.69 ÷ 0.1).

Iron EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 7 through 12 Months

The EAR has been set by modeling the components of iron re-
quirements, estimating the requirement for absorbed iron at the
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fiftieth percentile, with use of an upper limit of 10 percent iron
absorption and rounding (see Appendix Table I-3).

EAR for Infants
7–12 months 6.9 mg/day of iron

The RDA has been set by modeling the components of iron
requirements, estimating the requirement for absorbed iron at the
ninety-seven and one-half percentile, with use of an upper limit of
10 percent iron absorption and rounding (see Appendix Table I-3).

RDA for Infants
7–12 months 11 mg/day of iron

Children Ages 1 through 8 Years

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

The EAR for children 1 through 8 years is determined by factorial
modeling of the median components of iron requirements (see
“Selection of Indicators for Estimating the Requirement for Iron—
Factorial Modeling”). The model is presented for males and females
though gender is ignored in deriving the EAR for young children
because the gender differences are sufficiently small. The major
components of iron need for young children are:

• basal iron losses;
• increase in hemoglobin mass;
• increase in tissue (nonstorage iron); and
• increase in storage iron.

A fundamental influence on body iron accretion is the rate of
change of body weight (growth rate). Because variability in body
weight is needed for calculating the distribution of basal losses, the
reference weights in Table 1-1 were not used. Median change in
body weight was estimated as the slope of a linear regression of
reported median body weights on age (weight = 7.21 + 2.29 × age,
for pooled gender) (Frisancho, 1990) (Table 9-6). The fit was satis-
factorily close for the purpose of modeling. Inclusion of gender in
the model demonstrated that boys typically weighed more than girls,
but the interaction term was insignificant, statistically and biologi-
cally. A median rate of weight change of 2.3 kg/year or 6.3 g/day
was assumed for both sexes.
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For each component discussed above, the data for children 1
through 3.9 years and 4 through 8.9 years were used for modeling
the iron needs for children 1.5 through 3.5 years and 4.5 through
8.5 years, respectively. The midpoints for these age ranges are 2.5
and 6.5 years, which were used to estimate the total requirements
for absorbed iron.

Basal Losses. Basal iron losses for children, aged 1.5 to 8.5 years,
were derived from the total body iron losses directly measured from
adult men (Green et al., 1968) (see “Selection of Indicators for
Estimating the Requirement for Iron—Factorial Modeling”). Rather
than assuming a linear function of body weight, estimated losses
were adjusted to the child’s body size on the basis of estimated
surface area (Haycock et al., 1978). Body surface area was used
rather than body weight because it is directly related to dermal iron
losses (Bothwell and Finch, 1962) and because it is a predictor of
metabolic size. On this basis, the adult male basal loss was computed
as 0.538 mg/m2/day (Green et al., 1968). The derived values are
presented in Table 9-6.

Garby and coworkers (1964) found that iron lost from the gastro-
intestinal tract alone was 0.03 mg/kg in infants, an amount that
would yield higher estimated basal losses than were determined by
extrapolating from the data of Green and coworkers (1968). There-
fore, the basal losses of children 1 through 8 years of age may be
underestimated. Nonetheless, the data of Green coworkers (1968)
were used because of the greater number of study subjects (n = 41
versus n = 3 studied by Garby and coworkers [1964]), as well as the
finding that basal losses are related to body size (Bothwell and
Finch, 1962; R. Green, University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg,
South Africa, personal communication, 2000).

Increase in Hemoglobin Mass. Median increase in hemoglobin mass
was estimated as

Hemoglobin mass (g) = blood volume (mL/kg) ×
hemoglobin concentration (g/L).

During growth, both blood volume and hemoglobin concentration
change with age. Although blood volume is a function of body
weight, the actual relationship between blood volume and weight
appears to change with age. Hawkins (1964) estimated blood vol-
ume at specific ages by averaging estimates obtained by several
calculations based on body weight or body surface area. Hawkins’
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estimates are presented in Table 9-7. Age- and gender-specific
hemoglobin concentration is estimated from the equations of Beaton
and coworkers (1989) using 119 + 1.4 g/L/year in males and 121 +
1.1 g/L/year in females. Estimated blood volume and hemoglobin
mass are shown in Table 9-7. Change in hemoglobin mass was esti-
mated between mass at successive ages (Table 9-6). Iron needs were
computed from the estimated change of hemoglobin mass and its
expected iron content (3.39 mg/g). Thus, for example, from Table
9-7, the increase in hemoglobin mass between ages 7 and 8 years
was 29.9 g (from 231.8 to 261.7). That represents 101.4 mg of iron
(29.9 g × 3.39 mg/g) per year or 0.28 mg/day, as shown for in-
crease in hemoglobin mass at 7.5 years in Table 9-6.

TABLE 9-7 Estimates of Blood Volume and Hemoglobin Mass,
by Age and Gender

Blood Hemoglobin Hemoglobin
Weight Volume Concentration Mass

Age (y) (kg)a (L)b (g/L)c (g)

Males
1 9.8 0.70 120.4 84.3
2 12.5 0.94 121.8 114.5
3 14.3 1.09 123.2 134.3
4 16.6 1.26 124.6 157.0
5 18.5 1.42 126.0 178.9
6 20.7 1.61 127.4 205.1
7 23.0 1.80 128.8 231.8
8 25.7 2.01 130.2 261.7
9 28.5 2.26 131.6 297.4

Females
1 9.2 0.66 122.1 80.5
2 11.9 0.92 123.2 113.3
3 13.8 1.06 124.3 131.7
4 16.1 1.23 125.4 154.2
5 18.3 1.41 126.5 178.4
6 20.2 1.56 127.6 199.1
7 22.4 1.70 128.7 218.8
8 25.3 1.91 129.8 247.9
9 27.9 2.10 130.9 274.9

a Body weights are estimated by Frisancho (1990).
b Blood volume estimates based on Hawkins (1964).
c Hemoglobin concentrations estimates from Beaton et al. (1989).
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Increase in the Nonstorage Iron Content of Tissues. Iron deposition was
derived with use of the estimate of body weight change (0.7 mg/kg)
(Smith and Rios, 1974) and the median rate of weight change (2.29
kg/year). The estimated deposition is estimated to be 0.004 mg/
day (2.29 kg/year × 0.7 mg/kg ÷ 365 days/year) for all age groups
(Table 9-6).

Increase in Storage Iron. Similar to the calculation described for
older infants, increase in storage iron was computed as

Increase in hemoglobin mass (mg/day) +
Increase in tissue iron (mg/day) ×

Portion of total tissue iron that is stored (12 percent).

This calculation was used for estimating an increase in iron stores
for children up to 3 years old and was based on an estimated 12
percent of iron that enters storage (Dallman, 1986b). Beyond age 3
years, this percent progressively falls to no provision of iron stores
by 9 years of age. The iron storage allowance for each age group is
shown in Table 9-6.

Total Requirement for Absorbed Iron. Total requirement for absorbed
iron for children 1 through 8 years is based on the higher estimates
derived for males. Median total iron deposition (hemoglobin mass
+ nonstorage iron + iron storage) is 0.21 mg/day (0.18 + 0.004 +
0.023) and basal iron loss is 0.33 mg/day for children aged 1
through 3 years. Therefore, the median total requirement for ab-
sorbed iron is 0.54 mg/day (Table 9-6). The median total iron
deposition is 0.27 mg/day (0.25 + 0.004 + 0.015) and basal iron loss
is 0.47 mg/day for children 4 through 8 years. Therefore, the median
total requirement for absorbed iron is 0.74 mg/day (Table 9-6).

Dietary Iron Bioavailability. Based on a heme iron intake of 11 per-
cent of total iron for children 1 to 8 years old, the upper limit of
absorption is 18 percent (see “Factors Affecting the Iron Require-
ment—Algorithms for Estimating Dietary Iron Bioavailability” and
Appendix Table I-2).

The derived estimates of dietary requirements are shown in Table
9-8. Representative values are selected for tabulated EARs and RDAs.
The derived distributions of requirements for children 1 year of age
and older are skewed and are tabulated in Appendix Table I-3.

Estimation of the Variability of Requirements. For the estimation of
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TABLE 9-8 Derived Estimates of the Estimated Average
Requirement (EAR) and Recommended Dietary Allowance
(RDA) for Young Children

Requirement for Absorbed Dietary Reference Intakesa

Iron (mg/d) (mg/d)

Age (y) Median 97.5th Percentile EAR RDA

Males
1.5 0.62 1.24 3.4 6.9
2.5 0.54 1.23 2.9 6.8
3.5 0.61 1.36 3.4 7.6
4.5 0.63 1.45 3.5 7.9
5.5 0.70 1.60 3.9 8.1
6.5 0.74 1.71 4.1 9.5
7.5 0.81 1.86 4.5 10.3
8.5 0.81 2.01 4.5 11.2

Females
1.5 0.64 1.25 3.4 6.9
2.5 0.63 1.30 2.7 7.2
3.5 0.59 1.32 3.3 7.3
4.5 0.65 1.45 3.4 8.1
5.5 0.64 1.52 3.4 8.4
6.5 0.66 1.61 3.6 8.9
7.5 0.79 1.83 4.3 10.2
8.5 0.80 1.92 4.4 10.7

a Based on 18 percent upper limit of absorption.

variability of requirements, it is necessary to have an estimate of the
variability of weight velocity. The Infant Growth Study (WHO, 1994)
offers an estimate of the variability of 2-month weight gains at 10 to
12 months. The apparent CV was 62.5 percent in boys and 63.6
percent in girls. The report on weight velocity standards for the
United Kingdom (Tanner et al., 1966) seems to suggest a CV of 25
to 30 percent for 1-year weight velocities in children in the age
group examined at each year of age. Given that the relative variability
(CV) increases as the duration of the increment interval decreases,
it was judged appropriate to accept a somewhat higher estimate of
the variability in biologically meaningful intervals. A CV of 40 per-
cent for weight velocity in boys and girls at ages 1 through 8 years is
estimated. In all likelihood, the actual distribution of weight veloci-
ties is skewed, but no estimates of the actual distribution character-
istics have been identified.
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The variabilities of both hemoglobin iron deposition and tissue
iron deposition were assigned the CV for weight gain (40 percent).
Basal iron loss is estimated on the basis of surface area. The logical
variability would be proportional to the variability of surface area.
To obtain an estimate of variability of basal losses, these were com-
puted for weights and heights reported in the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) Continuing Survey of Food Intakes by Individ-
uals (CSFII) (self-reported weight and height), and the variability
of estimate within 1-year age intervals was examined. CVs of square
root-transformed data for individual age-sex groups were examined,
as well as the linear scale, and all showed appreciable departure
from normality, but the square root transformation was empirically
the best fit. CVs for individual age-sex groups ranged from 29 per-
cent in 8-year-old boys to 47.4 percent in 4-year-old boys. With use
of a statistical model that took into account age and gender effects,
an overall CV of the basal iron loss was estimated as 38 percent.
That CV was applied to the square root of the median basal losses
shown in Table 9-6.

Iron EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 1 through 8 Years

The EAR has been set by modeling the components of iron
requirements, estimating the requirement for absorbed iron at the
fiftieth percentile, and with use of an upper limit of 18 percent iron
absorption and rounding (see Table 9-8 and Appendix Table I-3).

EAR for Children
1–3 years 3.0 mg/day of iron
4–8 years 4.1 mg/day of iron

The RDA has been set by modeling the components of iron
requirements, estimating the requirement for absorbed iron at the
ninety-seven and one-half percentile, and with use of an upper limit
of 18 percent iron absorption and rounding (see Table 9-8 and
Appendix Table I-3).

RDA for Children
1–3 years 7 mg/day of iron
4–8 years 10 mg/day of iron
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Children and Adolescents Ages 9 through 18 Years

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

The EAR for children and adolescents ages 9 through 18 years is
determined by factorial modeling of the median components of
iron requirements (see “Selection of Indicators for Estimating the
Requirement for Iron—Factorial Modeling”). The major compo-
nents of iron need for children are:

• basal iron losses;
• increase in hemoglobin mass;
• increase in tissue (nonstorage iron); and
• menstrual iron losses in adolescent girls (aged 14 through 18

years).

In this model, no provision was made for the development of iron
stores after early childhood. It is accepted that all recognized func-
tions of iron are met before significant storage occurs and that
stores are a reserve against possible future shortfalls in intake rather
than a necessary functional compartment of body iron. Because
most individuals in this age group in the United States and Canada
are believed to consume iron at levels above their own require-
ment, it can be assumed that most will accumulate some stores.

The major physiological event occurring in this age group is puberty.
The associated physiological processes that have major impacts on
iron requirements are the growth spurt in both sexes, menarche in
girls, and the major increase in hemoglobin concentrations in boys.
Because the growth spurt and menarche are linked to physiological
age, the secular age at which these events occur varies among indi-
viduals. The factorial model distorts this by using averages. Since
the growth spurt and menarche can be detected in the individual,
provision is made for adjustments of requirement estimates when
counseling specific individuals. These are addressed later under
“Special Considerations”.

Estimation of the variability of requirements in this age range is
complicated because of the physiological changes that occur. In
this report, median requirements for absorbed iron are estimated
for each year of age, but the variability of requirement and the
requirement for absorbed iron at the ninety seven and one-half
percentile are estimated at the midpoint for children 9 through 13
years (11 years) and adolescents 14 through 18 years (16 years).

For modeling, the entire age range is treated as a continuum; for
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description, the conventional age intervals of the DRIs are used.
Although requirement estimates have been developed for individual
ages, these should be interpreted with care. Unsmoothed data have
been used and year-by-year fluctuations may not be meaningful.

In addition to achieved size, it is necessary to estimate growth
rates (weight velocities). After fitting linear regressions to median
weights for segments of the age range, the regression slopes were
taken as estimates of median weight velocities for the age interval.
The estimates used are shown in Table 9-9.

Basal Losses. Basal iron loss estimates are based on the study of
Green and coworkers (1968) (see “Selection of Indicators for Esti-
mating the Requirement for Iron—Factorial Modeling”). Observa-
tions in adult men were extrapolated to adolescents on the basis of
14 mg/kg median weight and the losses for each age group are
shown in Table 9-10.

Increase in Hemoglobin Mass. Estimation of the net iron utilization
for increasing hemoglobin mass necessitates estimation of the rate
of increase in blood volume and estimation of the rate of change in
hemoglobin concentration. Blood volume is taken as approximate-
ly 75 mL/kg in boys and 66 mL/kg in girls (Hawkins, 1964). The
average yearly weight gains for boys and girls are shown in Table
9-9. The rate of change in hemoglobin concentration has been
directly estimated as the coefficients of the linear regression models
applied to hemoglobin versus age for Nutrition Canada data by
Beaton and coworkers (1989). The rate of change in hemoglobin
concentration and the average hemoglobin concentrations for boys
and girls are shown in Table 9-11. The iron content of hemoglobin
is 3.39 mg/g (Smith and Rios, 1974), therefore the daily iron need
for increased hemoglobin mass can be calculated as follows:

TABLE 9-9 Growth Velocity for Boys and Girls

Boys Girls

Age (y) (kg/y) Age (y) (kg/y)

9–12 4.87 9–11 4.77
13–14 10.43 12–13 7.24
15–17 2.75 14–17 1.63
18 0 18 0

SOURCE: Tanner et al. (1966).
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TABLE 9-10 Summary Illustration of Median Absorbed Iron
Requirements for Children and Adolescents, Aged 9 through
18 Yearsa

Components of Iron Needs

Median Change in Basal Tissue
Weightb Hemoglobin Loss Deposit Storage Menses

Age (y) (kg) Mass (mg/d) (mg/d) (mg/d) (mg/d) (mg/d)c

Boys
9 32.5 0.45 0.48 0.002 0 0

10 36.6 0.50 0.49 0.002 0 0
11 40.0 0.62 0.50 0.002 0 0
12 48.1 0.65 0.51 0.002 0 0
13 52.3 0.75 1.05 0.004 0 0
14 61.2 0.75 1.18 0.004 0 0
15 62.0 0.80 0.43 0.001 0 0
16 66.5 0.78 0.44 0.001 0 0
17 69.9 0.84 0.46 0.001 0 0
18 68.3 0.81 0.16 0 0 0

Girls
9 31.9 0.45 0.40 0.002 0 0b

10 35.8 0.50 0.41 0.002 0 0b

11 44.0 0.63 0.42 0.002 0 (0.45)b

12 46.3 0.65 0.63 0.003 0 (0.45)b

13 53.5 0.75 0.64 0.003 0 (0.45)b

14 53.4 0.75 0.14 0.001 0 0.45
15 56.9 0.80 0.14 0.001 0 0.45
16 55.6 0.78 0.14 0.001 0 0.45
17 60.0 0.83 0.15 0.001 0 0.45
18 58.0 0.81 0.10 0 0 0.45

a Summation of the median iron components and dividing by 18 percent bioavailability
does not yield values that are equivalent to the 50th and 97.5th percentile data shown in
Appendix Table I-3. This is because the summation of the median of non-normal distri-
butions (above) do not yield the median of simulation models that represent normal-
ized data.
b Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey data (not demographically
weighted).
c The model assumes that all girls are menstruating at age 14.0 years and after; it also
assumes that no girls reach menarche before age 14. This is not a valid assumption. In
working with individuals, menstrual status can be ascertained and an adjustment can be
made.
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TABLE 9-11 Equations Used to Estimate Hemoglobin
Concentration and Increase in Hemoglobin (Hb)
Concentration

Age (y) Boys Girls

8–13 Hba = 119 + (1.4 × age) ∆Hbb = 1.4 Hb = 121 + (1.1 × age) ∆Hb = 1.1
14–18 Hb = 94.3 + (3.4 × age) ∆Hb = 3.4 Hb = 131 + (0.28 × age) ∆Hb = 0.28

a Hb = g/L.
b ∆Hb = g/L/y.
SOURCE: Beaton et al. (1989).

Boys
([Weight (kg) × increase in hemoglobin concentration (kg/L/year)]
+ [Weight gain (kg/year) × hemoglobin concentration (g/L)]) ×

blood volume (0.075 L/kg) × hemoglobin iron (3.39 mg/g) ÷
365 days/year.

Girls
([Weight (kg) × increase in hemoglobin concentration (kg/L/year)]
+ [Weight gain (kg/year) × hemoglobin concentration (g/L)]) ×

blood volume (0.066 L/kg) × hemoglobin iron (3.39 mg/g) ÷
365 days/year.

For example, the medium daily need for increased hemoglobin
mass for a 16-year-old girl would be ([55.6 × 0.28] + [1.63 × 135]) ×
0.066 × 3.39 ÷ 365, or 0.14 mg/day.

Increase in the Nonstorage Iron Content of Tissues. Nonstorage tissue
iron concentration (myoglobin and enzymes) (Table 9-10) can be
calculated when the average weight gain for boys and girls and the
iron content in muscle tissue are known. The iron deposition is
approximately 0.13 mg/kg total weight gain (0.26 mg/kg muscle
tissue) (Smith and Rios, 1974). The median need for absorbed iron
associated with increase in weight in both sexes is

Tissue iron = Weight gain (kg/year) ×
nonstorage tissue iron (0.13 mg/kg) ÷

365 days/year, or weight gain × 0.00036 mg/day.
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For example, the median daily need for nonstorage iron for a 16-
year-old boy is 0.001 mg/day (2.75 × 0.13 ÷ 365) after rounding. No
provision is made for iron storage after the age of 9 years. It is not a
component of requirement though it can be expected to occur
when intake exceeds actual requirement.

Menstrual Losses. Iron losses in the menses can be calculated when
the average blood loss, the average hemoglobin concentration, and
concentration of iron in hemoglobin (3.39 mg/g) (Smith and Rios,
1974) are known. It was deemed appropriate to use the blood losses
reported by Hallberg and coworkers (1966a, 1966b) with additional
information from Hallberg and Rossander-Hulthen (1991) and,
more specifically, to use the blood loss estimates for 15-year-old
girls. These losses were lower than those reported for older ages.

Several important features of these and other data related to men-
strual blood loss were recognized in developing models to predict
requirements:

• Menstrual losses are highly variable among women and the dis-
tribution of losses in the population shows major skewing, with some
women having losses in excess of three times the median value.

• Menstrual losses are very consistent from one menstrual cycle to
the next for an individual woman.

• Once the woman’s menstrual pattern is established after her
menarche, menstrual losses are essentially unchanged until the
onset of menopause in healthy women. Hallberg and coworkers
(1966b) found very little difference in blood loss with age. Losses
were lower in the 15-year-old group, but incomplete collection
might have been a factor. Cole and coworkers (1971) reported a
small effect of age that was attributed to two covariates, parity and
infant birth weight.

• Contraceptive methods have a major impact on menstrual losses.
Bleeding is significantly increased by the use of certain intrauterine
devices and significantly decreased in individuals taking oral contra-
ceptives.

Age, body size, and parity were not considered to have an effect of
sufficient magnitude on menstrual blood losses to include them as
factors in the models for estimating iron requirements in females—
except with regard to the lower menstrual loss assumed for adoles-
cents.

The data on menstrual losses reported by Hallberg and coworkers
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(1966a, 1966b) were used for all calculations in adolescent and adult
females. This data set was selected for the following reasons:

• It is representative of the other survey data quoted above and
can be considered generalizable to women living in countries other
than that of the study, including the United States and Canada.

• Women were selected to fall into six age groups between 15 and
50 years, thus permitting estimates for all women.

• Although the original data were not available, comprehensive
descriptions of the distribution of menstrual losses are available
from a series of publications by Hallberg and colleagues.

• The survey was carried out before intrauterine devices and oral
contraceptives were widely available. Only one woman in the study
was using an oral contraceptive. None of them used an intrauterine
device. The measurement can therefore reasonably be assumed to
reflect “usual losses”.

Blood losses per menstrual cycle were converted into estimated
daily iron losses averaged over the whole menstrual cycle. The fol-
lowing assumptions were made:

• Blood loss does not change with mild anemia and is therefore
independent of hemoglobin concentration.

• In estimating hemoglobin loss (blood loss × hemoglobin con-
centration), hemoglobin concentration was taken as a constant (135
± 9 g/L in adult women and based on age in adolescents) (Hallberg
and Rossander-Hulthen, 1991) and variance was ignored.

• The iron content of hemoglobin is 3.39 mg/g (Smith and Rios,
1974).

• The duration of the average menstrual cycle is 28 days. Beaton
and coworkers (1970) reported a cycle duration of 27.8 ± 3.6 days
in 86 self-selected healthy volunteers.

Since the distribution of menstrual blood losses in the data re-
ported by Hallberg is skewed, it was modeled as described previously
(see “Selection of Indicators for Estimating the Requirement for
Iron—Factorial Modeling”). Comparison of the observed and mod-
eled values (Table 9-12) provides a way of visualizing the adequacy
of the fit of the model. A log-normal distribution was fitted to the
reported percentiles of the blood loss distribution (natural log of
blood loss = 3.3183 ± 0.6662 [SD]) to result in a median blood loss
of 27.6 mL/estrous cycle. Blood losses of greater than 100 mL/
estrous cycle are observed at the ninety-fifth percentile (Table 9-12)
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TABLE 9-12 Comparison of Reported and Modeled Distributions
of Blood Loss Per Menstrual Cycle of Swedish Women

Blood Loss (mL/estrous cycle)

Percentile Observeda Modeledb

10 10.4 11.4
25 18.2 18.3
50 30.0 30.9
75 52.4 52.3
90 83.9 83.9
95 118.0 111.4

a n = 486. Data from Hallberg et al. (1966a), percentiles 10, 25, 50, 75, 90; Hallberg and
Rossander-Hulthen (1991), percentile 95.
b The predicted values were estimated from a fitted log normal distribution with mean
and standard deviation = -3.4312 ± 0.7783 (see text for methodology).

and the distribution is highly skewed. Although these high menstrual
losses were found in apparently healthy women, it would be diffi-
cult to exclude unidentified hemostatic disorders (Edlund et al.,
1996) or occult uterine disease as possible contributory factors. The
investigators considered all the subjects they studied to be free of
any condition that might affect menstruation. There are no criteria
for identifying a subpopulation at risk for increased menstrual blood
loss or for setting an upper limit for “normal” losses. Calculation of
the EAR and RDA was therefore based on the complete set of obser-
vations.

Regression estimates of hemoglobin concentration and rates of
change in hemoglobin concentration by age and gender have been
derived by Beaton and coworkers (1989). Estimated hemoglobin
concentration for females 14 to 20 years of age was 131 g/L + 0.28 ×
age (years).

The above data were used to compute median menstrual iron loss
as follows:

(Blood loss [27.6 mL/28 days]) ×
(hemoglobin concentration [131 g/L] + [0.28 × age]) ×

iron content of hemoglobin (3.39 mg/g) ÷ 1,000.

Thus for adolescent girls, the median iron loss would be 0.45 mg/
day (Table 9-10). Discussion on menstrual iron losses prior to 14
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years is discussed under “Special Considerations.” (For a discussion
of menstrual iron losses during oral contraceptive use, see the
“Special Considerations” section following “Lactation”.)

Total Requirement for Absorbed Iron. Because all components (basal
iron loss, hemoglobin mass, and nonstorage iron) are not normally
distributed (skewed), these components as shown in Table 9-10 can
not be summed to accurately determine an EAR and RDA. After
summing the components for each individual in the simulated pop-
ulation, the estimated percentiles of distribution were tabulated and
are shown in Appendix Tables I-3 and I-4. The modeled distribution
of iron requirements are used to set the EAR (fiftieth percentile)
and RDA (ninety-seven and one-half percentile) with the assump-
tion of an upper limit of 18 percent for iron absorption.

Dietary Iron Bioavailability. The upper limit of dietary iron absorp-
tion was estimated to be 18 percent and used to set the EAR based
on the fiftieth percentile of absorbed iron requirements (see
“Factors Affecting the Iron Requirement—Algorithms for Estimat-
ing Dietary Iron Bioavailability”).

Estimation of the Variability of Requirements. While Table 9-10 shows
an estimate of median requirement, it is a simple summation and
does not reflect the distributions. The distribution of requirements
must be modeled using Monte Carlo simulation before the EAR
and RDA can be estimated. This necessitates estimation of variability
for components of requirements.

Basal or obligatory losses were derived from Green and coworkers
(1968) with the assumption of proportionality to body surface area.
To derive an estimate of variability of surface area, basal losses were
computed with use of heights and weights reported in the USDA
CSFII 1994–1996. Various transformations were then tested; a
square root transformation approximated normality. The relative
variability of surface area in this proxy data set was taken as an
estimate of variability of basal iron loss. The observed CVs of proxy
basal loss were 22.7 and 8.7 percent for boys aged 11 and 16, respec-
tively, and 19.1 and 13.2 percent for girls aged 11 and 16, respec-
tively. These CVs were applied to the square root of median iron
loss, estimated on the basis of weight at ages 11 and 16 years (median
loss shown in Table 9-10).

Estimating iron associated with change in hemoglobin mass re-
quires consideration of rate of increase in blood volume and in
hemoglobin concentration. Blood volume estimates were based on
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body size, and estimated median growth velocity is shown in Table
9-9. The algorithm for estimating iron need was presented earlier.
For the purpose of modeling, blood volume as a proportion of body
weight and rate of hemoglobin change as a function of age were
taken as constants. The variability of iron need was attributed to
variation in weight and weight velocity.

Based on reported percentiles of body weight in the Third
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III),
normal distributions were fitted at 11 and 16 years of age for boys
and girls. The fit was approximate only but acceptable for the
present purpose. The resultant body weight distributions (kg) were
42.96 ± 12.47 and 70.30 ± 12.70 for boys aged 11 and 16, respectively,
and 44.96 ± 9.96 and 61.36 ± 12.88 for girls aged 11 and 16, respec-
tively.

The average weights differ from the median weights shown in
Table 9-10. Estimates of weight velocity at ages 11 and 16 years were
based on the analyses of longitudinal data reported by Tanner and
coworkers (1966) (Table 9-9). Approximation of a normal distribu-
tion was assumed. The resultant distributions of weight velocities
(kg/year) were used for modeling: 4.87 ± 1.65 and 2.75 ± 2.27 for
boys aged 11 and 16, respectively, and 4.77 ± 2.06 and 1.63 ± 1.63
for girls aged 11 and 16, respectively. The variability of tissue iron
deposition was based on the variability of body weight.

Values for iron hemoglobin concentration and altered hemoglobin
concentration were estimated for these ages from the equations of
Beaton and coworkers (1989), and variability in hemoglobin con-
centration was ignored. Variability arising from menstrual loss was
estimated from the fitted regression of blood loss (ln blood loss =
3.3183 ± 0.6662 [SD]).

Iron EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 9 through 18 Years

The EAR has been set by modeling the components of iron re-
quirements, estimating the requirement for absorbed iron at the
fiftieth percentile, and with use of an upper limit of 18 percent iron
absorption and rounding (see Appendix Tables I-3 and I-4). For the
EAR and RDA for girls, it is assumed that girls younger than 14
years do not menstruate and that all girls 14 years and older do
menstruate.

EAR for Boys
9–13 years 5.9 mg/day of iron

14–18 years 7.7 mg/day of iron
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EAR for Girls
9–13 years 5.7 mg/day of iron

14–18 years 7.9 mg/day of iron

The RDA has been set by modeling the components of iron re-
quirements, estimating the requirement for absorbed iron at the
ninety-seven and one-half percentile, and with use of an upper limit
of 18 percent iron absorption and rounding (see Appendix Tables
I-3 and I-4).

RDA for Boys
9–13 years 8 mg/day of iron

14–18 years 11 mg/day of iron

RDA for Girls
9–13 years 8 mg/day of iron

14–18 years 15 mg/day of iron

Special Considerations

Adjustment for Growth Spurt. During the growth spurt, median rates
of growth of boys might be double those seen in 11-year-olds; for
girls the difference is smaller (about a 50 percent increase). The
needs for absorbed iron associated with growth (increase in body
weight) were estimated as 0.035 mg/g weight gained for boys and
0.030 mg/g weight gained for girls. The additional weight gain in
the peak growth spurt years was estimated as the difference be-
tween the maximum and average growth rate (Table 9-9), which is
15.2 g/day ([10.43 – 4.87 kg/year] × 1,000 g/kg ÷ 365 day/year) for
boys and 6.76 g/day ([7.24 – 4.77 kg/year] × 1,000 g/kg ÷ 365
days/year) for girls. These represent demands of 0.53 mg/day of
iron for boys and 0.20 mg/day for girls. Therefore, the increased
requirement for dietary iron is 2.9 mg/day for boys identified as
currently in the growth spurt, and for girls the increase is approxi-
mately 1.1 mg/day.

Menstruation Before Age 14 Years. In the United States, the average
age of menarche is about 12.5 years. It is reasonable to assume that
by age 14 almost all girls will have started to menstruate, and hence
the estimates of iron requirements should include menstrual losses
at that time. It would be unreasonable to assume that no girls are
menstruating before age 14 years. For girls under age 14 who have
started to menstruate, it would be appropriate to consider a median
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menstrual loss of 0.45 mg/day of iron. Therefore, the requirement
is increased by approximately 2.5 mg/day of iron.

Adults Ages 19 Years and Older

Method Used to Estimate the Average Requirement

Factorial modeling was used to calculate the EAR and RDA for
adult men and women (see “Selection of Indicators for Estimating
the Requirement for Iron—Factorial Modeling”). Requirements for
maintaining iron requirements were derived by estimating losses.
No provision is made for growth beyond age 19 years, and therefore
there is no allowance for deposition of tissue iron.

Men. Basal iron loss was the only component used to estimate
total needs for absorbed iron. Basal losses are based on the study by
Green and coworkers (1968). Basal iron losses are taken as related
to body weight (14 µg/kg/day), and for adult men, the require-
ment for absorbed iron is equivalent to the basal losses:

Basal losses (mg/day) = Weight (kg) × 0.014 mg/kg/day.  (1)

There are insufficient data for estimating variability of basal losses
in adult men. Therefore, the median and variability for basal losses
were calculated by using the median and variability values for body
weight reported in NHANES III. Because variability in body weight
is needed for calculating the distribution of basal losses, the refer-
ence weights in Table 1-1 were not used. Recorded weights reason-
ably yield a normal distribution based on the square root of the
median weight for men:

Weight 77.4 (kg)0.5 = 8.8 ± 0.84 kg. (2)

The distribution of basal losses, and therefore requirements in
men, was obtained by combining equations (1) and (2). The esti-
mated median daily iron loss in men living in the United States—
and therefore the median requirement for absorbed iron—is 1.08
mg/day (77.4 kg × 0.014 mg/kg/day). The ninety-seven and one-
half percentile of absorbed iron requirements is 1.53 mg/day.

The upper limit of dietary iron absorption was estimated to be 18
percent (see “Factors Affecting the Iron Requirement—Algorithms
for Estimating Dietary Iron Bioavailability”). Using this value, the
EAR is 6 mg/day (1.08 mg/day ÷ 0.18).
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It is important to note that these calculations ignore the fact that
men have higher iron stores than women. Moreover, the calcula-
tions assume that this widely recognized observation has no biologi-
cal importance, but is merely the consequence of a total intake of
food energy and associated food iron that is typically higher in men
than in women, coupled with a much lower iron need in men.
Appendix Table I-3 provides the estimated percentiles of the distri-
bution of iron requirements for adult men.

Menstruating Women. Factorial modeling is again used to estimate
the requirement for absorbed iron. Iron requirements for women
were estimated by using the customary two-component model:

Iron requirement = basal losses + menstrual losses.

There are no direct measurements of basal iron losses, separated
from menstrual iron loss, in women. Values for women have there-
fore been derived from the observations made in men (Green et al.,
1968) (see “Selection of Indicators for Estimating the Iron Require-
ment—Factorial Modeling”) by using a simple linear weight adjust-
ment. The mean and variability in basal losses is based on the distri-
bution of body weights recorded in NHANES III. Because variability
in body weight is needed for calculating the distribution of basal
losses, the reference weights in Table 1-1 were not used. The square
root of reported weights yields a normal distribution reasonably
closely:

Weight 64 (kg)0.5 = 8.0 ± 1.06 kg.

Therefore the median basal iron loss was calculated as follows:

Basal iron losses (mg/day) = Median weight (64 kg) × 0.014 mg/
kg/day = 0.896 mg/day.

The ninety-seven and one-half percentile of the estimated ab-
sorbed iron requirement is 1.42  g/day (101.6 kg × 0.014 mg/kg/
day). Menstrual blood (iron) losses have been estimated in many
small studies (Beaton, 1974) and in two large community surveys,
one in Sweden (Hallberg et al., 1966b) and the other in the United
Kingdom (Cole et al., 1971). The findings of all of these studies
were reasonably consistent. The factors and choice of data selection
described for adolescent girls were also used for estimating men-
strual losses in premenopausal women. Table 9-12 shows that the
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modeled median blood lost per menstrual cycle is 30.9 mL. The
average concentration of iron in hemoglobin is 3.39 mg/g (Smith
and Rios, 1974). As determined by Beaton and coworkers (1989),
the average hemoglobin concentration for nonanemic women is
135 g/L. Using the above information, the daily menstrual iron loss
can be calculated as follows:

Menstrual iron loss (mg/day) = blood loss/28 days (30.9 mL) ×
hemoglobin concentration (135 g/L) × iron concentration in

hemoglobin (3.39 mg/g) ÷ 28 days = 0.51 mg/day.

The simulated distribution of menstrual losses is shown in Table
9-13. Median total iron needs were derived by summing the compo-
nent needs (basal loss [0.896] + menstrual losses [0.51] = 1.4 mg/
day).

The upper limit of dietary iron absorption was estimated to be 18
percent (see “Factors Affecting the Iron Requirement—Algorithms
for Estimating Dietary Iron Bioavailability”). By dividing the sum of
absorbed requirements by 18 percent, a distribution of dietary re-
quirements was derived (see Appendix Table I-4). Based on this
calculation and rounding, the EAR and RDA are set at 8 and 18

TABLE 9-13 Estimated Distribution of Menstrual Losses and
Absorbed and Dietary Iron Needs in Adult Womena

Basal Iron Dietary Iron
Percentile Losses Daily Iron Absorbed Iron Requirement
of Women (mg/d) Loss (mg/d)b Needs (mg/d)c (mg/d)d

5 0.55 0.14 0.88 4.88
10 0.62 0.19 0.98 5.45
25 0.74 0.30 1.18 6.55
50 0.89 0.51 1.41 8.06
75 1.06 0.86 1.83 10.17
90 1.23 1.38 2.35 13.05
95 1.36 1.83 2.67 14.83
97.5 1.42 2.32 3.15 17.5

a Because the distribution of basal and menstrual iron losses are approximated from
modeling, the sum of each for a specific percentile will not be equivalent to absorbed
iron needs.
b Menstrual iron losses, averaged over 28 days.
c Menstrual + basal iron losses.
d Based on 18 percent bioavailability.
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mg/day, respectively, for menstruating women not using oral
contraceptives.

Postmenopausal Women. As for men, basal iron loss is the only com-
ponent of iron needs for postmenopausal women and the physio-
logical iron requirements and the EAR and RDA were derived by
factorial modeling using the following equation:

Basal losses (µg/day) = weight (kg) × 14 µg/kg.

As was the case for men, the median and variability for basal losses
was calculated using the median and variability values for body
weight reported in NHANES III. Because variability in body weight
is needed for calculating the distribution of basal losses, the refer-
ence weights in Table 1-1 were not used. Recorded weights approx-
imate a normal distribution based on the square root of weight:

Weight 64 (kg)0.5 = 8.0 ± 1.06 kg.

The distribution of basal losses, and therefore requirements for
postmenopausal women, was obtained by combining the equations
relating weight to basal losses and describing the weight distribu-
tion as outlined for men (Appendix Table I-3). The estimated median
daily iron loss in postmenopausal women living in the United States,
and therefore the median requirement for absorbed iron, is 0.896
mg/day (64 kg × 0.014 mg/kg/day). The ninety-seven and one-half
percentile of estimated absorbed iron requirement is 1.42 g/day
(101.6 kg × 0.014 mg/kg/day).

The upper limit of dietary iron absorption was estimated to be 18
percent (see “Factors Affecting Iron Requirement—Algorithms for
Estimating Dietary Iron Bioavailability”). Based on this value, the
EAR is set at 5 mg/day (0.896 ÷ 0.18).

It is assumed that basal losses, as a function of lean body mass, are
essentially constant with age. Thus with increasing age, the only
adjustment made to the EAR was the reduction associated with
menopause.

Iron EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

The EAR has been set by modeling the components of iron re-
quirements, estimating the requirement for absorbed iron at the
fiftieth percentile, and with use of an upper limit of 18 percent iron
absorption and rounding (Appendix Tables I-3 and I-4).
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EAR for Men
19–30 years   6 mg/day of iron
31–50 years   6 mg/day of iron
51–70 years   6 mg/day of iron

> 70 years   6 mg/day of iron

EAR for Women
19–30 years   8.1 mg/day of iron
31–50 years   8.1 mg/day of iron
51–70 years   5 mg/day of iron

> 70 years   5 mg/day of iron

The RDA has been set by modeling the components of iron re-
quirements, estimating the requirement for absorbed iron at the
ninety-seven and one-half percentile, and with use of an upper limit
of 18 percent iron absorption and rounding (Appendix Tables I-3
and I-4).

RDA for Men
19–30 years   8 mg/day of iron
31–50 years   8 mg/day of iron
50–70 years   8 mg/day of iron

> 70 years   8 mg/day of iron

RDA for Women
19–30 years 18 mg/day of iron
31–50 years 18 mg/day of iron
51–70 years   8 mg/day of iron

> 70 years   8 mg/day of iron

Pregnancy

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

Factorial modeling is used to estimate median requirements of
pregnant women (see “Selection of Indicators for Estimating the
Requirement for Iron—Factorial Modeling”) with use of the equation:

Requirement for absorbed iron = basal losses +
iron deposited in fetus and related tissues +

iron utilized in expansion of hemoglobin mass.

Basal Losses. Using a body weight of 64 kg for a nonpregnant
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woman and an average basal loss of 14 µg/kg (Green et al., 1968),
basal iron losses were calculated to be 0.896 mg/day (64 kg × 0.014
mg/kg) or approximately 250 mg for the entire pregnancy (280 days).

Fetal and Placental Iron Deposition. Numerous estimates of the iron
content of the fetus and placental tissue exist. In the computation
of the requirements, an estimate of 315 mg has been used (FAO/
WHO, 1988). Bothwell and coworkers (1979) and Bothwell (2000)
offered an estimate of 360 mg/pregnancy (270 + 90), whereas
Hytten and Leitch (1971) suggested a total of 450 mg/pregnancy
(375 + 75) but noted that there were insufficient data to estimate
deposition by trimester. Thus, while there is considerable disagree-
ment regarding these estimates, there are no new data to deter-
mine which estimate is more accurate. For this reason, the FAO/
WHO total of 315 mg of iron partitioned by trimester was used.

Increase in Hemoglobin Mass. Although controversy continues, a
general accepted value for iron needed to allow for expansion of
hemoglobin mass is approximately 500 mg (FAO/WHO, 1988).
Hemoglobin mass changes very little during the first trimester but
expands greatly during the second and third trimesters. Informa-
tion on the precise timing of the increase remains uncertain. For
modeling, an equal division between the second and third trimes-
ters is assumed in keeping with FAO/WHO (1988).

The actual magnitude of hemoglobin mass expansion depends
on the extent of iron supplementation provided (De Leeuw et al.,
1966). Beaton (2000) suggested that for every 10 g/L difference in
the final hemoglobin concentration in the last trimester of preg-
nancy, there would be a difference of about 175 mg in the estimate
of need for absorbed iron. It follows from this that the estimate of
iron needs in pregnancy is directly dependent upon the cut-off that
is used for hemoglobin concentration. In turn, that cut-off may
depend on whether one believes that the iron needs of pregnancy
can ever be met by diet alone. Evidence is needed concerning the
functional significance of using a somewhat lower cut-off for final
hemoglobin concentration. In this connection, it is to be recog-
nized that by using a high hemoglobin concentration, the efficiency
of dietary iron utilization is being targeted given that iron absorp-
tion is strongly affected by body iron status (Beaton, 2000). At this
time, the hemoglobin concentration implied by the reference curve
portrayed in Figure 9-1 is accepted.

With the above estimates, the total usage of iron throughout preg-
nancy is 250 mg (basal losses) + 320 mg (fetal and placental deposi-
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FIGURE 9-1 Hemoglobin concentrations in healthy, iron-supplemented (100–325
mg/day) pregnant women living in industrialized countries. The upper solid line
represents the median hemoglobin concentration. The lower dashed curve repre-
sents the fifth percentile of hemoglobin concentration.
SOURCE: IOM (1993).

tion) + 500 mg (increase in hemoglobin mass), or 1,070 mg. At
delivery, actual loss of iron in blood, including blood trapped in the
placenta, may be in the range of 150 to 250 mg. That implies that of
the 500 mg allowed for erythrocyte mass expansion during preg-
nancy, as much as 250 to 350 mg remains in the body to revert to
maternal stores. The net cost of pregnancy could then be estimated
as approximately 700 to 800 mg of iron (1,070 – [250 to 350]). This
amount could be seen as the obligatory need for absorbed iron.
Iron is not utilized at a uniform rate during pregnancy. The esti-
mates of deposition of iron in the conceptus by stage of pregnancy
are presented in Table 9-14.

Dietary Iron Bioavailability. The upper limit of dietary iron absorp-
tion is approximately 25 percent during the second and third tri-
mesters (Barrett et al., 1994). This may be an underestimate of
efficiency, coupled perhaps with the acceptance of too high a target
for third trimester hemoglobin concentrations.
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TABLE 9-14 Estimated Deposition of Iron in Conceptus by
Stage of Pregnancy

Umbilicus and
Stage of Pregnancy Fetus (mg) Placenta (mg) Total (mg)

First trimester 25 5 30
Second trimester 75 25 100
Third trimester 145 45 190
Total 245 75 320

SOURCE: Based on Bothwell and Charlton (1981).

Table 9-15 presents a summary of the factorial model for estima-
tion of median physiological needs, and Table 9-16 translates this to
the median dietary iron requirement for pregnant women for each
trimester. The iron requirement for women during the first tri-
mester is less than that for premenopausal women because men-
struation has ceased.

TABLE 9-15 Summary of Absorbed Iron Requirements in
Pregnant Adult Women

Total
Basal Erythrocyte Fetus and Absorbed Iron

Stage of Losses Mass mg/d Placenta mg/d Requirement
Gestation (mg/d) (mg/trimester) (mg/trimester) (mg/d)

First trimester 0.896 — 0.27 (25) 1.2
Second trimester 0.896 2.7 (250) 1.1 (100) 4.7
Third trimester 0.896 2.7 (250) 2.0 (190) 5.6

TABLE 9-16 Dietary Iron Requirement During Pregnancy

Absorbed Iron Absorption Requirement
Stage of Gestation Requirement (mg/d) (%)a (mg/d)

First trimester 1.2 18 6.4
Second trimester 4.7 25 18.8
Third trimester 5.6 25 22.4

a Absorption efficiency in the first trimester is as estimated for nonpregnant females; in
the second and third trimesters, the efficiency is increased to 25 percent by the in-
creased demand for iron as part of the physiological regulation of iron flux.
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Estimation of the Variability of Requirements. Several approaches re-
garding components of variation could be considered in estimating
the CV for iron needs in pregnancy:

• variability of basal requirement based on prepregnancy body
weight; this would then need to be matched with the estimates of
basal losses in nonpregnant females;

• variability of iron in the fetus based on variation in fetal weight
at term; basing variability on birth weight alone would be a conser-
vative (low) approach;

• variability of blood iron based on variation in hemoglobin con-
centration (SD of about 9 g/L) ignoring variation in blood volume;
and

• variation based on the responses to level of iron supplementa-
tion.

The most conservative approach is based on variation in basal loss
and assumes a CV of body weight of 21 percent (see “Adults Ages 19
Years and Older”) and a CV of hemoglobin concentration in iron-
supplemented women during the third trimester of about 7 percent
(9 g/L/135 g/L) (Beaton et al., 1989). When these assumptions
are applied, with basal losses based on prepregnancy weight, the iron
need for products of conception is 315 ± 66.2 (SD), and the iron
need for hemoglobin mass expansion is 500 ± 35 (SD). For the total
pregnancy, this model yielded an estimated requirement of 1,055
mg ± 99.2 (SD) (CV, 9.4 percent). Table 9-16 summarizes the aver-
age requirement for absorbed and dietary iron for each trimester.

To estimate the needs of pregnant adolescents, the approach
described above was followed with the notable exception that for
adolescents the factorial model included basal losses and iron depo-
sition in tissue as computed for adolescents. The fact that birth
weights for adolescent mothers tend to be lower than for older
women was ignored. In adolescents, the ninety-seven and one-half
percentile of requirement was estimated for each trimester from
simulation models rather than deriving one CV estimate and apply-
ing it to all three trimesters.

Iron EAR and RDA Summary, Pregnancy

The EAR and RDA are established by using estimates for the
third trimester to build iron stores during the first trimester of preg-
nancy.
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EAR for Pregnancy
14–18 years 23 mg/day of iron
19–30 years 22 mg/day of iron
31–50 years 22 mg/day of iron

The RDA has been set by modeling the components of iron re-
quirements, estimating the requirement for absorbed iron at the
ninety-seven and one-half percentile, and using an upper limit of 25
percent iron absorption and rounding.

RDA for Pregnancy
14–18 years 27 mg/day of iron
19–30 years 27 mg/day of iron
31–50 years 27 mg/day of iron

Lactation

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

Components of Requirement. Until menstruation resumes, assumed
to be after 6 months of exclusive breast feeding, median iron needs
during lactation are estimated as the sum of iron secretion in human
milk and basal iron losses calculated for nonpregnant, nonlactating
women (0.896 mg/day). The derived estimate of iron secreted in
mature human milk is 0.27 ± 0.089 (SD) mg/day (0.35 mg/L × 0.78
L/day) (Table 9-5 and Chapter 2). Therefore, the median total
requirement for absorbed iron is 1.17 mg/day (0.896 mg/day +
0.27 mg/day). For adolescent lactating mothers, the approach was
identical to the one above except that in addition to basal losses
(0.85 mg/day) and milk secretion (0.27 mg/day), provision was
made for the deposition of iron in tissues (0.001 mg/day) and
hemoglobin mass (0.14 mg/day) (see Table 9-10) as part of expected
growth of the mother. Thus, the median requirement for absorbed
iron is 1.26 mg/day (0.85 + 0.27 + 0.001 + 0.14). Again, a simulation
model was used to derive the ninety-seven and one-half percentile
of need.

Dietary Iron Bioavailability. To estimate the total iron requirement
for lactation, iron secreted in milk and basal iron loss must be add-
ed by means of simulated distribution. The resultant distribution of
iron needs, and assuming 18 percent absorption, results in the EARs
and RDAs listed below.
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Estimation of the Variability of Requirements. The variability of re-
quirement was based on basal needs modeled as described for non-
pregnant, nonlactating women and milk secretion modeled from
the above distribution. Large breast-feeding studies suggest CVs be-
tween 10 and 40 percent (Dewey and Lonnerdal, 1983; Vaughan et
al., 1979). A CV of 30 percent was adopted and iron concentration
of mature human milk, for the purpose of modeling, is taken as
0.35 mg/L assuming normality with a CV of 33 percent.

Iron EAR and RDA Summary, Lactation

EAR for Lactation
14–18 years 7 mg/day of iron
19–30 years 6.5 mg/day of iron
31–50 years 6.5 mg/day of iron

The RDA for iron is set by determining the estimate of require-
ments at the ninety-seven and one-half percentile.

RDA for Lactation
14–18 years 10 mg/day of iron
19–30 years 9 mg/day of iron
31–50 years 9 mg/day of iron

Special Considerations

Use of Oral Contraceptives and Hormone Replacement Therapy

It has been reported that approximately 17 percent of women in
the United States use oral contraceptives (Abma et al., 1997), which
are known to reduce menstrual blood loss. Although many studies
have documented lower menstrual blood losses among women using
oral contraceptives, only one study actually allowed estimation of
the magnitude of reduction, compared to expected loss. A reanalysis
of data from that study (Nilsson and Solvell, 1967) suggested that a
reasonable estimate of effect would be the equivalent of a 60 per-
cent reduction from expected loss. Therefore, the requirement at
the fiftieth and ninety-seven and one-half percentile for adolescent
girls taking oral contraceptives is 6.9 and 11.4 mg/day, respectively
and 6.4 and 10.9 mg/day for premenopausal women (see Appendix
Table I-4).

Hormone replacement therapy (HRT), which provides estrogen
and progesterone, is commonly practiced by postmenopausal
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women. Some uterine bleeding can occur in some women during
HRT, especially during the first year of therapy (Archer et al., 1999;
MacLennan et al., 1993; Oosterbaan et al., 1995). Therefore, women
on HRT who continue to menstruate may have higher iron require-
ments than postmenopausal women who are not on HRT.

Vegetarianism

As previously discussed, iron is more bioavailable from meat than
from plant-derived foods. Meat and fish also enhance the absorp-
tion of nonheme iron. Therefore, nonheme iron absorption is lower
for those consuming vegetarian diets than for those eating non-
vegetarian diets (Hunt and Roughead, 1999). Serum ferritin con-
centrations have been observed to be markedly lower in vegetarian
men, women, and children than in those consuming a nonvegetarian
diet (Alexander et al., 1994; Dwyer et al., 1982; Shaw et al., 1995).
For these reasons, individuals who typically consume vegetarian
diets may have difficulty consuming adequate intakes of bioavail-
able iron to meet the EAR. Cook and coworkers (1991) compared
iron bioavailability from single meals with that of a diet consumed
over a 2-week period. There was a 4.4-fold difference between max-
imally enhancing and maximally inhibiting single meals, but the
difference was only two-fold when measured over the 2-week period.
It is therefore estimated that the bioavailability of iron from a
vegetarian diet is approximately 10 percent, rather than the 18 per-
cent from a mixed Western diet. Hence the requirement for iron is
1.8 times higher for vegetarians. It is important to emphasize that
lower bioavailability diets (approaching 5 percent overall absorp-
tion) may be encountered with very strict vegetarianism and in some
developing countries where access to a variety of foods is limited.

Intestinal Parasitic Infection

Intestinal parasites infect approximately 1 billion of the world’s
population. Some of the parasites, particularly hookworm, cause
significant intestinal blood loss. These infections are prevalent in
developing countries where the intake of bioavailable iron is often
inadequate. When possible, the primary intervention should be
elimination of the parasitic infection. In addition, an adequate intake
of bioavailable dietary iron may be necessary to treat iron deficiency.
When bioavailable dietary iron is not available, supplemental iron
may be needed. Various regimens are provided for such groups at
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risk of iron deficiency anemia (Stoltzfus and Dreyfuss, 1998; WHO/
UNICEF/UNU, 1998).

Blood Donation

An annual donation of 0.5 L of blood is equivalent to between
200 and 250 mg of iron, which represents approximately 0.6 to 0.7
mg/day. Blood donors have lower serum ferritin concentrations
than nondonors (Milman and Kirchhoff, 1991a, 1991b). More fre-
quent donations can be problematic, especially for women, result-
ing in a need for supplemental iron (Garry et al., 1995).

Increased Iron Losses in Exercise and Intense Endurance Training

Many reviewers of the scientific literature conclude that iron status
is marginal or inadequate in a large number of individuals, particu-
larly females, who engage in regular physical exercise (Clarkson
and Haymes, 1995; Raunikar and Sabio, 1992; Weaver and Rajaram,
1992). Dietary intake patterns of these individuals are frequently
suboptimal with a reduced intake of a number of micronutrients.
Weaver and Rajaram (1992) estimated that daily iron losses increase
to 1.75 mg/day in male athletes and to 2.3 mg/day in female athletes
with prolonged training. This is in contrast to a whole body loss of
iron of approximately 1.08 mg/day in males beyond puberty and
1.45 mg/day in menstruating females. Ehn and coworkers (1980)
demonstrated that highly trained, long distance runners have a bio-
logic half-life of body iron of only approximately 1,000 days, a sig-
nificantly shorter time than the 1,300 and 1,200 days, respectively,
of male and female nonexercisers. Several reviewers of this topic
conclude that increased fecal losses and perhaps sporadic hematuria
contribute to depressed iron stores in athletic segments of the pop-
ulation (Siegel et al., 1979; Stewart et al., 1984). There is a notable
reduction in hematologic parameters that could be the result of
increased intravascular hemolysis of erythrocytes. Many studies have
found an increased rate of erythrocyte turnover and fragility in
athletes (Lampe et al., 1991; Newhouse and Clement, 1995;
Rowland et al., 1991). Thus, several mechanisms by which iron
balance could be affected by intense physical exercise have been
advanced (Fogelholm, 1995; Magnusson et al., 1984; Weight, 1993),
including increased gastrointestinal blood losses after running, and
hemoglobinuria as a result of erythrocyte rupture within the foot
during running. For the above reasons, and based on the strong
whole body iron loss data collected by Ehn and coworkers (1980),
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the EAR for iron will conservatively be 30 percent greater for those
who engage in regular intense exercise. If the estimate of Weaver
and Rajaram (1992) is used, the EAR may be as much as 70 percent
greater in the subpopulation of athletes.

Validation of Requirement Estimates

The theoretical and operational derivation of iron requirement
estimates has been described for each life stage group. Require-
ments have been based on the estimation of the amount of iron
needed to meet body functions with minimal storage. This level of
nutriture is marked by a serum ferritin concentration of about 15
µg/L in children, adolescents, and adults and by a somewhat lower
concentration (10 to 12 µg/L) in infants. Percentiles of the simulat-
ed distributions of requirement are presented in Appendix Tables
I-3 and I-4.

The prevalence of apparently inadequate intakes is estimated
through an assessment of the estimated distribution of usual intakes
and by applying risk tables (Appendix Tables I-5, I-6, I-7) derived
from the estimated requirement distributions and compared with
the estimated prevalence of inadequate iron status based on serum
ferritin concentration (see Table 14-1). The data sets used in this
comparison were USDA CSFII 1994–1996 for iron intake and
NHANES III for serum ferritin concentration. Statistical procedures
were used to derive estimates of the usual iron intake or usual serum
ferritin concentration; the data were also adjusted, with use of
reported weighting factors, to represent the U.S. population and to
compensate for the fact that sampling weights were not identical in
the two data sets. Table 9-17 presents the outcome of this compari-
son. Considering that the dietary data do not include iron ingested
as direct supplements and that no adjustment for alleged under-
reporting has been made, the agreement between apparent dietary
inadequacy and apparent biochemical deficiency is reasonable for
most age groups.

Children Ages 1 through 8 Years

The estimated prevalence of inadequate intake is lower (less than
5 percent) than the estimated prevalence of inadequate iron status
for children (Table 9-17). One reason for the lack of congruence
between iron intake and iron status may be the lack of validation of
cut-off concentrations for serum ferritin in young children. Although
studies have confirmed the correlation between a lack of storage
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TABLE 9-17 Comparison of Estimated Prevalence of
Apparently Inadequate Iron Intakes and Serum Ferritin
Concentrations Indicative of Apparent Iron Deficiency, Third
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, 1988–1994

Prevalence of Biochemical
Deficiency (%)

Usual Intake Prevalence
(mean ± Apparently Ferritin Ferritin

Age, standard Inadequate Concentration Concentration
Gender deviation) Intakes (%) < 15 µg/L < 10 µg/L

1–3 y, both 10.9 ± 4.0 < 5 26 13
4–8 y, both 13.0 ± 3.9 < 5 6
9–13 y

Male 17.9 ± 5.7 < 5 < 5
Female 14.1 ± 4.2 < 5 8

14–18 y
Male 20.1 ± 6.9 < 5 < 5
Female 13.4 ± 5.1 10 15

19–30 y
Male 19.6 ± 6.8 < 5 15
Female 13.2 ± 4.1 < 5 13

31–50 y
Male 19.6 ± 6.8 < 5 < 5
Female 12.7 ± 4.6 15–20 16

51–70 y
Male 16.9 ± 6.3 < 5 < 5
Female 12.3 ± 4.1 < 5 < 5

71+ y
Male 16.1 ± 7.1 < 5 < 5
Female 12.4 ± 4.9 < 5 < 5

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided complete and reliable Day 1 dietary
intake records. Breastfeeding infants and children were excluded from all analyses. The
intake distributions for children 1–3 years of age are unadjusted. Percentiles for these
groups were computed using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE . For all other groups, data were
adjusted using the Iowa State University method using C-Side.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.
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iron and low ferritin concentrations, such studies have not been
conducted in children. Thus ferritin concentrations of 10 and 15
µg/L may not be indicative of low iron stores in children.

Children and Adolescents Ages 9 through 18 Years

When the predicted prevalence of inadequate intakes and the
reported prevalence of iron deficiency are compared in those aged
9 through 18 years, agreement is not consistent (Table 9-17). For
example, in girls aged 9 through 13 years, the prevalence of inade-
quate intake is less than 5 percent, but the prevalence of low serum
ferritin concentration is 8 percent. The lack of congruence of these
results is likely due to the fact that a proportion of girls aged 12 and
13 years have reached menarche and have higher iron requirements
than those who have not reached menarche. There is better con-
gruence between dietary and biochemical estimates for 14- through
18-year-old girls whose iron requirements include menstrual iron
losses. Among boys, the prevalences of inadequate intakes and low
serum ferritin concentrations are both less than 5 percent.

Adults Ages 19 Years and Older

There is congruence between the prevalences of inadequate iron
intakes and low serum ferritin concentrations for men and for pre-
and postmenopausal women (Table 9-17). The prevalence of inade-
quate iron intakes for premenopausal women is approximately 20
percent and the prevalence of low serum ferritin concentration is
13 to 16 percent, prevalences indicating that the additional iron
requirements due to menstrual losses are not being met in this
group of women.

The overall pattern offers some degree of reassurance that the
general model used to estimate requirements, the specific estimates
of components of that model, and the assumed limits to bioavail-
ability of dietary iron are reasonable.

INTAKE OF IRON

Food Sources

The iron content of vegetables, fruits, breads, and pasta varies
from 0.1 to 1.4 mg/serving. Because most grain products are forti-
fied with iron, approximately one-half of ingested iron comes from
bread and other grain products such as cereals and breakfast bars.
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Some fortified cereals contain as much as 24 mg of iron per 1-cup
serving. Heme iron represents only 7 to 10 percent of dietary iron
of girls and women and only 8 to 12 percent of dietary iron for boys
and men (Raper et al., 1984). Human milk provides approximately
0.27 mg/day (Table 9-5).

Dietary Intake

Data from nationally representative U.S. surveys are available to
estimate iron intakes (Appendix Tables C-18, C-19, D-3, E-5). Data
from these surveys indicate that the median daily intake of dietary
iron by men is approximately 16 to 18 mg/day, and the median
intake by pre- and postmenopausal women is approximately 12 mg/
day. Data from a survey done in two Canadian provinces showed
that the dietary intake of iron by both men and women was slightly
lower than intakes in the United States (Appendix Table F-2). The
median intake of dietary iron by pregnant women was approximately
15 mg/day, which is less than the Estimated Average Requirement
(EAR) of 22 mg/day, indicating the need for iron supplementation
during pregnancy.

Intake from Supplements

Approximately 21 to 25 percent of women and 16 percent of men
were reported to consume a supplement that contains iron (Moss
et al., 1989; see Table 2-2). The median intake of iron from supple-
ments is approximately 1 mg/day for men and women, an amount
based on the difference in median iron intake from food plus sup-
plements and food alone (Appendix Tables C-18 and C-19). The
median iron intake from food plus supplements by pregnant women
is approximately 21 mg/day.

TOLERABLE UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of
daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects for almost all individuals. Although members of the general
population should be advised not to routinely exceed the UL, intake
above the UL may be appropriate for investigation within well-
controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should
not be discouraged, as long as subjects participating in these trials
have signed informed consent documents regarding possible toxic-
ity and as long as these trials employ appropriate safety monitoring
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of trial subjects. In addition, the UL is not meant to apply to indi-
viduals who receive iron under medical supervision.

Hazard Identification

Iron is a redox-active transition metal. In health, it is carried from
one tissue to another bound to transferrin and stored in cells in the
form of ferritin or hemosiderin. These proteins hold iron in the
ferric state. Kinetic restrictions prevent the iron from being reduced
by cellular reductants, and it is thus shielded from unwanted partici-
pation in redox reactions (McCord, 1996). If the transport and
storage mechanisms are overwhelmed, the free iron will immediately
be chelated by cellular compounds, such as citrate or adenosyl
diphosphate, that readily participate in redox reactions catalyzing
the formation of highly toxic free radicals or the initiation of lipid
peroxidation.

Adverse Effects

Acute Effects. There are reports of acute toxicity resulting from
overdoses of medicinal iron, especially in young children (Anderson,
1994; Banner and Tong, 1986; NRC, 1979). Accidental iron over-
dose is the most common cause of poisoning deaths in children
under 6 years of age in the United States (FDA, 1997). Vomiting
and diarrhea characterize the initial stages of iron intoxication. With
increasing time after ingestion, at least five organ systems can be-
come involved: cardiovascular, central nervous system, kidney, liver,
and hematologic (Anderson, 1994). The severity of iron toxicity is
related to the amount of elemental iron absorbed. Symptoms occur
with doses between 20 and 60 mg/kg with the low end of the range
associated primarily with gastrointestinal irritation while systemic
toxicity occurs at the high end (McGuigan, 1996). These data, how-
ever, are not used because acute intake data are not considered in
setting a UL.

Iron-Zinc Interactions. High intakes of iron supplements have been
associated with reduced zinc absorption as measured by changes in
serum zinc concentrations after dosing (Fung et al., 1997; Meadows
et al., 1983; O’Brien et al., 2000; Solomons, 1986; Solomons and
Jacob, 1981; Solomons et al., 1983). However, plasma zinc concen-
trations are not considered to be good indicators of body zinc stores
(Whittaker, 1998). Studies using zinc radioisotopes showed reduced
zinc absorption when both minerals were administered in the fast-
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ing state at an iron-zinc ratio of 25:1 but not at 1:1 or 2.5:1 (Sandstrom
et al., 1985). When iron and zinc supplements were given with a
meal, however, this effect was not observed. Other investigators have
reported similar observations (Davidsson et al., 1995; Fairweather-
Tait et al., 1995b; Valberg et al., 1984; Walsh et al., 1994; Yip et al.,
1985). A radioisotope-labeling study by Davidsson and coworkers
(1995) showed that fortifying foods such as bread, infant formula,
and weaning foods with iron had no effect on zinc absorption. In
general, the data indicate that large doses of supplemental iron
inhibit zinc absorption if both are taken without food, but do not
inhibit zinc absorption if they are consumed with food. Because
there is no evidence of any clinically significant adverse effect asso-
ciated with iron-zinc interactions, this effect is not used to deter-
mine a UL for iron.

Gastrointestinal Effects. High-dose iron supplements are commonly
associated with constipation and other gastrointestinal (GI) effects
including nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea (Blot et al., 1981; Brock
et al., 1985; Coplin et al., 1991; Frykman et al., 1994; Hallberg et al.,
1966c; Liguori, 1993; Lokken and Birkeland, 1979) (Table 9-18).
Because GI effects are local, the frequency and severity of the effect
depends on the amount of elemental iron released in the stomach
(Hallberg et al., 1966c). The adverse effects of supplemental iron
appear to be reduced when iron is taken with food (Brock et al.,
1985). While most of the observed effects are relatively minor, some
individuals have found them severe enough to stop further supple-
mentation (Frykman et al., 1994).

A single-blinded, 8-week study by Brock et al. (1985) reported
“moderate to severe” GI effects in 50 percent of subjects taking 50
mg/day of elemental iron as ferrous sulfate. This finding is
supported by other better-controlled, prospective studies showing
GI effects at similar doses (Coplin et al., 1991; Frykman et al., 1994;
Lokken and Birkeland, 1979). These data suggest a definite causal
relation between high iron intake and GI effects.

Secondary Iron Overload. Secondary iron overload occurs when the
body iron stores are increased as a consequence of parenteral iron
administration, repeated blood transfusions, or hematological dis-
orders that increase the rate of iron absorption. Although the iron
in patients with secondary iron overload tends to be stored initially
in macrophages where it is less damaging, the typical pathological
consequences of iron overload that are characteristic of hereditary
hemochromatosis may eventually occur.
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Whether an excessive iron intake alone can lead to secondary
iron overload and associated organ damage is unknown. Some indi-
viduals appear to control their rates of iron acquisition very effec-
tively in the face of a high iron intake, but as yet there has been no
study with a large number of experimental subjects and a sufficient
duration to be certain of this conclusion. Individuals who are hetero-
zygous for hemochromatosis manifest minor phenotypic expression,
usually a slight to moderate increase in serum ferritin concentra-
tions and transferrin saturation (Bulaj et al., 1996). Iron stores are
modestly increased but do not continue to rise significantly with
increasing age, and the pathological features of homozygous hemo-
chromatosis do not occur.

There is only one clear example of dietary iron overload. The
high prevalence of iron overload in South African and Zimbabwean
blacks is associated with the consumption of traditional beer with
an average iron content of 80 mg/L (Bothwell et al., 1964). The
iron is highly bioavailable and some people may consume several
liters of the beer per day. Iron overload does not occur in members
of the population who are not consuming large quantities of beer
or iron. There is therefore little doubt that the high iron intake
plays a major role in the pathogenesis of sub-Saharan iron overload.
However, intake may not be the only factor. Gordeuk and coworkers
(1992) collected evidence to suggest that there is also a genetic
component involving a gene different from the HFE gene-linked
hereditary hemochromatosis (Feder, 1999).

Cardiovascular Disease. Sullivan (1981) first hypothesized that in-
creased body iron plays a role in the development of coronary heart
disease (CHD). This hypothesis was based on the difference in the
prevalence of ischemic heart disease between men and postmeno-
pausal women, on one hand, and between men and premenopausal
women on the other. According to Sullivan’s hypothesis, the preva-
lence of CHD is higher in men and increases after menopause in
women as a result of higher body iron stores.

Epidemiological support for this hypothesis was provided by
Salonen and coworkers (1992). In a cohort study, they demonstrated a
significant association between high serum ferritin concentrations
and the risk of myocardial infarction (MI) among middle-aged men
in Finland. Men with serum ferritin concentrations greater than
200 µg/L had a 2.2-fold greater risk of acute MI than men with
levels less than 200 µg/L. The association was even stronger in those
with high cholesterol concentrations. Their original conclusions
were confirmed by a reanalysis of the same group of subjects after a
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TABLE 9-18 Iron and Gastrointestinal (GI) Adverse Effects,
by Increasing Dose

Dose of
Form of Iron (Fe) Suppleme

Reference Sample Size Study Group Iron (mg

Coplin et al., 1991 Ferrous sulfate 18–40 y 50
n = 38 women nonpregnant women

Randomized double-
blind, cross-over trial

Bis-glycino Fe II 18–40 y 50
(chelated Fe)b nonpregnant women

n = 38 women

Brock et al., 1985 Ferrous sulfate 18–39 y 50
n = 272 women and menc nonpregnant women

Single-blind, parallel
group study

Ferrous sulfate in wax matrix 18–39 y 50
prep (control group) nonpregnant women

n = 271 women and menc

Critical Study
Frykman et al., 1994 n = 97 (total) Blood donors

Controlled, double-blind Placebo
crossover study n = 46 men 34–48 y

n = 51 women 35–52 y

Ferrous fumarate
n = 23 men 34–45 y 60
n = 25 women 40–52 y
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ects,

Dose of
Supplemental

p Iron (mg/d) When Taken Duration Results/Comments

50 Before 2 wk 25/38 GI problemsa

t women breakfast 7 abdominal pain
10 bloating
13 constipation
9 diarrhea
12 nausea

50 2 wk 23/38 GI problems
t women 9 abdominal pain

9 bloating
13 constipation
7 diarrhea
9 nausea
No placebo control

50 Before 8 wk 53 abdominal discomfortd

t women breakfast 26 nausead

5 vomiting
47 constipationd

26 diarrhead

50 Before 8 wk 25 abdominal discomfort
t women breakfast 11 nausea

3 vomiting
18 constipation
13 diarrhea
Wax matrix coating was used

to help minimize GI distress

rs Not indicated 4 wk GI side effects
14% all GI side effectsd

4% nausea
10% gastric pain
20% constipationd

19% diarrhea

60 Not indicated 4 wk GI side effects
25% all GI side effectsd

6% nausea
19% gastric pain
35% constipationd

37% diarrhea
continued
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Liguori, 1993 ITF 282 (iron protein 15–85 y 120 (60 m
succinylate) 2× per 

Double-blind, n = 549 (64 men; 485 women)
randomized,
multicenter study

Ferrous sulfate-controlled 15–88 y 105
release nonpregnant

n = 546 (55 men; 491 women)

Blot et al., 1981 Elemental iron 27.5 ± 4.5 y 105
n = 132 pregnant women

Lokken and Birkeland, Ferrous fumarate 18–28 y 120
1979 n = 19

Double-blind, cross-over

Hallberg et al., 1966c (I) Placebo Blood donors
n = 195

Ferrous sulfate Blood donors 222
n = 198

Hallberg et al., 1966c (II) Placebo Blood donors
n = 119

Ferrous sulfate Blood donors 222
n = 120

Ferrous fumarate Blood donors 222
n = 118

Ferrous gluconate Blood donors 222
n = 120

TABLE 9-18 Continued

Dose of
Form of Iron (Fe) Suppleme

Reference Sample Size Study Group Iron (mg
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120 (60 mg Before 8.5 wk 63/546 (11%) GI side effects
2× per day) breakfast 31 epigastric pain

and before 23 constipation
dinner 32 abdominal pain

14 nausea
25 heartburn

105 Before 8.5 wk 127/549 (26%) GI side effectsd

t breakfast 23 constipation
31 abdominal pain
14 nausea
33 heartburn
No placebo control

105 90 d 14% had severe alimentary side
effects

No placebo control

120 8 wk 5/19 GI distress
1 diarrhea
1 epigastric pain
3 constipation

2/19 GI distress (placebo)
2 epigastric pain and constipation

rs 14 d GI side effects
14% (6 men, 17 women)

rs 222 14 d GI side effects
23% (6 men, 34 womend)

rs 14 d GI side effects
14% (2 men, 16 women)

rs 222 14 d GI side effects
28% (5 men, 26 womend)

rs 222 14 d GI side effects
26% (4 men, 25 womend)

rs 222 14 d GI side effects
31% (8 men, 27 womend)

Dose of
Supplemental

p Iron (mg/d) When Taken Duration Results/Comments

continued
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Hallberg et al., 1966c (III) Placebo Blood donors
n = 200

Ferrous sulfate Blood donors 180
n = 195

Ferrous glycine sulfonate Blood donors 180
n = 200

Ferrous gluconate Blood donors

TABLE 9-18 Continued

Dose of
Form of Iron (Fe) Suppleme

Reference Sample Size Study Group Iron (mg

a Coplin et al. (1991) observed no statistically significant difference in frequency of side
effects for the different preparations.
b The iron glycine chelate has been shown to be more bioavailable than the sulfate.

5-year follow-up (Salonen et al., 1994). Another prospective cohort
study reported an association between high serum ferritin concen-
trations and carotid vascular disease (Kiechl et al., 1997). However,
several other large prospective cohort studies failed to demonstrate
a significant relationship between serum ferritin concentrations and
increased risk for CHD (Aronow and Ahn, 1996; Frey and Krider,
1994; Magnusson et al., 1994; Manttari et al., 1994; Stampfer et al.,
1993) (Table 9-19).

The relationships between various other measures of iron status
(e.g., serum transferrin saturation, serum iron concentration, and
total iron-binding capacity) and CHD severity, incidence, or mortal-
ity have been examined in other prospective cohort studies. Investi-
gators reported that transferrin saturation (Liao et al., 1994), serum
iron concentrations (Liao et al., 1994; Morrison et al., 1994;
Reunanen et al., 1995), and total iron-binding capacity (Magnusson
et al., 1994) were related to CHD (Tables 9-19 through 9-22). How-
ever, some of these same studies and several other large prospective
cohort studies failed to demonstrate any relationship with transferrin
saturation (Baer et al., 1994; Reunanen et al., 1995; Sempos et al.,
1994; Van Asperen et al., 1995) or total iron-binding capacity (Liao
et al., 1994; Reunanen et al., 1995; Van Asperen et al., 1995).
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rs 14 d GI side effects
12% (6 men, 16 women)

rs 180 14 d GI side effects
26% (15 men, 30 women)

rs 180 14 d GI side effects
24% (11 men, 33 women)

rs GI side effects
27% (9 men, 39 women)

Dose of
Supplemental

p Iron (mg/d) When Taken Duration Results/Comments

c The 543 subjects evaluated in this study comprised 484 nonpregnant, premenopausal
women and 59 men, aged 18 to 39 years.
d Statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) in frequency of side-effects between the
iron and the placebo group.

Danesh and Appleby (1999) recently conducted a systematic
assessment of 12 prospective epidemiological studies of iron status
and CHD. They concluded that these studies do not support a
strong association between iron status and CHD.

There was no association between CHD and heterozygosity in two
studies (Franco et al., 1998; Nassar et al., 1998). Two subsequent
surveys from Europe demonstrated a two-fold increase in acute MI
in heterozygous men (Tuomainen et al., 1999) and a 1.6-fold in-
crease in overall CHD mortality in heterozygous women (Roest et
al., 1999). In summary, the currently available data do not provide
convincing support for an association between high body iron stores
and increased risk for CHD.

Taken as a whole, this body of evidence does not provide con-
vincing support for a causal relationship between the level of dietary
iron intake and the risk for CHD. However, it is also important to
note that the evidence is insufficient to definitively exclude iron as
a risk factor. Several studies suggest that the serum ferritin concen-
tration is directly correlated with the risk for CHD. However, serum
ferritin concentrations are affected by several factors other than
dietary iron intake. The significance of the high serum ferritin con-
centrations that have been observed in population surveys and the
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TABLE 9-19 Serum Ferritin Concentration and
Cardiovascular Disease

Disease Other Ris
Study Type of Study Follow-up Subjectsa Outcomeb Factors A

Salonen et al., Prospective 3 y 51 M MI Age, exam
1992 cohort (42, 48, 54, ischem

or 60 y) G, HDL

Stampfer et al., Nested About 10 y 238 M w/MI MI S, age, ot
1993 case-controle 238 M controls risk fac

(40–84 y)

Frey and Krider, Prospective 1–10 y 298 M MI (in 32 of Reviewed
1994 cohort (mean 5 y) (42–60 y)g 298 M) Ch, G, 

Magnusson Prospective 8.5 y 81 M MI Age, othe
et al., 1994 cohort 18 W parame

(25–74 y) HDL

Manttari et al., Nested 5 y 136 cases CHD Age, BM,
1994 case-control (M, 49 y) HDL, T

132 controls
(M, 47 y)

Salonen et al., Prospective 5 y 83 M MI
1994 cohort

Aronow and Prospective 3 y 171 M New CHD Age, sex, 
Ahn, 1996 cohort 406 W events CHD

(62–100 y)

Kiechl et Prospective 5 y 826 M/W Carotid Age, S, C
al., 1997 cohort (40–79 y) athero- Alc, Hb

sclerosis Hyp

a M = men, W = women.
b MI = myocardial infarction, CHD = coronary heart disease.
c S = smoking, ECG = echocardiogram, BP = blood pressure, G = blood glucose, HDL =
high density lipoprotein, TG = triglyceride concentration, AB = apolipoprotein B, L =
blood leukocyte count, Fe = serum iron, Ch = total cholesterol, BM = body mass, Hb =
hemoglobin concentration, Alc = alcohol intake, AA-1 = Apolipoprotein A-1, Hyp =
hypertension.
d Amount provided as mean concentrations.
e The blood samples were collected in 1982 from 14,916 men aged 40–84 years without
prior MI or stroke.
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Ferritin
ease Other Risk Concentration
tcomeb Factors Assessedc (µg/L)d Association

Age, exam year, S, > 200 Elevated ferritin concentration was a
ischemic ECG test, BP, strong risk factor for acute MI
G, HDL, TG, AB, L (relative risk [RR] = 2.2) compared

 to men with lower ferritin levels

S, age, other coronary 250 cases No association was observed between
risk factors 222 controls serum ferritin concentration and

(p = 0.08)f risk of myocardial infarction

(in 32 of Reviewed med. charts for 156 all No association of serum ferritin with
98 M) Ch, G, L, lipid profile 148 cases risk of MI

Age, other Fe 198 (M) No association between serum
parameters, BP, S, Ch, 91 (W) ferritin and MI, RR = 0.99
HDL

D Age, BM, BP, Ch, Hb, 84 cases No association between serum
HDL, TG, L, S 85 control ferritin concentration and risk of

CHD

≥ 200 Elevated ferritin concentration was a
strong risk factor for acute MI
compared to men with lower
ferritin levelsh

w CHD Age, sex, S, prior 143 M-CHD No association with new CHD events
vents CHD 146 M-no

new events
122 W-CHD
128 W-no

new events

otid Age, S, Ch, BP, G, 185 with Serum ferritin was a strong predictor
thero- Alc, Hb, AB, AA-1, athero- of atherosclerosis
clerosis Hyp sclerosis

114 no athero-
sclerosis

f After adjusting for other coronary risk factors (aside from age and smoking), men with
levels ≥ 200 µg/L had an relative risk of 1.1 compared with those having lower levels.
g These patients were from two southern West Virginia counties with a high number of
mine workers who had been exposed to mine dust.
h This association remained statistically significant when the following risk factors were
added to the model individually and together: systolic blood pressure, height, weight,
body mass index, serum apolipoprotein B concentration, concentrations of triglycerides
and HDL2 subfraction of high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, plasma fibrinogen con-
centration, ischemia on exercise testing, maximal oxygen uptake, energy, and saturated
fat intake.
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TABLE 9-20 Transferrin Saturation and Coronary Heart Disease

Follow-up Disease Adjusted 
Study Type of Study (y) Subjectsa Outcomeb These Fac

Baer et al., Retrospective 14 46,932 MI Age, race
1994 cohort (≥ 30 y) educati

history 
diabete
systolic 

Liao et al., Follow-up 13 4,237 MI, CHD Age, S, C
1994 (40–74 y) educati

Sempos et Cohort 13 4,518 CHD, MI Age, diab
al., 1994 (47–74 y) educati

Reunanen et Prospective 14 6,086 M Mortality S, BP, BM
al., 1995 cohort 6,102 W from CHD history 

(45–64 y) disease

Van Asperen Cohort 17 129 M Mortality Age, S, A
et al., 1995 131 W from IHD Ch, BM

(64–87 y) diabete

TABLE 9-21 Serum Iron Concentration and Cardiovascular
Disease

Follow-up Disease Adjusted 
Study Type of Study Period (y) Subjectsa Outcomeb These Fac

Liao et al., Prospective 13 1,827 M MI, CHD Age, systo
1994 cohort 2,410 W educati

(40–74 y
at baseline)

Morrison et al., Cohort 15 10,000 MI Age, S, B
1994 diabete

Reunanen et Prospective 15 6,086 M CHD Age, Ch, 
al., 1995 cohort 6,102 W diabete

a M = men, W = women.
b MI = myocardial infarction, CHD = coronary heart disease, IHD = ischemic heart disease.

a M = men, W = women.
b MI = myocardial infarction, CHD = coronary heart disease.
c BP = blood pressure, Ch = total cholesterol, S = smoking.
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Disease

ease Adjusted for Intake
tcomeb These Factorsc Values Association

Age, race, S, Alc, Not provided Relative risk = 1.3
education, family The relative risk for subjects with
history of CAD and increased iron stores (TS ≥ 62%)
diabetes, G, Ch, BMI, was not statistically significant
systolic BP

CHD Age, S, Ch, systolic BP, Not provided Transferrin saturation inversely
education related to CHD; not related to MI

D, MI Age, diabetes, BP, S, Ch, Not provided Transferrin saturation is not related
education to CHD or MI risk in men or

women

rtality S, BP, BMI, diabetes, Mean Fe Transferrin saturation was inversely
om CHD history of heart intakes: but not significantly associated

disease 17 mg (M) with CHD mortality
13 mg (W)

rtality Age, S, Alc, systolic BP, Not provided No significant association between
om IHD Ch, BMI, history of transferrin saturation and

diabetes and IHD ischemic heart disease

ular

ease Adjusted for
tcomeb These Factorsc Relative Risk and Associations

CHD Age, systolic BP, Ch, S, Inversely associated with MI and CHD in women
education (0.82 and 0.86; p < 0.01)

Inversely associated with CHD in men
 (0.92; p = 0.065)

Age, S, BP, Ch, Serum iron significantly associated with risk of MI,
diabetes status rate ratio = 2.18 (men); 5.53 (women)

No association between risk of acute MI and dietary
or supplemental iron intake

D Age, Ch, BP, S, Risk for CHD mortality was highest in the lowest
diabetes, obesity serum iron quartile

c S = smoking, Alc = alcohol intake, CAD = coronary artery disease, G = blood glucose,
Ch = total cholesterol, BMI = body mass index, BP = blood pressure.
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TABLE 9-22 Total Iron-binding Capacity and Cardiovascular
Disease

Follow-up Disease Adjusted 
Study Type of Study Period (y) Subjectsa Outcomeb These Fac

Liao et al., Cohort 13 1,827 M CHD, MI Age, systo
1994 2,410 W educati

Magnusson Prospective 8.5 2,036 M/W MI incidence Age, sex, 
et al., 1994 cohort (25–74 y) triglyce

serum f
(ferritin
leukocy

Reunanen Prospective 14 6,086 M CHD S, BP, BM
et al., 1995 cohort 6,102 F mortality history 

(45–64 y at disease
baseline)

Van Asperen Prospective 17 129 M IHD Age, S, A
et al., 1995 cohort 131 W mortality Ch, BM

(64–87 y) of diab

a M = men, W = women.
b CHD = coronary heart disease, MI = myocardial infarction, IHD = ischemic heart
disease.

nature of the relationship between serum ferritin concentration and
CHD risk remain to be determined.

Cancer. The increased risk for hepatocellular carcinoma in indi-
viduals with hereditary hemochromatosis and cirrhosis is well estab-
lished (Powell, 1970). The evidence for an association between
advanced hereditary hemochromatosis and other types of cancer is
less certain. One large controlled study failed to demonstrate an
increased incidence of extrahepatic malignancies (Niederau et al.,
1985) whereas others have reported higher risk (Bomford and
Williams, 1976; Hsing et al., 1995).

Several epidemiological studies have reported a positive correla-
tion between measures of iron status and cancer in the general
population. Stevens and coworkers (1988) reported serum trans-
ferrin saturation to be significantly higher among men who had
cancer than among men who remained free of cancer. Further anal-
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cular

ease Adjusted for
tcomeb These Factorsc Association

D, MI Age, systolic BP, Ch, Total iron binding capacity not related to MI or CHD
education, S

incidence Age, sex, Ch, HDL, Total iron binding capacity was a significant
triglycerides, BP, (p = 0.007) independent negative risk factor for
serum ferritin, log CHD
(ferritin), Fe, Hb,
leukocyte count

D S, BP, BMI, diabetes, No relationship between total iron binding capacity
mortality history of heart and CHD mortality in men; an inverse

disease (nonsignificant) association found in women

D Age, S, Alc, systolic BP, No clear association between total iron binding
mortality Ch, BMI, prevalence capacity and IHD

of diabetes, IHD

c BP = blood pressure, Ch = total cholesterol, S = smoking, HDL = high density lipo-
protein cholesterol, Fe = serum iron, Hb = hemoglobin concentration, BMI = body
mass index, Alc = alcohol intake.

ysis of these data showed a significant positive correlation between
transferrin saturation and cancer risk for both men and women
(Stevens et al., 1994). However, these findings were not confirmed
when follow-up was extended to 17 years and upon reanalysis of the
data (Sempos et al., 1994).

Selby and Friedman (1988) found a lower incidence of cancer in
iron-depleted women, but the possible confounding effect of ciga-
rette smoking was not eliminated in this study. Another prospective
study found significantly higher serum iron concentrations in indi-
viduals with colorectal cancer than in control subjects (Wurzelmann
et al., 1996), but the differences in the serum iron concentrations
were small and well within the normal range for the general popu-
lation. The biological relevance of this finding is therefore ques-
tionable.

Nelson and coworkers (1994) reported an apparent association
between serum ferritin concentrations and adenoma of the colon
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in a case-control study of 264 men and 98 women. This association
was independent of other risk factors including smoking, gender,
and alcohol consumption. In a later study in heterozygous carriers
of the gene for hemochromatosis, Nelson and coworkers (1995)
found a small, but statistically significant increase in the apparent
relative risk for colorectal cancer, hematological malignancy,
colonic adenomas, and stomach cancer.

There is no doubt that iron accumulation in the liver is a risk
factor for hepatocellular carcinoma in patients with hemochroma-
tosis. However, the evidence for a relationship between dietary iron
intake and cancer, particularly colon cancer, in the general popula-
tion is inconclusive.

Identification of Distinct and Highly Sensitive Subpopulations

Between 1 in 200 and 1 in 400 individuals of northern European
descent are affected by an autosomal, recessive disorder known as
hereditary hemochromatosis (Bacon et al., 1999). In populations of
Celtic extraction, a single missense mutation of the hemochromatosis
(HFE) gene (C282Y) is found in over 90 percent of affected individ-
uals. A few patients with hemochromatosis are compound heterozy-
gotes for C282Y and a second mutation, H63D, which is relatively
common in the general population (Beutler et al., 2000), but on its
own does not appear to cause iron overload (Worwood, 1999). The
remaining patients lack an identified mutation suggesting evidence
of other undiscovered genetic disorders. The clinical disorder is
characterized by excessive absorption of food iron associated with
the failure to store the additional iron in reticuloendothelial cells.
The iron intake of these individuals is in the normal range. Iron
accumulation occurs at a rate of about 2 mg/day with the develop-
ment of clinical manifestations between the fourth and sixth decades
of life. At this stage, the total body iron burden may reach 20 to 30 g.
The additional iron is stored preferentially in parenchymal cells.
Extensive organ damage is the result. If untreated, the disorder
results in cirrhosis of the liver, primary liver cancer, myocardial
injury with congestive cardiopathy and heart failure, and damage to
endocrine organs, particularly the pancreatic islets and the anterior
pituitary gland, with resultant diabetes and impotence or amenor-
rhea (Bothwell and MacPhail, 1998; Walker et al., 1998). Arthritis
and increased pigmentation of the skin are also characteristic find-
ings (Bothwell et al., 1979; Olynyk et al., 1999). Individuals with
hereditary hemochromatosis as described above (i.e., homozygotes
for the HFE gene) are considered distinct and exceptionally sensi-
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tive to the effects of iron overload; therefore, they were not consid-
ered in deriving a UL for the general healthy population. Effective
and widespread screening for early detection of hemochromatosis
is needed so that studies investigating the adverse effects of dietary
iron in individuals with this disorder will be useful in setting a UL
for this subpopulation.

Summary

Gastrointestinal side effects were selected as the critical adverse
effects on which to base the UL for iron. Although gastrointestinal
distress is not a serious side effect when compared with the possible
risk for vascular disease and cancer, the other side effects consid-
ered (impaired zinc absorption, increased risk for vascular disease
and cancer, and systemic iron overload) did not permit the deter-
mination of a UL. Gastrointestinal distress is primarily observed in
individuals who have consumed high levels of supplemental iron on
an empty stomach. Large doses of iron supplements may inhibit
zinc absorption when both are consumed in the fasting state, but
zinc absorption is not impaired when supplementary iron is taken
with meals. The relationship between iron intake and both vascular
disease and cancer is unclear at the present time. With the possible
exception of individuals living in Southern Africa who suffer from
sub-Saharan iron overload, iron overload has not been shown to
result solely from a high dietary iron intake. Moreover, no differ-
ences were found in the serum ferritin concentrations between indi-
viduals who fell in the lower and upper quartiles for total dietary
iron intake in the Third National Health and Nutrition Examina-
tion Survey (NHANES III) (Appendix Table H-5). Heterozygous
carriers of the C282Y mutation most commonly associated with
hereditary hemochromatosis could be at increased risk for accumu-
lating harmful amounts of iron, but there are no direct observa-
tions to confirm this suspicion. Homozygotes and individuals with
other iron-loading disorders may not be protected by the UL and
are addressed under “Special Considerations”.

Dose-Response Assessment

Adults

Data Selection. The data on GI effects following supplemental in-
takes of iron salts were used to derive a UL for iron for apparently
healthy adults.
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Identification of a No-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (NOAEL) and a
Lowest-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (LOAEL). A LOAEL of 60 mg/day
of supplemental iron salts was identified on the basis of a controlled,
double-blind study by Frykman and coworkers (1994). They evaluated
GI effects in 97 Swedish adult men and women after intake of either
a nonheme iron supplement (60 mg/day as iron fumarate), a sup-
plement containing both heme iron and nonheme iron (18 mg/
day, 2 mg from porcine blood and 16 mg as iron fumarate), or a
placebo. The groups were similar with respect to gender, age, and
basic iron status. The frequency of constipation and the total
incidence of all side effects were significantly higher among those
receiving nonheme iron than among those receiving either the com-
bination of heme and nonheme iron or the placebo (Table 9-18).
Although most of the reported GI effects were minor, five individuals
found them to be severe enough to stop taking the medication.
Four of these withdrawals occurred during the nonheme-containing
iron treatment and one occurred just after changing from the
nonheme-containing iron treatment to the placebo.

To estimate a LOAEL for total iron intake, the LOAEL for supple-
mental ferrous fumarate intake of 60 mg/day for Swedish men and
women was added to 11 mg/day, the estimated mean iron intake
from food in women from six European countries (Van de Vijver et
al., 1999) and in men from Denmark (Bro et al., 1990). The LOAEL
for total intake is therefore approximately 70 mg/day (11 + 60). It
was not possible to identify a NOAEL based on the data on GI
effects. Therefore, the LOAEL of 70 mg/day was used to derive a
UL. There is supportive evidence for a LOAEL of 50 to 120 mg/day
of supplemental iron salts from several other prospective studies
(Brock et al., 1985; Coplin et al., 1991; Liguori, 1993; Lokken and
Birkeland, 1979). However, these studies either failed to include a
placebo control or contained fewer subjects than the study by
Frykman and coworkers (1994).

Uncertainty Assessment. An uncertainty factor (UF) of 1.5 was selected
to account for extrapolation from a LOAEL to a NOAEL. Because
of the self-limiting nature of the observed GI effects, a higher UF
was not justified.

Derivation of a UL. The LOAEL of 70 mg/day was divided by a UF
of 1.5 to obtain a LOAEL and UL value of 45 mg/day of iron, after
rounding.
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UL = LOAEL = 70 mg/day ≅ 45 mg/day
 UF 1.5

Iron UL Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

UL for Adults
≥ 19 years 45 mg/day of iron

Pregnancy and Lactation

Data are limited on GI effects in pregnant and lactating women.
Rybo and Solvell (1971) compared the side effects of ferrous sul-
fate, sustained release iron, and placebo in pregnant women. They
found that the frequency of severe nausea or vomiting, or both, was
significantly higher when 200 mg/day of elemental iron as ferrous
sulfate was given than when placebo was given. The lack of data
involving doses less than 100 mg/day in pregnant women presents
uncertainty as to what dose constitutes a NOAEL for pregnant women.
In the absence of data from studies involving lower doses, the UL
for nonpregnant and nonlactating adult women (45 mg/day) was
specified for pregnant and lactating women as well.

Iron UL Summary, Pregnancy and Lactation

UL for Pregnancy
14–18 years 45 mg/day of iron
19–50 years 45 mg/day of iron

UL for Lactation
14–18 years 45 mg/day of iron
19–50 years 45 mg/day of iron

Infants, Children, and Adolescents

Data Selection. Data from several studies in infants and young chil-
dren (Burman, 1972; Farquhar, 1963; Fuerth, 1972; Reeves and Yip,
1985) were judged appropriate for use in deriving a UL for infants
and children, and in aggregate they define a dose-response rela-
tionship.

Identification of a NOAEL and a LOAEL. No adverse GI effects were
reported when 1-month-old infants were supplemented with 5 mg/
day of nonheme iron for up to 1 year (Farquhar, 1963) and when 3-
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month-old infants were supplemented with 10 mg/day of nonheme
iron for up to 21 months (Burman, 1972) (i.e., no adverse effects as
compared with infants supplemented with a placebo). Using a higher
dose of supplemental nonheme iron (30 mg/day) for 18 months,
Farquhar (1963) reported no adverse GI effects in 132 infants.
Similarly, no significant adverse GI effects were reported when 124
infants 11 to 14 months of age were supplemented with 3 mg/kg
body weight/day (approximately 30 mg/day) of nonheme iron for
3 months (Reeves and Yip, 1985). The median intake of iron for
infants, aged 11 to 14 months, is approximately 10 mg/day. Thus,
the above human data suggest that an intake of 40 mg/day would
be a NOAEL for infants and young children.

Uncertainty Assessment. There is little uncertainty regarding the
range of intakes that is likely to induce GI effects in infants and
young children. Therefore a UF of 1 is specified.

Derivation of a UL. The NOAEL of 40 mg/day was divided by a UF
of 1, resulting in a UL of 40 mg/day of supplemental nonheme iron
for infants and young children. Because the safety of excess supple-
mental nonheme iron in children aged 4 through 18 years has not
been studied, a UL of 40 mg/day is recommended for children 4
through 13 years of age, and the adult UL of 45 mg/day is recom-
mended for adolescents.

Iron UL Summary, Ages 0 through 18 Years

UL for Infants
  0–12 months 40 mg/day of iron

UL for Children
  1–3 years 40 mg/day of iron
  4–8 years 40 mg/day of iron
  9–13 years 40 mg/day of iron

UL for Adolescents
14–18 years 45 mg/day of iron

Special Considerations

Individuals with the following conditions are susceptible to the
adverse effects of excess iron intake: hereditary hemochromatosis;
chronic alcoholism, alcoholic cirrhosis, and other liver diseases;
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iron-loading abnormalities, particularly thalassemias; congenital
atransferrinemia; and aceruloplasminemia (Fairbanks, 1999). These
individuals may not be protected by the UL for iron. A UL for
subpopulations such as persons with hereditary hemochromatosis
can not be determined until information on the relationship be-
tween iron intake and the risk of adverse effects from excess iron
stores becomes available.

A body of experimental evidence suggests that intermittent dosing
(once or twice per week) of iron supplements may be an effective
means of controlling iron deficiency in developing countries (Beaton
and McCabe, 1999). Under these circumstances, individuals receiv-
ing intermittent doses of iron supplements may exceed the UL.
The effects of intermittent dosing on gastrointestinal side effects
has not been studied adequately.

Intake Assessment

Based on distribution data from NHANES III (Appendix Table
C-19), the highest median reported intake of iron from food and
supplements for all life stage and gender groups, excluding preg-
nancy and lactation, was approximately 19 mg/day. This was the
median intake reported by men 31 through 50 years of age. The
highest intake from food and supplements at the ninetieth percen-
tile reported for any life stage and gender group, excluding preg-
nancy and lactation, was approximately 34 mg/day for men 51 years
of age and older. This value is below the UL of 45 mg/day. Between
50 and 75 percent of pregnant and lactating women consumed iron
from food and supplements at a level greater than 45  mg/day, but
iron supplementation is usually supervised in pre- and postnatal
care programs.

Risk Characterization

Based on a UL of 45 mg/day of iron for adults, the risk of adverse
effects from dietary sources appears to be low. Gastrointestinal dis-
tress does not occur from consuming a diet containing naturally
occurring or fortified iron. Individuals taking iron salts at a level
above the UL may encounter gastrointestinal side effects, especially
when taken on an empty stomach. Twenty-five percent of men aged
31 to 50 years in the United States have ferritin concentrations
greater than 200 µg/L (Appendix Table G-3), which may be a risk
factor for cardiovascular disease (Sullivan, 1981). This prevalence is
higher in men older than 50 years. However, the significance of
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these high ferritin concentrations and their relationship to dietary
iron intake is uncertain. Nevertheless, the association between a
high iron intake and iron overload in sub-Saharan Africa makes it
prudent to recommend that men and postmenopausal women avoid
iron supplements and highly fortified foods. Currently, doses equal to
or greater than the UL are used for the treatment of iron deficiency
anemia. The UL is not meant to apply to individuals who are being
treated with iron under close medical supervision.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IRON

• Determination of the significance of high ferritin concentra-
tion.

• Investigation of the effect of iron absorption and dietary iron
on phenotypic expressions in individuals with hereditary hemo-
chromatosis.

• Research to distinguish between hereditary hemochromatosis
and iron overload.

• Study of the effect of limited iron intake during pregnancy on
infant iron status during the first 6 months of life.

• Bioavailability of supplemental iron.
• Concurrence on valid indicators for assessing the effect of iron

deficiency anemia on cognitive development and function.
• The risk of cardiovascular disease for those with high stores of

body iron.
• The relationship between high iron stores in men and the bio-

availability of dietary iron and impaired regulation of iron balance.
• The relationship between iron consumption and oxidative

cellular damage.
• Integrative mechanisms of iron transporter proteins that influ-

ence gastrointestinal absorption in various dietary conditions and
physiologic states.
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10
Manganese

SUMMARY

Manganese is involved in the formation of bone and in amino
acid, lipid, and carbohydrate metabolism. There were insufficient
data to set an Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) for manga-
nese. An Adequate Intake (AI) was set based on median intakes
reported from the Food and Drug Administration Total Diet Study.
The AI for adult men and women is 2.3 and 1.8 mg/day, respectively.
A Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) of 11 mg/day was set for
adults based on a no-observed-adverse-effect level for Western diets.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Function

Manganese is an essential nutrient involved in the formation of
bone and in amino acid, cholesterol, and carbohydrate metabolism.
Manganese metalloenzymes include arginase, glutamine synthetase,
phosphoenolpyruvate decarboxylase, and manganese superoxide
dismutase. Glycosyltransferases and xylosyltransferases, which are
important in proteoglycan synthesis and thus bone formation, are
sensitive to manganese status in animals. Several other manganese-
activated enzymes, including pyruvate carboxylase, can also be acti-
vated by other ions, such as magnesium.
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Physiology of Absorption, Metabolism, and Excretion

Only a small percentage of dietary manganese is absorbed.
Absorbed manganese is excreted very rapidly into the gut via bile
(Britton and Cotzias, 1966; Davis et al., 1993). Most estimates of
absorption have been based on whole body retention curves at
approximately 10 to 20 days after dosing with 54Mn. Using this
method, Finley and coworkers (1994) estimated absorption from a
test meal containing 1 mg manganese to be 1.35 ± 0.51 percent
(standard deviation [SD]) for men and 3.55 ± 2.11 percent (SD) for
women. From a test meal containing 0.3 to 0.34 mg of manganese,
Davidsson and coworkers (1988) found the retention of 54Mn to be
5.0 ± 3.1 percent (SD) 10 days after administration to young adult
women. Turnover of orally administered 54Mn was much more rapid
after oral administration than after intravenous administration
(Davidsson et al., 1989b; Sandstrom et al., 1986). Furthermore,
absorption of manganese after 30 weeks of supplementation was 30
to 50 percent lower than had been observed in nonsupplemented
subjects (Sandstrom et al., 1990). Some studies indicate that man-
ganese is absorbed through an active transport mechanism (Garcia-
Aranda et al., 1983), but passive diffusion has been suggested on
the basis of studies indicating that manganese absorption occurs by
a nonsaturable process (Bell et al., 1989).

Manganese is taken up from the blood by the liver and transported
to extrahepatic tissues by transferrin (Davidsson et al., 1989c) and
possibly α2-macroglobulin (Rabin et al., 1993) and albumin (Davis et
al., 1992). Manganese inhibited iron absorption, both from a solu-
tion and from a hamburger meal (Rossander-Hulten et al., 1991).
54Mn has a longer half-life in men than in women (Finley et al.,
1994). A significant negative association between manganese
absorption and plasma ferritin concentrations has recently been
reported (Finley, 1999). Serum ferritin concentrations differ in men
and women (Appendix Table G-3); therefore, a major factor in
establishing manganese requirements may be gender.

Manganese is excreted primarily in feces. Urinary excretion of
manganese is low and has not been found to be sensitive to dietary
manganese intake (Davis and Greger, 1992). Urinary excretion in a
balance study of five healthy men varied from 0.04 to 0.14 percent
of their intake, and absolute amounts in the urine decreased dur-
ing the depletion phases of the study (Freeland-Graves et al., 1988).
Therefore, potential risk for manganese toxicity is highest when
bile excretion is low, such as in the neonate or in liver disease
(Hauser et al., 1994). Plasma manganese concentrations can be-
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come elevated in infants with choleostatic liver disease given sup-
plemental manganese in total parenteral nutrition solutions (Kelly,
1998). It is not certain at what age human infants can maintain
manganese homeostasis. Neonatal mice were unable to maintain
manganese homeostasis until 17 to 18 days of age (Fechter, 1999).

Clinical Effects of Inadequate Intake

Manganese deficiency has been observed in various species of
animals with the signs of deficiency, including impaired growth,
impaired reproductive function, impaired glucose tolerance, and
alterations in carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. Furthermore,
manganese deficiency interferes with normal skeletal development
in various animal species (Freeland-Graves, 1994; Hurley and Keen,
1987; Keen et al., 1994). Although a manganese deficiency may
contribute to one or more clinical symptoms, a clinical deficiency
has not been clearly associated with poor dietary intakes of healthy
individuals. One man was depleted of vitamin K and inadvertently
of manganese when fed a diet containing only 0.34 mg/day of man-
ganese for 6.5 months. Symptoms included hypocholesterolemia,
scaly dermatitis, hair depigmentation, and reduced vitamin K-
dependent clotting proteins. Symptoms were not reversed with vita-
min K supplementation but gradually disappeared after the study
ended (Doisy, 1973).

In a manganese depletion study, seven young men were fed a
purified diet containing 0.01 mg/day of manganese for 10 days and
0.11 mg/day of manganese for 30 days after a 3-week baseline period
when they consumed 2.59 mg/day (Friedman et al., 1987). After 35
days, five of the seven subjects developed a finely scaling, minimally
erythematous rash that primarily covered the upper torso and was
diagnosed as Miliaria crystallina. After two days of repletion, the
blisters disappeared and the affected areas became scaly and then
cleared. Plasma cholesterol concentrations declined during the deple-
tion period, perhaps because manganese is required at several sites
in the biosynthetic pathway of cholesterol (Krishna et al., 1966).

Decreased plasma manganese concentrations have been reported
in osteoporotic women. Furthermore, bone mineral density was im-
proved when trace minerals, including manganese, were included
with calcium in their diets or supplements (Freeland-Graves and
Turnlund, 1996; Strause and Saltman, 1987; Strause et al., 1986, 1987).

Penland and Johnson (1993) reported that diets containing only
1 mg/day of manganese altered mood and increased pain during
the premenstrual phase of the estrous cycle in young women.
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SELECTION OF INDICATORS FOR ESTIMATING THE
REQUIREMENT FOR MANGANESE

Balance and Depletion Studies

Interindividual variations in manganese retention can be large
(Davidsson et al., 1989b). Ten days after giving 54Mn in an infant
formula to 14 healthy men and women, manganese retention
ranged from 0.6 to 9.2 percent. Mean retention in these subjects
was 2.9 ± 1.8 percent (standard deviation [SD]). Intraindividual
variation was not as large, and retention values of 2.3 ± 1.1, 3.3 ± 3.1,
and 2.4 ± 1.4 percent (SD) were observed for three repeated doses
in six subjects (Davidsson et al., 1989b).

In one study, seven healthy men, aged 19 to 22 years, were fed a
purified low-protein diet containing 0.01 mg/day of manganese for
days 1 to 10, followed by a protein-adequate diet containing 0.11
mg/day of manganese until day 39. Using a factorial method, the
authors estimated that the minimum requirement for manganese
was 0.74 mg/day and estimated on the basis of the percentage of
manganese retention that 2.11 mg/day would be required (Friedman
et al., 1987). Subsequently, five young men were fed a diet of ordinary
foods (1.21 mg/day of manganese) supplemented with manganese
sulfate or placebo at the evening meal to create five different levels
of manganese intake (Freeland-Graves et al., 1988). Total manga-
nese intakes were 2.89 mg/day for days 1 to 21, 2.06 mg/day for
days 22 to 42, 1.21 mg/day for days 43 to 80, 3.79 mg/day for days
81 to 91 (repletion), and 2.65 mg/day for days 92 to 105. The mean
manganese balances for the corresponding days were 0.083, -0.018,
-0.088, +0.657, and +0.0136 mg/day, respectively.

An 8-week balance study conducted by Hunt and coworkers
(1998) showed that women, aged 20 to 42 years, were in slightly
positive mean balance when consuming 2.5 mg/day of manganese.

Some adolescent girls were observed to be in negative or slightly
positive balance when consuming 3 mg/day of manganese (Greger
et al., 1978a, 1978b).

Balance studies are problematic for investigation of manganese
requirement because of the rapid excretion of manganese into bile
and because manganese balances during short- and moderate-term
studies do not appear to be proportional to manganese intakes
(Greger, 1998, 1999). For these reasons, a number of studies have
achieved balance over a wide range of manganese intakes (Table
10-1). Therefore, balance data were not used for estimating an aver-
age requirement for manganese.
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TABLE 10-1 Manganese Balance Studies in Adults

Balance
Data

Reference Study Group Duration Diet (mg/d) (mg/d)

McLeod and 4 women, 27 d 2.78 0.32
Robinson, 1972 19–22 y

Spencer et al., 9 men, 18–24 d 2.23 –0.28
1979 41–63 y

Johnson et al., 8 men, 40 d 3.28 –10 to –21
1982 21–28 y

Patterson et al., 28 men and 7d 2.8 –0.16
1984 women, 3.0 –0.16

20–53 y 2.9 –0.21
3.2 –0.12

Behall et al., 11 men, 4 wk 5.5 –0.4
1987 23–62 y

Friedman et al., 7 men, 39 d 0.11 –0.02
1987 29–22 y 5 d 1.53 0.84

5 d 2.55 1.02

Hallfrisch et al., 20 men, 1 wk 5.35 1.65
1987 23–56 y duplicate

19 women, food 6.14 3.19
21–48 y record

Freeland-Graves 5 young 21 d 2.89 0.083
et al., 1988 men 20 d 2.06 0.018

37 d 1.21 –0.088
10 d 3.79 0.657
13 d 2.65 0.0136

Holbrook et al., 19 men, 7 wk 2.4 to 2.9 –0.6 to 0.4
1989 21–57 y

Johnson and 14 women, 39 d 5.66 0.1
Lykken, 1991 27 y 5.52 0.3

0.95 –0.01
0.94 0.06
0.16 0.46

continued
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Serum and Plasma Manganese Concentration

Several studies reported that serum or plasma manganese con-
centrations respond to dietary intake. Serum manganese concentra-
tion of women consuming 1.7 mg/day of manganese was lower than
that of women ingesting 15 mg/day of supplemental manganese
for more than 20 days (Davis and Greger, 1992). In a depletion trial
(Freeland-Graves and Turnlund, 1996), plasma manganese concen-
tration was 1.28 µg/L at baseline. Concentrations were significantly
lower during the second (0.95 µg/L) and third (0.80 µg/L) dietary
periods with manganese intakes of 2.06 and 1.21 mg/day, respec-
tively. Values increased significantly to 1.11 ± 0.35 µg/L when the
diet was repleted with 3.8 mg/day of manganese. During the final
dietary periods, manganese intake was 2.65 mg/day, and plasma
manganese concentration was 0.97 ± 0.33 µg/L. Plasma manganese
concentration was not significantly correlated with manganese in-
take levels.

In a study in which 10 men consumed 0.52 to 5.33 mg/day of
manganese, serum manganese concentration did not respond to
varied dietary intakes (Greger et al., 1990). Individual serum man-
ganese concentrations varied from 0.4 to 2.12 µg/L with an average
of 1.04 µg/L. However, serum manganese concentrations of four of
five subjects who consumed 15 mg of chelated manganese as a

TABLE 10-1 Continued

Balance
Data

Reference Study Group Duration Diet (mg/d) (mg/d)

Ivaturi and 24 men and 14 d 3.21 0.3
Kies, 1992 women 3.92 0.3

3.13 –0.2
2.64 0.23
3.13 0.51
3.15 0.32

Finley et al., 20 men and 14 d 5.43 (men) 0.27
1994 20 women, 4.01 (women) –0.12

18–40 y

Hunt et al., 21 women, 8 wk 2.5 (non- 0.1
1998 20–42 y vegetarian)

5.9 (lacto-ovo- 0.6
vegetarian)
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dietary supplement for 5 days were 27 nmol/L (1.48 µg/L), whereas
unsupplemented control subjects had a mean serum concentration
of 20 nmol/L (1.1 µg/L).

Serum or plasma manganese concentrations appear to be some-
what sensitive to large variations in manganese intake, but longer
studies are needed to evaluate the usefulness of serum manganese
concentrations as indicators of manganese status.

Blood Manganese Concentration

An advantage of whole blood manganese concentration over
plasma or serum manganese concentration as an indicator is that
slight hemolysis of samples can markedly increase plasma or serum
manganese concentrations. Whole blood manganese seems to be
extremely variable, however, which may preclude it as a viable status
indicator. In a manganese depletion study, manganese concentra-
tion in whole blood was 9.57 µg/L (range 5.40 to 17.1) at the end of
the baseline period and 6.01 µg/L (4.43 to 7.57) at the end of the
39-day depletion period, but there was not a significant difference
between these values (Friedman et al., 1987). With 10 days of man-
ganese repletion, whole blood manganese concentration increased
to 6.99 µg/L (3.93 to 18.3).

Urinary Manganese

Urinary manganese is responsive to severe manganese depletion.
After a patient spent 7 days on a depletion diet containing 0.11 mg/
day of manganese, the patient’s urinary manganese excretion sig-
nificantly decreased from 8.64 to 2.45 µg/day, and it continued to
decrease to as low as 0.39 µg/day after 35 days (Friedman et al.,
1987). In a second manganese depletion trial, urinary manganese
decreased significantly as manganese intake decreased from 2.9 to
2.1 to 1.2 mg/day (Freeland-Graves et al., 1988). After repletion
with 3.8 mg/day, urinary manganese excretion increased then de-
creased following an intake of 2.65 mg/day.

In contrast to the above findings, when ten men consumed 0.52
to 5.33 mg/day, urinary excretion of manganese did not correspond
with manganese intake (Greger et al., 1990). Urinary losses of
manganese averaged 0.38 µg/g creatinine. Also, Davis and Greger
(1992) could not demonstrate that women given 15 mg/day of man-
ganese during a 125-day supplementation period excreted more
manganese in urine than women consuming 1.7 mg/day in food.
Thus, there is controversy on the use of urinary manganese for
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assessment of status when typical amounts of manganese are
consumed.

Arginase Activity

Arginase is depressed in the livers of manganese-deficient rats
(Paynter, 1980). Brock and coworkers (1994) noted that manganese-
deficient rats also had depressed plasma urea and elevated plasma
ammonia concentrations. Arginase is affected by a variety of factors,
however, including high protein diet and liver disease (Morris, 1992).

Manganese-Superoxide Dismutase Activity

Manganese-deficient animals have low manganese-superoxide dis-
mutase (MnSOD) activity (Davis et al., 1992; Malecki et al., 1994;
Zidenberg-Cherr et al., 1983). Davis and Greger (1992) demonstrated
that lymphocyte MnSOD activity was elevated in 47 women supple-
mented with 15 mg/day of manganese for more than 90 days. How-
ever, other factors like ethanol (Dreosti et al., 1982) and dietary
polyunsaturated fatty acids (Davis et al., 1990) may affect MnSOD
activity. A fairly large blood sample is required to measure lympho-
cyte MnSOD.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE MANGANESE REQUIREMENT

Bioavailability

Prior intakes of manganese and of other elements, such as cal-
cium, iron, and phosphorus, have been found by some investigators
to affect manganese retention (Freeland-Graves and Lin, 1991;
Greger, 1998; Lutz et al., 1993). Adding calcium to human milk
significantly reduced the absorption of 54Mn from 4.9 to 3.0 per-
cent (Davidsson et al., 1991). Low ferritin concentrations are associ-
ated with increased manganese absorption, therefore having a
gender effect on manganese bioavailability (Finley, 1999).

Sandstrom and coworkers (1990) gave a multimineral supplement
that included 18 mg of iron, 15 mg of zinc, and 2.5 mg of manga-
nese for a minimum of 30 weeks. Neither whole blood manganese
concentration nor superoxide dismutase activity was increased sig-
nificantly from baseline with supplementation. Seven healthy vol-
unteers subsequently consumed a tracer dose containing 54Mn, 75Se,
and 65Zn. Manganese absorption was only 1 percent of the oral
dose. Sandstrom and coworkers (1987) reported a higher rate of
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absorption from this dose in subjects without prior consumption of
a supplement, but high interindividual variability of manganese
absorption and other potential confounders would require a study
specifically designed to test the effect of prior supplementation on
54Mn absorption.

Davidsson and coworkers (1995) administered 54Mn in either a
soy-based infant formula or a similar dephytinized formula to eight
men and women. The geometric mean manganese absorption was
0.7 percent for the native formula and 1.6 percent for the
dephytinized formula. Therefore, the presence of phytate reduced
the efficiency of absorption of manganese.

Johnson and colleagues (1991) reported that manganese absorp-
tion did not significantly differ between plant foods that were
extrinsically or intrinsically labeled with 54MnCl2. Absorption of
54Mn from a meal, extrinsically labeled with 54MnCl2, was signifi-
cantly higher (8.9 percent) than the absorption of 54Mn from
lettuce (5.2 percent), spinach (3.8 percent), wheat (2.2 percent),
or sunflower seeds (1.7 percent). Absorption of 54MnCl2 did not
differ whether the dose was 0.53 or 1.24 mg (7 to 10 percent).

Gender

Finley and coworkers (1994) reported that men absorbed signifi-
cantly less manganese than women and that this difference may be
related to iron status. A subsequent study specifically demonstrated
that high ferritin concentrations were associated with reduced 54Mn
absorption (Finley, 1999). Serum ferritin concentrations are higher
in men (Appendix Table G-3) and therefore may affect, in part, the
lower bioavailability of manganese observed in men.

FINDINGS BY LIFE STAGE AND GENDER GROUP

Infants Ages 0 through 12 Months

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

No functional criteria of manganese status have been demonstrated
that reflect response to dietary intake in infants. Thus, recommended
intakes of manganese are based on an Adequate Intake (AI) that
reflects the observed mean manganese intake of infants principally
fed human milk.
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Ages 0 through 6 Months. On the basis of the method described in
Chapter 2 and the manganese concentration of milk produced by
well-nourished mothers, the AI reflects the observed mean manga-
nese intake of infants exclusively fed human milk during their first
6 months. There are no reports of full-term infants exclusively and
freely fed human milk by U.S. or Canadian mothers who manifested
any signs of manganese deficiency (Davidsson et al., 1989a). Mean
manganese concentrations of human milk at 1 month were approx-
imately 4.0 µg/L (Aquilio et al., 1996; Casey et al., 1985, 1989) and
declined to 1.87 µg/L by 3 months postpartum (Casey et al., 1989)
(Table 10-2). Total manganese secretion in human milk averaged
1.9 µg/day over the first 3 months and 1.6 µg/day over the second 3
months (Casey et al., 1989). Based on the above data, the AI is set
according to average milk volume consumption (0.78 L/day) × the
average manganese concentration in human milk (3.5 µg/L), or 3
µg/day, after rounding (see Chapter 2).

TABLE 10-2 Manganese Concentration in Human Milk

Estimated
Milk Manganese

Stage of Concentration Intake of
Reference Study Group Lactation (µg/L) Infants (µg/d)a

Stastny et al., 24 women 4 wk 6.6 5.2
1984 8 wk 4.8 3.7

12 wk 3.5 2.7

Casey et al., 11 women, 8 d 3.7 2.9
1985 26–39 y 14 d 3.8 2.9

21 d 3.2 2.5
28 d 4.1 3.2

Casey et al., 22 women 1 mo 3.5 2.7
1989 3 mo 1.87 1.5

Anderson, 10 women Up to 6.97 5.4
1992 5 mo

Aquilio et al., 14 women 2–6 d 3.9 3.0
1996 12–16 d 3.9 3.0

21 d 4.1 3.2

NOTE: Maternal intakes were not reported in these studies.
a Manganese intake based on reported data or concentration (µg/L) × 0.78 L/day.
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Ages 7 through 12 Months. With the introduction of complementary
foods, it has been estimated that the average consumption of man-
ganese by 6- and 12-month-old infants is 71 and 80 µg/kg, respec-
tively (Gibson and De Wolfe, 1980). Based on reference weights of
7 and 9 kg for these two ages, the total manganese intake would be
500 and 720 µg/day.

Using the reference body weight method described in Chapter 2
to extrapolate from adults, the average intake is 567 µg/day. Based
on these two approaches, the AI is set at 600 µg/day for older
infants. The AI for older infants is markedly greater than the AI for
younger infants because the concentration of manganese is higher
in foods than in human milk.

Manganese AI Summary, Ages 0 through 12 Months

AI for Infants
0–6 months 0.003 mg/day (3 µg/day) of manganese
7–12 months 0.6 mg/day of manganese

Special Considerations

The manganese concentration in cow milk has been reported to
range from 20 to 50 µg/L (Lonnerdal et al., 1981), which is signifi-
cantly greater than the concentration in human milk (Table 10-2).
Manganese is partly present in the fat globule membrane in cow
milk (Murthy, 1974). Davidsson and coworkers (1989a) reported
that the fractional manganese absorption from human milk (8.2
percent) was higher than from soy formula (0.7 percent) and whey-
preponderant cow’s milk formula (3.1 percent).

Children and Adolescents Ages 1 through 18 Years

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

Ages 1 through 3 Years. There are insufficient data to set an Estimated
Average Requirement (EAR) for manganese for children ages 1
through 3 years. Therefore, median intake data were used to set the
AI. Data from the Food and Drug Administration Total Diet Study
indicate a median intake of 1.22 mg/day of manganese for children
aged 1 through 3 years (Appendix Table E-6).

Ages 4 through 13 Years. There have been a few manganese balance
studies with children and all are subject to the caveats previously
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discussed. Therefore, they were not considered in setting an EAR.
The Total Diet Study indicates a median intake of 1.48 mg/day for
children aged 4 through 8 years. Median intakes for girls and boys,
ages 9 through 13 years, were 1.57 and 1.91 mg/day, respectively
(Appendix Table E-6).

Ages 14 through 18 Years. A few studies have been conducted to
assess the manganese requirement in adolescent girls. Adolescent
girls were observed to be in negative (Greger et al., 1978a) or slight
positive balance (Greger et al., 1978b) when consuming 3 mg/day
of manganese. These varied findings in adolescent girls may be due
to a variation in iron status given that a significant negative associa-
tion between manganese absorption and plasma ferritin concentra-
tions has been reported recently (Finley, 1999). Because of the
limitations of balance data, as previously discussed, these data were
not used to set the EAR.

The Total Diet Study indicates that the median manganese intake
for adolescent girls and boys was 1.55 and 2.17 mg/day, respectively
(Appendix Table E-6). Because clear associations between low man-
ganese intake and clinical symptoms of a manganese deficiency have
not been observed, the AI is based on median intakes for each of
the age groups.

Manganese AI Summary, Ages 1 through 18 Years

AI for Children
1–3 years 1.2 mg/day of manganese
4–8 years 1.5 mg/day of manganese

AI for Boys
 9–13 years 1.9 mg/day of manganese

14–18 years 2.2 mg/day of manganese

AI for Girls
 9–13 years 1.6 mg/day of manganese

14–18 years 1.6 mg/day of manganese

Adults Ages 19 Years and Older

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

Because a wide range of manganese intakes can result in manga-
nese balance, balance data could not be used to set an EAR. Several
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balance studies have collectively concluded that manganese balance
can be achieved at around 2.1 to 2.5 mg/day (Freeland-Graves et
al., 1988; Friedman et al., 1987; Hunt et al., 1998). Based on a
coefficient of variation of 10 percent, balance data would yield a
Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) of 2.5 to 3 mg/day. Based
on the Total Diet Study (Appendix Table E-6), the median manga-
nese intake for men was 2.1 to 2.3 mg/day, and the median intake
for women was 1.6 to 1.8 mg/day. Because overt symptoms of a
manganese deficiency are not apparent in North America, an RDA
based on balance data most likely overestimates the requirement
for most North American individuals. Therefore, intake data are
used to set an AI for manganese. Because dietary intake assessment
methods tend to underestimate the actual daily intake of foods, the
highest intake value reported for the four adult age groups was
used to set the AI for each gender.

Manganese AI Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

AI for Men
19–30 years 2.3 mg/day of manganese
31–50 years 2.3 mg/day of manganese
51–70 years 2.3 mg/day of manganese

> 70 years 2.3 mg/day of manganese

AI for Women
19–30 years 1.8 mg/day of manganese
31–50 years 1.8 mg/day of manganese
51–70 years 1.8 mg/day of manganese

> 70 years 1.8 mg/day of manganese

Pregnancy

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

There are limited data, such as fetal manganese concentration,
on which to base an EAR specific to pregnancy. Casey and Robinson
(1978) reported that manganese concentrations in fetal tissues
ranged from 0.35 to 9.27 µg/g dry weight. In animals, manganese
deficiency in utero produces ataxia and impaired otolith develop-
ment, but these defects have not been reported in humans.

The additional manganese requirement during pregnancy is
determined by extrapolating up from adolescent girls and adult
women as described in Chapter 2. Carmichael and coworkers (1997)
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reported that the median weight gain of 7,002 women who had
good pregnancy outcomes was 16 kg. No consistent relationship
between maternal age and weight gain was observed in six studies of
U.S. women (IOM, 1990). Therefore, 16 kg is added to the refer-
ence weight for adolescent girls and adult women for extrapolation.
The AI for pregnant adolescent girls and women is 2 mg/day after
rounding. This value is similar to dietary manganese intake data
obtained from the Total Diet Study (Appendix Table E-6).

Manganese AI Summary, Pregnancy

AI for Pregnancy
14–18 years 2 mg/day of manganese
19–30 years 2 mg/day of manganese
31–50 years 2 mg/day of manganese

Lactation

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

There are no data available that directly assess the manganese
requirement in lactating women. Approximately 3 µg/day of man-
ganese is secreted in human milk. Even though the requirement
during lactation does not appear to be greater than the require-
ment for nonlactating women, the median intake of 2.56 mg/day of
manganese is greater during lactation (Appendix Table E-6). Be-
cause a manganese deficiency has not been observed in North
American lactating women, the AI is based on the median intake
and rounding to 2.6 mg/day.

Manganese AI Summary, Lactation

AI for Lactation
14–18 years 2.6 mg/day of manganese
19–30 years 2.6 mg/day of manganese
31–50 years 2.6 mg/day of manganese

INTAKE OF MANGANESE

Food Sources

Based on the Total Diet Study, grain products contributed 37
percent of dietary manganese, while beverages (tea) and vegetables
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contributed 20 and 18 percent, respectively, to the adult male diet
(Pennington and Young, 1991).

Dietary Intake

Patterson and coworkers (1984) analyzed manganese intakes for
7 days during each of the four seasons for 28 healthy adults living at
home. The mean nutrient density for all subjects was 1.6 mg/1,000
kcal. Mean manganese intake for men was 3.4 mg/day and for wom-
en, 2.7 mg/day. Greger and coworkers (1990) analyzed duplicate
portions of all foods and beverages consumed for ten men. With
unrestricted diets, the mean manganese intake was 2.8 mg/day.
Daily intakes of manganese throughout the study varied from 0.52
to 5.33 mg/day. Based on the Total Diet Study (Appendix Table
E-6), median intakes for women and men ranged from 1.6 to 2.3
mg/day. In various surveys, average manganese intakes of adults
eating Western-type and vegetarian diets ranged from 0.7 to 10.9
mg/day (Freeland-Graves, 1994; Gibson, 1994).

Intake from Supplements

Approximately 12 percent of the adult U.S. population consumed
supplements containing manganese in 1986 (Moss et al., 1989; Table
2-2). Based on the Third National Health and Nutrition Examina-
tion Survey data, the median supplemental intake of manganese by
adults who take supplements was approximately 2.4 mg/day, an
amount similar to the dietary intake of manganese (Appendix Table
C-20).

TOLERABLE UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of
daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects in almost all individuals. Although members of the general
population should be advised not to exceed the UL routinely, in-
take above the UL may be appropriate for investigation within well-
controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should
not be discouraged, as long as subjects participating in these trials
have signed informed consent documents regarding possible toxic-
ity and as long as these trials employ appropriate safety monitoring
of trial subjects. In addition, the UL is not meant to apply to indi-
viduals who are receiving manganese under medical supervision.
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Hazard Identification

Adverse Effects

Manganese toxicity in humans is a well-recognized occupational
hazard for people who inhale manganese dust. The most promi-
nent effect is central nervous system pathology, especially in the
extra-pyramidal motor system. The lesions and symptoms are simi-
lar to those of Parkinson’s disease (Barceloux, 1999; Keen et al.,
1994). Manganese is probably transported into the brain via trans-
ferrin (Aschner et al., 1999). These authors hypothesize that the
greater vulnerability of the extrapyramidal system (globus pallidus
and substantia nigra) for manganese accumulation could be due to
the fact that these are areas that are efferent to areas of high trans-
ferrin receptor density. These same efferent areas are also regions
of high iron content.

Neurotoxicity of orally ingested manganese at relatively low doses
is more controversial. However, several lines of evidence suggest
this possibility. The data on manganese neurotoxicity are reviewed
below.

Elevated Blood Manganese and Neurotoxicity. People with chronic liver
disease have neurological pathology and behavioral signs of manga-
nese neurotoxicity, probably because elimination of manganese in
bile is impaired (Butterworth et al., 1995; Hauser et al., 1994; Spahr
et al., 1996). This impairment results in higher circulating concen-
trations of manganese, which then has access to the brain via trans-
ferrin. Hauser and coworkers (1994) reported whole blood manga-
nese concentrations of 18.8 to 45 µg/L in three patients with
chronic liver disease, as compared to a normal range of 4.2 to 14.3
µg/L. Spahr and coworkers (1996) reported blood manganese con-
centrations of 124.7 nmol/L (6.85 µg/L) in control subjects versus
331.4 nmol/L (18.2 µg/L) in patients with cirrhosis. High concen-
trations of circulating manganese as a result of total parenteral
nutrition have also been associated with manganese toxicity (Keen
et al., 1999). Davis and Greger (1992) reported that women who
ingested 15 mg/day of supplemental manganese had serum manga-
nese concentrations that increased gradually throughout the 125-
day study; significant differences were reported after 25 days of sup-
plementation.

Neurotoxicity in Laboratory Animals. High subchronic or chronic
doses of manganese given to animals in food or water result in
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central nervous system pathology and behavioral changes, although
these changes are not necessarily identical to those seen in humans.
A review by Newland (1999) suggests that manganese toxicity occurs
at progressively lower doses when manganese is administered in
food, in water, or by injection, respectively. Differences in toxic
potency by route of administration may be an order of magnitude
or more. The lowest dose study of manganese administered in food
identified by Newland (1999) was by Komura and Sakamoto (1992).
They fed male mice diets high in manganese (2 g/kg food) for 12
months (either as MnCl2, manganese acetate, MnCO3, or MnO2).
Thus, a 30-gram mouse eating 4 g/day of food would have ingested
about 266 mg/kg/day of manganese. Changes in brain regional
biogenic amines and decreases in locomotor activity were observed,
but changes were somewhat different for each salt. In general, man-
ganese dioxide was found to be more toxic than other forms, and
manganese chloride was least toxic.

Several studies have examined neurotoxic effects of manganese
in drinking water or administered by gavage. The two lowest dose
studies are reviewed here. Bonilla (1984) gave male rats 0.1 or 5.0
mg/mL of manganese in drinking water for 8 months and mea-
sured locomotor activity throughout this period. A significant in-
crease in activity during the first month was found at both doses.
Activity returned to normal for months 2 through 6, but in the
seventh and eighth months, activity was less than that of control
subjects in both groups. In a related study, Bonilla and Prasad (1984)
gave rats 0.1 or 1.0 mg/L of manganese in drinking water for 8
months. They observed decreases of norepinephrine in striatum
and pons of rats treated with the lower dose. Increases in the dopamine
metabolite dihydroxyphenylacetic acid were found in striatum and
hypothalamus at both doses. Homovanillic acid (another dopamine
metabolite) decreased in striatum of the lower dose group. Changes
in serotonin and its metabolite, 5-hydroxyindole acetic acid, were
seen in some brain regions in the high dose group. As with the
Komura and Sakamoto (1992) study, the actual doses of manganese
in this study can only be approximated. Assuming that a 300 g rat
ingests about 30 mL/day of water, then the daily dose of manga-
nese in this study was about 10 mg/kg/day.

Senturk and Oner (1996) exposed rats to 0.357 to 0.714 mg/kg/
day of manganese (as MnCl2) by gavage in distilled water for 39
days. Manganese levels in brain regions were elevated, and learning
in a T-maze task was retarded. The learning impairment was asso-
ciated with hypercholesterolemia, and the impairment was not seen
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when rats were co-administered mevilonin (a cholesterol biosynthesis
inhibitor). The doses used in this study were very low.

While no animal data exist showing that the neonate exhibits
neurotoxic effects at lower doses of manganese than do adults,
effects could be more severe in the developing brain. Pappas and
colleagues (1997) exposed dams and litters to 2 or 10 mg/mL of
manganese (as MnCl2) in drinking water from conception until
postnatal day 20. Thinning of the cerebral cortex was observed in
neonates exposed to both low and high doses.

Keen and colleagues (1994) and Fechter (1999) suggested that
the developing neonatal brain of animals may be more sensitive to
high intakes of manganese. This sensitivity could be due to the
greater expression of transferrin receptors in developing neurons
or to an immature liver bile elimination system (Cotzias et al., 1976).
Transfer of manganese to the fetus appears to be limited by the
placenta (Fechter, 1999); therefore, the lack of development of
manganese transport and elimination mechanisms is probably in-
significant in the fetus.

Ecological Studies in Humans. There is some indication that high
manganese intake in drinking water is associated with neuromotor
deficits similar to Parkinson’s disease. Kondakis and coworkers
(1989) studied people 50 years of age or older in three villages in
Greece exposed to 3.6 to 14.6 µg/L of manganese in drinking water
(n = 62), 81.6 to 252.6 µg/L (n = 49), or 1,800 to 2,300 µg/L (n = 77).
People drinking the water with the highest concentration of manga-
nese had signs and symptoms of motor deficits. Kawamura and
coworkers (1941) reported severe neurological symptoms in 25 people
who drank water contaminated with manganese from dry cell
batteries for 2 to 3 months. The concentration of manganese in the
water was between 14 and 28 mg/L. Vieregge and coworkers (1995)
found no evidence of toxicity in people living in northern Germany
(mean age of 57.5 years) drinking water with a manganese concen-
tration between 300 and 2,160 µg/L (n = 41); they were compared
with people drinking water with less than 50 µg/L of manganese.

None of these studies measured dietary intakes of manganese,
and so total intake is not known. However, it is possible that manga-
nese in drinking water is more bioavailable than manganese in food
(Velazquez and Du, 1994), and it is also possible that manganese in
drinking water could be more toxic in people who already consume
large amounts of dietary manganese from diets high in plant prod-
ucts.
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Summary

Elevated blood manganese concentrations and neurotoxicity were
selected as the critical adverse effects on which to base a UL for
manganese. The totality of evidence in animals and humans sup-
ports a causal association.

Dose-Response Assessment

Adults

Data Selection. Human data, even if sparse, provide a better basis
for determination of a UL than animal data. The low-dose animal
studies do not establish a no-observed-adverse-effect level (NOAEL).
Also, in the animal studies in which manganese was administered in
food or water (Bonilla and Prasad, 1984; Komura and Sakamoto,
1992), only approximate doses or average doses can be established.
A conservative approach was followed in order to protect against
manganese neurotoxicity.

Identification of NOAEL and Lowest-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (LOAEL).
A NOAEL of 11 mg/day of manganese from food was identified
based on the data presented by Greger (1999). Greger (1999) re-
viewed information indicating that people eating Western-type and
vegetarian diets may have intakes as high as 10.9 mg/day of manga-
nese. Schroeder and coworkers (1966) reported that a manganese-
rich vegetarian diet could contain 13 to 20 mg/day of manganese.
Because no adverse effects due to manganese intake have been
noted, at least in people consuming Western diets, 11 mg/day is a
reasonable NOAEL from food. A LOAEL of 15 mg/day can be iden-
tified on the basis of an earlier study by Davis and Greger (1992). At
this dose, there were significant increases in serum manganese con-
centrations after 25 days of supplementation and in lymphocyte
manganese-dependent superoxide dismutase activity after 90 days
of supplementation.

Uncertainty Assessment. Because of the lack of evidence of human
toxicity from doses less than 11 mg/day of manganese from food,
an uncertainty factor (UF) of 1.0 was selected.

Derivation of a UL. The NOAEL of 11 mg/day was divided by a UF
of 1.0 to obtain a UL of 11 mg/day of total manganese intake from
food, water, and supplements for an adult.
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UL = NOAEL = 11 mg/day = 11 mg/day
  UF        1.0

Manganese UL Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

UL for Adults
≥ 19 years 11 mg/day of manganese

Other Life Stage Groups

Infants. For infants, the UL was judged not determinable because
of lack of data on adverse effects in this age group and concern
about the infant’s ability to handle excess amounts. To prevent high
levels of manganese intake, the only source of intake for infants
should be from food or formula.

Children and Adolescents. There are no reports of manganese toxic-
ity in children and adolescents. Given the dearth of information,
the UL values for children and adolescents are extrapolated from
those established for adults. Thus, the adult UL of 11 mg/day was
adjusted on the basis of relative body weight as described in Chap-
ter 2 using reference weights from Chapter 1 (Table 1-1).

Pregnancy and Lactation. There are no data showing increased sus-
ceptibility of pregnant or lactating women to manganese intake.
Therefore, the ULs for pregnant and lactating women are the same
as those for the nonpregnant and nonlactating women.

Manganese UL Summary, Ages 0 through 18 Years, Pregnancy,
Lactation

UL for Infants
0–12 months Not possible to establish; source of intake

should be from food and formula only

UL for Children
1–3 years   2 mg/day of manganese
4–8 years   3 mg/day of manganese
9–13 years   6 mg/day of manganese

UL for Adolescents
14–18 years   9 mg/day of manganese
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UL for Pregnancy
14–18 years   9 mg/day of manganese
19–50 years 11 mg/day of manganese

UL for Lactation
14–18 years   9 mg/day of manganese
19–50 years 11 mg/day of manganese

Special Considerations

Because manganese in drinking water and supplements may be
more bioavailable than manganese from food, caution should be
taken when using manganese supplements, especially among those
persons already consuming large amounts of manganese from diets
high in plant products. In addition, a review of the literature re-
vealed that individuals with liver disease may be distinctly suscepti-
ble to the adverse effects of excess manganese intake.

Intake Assessment

Based on the Total Diet Study (Appendix Table E-6), the highest
dietary manganese intake at the ninety-fifth percentile was 6.3 mg/
day, which was the level consumed by men aged 31 to 50 years. Data
from the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
indicate that the highest supplemental intake of manganese at the
ninety-fifth percentile was approximately 5 mg/day, which was con-
sumed by men and women aged 19 years and older and pregnant
women (Appendix Table C-20).

Risk Characterization

The risk of an adverse effect resulting from excess intake of man-
ganese from food and supplements appears to be low at the highest
intakes noted above.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MANGANESE

• Identification of functional indicators for manganese.
• Analysis of effects of graded levels of dietary manganese intake

on leukocyte superoxide dismutase activity or another appropriate
functional indicator to provide an appropriate basis for setting an
Estimated Average Requirement.
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11
Molybdenum

SUMMARY

Molybdenum functions as a cofactor for a limited number of
enzymes in humans. The primary criterion used to set an Estimated
Average Requirement (EAR) is molybdenum balance in controlled
studies with specific amounts of molybdenum consumed. Adjust-
ments are made for the bioavailability of molybdenum. The Recom-
mended Dietary Allowance (RDA) for adult men and women is 45
µg/day. The average dietary intake of molybdenum by adult men
and women is 109 and 76 µg/day, respectively. The Tolerable Upper
Intake Level (UL) is 2 mg/day, a level based on impaired reproduc-
tion and growth in animals.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Function

Molybdenum has been shown to act as a cofactor for a limited
number of enzymes in humans: sulfite oxidase, which is believed to
be most important for health, xanthine oxidase, and aldehyde oxi-
dase. In all mammalian molybdoenzymes, functional molybdenum
is present as an organic component called molybdopterin
(Rajagopalan, 1988). These enzymes are involved in catabolism of
sulfur amino acids and heterocyclic compounds, including purines
and pyridines. A clear molybdenum deficiency syndrome produc-
ing physiological signs of molybdenum restriction has not been
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achieved in animals, despite major reduction in the activity of these
molybdoenzymes. Rather, molybdenum essentiality is based on a
genetic defect that prevents sulfite oxidase synthesis. Because sulfite
is not oxidized to sulfate, severe neurological damage leading to
early death occurs with this inborn error of metabolism (Johnson,
1997). Further support for an essential metabolic role for molyb-
denum relates to amino acid intolerance in a patient who received
long-term total parenteral nutrition without molybdenum (Abumrad
et al., 1981). The intolerance, which was probably due to abnormal
sulfur amino acid metabolism, was reversed with intravenous reple-
tion of ammonium molybdate.

Physiology of Absorption, Metabolism, and Excretion

The high efficiency of molybdenum absorption over an extensive
range of intakes suggests that molybdenum absorption is a passive
(nonmediated) process. The competitive inhibition of molybdenum
uptake by sulfate that has been observed in rat intestines suggests a
carrier may be involved. The mechanism of molybdenum absorp-
tion (transcellular or paracellular transport) and the location(s)
within the gastrointestinal tract responsible for absorption have not
been studied (Nielsen, 1999). Molybdenum concentrations in whole
blood vary widely but average about 5 nmol/L (Versieck et al.,
1978). Protein-bound molybdenum constitutes between 83 and 97
percent of the total molybdenum in erythrocytes. Potential plasma
molybdenum transport proteins include α-macroglobulin. Molyb-
denum retention may be conserved in part through formation of
the molybdopterin complex. Urinary excretion is a direct reflection
of the dietary molybdenum intake level (Turnlund et al., 1995a,
1995b). Stable isotope studies showing molybdenum retention at
low molybdenum intakes and rapid excretion at high intakes suggest
that the kidney is the primary site of molybdenum homeostatic reg-
ulation. However, widely different oral test doses of molybdenum,
between 22 and 1,490 µg/day, resulted in only a small difference in
absorption of 88 and 93 percent, respectively. The source of fecal
molybdenum is not clear, but could include biliary molybdenum
(Nielsen, 1999).

Clinical Effects of Inadequate Intake

Molybdenum deficiency has not been observed in healthy people.
A severe metabolic defect, molybdenum cofactor deficiency, had
been identified in 47 patients by 1993. The disease results in defi-
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ciency in the three molybdoenzymes known to occur in humans:
sulfite oxidase, xanthine dehydrogenase, and aldehyde oxidase. Few
infants with these defects survive the first days of life (Johnson et al.,
1993), and those who survive have severe neurological abnormali-
ties and a variety of other abnormalities. Only one case of molybde-
num deficiency that might be considered a dietary deficiency has
been reported in humans (Abumrad et al., 1981). A man with
Crohn’s disease who was on total parenteral nutrition (TPN) for
the last 18 months of his life developed symptoms of tachycardia,
headache, night blindness, and other symptoms during the final 6
months of TPN. Biochemical changes included elevated plasma
methionine concentration, low serum uric acid concentration, high
urinary thiosulfate, and low urinary uric acid and sulfate. After ad-
ministration of ammonium molybdate, the biochemical abnormali-
ties were reversed.

SELECTION OF INDICATORS FOR ESTIMATING
THE REQUIREMENT FOR MOLYBDENUM

Plasma and Serum Molybdenum Concentration

Plasma and serum molybdenum concentrations are very low in
humans and are difficult to measure. As a consequence, there are
few reports on plasma or serum molybdenum concentrations. The
concentration in plasma increases with dietary intake, peaks about
an hour after meals, and then returns to basal levels (Cantone et
al., 1995; Versieck et al., 1978). Infused tracers of molybdenum dis-
appear rapidly from the blood, with only 2.5 to 5 percent remaining
after 1 hour (Cantone et al., 1995; Rosoff and Spencer, 1964).
Therefore, plasma concentrations do not reflect molybdenum status
and cannot be used as an indicator for estimating requirements.

Urinary Molybdenum

The primary route of molybdenum excretion is the urine (Rosoff
and Spencer, 1964; Turnlund et al., 1995a, 1995b). Urinary molyb-
denum reflects dietary intake, increasing as dietary intake increases.
When molybdenum intake is low, about 60 percent of ingested
molybdenum is excreted in the urine, but when molybdenum intake
is high, over 90 percent is excreted in the urine (Turnlund et al.,
1995a, 1995b). In the United States, the average concentration of
urinary molybdenum is 69 µg/L (Paschal et al., 1998). Although
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related to dietary intake, urinary molybdenum alone does not re-
flect status.

Biochemical Indicators

Several biochemical changes have been observed in special situa-
tions. In molybdenum cofactor deficiency and in the one case of
molybdenum deficiency reported, urinary sulfate was low and uri-
nary sulfite was present. Serum uric acid concentrations were low,
urinary xanthine and hypoxanthine increased, and plasma methionine
was increased (Abumrad et al., 1981; Johnson et al., 1993). How-
ever, these observations have not been associated with molybdenum
intakes in normal, healthy people and cannot be used as indicators
for estimating the molybdenum requirement.

Molybdenum Balance

Balance studies are used to establish whether homeostasis is main-
tained and whether body stores are being depleted or increased.
Ideally, sufficient time (at least 12 days or longer) is allowed for the
body to adapt to each dietary intake before collecting balance data,
diets are constant, and conditions are controlled to assure food
consumption and sample collections are complete. Two balance
studies have been conducted in adult men (Turnlund et al., 1995a,
1995b). These studies provided adaptation periods and were con-
ducted in metabolic research facilities. Diets were controlled and
molybdenum intake was constant at each amount. Balance in these
studies could be achieved over a broad range of intakes. In one
study, five levels of molybdenum ranging from 22 to 1,490 µg/day
were provided for 24 days each (Turnlund et al., 1995a). In another
study, a low molybdenum diet (22 µg/day) was provided for 102
days, followed by a higher molybdenum diet (467 µg/day) (Turnlund
et al., 1995b). Miscellaneous losses, such as sweat and integument,
were too low to measure and were not accounted for. The mini-
mum requirement was estimated to be approximately 25 µg/day.
Balance studies were conducted among preadolescent girls between
1956 and 1962 for 6 to 56 days (Engel et al., 1967). They demon-
strated that balance was positive (3 to 33 µg/day) in all of 36 girls
between the ages of 6 and 10 years when intake ranged from 43 to
80 µg/day.
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE MOLYBDENUM REQUIREMENT

Interactions

Molybdenum:Tungsten Ratio

Tungsten and molybdenum are both Group 6B elements and thus
have similar atomic size and valence states. Tungsten has been used
as an antagonist of molybdenum absorption in animal studies to
produce molybdenum deficiency as measured by molybdoenzyme
activity (Rajagopalan, 1988). Major effects of such treatment have
not been observed in humans. The interaction is not considered
significant in human nutrition.

Molybdenum:Copper and Sulfate Ratios

Excess molybdenum intake has been documented to produce
copper deficiency in ruminants and is a potential practical feeding
problem in some areas of the world (Bremner, 1979). The mecha-
nism could be an interaction that involves formation of a thio-
molybdate complex with copper. The interaction is not considered
to be of significance to humans.

There is one report of increased urinary copper excretion with
molybdenum intake from sorghum with molybdenum intakes of
500 and 1,500 µg (Deosthale and Gopalan, 1974). The effect was
not confirmed in a controlled study at those levels of dietary molyb-
denum (Turnlund and Keyes, 2000).

Bioavailability

Little is known about the bioavailability of molybdenum from dif-
ferent food sources, but one study among men and another among
women demonstrated that it is less efficiently absorbed from soy,
which contains relatively high amounts (Turnlund et al., 1999). Bio-
availability of other minerals is also lower from soy than from many
other dietary sources (Hurrell et al., 1992; O’Dell, 1989). In one
study with 12 young women, the absorption of stable isotopically
labeled molybdenum was 87.5 percent from extrinsic molybdenum,
86.1 percent from kale, and 56.7 percent from soy (Turnlund et al.,
1999). A study in young men with higher (300 µg) molybdenum
intakes demonstrated that molybdenum absorption was 92.8 per-
cent from foods extrinsically labeled with molybdenum and 58.3
percent from soy (Turnlund et al., 1999). The absorption of molyb-
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denum was 35 and 37 percent less from soy than from an extrinsic
source of molybdenum and from the molybdenum in kale. Utiliza-
tion of absorbed molybdenum was similar regardless of source. It is
unlikely that molybdenum in other commonly consumed foods
would be less available than the molybdenum in soy.

FINDINGS BY LIFE STAGE AND GENDER GROUP

Infants Ages 0 through 12 Months

Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

No functional criteria of molybdenum status have been demon-
strated that reflect response to dietary intake in infants. Thus,
recommended intakes of molybdenum are based on an Adequate
Intake (AI) that reflects the observed mean molybdenum intake of
infants principally fed human milk.

Ages 0 through 6 Months. With use of the method described in
Chapter 2, the AI for young infants is based on mean intake data
from infants fed human milk as the principal food during their first
6 months, and it uses the molybdenum concentration of milk pro-
duced by well-nourished mothers. There are no reports of full-term
infants exclusively and freely fed human milk from U.S. and Canadian
mothers who manifested any signs of a molybdenum deficiency.
Friel and coworkers (1999) found that the molybdenum concentra-
tion of human milk of mothers of premature infants ranged from
2.1 to 23 µg/L with a median concentration of 5 µg/L. Studies by
Bougle and coworkers (1988) found that the molybdenum concen-
tration of human milk decreases rapidly from 15 µg/L on day 1, to
4.8 µg/L at 7 to 10 days postpartum, and 2.6 µg/L by 1 month
(Table 11-1). Rossipal and Krachler (1998) found human milk to
contain 1.42 µg/L at 42 to 60 days postpartum and 1.78 µg/L at 97
to 293 days postpartum. Biego and coworkers (1998) reported an
average molybdenum concentration of 4 µg/L in human milk with
stage of lactation not reported and much higher concentrations of
molybdenum in cow’s milk and infant formula. With an average
molybdenum concentration of 2 µg/L, an average milk volume of
0.78 L/day (Chapter 2), and rounding, the AI is 2 µg/day.

Ages 7 through 12 months. One method of estimating the AI for
infants receiving human milk from 7 through 12 months of age is
based on the average breast milk content and 0.6 L/day, the aver-
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TABLE 11-1 Molybdenum Concentration in Human Milk

Estimated
Milk Molybdenum

Stage of Concentration Intake of
Reference Study Group Lactation (µg/L) Infants (µg/d)a

Casey and 13 women 5 d Not reported 5.1
Neville, 1987 14 d 3.0

21 d 2.4
28 d 1.6
35 d 2.1

Bougle et al., 6 women 1 d 15 11.7
1988 3–5 d 10.2 7.9

7–10 d 4.8 3.7
14 d 1.5 1.2
1 mo 2.6 2.0
2 mo 0.2 0.15

Anderson, 7 women Up to 17.0 13.2
1992 5 mo

Aquilio et al., 14 women 21 d 4.1 3.2
1996

Biego et al., 17 milk Mature 4 3.1
1998 samples milk

Krachler et al., 46 women Up to 3.6 2.8
1998 293 d

Rossipal and 42–60 d 1.42 1.1
Krachler, 97–293 d 1.78 1.1
1998

NOTE: Maternal intakes were not reported in these studies.
a Molybdenum intake based on reported data or concentration (µg/L) × 0.78 L/day for
0–6 months postpartum and concentration (µg/L) × 0.6 L/day for 7–12 months post-
partum.

age volume of milk consumed in this age group, plus an added
increment for complementary food (see Chapter 2). However, data
on molybdenum content of weaning foods are not available. By
using the reference weight ratio method described in Chapter 2 to
extrapolate from the AI for infants ages 0 through 6 months, the AI
is 3 µg/day after rounding.
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Molybdenum AI Summary, Ages 0 through 12 Months

AI for Infants
  0–6 months 2 µg/day of molybdenum 0.3 µg/kg/day
  7–12 months 3 µg/day of molybdenum 0.3 µg/kg/day

Special Considerations

Cow milk contains considerably more molybdenum (50 µg/L)
than human milk, as does soymilk (Tsongas et al., 1980). Data on
the bioavailability of molybdenum in cow milk and infant formulas
are not available.

Children and Adolescents Ages 1 through 18 Years

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

No data are available on which to base an Estimated Average Re-
quirement (EAR) for children or adolescents. EARs for these groups
were extrapolated from adult EARs by the method described in
Chapter 2. Although there are no studies available to indicate that
the molybdenum requirement is associated with energy expendi-
ture, metabolic weight (kg0.75) was used for extrapolating because
of the functional role of molybdenum in a select number of en-
zymes, and because using metabolic weight yields an EAR that is
higher than when total body weight is used.

Molybdenum EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 1 through 18 years

EAR for Children
  1–3 years 13 µg/day of molybdenum
  4–8 years 17 µg/day of molybdenum

EAR for Boys
  9–13 years 26 µg/day of molybdenum
14–18 years 33 µg/day of molybdenum

EAR for Girls
  9–13 years 26 µg/day of molybdenum
14–18 years 33 µg/day of molybdenum

The Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) for molybdenum is
set by using a coefficient of variation (CV) of 15 percent (see “Adults
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Ages 19 Years and Older”). The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR
plus twice the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of individuals
in the group (therefore, for molybdenum the RDA is 130 percent
of the EAR). The calculated RDA is rounded to the nearest 1 µg.

RDA for Children
  1–3 years 17 µg/day of molybdenum
  4–8 years 22 µg/day of molybdenum

RDA for Boys
  9–13 years 34 µg/day of molybdenum
14–18 years 43 µg/day of molybdenum

RDA for Girls
  9–13 years 34 µg/day of molybdenum
14–18 years 43 µg/day of molybdenum

Adults Ages 19 Years and Older

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

The basis for an EAR for molybdenum was molybdenum balance
in controlled studies with specific amounts of molybdenum con-
sumed. Average balance achieved in four young men with an intake
of 22 µg/day is shown in 6-day intervals in Figure 11-1 (Turnlund et
al., 1995b). From day 1 to day 48, average balance was negative.
Beginning at day 49, balance became slightly positive; through day
102, the average balance was positive in six of nine 6-day periods
and negative in the other three 6-day periods. Over that entire
period, average balance was near 0 (0.2 µg/day). Sixteen of the 36
individual 6-day balance periods were negative and 20 were positive.
The average standard deviation of the nine 6-day balance periods
was 2.6 µg/day with a range of 1.2 to 4.3 µg/day. The variability in
balance for the 54-day balance period was 1.5 µg/day, or 7 percent
of the dietary intake. The variability in the nine 6-day balance
periods averaged 2.6 µg/day, or 12 percent.

The balance data suggest that 22 µg/day is near the minimum
requirement. No clinical signs of deficiency were observed and bio-
chemical changes associated with molybdenum deficiency were not
found. Another group of four young men showed a similar balance
pattern with negative balance during the first 6 days and becoming
less negative over a 24-day period (Turnlund et al., 1995a). Twenty-
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FIGURE 11-1 Molybdenum balance of four individuals who consumed 22 and 467
µg/day. Mean ± standard deviation.
SOURCE: Reprinted with permission from Turnlund et al. (1995b). Copyright
1995 by the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition.
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four days was not sufficiently long to adapt to the dietary molyb-
denum intake.

On the basis of balance data and lack of molybdenum deficiency,
the average minimum molybdenum requirement for maintaining
adequate molybdenum status is estimated to be 22 µg/day plus an
increment for miscellaneous losses. There are no data on sweat and
integumentary losses of molybdenum, and they are too low to mea-
sure with current technology. Data from other minerals suggest that
these losses amount to a small fraction of dietary intake. An addi-
tional 3 µg/day was added to allow for miscellaneous losses. The
minimum requirement of 25 µg/day is consistent with estimates of
the minimum molybdenum requirement of several species of ani-
mals (Anke et al., 1985; WHO, 1996).

Because some diets contain foods, such as soy, with a lower bio-
availability (58 percent) than that (more than 85 percent) of foods
provided by Turnlund and coworkers (1995a, 1995b), an average
bioavailability of 75 percent was used to set an EAR of 34 µg/day.
There are no data on which to base an EAR for women or older
adults, and no evidence to suggest that requirements would be dif-
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ferent. Therefore, the values are the same for women and older
adults.

Molybdenum EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

EAR for Men
19–50 years 34 µg/day of molybdenum
51–70 years 34 µg/day of molybdenum

> 70 years 34 µg/day of molybdenum

EAR for Women
19–50 years 34 µg/day of molybdenum
51–70 years 34 µg/day of molybdenum

> 70 years 34 µg/day of molybdenum

The number of molybdenum levels in the adult depletion/repletion
study was very limited, and the number of subjects was low. Thus, a
CV of 15 percent is used; the RDA is defined as the EAR plus twice
the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of the individuals in
the group (therefore, for molybdenum the RDA is set at 130 per-
cent of the EAR). The calculated RDA was rounded up.

RDA for Men
19–50 years 45 µg/day of molybdenum
51–70 years 45 µg/day of molybdenum

> 70 years 45 µg/day of molybdenum

RDA for Women
19–50 years 45 µg/day of molybdenum
51–70 years 45 µg/day of molybdenum

> 70 years 45 µg/day of molybdenum

Pregnancy

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

No direct data are available for determining the additional daily
requirement for molybdenum during pregnancy. The additional
molybdenum requirement during pregnancy is determined by
extrapolating up from adolescent and adult women as described in
Chapter 2. Carmichael and coworkers (1997) reported that the
median weight gain of 7,002 women who had good pregnancy out-
comes was 16 kg. No consistent relationship between maternal age
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and weight gain was observed in six studies of U.S. women (IOM,
1990). Therefore, 16 kg is added to the reference weight for adoles-
cent girls and adult women for extrapolation.

Molybdenum EAR and RDA Summary, Pregnancy

EAR for Pregnancy
14–18 years 40 µg/day of molybdenum
19–30 years 40 µg/day of molybdenum
31–50 years 40 µg/day of molybdenum

The RDA for molybdenum is set by using a CV of 15 percent (see
“Adults Ages 19 Years and Older”). The RDA is defined as the EAR
plus twice the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of the
individuals in the group (therefore, for molybdenum the RDA is set
at 130 percent of the EAR). The calculated RDA is rounded to the
nearest 10 µg.

RDA for Pregnancy
14–18 years 50 µg/day of molybdenum
19–30 years 50 µg/day of molybdenum
31–50 years 50 µg/day of molybdenum

Lactation

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

The EAR for lactation is estimated as the sum of the molybdenum
intake necessary to replace the molybdenum secreted daily in
human milk and the EAR for adolescent girls and women. Based on
a daily excretion of 2 µg/day, the EAR for molybdenum is set at 35
and 36 µg/day for lactating adolescents and adults, respectively.

Molybdenum EAR and RDA Summary, Lactation

EAR for Lactation
14–18 years 35 µg/day of molybdenum
19–30 years 36 µg/day of molybdenum
31–50 years 36 µg/day of molybdenum

The RDA for molybdenum is set by using a CV of 15 percent (see
“Adults Ages 19 Years and Older”). The RDA is defined as the EAR
plus twice the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of the
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individuals in the group (therefore, for molybdenum the RDA is set
at 130 percent of the EAR). The calculated RDA is rounded to the
nearest 10 µg.

RDA for Lactation
14–18 years 50 µg/day of molybdenum
19–30 years 50 µg/day of molybdenum
31–50 years 50 µg/day of molybdenum

INTAKE OF MOLYBDENUM

Food Sources

The molybdenum content of plant foods varies depending upon
the soil content in which they are grown. Legumes are major con-
tributors of molybdenum in the diet, as well as grain products and
nuts (Pennington and Jones, 1987; Tsongas et al., 1980). Animal
products, fruits, and many vegetables are generally low in molyb-
denum.

Dietary Intake

Information on dietary intake of molybdenum is limited because
of lack of a simple, reliable analytical method for determining
molybdenum. One U.S. study reported intakes ranging from 120 to
240 µg/day, with an average intake of 180 µg/day (Tsongas et al.,
1980). Data from the Total Diet Study indicate an average molyb-
denum intake of 76 µg/day for women and 109 µg/day for men
(Pennington and Jones, 1987). Reports of molybdenum intake from
other countries vary widely, probably because of differences in ana-
lytical methods and differences in the molybdenum content of soils
in which foods are grown. Usual intake is well above the dietary
molybdenum requirement.

Intake from Supplements

Based on data from Third National Health and Nutrition Exami-
nation Survey (Appendix Table C-21), the median intake of molyb-
denum from supplements was approximately 23 and 24 µg/day for
men and women who took supplements, respectively.
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TOLERABLE UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of
daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects for almost all individuals. Although members of the general
population should be advised not to routinely exceed the UL, in-
take above the UL may be appropriate for investigation within well-
controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should
not be discouraged, as long as subjects participating in these trials
have signed informed consent documents regarding possible toxic-
ity, and as long as these trials employ appropriate safety monitoring
of trial subjects. In addition, the UL is not meant to apply to indi-
viduals who are receiving molybdenum under medical supervision.

Hazard Identification

Adverse Effects

Molybdenum compounds appear to have low toxicity in humans.
More soluble forms of molybdenum have greater toxicity than in-
soluble or less soluble forms. The UL applies to all forms of molyb-
denum.

There are limited toxicity data for molybdenum in humans; most
of the toxicity data are for animals, especially ruminants. Ruminants
are more sensitive to molybdenum than monogastric animals, but
the basis for the toxicity of molybdenum in ruminants is not rele-
vant for humans. In monogastric laboratory animals, molybdenum
has been associated with reduced growth or weight loss, renal fail-
ure, skeletal abnormalities, infertility, anemia, diarrhea, and thyroid
injury (Vyskocil and Viau, 1999). Since none of these effects have
been observed in humans, it is impossible to determine which ones
might be considered most relevant to humans.

Molybdenum toxicity in animals varies according to age, species,
sex, and duration of exposure (Vyskocil and Viau, 1999). In rumi-
nants, the relative amounts of copper and sulfur in the diet are also
important determinants of toxicity (Rajagopalan, 1988), but the
effect of molybdenum on copper metabolism in humans is not sig-
nificant (Turnlund and Keyes, 2000). The data on adverse effects of
molybdenum intake are summarized below.

Renal Failure. Mild renal failure has been observed in rats after
subchronic ingestion (by gastric intubation) at 80 mg/kg/day but
not at 40 mg/kg/day of a molybdenum salt (Bompart et al., 1990).
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There is weak evidence of diuresis and proteinuria after high dose
molybdenum intake in animals (Bompart et al., 1990). Asmangulyan
(1965) evaluated the effects of molybdenum in rabbits receiving
four different oral doses (0.025, 0.5, 5, and 50 mg/kg/day) for 6
months. At a dose of 5 mg/kg/day, histological changes were ob-
served in kidney and liver along with body weight loss. No effects
were observed at lower molybdenum dosage levels.

Increased Uric Acid in Plasma and Urine. Key human studies on this
endpoint include Chappell and coworkers (1979), Deosthale and
Gopalan (1974), and Kovalsky and coworkers (1961). Kovalsky and
coworkers (1961) observed hyperuricemia and arthralgias in
Armenians who consumed 10 to 15 mg/day of molybdenum from
food. Serum molybdenum concentration was positively correlated
with serum uric acid concentration. Elevations in blood molybdenum
concentrations were accompanied by decreases in blood copper
concentrations. However, serious methodological difficulties are
noted with this particular study including possible analytical prob-
lems in the assessment of blood and urinary copper levels and the
very small size of the control group in contrast to the molybdenum-
exposed group.

Other studies in humans do not support the existence of this
particular adverse manifestation in association with elevated dietary
intakes of molybdenum. For example, Chappell and coworkers
(1979) reported reduced uric acid concentrations in serum after
molybdenum intakes of greater than 7 µg/kg/day from drinking
water. Deosthale and Gopalan (1974) reported no change in uric
acid excretion at intakes up to 1.5 mg/day in four volunteers.

Impaired Copper Utilization. Impaired utilization of copper has been
observed in ruminants (Mills and Davis, 1987) and is based on an
interaction between molybdenum, copper, and sulfur that occurs in
ruminants but not in humans. A human study involving doses up to
1.5 mg/day showed no adverse effects on copper utilization (Turnlund
and Keyes, 2000).

Reproductive Effects. The administration of supplemental dietary
molybdenum was associated with a prolonged estrus cycle, decreased
gestational weight gain of the pups, and several adverse effects on
embryogenesis in female Sprague-Dawley rats (Fungwe et al., 1990).
These effects were not observed at 0.9 mg/kg/day, but were ob-
served at doses of 1.6 mg/kg/day (based on a gestational weight of
100 g). Schroeder and Mitchener (1971) evaluated the effect of
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molybdate in drinking water (10 mg/L) on the reproduction of
mice over three generations. Because water consumption was not
reported in the publication, daily molybdenum intake can only be
estimated. Vyskocil and Viau (1999) estimated that a 20-mg mouse’s
consumption of 3 mL of water (10 mg/L) daily would result in a
dose of 1.5 mg/kg/day of molybdenum. At this dose, Schroeder
and Mitchener (1971) reported some early deaths of offspring, dead
litters, maternal deaths, and failure to breed.

Other Endpoints. There is no evidence that molybdenum causes
cancer in humans or animals (Vyskocil and Viau, 1999). There are
consistent findings of decreased hemoglobin concentration and
hematocrit in rabbits (Arrington and Davis, 1953; McCarter et al.,
1962; Ostrom et al., 1961; Valli et al., 1969). These effects were seen
at doses of 25 mg/kg/day or more.

Growth depression has been noted in several studies with mono-
gastric laboratory animals (Arthur, 1965; Jeter and Davis, 1954;
Miller et al., 1956). In the study by Jeter and Davis (1954), rats were
administered four different doses of molybdenum (20, 80, 140, and
700 mg/kg of diet) for 13 weeks. Growth depression was noted in
female rats fed 80 mg/kg, which according to Vyskocil and Viau
(1999), corresponds to 8 mg/kg/day of molybdenum. Miller and
coworkers (1956) observed body weight loss and bone deformities
in rats fed 75 and 300 mg/kg of diet molybdenum for 6 weeks. The
lowest dose corresponds to 7.5 mg/kg/day according to Vyskocil
and Viau (1999). Arthur (1965) fed guinea pigs diets containing
various levels of molybdenum for 8 weeks. At the lowest dose (esti-
mated to be 75 mg/kg/day), growth depression, loss of copper, and
achromotrichia were observed.

Bioavailability and Toxicokinetics. Possible reasons for the presumed
low toxicity of molybdenum include its rapid excretion in the urine,
especially at higher intake levels (Miller et al., 1956; Turnlund et
al., 1995b).

Summary

Because of the deficiencies in the study conducted in Armenia
(Kovalsky et al., 1961), inadequate data exist to identify a causal
association between excess molybdenum intake in normal, appar-
ently healthy individuals and any adverse health outcomes. In addi-
tion, studies have identified levels of dietary molybdenum intake
that appear to be associated with no harm (Deosthale and Gopalan,
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1974; Turnlund and Keyes, 2000). Thus, reproductive effects in rats
were selected as the most definitive toxicological indices.

Dose-Response Assessment

Adults

Data Selection. In the absence of adequate human studies, animal
studies were evaluated. Rats, mice, and rabbits appear to be more
sensitive than guinea pigs to the adverse effects of dietary molyb-
denum. The effects of molybdenum on reproduction and fetal
development in rats and mice were found to be the most sensitive
and therefore were used to set the UL.

Identification of a No-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (NOAEL) and Lowest-
Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (LOAEL). The study of Fungwe and co-
workers (1990) provides a dose-response relationship for adverse
reproductive effects in female rats. The NOAEL from this study was
0.9 mg/kg/day and the LOAEL was 1.6 mg/kg/day of molyb-
denum. This study is supported by observations of reproductive
effects in mice in a three-generation study at a single dose of 1.5
mg/kg/day (Schroeder and Mitchener, 1971). Since only one level
was used in this study, it is difficult to use this study independently
to determine a LOAEL. In addition, Jeter and Davis (1954) noted
decreased fertility in male rats after 13 weeks of exposure to 8 mg/
kg/day of molybdenum. The NOAEL from that study was 2 mg/
kg/day. Taken together, these observations suggest that numerous
adverse reproductive effects were encountered in rats and mice at
dietary molybdenum levels exceeding the NOAEL of 0.9 mg/kg/
day established from the study of Fungwe and coworkers (1990).

Uncertainty Assessment. There do not appear to be sufficient data to
justify lowering the degree of uncertainty from the usual uncertainty
factor (UF) for extrapolating from experimental animals to humans.
Thus, the usual value of 10 was selected. A UF of 3 for intraspecies
variation was based on the expected similarity in pharmokinetics of
molybdenum among humans. Although Vyskocil and Viau (1999)
have argued for a larger UF for intraspecies differences, they have
based their concerns on possible interactions with copper and con-
cerns about copper-deficient humans. Recent information suggests
that molybdenum does not have any effect on copper metabolism
in humans (Turnlund and Keyes, 2000). Thus, these two UFs are
multiplied to yield a UF of 30.
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Derivation of a UL. The NOAEL of 0.9 mg/kg/day was divided by
the overall UF of 30 to obtain a UL of 30 µg/kg/day for humans.
The value of 30 µg/kg/day was multiplied by the average of the
reference body weights for adult women, 61 kg, from Chapter 1
(Table 1-1). The resulting UL for adults is rounded to 2 mg/day
(2,000 µg/day).

UL =  NOAEL = 0.9 mg/kg/day = 30 µg/kg/day × 68.5 kg ≅
UF 30

2 mg/day (2,000 µg/day)

Although adult men and women have different reference body
weights, the uncertainties in the estimation of the UL were consid-
erable and distinction of separate ULs for men and women was
therefore not attempted. This level is supported by limited human
data from Deosthale and Gopalan (1974) who demonstrated no
effect on uric acid or copper excretion in humans exposed to 22
µg/kg/day or 1.5 mg/day for an adult. Only four subjects were
included in that study and no LOAEL was established. In addition,
Turnlund and Keyes (2000) demonstrated no effect of 1.5 mg/day
on copper metabolism in humans.

Molybdenum UL Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

UL for Adults
≥ 19 years 2 mg/day (2,000 µg/day) of molybdenum

Other Life Stage Groups

Infants. For infants, the UL was judged not determinable because
of insufficient data on adverse effects in this age group and concern
about the infant’s ability to handle excess amounts. To prevent high
levels of intake, the only source of intake for infants should be from
food and formula.

Children and Adolescents. There are no reports of molybdenum tox-
icity in children and adolescents. Given the dearth of information,
the UL values for children and adolescents are extrapolated from
those established for adults. Thus, the adult UL of 2 mg/day of
molybdenum was adjusted for children and adolescents on the basis
of relative body weight as described in Chapter 2 with use of refer-
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ence weights from Chapter 1 (Table 1-1). Values have been rounded
down.

Pregnancy and Lactation. Because the UL is based on adverse re-
productive effects in animals and because there are no reports of
molybdenum toxicity in lactating women, the UL for pregnant and
lactating women is the same as that for the nonpregnant and non-
lactating female.

Molybdenum UL Summary, Ages 0 through 18 Years, Pregnancy,
Lactation

UL for Infants
0–12 months Not possible to establish; source of intake

should be from food and formula only

UL for Children
1–3 years 0.3 mg/day (300 µg/day) of molybdenum
4–8 years 0.6 mg/day (600 µg/day) of molybdenum
9–13 years 1.1 mg/day (1,100 µg/day) of molybdenum

UL for Adolescents
14–18 years 1.7 mg/day (1,700 µg/day) of molybdenum

UL for Pregnancy
14–18 years 1.7 mg/day (1,700 µg/day) of molybdenum
19–50 years 2.0 mg/day (2,000 µg/day) of molybdenum

UL for Lactation
14–18 years 1.7 mg/day (1,700 µg/day) of molybdenum
19–50 years 2.0 mg/day (2,000 µg/day) of molybdenum

Special Considerations

Individuals who are deficient in dietary copper intake or have
some dysfunction in copper metabolism that makes them copper-
deficient could be at increased risk of molybdenum toxicity. Howev-
er, the effect of molybdenum intake on copper status in humans
remains to be clearly established.
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Intake Assessment

National surveys do not provide percentile data on the dietary
intake of molybdenum. Data available from the 1988–1994 Third
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (Appendix
Table C-21) indicate that the average U.S. intake of molybdenum
from supplements at the ninety-fifth percentile was 80 and 84 µg/
day for men and women, respectively.

Risk Characterization

Because there is no information from national surveys on percen-
tile distribution of molybdenum intakes, the risk of adverse effects
cannot be characterized.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MOLYBDENUM

• Bioavailability of molybdenum.
• Further data to estimate an average requirement for molybdenum.
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12
Zinc

SUMMARY

Zinc functions as a component of various enzymes in the mainte-
nance of the structural integrity of proteins and in the regulation of
gene expression. Overt human zinc deficiency in North America is
not common, and the symptoms of a mild deficiency are diverse
due to zinc’s ubiquitous involvement in metabolic processes. Factorial
analysis was used to set the Estimated Average Requirement (EAR).
The Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) for adults is 8 mg/
day for women and 11 mg/day for men. Recently, the median intake
from food in the United States was approximately 9 mg/day for
women and 14 mg/day for men. The Tolerable Upper Intake Level
(UL) for adults is 40 mg/day, a value based on reduction in erythro-
cyte copper-zinc superoxide dismutase activity.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Function

Zinc has been shown to be essential for microorganisms, plants,
and animals. Deprivation of zinc arrests growth and development
and produces system dysfunction in these organisms. The biological
functions of zinc can be divided into three categories: catalytic,
structural, and regulatory (Cousins, 1996). There is extensive evi-
dence in support of each of these functions, and there may be some
overlap.
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Nearly 100 specific enzymes (e.g., EC 1.1.1.1 alcohol dehydroge-
nase) depend on zinc for catalytic activity. Zinc removal results in
loss of activity, and reconstitution of the holoenzyme with zinc usually
restores activity. Examples of zinc metalloenzymes can be found in
all six enzyme classes (Vallee and Galdes, 1984). Well-studied zinc
metalloenzymes include the ribonucleic acid (RNA) polymerases,
alcohol dehydrogenase, carbonic anhydrase, and alkaline phosphatase.
Zinc is defined as a Lewis acid, and its action as an electron acceptor
contributes to its catalytic activity in many of these enzymes. Changes
in activity of zinc metalloenzymes during dietary zinc restriction or
excess have not been consistent in experimental studies with humans
or animals.

The structural role of zinc involves proteins that form domains
capable of zinc coordination, which facilitates protein folding to
produce biologically active molecules. The vast majority of such
proteins form a “zinc finger-like” structure created by chelation
centers, including cysteine and histidine residues (Klug and Schwabe,
1995). Some of these proteins have roles in gene regulation as dioxy-
ribonucleic acid binding transcription factors. Examples include
nonspecific factors such as Sp1 and specific factors such as retinoic
acid receptors and vitamin D receptors. These structural motifs are
found throughout biology and include the zinc-containing nucleo-
capside proteins of viruses such as the human immunodeficiency
virus (Berg and Shi, 1996). The relationship of zinc finger protein
bioactivity to zinc in the diet has not received extensive study. Zinc
also provides a structural function for some enzymes; copper-zinc
superoxide dismutase is the most notable example. In this instance,
copper provides catalytic activity, whereas zinc’s role is structural.
Also of potential relevance as a structural role is the essentiality of
zinc for intracellular binding of tyrosine kinase to T-cell receptors,
CD4 and CD8α, which are required for T-lymphocyte development
and activation (Huse et al., 1998; Lin et al., 1998).

The role of zinc as a regulator of gene expression has received
less attention than its other functions. Metallothionein expression
is regulated by a mechanism that involves zinc’s binding to the
transcription factor, metal response element transcription factor
(MTF1), which activates gene transcription (Cousins, 1994; Dalton
et al., 1997). The number of genes that are activated by this type of
mechanism is not known, however, because a null mutation for
MTF1 is lethal during fetal development of mice, suggesting some
critical genes must be regulated by MTF1 (Günes et al., 1998). Zinc
transporter proteins associated with cellular zinc accumulation and
release may be among the metal response element-regulated family
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of genes (McMahon and Cousins, 1998). Zinc has been shown to
influence both apoptosis and protein kinase C activity (McCabe et
al., 1993; Telford and Fraker, 1995; Zalewski et al., 1994), which is
within the regulatory function. The relationship of zinc to normal
synaptic signaling processes also falls within the regulatory role
(Cole et al., 1999). The most widely studied MTF-regulated gene is
the metallothionein gene. An unequivocal function has not been
established, but this metalloprotein appears to act as a zinc traffick-
ing molecule for maintaining cellular zinc concentrations (Cousins,
1996) and perhaps as part of a cellular redox system for zinc dona-
tion to zinc finger proteins (Jacob et al., 1998; Roesijadi et al., 1998).
Upregulation of metallothionein by specific cytokines and some
hormones suggests a function that is critical to a stress response.
Induction of metallothionein by changes in dietary zinc intake has
received considerable attention in experiments with both animals
and humans (reviewed in Chesters, 1997; Cousins, 1994). Erythro-
cyte metallothionein concentrations decreased rapidly in humans
fed a phytate-containing diet of very low zinc content (Grider et al.,
1990). Erythrocyte metallothionein concentration appears to be a
measure of severe zinc depletion, and the extent of a change in
concentration can distinguish between low and adequate levels of
zinc intake under experimental conditions (Thomas et al., 1992).
Erythrocyte metallothionein and monocyte metallothionein messen-
ger RNA concentrations increase with elevated zinc intake levels
such as those encountered with dietary supplements (Grider et al.,
1990; Sullivan et al., 1998). Studies of metallothionein concentra-
tion in blood cells or plasma during large human dietary trials have
not been undertaken. Consequently, the use of metallothionein as
a static or functional indicator of zinc status needs further study.

While knowledge of the biochemical and molecular genetics of zinc
function is well developed and expanding, neither the relationship of
these genetics to zinc deficiency or toxicity nor the function(s) for
which zinc is particularly critical have been established. For example,
explanations for depressed growth, immune dysfunction, diarrhea,
altered cognition, host defense properties, defects in carbohydrate
utilization, reproductive teratogenesis, and numerous other clinical
outcomes of mild and severe zinc deficiency (Hambidge, 1989; King
and Keen, 1999) have not been conclusively established.

Physiology of Absorption, Metabolism, and Excretion

Zinc is widely distributed in foods. Because virtually none of it is
present as the free ion, bioavailability is a function of the extent of
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digestion. Digestion produces the opportunity for zinc to bind to
exogenous and endogenous constituents in the intestinal lumen,
including peptides, amino acids, nucleic acids, and other organic
acids and inorganic anions such as phosphate. The vast majority of
zinc is absorbed by the small intestine through a transcellular pro-
cess with the jejunum being the site with the greatest transport rate
(Cousins, 1989b; Lee et al., 1989; Lonnerdal, 1989).

Absorption kinetics appear to be saturable, and there is an in-
crease in transport velocity with zinc depletion. Paracellular trans-
port may occur at high zinc intakes. Transit time also influences the
extent of absorption to an extent that, in malabsorption syndromes,
zinc absorption is reduced. Transfer from the intestine is via the
portal system with most newly absorbed zinc bound to albumin.

Considerable amounts of zinc enter the intestine from endogenous
sources. Homeostatic regulation of zinc metabolism is achieved princi-
pally through a balance of absorption and secretion of endogenous
reserves involving adaptive mechanisms programmed by dietary zinc
intake (King and Keen, 1999). Zinc depletion in humans is accom-
panied by reduced endogenous zinc loss on the order of 1.3 to 4.6
mg/day, derived from both pancreatic and intestinal cell secretions.
Strong evidence suggests zinc transporter proteins in the various
tissues act in concert to obtain such adaptation, but evidence is lack-
ing in humans (McMahon and Cousins, 1998).

Measurement of true absorption, which eliminates the contribu-
tion of endogenous zinc from calculations, shows that zinc depletion
increases the efficiency of intestinal zinc absorption. Regulation of
absorption may provide a “coarse control” of body zinc, whereas
endogenous zinc release provides “fine control” to maintain balance
(King and Keen, 1999). An autosomal recessive trait, acrodermatitis
enteropathica, is a zinc malabsorption problem of undetermined
genetic basis. The mutation causes severe skin lesions and cognitive
dysfunction (Aggett, 1989). The genetic defect suggests that one
gene has a major influence on zinc absorption.

Tracer studies have shown that zinc is metabolically very active
with initial uptake by liver representing a rapid phase of zinc turn-
over. Over 85 percent of the total body zinc is found in skeletal
muscle and bone (King and Keen, 1999). While plasma zinc is only
0.1 percent of this total, its concentration is tightly regulated at
about 10 to 15 µmol/L. Stress, acute trauma, and infection cause
changes in hormones (e.g., cortisol) and cytokines (e.g., interleukin
6) that lower plasma concentration. Small changes in tissue pools
could cause the decrease. In humans, plasma zinc concentrations
are maintained without notable change when zinc intake is restricted
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or increased unless these changes in intake are severe and pro-
longed (Cousins, 1989a). Preliminary kinetic data indicate that the
combined size of readily exchangeable zinc pools (i.e., those that
exchange with zinc in plasma within 72 hours) decreases with dietary
zinc restriction (Miller et al., 1994). Fasting results in increased
plasma zinc concentration, an outcome that possibly reflects cata-
bolic changes in muscle protein. Cyclic postprandial changes in
plasma zinc concentration have been documented (King et al.,
1994). In both cases, hormonally regulated events are the biochem-
ical basis for the changes. Albumin is the principal zinc-binding
protein in plasma from which most metabolic zinc flux occurs. Func-
tional aspects of zinc tightly bound to α-2-macroglobulin have not
been described. Plasma amino acids bind some zinc and could be
an important source of zinc excretion.

Zinc secretion into and excretion from the intestine provides the
major route of endogenous zinc excretion. It is derived partially
from pancreatic secretions, which are stimulated after a meal. Biliary
secretion of zinc is limited, but intestinal cell secretions also con-
tribute to fecal loss (Lonnerdal, 1989). These losses may range from
less than 1 mg/day with a zinc-poor diet to greater than 5 mg/day
with a zinc-rich diet, a difference that reflects the regulatory role
that the intestinal tract serves in zinc homeostasis. Urinary zinc
losses are only a fraction (less than 10 percent) of normal fecal
losses (King and Keen, 1999). Zinc transporter activity may account
for renal zinc reabsorption (McMahon and Cousins, 1998), and
glucagon may help regulate it. Increases in urinary losses are con-
comitant with increases in muscle protein catabolism due to starva-
tion or trauma. The increase in plasma amino acids, which consti-
tute a potentially filterable zinc pool, is at least partially responsible.
Zinc loss from the body is also attributed to epithelial cell desqua-
mation, sweat, semen, hair, and the menstrual cycle.

Clinical Effects of Inadequate Intake

Individuals with malabsorption syndromes including sprue,
Crohn’s disease, and short bowel syndrome are at risk of zinc defi-
ciency due to malabsorption of zinc and increased urinary zinc
losses (Pironi et al., 1987; Valberg et al., 1986). In mild human zinc
deficiency states, the detectable features and laboratory/functional
abnormalities of mild zinc deficiency are diverse. This diversity is
not altogether surprising in view of the biochemistry of zinc and the
ubiquity of this metal in biology with its participation in an extra-
ordinarily wide range of vital metabolic processes. Impaired growth
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velocity is a primary clinical feature of mild zinc deficiency and can
be corrected with zinc supplementation (Hambidge et al., 1979b;
Walravens et al., 1989). Other functions that respond to zinc sup-
plementation include pregnancy outcome (Goldenberg et al.,
1995) and immune function (Bogden et al., 1987). Evidence of the
efficacy of zinc lozenges in reducing the duration of common colds
is still unclear (Jackson et al., 2000).

Severe zinc deficiency has been documented in patients fed intra-
venously without the addition of adequate zinc to the infusates
(Chen et al., 1991) and in cases of the autosomal recessively inherited
disease acrodermatitis enteropathica (Walling et al., 1989). Because
of the ubiquity of zinc and the involvement of this micronutrient in
so many core areas of metabolism, it is not surprising that the fea-
tures of zinc deficiency are frequently quite basic and nonspecific,
including growth retardation, alopecia, diarrhea, delayed sexual
maturation and impotence, eye and skin lesions, and impaired
appetite. Clinical features and laboratory criteria are not always con-
sistent. This inconsistency poses a major difficulty in the quest to
validate reliable, sensitive clinical or functional indicators of zinc
status that apply to a range of otherwise potentially useful labora-
tory indicators such as alkaline phosphatase activity.

A further major conundrum is posed by the impressive, yet appar-
ently imperfect, homeostatic mechanisms that maintain a narrow
range of zinc concentrations within the body in spite of widely
diverse dietary intakes of this metal and in spite of differences in
bioavailability. This situation applies, for example, to circulating
zinc in the plasma, which consequently provides only an insensitive
index of zinc status (King, 1990). Therefore, it has become increas-
ingly apparent that homeostatic mechanisms fall short of perfection
and that clinically important features of zinc deficiency can occur
with only modest degrees of dietary zinc restriction while circulat-
ing zinc concentrations are indistinguishable from normal.

SELECTION OF INDICATORS FOR ESTIMATING
THE REQUIREMENT FOR ZINC

Principal Indicator

The selection of zinc absorption (more specifically, the minimal
quantity of absorbed zinc necessary to match total daily excretion of
endogenous zinc) as the principal indicator for adult Estimated
Average Requirements (EAR) has been based on the evaluation of a
factorial approach to determining zinc requirements. Details of this
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approach are discussed under “Findings by Life Stage and Gender
Group—Adults Ages 19 Years and Older”. A sufficient number of
metabolic studies of zinc homeostasis have been reported to permit
an estimation of dietary zinc requirements in adults.

The first step in this approach is to calculate nonintestinal losses
of endogenous zinc, that is, losses via the kidney and integument
with smaller quantities in semen and menstrual losses. Although
urinary zinc excretion decreases markedly with severe dietary zinc
restriction (Baer and King, 1984), extensive data indicate that ex-
cretion by this route is unrelated to dietary zinc intake over a wide
range (4 to 25 mg/day) that is certain to encompass the dietary zinc
requirements for adults. Data regarding this lack of relation between
intake and integumental and semen losses of zinc are more limited.
Therefore, nonintestinal losses of endogenous zinc have been treated
as a constant in response to varied zinc intake.

In contrast to excretion of zinc via other routes, excretion of
endogenous zinc via the intestine is a major variable in the mainte-
nance of zinc homeostasis and is strongly correlated with absorbed
zinc. The second step in estimating dietary zinc requirements is to
define this relationship (Figure 12-1). After it has been defined and
adjusted by the constant for other endogenous losses, one can cal-
culate the minimum quantity of absorbed zinc necessary to offset
endogenous zinc losses (Figure 12-1).

The dietary zinc intake corresponding to this average minimum
quantity of absorbed zinc is the EAR. This value has been deter-
mined from the plot of the asymptotic regression analysis of ab-
sorbed zinc versus ingested zinc (Figure 12-2).

Theoretically, given the results described in detail for adults
below, balance could also be used as an indicator. However, review
of all published data on zinc balance (and net [apparent] absorp-
tion) studies in young adult men (excluding those studies that have
included tracer data and are being utilized for the current factorial
calculations) collectively revealed no correlation with dietary zinc.
Presumably this lack of correlation reflects the vagaries of balance
studies. The factorial calculations for adults are based on tracer/
metabolic studies in which participants were fed diets from which
the bioavailability of zinc was likely to be representative of typical
diets in North America or, in some instances, possibly greater than
average.
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FIGURE 12-1 The relationship between endogenous zinc excretion and absorbed
zinc. Heavy line represents the linear regression of intestinal excretion of endoge-
nous zinc (mg/day) versus absorbed zinc (mg/day) from means of ten data sets
for healthy men ages 19 through 50 years. The bold dashed lines above and parallel
to the regression line represent the total endogenous zinc losses for men and
women in relation to zinc absorption. The faint dashed line is the line of perfect
agreement or equality of endogenous zinc and absorbed zinc. The intersect of this
line with that of total endogenous zinc excretion indicates the average minimum
quantity of absorbed zinc necessary to match endogenous losses for men and
women. SOURCE: Hunt JR et al. (1992), Jackson et al. (1984), Lee et al. (1993),
Taylor et al. (1991), Turnlund et al. (1984, 1986), Wada et al. (1985).

Secondary Indicators

Physical Growth Response to Zinc Supplementation

In contrast to studies on the effects of low-dose zinc supplements
on clinical features (e.g., pneumonia, diarrhea [Bhutta et al., 1999])
and on nonspecific laboratory functional tests of zinc status (e.g.,
tests of neuro-cognitive function [Sandstead et al., 1998]) or im-
mune status (Shankar and Prasad, 1998), studies of the effects of
zinc supplementation on physical growth velocity in children are
useful in evaluating dietary zinc requirements for several reasons.
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FIGURE 12-2 Asymptotic regression of absorbed zinc and ingested zinc. Individual
points are means for the same data sets in Figure 12-1. SOURCE: Hunt JR et al.
(1992), Jackson et al. (1984), Lee et al. (1993), Taylor et al. (1991), Turnlund et al.
(1984, 1986), Wada et al. (1985).

First, confirmation of the effect of zinc supplements on growth
velocity (linear growth and weight) in children with varying degrees
of growth retardation has been shown in a number of studies from
many countries (Brown et al., 1998; Umeta et al., 2000). Second,
because a sufficient number of these studies have been undertaken
in North America, growth is applicable as a functional/clinical indi-
cator of zinc requirement in North American children (Gibson et
al., 1989; Walravens and Hambidge, 1976; Walravens et al., 1983,
1989). Third, baseline dietary data typically included in these studies
are adequate to use for group analyses.

Size and Turnover Rates of Zinc Pools

Strong positive correlations have been observed between dietary
zinc content, especially the amount of absorbed zinc, and estimates
of the size of the combined pools of zinc that exchange with zinc in
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plasma (Miller et al., 1994; Sian et al., 1996). Once links to clinical,
biochemical, or molecular effects of zinc deficiency have been
achieved and appropriate cut-off levels for different age groups and
gender have been defined, pool size and turnover measurements
may be of value in future refinements of EARs. Even simpler models
involving the measurement of plasma zinc clearance may be useful
in assessing zinc deficiency, but dietary data derived by such a method
are not available at this time (Kaji et al., 1998; Nakamura et al.,
1993; Yokoi et al., 1994). More detailed model-based compartmental
analyses, when specifically applied to the evaluation of dietary re-
quirements, also have the potential to contribute to a more precise
understanding of zinc requirements (Miller et al., 1998; Wastney et
al., 1986).

Plasma and Serum Zinc Concentration

While both plasma zinc concentration and serum zinc concentra-
tion are used as indicators of zinc status, plasma zinc concentration
is preferable because of the lack of contamination of zinc from the
erythrocyte. Homeostatic mechanisms are effective in maintaining
plasma zinc concentrations for many weeks of even severe dietary
zinc restriction (Johnson et al., 1993; Wada et al., 1985). A number
of studies have reported no association between dietary zinc intake
and plasma or serum zinc concentration (Artacho et al., 1997; Kant
et al., 1989; Neggers et al., 1997; Thomas et al., 1988). Payette and
Gray-Donald (1991) did observe a significant correlation between
dietary zinc intake and serum zinc concentration in noninstitution-
alized elderly; however, the correlation was positive for men and
negative for women. Discernible relationships have been reported
between plasma zinc concentration and habitual dietary zinc in-
take, even within the range typically occurring in North America.
These relationships are of some utility in providing a supportive
indicator of zinc requirements. For example, serum zinc concentra-
tions of Canadian adolescent girls aged 14 to 19 years vary inversely
with phytate:zinc molar ratios, and a greater percentage of lacto-
ovo-vegetarians have serum zinc values below 70 µg/dL than do
omnivores (Donovan and Gibson, 1995). Cut-off concentrations for
lower limits have been established and depend on the time of day at
which collections are made because of the substantial and cumula-
tive effects of meals in lowering concentrations (King et al., 1994).
The cut-off concentrations for prebreakfast samples is 70 µg/dL.
Different cut-off concentrations are not considered necessary for
different age groups or genders.
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Insufficient and inconsistent data exist for plasma or serum zinc
concentrations in apparently normal subjects whose habitual dietary
zinc intakes straddle the vicinity of the average requirement, and
therefore use of those concentrations for estimating an average
requirement is limited. Furthermore, plasma and serum zinc con-
centrations do not seem to be sufficiently sensitive to serve as a
subsidiary indicator.

Zinc Concentration in Erythrocytes

Erythrocyte zinc concentration is depressed at moderately severe
levels of dietary zinc restriction (Thomas et al., 1992), but the sensi-
tivity of this assay is inadequate to provide more than a secondary
supportive indicator of dietary zinc requirements. Sample prepara-
tion may account for some of the lack of sensitivity. Results from
experimental depletion studies (Baer and King, 1984; Bales et al.,
1994; Grider et al., 1990; Ruz et al., 1992; Thomas et al., 1992) have
been mixed, and the value of erythrocyte zinc concentrations as an
indicator of zinc nutritional status is not well defined.

Zinc Concentration in Hair

Associations between low zinc concentration in hair and poor
growth have been documented (Ferguson et al., 1993; Gibson et al.,
1989; Hambidge et al., 1972; Walravens et al., 1983). In three of
these studies, low zinc concentration in hair was used as a criterion
for zinc supplementation in children and resulted in increased
growth velocity. Low zinc concentrations in hair have been reported
in Canadian children with low meat consumption (Smit-Vanderkooy
and Gibson, 1987). Subjects whose habitual diets are high in phytate
or who have very high phytate:zinc molar ratios have also been
noted to have relatively low zinc concentrations in hair. However,
there is a lack of uniformity in apparently low zinc concentrations
in hair, and no lower cut-off values have been defined clearly for
any age group or either gender. The use of zinc in hair as a support-
ive indicator for establishing zinc requirements needs further re-
search.

Activity of Zinc-Dependent Enzymes

With the large number of zinc-dependent enzymes that have been
identified, it is perhaps remarkable that no single zinc-dependent
enzyme has found broad acceptance as an indicator of zinc status or
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requirement. This state of affairs is attributable to a number of
factors, including the homeostatic processes that maintain zinc
occupancy of the catalytic sites of these enzymes and the lack of
consistency in findings between studies. Other factors include a lack
of sensitivity, the inaccessibility of optimal tissues to assay, or, simply,
inadequate research. The lack of baseline dietary data also negates
the potential value of some reports. Given these limitations, limited
dose-response data, and inconsistent responses to dietary zinc (Bales
et al., 1994; Davis et al., 2000; Paik et al., 1999; Ruz et al., 1992;
Samman et al., 1996), the activities of zinc-dependent enzymes, in-
cluding alkaline phosphatase, copper-zinc superoxide dismutase,
and lymphocyte 5′-nucleotidase, can at most serve as supportive
indicators of dietary zinc requirements at this time. Although it is
not consistently responsive to zinc intake, the activity of plasma 5′-
nucleotidase (Beck et al., 1997a), which is derived from the CD73
cell surface markers of B and T cells, merits specific recognition as
a potential marker of zinc status (Failla, 1999).

Metallothionein and Zinc-Regulated Gene Markers

Erythrocyte metallothionein concentrations have been reported
to be responsive to both increased and restricted dietary zinc (Grider
et al., 1990; Thomas et al., 1992), but the sensitivity and precision of
this index has not been thoroughly evaluated. Monocyte metallo-
thionein messenger RNA responds rapidly to in vivo zinc supple-
mentation (Sullivan et al., 1998) and merits additional research.
Moreover, this approach points the way for future exploration of
molecular markers of zinc status including, for example, a whole
family of zinc transporters that are now being identified (Failla,
1999; McMahon and Cousins, 1998).

Indexes of Immune Status

Zinc is essential for the integrity of the immune system, and inade-
quate zinc intake has many adverse effects (Shankar and Prasad,
1998). Though the immune system, which is thought to underlie
several of the most important sequelae of mild zinc deficiency, is
sensitive to even mild zinc deficiency, the effects on functional
indexes of zinc status are not specific. At this time, therefore, changes
in indexes of immune status with manipulation of dietary zinc can
serve only as a limited indicator for dietary zinc requirements.
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Hormones

The biology of zinc is linked extensively to hormone metabolism.
Notable examples are the zinc finger motifs of regulatory proteins
required for hormonal signals to regulate gene transcription (Cousins,
1994; Klug and Schwabe, 1995). Zinc has been reported to have
roles in the synthesis, transport, and peripheral action of hormones.
Low dietary zinc status has been associated with low circulating con-
centrations of several hormones including testosterone (Prasad et
al., 1996), free T4 (Wada and King, 1986), and IGF-1 (Ninh et al.,
1996). Zinc supplementation has been associated with an increase
in both circulating IGF-1 concentration and growth velocity (Ninh
et al., 1996). However, no studies have directly related hormone
concentrations to decreases or increases in zinc intake.

Circulating Hepatic Proteins

Reductions in retinol binding protein, albumin, and pre-albumin
concentrations have been reported with moderate dietary zinc re-
striction (Wada and King, 1986). Serum zinc and retinol binding
protein concentrations are significantly correlated in zinc-deficient
Thai children (Udomkesmalee et al., 1990). Changes in circulating
concentrations of these proteins with changes in dietary zinc may
serve as minor supportive indicators. The relationship of such indi-
cators to general malnutrition or to dietary deficiency that is not
related to zinc status supports their being minor indicators for zinc
requirements.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE ZINC REQUIREMENT

Bioavailability

Bioavailability of zinc can be affected by many factors at many
sites. The intestine is the major organ in which variations in bio-
availability affect dietary zinc requirements. These effects occur
through two key regulatory processes: absorption of exogenous zinc
and reabsorption of endogenous zinc. Dietary factors that affect
bioavailability can have an impact on each of these processes (Cousins,
1989b; Lonnerdal, 1989).

Zinc absorption from foods and supplements has received
extensive study. The environment within the gastrointestinal tract
drastically influences zinc solubility and absorptive efficiency. The
propensity of zinc to bind tenaciously to ligands provided by dietary
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constituents is accentuated at the near neutral pH in the intestinal
lumen. The exact nature of the form in which zinc is needed for
uptake has not been established. Some transporters responsible for
transcellular zinc movement may require the free ion, but cotrans-
port with small peptides and nucleotides has not been ruled out.
Absorption of zinc, when consumed as a chelate, has not been in-
vestigated extensively. The option for zinc to be absorbed by the
paracellular route adds to the lack of a unified form or path of zinc
absorption from foods. Furthermore, the methods used to assess
zinc absorption have varied widely, including balance studies, intes-
tinal perfusion, responses of plasma zinc to single meals or aqueous
doses, and tracer studies with intrinsically or extrinsically stable or
radioactive zinc isotopes (Sandstrom and Lonnerdal, 1989).

Nutrient-Nutrient Interactions

Iron

Daily intake of iron at levels such as those found in some supple-
ments could decrease zinc absorption (O’Brien et al., 2000;
Solomons and Jacob, 1981; Valberg et al., 1984). This relationship
is of some concern in management of iron supplementation during
pregnancy and lactation (Fung et al., 1997). Recent studies of the
mechanism of nonheme iron absorption suggest that upregulation
of an iron transport protein occurs in iron deficiency (Gunshin et
al., 1997). The comparable affinity of this transporter for zinc sug-
gests that, during low iron intake, zinc absorption may be stimulated
and suggests one possible locus for a zinc-iron interaction. The in-
fluence of heme iron on zinc absorption has not received much
attention. The activity of other divalent metal transporters may also
affect zinc absorption.

Calcium and Phosphorus

The importance of calcium in the diet and the mass of the ele-
ment that must be consumed daily to maintain maximum bone
density suggest that special attention should be given to its poten-
tial inhibitory effect on zinc absorption. Nutrition experiments with
swine have shown conclusively that excess dietary calcium produces
a decrease in zinc absorption, which leads to a skin condition called
parakeratosis. Experiments in humans have been equivocal, with
calcium phosphate (1,360 mg/day of calcium) decreasing zinc ab-
sorption (Wood and Zheng, 1997) and calcium as the citrate-malate
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complex (1,000 mg/day of calcium) having no statistically signifi-
cant effect on zinc absorption (McKenna et al., 1997). Differences
could be related to the calcium sources, techniques used, and the
extent of luminal zinc solubility. At present, data suggest consump-
tion of a calcium-rich diet does not have a major effect on zinc
absorption at an adequate intake level of the nutrient. Calcium
effects at low dietary zinc intakes have not been adequately investi-
gated. Dietary phosphorus-containing salts over an extensive intake
range have not been shown to influence zinc balance (Greger and
Snedeker, 1980; Spencer et al., 1984). Other dietary sources of phos-
phorus include phytate and phosphorus-rich proteins, for example,
milk casein and nucleic acids, all of which bind zinc tenaciously and
decrease zinc absorption.

Copper

Large-scale studies on the influence of dietary copper intake on
zinc absorption and utilization have not been carried out with human
subjects. Various experimental approaches with animals have not
revealed a uniform influence of copper on intestinal zinc uptake
(Cousins, 1985; Sandstrom and Lonnerdal, 1989). Rather, evidence
for an interaction derives from the therapeutic effect of zinc in reduc-
ing copper absorption in patients with Wilson’s disease (Yuzbasiyan-
Gurkan et al., 1992). This action includes the induction of intesti-
nal metallothionein by zinc and the subsequent binding of excess
copper by this metalloprotein, which may limit transcellular copper
absorption. The relationship may have relevance in situations where
zinc supplements are consumed with marginal dietary copper intake.

Folate

Folate bioavailability is enhanced when polyglutamate folate is
hydrolyzed by the zinc-dependent enzyme, polyglutamate hydrolase,
to the monoglutamate. This occurrence suggests a possible point of
interaction. Some studies have shown a relationship between folate
and zinc (Milne et al., 1984), with low zinc intake decreasing folate
absorption/status. More recent evidence does not support any effect
of low zinc intake on folate utilization and shows that folate supple-
mentation does not adversely affect zinc status (Kauwell et al., 1995).
Extensive studies on this potential relationship have not been car-
ried out in women. Given that these nutrients have important func-
tions in both fetal and postnatal development, the relationship re-
quires further study.
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Protein

Zinc binds tenaciously to proteins at near neutral pH. Conse-
quently, the amount of protein in the diet is a factor contributing to
the efficiency of zinc absorption. As protein digestion proceeds,
zinc becomes more accessible for zinc transport mechanisms of
intestinal cells. The relative abundance of zinc as small molecular
weight complexes of low binding affinity enhances the process.
Small changes in protein digestion may produce significant changes
in zinc absorption (Sandstrom and Lonnerdal, 1989). These changes
in absorption may explain the correlation between zinc deficiency
symptoms and certain malabsorption disorders (Cousins, 1996).
The markedly greater bioavailability of zinc from human milk than
from cow’s milk is an example of how protein digestibility, which is
much lower in casein-rich cow’s milk than in human milk, influences
zinc absorption (Roth and Kirchgessner, 1985). In general, zinc
absorption from a diet high in animal protein will be greater than
from a diet rich in proteins of plant origin such as soy (King and
Keen, 1999).

Other Food Components

Phytic Acid

Plants contain phytic acid (myo-inositol hexaphosphate) for use
as a storage form of phosphorus. Consequently, plant-based foods,
particularly grains and legumes, have a significant phytic acid con-
tent. Enzymatic action of yeast during the leavening of bread and
other fermentations reduce phytate levels, whereas extrusion
processes (used in preparation of some breakfast cereals), may not
(Williams and Erdman, 1999). In Caco-2 cells, the metal binding
property of phytic acid decreases proportionally as fewer than six
phosphate groups are bound to each inositol molecule (Han et al.,
1994). Phytate binding of zinc has been demonstrated as a contrib-
uting factor for the zinc deficiency related to consumption of un-
leavened bread seen in certain population groups in the Middle
East (Prasad, 1991). The overall effect of phytate is to reduce zinc
absorption from the gastrointestinal tract through complexation
and precipitation (Oberleas et al., 1966). These chemical effects
appear to be enhanced by simultaneous binding of calcium. Phytate
binding in the intestinal lumen includes zinc of both food origin
and endogenous origin. Since zinc homeostasis is controlled in part
by endogenous secretions, consumption of phytate-rich foods may
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be of practical importance as a factor that limits absorption and
maintenance of zinc balance. While high-fiber-containing foods
tend also to be phytate-rich, fiber alone may not have a major effect
on zinc absorption.

Picolinic Acid

A metabolite of tryptophan metabolism, picolinic acid has a high
metal binding affinity. Picolinate complexes of zinc and chromium
are not formed in nature in appreciable amounts, but are sold com-
mercially as dietary supplements. Zinc picolinate as a zinc source
for humans has not received extensive investigation. In an animal
model, picolinic acid supplementation promoted negative zinc bal-
ance (Seal and Heaton, 1985), presumably by promoting urinary
excretion.

Algorithms

To date, a useful algorithm for establishing dietary zinc require-
ments based on the presence of other nutrients and food compo-
nents has not been established, and much information is still needed
to develop one that can predict zinc bioavailability (Hunt, 1996).
Algorithms for estimating dietary zinc bioavailability will need to
include the dietary content of phytic acid, protein, zinc, and possibly
calcium, iron, and copper. The World Health Organization (WHO,
1996) developed zinc requirements from low, medium, and high
bioavailability diets on the basis of estimates of fractional absorp-
tion on single test meals with varying zinc and phytate content. The
results of single test meals for measuring zinc absorption, however,
may be different from the long-term response of zinc absorption, as
has been shown to be the case for iron (see Chapter 9).

FINDINGS BY LIFE STAGE AND GENDER GROUP

Infants Ages 0 through 6 Months

No functional criteria of zinc status have been demonstrated that
reflect response to dietary intake in infants. Thus, recommended
intakes of zinc are based on an Adequate Intake (AI) that reflects
the observed mean zinc intake of infants exclusively fed human
milk.
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Method Used to Set the Adequate Intake

Using the method described in Chapter 2, an AI has been used as
the goal for intake during the first 6 months of life. The AI is based
on the maternal zinc supply to the infant exclusively fed human
milk.

There is an unusually rapid physiologic decline in the zinc con-
centration of human milk and consequently in the zinc supplied to
infants fed human milk during the first 6 months of lactation (Krebs
et al., 1985, 1994, 1995; Moser and Reynolds, 1983) (Figure 12-3).
Concentrations of zinc in human milk decline from approximately
4 mg/L at 2 weeks to 3 mg/L at 1 month, 2 mg/L at 2 months, 1.5
mg/L at 3 months, and 1.2 mg/L at 6 months postpartum (Krebs et
al., 1995; see Table 12-1). With a standard volume of intake of 0.78
L/day (Chapter 2), calculated zinc intakes are 2.15 mg/day at 1
month, 1.56 mg/day at 2 months, 1.15 mg/day at 3 months, and
0.94 mg/day at 6 months (Table 12-1). Measured zinc intake of
infants fed human milk was 2.3 mg/day at 2 weeks and 1 mg/day at
3 months (Krebs et al., 1994).

FIGURE 12-3 Average zinc consumption from human milk during the first 12
months of lactation.
SOURCE: Table 12-1.
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TABLE 12-1 Zinc Concentration in Human Milk

Maternal Intake Stage of
Reference Study Group (mg/d) Lactation

Picciano and Guthrie, 1976 50 women Not reported 6–12 wk

Johnson and Evans, 1978 10 women Not reported 2 mo–2 y

Vuori et al., 1980 15 women, 24–35 y 13.7 ± 2.7 mg/d 6–8 wk
12.8 ± 2.8 mg/d 17–22 wk

Fransson and Lonnerdal, 1982 23 women Not reported Various s

Moser and Reynolds, 1983 23 women, 30 y 9.4 1 mo
12.8 3 mo
9.6 6 mo

Casey et al., 1985 11 women, 26–39 y Not reported 8 d
14 d
21 d
28 d

Casey et al., 1989 22 women 10.9 7 d
1 mo
12 mo

Sievers et al., 1992 10 women Not reported 17 d
35 d
56 d
85 d
117 d

Anderson, 1993 6 women, 20–30 y Not reported Up to 5 m

Krebs et al., 1995 71 women, 30 y 13–25.7 0.5 mo
1 mo
2 mo
3 mo
4 mo
5 mo
6 mo
7 mo
8 mo
9 mo

Aquilio et al., 1996 14 women, 21–29 y Not reported 2–6 d
12–16 d
21 d

Biego et al., 1998 17 milk samples Not reported Mature m

a Zinc intake based on reported data or concentration (mg/L) × 0.78 L/day for 0–6
months postpartum and concentration (mg/L) × 0.6 L/day for 7–12 months postpartum.
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Intake Stage of Milk Concentration Estimated Zinc Intake
Lactation (mg/L) of Infants (mg/d)a

rted 6–12 wk 1.7 1.33

rted 2 mo–2 y 1.8 1.40

7 mg/d 6–8 wk 1.89 1.47
8 mg/d 17–22 wk 0.72 0.56

rted Various stages 1.1 0.86

1 mo 2.6 2.03
3 mo 1.3 1.01
6 mo 1.1 0.86

rted 8 d 4.74 3.69
14 d 3.88 3.03
21 d 3.71 2.89
28 d 2.98 2.32

7 d 4.7 3.66
1 mo 2.9 2.26
12 mo 0.5 0.39

rted 17 d 3.6 2.81
35 d 2.6 2.03
56 d 1.7 1.33
85 d 1.3 1.01
117 d 1.2 0.94

rted Up to 5 mo 1.1–3.4 0.86–2.65

0.5 mo 4 3.12
1 mo 2.75 2.15
2 mo 2 1.56
3 mo 1.5 1.17
4 mo 1.4 1.09
5 mo 1.2 0.94
6 mo 1.2 0.94
7 mo 0.8 0.48
8 mo 0.9 0.52
9 mo 0.8 0.48

rted 2–6 d 2.2 1.72
12–16 d 2.3 1.79
21 d 2.3 1.79

rted Mature milk 2 1.6
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In order to match the zinc intake of the infant in early weeks
(Figure 12-3), the AI is set at 2.0 mg/day (2.5 mg/L × 0.78 L/day).
This amount appears to be generous at ages 4 to 6 months when
evaluated by zinc intake from human milk at this age, and human
milk has been shown to result in weight gain and body lengths
similar to those of infants provided complementary foods at 4 to 6
months (Dewey et al., 1999). A positive association between zinc
content of human milk at 5 months and changes in the weight-for-
age Z scores for the 5- to 7-month interval have, however, been
documented (Krebs et al., 1994). There is also some evidence, how-
ever, that growth-limiting zinc deficiency can occur in infants prin-
cipally fed human milk after the age of 4 months (Walravens et al.,
1992).

Factorial estimates of requirements (i.e., 2.1 mg/day at 1 month
and 1.54 mg/day at 5 months) are consistent with this AI for infants
ages 0 through 6 months. These factorial estimates are based on
measurements of zinc intake of infants fed human milk, fractional
absorption, and endogenous losses (Krebs et al., 1996). Integu-
mental and urine losses are from published calculations (Krebs and
Hambidge, 1986). Also consistent with this AI is an earlier report
that physical growth of male infants fed a zinc-fortified cow milk
formula (5.8 mg/L) was greater than that of infants receiving the
same formula but with a zinc concentration of 1.8 mg/L, which
provided about 1.4 mg/day of zinc (Walravens and Hambidge,
1976).

Zinc AI Summary, Ages 0 through 6 Months

AI for Infants
0–6 months 2.0 mg/day of zinc

Special Considerations

The zinc concentration in cow milk ranges from 3 to 5 mg/L
(Lonnerdal et al., 1981) which is greater than the average concen-
tration in human milk (Table 12-1). Singh and coworkers (1989)
reported that approximately 32 percent of zinc in cow milk is bound
to casein and the majority of the remaining zinc (63 percent) is
bound to colloidal calcium phosphate. The absorption of zinc from
human milk is higher than from cow milk-based infant formula and
cow milk (Lonnerdal et al., 1988; Sandstrom et al., 1983). The zinc
bioavailability from soy formulas is significantly lower than from
milk-based formulas (Lonnerdal et al., 1988; Sandstrom et al., 1983).
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Infants and Children Ages 7 Months through 3 Years

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

Intake from Human Milk. Zinc nutriture in later infancy is quite
different from that in the younger infant. It is likely that neonatal
hepatic stores, which may contribute to metabolically usable zinc
pools in early postnatal life, have been dissipated (Zlotkin and Cherian,
1988). Human milk provides only 0.5 mg/day of zinc by 7 months
postpartum (Krebs et al., 1994), and the concentration declines
even further by 12 months (Casey et al., 1989). It is apparent, there-
fore, that human milk alone is an inadequate source of zinc after
the first 6 months. As a result, extrapolation from human milk in-
take during the 0 through 6 months postpartum period, which
yields 2.4 mg/day, does not reflect adequate zinc intake during the
second 6 months.

Intake from Human Milk and Complementary Foods. Data from the
Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey indicate
that the median intake of zinc from complementary foods is 1.48
mg/day (n = 45) for older infants consuming human milk. Thus,
the average zinc intake from human milk and complementary foods
is estimated to be approximately 2 mg/day (0.5 + 1.48).

Factorial Analysis. Excretion of endogenous zinc is used to esti-
mate the physiological requirement of zinc in older infants and
young children. The Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) for
zinc is determined by dividing the physiological requirement by the
fractional zinc absorption. Apart from some data on excretion of
zinc in the urine (Alexander et al., 1974; Cheek et al., 1968; Ziegler
et al., 1978), direct measurements of endogenous zinc excretion
are not available for older infants, children, or adolescents. These
endogenous zinc losses (intestinal, urinary, and integumental),
therefore, are estimated by extrapolation from measured values for
either adults (see “Adults Ages 19 Years and Older”) or younger
infants. These extrapolations have been based on a reference
weight.

Intestinal losses vary directly with the quantity of zinc absorbed (see
“Adults Ages 19 Years and Older”). The average intestinal excretion
of endogenous zinc in infants aged 2 to 4 months who receive
human milk is approximately 50 µg/kg/day (Krebs et al., 1996).
There is a “critical” level of intestinal excretion of endogenous zinc
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in adults at which the quantity of absorbed zinc is equal to the total
endogenous zinc losses. This critical level, derived from all available
sets of data for adult men, yields an average excretion of 34 µg/kg/
day of zinc and is used for children beyond 1 year of age and adoles-
cents. Therefore, 50 µg/kg/day is used for older infants and 34 µg/
kg/day for children aged 1 through 3 years. It is recognized that
this is an approximation, not only because of the extrapolation of
values but also because intestinal excretion of endogenous zinc is
strongly correlated with zinc absorption.

Urinary losses of zinc are approximately 7.5 µg/kg/day for both
men and women (see “Adults Ages 19 Years and Older”). After early
infancy, excretion rates for children on a body weight basis seem to
differ very little from adult values (Krebs and Hambidge, 1986). No
data are available on the integumental losses in children, so estimates
for children are derived from data in adult men (Johnson et al.,
1993), which provide an estimate of 14 µg/kg/day of zinc. There-
fore, the estimated total endogenous excretion of zinc is 64 µg/kg/
day for older infants and 48 µg/kg/day for children aged 1 through
3 years.

Requirements for Growth. These requirements have been estimated
from chemical analyses of infants and adults, which give an average
concentration of 20 µg/g wet weight of zinc (Widdowson and Dick-
erson, 1964). It is assumed that each gram of new lean and adipose
tissue requires this amount of zinc. The average amount of new
tissue accreted for older infants and young children is 13 and 6 g/
day, respectively (Kuczmarski et al., 2000).

With the estimates above, the total amount of absorbed zinc re-
quired for infants ages 7 through 12 months is 836 µg/day (Table
12-2). The corresponding value for children ages 1 through 3 years
is 744 µg/day (Table 12-3).

Fractional Absorption of Dietary Zinc. Fractional absorption probably
has the greatest variation of any of the above physiological factors,
depending as it does on numerous factors including quantity of
ingested zinc, nutritional status, and bioavailability. Although a “crit-
ical” average fractional absorption of 0.4 has been derived from the
data sets used for adult men (see “Adults Ages 19 Years and Older”),
a more conservative value of 0.3 is used for preadolescent children.
This value is based on studies of infants and young children reported
by Fairweather-Tait and coworkers (1995) and Davidsson and co-
workers (1996). To calculate the dietary zinc requirement based on
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TABLE 12-3 Requirement for Absorbed Zinc for Children
Aged 1 through 3 Years

Intestinal losses 34 µg/kg/day × 13 kg = 442 µg/day
Urinary and integumental losses 14 µg/kg/day × 13 kg = 182 µg/day
Requirement for growth 6 g/day × 20 µg/g = 120 µg/day
Required absorbed zinc = 744 µg/day

TABLE 12-2 Requirement for Absorbed Zinc for Infants Aged
7 through 12 Months

Intestinal losses 50 µg/kg/day × 9 kg = 450 µg/day
Urinary and integumental losses 14 µg/kg/day × 9 kg = 126 µg/day
Requirement for growth 13 g/day × 20 µg/g = 260 µg/day
Required absorbed zinc = 836 µg/day

the fractional zinc absorption, it is assumed that the older infant
continues to be fed human milk between 7 and 12 months of age
along with complementary foods. The fractional absorption of zinc
from human milk continues to approximate 0.5 (Abrams et al.,
1997). Based on an average intake of 500 µg/day from human milk
and a fractional absorption of 0.5, the amount of zinc ingested from
milk is approximately 250 µg/day. Therefore the estimated absorbed
zinc required from complementary foods is 586 µg/day (836 – 250).
Applying a fractional absorption of 0.3, zinc intake required from
complementary foods is 1.95 mg/day (586 ÷ 0.3). Therefore, the
EAR for infants ages 7 through 12 months is 2.5 mg/day (0.5 +
1.95). For children ages 1 through 3 years, a fractional absorption
of 0.3 is used to estimate the required dietary zinc resulting in an
EAR of 2.5 mg/day (744 ÷ 0.3), after rounding.

Extrapolation from Adults. An average requirement of 2.3 and 3.0
mg/day for older infants and young children, respectively, is calcu-
lated with use of the method described in Chapter 2 that extrapo-
lates from the adult EAR based on body size.

Growth. Limited dietary zinc data are available for children in this
age group. In a 6-month, placebo-controlled, randomized zinc sup-
plementation study (Walravens et al., 1989), a major criterion for
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inclusion was a weight-for-age less than the tenth percentile in appar-
ently healthy young children with no organic disease and no detect-
able family dynamic issues that might explain failure to thrive. Com-
pared with placebo-treated control subjects, the zinc-supplemented
children had a significantly greater increase in mean weight-for-age
Z-scores. Inspection of the individual data points indicated that 87.5
percent of zinc-supplemented subjects had an increase in weight-
for-age Z-scores compared with 52 percent of control subjects. These
results indicate that 35.5 percent of 10 percent, or 3.6 percent of
the overall population in this age group, had growth-limiting zinc
deficiency. The calculated mean dietary intake at baseline for the
placebo-treated children was 4.1 ± 0.8 mg/day (standard deviation
[SD]) of zinc. Subtraction of two SDs from this population mean
gives an EAR of 2.5 mg/day. It is likely that this calculation errs on
the low side because of the variability associated with 24-hour recall
dietary information and because some children with weight-for-age
greater than the tenth percentile are also likely to have mild growth-
limiting zinc deficiency. Hence this value corresponds reasonably
well with the EAR determined from the factorial approach.

Zinc EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 7 Months through 3 Years

EAR for Infants
7–12 months 2.5 mg/day of zinc

EAR for Children
1–3 years 2.5 mg/day of zinc

The Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) for zinc is set by
using a coefficient of variation (CV) of 10 percent (see Chapter 1)
because information is not available on the standard deviation of
the requirement. The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR plus twice
the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of the individuals in
the group (therefore, the zinc RDA is 120 percent of the EAR). The
calculated RDA is rounded to the nearest 1 mg.

RDA for Infants
7–12 months 3 mg/day of zinc

RDA for Children
1–3 years 3 mg/day of zinc
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Children Ages 4 through 8 Years

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

Factorial Analysis. Factorial analysis is used to determine the EAR
for children ages 4 through 8 years. The nonintestinal endogenous
losses and requirement for growth are based on data previously
discussed (see “Infants and Children Ages 7 Months through 3
Years”). For this age group, the average intestinal losses are 34 µg/
kg/day of zinc and the amount of new tissue accreted is 7 g/day
(Kuczmarski et al., 2000). Based on the summation of zinc losses
and requirements for growth, the required amount of absorbed
zinc for this age group is approximately 1.2 mg/day (Table 12-4).
With a fractional absorption of 0.3 based on studies in infants and
young children (Davidsson et al., 1996; Fairweather-Tait et al.,
1995), the EAR is 4.0 mg/day of zinc.

Extrapolation from Adults. The average requirement for zinc is 4
mg/day as determined by the method described in Chapter 2, which
extrapolates from the adult EAR.

Growth. Some dietary data are available from children aged 4
through 8 years whose growth percentiles were at the lower end of
the normal range and who were subjects in placebo-controlled,
randomized trials of dietary zinc supplementation. In each of two
studies, one in Canada (Gibson et al., 1989) and the other in the
United States (Walravens et al., 1983), zinc supplementation was
associated with greater linear growth gain. Mean dietary intakes of
the placebo-treated controls in the Canadian and U.S. studies were
6.4 and 4.6 mg/day of zinc, respectively. No growth response was
observed with zinc supplementation of healthy children of either
gender, unselected for growth, whose average calculated zinc in-
take was 6.3 mg/day (Hambidge et al., 1979a). The SDs were too

TABLE 12-4 Requirement for Absorbed Zinc for Children
Aged 4 through 8 Years

Intestinal losses 34 µg/kg/day × 22 kg =    748 µg/day
Urinary and integumental losses 14 µg/kg/day × 22 kg =    308 µg/day
Requirement for growth 7 g/day × 20 µg/g =    140 µg/day
Required absorbed zinc = 1,196 µg/day
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large (likely attributable to methodological limitations) to use these
data with any confidence in setting an EAR. However, these data
are consistent with the EAR derived from a factorial approach.

Zinc EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 4 through 8 Years

EAR for Children
4–8 years 4 mg/day of zinc

The RDA for zinc is set by using a CV of 10 percent (see Chapter
1) because information is not available on the standard deviation of
the requirement. The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR plus twice
the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of the individuals in
the group (therefore, the zinc RDA is 120 percent of the EAR). The
calculated RDA was rounded to the nearest 1 mg.

RDA for Children
4–8 years 5 mg/day of zinc

Children Ages 9 through 13 Years

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

Factorial Analysis. Estimates used for factorial analysis are similar
for boys and girls, and therefore calculations are used to estimate a
single average requirement for both genders. With use of the same
values as for younger children, an average accretion of 10 g/day of
new tissue (Kuczmarski et al., 2000), and a reference weight of
40 kg, the required amount of absorbed zinc is 2.1 mg/day (Table
12-5). Based on a fractional absorption of 0.3 observed in infants
and young children (Davidsson et al., 1996; Fairweather-Tait et al.,
1995), the EAR is 7 mg/day.

TABLE 12-5 Requirement for Absorbed Zinc for Children
Aged 9 through 13 Years

Intestinal losses 34 µg/kg/day × 40 kg = 1,360 µg/day
Urinary and integumental losses 14 µg/kg/day × 40 kg = 560 µg/day
Requirement for growth 10 g/day × 20 µg/g = 200 µg/day
Required absorbed zinc = 2,120 µg/day
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Extrapolation from Adults. As determined by the extrapolation method
described in Chapter 2, the average requirement for boys and girls
is 6.7 and 5.6 mg/day of zinc, respectively.

Zinc EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 9 through 13 Years

EAR for Boys
9–13 years 7 mg/day of zinc

EAR for Girls
9–13 years 7 mg/day of zinc

The RDA for zinc is set by using a CV of 10 percent (see Chapter
1) because information is not available on the standard deviation of
the requirement. The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR plus twice
the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of the individuals in
the group (therefore, the zinc RDA is 120 percent of the EAR). The
calculated RDA is rounded to the nearest 1 mg.

RDA for Boys
9–13 years 8 mg/day of zinc

RDA for Girls
9–13 years 8 mg/day of zinc

Adolescents Ages 14 through 18 Years

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

Factorial Analysis. Endogenous losses are calculated as for younger
age groups by using the reference weights (see Chapter 2) with the
addition of 100 µg/day of zinc to allow for calculated average se-
men or menstrual losses (see “Adults Ages 19 Years and Older”,
which follows). For this age group, a fractional absorption of 0.4 is
used; it corresponds to the average “critical” value for adult men
from the data sets used in estimating adult requirements (see below).
Gender differences are sufficient at this age for boys and girls re-
quirements to be calculated separately. As determined by the sum-
mation of average zinc losses and the zinc requirement for growth
(Kuczmarski et al., 2000; Widdowson and Dickerson, 1964), the
amount of absorbed zinc that is required for boys and girls is ap-
proximately 3.4 and 3.0 mg/day, respectively (Table 12-6). On the
basis of a fractional zinc absorption of 0.4 that was derived for men
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(see below), the EARs for adolescent boys and girls are calculated
to be 8.5 and 7.3 mg/day of zinc, respectively.

Extrapolation from Adults. Based on the extrapolation method de-
scribed in Chapter 2, the average requirement for adolescent boys
and girls is 9.5 and 6.4 mg/day, respectively.

Zinc EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 14 through 18 Years

EAR for Boys
14–18 years 8.5 mg/day of zinc

EAR for Girls
14–18 years 7.3 mg/day of zinc

The RDA for zinc is set by using a CV of 10 percent (see Chapter
1) because information is not available on the standard deviation of
the requirement. The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR plus twice
the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of the individuals in
the group (therefore, the zinc RDA is 120 percent of the EAR). The
calculated RDA is rounded up to the nearest 1 mg.

RDA for Boys
14–18 years 11 mg/day of zinc

RDA for Girls
14–18 years  9 mg/day of zinc

TABLE 12-6 Requirement for Absorbed Zinc for Adolescent
Boys and Girls Aged 14 through 18 Years

Boys Girls

Intestinal losses 34 µg/kg × 64 kg = 34 µg/kg × 57 kg =
2,176 µg/day 1,938 µg/day

Urinary and 14 µg/kg × 64 kg = 14 µg/kg × 57 kg =
integumental losses 896 µg/day 798 µg/day

Semen or menstrual losses 100 µg/day 100 µg/day
Requirement for 10 g/day × 20µg/g = 5 g/day × 20 µg/g =

growth 200 µg 100 µg/day
Required absorbed zinc 3,372 µg/day 2,936 µg/day
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Adults Ages 19 Years and Older

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

As discussed earlier, there are no adequately documented func-
tional or simple laboratory indexes of zinc nutriture that can pro-
vide a principal indicator of zinc requirements in adults. However,
sufficient data are now available to apply a factorial approach to
determine the EAR for adults. With this approach, the principal
indicator selected is the minimal quantity of absorbed zinc that is
adequate to replace endogenous zinc losses. The EAR is the average
zinc intake that provides this quantity of absorbed zinc. An outline
of these calculations follows.

Step 1: Calculation of Endogenous Losses of Zinc via Routes Other than
the Intestine. Urinary zinc excretion declines only with extreme dietary
zinc restriction and is not correlated with zinc ingested by young
adult men over a range of 4 to 25 mg zinc/day (Baer and King,
1984; Behall et al., 1987; Coudray et al., 1997; Hallfrisch et al., 1987;
Holbrook et al., 1989; Hunt JR et al., 1992; Jackson et al., 1984;
Johnson et al., 1982, 1993; Lee et al., 1993; Mahalko et al., 1983;
Milne et al., 1983; Snedeker et al., 1982; Spencer et al., 1979;
Turnlund et al., 1984, 1986; Wada et al., 1985). In men, therefore,
zinc excretion via the kidney should be regarded as a constant in
calculating zinc requirements, the average excretion being 0.63 mg/
day. Though fewer data are available, the same constancy appears
to be true for combined integumental and sweat losses (Johnson et
al., 1993) and losses in semen (Hunt CD et al., 1992; Johnson et al.,
1993) for which the zinc losses average 0.54 and 0.1 mg/day, re-
spectively. Therefore, losses of endogenous zinc via routes other
than the intestine can be regarded as a constant over the range of
dietary zinc intake that encompasses zinc requirements. This aver-
age constant for men has been calculated to be 1.27 mg/day (0.63 +
0.54 + 0.1) of zinc. An equal quantity of zinc must be absorbed to
match this loss.

In 10 studies, the mean urinary loss of zinc from women was 0.44
mg/day (Colin et al., 1983; Greger et al., 1978; Hallfrisch et al.,
1987; Hunt JR et al., 1992, 1998; Miller et al., 1998; Swanson and
King, 1982; Taper et al., 1980; Turnlund et al., 1991; Wisker et al.,
1991). Reported integumental losses for men are multiplied by 0.86
to adjust for the different average surface area of women, and
accordingly the average total zinc endogenous losses are 0.46 mg/
day for women. Menstrual zinc losses are assumed to average 0.1
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mg/day (Hess et al., 1977). Therefore, the calculated total loss of
endogenous zinc for women via routes other than the intestine is
1.0 mg/day (0.44 + 0.46 + 0.10).

Step 2: Relationship Between Excretion of Endogenous Zinc via the Intes-
tine and Quantity of Zinc Absorbed. In contrast to other endogenous
zinc losses, the quantity of endogenous zinc excreted via the intes-
tine is positively correlated with the quantity of zinc absorbed over a
wide range. This correlation is shown in Figure 12-1. This figure is
based on 10 sets of balance data from seven studies (Hunt JR et al.,
1992; Jackson et al., 1984; Lee et al., 1993; Taylor et al., 1991;
Turnlund et al., 1984, 1986; Wada et al., 1985) of healthy young
men, which also included isotopic tracer measurements of fractional
zinc absorption. This correlation, in turn, allows for the quantifica-
tion of daily zinc absorption and intestinal excretion of endoge-
nous zinc. Importantly, this linear relationship, which indicates that
for each milligram of zinc absorbed the intestine excretes approxi-
mately 0.6 mg/day of endogenous zinc, has been demonstrated only
for zinc absorption ranging from 0.8 to 5.5 mg/day. It is also noted
that most of these data were relatively short-term, and these vari-
ables were not examined while the participants were consuming
habitual diets. However, the studies did extend as long as 6 months,
a duration that suggests the observed relationship between absorp-
tion and endogenous losses via the intestine is a long-term phenom-
enon. Therefore, in contrast to other endogenous losses of zinc,
losses from the intestine cannot be treated as a constant.

To achieve balance, absorption must match the sum of nonintes-
tinal and intestinal endogenous zinc losses. The minimum amount
of zinc that must be absorbed before absorption matches the losses
is determined in step 3 below.

Corresponding data for women are both limited and divergent
(Hunt JR et al., 1992, 1998; Sian et al., 1996; Turnlund et al., 1991).
It has therefore been assumed that there are no significant gender
differences for this relationship between absorbed zinc and intesti-
nal excretion of endogenous zinc.

Step 3: Determination of Minimal Zinc Absorption Required to Replace
Total Endogenous Zinc Excretion. The sum of nonintestinal endoge-
nous zinc losses (1.27 mg/day for men and 1.0 mg/day for women)
is added to the linear regression line for excretion of endogenous
zinc in the feces versus absorbed zinc (Figure 12-1). These “adjusted”
lines depict the quantitative relationship between absorbed zinc and
total endogenous zinc losses for men and women.
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The intercept between the dashed line (line of equality for ab-
sorbed zinc) and the gender-specific lines is then used to determine
the minimal quantity of absorbed zinc required to replace endoge-
nous zinc losses.

With this approach, the calculated average total minimal quantity
of absorbed zinc required for the men in these studies is 3.84 mg/
day (1.27 mg to match endogenous zinc losses from nonintestinal
sources and, therefore, 2.57 mg/day to match intestinal endoge-
nous zinc losses). The corresponding value for women is 3.3 mg/
day (1.0 mg/day to match endogenous zinc losses from nonintestinal
sources and, therefore, 2.3 mg/day to match intestinal endogenous
zinc losses).

These calculated average minimal values for absorbed zinc are
then used as the principal indicator for establishing an EAR in
step 4.

Step 4: Determination of the Average Zinc Intake Required to Achieve
Absorption of the Quantity of Zinc Necessary to Match Total Endogenous
Losses. The EAR is determined from the asymptotic regression of
absorbed zinc on zinc intake (Figure 12-2) that was derived from
the same data sets used for Figure 12-1. Thus, if 3.84 mg/day of
absorbed zinc is required for men, the amount of ingested zinc,
and therefore the EAR, is 9.4 mg/day. When this approach is used
for women, the EAR is 6.8 mg/day. This value corresponds to aver-
age fractional absorptions of 0.41 and 0.48 for men and women,
respectively. A similar fractional absorption of 0.4 was observed for
adult men fed experimental diets from which zinc bioavailability is
likely to be favorable (August et al., 1989).

Other Criteria for Men. Zinc deficiency has not been documented in
healthy adult men in North America with the assessment methods
currently in use. Some supportive data have been derived from one
of the studies included in the factorial approach outlined above
(Wada et al., 1985). This study included six men who received a diet
containing 5.5 mg/day of zinc for an 8-week period. At the end of this
period, several zinc-responsive biochemical changes had occurred,
including declines in serum retinol binding protein, albumin, pre-
albumin, and thyroxin concentrations (Wada and King, 1986).

Other data from experimental zinc depletion studies are also con-
sistent but at lower levels of intake (zinc intakes of 3 to 5 mg/day).
These data include decreased erythrocyte metallothionein (Grider
et al., 1990; Thomas et al., 1992) and zinc concentrations, decreased
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5′-nucleotidase activity (Beck et al., 1997a), and various abnormali-
ties of laboratory indexes of immune status (Beck et al., 1997b).

Other Criteria for Women. Twenty-six percent of a group of appar-
ently healthy Canadian omnivore women had prebreakfast serum
zinc concentrations below the cut-off of 70 µg/dL (Gibson et al.,
2000). The zinc intake of these subjects averaged 7.3 mg/day, which
by this criterion is slightly above the EAR. These data are consistent
with an EAR of 6.8 mg/day.

Elderly. Reported values on the fractional absorption of zinc in the
elderly have been quite variable (Couzy et al., 1993; Hunt et al.,
1995; Turnlund et al., 1982, 1986), and no consistent evidence indi-
cates that aging affects absorption adversely. Results of balance studies
are again, predictably, variable (Bunker et al., 1982; Hallfrisch et
al., 1987; Wood and Zheng, 1997). No evidence suggests that the
zinc requirements of the elderly are higher than those of younger
adults, but possible differences in zinc metabolism (Wastney et al.,
1986) merit further investigation.

Other Criteria for the Elderly. Zinc supplementation of 53 elderly
men and women whose diet contained an average of 9.2 mg/day of
zinc was not associated with any detectable benefits (Swanson et al.,
1988). Specifically, there were no changes in circulating protein or
immunoglobulin concentrations. In contrast, dietary zinc was
positively correlated with serum albumin in a group of 82 elderly
Canadians whose zinc intakes averaged 5 mg/day for women and
6.5 mg/day for men (Payette and Gray-Donald, 1991). Several stud-
ies in which improvements in laboratory indexes of zinc status with
zinc supplementation were reported did not, unfortunately, include
information on habitual zinc intake (Boukaiba et al., 1993; Cakman
et al., 1997; Duchateau et al., 1981; Fortes et al., 1998). Fifteen
older men and women whose habitual dietary zinc averaged 8.8
mg/day had a significant decline in the activity of 5′-nucleotidase
activity after a 2-week period during which zinc intake was restricted
to 4 mg/day (Bales et al., 1994). Subsequently, a 6-day supplemen-
tation period in which total zinc intake averaged 28 mg/day was
associated with a significant increase in 5′-nucleotidase activity, but
not beyond baseline levels. In 119 elderly women, serum IGF-1 con-
centration was weakly correlated with dietary zinc over a range of 5
to 17 mg/day (Devine et al., 1998). A nonplacebo controlled study
of zinc supplementation in 13 elderly subjects, part of a larger group
of 180 subjects whose average calculated zinc intake was 9 mg/day,
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was reported to result in normalization of zinc in granulocytes and
lymphocytes and improvement in various immune parameters (Prasad
et al., 1993). Ethanol tolerance tests indicated a change in ethanol
metabolism when dietary zinc intake of postmenopausal women was
restricted to 2.6 mg/day (Milne et al., 1987).

Zinc EAR and RDA Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

EAR for Men
19–30 years 9.4 mg/day of zinc
31–50 years 9.4 mg/day of zinc
51–70 years 9.4 mg/day of zinc

> 70 years 9.4 mg/day of zinc

EAR for Women
19–30 years 6.8 mg/day of zinc
31–50 years 6.8 mg/day of zinc
51–70 years 6.8 mg/day of zinc

> 70 years 6.8 mg/day of zinc

The RDA for zinc is set by using a CV of 10 percent (see Chap-
ter 1) because information is not available on the standard devia-
tion of the requirement. The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR
plus twice the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of the
individuals in the group (therefore, for zinc the RDA is 120 percent
of the EAR). The calculated RDA was rounded to the nearest 1 mg.

RDA for Men
19–30 years 11 mg/day of zinc
31–50 years 11 mg/day of zinc
51–70 years 11 mg/day of zinc

> 70 years 11 mg/day of zinc

RDA for Women
19–30 years   8 mg/day of zinc
31–50 years   8 mg/day of zinc
51–70 years   8 mg/day of zinc

> 70 years   8 mg/day of zinc
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Pregnancy

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

Factorial Approach. The average daily rates of zinc accumulation by
maternal and embryonic/fetal tissues during the four quarters of
pregnancy are 0.08, 0.24, 0.53, and 0.73 mg (Swanson and King,
1987). On the assumption of no compensatory change in intestinal
excretion of endogenous zinc, it is concluded that increasing daily
zinc absorption by these amounts is desirable.

The average fractional absorption of zinc was 27 percent for non-
pregnant women from eight studies in which dietary zinc averaged
10 mg/day (Fung et al., 1997; Hunt JR et al., 1992, 1998; Miller et
al., 1998; Sian et al., 1996; Turnlund et al., 1991). Increases in frac-
tional absorption during pregnancy have been reported to be non-
significant (Fung et al., 1997), but this outcome may reflect inade-
quate power of the study design. Therefore, increases in dietary
zinc requirements during pregnancy are calculated to be the follow-
ing:

First quarter 0.08 ÷ 0.27 = 0.3 mg/day of zinc
Second quarter 0.24 ÷ 0.27 = 0.9 mg/day of zinc
Third quarter 0.53 ÷ 0.27 = 2.0 mg/day of zinc
Fourth quarter 0.73 ÷ 0.27 = 2.7 mg/day of zinc

To set a single EAR for pregnant women, the EAR is based on the
additional requirement during the fourth quarter (2.7 mg/day) of
pregnancy plus the EAR for nonpregnant adolescent girls and
women. It should be noted, however, that the zinc requirement
during the first quarter of pregnancy is only minimally greater than
the preconceptional requirement.

Other Criteria. Dietary supplementation reduced the decline in
plasma/serum zinc concentration across pregnancy in a large cohort
of Peruvian women whose dietary zinc intake was estimated to be 7
mg/day (Caulfield et al., 1999a), but not in North American women
whose dietary zinc intake averaged 11 mg/day (Hambidge et al.,
1983). Correlations observed between maternal biochemical indexes
of zinc status and complications of pregnancy, delivery, and fetal
development have been inconsistent.

Gravid women with a zinc intake of 6 mg/day or less were found
to have a high incidence of premature deliveries (Scholl et al.,
1993). Increased gestational age at delivery and increased birth size
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have been reported to result from zinc supplementation of pregnant
African-American women whose baseline dietary zinc intake was cal-
culated to be 13 mg/day (Goldenberg et al., 1995). This calculated
dietary zinc intake is notably high in comparison with other data for
African-American women (Mares-Perlman et al., 1995). Without
additional supporting documentation, it is difficult to reconcile the
implications of the results of this study (with respect to dietary zinc
requirements during pregnancy) with the EARs derived from a
factorial approach. Nor is it easy to reconcile these findings with the
results of other intervention studies. For example, no effect of zinc
supplements on birth size was observed in a recent large-scale study
of Peruvian women whose dietary zinc intake was estimated to be 7
mg/day (Caulfield et al., 1999b). There was, however, evidence of
improved fetal neurobehavioral development (Merialdi et al., 1998).

A report that zinc intakes of less than 7.5 mg/day during the third
trimester are associated with lower zinc concentrations in human
milk is consistent with the EAR (Ortega et al., 1997).

Zinc EAR and RDA Summary, Pregnancy

EAR for Pregnancy
14–18 years 10.0 mg/day of zinc
19–30 years   9.5 mg/day of zinc
31–50 years   9.5 mg/day of zinc

The RDA for zinc is set by using a CV of 10 percent (see Chap-
ter 1) because information is not available on the standard devia-
tion of the requirement. The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR
plus twice the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of the
individuals in the group (therefore, for zinc the RDA is 120 percent
of the EAR). The calculated RDA is rounded to the nearest 1 mg.

RDA for Pregnancy
14–18 years 12 mg/day of zinc
19–30 years 11 mg/day of zinc
31–50 years 11 mg/day of zinc

Lactation

Evidence Considered in Estimating the Average Requirement

Losses in Human Milk. Average concentrations of zinc in human
milk decline physiologically from approximately 4 mg/L at 2 weeks
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postpartum to 3 mg/L at 4 weeks, 2 mg/L at 8 weeks, 1.5 mg/L at
12 weeks, and 1.2 mg/L at 24 weeks (Krebs et al., 1995; Moser-
Veillon and Reynolds, 1990). With use of a standard volume of 0.78
L/day of human milk secreted per day (Chapter 2), calculated zinc
losses via the mammary gland are 2.15 mg/day at 4 weeks, 1.56 mg/
day at 8 weeks, 1.17 mg/day at 12 weeks, and 0.94 mg/day at 24
weeks.

Postpartum involution of the uterus and decreased maternal
blood volume should release approximately 30 mg of zinc that has
been accumulated during pregnancy (King and Turnlund, 1989);
that is, an average of approximately 1 mg/day for the first month. It
is reasonable to assume that this endogenous zinc is available for
reutilization. Thus, 1 mg/day is subtracted from the amount of zinc
lost during the first 4 weeks of lactation. The loss of zinc for weeks
8, 12 and 24 are averaged:

Week 4: (2.15 – 1.0) = 1.15 mg/day of zinc
Week 8: (2.15 + 1.56) ÷ 2 = 1.85 mg/day of zinc
Week 12:  (1.56 + 1.17) ÷ 2 = 1.36 mg/day of zinc
Weeks 12–24: (1.17 + 0.94) ÷ 2 = 1.05 mg/day of zinc

The average calculated increased requirement for absorbed zinc
during lactation is 1.35 mg/day.

Reported values for fractional absorption of zinc for adult women
outside the reproductive cycle averages 27 percent (Fung et al.,
1997; Hunt JR et al., 1992, 1998; Sian et al., 1996; Turnlund et al.,
1991). If this value were applied to the calculation of increased
dietary zinc required during lactation (1.35 ÷ 0.27), the average
dietary requirement would increase by 5 mg/day. However, the frac-
tional absorption of zinc increases during lactation by 0.107 (Fung
et al., 1997). Therefore, the fractional absorption would be increased
to 0.716 (0.27 ÷ 0.377) to give an additional requirement of 3.6
mg/day (5 × 0.716). This value is added to the EAR for adolescent
girls and women to set the EAR during lactation.

Other Criteria. Typically, human milk zinc concentrations are not
increased by the administration of a daily zinc supplement across
lactation (Kirksey et al., 1979; Krebs et al., 1995; Moser-Veillon and
Reynolds, 1990). In one study, however, a modest but statistically
significant reduced rate of decline in zinc concentrations in milk
across lactation was observed with a zinc supplement (Krebs et al.,
1985). The dietary zinc in the placebo group averaged 10.7 mg/
day. In a subsequent study, in which the average dietary zinc was
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higher at 13.0 mg/day, there was no evidence of an effect of zinc
supplementation on zinc concentration in milk.

Zinc EAR and RDA Summary, Lactation

EAR for Lactation
14–18 years 10.9 mg/day of zinc
19–30 years 10.4 mg/day of zinc
31–50 years 10.4 mg/day of zinc

The RDA for zinc is set by using a CV of 10 percent (see Chap-
ter 1) because information is not available on the standard devia-
tion of the requirement. The RDA is defined as equal to the EAR
plus twice the CV to cover the needs of 97 to 98 percent of the
individuals in the group (therefore, for zinc the RDA is 120 percent
of the EAR). The calculated RDA is rounded to the nearest 1 mg.

RDA for Lactation
14–18 years 13 mg/day of zinc
19–30 years 12 mg/day of zinc
31–50 years 12 mg/day of zinc

Special Considerations

Vegetarianism

Cereals are the primary source of dietary zinc for vegetarians
(Gibson, 1994). The bioavailability of zinc in vegetarian diets is
reduced if the phytate content in the diet is high (Gibson, 1994),
and this may result in low zinc status (Freeland-Graves et al., 1980b).
Absorption of zinc from vegetarian diets is lower than from non-
vegetarian diets (Hunt et al., 1998; Kies, 1988); however, relatively
minor changes to the diet can improve zinc absorption (Gibson et
al., 1997; Harland et al., 1988). Vegetarian diets rich in calcium may
negatively affect zinc bioavailability (Ellis et al., 1987).

Zinc intake from vegetarian diets has been found to be both
similar to intake from nonvegetarian diets (Alexander et al., 1994;
Berglund et al., 1994; Donovan and Gibson, 1996; Johansson and
Widerstrom, 1994; Kelsay et al., 1988; Levin et al., 1986; Srikumar et
al., 1992) and lower than intake from nonvegetarian diets (Faber et
al., 1986; Freeland-Graves et al., 1980a; Harland and Peterson, 1978;
Hunt et al., 1998; Janelle and Barr, 1995). In most older adult and
elderly populations, vegetarians have lower zinc intakes than non-
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vegetarians (Brants et al., 1990; Hunt et al., 1988; Lowik et al., 1990).
Among vegetarians, zinc concentrations in serum, plasma, hair,
urine, and saliva are either the same as or lower than those of
nonvegetarians (Anderson et al., 1981; Freeland-Graves et al., 1980a,
1980b; Hunt et al., 1998; Kadrabova et al., 1995; King et al., 1981;
Krajcovicova-Kudlackova et al., 1995; Levin et al., 1986; Srikumar et
al., 1992). The variations in these status indicators are most likely
due to the amount of phytate, fiber, calcium, or other inhibitors of
zinc absorption in the vegetarian diets. Individuals consuming vege-
tarian diets were found to be in positive zinc balance (Ganapathy et
al., 1981; Hunt et al., 1998).

The requirement for dietary zinc may be as much as 50 percent
greater for vegetarians and particularly for strict vegetarians whose
major food staples are grains and legumes and whose dietary
phytate:zinc molar ratio exceeds 15:1. At this time there are not
sufficient data to set algorithms for establishing dietary require-
ments for zinc on the basis of the presence and concentration of
other nutrients and food components.

Alcohol

Long-term alcohol consumption is associated with impaired zinc
absorption and increased urinary zinc excretion. Low zinc status is
observed in approximately 30 to 50 percent of alcoholics. Thus,
with long-term alcohol consumption, the daily requirement for zinc
will be greater than that estimated via the factorial approach.

INTAKE OF ZINC

Food Sources

The dietary sources of zinc vary widely. Zinc is abundant in red
meats, certain seafood, and whole grains. Because zinc is mainly
located in the germ and bran portions of grains, as much as 80
percent of the total zinc is lost during milling. Many breakfast
cereals are fortified with zinc. Studies measuring zinc content in
human milk are summarized in Table 12-1.

Dietary Intake

Data from nationally representative U.S. surveys are available to
estimate zinc intakes (Appendix Tables C-25, C-26, D-4, E-9). Median
intakes of zinc for adult men aged 19 to 50 years, based on the
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Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey and the
Continuing Survey of Food Intakes by Individuals, were approxi-
mately 14 mg/day (Appendix Tables C-25 and D-4). The median
intakes for women in the same age range were approximately 9
mg/day. These values are similar to those found for zinc intakes of
Canadian adults (Appendix Table F-3).

Intake from Supplements

In 1986, approximately 16 percent of Americans took supplements
that contained zinc (Moss et al., 1989; see Table 2-2). The median
total (food plus supplements) zinc intakes by adults taking supple-
ments were similar to those of adults who did not take zinc supple-
ments (Appendix Table C-26). Intake of zinc supplements, how-
ever, greatly increased the intakes in the upper quartile compared
to those who did not take zinc supplements.

TOLERABLE UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of
daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects for almost all individuals. Although members of the general
population should be advised not to routinely exceed the UL, intake
above the UL may be appropriate for investigation within well-
controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should
not be discouraged, as long as subjects participating in these trials
have signed informed consent documents regarding possible toxic-
ity and as long as these trials employ appropriate safety monitoring
of trial subjects. In addition, the UL is not meant to apply to indi-
viduals who are receiving zinc under medical supervision.

Hazard Identification

Although no evidence of adverse effects from intake of naturally
occurring zinc in food was found, the UL derived here applies to
total zinc intake from food, water, and supplements (including for-
tified food). Adverse effects associated with chronic intake of sup-
plemental zinc include suppression of immune response, decrease
in high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, and reduced copper
status.
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Adverse Effects

Acute Effects. Acute adverse effects of excess zinc have been
reported. These include epigastric pain, nausea, vomiting, loss of
appetite, abdominal cramps, diarrhea, and headaches (Prasad,
1976; Samman and Roberts, 1987). Fosmire (1990) estimated that
an emetic dose of zinc sulfate was approximately 1 to 2 g of the salt
(225 to 450 mg of zinc). Gastrointestinal distress has been reported
at doses of 50 to 150 mg/day of supplemental zinc (Freeland-Graves
et al., 1982).

Immunological Response. Intake of 300 mg/day of supplemental zinc
as the sulfate for 6 weeks has been shown to cause some functional
impairment in immunological response as well as significantly de-
creased concentrations of HDL cholesterol (Chandra, 1984).

Lipoprotein and Cholesterol. Two studies (Black et al., 1988; Hooper
et al., 1980) have found that zinc at doses between 50 and 160 mg/
day decreased serum lipoprotein and cholesterol concentrations in
men. Samman and Roberts (1988), however, reported no depres-
sion of HDL concentrations in men at 150 mg/day of zinc and
found some indication of a depression of low-density lipoproteins
(LDL) in women. The different response to excess zinc in women
was supported by an earlier study by Freeland-Graves and coworkers
(1982). The reduction in HDL cholesterol concentration was shown
to be transient and not dose related.

Reduced Copper Status. Reduced copper status has been associated
with increased zinc intake (Boukaiba et al., 1993; Burke et al., 1981;
Festa et al., 1985; Fischer et al., 1984; Prasad et al., 1978; Samman
and Roberts, 1988; Yadrick et al., 1989) (Table 12-7). In all studies
in which the interaction of excess zinc and copper was measured,
there was a consistent decrease in erythrocyte copper-zinc super-
oxide dismutase (ESOD) activity, an erythrocyte enzyme indicative
of copper status. Yadrick and coworkers (1989) reported this effect
after total zinc intakes of about 60 mg/day (50-mg supplement plus
10 mg of dietary zinc) for up to 10 weeks. Although the clinical
significance of the depressed ESOD activity is unknown, this marker
enzyme is known to be a sensitive indicator of the effect of high zinc
levels on copper homeostasis.

Zinc-Iron Interactions. Zinc and iron are known to interact, and
Whittaker (1998) has reviewed the available studies (also see “Fac-
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tors Affecting the Zinc Requirement”). The primary effect appears
to be a decreased absorption of zinc at an iron:zinc ratio of 3:1
when the iron was administered in water. However, when iron was
administered during a meal, no such effect was found. Similarly,
when iron was present as heme iron, no effect was noted. One study
found a 56 percent decline in iron absorption when the zinc:iron
ratio was 5:1 and was administered in water (Rossander-Hulten et
al., 1991). However, when this ratio of zinc and iron was adminis-
tered in a hamburger meal, no effect on iron absorption was noted.

Other Endpoints. No evidence was found of reproductive effects in
humans from zinc intake. There is one case report of three pre-
mature deliveries and one stillborn infant after excess zinc intake
during pregnancy (Kumar, 1976). Because details on other contrib-
uting factors were not provided, interpretation of these results is
limited. There is insufficient evidence of carcinogenicity from human
or animal studies.

Summary

Although there are no data indicating adverse interactions be-
tween zinc and other nutrients when zinc is found in food, adverse
nutrient interactions are present after feeding zinc in the form of
dietary supplements. The adverse effect of excess zinc on copper
metabolism (i.e., reduced copper status) was chosen as the critical
effect on which to base a UL for total daily intake of zinc from food,
water, and supplements in humans. This selection is based on (1) the
consistency of findings from studies measuring the interaction of
zinc and copper (Fischer et al., 1984; Samman and Roberts, 1988;
Yadrick et al., 1989), (2) the sensitivity of ESOD activity as a marker
for this effect, and (3) the quality and completeness of the database
for this endpoint. The data on the effects of zinc on HDL cholesterol
concentration were not consistent from study to study and there-
fore were not used to derive a UL.

Dose-Response Assessment

Adults

Data Selection. Data on reduced copper status in humans were used
to derive a UL for zinc (Table 12-7). Studies measuring ESOD activity
(which is a sensitive indicator of copper status) or other indicators
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TABLE 12-7 Effect of Increasing Doses of Zinc (Zn) Intake
on Copper (Cu) Status

Study Subjects Zinc Intake (mg/d) Duration

Prasad et al., 1978 1 black man, 150–200 2 y
26 y w/sickle cell anemia

Greger et al., 1978 14 girls, 12–14 y 7.4 (food) 30 d
13.4 (food) 30 d

Burke et al., 1981 5 men, 6 women, 56–83 y 7.8 (fortified food) 30 d
23.26 (fortified food) 30 d

Fischer et al., 1984 26 healthy adult men Placebo 6 wk
50 (as gluconate) 6 wk

Festa et al., 1985 9 healthy men, 21–27 y 1.8 (food) 1 wk
4.0 (food) 1 wk
6.0 (food) 1 wk
8.0 (food) 1 wk
18.5 (food) 2 wk

Samman and Healthy men and women 150 (as sulfate) 12 wk
Roberts, 1988

Yadrick et al., 1989 18 healthy women, 25–40 y 50 (as gluconate) 10 wk

Boukaiba et al., 1993c 44 older adults, 73–106 y Placebo 8 wk
20 8 wk

a The authors note it was not possible to separate the effects of sickle cell disease and
copper depletion.
b Copper status was assessed by the activities of the copper-metalloenzymes, plasma
ferroxidase (ceruloplasmin), and erythrocyte Cu,Zn-superoxide dismutase. No signifi-
cant differences in the plasma copper levels or the ferroxidase activities between the
supplemented and control groups could be detected at 2, 4, or 6 weeks. ESOD = erythro-
cyte copper-zinc superoxide dismutase.

of copper status (such as ceruloplasmin or serum copper concen-
tration) were considered optimal for the dose-response assessment.

Identification of a No-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (NOAEL) and Lowest-
Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (LOAEL). A LOAEL of 60 mg/day is
based on the study of Yadrick and coworkers (1989) who evaluated
copper status after supplemental intake of 50 mg/day as zinc glu-
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ake

(mg/d) Duration Cu Intake (mg/d) Adverse Effects

2 y Not provided Cu deficiency anemiaa

Decreased serum Cu and ceruloplasmin

30 d 2.8 (food) No significant change
30 d 2.8 (food) No significant change

d food) 30 d 2.33 (fortified food) Significant decrease in Cu retention
fied food) 30 d 2.33 (fortified food)

6 wk Not provided No effect
nate) 6 wk Significant decrease in ESOD activityb

1 wk 2.6 (food) No effect
1 wk 2.6 (food) No effect
1 wk 2.6 (food) No effect
1 wk 2.6 (food) No effect
2 wk 2.6 (food) Increase in Cu excretion/

decrease in retention

ate) 12 wk Not provided Decrease in ESOD (women only)

nate) 10 wk Not provided Significant decrease in ESOD activity

8 wk Not provided No effect
8 wk Significant decrease in serum Cu

c Boukaiba et al. (1993) is a crossover study designed to determine the effects of low-
dose zinc supplementation on food intake, nutritional status, immune and lipid in-
dexes. The 16-week study period was divided into two experimental treatment periods,
each lasting 8 weeks. Serum Zn concentrations were depressed.

conate in 18 healthy women (aged 25 to 40 years) for 10 weeks.
ESOD activity was significantly lower than pretreatment values.
Although no dietary zinc or copper intakes were reported, a level of
dietary zinc can be estimated at approximately 10 mg/day for
women (aged 19 to 50 years) from the 1988–1994 Third National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (Appendix Table C-26).
A LOAEL of 60 mg/day was calculated by adding the supplemental
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intake of 50 mg/day with the rounded estimate of dietary intake, 10
mg/day. Support for a LOAEL of 60 mg/day is provided by other
studies showing altered copper balance after zinc supplementation
(Fischer et al., 1984) (Table 12-7).

Uncertainty Assessment. An uncertainty factor (UF) of 1.5 was select-
ed to account for interindividual variability in sensitivity and for
extrapolation from a LOAEL to a NOAEL. Because reduced copper
status is rare in humans, a higher UF was not justified.

Derivation of a UL. A LOAEL of 60 mg/day was divided by a UF of
1.5 to derive a UL of 40 mg/day for total intake of zinc from food,
water, and supplements.

UL = LOAEL = 60 mg/day = 40 mg/day
  UF 1.5

Zinc UL Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

UL for Adults
≥ 19 years 40 mg/day of zinc

Infants, Children, and Adolescents

Data Selection. There is only one case report of zinc-induced copper
deficiency anemia in a young child (Botash et al., 1992): a 13-month-
old girl was given 16 mg/day of zinc for 6 months followed by 24
mg/day for 1 month. There are no reports on the adverse effects of
zinc on copper status in children or adolescents. The UL values for
infants are based on a study by Walravens and Hambidge (1976).

Identification of a NOAEL. Walravens and Hambidge (1976) fed 68
healthy, full-term infants either formula containing 1.8 mg/L of
zinc (control) or the same formula supplemented with an additional
4 mg/L (total of 5.8 mg/L) of zinc for 6 months. No effects of zinc
on serum copper or cholesterol concentrations or other adverse
effects were found. Thus, 5.8 mg/L is the NOAEL selected. Multi-
plying the NOAEL for infants 0 through 6 months of age by the
estimated average intake of human milk of 0.78 L/day (Allen et al.,
1991; Butte et al., 1984; Heinig et al., 1993) results in a NOAEL of
4.5 mg/day.

Uncertainty Assessment. The length of the study by Walravens and
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Hambidge (1976) and the high number of infants justifies a UF of
1.0, given that there is no evidence that intakes from formula of 5.8
mg/L of zinc result in infant toxicity.

Derivation of a UL. The NOAEL of 4.5 mg/day was divided by a UF
of 1.0 to obtain a UL of 4 mg/day (rounded down) for infants ages
0 through 6 months. No adverse effects of zinc in children and
adolescents could be found. Due to a dearth of information, the UL
for young infants was adjusted for older infants, children, and ado-
lescents on the basis of relative body weight as described in Chapter
2 and using reference weights from Chapter 1 (Table 1-1). Values
have been rounded down.

Zinc UL Summary, Ages 0 through 18 Years

UL for Infants
0–6 months   4 mg/day of zinc
7–12 months   5 mg/day of zinc

UL for Children
1–3 years   7 mg/day of zinc
4–8 years 12 mg/day of zinc
9–13 years 23 mg/day of zinc

UL for Adolescents
14–18 years 34 mg/day of zinc

Pregnancy and Lactation

Because the UL is based on reduced copper status and because
there are inadequate data to justify a different UL for pregnant and
lactating women, the UL for pregnant and lactating women is the
same as that for nonpregnant and nonlactating women.

Zinc UL Summary, Pregnancy and Lactation

UL for Pregnancy
14–18 years 34 mg/day of zinc
19–50 years 40 mg/day of zinc

UL for Lactation
14–18 years 34 mg/day of zinc
19–50 years 40 mg/day of zinc
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Special Considerations

Individuals with Menke’s disease may be distinctly susceptible to
the adverse effects of excess zinc intake. Since Menke’s disease is a
defect in the ATPase involved in copper efflux from enterocytes,
supplying extra zinc will likely further limit copper absorption
(Yuzbasiyan-Gurkan et al., 1992). Brewer and coworkers (1993)
demonstrated the effectiveness of zinc therapy in reducing copper
accumulation in individuals with Wilson’s disease. The UL is not
meant to apply to individuals who are being treated with zinc under
close medical supervision.

Intake Assessment

Utilizing the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey data, the highest reported intake of dietary zinc at the ninety-
fifth percentile for all adults was 24 mg/day in men aged 19 to 30
years (Appendix Table C-25), which is lower than the UL of 40 mg/
day. In 1986, approximately 17 percent of women and 15 percent of
men consumed supplements that contained zinc (Moss et al., 1989;
see Table 2-2). The ninety-fifth percentile intake of zinc coming
from food and supplements for adult men and nonpregnant women
was approximately 25 to 32 mg/day (Appendix Table C-26). For
pregnant and lactating women, the zinc intake from food and sup-
plements was approximately 40 and 47 mg/day, respectively, at the
ninety-fifth percentile.

Risk Characterization

The risk of adverse effects resulting from excess zinc intake from
food and supplements appears to be low at the highest intakes noted
above. High intakes of zinc are due to the use of supplements, espe-
cially during lactation and pregnancy. Doses approaching or equal
to the UL are currently being tested in the treatment of diarrhea,
pneumonia, and acute respiratory infections, especially in develop-
ing countries. The UL is not meant apply to individuals who are
receiving zinc for treatment purposes.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ZINC

• Biomarkers of zinc status based on functional outcomes; these
may be gene products derived from zinc-influenced systems and
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may include transporter proteins that provide homeostatic regula-
tion of zinc intake and cellular processing.

• Information on the relationship of oxidative stress to zinc status;
zinc is used therapeutically for treatment of some medical prob-
lems, but how this relates to daily dietary zinc intake is not clear.

• Effectiveness and potential toxicity of zinc as a dietary supple-
ment; on which systems should zinc’s potential effectiveness be
based, and which systems become dysfunctional with excessive zinc
intake.

• The role of zinc and the immune system, particularly those
related to T-cell function at marginal status.

• Quantitative data on human zinc homeostasis under a wide
range of dietary conditions and at all ages using recent advances in
zinc stable isotope methodology; quantification of what happens to
zinc homeostasis as zinc intakes and absorption are increased and
decreased beyond the range typically seen until recently; these
metabolic studies need to be long-term.
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13
Arsenic, Boron, Nickel, Silicon,

and Vanadium

SUMMARY

An Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) or Adequate Intake
(AI) was not set for arsenic, boron, nickel, silicon, or vanadium. In
the case of the vitamins and other minerals reviewed in this report,
there are well-established studies typically based on observations
from several laboratories. The data currently available for these vita-
mins and other minerals provide an understanding of the metabolic
role of each and describe the consequences of their restriction in
the diets of both laboratory animals and humans. There are also
clearly defined, readily reproducible indicators in humans for these
vitamins and other minerals that can be used to determine an EAR
and calculate a Recommended Dietary Allowance, or to establish an
AI. At present, such data do not exist for arsenic, boron, nickel,
silicon, and vanadium.

In the case of arsenic, boron, nickel, silicon, and vanadium, there
is evidence that they have a beneficial role in some physiological
processes in some species. For boron, silicon, and vanadium, mea-
surable responses of human subjects to variations in dietary intake
have also been demonstrated. However, the available data are not
as extensive (e.g., dose-response data are absent) and the responses
are not as consistently observed as they are for the vitamins and
other minerals. Thus, data are insufficient to determine an EAR for
any of these minerals.

Estimates of dietary intakes of arsenic, boron, nickel, silicon, and
vanadium by the North American adult population are available
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and could have been used to establish an AI. However, establishing
an AI also requires a clearly defined, reproducible indicator in
humans sensitive to a range of intakes. Indicators that meet this
criterion for establishing an AI are not currently available for any of
these minerals, and therefore no AI was set.

Notwithstanding, observations of deficiency effects (e.g., on
growth and development) in multiple animal species and data from
limited human studies suggest beneficial roles for arsenic, boron,
nickel, silicon, and vanadium in human health. These data clearly
indicate a need for continued study of these elements to determine
their metabolic role, identify sensitive indicators, and more fully
characterize specific functions in human health.

Estimates of Tolerable Upper Intake Levels (UL) were set for
boron, nickel, and vanadium. The ULs for boron and vanadium are
based on animal data and have been set for adults at 20 mg/day
and 1.8 mg/day, respectively. The UL for nickel is 1 mg/day. There
were insufficient data using the model described in Chapter 3 to set
a UL for arsenic and silicon.

ARSENIC

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Function

There have been no studies to determine the nutritional impor-
tance of arsenic for humans. Although the metabolic function of
arsenic is not well understood, one study in rats suggests that arsenic
may have a role in the metabolism of methionine (Uthus and
Poellot, 1992). Arsenic deprivation was associated with an increase
in hepatic S-adenosyl-homocystine concentrations and a decrease
in hepatic S-adenosyl-methionine concentrations. Arsenic depriva-
tion has also been associated with impaired growth and abnormal
reproduction in rats, hamsters, chicks, goats, and miniature pigs
(Anke, 1986; Uthus, 1994). Arsenic has also been suggested to be
involved with the regulation of gene expression (Meng and Meng,
1994). Arsenite is associated with changes in the methylation of
core histones and therefore is active at the transcriptional level
(Desrosiers and Tanguay, 1986).
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Physiology of Absorption, Metabolism, and Excretion

The absorption of inorganic arsenic is related to the solubility of
the compound ingested (Vahter, 1983). In humans, more than 90
percent of inorganic arsenite and arsenate from water is absorbed
(Vahter, 1983), and approximately 60 to 70 percent of dietary
arsenic is absorbed (Hopenhayn-Rich et al., 1993). Once absorbed,
inorganic arsenic is transported to the liver where it is reduced to
arsenite and then methylated. The majority of ingested arsenic is
rapidly excreted in the urine. The proportion of the various forms
of arsenic in urine can vary; however, the common forms present
are inorganic arsenic, monomethylarsonic acid, dimethylarsinic
acid, and trimethylated arsenic (Yamato, 1988).

FINDINGS BY LIFE STAGE AND GENDER GROUP

Because of the lack of human data to identify a biological role of
arsenic in humans, neither an Estimated Average Requirement, Rec-
ommended Dietary Allowance, nor Adequate Intake were estab-
lished.

INTAKE OF ARSENIC

Food Sources

Dairy products can contribute as much as 31 percent of arsenic in
the diet; meat, poultry, fish, grains and cereal products collectively
contribute approximately 56 percent (Mahaffey et al., 1975). Based
on a national survey conducted in six Canadian cities from 1985 to
1988, it was reported that foods containing the highest concentra-
tions of arsenic were fish (1,662 ng/g), meat and poultry (24.3 ng/g),
bakery goods and cereals (24.5 ng/g), and fats and oils (19 ng/g)
(Dabeka et al., 1993). The substantial portion of arsenic present in
fish is in the organic form. The major contributors of inorganic
arsenic are raw rice (74 ng/g), flour (11 ng/g), grape juice (9 ng/
g), and cooked spinach (6 ng/g) (Schoof et al., 1999).

Dietary Intake

Results of the analysis of 265 core foods conducted by the Food
and Drug Administration (1991–1997), and analysis of foods and
intake data from the U.S. Department of Agriculture Continuing
Survey of Food Intakes by Individuals (1994–1996), indicate that
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the intakes of arsenic for all age groups ranged from 0.5 to 0.81 µg/
kg/day (Gunderson, 1995) and that the median intake of arsenic
by adult men and by women was approximately 2.0 to 2.9 µg/day
and 1.7 to 2.1 µg/day, respectively (Appendix Table E-2). Adams
and coworkers (1994) reported lower intakes for adults (23 to 58
µg/day) from 1982 to 1991. There was not a marked difference in
the arsenic consumption between various age groups. Gartrell and
coworkers (1985) reported a similar mean U.S. intake of arsenic of
62 µg/day, and Tao and Bolger (1999) reported intakes ranging
from 28 to 72 µg/day for adults from 1987 to 1988.

Data on the concentration of arsenic in human milk are limited;
however, studies have reported mean concentrations ranging from
0.2 to 6 µg/kg wet weight (Byrne et al., 1983; Dang et al., 1983;
Grimanis et al., 1979).

TOLERABLE UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of
daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects for almost all individuals. Although members of the general
population should be advised not to routinely exceed the UL, intake
above the UL may be appropriate for investigation within well-
controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should
not be discouraged, as long as subjects participating in these trials
have signed informed consent documents regarding possible toxic-
ity and as long as these trials employ appropriate safety monitoring
of trial subjects. Arsenic is currently under investigation for the treat-
ment of leukemia (Look, 1998).

Arsenic occurs in both inorganic and organic forms, with the in-
organic forms that contain trivalent arsenite (III) or pentavalent
arsenate (V) being of the greatest toxicological significance (Chan
and Huff, 1997). No data on the possible adverse effects of organic
arsenic compounds in food were found. Because the organic forms
are usually less toxic than the inorganic (ATSDR, 1998), adverse
effects of inorganic forms are described. It is unclear whether risk
assessments should be developed for specific groups of inorganic
arsenic compounds.

Adverse Effects

The adverse effects of arsenic in humans have been identified
with exposure to inorganic arsenic, although in animals higher ex-
posures to organic arsenic produces some of the same effects as
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lower exposures to inorganic arsenic (ATSDR, 1998). There is some
evidence that arsenic III may be more toxic than arsenic V (Byron
et al., 1967; Maitani et al., 1987). Animals do not appear to be good
quantitative models for inorganic arsenic toxicity in humans (ATSDR,
1998), perhaps because of the species diversity of erythrocyte-
binding of arsenic and inorganic arsenic methyltransferase activity,
a detoxification mechanism (Aposhian, 1997; Goering et al., 1999).

Acute Effects

Inorganic arsenic is an established human poison. Ingestion of
doses greater than 10 mg/kg/day leads to encephalopathy and
gastrointestinal symptoms (Civantos et al., 1995; Levin-Scherz et al.,
1987; Quatrehomme et al., 1992). Poisoning also occurs with arsenic
doses of 1 mg/kg/day or greater and can be accompanied by
anemia and hepatotoxicity (Armstrong et al., 1984; Fincher and
Koerker, 1987).

Arsenicism

Chronic intake of 10 µg/kg/day or greater of inorganic arsenic
produces arsenicism, a condition characterized by alteration of skin
pigmentation and keratosis (NRC, 1999). In some regions, an oc-
clusive peripheral vascular disease also occurs resulting in gangrene
of the extremities, especially of the feet, thus termed blackfoot dis-
ease (Engel and Receveur, 1993; Tseng, 1977). It has been hypothe-
sized that zinc deficiency may exacerbate the toxicity of arsenic
(Engel and Receveur, 1993). Malnutrition has been associated with
an increased risk of blackfoot disease (Yang and Blackwell, 1961).
Because arsenicism may be associated with arsenic intakes higher
than those causing other adverse effects (see “Carcinogenicity”), it
was not selected as a critical adverse effect to set a UL.

Peripheral Neuropathy

Intermediate and chronic exposures of arsenic up to levels of 11
mg/L of water are associated with symmetrical peripheral neuropathy
(Franzblau and Lilis, 1989; Huang et al., 1985; Wagner et al., 1979).
However, in some populations exposures of 5 mg/L of water did
not result in clinical or subclinical neuropathy (Kreiss et al., 1983).
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Developmental Toxicity

Developmental effects in humans have not been demonstrated
(ATSDR, 1998; NRC, 1999). In the hamster, single intragastric doses
of 1.4 mg of arsenic/kg to pregnant females led to fetal mortality
(Hood and Harrison, 1982). In the mouse, fetal mortality and
teratogenicity were produced by single intragastric doses of 6 to 7
mg/kg (Hood, 1972) and 11 mg/kg (Hood and Bishop, 1972); oral
doses of 23 mg/kg (Baxley et al., 1981) had the same effects. In the
rat, an intraperitoneal dose of 5 to 10 mg/kg produced a high per-
centage of malformed fetuses (Beaudoin, 1974).

Genotoxicity

Sodium arsenite induced point mutations in two strains of
Escherichia coli WP2; negative results were obtained in a recA strain.
Arsenic trichloride and sodium arsenite gave positive results in a rec
assay in Bacillus subtilis (Nishioka, 1975). Positive results were also
obtained in this assay with arsenic trioxide and arsenic pentoxide
(Kanematsu et al., 1980). Sodium methanearsonates were negative
in this assay (Shirasu et al., 1976).

Potassium and sodium arsenite caused mitotic arrest and chromo-
somal aberrations, including chromatid gaps, breaks, translocations,
dicentrics, and rings in cultured human peripheral leukocytes and
human diploid fibroblast WI.38 and MRC5 lines (Oppenheim and
Fishbein, 1965; Paton and Allison, 1972).

Some of the mutagenic effects of arsenic may be a consequence
of the formation of reactive oxygen species (Hei et al., 1998).

Carcinogenicity

Ingestion of inorganic arsenic is associated with risk of cancers of
the skin, bladder, and lung (IARC, 1980, 1987; NRC, 1999). In-
creased risks of other cancers such as kidney and liver have also
been reported, but the strength of the association is not great (NRC,
1999). There are no studies of cancer in humans after exposure to
organic arsenicals (ATSDR, 1998).

Most studies of a positive association with cancer involve intake of
inorganic arsenic in drinking water. A large-scale survey of 40,421
inhabitants (19,269 men and 21,152 women) of an area on the
southwest coast of Taiwan, where artesian well water with a high
concentration of arsenic was consumed for more than 45 years,
found that the overall prevalence rates for skin cancer, hyper-
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pigmentation, and keratosis were 10.6, 183.5, and 71.0/1,000,
respectively (Tseng et al., 1968). They also found that the male-to-
female ratio for skin cancer was 2.9:1 and 1.1:1 for hyperpigmenta-
tion and keratosis. The prevalence appeared to increase progres-
sively with age for all three conditions, although there was a decline
in cancer and hyperpigmentation in women older than 69 years of
age. The prevalence rates for skin cancer, hyperpigmentation, and
keratosis showed an ascending gradient which correlated with the
arsenic content of the well water. Blackfoot disease had an overall
prevalence rate of 8.9/1,000 and, similar to skin cancer, displayed a
dose-response relationship with the amount of arsenic in the well
water. There was a significantly high association of blackfoot disease
with hyperpigmentation, keratosis, and skin cancer.

The risk of bladder cancer in Taiwan was increased with intake of
arsenic from water of 10 µg/kg/day (Chen et al., 1992). This in-
creased risk has been confirmed in studies from Japan (Tsuda et al.,
1995), Argentina (Hopenhayn-Rich et al., 1996), and Chile (Smith
et al., 1998). Studies in U.S. populations exposed to arsenic in drink-
ing water have not identified cancer increases (Morton et al., 1976;
Southwick et al., 1981; Valentine et al., 1992).

These epidemiological associations have to some extent been rep-
licated in animal experiments (Simeonova et al., 2000; Yamamoto
et al., 1995). However, the mechanisms of arsenic carcinogenesis
are not established, but may involve genetic effects (Goering et al.,
1999) or perturbation of cellular signaling pathways (Simeonova et
al., 2000).

Summary

Clearly, high intakes of inorganic arsenic are associated with various
toxicities, including increased risks of several cancers with chronic
exposure to high levels in drinking water. There is no evidence
linking organic arsenic in food to any adverse effect, including
cancer. Since there is no evidence available to define the mecha-
nisms of arsenic carcinogenesis and no data to support a threshold,
it is not possible to establish a health-based level of inorganic arsenic
in drinking water and food. It should be noted that a recent report
of the National Research Council recommended a downward revi-
sion from the current maximum contaminant level for arsenic in
drinking water of 50 µg/L (NRC, 1999). Because organic forms of
arsenic are less toxic than inorganic forms, any increased health
risk from intake of organic arsenic from food products such as fish
is unlikely.
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Intake Assessment

The highest concentrations of arsenic in food are found in marine
products, but these are in the organic form, usually arsenobetaine,
which is not toxic. Various sources of exposure to inorganic arsenic,
as arsenates or arsenites, exist. Occupational exposure to inorganic
forms of arsenic occurs primarily by inhalation. Arsenic in drinking
water is predominantly the trivalent and pentavalent forms as salts
(EPA, 1988). Arsenic is also being used in the treatment of leuke-
mias (Konig et al., 1997; Look, 1998).

The median intake of arsenic by men and by women was approxi-
mately 2.0 to 2.9 µg/day and 1.7 to 2.1 µg/day, respectively (Appen-
dix Table E-2). Adams and coworkers (1994) reported lower intakes
for adults (23 to 58 µg/day) from 1982 to 1991. The level of in-
organic arsenic in water was about 2 µg/L (ATSDR, 1998). The
drinking water for about 98 percent of the U.S. population was
below 10 µg/L (Chappell et al., 1997). The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has a maximum contaminant level (MCL)
of 50 µg/L for water supplies in the United States (EPA, 1975).
However, the agency recently proposed a much lower MCL of 5 µg/
L for arsenic in drinking water and is seeking comments on MCLs
ranging from 3 to 20 µg/L (EPA, 2000). The EPA expects to pro-
mulgate a new, lower MCL in the near future. The average arsenic
content of mineral drinking water in European countries is 21 µg/L
(Zielhuis and Wibomo, 1984).

Risk Characterization

Although no UL was set for arsenic, there is no justification for
adding arsenic to food and there may be a risk of adverse effects
with consumption of organic arsenic in food or with intake of in-
organic arsenic in water supplies at the current MCL of 50 µg/L in
the United States. Substantial numbers of individuals in North
America, however, are exposed to arsenic levels exceeding the MCL
(Chappell et al., 1997; Grantham and Jones, 1977; Kreiss et al.,
1983). Inhalation exposure occurs in occupational settings such as
smelters and chemical plants, where the predominant form of air-
borne arsenic is arsenic trioxide dust (ATSDR, 1998).

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ARSENIC

• A better understanding of species differences in biotransforma-
tion of arsenic and toxicity.
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• The role of arsenic in methyl metabolism and genetic expres-
sion; identification of a reliable indicator of arsenic status in hu-
mans.

• Because relatively low serum arsenic concentrations have been
associated with vascular diseases and central nervous system injury,
more systematic investigation of the possible role of arsenic in these
disorders.

BORON

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Function

Of the five minerals discussed in this chapter, boron has received
the most extensive study of its possible nutritional importance for
animals and humans. Still, the collective body of evidence has yet to
establish a clear biological function for boron in humans. There is
evidence that boron is required by vascular plants and some micro-
organisms. The only known boron-containing compounds in nature
are organoboron complexes from plants, some of which may have
antibiotic properties (Hunt, 1998; Nielsen, 1997). Principles of bio-
inorganic chemistry predict that boron, which is primarily in the
form of boric acid, B(OH)3, at physiological pH, binds to cis-diols,
perhaps with some specifically, and forms condensation products
that are moderately labile in aqueous solutions (da Silva and Williams,
1991). The latter could theoretically provide stability to diol-rich
molecules such as polysaccharides or steroids. Boron can act as an
inhibitor of activity for a wide variety of enzymes in vitro (Hunt,
1998). However, no boron-containing enzyme has been identified.

In higher animals, boron has not been shown to have a sufficiently
definitive pattern of effects to establish a function. Embryonic
defects related to boron depletion have been reported for zebra
fish (Rowe and Eckhert, 1999), frogs (Fort et al., 1998, 1999), and
trout (Eckhert, 1998), and they suggest a function for boron in
reproduction and development. However, boron-related develop-
mental defects have not been found consistently in rodent models
(Lanoue et al., 1998, 1999). Physiological effects, including changes
in blood glucose and triglyceride concentrations and abnormal
calcitriol (1,25,OH2D3) metabolism or function have been reported
in boron-deficient chicks that have a concomitant vitamin D defi-
ciency (Hunt, 1996). Higher insulin secretion from the pancreas of
boron-deprived chicks has also been reported (Bakken, 1995). How-
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ever, many of these studies found effects of boron only in the pres-
ence of secondary nutritional stressors, such as vitamin D deficiency.

Metabolism of vitamin D and estrogen, as measured by plasma
metabolites, macromineral (especially calcium) metabolism, and
immune function have been proposed as related to a function for
boron in humans (Nielsen, 1998; Nielsen and Penland, 1999;
Samman et al., 1998). Findings supporting these possible functions
also have come from studies where another nutritional stressor was
present or effects have not been consistently demonstrated. In one
laboratory, several dietary boron deprivation studies in both rats
and humans have consistently found an effect of boron intake on
brain electrophysiology and, in humans, on performance of tasks
measuring eye-hand coordination, attention, and short-term mem-
ory (Penland, 1998). However, these possible functions of boron
have yet to be studied and confirmed by other laboratories.

Physiology of Absorption, Metabolism, and Excretion

Studies with animals and humans indicate that about 90 percent
of boron is absorbed in the normal intake range (Hunt and Stoecker,
1996; Sutherland et al., 1998). Most dietary boron is hydrolyzed
within the gut to yield B(OH)3 which, as a neutral compound, is
easily absorbed. The mechanism of boron absorption has not been
studied, but a passive, nonmediated diffusion process involving
B(OH)3 is likely (da Silva and Williams, 1991). Some evidence for
boron homeostasis exists. In a 42-day study in men with a boron
intake average of 3.73 mg/day, urinary loss was 3.20 mg/day (86
percent of intake), whereas urinary boron loss was less when the
boron intake was less than 3.20 mg/day and loss was more when the
intake was more than that amount (Sutherland et al., 1998). In a
study with postmenopausal women, 89 percent of boron from a low-
boron diet (0.36 mg/day from food and 2.87 µg/day from a supple-
ment) was excreted in the urine and 3 percent in the feces (Hunt
and Stoecker, 1996). Other metabolic studies do not support
homeostatic control. For example, urinary excretion was 86 and 84
percent when boron intake was 2.2 and 10 mg/day, respectively
(Samman et al., 1998).

Boron chemistry suggests it is transported in the blood as B(OH)3.
Specifically, because boron forms labile complexes in aqueous solu-
tion, transport is probably as free boric acid rather than a complex
(da Silva and Williams, 1991). The blood boron concentration is
dependent on dietary intake as primarily shown by animal studies
(Price et al., 1998; Samman et al., 1998). This reflects the relatively
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small boron pool that blood represents as well as efficient absorp-
tion and excretion. The excretory form of boron has not been stud-
ied. As a neutral molecule, blood borate should have high fractional
renal clearance and easily enter the glomerular filtrate.

FINDINGS BY LIFE STAGE AND GENDER GROUP

There is evidence supporting a biological role of boron in some
microroganisms. In higher animals, boron has been shown to have
a role in reproduction and development. The collective body of
evidence, however, has yet to establish a clear biological function
for boron in humans. Therefore, neither an Estimated Average Re-
quirement, Recommended Dietary Allowance, nor Adequate Intake
was established for boron.

INTAKE OF BORON

Food Sources

Hunt and coworkers (1991) reported that the highest concentra-
tions of boron were found in fruit-based beverages and products,
tubers, and legumes. Depending on the geographic location, water
could contribute a major portion of the dietary boron. Negligible
or minimal amounts (less than 0.100 µg/g) were found in animal
products, certain grain products, condiments, and confections. Sim-
ilar findings were reported by Anderson and coworkers (1994).
Meacham and Hunt (1998) reported that the ten foods with the
highest concentration of boron were avocado, peanut butter, pea-
nuts, prune and grape juice, chocolate powder, wine, pecans, and
granola raisin and raisin bran cereals. Rainey and coworkers (1999),
however, examined both the content and total food consumption
(amount and frequency), reporting that the five major contributors
of boron were coffee, milk, apples, dried beans, and potatoes, which
collectively accounted for 27 percent of the dietary boron consump-
tion. Although coffee and milk are low in boron, they were the top
contributors due to the volumes consumed.

Dietary Intake

U.S. boron consumption was assessed by use of the Boron Nutri-
ent Data Base linked to 2-day food records from respondents to the
Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(NHANES III) (Appendix Table C-12) and the Continuing Survey
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of Food Intakes by Individuals (CFSII) (Appendix Table D-1). In
NHANES III, the median consumption of boron ranged from 0.75
to 0.96 mg/day for school-aged children and from 0.87 to 1.35 mg/
day for adults. Median consumption of boron by pregnant women
was 1.05 mg/day in NHANES III and 1.08 mg/day in CFSII. The
median consumption of boron by lactating women was 1.27 mg/
day in CFSII.

Anderson (1992) reported that the mean boron concentration of
human milk from lactating women up to 5 months postpartum was
0.27 µg/L. Based on a mean secretion of 0.78 L/day of milk (Chap-
ter 2), the amount of boron secreted is 0.21 mg/day.

Intake from Supplements

Information from NHANES III on supplement intake of boron is
given in Appendix Table C-13. The adult median boron intake from
supplements was approximately 0.14 mg/day. Based on dietary in-
take data provided in Appendix Table C-12, the median intake of
dietary and supplemental boron was approximately 1.0 to 1.5 mg/
day for adults.

TOLERABLE UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of
daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects for almost all individuals. Although members of the general
population should be advised not to routinely exceed the UL, in-
take above the UL may be appropriate for investigation within well-
controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should
not be discouraged, as long as subjects participating in these trials
have signed informed consent documents regarding possible toxic-
ity and as long as these trials employ appropriate safety monitoring
of trial subjects.

Hazard Identification

It should be noted that because some studies report doses of
boron while others report doses of boric acid or borax, comparison
of experiments is facilitated by expressing all doses as boron equiva-
lents (e.g., boric acid dose × 0.175; borax dose × 0.113).
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Adverse Effects

No data are available on adverse health effects from ingestion of
large amounts of boron from food and water. According to case
reports of poisoning incidents and accidental ingestions of boric
acid and borax, these compounds exhibit low toxicity. Stokinger
(1981) reported that the minimal lethal dose of boric acid from
ingestion is 640 mg/kg/day. The potential lethal dose has been
reported to be 15 to 20 g/day for adults and 3 to 6 g/day for in-
fants; however, in an examination of 784 cases of boric acid inges-
tion, Litovitz and coworkers (1988) found minimal or no toxicity at
these or higher intake levels. Initial symptoms include nausea, gas-
tric discomfort, vomiting, and diarrhea. At higher doses, skin flush-
ing, excitation, convulsions, depression, and vascular collapse have
been reported.

Human Data. Most of the toxicity data on repeated administration
of boron (as boric acid or borax) comes from studies in laboratory
animals. However, from reports on the use of borates to treat epi-
lepsy where doses between 1,000 mg/day of boric acid (2.5 mg/kg/
day) to 25 g/day of boric tartrate (24.8 mg/kg/day) were adminis-
tered chronically, toxicity was expressed as dermatitis, alopecia,
anorexia, and indigestion (Culver and Hubbard, 1996). On the basis
of their review of the human data in adults, Culver and Hubbard
(1996) reported no adverse effects at chronic intakes of 2.5 mg/
kg/day (about 1 g of boric acid). On the basis of nine cases involv-
ing infants (Gordon et al., 1973; O’Sullivan and Taylor, 1983), there
does not appear to be an increased sensitivity of response to chronic
exposure of boron compounds.

Genotoxicity. On the basis of existing data, genotoxicity is not an
area of concern after exposure of humans to boron compounds
(ATSDR, 1992; Dieter, 1994).

Reproductive and Developmental Effects in Animals. Although not
observed in humans, animal studies have shown that high doses of
borax or boric acid produce adverse effects in the testis and affect
male fertility (IPCS, 1998). Also, adverse effects have been found in
the developing fetus (Heindel et al., 1992; IPCS, 1998; Price et al.,
1996a). Effects on the testis have been observed in three species—
rats, mice, and dogs—after supplementation with boric acid or borates
in feed or drinking water (Fail et al., 1990, 1991; Green et al., 1973;
Ku et al., 1993; Lee et al., 1978; Weir and Fisher, 1972). The effects
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tend to be similar in all three species and include inhibition of
spermiation (release of spermatozoa into seminiferous tubule), loss
of germ cells, changes in epididymal sperm morphology and caput
sperm reserves, testicular atrophy, and decreased serum testoster-
one levels. Doses of 29 mg/kg/day in dogs and 58.5 mg/kg/day in
rats have resulted in adverse reproductive effects. A comparison of
the lowest-observed-adverse-effect levels (LOAELs) and no-observed-
adverse-effect levels (NOAELs) for the key studies on reproduction
is given in Table 13-1.

Pharmacokinetics. The pharmacokinetics of boron are very similar
in animals and humans. There are several recent reviews of the
available studies (Dourson et al., 1998; IPCS, 1998; Moore, 1997;
Murray, 1998), and a summary of the key findings is presented here.

There is no evidence of boron accumulation in soft tissues of
humans (Murray, 1998). In rats, boron increased more in bone
than in plasma (Ku et al., 1991). Although methodological differ-
ences between studies preclude a clear-cut, cross-species compari-
son of blood boron concentrations in animals and humans at simi-
lar doses, IPCS (1998) reported a preliminary comparison between
humans and rats after oral intakes of boron from diet or drinking
water. Between 0.01 and 100 mg/kg/day, very similar blood levels
were achieved at comparable intakes, further evidence that the
kinetics of boron in humans and rats are alike.

Boron is rapidly excreted unchanged in the urine of humans and
rodents regardless of the route of administration. In humans, the
half-life for elimination was approximately 21 hours for both intra-
venously (Jansen et al., 1984a) and orally (Jansen et al., 1984b)
administered boric acid. By using the data from Ku and coworkers
(1991) and assuming first-order kinetics, the half-life in rats has
been calculated in the range of 14 to 19 hours. As noted by Murray
(1998) and Dourson and coworkers (1998), rats have mean glomer-
ular filtration rates for boric acid three to four times that of hu-
mans, which could account for the small differences in blood (and,
therefore, soft tissue) concentrations of boron noted by IPCS
(1998).

Other Effects. Increased mortality was observed in mice fed dietary
boric acid for periods of 13 weeks at boron levels of 563 mg/kg/day
in females and 776 mg/kg/day in males (Dieter, 1994). Minimal to
mild extramedullary hematopoiesis was noted at all doses for both
sexes, and hyperkeratosis and hyperplasia of the forestomach also
occurred at the highest doses for both sexes. Testicular atrophy or
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TABLE 13-1 Ranking of Reproductive and Developmental
Effects of Borona by Increasing Dose

Dose
(mg boron/

Species/ kg body
Reference Durationb weight/d)c Effectd

Price et al., SD rat/gd 0–20 9.6 NOAEL for developmental
1996b effects immediately preterm

Price et al., SD rat/gd 0–20 12.9 NOAEL for developmental
1996b effects measured at weaning

Heindel et al., SD rat/gd 0–20 13.3 LOAEL for reduced fetal
1992 13.6 weight, increased rib

malformations/variations

Weir and Male SD rat/ 17.5 NOAEL for male sterility,
Fisher, 1972 multigeneration testicular atrophy

Fail et al., CD-1 mouse/ 19.2 LOAEL for reduced sperm
1991 multigeneration motility, reduced F2 pup

weight

Price et al., SD rat/gd 0–20 25.4 LOAEL for increased short
1996b rib XIII at weaning

Ku et al., 1993 Male SD rat/ 26 LOAEL for mild inhibited
63 days sperm release

Weir and Male beagle dogs/ 29 Altered testis weight and
Fisher, 1972 2 years histopathology LOAEL

(reported NOAEL 8.8)

Price et al., NZ white rabbits/ 21.9/43.7 NOAEL/LOAEL for decreased
1996a gd 6–19 fetal body weight, increased

fetal cardiovascular
malformations and
maternal toxicity

Heindel et CD-1 mouse/ 43 NOAEL for mouse
al., 1992 gd 0–17 79 developmental toxicity

LOAEL for decreased fetal
body weight

Ku et al., Male SD rat/ 52 LOAEL for testicular atrophy
1993 63 days

a  Administered as boric acid.
b SD = Sprague-Dawley rats, gd = gestational days, NZ = New Zealand.
c Boric acid was converted to boron.
d NOAEL = no-observed-adverse-effect level, LOAEL = lowest-observed-adverse-effect level.
SOURCE: IPCS (1998). Published here with permission of the World Health Organization.
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degeneration was observed at doses of 141 mg/kg/day. These find-
ings confirmed the earlier studies by Weir and Fisher (1972) in
which rats fed 88 mg/kg/day of boron as borax or boric acid for 90
days developed testicular atrophy.

Summary

Based on the considerations of causality, relevance, and the quality
and completeness of the database in animals, reproductive and
developmental effects were selected as the critical endpoint on
which to base a UL for adults. Because no data are available on
adverse reproductive effects in humans from the consumption of
large amounts of boron from food and water, animal data were
utilized to estimate the UL. The following factors support the use of
the laboratory animal studies listed in Table 13-1 to assess the devel-
opmental and reproductive risks from boron exposure in humans:
(1) boric acid has been shown to cause developmental effects in
four species of animals, (2) the toxicity of boric acid and borax
correlates with their elemental boron content under physiological
conditions, (3) the organs that are sensitive to the acute systemic
effects of boron in humans and animals are similar, (4) the pattern
of tissue distribution and excretion of boron is similar in animals
and humans, and (5) the chronic effects of boron observed in mice,
rats, and dogs and the effective doses are similar.

Dose-Response Assessment

Adults

Data Selection. In the absence of human data pertaining to a dose-
response relationship, the animal data sets reporting developmental
abnormalities are shown in Table 13-1. The studies showing devel-
opmental abnormalities at the lowest levels of intake are in dogs
(Weir and Fisher, 1972) and rats (Price et al., 1996b). However, the
study in dogs was not used directly in this risk assessment of boron
due to problems in the design (few animals per treatment group
and lack of information on food intake). The study of Price and
coworkers (1996b) is considered the critical study to assess the risks
to humans from exposure to boron.

Identification of a NOAEL and LOAEL. In the study by Price and
coworkers (1996b), boric acid was fed to time-mated rats (60 per
treatment group) from gestational days 0 to 20 at dosages of 3.3,
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6.3, 9.6, 13.3, or 25 mg/kg/day. Maternal body weight did not differ
among groups during gestation or lactation, and weight gain was
not affected by the amount of boron in the diet. The most sensitive
parameter of developmental toxicity was decreased fetal weights at
gestational day 20, with significantly decreased fetal weights found
only in the 13.3 and 25 mg/kg/day groups. Thus, a NOAEL of 9.6
mg/kg/day and a LOAEL of 13.3 mg/kg/day were reported.

In an earlier study in rats using a very similar experimental design,
Heindel and coworkers (1992) reported an increase in fetal mal-
formations with boric acid at dosages of 13.6, 28.5, and 57.7 mg/
kg/day from gestational days 0 to 20. The most common malforma-
tions were enlargement of lateral ventricles in the brain, shortening
of rib XIII, and wavy ribs. Although a LOAEL was found at the
lowest dose tested (13.6 mg/kg/day), it is similar to the LOAEL of
13.3 mg/kg/day reported by Price and coworkers (1996b), a find-
ing that provides additional support for the dose-response relation-
ship for developmental toxicity as the critical effect.

Uncertainty Assessment. Five expert groups have assessed the risk to
humans from boron using the NOAEL from Price and coworkers
(1996b), and uncertainty factors (UFs) vary between 25 and 60
(Becking and Chen, 1998). There do not appear to be sufficient
data to justify lowering the degree of uncertainty for extrapolating
from experimental animals to humans from the 10 that is often
used for nonessential chemicals. Thus, the usual value of 10 was
selected. In view of the expected similarity in pharmokinetics among
humans, however, a UF of 3 was chosen for intraspecies variability.
These two UFs are multiplied to yield a UF of 30.

Derivation of a UL. The NOAEL for developmental effects in rats is
9.6 mg/kg/day. The UL for boron is calculated by dividing the
NOAEL of 9.6 mg/kg/day by the UF of 30, resulting in an UL of 0.3
mg/kg/day. This value was multiplied by the average of the refer-
ence body weights for adult women, 61 kg, from Chapter 1 (Table
1-1). The resulting UL for adults is rounded to 20 mg/day.

UL = NOAEL = 9.6 mg/kg/day = 0.32 mg/kg/day × 61 kg ≅ 20 mg/day
UF  30

Boron UL Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

UL for Adults
≥ 19 years 20 mg/day of boron
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Other Life Stage Groups

Infants. For infants, the UL was judged not determinable because
of insufficient data on adverse effects in this age group and concern
about the infant’s ability to handle excess amounts. To prevent high
levels of intake, the only source of intake for infants should be from
food and formula.

Children and Adolescents. There are no reports of boron toxicity in
children and adolescents. Given the dearth of information, the UL
values for children and adolescents are extrapolated from those
established for adults. Thus, the adult UL of 20 mg/day of boron
was adjusted for children and adolescents on the basis of relative
body weight as described in Chapter 2 using reference weights from
Chapter 1 (Table 1-1). Values have been rounded.

Pregnancy and Lactation. Because the UL is based on adverse re-
productive effects in animals and because there are no reports of
boron toxicity in lactating females, the UL for pregnant and lactating
females is the same as that for the nonpregnant and nonlactating
female.

Boron UL Summary, Ages 0 through 18 Years, Pregnancy, Lactation

UL for Infants
  0–12 months Not possible to establish; source of intake

should be from food  and formula only

UL for Children
  1–3 years   3 mg/day of boron
  4–8 years   6 mg/day of boron
  9–13 years 11 mg/day of boron

UL for Adolescents
14–18 years 17 mg/day of boron

UL for Pregnancy
14–18 years 17 mg/day of boron
19–50 years 20 mg/day of boron

UL for Lactation
14–18 years 17 mg/day of boron
19–50 years 20 mg/day of boron
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Intake Assessment

Humans can be exposed to boron from consumption of food,
dietary supplements, and drinking water from natural, municipal,
or bottled sources. Airborne boron contributes very little to the
daily exposure of the general population. For humans not taking
supplements, diet is the major source of boron followed by the in-
take from drinking water.

The ninety-fifth percentile dietary intake of boron in the United
States is approximately 2.3 mg/day for men, 1.6 to 2.0 mg/day for
women, 2.0 mg/day for pregnant women (Appendix Table C-12),
2.7 mg/day for vegetarian males, and 4.2 mg/day for vegetarian
females (Rainey et al., 1999). These dietary intakes are slightly
higher than those estimated by Meacham and Hunt (1998). The
average intake of supplemental boron at the ninety-fifth percentile
is approximately 0.4 mg/day for adults (Appendix Table C-13). A
consumption of 1 L/day of municipal drinking water in the United
States contributes 0.005 to 2 mg/day (mean of 0.2 mg/day) of
boron (EPA, 1987), and bottled water can contribute an average of
0.75 mg/day (Allen et al., 1989). Percutaneous absorption of boron
from consumer products through intact skin has been shown to
contribute very little to the total daily intake (Wester et al., 1998).

At the ninety-fifth percentile, intake of boron from the diet and
supplements is approximately 2.8 mg/day. Adding to that a maxi-
mum intake from water of 2 mg/day gives a total intake of less than
5 mg/day boron at this percentile.

Risk Characterization

At the ninety-fifth percentile intake, no segment of the U.S. popu-
lation has a total (dietary, water, and supplemental) intake of boron
greater than 5 mg/day (Appendix Tables C-13 and D-1). Those
taking body-building supplements could consume an additional 1.5
to 20 mg/day (Moore, 1997). Therefore this supplemental intake
may exceed the UL of 20 mg/day.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BORON

• The relationship between dietary boron and vitamin D metabo-
lism; specifically, does boron influence the half-life of functional
vitamin D metabolites and calcium metabolism as it relates to bone
mineralization?

• The possible influence of boron on estrogen metabolism and
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function, particularly biological half-life, receptor-ligand inter-
actions, and estrogen-inducible gene expression as related to bone
mineral density.

• Studies of the possible role of boron in human neurophysio-
logical and cognitive function that include delineation of a bio-
chemical or other physiological basis for this function, in young as
well as older populations.

NICKEL

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Function

There have been no studies to determine the nutritional impor-
tance of nickel in humans, nor has a biochemical function been
clearly demonstrated for nickel in higher animals or humans (Uthus
and Seaborn, 1996). Nickel may serve as a cofactor or structural
component of specific metalloenzymes of various functions, includ-
ing hydrolysis and redox reactions and gene expression (Andrews
et al., 1988; Kim et al., 1991; Lancaster, 1988; Przybyla et al., 1992).
Nickel may also serve as a cofactor facilitating ferric iron absorption
or metabolism (Nielsen, 1985). Nickel is an essential trace element
in animals, as demonstrated by deficiency signs reported in several
species. Rats deprived of nickel exhibit retarded growth, low hemo-
globin concentrations (Schnegg and Kirchgessner, 1975), and im-
paired glucose metabolism (Nielsen, 1996). Nickel may interact with
the vitamin B12- and folic-acid dependent pathway of methionine
synthesis from homocysteine (Uthus and Poellot, 1996).

Physiology of Absorption, Metabolism, and Excretion

The absorption of nickel is affected by the presence of certain
foods and substances including milk, coffee, tea, orange juice, and
ascorbic acid. Plasma 62Ni was shown to peak between 1.5 and 2.5
hours after the ingestion of the stable isotope by four fasted, healthy
men and women (Patriarca et al., 1997). The investigators reported
no evidence that absorbed nickel was excreted via the gut. The
percentage of nickel absorbed ranged from 29 to 40 percent. Uri-
nary excretion of the 62Ni dose ranged from 51 to 82 percent of the
absorbed dose. Solomons and coworkers (1982) investigated absorp-
tion of nickel ingested with food and found that the presence of
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food significantly decreased absorption. The absorption of dietary
nickel is typically less than 10 percent.

Nickel is transported in blood bound primarily to albumin (Tabata
and Sarkar, 1992). Although most tissues and organs do not signifi-
cantly accumulate nickel, in humans the thyroid and adrenal glands
have relatively high nickel concentrations (132 to 141 µg/kg dry
weight) (Rezuke et al., 1987). Most organs contain less than 50 µg
of nickel/kg dry weight.

Because of the poor absorption of nickel, the majority of ingested
nickel is excreted in the feces. The majority of absorbed nickel is
excreted in the urine with minor amounts excreted in sweat and
bile.

FINDINGS BY LIFE STAGE AND GENDER GROUP

Nickel may serve as a cofactor or structural component of certain
metalloenzymes and facilitate iron absorption or metabolism in
microorganisms. No studies to determine the biological role of
nickel in higher animals or humans have been reported. Therefore,
neither an Estimated Average Requirement, Recommended Dietary
Allowance, nor Adequate Intake was established for nickel.

INTAKE OF NICKEL

Food Sources

Major contributors to nickel intake are mixed dishes and soups
(19 to 30 percent), grains and grain products (12 to 30 percent),
vegetables (10 to 24 percent), legumes (3 to 16 percent), and desserts
(4 to 18 percent) (Pennington and Jones, 1987). In food commodity
groups, nickel concentrations are highest in nuts and legumes (128
and 55 µg/100 g, respectively), followed by sweeteners, including
chocolate milk powder and chocolate candy. Of 234 foods analyzed,
66 percent had nickel concentrations less than 10 µg/100 g and 91
percent had concentrations less than 40 µg/100 g. Seven of these
foods contained greater than 100 µg/100 g including nuts, legumes,
and items with chocolate (Pennington and Jones, 1987). Major con-
tributors of nickel to the Canadian diet include meat and poultry
(37 percent), bakery goods and cereals (19 percent), soups (15
percent), and vegetables (11 percent) (Dabeka and McKenzie,
1995). Nielsen and Flyvholm (1983) suggested that nickel intakes in
Denmark could reach over 900 µg/day by the consumption of cer-
tain foods based on the nickel composition and level of consump-
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tion of oatmeal, legumes (including soybeans), nuts, cocoa, and
chocolate. Cooking foods in stainless steel utensils can increase the
nickel content if the foods are acidic (Christensen and Moller,
1978).

Dietary Intake

Based on the Food and Drug Administration Total Diet Study of
1984, the mean nickel consumption of infants and young children
was 69 to 90 µg/day (Pennington and Jones, 1987). For adoles-
cents, the median consumption was approximately 71 to 97 µg/day,
and the median consumption for adults and the elderly was approx-
imately 74 to 100 µg/day and 80 to 97 µg/day, respectively (Appen-
dix Table E-7). On the basis of a national survey conducted in five
Canadian cities from 1986 to 1988, Dabeka and McKenzie (1995)
reported that average nickel consumption for children was 190 to
251 µg/day; for adolescents, 248 to 378 µg/day; and for all adults,
207 to 406 µg/day.

At 38 days postpartum, the mean nickel concentration in human
milk was reported to be 1.2 ng/mL (Casey and Neville, 1987). Based
on an average secretion of 0.78 L/day (see Chapter 2), the mean
secretion of nickel in human milk is approximately 1 µg/day.
According to a report by Dabeka (1989), the average intake of nickel
by 0- to 12-month-old Canadian infants was 38 µg/day, taking into
account human milk as well as formula consumption.

Intake from Supplements

Information from the Third National Health and Nutrition Ex-
amination Survey on supplemental use of nickel is given in Appen-
dix Table C-22. The median supplemental intake for adult men and
women was approximately 5 µg/day. Therefore, adults consume ap-
proximately 79 to 105 µg/day of nickel from diet and supplements.

TOLERABLE UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of
daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects for almost all individuals. Although members of the general
population should be advised not to routinely exceed the UL, in-
take above the UL may be appropriate for investigation within well-
controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should
not be discouraged, as long as subjects participating in these trials
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have signed informed consent documents regarding possible toxic-
ity and as long as these trials employ appropriate safety monitoring
of trial subjects. In addition, the UL is not meant to apply to indi-
viduals who are receiving nickel under medical supervision.

Hazard Identification

Adverse Effects

There is no evidence in humans of adverse effects associated with
exposure to nickel through consumption of a normal diet. The UL
derived here applies to excess nickel intake as soluble nickel salts.

Human Data. A few case reports have documented the acute effects
of the ingestion of high doses of soluble nickel salts. Twenty workers
who accidentally ingested 0.5 to 2.5 g of nickel as nickel sulfate and
chloride hexahydrate in contaminated water developed nausea, ab-
dominal pain, diarrhea, vomiting, and shortness of breath among
other symptoms (Sunderman et al., 1988). Ten of these subjects
were found to have altered hematological parameters. In one other
case report, one subject who ingested approximately 50 µg/kg of
nickel as nickel sulfate in water was reported to have developed
transient hemianopsia at the time of peak serum concentrations
(Sunderman et al., 1989). In persons with hypersensitivity to nickel,
oral exposure has been reported to result in contact dermatitis-like
symptoms (Gawkrodger et al., 1986).

Animal Data. In oral subchronic (ABC, 1988) and chronic (Ambrose
et al., 1976) studies with rats, exposure to soluble nickel compounds
has been associated with increased mortality, clinical signs of general
systemic toxicity (e.g., lethargy, ataxia, irregular breathing, hypo-
thermia, and salivation), decreased body weight gains, and changes
in absolute and relative organ weights (kidney, liver, spleen, and
heart). Fetotoxicity associated with oral exposure to nickel chloride
and nickel sulfate has been reported in two separate two-generation
studies (RTI, 1988; Smith et al., 1993) and in one three-generation
study (Schroeder and Mitchner, 1971). Nickel salts also have been
shown to interfere with the reproductive capacity of male rats
(Hoey, 1966; Laskey and Phelps, 1991; Waltschewa et al., 1972).

Summary

On the basis of considerations of data quality, sensitivity of the
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toxicological endpoint, and relevance to human dietary exposure,
general systemic toxicity—in the form of decreased body weight
gain reported in the subchronic and chronic rat studies (ABC, 1988;
Ambrose et al., 1976)—was selected as the critical endpoint on
which to base the derivation of the UL. Other data (e.g., hyper-
sensitivity in humans and carcinogenic effects associated with inha-
lation exposure) were not considered relevant to human dietary
exposure.

Dose-Response Assessment

Adults

Data Selection. A subchronic rat gavage study (ABC, 1988) and a
chronic rat dietary study (Ambrose et al., 1976) were considered
most suitable for establishing an UL for human dietary exposure to
soluble nickel salts.

Identification of a No-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (NOAEL) and a Lowest-
Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (LOAEL). A NOAEL of 5 mg/kg/day was
identified for both the 90-day subchronic gavage study (ABC, 1988)
and the 2-year chronic dietary study (Ambrose et al., 1976) in rats.
In both cases, the NOAEL was established on the basis of decreased
body weight gains and signs of systemic toxicity at higher dose levels.

In the ABC (1988) study, groups of male and female CD rats were
administered nickel chloride by water gavage at doses of 0, 5, 35,
and 100 mg/kg/day for 3 months. On the basis of findings of de-
creased body weights, mortality, and clinical signs at higher doses, 5
mg/kg/day was concluded to be the NOAEL.

In the chronic study rats were administered nickel sulfate in the
diet at doses of 0, 100, 1,000, or 2,500 ppm nickel (about 0, 5, 50,
and 125 mg/kg/day) for a period of 2 years (Ambrose et al., 1976).
Effects of treatment included reduced body weight gain in high-
dose animals (125 mg/kg/day). Sporadic significant decreases in
body weight gains were also recorded in the mid-dose group (50
mg/kg/day). Rats fed high- and mid-dose levels of nickel were re-
ported to have significantly higher relative heart weights and lower
relative liver weights. Although the study was suitable in design and
conduct for use in establishing a UL for human dietary exposure to
soluble nickel salts, poor survivorship in controls does raise some
concern about its interpretability.

The results of three reproductive studies, one three-generation
study (Schroeder and Mitchener, 1971) and two two-generation
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studies (RTI, 1988; Smith et al., 1993), suggest potential for feto-
toxicity after oral exposure to soluble nickel salts. The lowest LOAEL
identified by Smith and coworkers (1993) was 1.3 mg/kg/day of
nickel based on the total number of dead pups and the percentage
of dead pups per litter. The Schroeder and Mitchener (1971) study
concluded that exposure to nickel at a concentration of 5 mg/L, or
about 0.4 mg/kg body weight/day (assuming 8 ml/100 g body
weight), was associated with increased neonatal death; however,
these conclusions were based on the results of only five non-
randomized matings and therefore were not considered valid for
use in determining a LOAEL for human dietary exposure to soluble
nickel salts. In fact, all of the reproduction studies either were flawed
or their interpretation was hampered by their statistical design and
methodological and data-reporting limitations, as well as by incon-
sistencies in the reported dose-response relationships. As a result,
these studies were not suitable for use in the establishment of a UL.

In summary, taken together, the oral subchronic and chronic rat
studies support a NOAEL of 5 mg/kg body weight/day for soluble
nickel salts. The selection of this NOAEL is in agreement with the
NOAEL selected in the toxicological assessment of oral nickel expo-
sure performed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA,
2000).

Uncertainty Assessment. When determining an uncertainty factor
(UF) for nickel, several sources of uncertainty were selected to
extrapolate from the NOAEL from the long-term rat study to the
general population. The first UF of 10, which was used to extrapo-
late from the rat study to humans, incorporated uncertainties about
the nature of the dose-response curve for nickel toxicity and uncer-
tainties about the sensitivity of rats as compared with humans in
respect to nickel toxicity. The second UF of 10 was to account for
potential variation within the human population, especially in re-
gard to the potential for nickel to induce hypersensitivity reactions
in sensitive individuals. The third UF of 3 was introduced because
of concerns raised by studies on reproductive effects, namely, that
nickel may be a reproductive toxin at levels lower than the NOAEL
observed for the chronic rat study. These three UFs were multiplied
to yield the ultimate UF of 300 that would accommodate the gener-
al population including women who are pregnant or lactating.

Derivation of a UL. The NOAEL of 5 mg/kg body weight/day was
divided by the UF of 300 to obtain a UL of 0.017 mg/kg body
weight/day for adult humans. This figure was multiplied by the
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average of the reference body weights for adult women, 61 kg, from
Chapter 1 (Table 1-1). The resulting UL for adults is rounded down
to 1.0 mg/day.

UL = NOAEL = 5 mg/kg/day = 0.017 mg/kg/day × 61 kg ≅ 1.0 mg/day
UF  300

Nickel UL Summary, Ages 19 years and Older

UL for Adults
≥ 19 years 1.0 mg/day of soluble nickel salts

Other Life Stage Groups

Infants. For infants, the UL was judged not determinable because
of the lack of data on adverse effects in this age group and concern
about the infant’s ability to handle excess amounts. To prevent high
levels of intake, the only source of intake for infants should be from
food and formula.

Children and Adolescents. There are no reports of nickel toxicity in
children and adolescents. The UL values for children and adoles-
cents were extrapolated from those established for adults. Thus, the
adult UL of 1.0 mg/day of soluble nickel salts was adjusted for
children and adolescents on the basis of relative body weight as
described in Chapter 2 using reference weights from Chapter 1
(Table 1-1).

Pregnancy and Lactation. No data were found that could be used to
identify a NOAEL or LOAEL and derive a UL for pregnant and
lactating women. Therefore, the ULs for pregnant and lactating
women are the same as for the nonpregnant and nonlactating
women.

Nickel UL Summary, Ages 0 through 18 Years, Pregnancy,
Lactation

UL for Infants
  0–12 months Not possible to establish; source of intake

should be from food and formula only
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UL for Children
  1–3 years 0.2 mg/day of soluble nickel salts
  4–8 years 0.3 mg/day of soluble nickel salts
  9–13 years 0.6 mg/day of soluble nickel salts

UL for Adolescents
14–18 years 1.0 mg/day of soluble nickel salts

UL for Pregnancy
14–18 years 1.0 mg/day of soluble nickel salts
19–50 years 1.0 mg/day of soluble nickel salts

UL for Lactation
14–18 years 1.0 mg/day of soluble nickel salts
19–50 years 1.0 mg/day of soluble nickel salts

Special Considerations

Individuals with preexisting nickel hypersensitivity (from previous
dermal exposure) and kidney dysfunction are distinctly susceptible
to the adverse effects of excess nickel intake (Gawkrodger et al.,
1986). These individuals may not be protected by the UL for nickel
intake for the general population.

Intake Assessment

Based on the Food and Drug Administration Total Diet Study
(Appendix Table E-7), 0.5 mg/day was the highest intake at the
ninety-ninth percentile of nickel from food reported for any life
stage and gender group; this was the reported intake for pregnant
females. Nickel intake from supplements provided only 9.6 to 15
µg/day at the ninety-ninth percentile for all age and gender groups
(Appendix Table C-22).

Risk Characterization

The risk of adverse effects resulting from excess intakes of nickel
from food and supplements appears to be very low at the highest
intakes noted above. Increased risks are likely to occur from envi-
ronmental exposures or from the consumption of contaminated
water.
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RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NICKEL

• Identification and clear characterization of a biochemical func-
tion for nickel in humans; identification of a reliable indicator of
nickel status for use in future studies of nickel deficiency.

• Further exploration of the possible role of nickel in vitamin B12
and folate metabolism, including whether nickel nutrition should
be a concern for pregnant women or people at risk for cardio-
vascular disease.

SILICON

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Function

A functional role for silicon in humans has not yet been identi-
fied. In view of the distribution of silicon in the body, as well as the
biochemical changes that occur in bone with a silicon deficiency,
silicon appears to be involved with the formation of bone in
chickens and rats (Carlisle, 1980a, 1980b, 1981; Schwarz and Milne,
1972). Silicon contributes to prolylhydrolase activity, which is im-
portant for collagen formation (Carlisle, 1984). Chicks fed a silicon-
deficient diet exhibited structural abnormalities of the skull and
long-bone (Carlisle, 1984). Rats deprived of silicon showed decreased
bone hydroxyproline and alkaline and acid phosphatases (Seaborn
and Nielsen, 1993, 1994). Silicon has been suggested to have a pre-
ventive role in atherogenesis (Mancinella, 1991).

Physiology of Absorption, Metabolism, and Excretion

Findings that as much as 50 percent of ingested silicon is excreted
in the urine (Kelsay et al., 1979) suggest that some dietary forms of
silicon are well absorbed. Silicon in blood exists almost entirely as
silicic acid and is not bound to proteins. Various connective tissues
including the aorta, trachea, bone, tendons, and skin contain most
of the silicon present in the body (Carlisle, 1984). Significantly
higher serum silicon concentrations were seen in patients with
chronic renal failure (46 µmol/L) compared to controls (21 µmol/
L) (Dobbie and Smith, 1986).

In a study by Popplewell et al. (1998), 48 hours after ingestion of
32Si, 36 percent of the dose was excreted in the urine and elimina-
tion appeared to be complete. This study, however, did not elimi-
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nate the possibility of longer-term retention of additional 32Si.
Goldwater (1936) reported daily silicon excretion levels for five sub-
jects averaging 10 mg/day and ranging from 5 to 17 mg/day. Kelsay
and coworkers (1979) studied 11 men fed low- and high-fiber diets
and found their urinary silicon excretion to be 12 and 16 mg/day,
respectively, amounts which were not significantly different.

FINDINGS BY LIFE STAGE AND GENDER GROUP

Silicon appears to be involved in the formation of collagen and
bone in animals. A biological role of silicon in humans has not yet
been identified. Therefore, neither an Estimated Average Require-
ment, Recommended Dietary Allowance, nor Adequate Intake was
established for silicon.

INTAKE OF SILICON

Food Sources

Concentrations of silicon are higher in plant-based foods than in
animal-derived food products. Based on the Food and Drug Admin-
istration Total Diet Study, beverages, including beer, coffee, and
water, are the major contributors of silicon (55 percent), followed
by grains and grain products (14 percent), and vegetables (8 per-
cent) (Pennington, 1991). Refining reduces the silicon content in
foods. Silicate additives that have been increasingly used as anti-
foaming and anticaking agents can raise the silicon content in foods;
however, the bioavailability of these additives is low.

Dietary Intake

Based on the Total Diet Study, the mean intakes of silicon in
adult men and women were 40 and 19 mg/day, respectively
(Pennington, 1991). Appendix Table E-8 indicates that the daily
median intakes of silicon for adult men and women ranged from
approximately 14 to 21 mg/day. Kelsay and coworkers (1979) found
intakes of 46 mg/day from a high-fiber diet and 21 mg/day from a
low-fiber diet.

The mean concentration of silicon in human milk was reported
to be 0.47 mg/L in women up to 5 months postpartum (Anderson,
1992). Based on the mean secretion of 0.78 L of human milk per
day (Chapter 2), the mean intake of silicon by infants receiving
human milk is approximately 0.37 mg/day.
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Intake from Supplements

Information from the Third National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey on supplement use of silicon is provided in
Appendix Table C-23. The median intake of supplemental silicon
by adults was approximately 2 mg/day.

TOLERABLE UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of
daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects for almost all individuals. Although members of the general
population should be advised not to routinely exceed the UL, in-
take above the UL may be appropriate for investigation within well-
controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should
not be discouraged, as long as subjects participating in these trials
have signed informed consent documents regarding possible toxic-
ity and as long as these trials employ appropriate safety monitoring
of trial subjects.

Hazard Identification

There is no evidence that silicon that occurs naturally in food and
water produces adverse health effects. Limited reports indicate that
magnesium trisilicate (6.5 mg of elemental silicon per tablet) when
used as an antacid in large amounts for long periods (i.e., several
years) may be associated with the development of urolithiasis due
to the formation, in vivo, of silicon-containing stones (Haddad and
Kouyoumdjian, 1986). Less than 30 cases of urolithiasis reported to
be associated with intake of silicates (in the form of antacids) could
be found even though antacids containing silicon have been sold
since the 1930s.

Takizawa and coworkers (1988) examined the carcinogenicity of
amorphous silica (SiO2) given by the oral route to rats and mice for
approximately 2 years. There was no evidence that orally adminis-
tered silica induced tumors.

Dose-Response Assessment

There are no adequate data demonstrating a no-observed-adverse-
effect level (NOAEL) for silicon. Apart from scattered reports of
silicate-induced urolithiasis, said to be associated with antacids, the
limited toxicity data on silicon suggest that typical levels of intake
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have no risk of inducing adverse effects for the general population.
Due to lack of data indicating adverse effects of silicon, it is not
possible to establish a UL.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SILICON

• The physiological role of silicon and how this role relates to
human health.

• The possible role of silicon in atherosclerosis and hypertension,
several bone disorders, Alzheimer’s disease, and other conditions
common to the elderly because of the prevalence and cost of these
disorders.

• The determination of a reliable indicator of silicon status.

VANADIUM

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Function

A functional role for vanadium in higher animals and humans has
not yet been identified. Vanadium mimics insulin and stimulates
cell proliferation and differentiation (Heyliger et al., 1985; Nielsen
and Uthus, 1990). Vanadium inhibits various ATPases, phosphatases,
and phosphoryl-transfer enzymes (Nielsen, 1985). The response of
thyroid peroxidase to changing dietary iodine concentrations has
been shown to be altered in vanadium-deprived rats (Uthus and
Nielsen, 1990). Vanadium-deprived goats show elevated abortion
rates and decreased milk production (Anke et al., 1989). In vitro,
vanadium in the form of vanadate regulates hormone, glucose, and
lipid metabolism; however, vanadium most probably exists in the
vanadyl form in vivo (Rehder, 1991).

Vanadium in the forms of vanadyl sulfate (100 mg/day) and sodium
metavanadate (125 mg/day) has been used as a supplement for
diabetic patients (Boden et al., 1996; Cohen et al., 1995; Goldfine
et al., 1995). Although insulin requirements were decreased in pa-
tients with Type I diabetes, the doses of vanadium used in the sup-
plements were about 100 times the usual intakes (Pennington and
Jones, 1987), and they greatly exceed the Tolerable Upper Intake
Level (UL) for vanadium.
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Physiology of Absorption, Metabolism, and Excretion

The absorption of ingested vanadium is less than 5 percent, and
therefore most ingested vanadium is found in the feces. Absorbed
vanadate is converted to the vanadyl cation, which can complex
with ferritin and transferrin in plasma and body fluids (Harris et al.,
1984; Sabbioni et al., 1978). Highest concentrations of vanadium
are found in the liver, kidney, and bone. However, very little of the
absorbed vanadium is retained in the body. Patterson and coworkers
(1986) investigated vanadium metabolism in sheep and suggested a
compartmental model with certain tissues constituting a “slow turn-
over” pool where the turnover times for vanadium might exceed
400 days. Other tissues were suggested to constitute a “fast turn-
over” pool with vanadium residency of about 100 hours.

FINDINGS BY LIFE STAGE AND GENDER GROUP

In laboratory animals, vanadium mimics insulin (diminishes hyper-
glycemia and improves insulin secretion) and inhibits the activity of
various enzymes. A deficiency of vanadium results in increased abor-
tion rates. A biological role of vanadium in humans has not yet
been identified. Therefore, neither an Estimated Average Require-
ment, Recommended Dietary Allowance, nor Adequate Intake was
determined for vanadium.

INTAKE OF VANADIUM

Food Sources

Foods rich in vanadium include mushrooms, shellfish, black pepper,
parsley, dill seed, and certain prepared foods. Myron and coworkers
(1977) reported that processed foods contained more vanadium
than nonprocessed foods. Byrne and Kosta (1978) also suggested
that beer and wine may contribute an appreciable amount of vana-
dium to the diet. Commodity groups highest in vanadium are grains
and grain products, sweeteners, and infant cereals. Analysis of data
from the 1984 Food and Drug Administration Total Diet Study
(Pennington and Jones, 1987) showed grains and grain products
contributed 13 to 30 percent of the vanadium in adult diets. Bever-
ages were also an important source for adults and elderly men (26
to 57 percent). This study also reported that 88 percent of the foods
consumed had concentrations less than 2 µg/100 g. Canned apple
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juice and cereals were the major contributors of vanadium to the
diets of infants and toddlers.

Dietary Intake

Pennington and Jones (1987) reported that vanadium intake
ranged from 6.5 to 11 µg/day for infants, children, and adolescents.
The intake of vanadium for adults and the elderly ranged from 6 to
18 µg/day.

Intake from Supplements

Information from the Third National Health and Nutrition Ex-
amination Survey on supplement use of vanadium is provided in
Appendix Table C-24. The median intake of supplement vanadium
by adults was approximately 9 µg/day. Vanadium in the forms of
vanadyl sulfate (100 mg/day) and sodium metavanadate (125 mg/
day) has been used as a supplement for diabetic patients (Boden et
al., 1996; Cohen et al., 1995; Goldfine et al., 1995). Although insulin
requirements were decreased in patients with Type I diabetes, the
doses of vanadium used in the supplements were about 100 times
the usual intakes (Pennington and Jones, 1987), and they greatly
exceed the Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) for vanadium.

TOLERABLE UPPER INTAKE LEVELS

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is the highest level of
daily nutrient intake that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health
effects for almost all individuals. Although members of the general
population should be advised not to routinely exceed the UL, in-
take above the UL may be appropriate for investigation within well-
controlled clinical trials. Clinical trials of doses above the UL should
not be discouraged, as long as subjects participating in these trials
have signed informed consent documents regarding possible toxic-
ity and as long as these trials employ appropriate safety monitoring
of trial subjects. In addition, the UL is not meant to apply to indi-
viduals who are receiving vanadium under medical supervision.

Hazard Identification

There is no evidence of adverse effects associated with vanadium
intake from food, which is the major source of exposure to vanadium
for the general population (Barceloux, 1999). There are data on
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adverse effects associated with vanadium intake from supplements
and drinking water. Because the forms found in food and supple-
ments are the same (i.e., tetravalent or vanadyl [VO2+] and penta-
valent or vanadate [VO3–] forms), the UL value will apply to total
vanadium intake from food, water, and supplements.

Most vanadium toxicity reports involve industrial exposure to high
levels of airborne vanadium. The most toxic vanadium compound
is vanadium pentoxide, but because vanadium pentoxide is not a
normal constituent of food, supplements, or drinking water, it will
not be considered in this review.

Weight training athletes use up to 60 mg/day of vanadyl sulfate
supplements (or 18.6 mg of elemental vanadium) to improve per-
formance (Barceloux, 1999). Furthermore, because vanadium may
become useful in future treatment of diabetes, there is increased
concern about its long-term toxicity.

Adverse Effects

Acute Toxicity. Acute vanadium poisoning has not been observed
in humans. Acute poisoning from sodium vanadate in rats causes
desquamative enteritis, mild liver congestion with fatty changes, and
slight parenchymal degeneration of the renal convoluted tubules
(Daniel and Lillie, 1938). In mice, a subcutaneous dose of 20 mg/
kg of ammonium metavanadate produced acute tubular necrosis by
6 to 7 hours postinjection (Wei et al., 1982).

Renal Toxicity. Evidence of renal toxicity associated with high
vanadium intake in humans was not found. There is evidence of
kidney effects in animals (Table 13-2). Domingo and coworkers
(1985) found histopathological lesions of the kidney and increased
plasma urea and uric acid concentrations in rats exposed to 50 µg/
mL in drinking water for 3 months. This finding suggests possible
alterations in renal function. In a second study, Domingo and co-
workers (1991) evaluated the toxicity of sodium metavanadate (0.15
mg/mL), sodium orthovanadate (0.23 mg/mL), and vanadyl sul-
fate pentahydrate (0.31 mg/mL) solutions given to diabetic rats for
28 days. In the vanadium-treated animals, they observed decreased
weight gain and increased serum concentrations of urea and creati-
nine, as well as some deaths. A histopathological investigation was
not performed.

Boscolo and coworkers (1994) reported that the lumen of the
proximal tubules was narrowed and contained amorphous material
in rats fed 40 µg/mL of sodium metavanadate in drinking water for
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TABLE 13-2 Animal Data on Vanadium-Induced Renal
Toxicity, by Increasing Dose

Dose Dose
Study Species Form (µg/mL) (mg/kg/d) Duration

Wei et al., 1982 Mouse Vanadate NDa 20 6–7 hr

Boscolo et al., 1994 Rat Vanadate 1 ND ≈ 7 mo
Vanadate 10 ND ≈ 7 mo
Vanadate 40 ND ≈ 6 mo

Domingo et al., 1985 Rat Vanadate 5 0.8 3 mo
Vanadate 10 1.5 3 mo
Vanadate 50 7.7b 3 mo

Domingo et al., 1991 Rat Vanadate ND 6.1 1 mo
Vanadate ND 15.6 1 mo
Vanadyl ND 22.7 1 mo

a ND = not determined.
b 7.7 mg/kg/d was calculated by using average weight of growing rats of 271 g and

6 or 7 months. Hydropic degeneration was also seen in some proxi-
mal and distal tubules and the loop of Henle. Because water intakes
were not provided, this study could not be used to derive a dose.
Acute tubular necrosis was observed in mice fed 20 mg/kg/day of
ammonium metavanadate (Wei et al., 1982). The effect of supple-
mental vanadium intake on renal function needs further careful
study.

Gastrointestinal Effects. There is human evidence of mild gastro-
intestinal effects (abdominal cramps, loose stool) primarily in patients
with diabetes and animal evidence of more severe gastrointestinal
effects (diarrhea, death) after ingestion of vanadium compounds
(Boden et al., 1996; Dimond et al., 1963; Franke and Moxon, 1937;
Goldfine et al., 1995). The human data are summarized in Table
13-3.

Hematological Effects. Vanadium compounds may cause anemia and
changes in the leukocyte system. Animal studies of hemolytic activity
of vanadium salts have conflicting results (Dai and McNeill, 1994;
Dai et al., 1995; Hogan, 1990; Zaporowska and Wasilewski, 1992;
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e
/kg/d) Duration Results

6–7 hr Acute tubular necrosis

≈ 7 mo No effects
≈ 7 mo Effects on kidney morphology (less evident)
≈ 6 mo Effects on kidney morphology

3 mo No effects
3 mo Vanadium detected in kidneys

b 3 mo Increased uric acid and urea; vanadium detected in kidneys

1 mo Increased serum urea and creatinine
1 mo Increased serum urea, but not creatinine
1 mo Increased serum urea and creatinine

Zaporowska et al., 1993). Fawcett and coworkers (1997) showed no
effects of oral vanadyl sulfate (0.5 mg/kg body weight/day) on
hematological indexes, blood viscosity, and biochemistry in a 12-
week, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial in 31 athletes.

Cardiovascular Effects. Exposure to vanadate induced an increase
in blood pressure and heart rate in rats (Carmignani et al., 1991;
Steffen et al., 1981). Boscolo and coworkers (1994) showed an in-
crease in arterial blood pressure following chronic exposure of rats
to 1, 10, and 40 µg/mL of vanadium for 6 or 7 months. These changes
were not dose-dependent.

Reproductive Effects. No evidence of reproductive abnormalities
after ingestion in humans was found. Two animal studies evaluating
the reproductive toxicity of vanadium have been reported: in one,
Llobet and coworkers (1993) observed that at 60 and 80 mg/kg
body weight/day, a significant decrease in pregnancy rate occurred;
in the other, Domingo and coworkers (1986) found no effects on
fertility or reproduction in rats gavaged up to 20 mg/kg body
weight/day with sodium metavanadate.

average drinking water consumption of 42 mL/day. 50 µg/mL × 42 mL/d × 1/0.27/kg
body weight × 1 mg/1,000 µg = 7.7 mg/kg/day.
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TABLE 13-3 Human Data on Vanadium-Induced
Gastrointestinal Effect, by Increasing Dose

Doseb Dosec

Studya Subjects Form (mg V/d) (mg/kg/d) Duration

Dimond et al., 1963 6 adults Vanadyl 5 0.07 6–10 wk
10 0.15
15 0.2
20 0.3

Cohen et al., 1995 6 adults Vanadyl 31 0.5 3 wk

Boden et al., 1996 8 adults Vanadyl 31 0.5 4 wk

Goldfine et al., 1995 10 adults Vanadate 52 0.8 2 wk

a Dimond was uncontrolled; Cohen, Boden, and Goldfine were noninsulin-dependent
diabetics.
b mg vanadium (V)/d was calculated as follows: For Dimond, mg V/d = 51 (molecular
weight of V) ÷ 250 (molecular weight of ammonium vanadyl tartrate [i.e., 150 for
tartaric acid minus 1 for H = 149 for tartrate + 101 for ammonium vanadyl, i.e., 117 for
ammonium vanadate minus 16 for oxygen = 250]) = 0.20 × 25 mg/d (amount of

Other Adverse Effects. Other adverse effects associated with vanadium
intake in humans include green tongue, fatigue, lethargy, and focal
neurological lesions (Barceloux, 1999). These effects, however, have
not been consistently observed or dose-related. No studies were
found evaluating the genotoxicity in humans or animals after inges-
tion of vanadium, and no evidence was found showing carcinoge-
nicity of vanadium compounds in animals or humans. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency recently set an oral reference
dose of 0.009 mg/kg/day for vanadium pentoxide based on de-
creased hair cystine content. This finding is from a chronic oral rat
study described by Stokinger (1981). Because it is not clear that
reduced hair cystine is an adverse effect, data on reduced hair
cystine were judged not relevant to the derivation of a UL for ele-
mental vanadium.

Summary

On the basis of the quality and completeness of the database and
the strength of the causal association, renal toxicity was selected as
the critical adverse effect on which to base a UL. The data on other
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ec

/kg/d) Duration Result

6–10 wk Cramping, diarrhea, black loose stools ≥ 20 mg/d

3 wk Mild gastrointestinal effects

4 wk Mild gastrointestinal effects

2 wk Mild gastrointestinal effects

compound given by Dimond) = 5 mg/d. For Cohen and Boden, mg V/d = 51 ÷ 163
(molecular weight of vanadyl sulfate) = 0.31 × 100 mg/d (amount of compound given
by Cohen and Boden) = 31 mg/d. For Goldfine, mg V/day = 51 ÷ 122 (molecular
weight for NaVO3) = 0.42 × 125 (amount of compound given by Goldfine) = 52 mg/d.
c Body weight used was the average of the reference weights for adult men and women
(76 and 61 kg, respectively).

effects such as hematological, cardiovascular, or reproductive effects
are not consistent. While gastrointestinal effects appear to occur at
lower doses in humans, the specificity of the observed effects and
the dose-response relationship are not as clearly defined as the histo-
pathological lesions and adverse kidney effects demonstrated in ani-
mals. While kidney effects have not been demonstrated in humans,
excess vanadium has been shown in rats to accumulate in kidneys
(Oster et al., 1993), and the evidence in different species (i.e., mice
and rats) further supports a possible risk in humans. Because of the
widespread use of high-dose (60 mg/day) supplemental vanadium
by athletes and other subgroups (e.g., borderline diabetics) that are
considered part of the apparently healthy general population
(Barceloux, 1999), further research on vanadium toxicity is needed.

Dose-Response Assessment

Adults

Data Selection. The data in laboratory rats involving subchronic to
chronic durations of intake were used to derive a UL. Studies that
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provided doses in units of concentration but provided no informa-
tion on the body weights of the rats or the amount of water con-
sumed were not used.

Identification of a No-Observed-Adverse-Effects Level (NOAEL) or Lowest-
Observed-Adverse-Effects Level (LOAEL). A NOAEL of 0.8 mg/kg body
weight/day and a LOAEL of 7.7 mg/kg body weight/day were de-
termined on the basis of the results of Domingo and coworkers
(1985). Vanadium could not be detected in the kidneys of animals
receiving 5 µg/mL (or 0.8 mg/kg/day) (Table 13-2). Also, plasma
urea, uric acid, and creatinine concentrations were within the nor-
mal range in this treatment group (Domingo et al., 1985). How-
ever, the study does not indicate whether there were kidney lesions
at this level; therefore, whether this is a true NOAEL value for this
study is uncertain. The same can be said for the treatment group
given 10 µg/mL (or 1.5 mg/kg/day). The study does not provide
enough detail about the findings at this dose level to ascertain
whether it is a NOAEL or LOAEL.

The value of 7.7 mg/kg/day is the best estimate of a LOAEL from
this data set. At this dose, there were evident lesions of the kidney
and small, but significant, increases in plasma urea and uric acid.
Furthermore, this LOAEL appears to be consistent with other stud-
ies (Boscolo et al., 1994; Domingo et al., 1991). Boscolo and co-
workers (1994) failed to provide information on intakes (mg/kg/
day), and therefore the study was judged not useful for deriving a
UL. Nevertheless, both Domingo and coworkers (1991) and Boscolo
and coworkers (1994) showed a similar dose-response relationship.
The study by Domingo and coworkers (1991) in diabetic rats pro-
vides results that are fairly consistent with their earlier study
(Domingo et al., 1985). Although Domingo and coworkers (1991)
tested different compounds of vanadium and used a shorter dura-
tion, they observed increased serum urea and creatinine concentra-
tions at similar doses (6.1 and 22.7 mg/kg/day).

Uncertainty Assessment. In determining an uncertainty factor (UF)
for vanadium, several sources of uncertainty were considered and
combined into the final UF. The severity of kidney lesions justifies a
UF higher than 1, and so a UF of 3 was selected to extrapolate from
the LOAEL to the NOAEL. A UF of 10 was selected to extrapolate
from laboratory animals to humans because no human and little
animal data were available to use in the dose-response assessment.
Another UF of 10 was selected for intraspecies variability. The three
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UFs are multiplied to yield an overall UF of 300 to extrapolate from
the LOAEL in animals to derive a UL in humans.

Derivation of a UL. The LOAEL of 7.7 mg/kg/day was divided by a
UF of 300 to obtain a UL of 0.026 mg/kg/day or 26 µg/kg/day for
adult humans. This value was rounded and multiplied by the aver-
age of the reference body weights for adult men and women, 68.5
kg, from Chapter 1 (Table 1-1). The resulting UL for adults is 1.78
mg/day (which was rounded to 1.8 mg/day).

UL =  LOAEL = 7.7 mg/kg/day = 26 µg/kg/day × 68.5 kg ≅ 1.8 mg/day
UF 300

Vanadium UL Summary, Ages 19 Years and Older

UL for Adults
≥ 19 years 1.8 mg/day of elemental vanadium

Other Life Stage Groups

Given the severity of the critical effect for vanadium in adults, the
lack of data on vanadium toxicity in other more sensitive life stage
groups is of particular concern. Due to this lack of data, it was not
possible to determine ULs for pregnant and lactating women, chil-
dren, and infants. These individuals should be particularly cautious
about consuming vanadium supplements. As indicated above, more
research is needed on the renal effects of vanadium intake, particu-
larly in these sensitive subgroups.

Vanadium UL Summary, Ages 0 through 18 Years, Pregnancy,
Lactation

UL for Infants
  0–12 months Not possible to establish; source of intake

should be from food and formula only

UL for Children
  1–3 years Not possible to establish; source of intake

should be from food only
  4–8 years Not possible to establish; source of intake

should be from food only
  9–13 years Not possible to establish; source of intake

should be from food only
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UL for Adolescents
14–18 years Not possible to establish; source of intake

should be from food only

UL for Pregnancy
14–18 years Not possible to establish; source of intake

should be from food only
19–50 years Not possible to establish; source of intake

should be from food only

UL for Lactation
14–18 years Not possible to establish; source of intake

should be from food only
19–50 years Not possible to establish; source of intake

should be from food only

Special Considerations

A review of the literature revealed no special subpopulations that
are distinctly susceptible to the adverse effects of high vanadium
intake.

Intake Assessment

Although percentile data are not available for dietary vanadium
intakes from U.S. surveys, the highest mean intake of vanadium
reported for the U.S. population was 18 µg/day (Pennington and
Jones, 1987). The average intake of supplemental vanadium at the
ninety-ninth percentile by adults was 20 µg/day, which is signifi-
cantly lower than the adult UL for vanadium.

Risk Characterization

The risk of adverse effects resulting from excess intake of vanadium
from food is very unlikely. Because of the high doses of vanadium
present in some supplements, increased risks are likely to result
from the chronic consumption of supplements containing large
doses of vanadium. Currently, doses of vanadium greater than the
UL are being tested for their benefits in treating diabetics. The UL
is not meant to apply to individuals who are being treated with
vanadium under close medical supervision.
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RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR VANADIUM

• Determination of the biochemical role of vanadium in both
higher animals and humans and a reliable status indicator of vana-
dium for further work in humans.

• The efficacy and safety of the use of vanadium as a nutritional
supplement.
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14
Uses of

Dietary Reference Intakes

OVERVIEW

The Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) may be used for many pur-
poses, most of which fall into two broad categories: assessing existing
nutrient intakes and planning for future nutrient intakes. Each cat-
egory may be further subdivided into uses for individual diets and
uses for diets of groups (Figure 14-1).

For example, the Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA), Esti-
mated Average Requirement (EAR), and Tolerable Upper Intake
Level (UL) may be used as one aspect in the assessment of the diet
of an individual. The RDA and Adequate Intake (AI) may be used
as a basis for planning an improved diet for the same individual.
Likewise, the EARs and ULs may be used to assess the nutrient
intakes of a group of individuals, such as those participating in a
dietary survey regularly conducted as part of the National Nutrition
Monitoring System. The EAR and UL can also be used to plan
nutritionally adequate diets for groups of people receiving meals in
nursing homes, schools, and other group-feeding settings.

In the past, RDAs in the United States and Recommended Nutrient
Intakes (RNIs) in Canada were the primary values available to health
professionals for assessing and planning the diets of individuals and
groups, and for making judgments about inadequate and excessive
intake. However, the RDAs and RNIs alone were not ideally suited
for many of these purposes (IOM, 1994). The DRIs provide a more
complete set of reference values. The transition from using RDAs
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FIGURE 14-1 Conceptual framework—uses of Dietary Reference Intakes.
a Food plus supplements.

and RNIs alone to appropriately using all of the DRIs will require
time and effort by health professionals and others.

Appropriate uses of each of the new DRIs are described briefly in
this chapter and in more detail in two reports on the applications of
the DRIs in assessment (IOM, 2000) and planning. Also included in
this chapter are specific applications to the nutrients discussed in
this report. Details on how the DRIs are set with reference to specific
life stage and gender groups and the primary criterion that defines
adequacy for each of these nutrients are given in Chapters 4
through 13.

ASSESSING NUTRIENT INTAKES OF INDIVIDUALS

Using the Recommended Dietary Allowance and the
Estimated Average Requirement for Individuals

The Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) were not designed to be
used alone in assessing the adequacy of the diet of a specific individ-
ual because there is variability in the requirement estimate. The
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Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) estimates the median of a
distribution of requirements for a life stage and gender group, but
it is not possible to know where an individual falls on this distribu-
tion without further physiological or biochemical measures. Thus,
from dietary data alone, it is only possible to estimate the likelihood
of nutrient adequacy or inadequacy. Furthermore, the rarity of hav-
ing precise and representative data on the usual intake of an indi-
vidual adds further uncertainty to the evaluation of an individual’s
dietary adequacy.

Dietary assessment methods have several inherent inaccuracies.
One is that individuals underreport their intakes (Mertz et al., 1991;
Schoeller, 1999), and it appears that obese individuals often do so
to a greater extent than do normal-weight individuals (Heitmann
and Lissner, 1995). Currently, a method for adjusting intakes based
on underreporting by individuals is not available and much work is
needed to develop an acceptable method.

Furthermore, large day-to-day variations in intake, which occur
for almost all individuals, mean that it often takes a prohibitively
large number of days of intake measurement to approximate usual
intake (Basiotis et al., 1987). As a result, substantial caution must be
used when interpreting nutrient assessments based on self-reported
dietary data covering relatively few days of intake. Data on nutrient
intakes should almost always be interpreted in combination with
typical food usage patterns.

An approach for using data from dietary records or recalls to
estimate the likelihood that an individual’s nutrient intake is ade-
quate is presented in the report Dietary Reference Intakes: Applications
in Dietary Assessment (IOM, 2000). This approach, which is appropri-
ate for nutrients with symmetrical requirement distributions, re-
quires the following data:

• the individual’s mean nutrient intakes during a given number
of days;

• the day-to-day standard deviation of intakes for each nutrient of
interest, as estimated from larger data sets for the appropriate life
stage and gender group;

• the EAR; and
• the standard deviation of the nutrient requirement in the indi-

vidual’s life stage and gender group.

From this information, a ratio is computed that compares the
magnitude of difference between the individual’s intake and the
EAR to an estimate of variability of intake and requirements. The
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bigger the difference between intake and EAR and the lower the
variability of intakes and requirements, the greater the degree of
certainty one has in assessing whether the individual’s nutrient in-
take is adequate or inadequate. This approach is preferred because
of its relative accuracy and should be used when the data indicated
above are available.

However, when the estimate of usual intake is not based on specific
recalls or records, a more qualitative interpretation of intakes could
be used. For example, many practitioners use the diet history method
to construct a usual day’s intake, but the error structure associated
with this method is unknown. Thus, a practitioner should be cau-
tious when using this method to approximate usual intakes.

For practical purposes, many users of the DRIs may find it useful
to consider that observed intakes below the EAR very likely need to
be improved (because the probability of adequacy is 50 percent or
less), and those between the EAR and the Recommended Dietary
Allowance (RDA) probably need to be improved (because the prob-
ability of adequacy is less than 97.5 percent). Only if intakes have
been observed for a large number of days and are at or above the
RDA, or observed intakes for fewer days are well above the RDA,
should one have a high level of confidence that the intake is ade-
quate.

For example, a 40-year-old man who usually consumes 8 mg/day
of zinc from his food and who takes a multiple vitamin and mineral
supplement containing 15 mg of zinc 3 days a week would average
14.4 mg/day (8 mg + [15 mg × 3 ÷ 7]). Thus, his diet alone (8 mg/
day) would put him at a high risk of inadequacy since it is below the
EAR of 9.4 mg/day. The addition of the supplement, however, pro-
vides an amount above the RDA of 11 mg/day, thus suggesting little
likelihood that intake is inadequate if dietary assessment represents
his true usual food and supplement intake. If this same man took
his multiple vitamin and mineral supplement every day, his usual
intake from supplements alone would exceed the RDA, and one
could conclude that he has little likelihood of inadequate zinc in-
take even without knowledge of his intake of zinc from food.

Using the Adequate Intake for Individuals

Adequate Intakes (AIs) have been set for all nutrients for infants
through 6 months of age. By definition and observation, infants
born at term who are exclusively fed human milk by healthy mothers
are consuming an adequate nutrient intake. Infants who are con-
suming formulas with a nutrient profile similar to human milk (after
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adjustment for differences in bioavailability) are also consuming
adequate levels. When an infant formula contains lower nutrient
levels than human milk, the likelihood of nutrient adequacy for
infants consuming this formula cannot be determined because data
on infants at lower concentrations of intake are not available for
review.

AIs have also been established for older individuals for several
nutrients. Of the nutrients considered in this report, AIs have been
developed for vitamin K, chromium, and manganese. Usual individ-
ual intakes equal to or above the AI can be assumed adequate.
However, the likelihood of inadequacy of usual intakes below the
AI cannot be determined.

Using the Tolerable Upper Intake Level for Individuals

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is used to examine the
possibility of overconsumption of a nutrient. If an individual’s usual
nutrient intake remains below the UL, there is little or no risk of
adverse effects from excessive intake. At intakes above the UL, the
risk of adverse effects may increase. However, the intake at which a
given individual will develop adverse effects as a result of taking
large amounts of a nutrient is not known with certainty. For exam-
ple, an adult with usual zinc intakes that exceed the UL (40 mg/
day) may be at increased risk of the adverse effect of reduced copper
status. There is no established benefit for healthy individuals in
consuming amounts of nutrients that exceed the RDA or AI.

ASSESSING NUTRIENT INTAKES OF GROUPS

Using the Estimated Average Requirement for Groups

The prevalence of nutrient inadequacy for a group of individuals
may be estimated by comparing the distribution of usual intakes
with the distribution of requirements. The Estimated Average Re-
quirement (EAR) is the appropriate Dietary Reference Intake (DRI)
to use for this purpose. In most situations, a cut-point approach
may be used to estimate the prevalence of inadequate intakes. This
approach is a simplification of the full probability method of calculat-
ing the prevalence of inadequacy described by the National Research
Council (NRC, 1986). The cut-point approach allows the prevalence
of inadequate intakes in a population to be approximated by deter-
mining the percentage of individuals in the group whose usual
intakes are less than the EAR for the nutrient of interest. This
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approach assumes that the intake and requirement distributions
are independent, an assumption made for the nutrients addressed
in this report. It further assumes that the variability of intakes among
individuals within the group under study is at least as large as the
variability of their requirements. This assumption is warranted in
free-living populations. Finally, it assumes that the requirement dis-
tribution is symmetrical. This is thought to be true for all nutrients
discussed in this report except iron, for which requirement distri-
butions are skewed. Additional information on assessing the ade-
quacy of group intakes of iron is provided in the section on “Nutrient-
Specific Considerations”.

Before determining the percentage of the group whose intake is
below the EAR, the intake distribution should be adjusted to re-
move the effect of day-to-day variation in intake. This can be accom-
plished either by collecting dietary data for each individual over a
large number of days or by statistical adjustments to the intake dis-
tribution that are based on assumptions about the day-to-day varia-
tion (derived from repeat measurements of a representative subset
of the group under study) (Nusser et al., 1996). When this adjust-
ment is performed and observed intakes are thus more representa-
tive of the usual diet, the intake distribution narrows, giving a more
precise estimate of the proportion of the group with usual intakes
below the EAR (Figure 14-2). An explanation of this adjustment
procedure has been presented in two previous reports (IOM, 2000;
NRC, 1986).

An example of using the EAR cut-point approach to assess the
dietary zinc adequacy of women aged 51 to 70 years follows. Dietary
intake data are available from the Third National Health and Nutri-
tion Examination Survey (NHANES III), which includes intakes
from both food and supplements. Although the NHANES food-
intake data were based on a single 24-hour recall for all individuals,
replicate 24-hour recalls were conducted on a subset of the partici-
pants, and these estimates of day-to-day variation have been used to
adjust the intake distributions (see Appendix Tables C-25 and C-
26). The EAR for zinc for women is 6.8 mg/day. In the U.S. popula-
tion, about 25 percent of adult women aged 51 to 70 years did not
consume adequate amounts of zinc from food sources alone (Ap-
pendix Table C-25), as this proportion had estimated intakes below
the EAR. When dietary supplements were included, there was little
difference in the proportion below the EAR, suggesting that few
individuals with low zinc intakes use zinc supplements.

The assessment of nutrient adequacy for groups of people re-
quires unbiased, quantitative information on the intake of the nu-
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FIGURE 14-2 Comparison of 1-day and usual intakes for estimating the propor-
tion of a group consuming intakes below the Estimated Average Requirement
(EAR).
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trient of interest by individuals in the group. Care must be taken to
ensure the quality of the information upon which assessments are
made so that they are not underestimates or overestimates of total
nutrient intake. Estimates of total nutrient intake, including
amounts from supplements, should be obtained. For some of the
nutrients discussed in this report, drinking water may also be a sig-
nificant nutrient source. It is also important to use appropriate food
composition tables with accurate nutrient values for the foods as
consumed. In the example for zinc, both a database of representa-
tive zinc values for all foods that contribute substantially to the
intakes of this nutrient and a supplement database with the zinc
composition of the specific supplements consumed by the popula-
tion under study are required.

Overestimates of the prevalence of inadequate intakes could result
if the data used are based on intakes that are systematically under-
reported or if foods rich in zinc are underreported. Such under-
reporting is common in national surveys (Briefel et al., 1997). Cur-
rently, a method for adjusting intakes based on underreporting by
individuals is not available and much work is needed to develop an
acceptable method. Conversely, underestimates of the prevalence
of inadequacy would result if zinc-rich foods were overreported. A
more extensive discussion of potential sources of error in self-reported
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dietary data can be found in the report Dietary Reference Intakes:
Applications in Dietary Assessment (IOM, 2000).

Using the Recommended Dietary Allowance for Groups

The Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs) are not useful in
estimating the prevalence of inadequate intakes for groups. As
described above, the EAR should be used for this purpose.

Using the Adequate Intake for Groups

In this report, Adequate Intakes (AIs) are assigned for infants,
and they reflect the average intake for infants receiving human milk
through 6 or 12 months of age. Human milk and formulas with the
same nutrient composition as human milk (after adjustment for
bioavailability) provide the appropriate levels of nutrients for full-
term infants of healthy, well-nourished mothers. Groups of infants
consuming formulas with lower levels of nutrients than human milk
may be at some risk of inadequacy, but the prevalence of inadequacy
cannot be quantified.

AIs are assigned to all age groups in this report for vitamin K,
chromium, and manganese. For vitamin K and manganese, AIs were
based on median intakes of apparently healthy populations as
assessed in large national surveys. By definition, this means that
groups with median intakes equal to or above the AI can be assumed
to have a low prevalence of inadequacy (provided that variability in
intake does not exceed that of the healthy group used to establish
the AI). However, it should be noted that group median intakes
below the AI cannot be assumed to be inadequate. For chromium,
the AI was established by using an estimated amount of chromium/
1,000 kcal of nutritionally balanced meals and median energy in-
takes from NHANES III (Briefel et al., 1997). Thus, there is less
certainty about concluding that the prevalence of nutrient inade-
quacy is low in groups with mean usual intakes equal to or above
the AI for chromium.

Using the Tolerable Upper Intake Level for Groups

The proportion of the population with usual intakes below the
Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) is likely to be at no risk of
adverse effects due to overconsumption, but the proportion above
the UL may be at some risk. In the case of zinc, for example, the UL
for adults is 40 mg/day. The NHANES III data in Appendix Table
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C-26, which include reported intakes from supplements, illustrate
that the proportion of U.S. women aged 51 to 70 years who exceed
this UL is just over 1 percent. In contrast, when data from food
alone are examined, the proportion of the population with intakes
above the UL is less than 1 percent (Appendix Table C-25).

In typical North American food-based diets, ULs for vitamin A,
iodine, iron, manganese, molybdenum, and zinc can rarely be ex-
ceeded. The UL for copper pertains to food sources and copper
supplements. Use of dietary supplements containing these nutri-
ents would be the primary reason for exceeding the ULs.

The mean intake of a population cannot be used to evaluate the
prevalence of intakes above the UL. A distribution of usual intakes,
including intakes from supplements and drinking water, is required
to assess the proportion of the population that might be at risk of
overconsumption.

PLANNING NUTRIENT INTAKES OF INDIVIDUALS

Using the Recommended Dietary Allowance for Individuals

Individuals should use the Recommended Dietary Allowance
(RDA) as the target for their daily nutrient intakes if an RDA has
been established. For example, to increase their vitamin A consump-
tion to meet the RDA (900 and 700 µg/day for men and women,
respectively), adults can increase their intake of foods that provide
preformed vitamin A (including dairy products, eggs, margarine,
liver) and carotenoids like β-carotene (deep green and yellow fruits
and vegetables). An 8-ounce glass of milk contains about 65 µg of
preformed vitamin A, and a half-cup serving of carrots contains the
equivalent of approximately 950 µg of vitamin A as β-carotene.

Using the Adequate Intake for Individuals

Adequate Intakes (AIs) are set for infants through 6 months of
age for all nutrients, and for all nutrients except iron and zinc, for
infants 7 through 12 months of age. Human milk will supply the AI
for a nutrient for term infants through 6 months of age, and so it is
not necessary to plan additional sources of intakes for infants exclu-
sively fed human milk. Likewise, an infant formula with a nutrient
profile similar to human milk (after adjustment for differences in
bioavailability) should supply adequate nutrients for an infant.

In this report, AIs are also set for children, adolescents, and adults
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for vitamin K, chromium, and manganese. Accordingly, individuals
should use the AI as their goal for intake of these nutrients.

PLANNING NUTRIENT INTAKES OF GROUPS

Using the Estimated Average Requirement and the
Tolerable Upper Intake Level for Groups

For those nutrients with Estimated Average Requirements (EARs),
the EAR may also be used as a basis for planning or making recom-
mendations for the nutrient intakes of groups. The mean intake of
a group should be high enough so that only a small percent of the
group would have intakes below the EAR, thus indicating a low
prevalence of dietary inadequacy. Traditionally, a prevalence of in-
adequacy below 2 to 3 percent has been used as a target. For nutri-
ents with a statistically normal requirement distribution, this goal
would be attained by planning for a group mean intake equal to the
EAR plus 2 standard deviations (SD) of the intake distribution.
Because the variability of intakes generally exceeds the variability of
requirements, this target group mean intake will usually exceed the
Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) (which equals the EAR
plus 2 SDs of the requirement distribution). Prevalences of inadequacy
more or less than 2 to 3 percent could also be considered, and
mean intakes needed to attain these prevalences would be estimated
by determining the number of SDs of intake that would result in
the desired prevalence below the EAR. This is done by consulting
tables that list areas of the standard normal distribution in relation
to standard deviation scores (z scores).

When it is known that requirements for a nutrient are not nor-
mally distributed (for example, iron requirements) and one wants
to ensure a low group prevalence of inadequacy, examination of
the distributions of both intakes and requirements would be needed
to determine a median intake at which the proportion of individuals
below the EAR is low.

Using the EAR and Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) in plan-
ning intakes of groups involves a number of key decisions and the
analysis of issues such as the following:

• determination of the current nutrient intake distribution of the
group of interest;

• an evaluation of possible interventions to shift the current dis-
tribution, if necessary, so there is an acceptably low prevalence of
intakes below the EAR, as well as an acceptably low prevalence of
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intakes above the UL; some interventions may increase the intake
of only those most at risk (usually by individual intervention), while
others may increase the intake of the entire group (such as fortifica-
tion of the food supply); and

• the selection of the degree of risk that can be tolerated when
planning for the group (for example, a 2 to 3 percent prevalence
versus a higher or lower prevalence).

Using the Adequate Intake for Groups

Adequate Intakes (AIs) have been established as mean or median
intakes of healthy groups for some nutrients discussed in this report.
This includes all nutrients for infants fed human milk through 6
months of age and the nutrients vitamin K and manganese for
adults. Planning a group intake that meets the AI should, by defini-
tion, be associated with a low prevalence of inadequacy. This, of
course, assumes that the group being planned for has similar char-
acteristics to the group used to establish the AI. For chromium, the
only nutrient in this report with an AI that is not based on the mean
or median intake of healthy groups, there is less certainty that group
mean intakes equal to or above the AI will be associated with a low
prevalence of inadequacy.

NUTRIENT-SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS

Vitamin A

A major change in the extent to which provitamin A carotenoids
can be used to form vitamin A is the replacement of retinol equiva-
lents (µg RE) with retinol activity equivalents (µg RAE) for the pro-
vitamin A carotenoids. The RAEs for dietary β-carotene, α-carotene,
and β-cryptoxanthin are 12, 24, and 24 µg, respectively, compared
to corresponding REs of 6, 12, and 12 µg reported by the National
Research Council (NRC, 1989). It is recommended that future food
composition and intake tables use actual weights (µg) of provitamin
A carotenoids rather than use converted data based on the equivalency
to vitamin A. This prevents confusion as to whether the RE or RAE
has been used for determining the total vitamin A content of a food
or for estimating total vitamin A intakes. This change raises two
issues: (1) how vitamin A intakes can be determined using the cur-
rently available U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Nutrient
Database for Standard Reference, and (2) how to interpret pub-
lished data on vitamin A intakes of various population groups.
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Determining the Vitamin A Content of Foods with Current Nutrient
Databases

Nutrient databases will need to be revised to give total vitamin A
activity in µg RAE. In addition, developers of nutrient databases
may choose to provide the amount (µg) of preformed vitamin A
and of individual carotenoids. Thus, if the vitamin A activity for
provitamin A carotenoids changes in the future, it will be possible
to recalculate total vitamin A. In the meantime, it is possible to
estimate total vitamin A activity in µg RAE from existing tables in µg
RE. For foods, such as liver, containing only vitamin A activity from
preformed vitamin A (retinol), no adjustment is necessary. Vitamin
A values for foods (e.g., carrots) containing only plant sources (pro-
vitamin A carotenoids) of vitamin A can be adjusted by dividing the
µg RE by two. For foods that are mixtures containing both plant
and animal sources of vitamin A (e.g., a casserole containing meat
and vegetables), the adjustment process is more complex. If the
recipe for a mixture is known, the new vitamin A value may be
calculated after adjusting the vitamin A content of each ingredient,
as necessary. Alternatively, if the nutrient database contains values
as µg RE for both total vitamin A and carotenoids, then it is possible
to calculate a new value for both carotenoids and for total vitamin
A. For example, USDA’s Nutrient Database for Individual Surveys
contains both these variables. To determine a revised total vitamin
A value, the retinol value is calculated as the difference between the
original total vitamin A value and the original carotenoid value.
The revised total vitamin A content is then calculated as the sum of
the retinol value and the adjusted carotenoid value, which is the
original carotenoid value in µg RE divided by two. As discussed in
the following section, this same procedure may be used to adjust
intake data that have been analyzed using other databases.

As shown in Figure 4-2, supplemental β-carotene has a higher
bioconversion to vitamin A than does dietary β-carotene. With low
doses, the conversion is as high as 2:1, and developers of composi-
tion information for dietary supplements should use this higher
conversion factor. Little is known about the bioconversion of the
forms of β-carotene that are added to foods, so fortification forms
of β-carotene should be assumed to have the same bioconversion as
food forms, 12:1. Food and supplement labels usually state vitamin
A levels in International Units (IU). One IU of retinol is equivalent
to 0.3 µg of retinol, or 0.3 µg RAE. One IU of β-carotene in supple-
ments is equivalent to 0.5 IU of retinol or 0.15 µg RAE (0.3 × 0.5).
One IU of dietary β-carotene is equivalent to 0.165 IU retinol or
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0.05 µg RAE (0.3 × 0.165). One IU of other dietary provitamin A
carotenoids is equivalent to 0.025 µg RAE.

Interpreting Published Data on Vitamin A Intakes of Various
Population Groups

Existing data on vitamin A intakes of individuals and groups will
need to be reinterpreted because of the changes in the retinol
molar equivalency ratios for carotenoids to µg RAE. Two scenarios
are possible: (1) the existing data provide values for both total vita-
min A and carotenoid intake, and (2) the existing data provide
values only for total vitamin A intake.

Existing Data Provide Values for Both Total Vitamin A and Carotenoids.
Data from some dietary surveys, such as the 1994–1996 Continuing
Survey of Food Intakes of Individuals (CSFII) and the Third
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III),
include REs for both total vitamin A and for carotenoids. The data
manipulations required depend on the type of information that is
sought (for example, mean intakes versus the proportion of a group
with inadequate intakes). A way to approximate the mean intake of
a group follows:

1a. Find the group mean intake for total vitamin A intake (e.g.,
for women aged 30 to 39 years in the CSFII, mean intake was 895 µg
RE). Subtract the group mean intake of carotenoids (e.g., for women
aged 30 to 39 years in the CSFII, mean carotene intake was 500 µg
RE). Thus, preformed vitamin A intake would be estimated as 395
µg (895 – 500).

1b. Divide the group mean intake of carotenoids by 2 (in this
example, 500 ÷ 2 = 250 µg RAE). This represents the corrected
value for provitamin A intake.

1c. Add the corrected provitamin A intake determined in Step 1b
to the preformed vitamin A intake determined in Step 1a. In this
example, the mean vitamin A intake of women aged 30 to 39 years
in the CSFII would be 645 µg RAE (250 + 395).

To determine the group prevalence of inadequate vitamin A in-
takes, one would need to have access to the individual intake data
from which the group means were determined. For each person in
the group, Steps 1a through 1c would be followed. Then the pro-
portion of individuals with intakes below the Estimated Average
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Requirement (EAR) can be determined. For vitamin A, the EAR for
women is 500 µg, and thus the proportion of the group with intakes
below this level would reflect the group prevalence of inadequate
intakes.

Existing Data Provide Values for Only Total Vitamin A Intake. In this
situation, there will be more uncertainty associated with estimates
of both group mean intakes and the proportion of a group with
inadequate intakes. This is because of the lack of information on
the proportion of the total vitamin A intake that was derived from
carotenoids. In this situation, a possible approach to approximating
group mean intakes follows:

2a. Use other published data from a similar subject life stage and
gender group that provide intakes of both total vitamin A and caro-
tenoids to perform the calculations in Steps 1a through 1c above.
For example, if the group of interest was 30- to 39-year-old women,
data for this group from the CSFII could be used.

2b. Calculate the adjusted vitamin A intake for this group as a
percentage of the unadjusted mean intake. For the example of 30-
to 39-year-old women, the adjusted mean intake was 645 µg, and the
unadjusted mean was 895 µg. Thus the adjusted vitamin A intake
would be 0.72 (645 ÷ 895), or 72 percent.

2c. Apply the adjustment factor to the mean intake of the group
of interest. For example, if the group’s mean intake had been re-
ported as 1,100 µg, the adjusted intake would be 792 µg (1,100 ×
0.72).

This method could also be used to estimate the group prevalence
of inadequacy, again with access to the individual intake data from
which the group means were determined. In this case, the adjust-
ment factor (in the example above, 72 percent) would be applied
to data for each individual, and used in Steps 2a through 2c. The
resulting distribution of intakes would then be examined to approx-
imate the proportion of intakes below the EAR. In this situation,
the approximate nature of this approach should be emphasized to
an even greater extent. Given that the proportion of vitamin A de-
rived from preformed vitamin A and from carotenoids will differ
among individuals, use of an “average” adjustment factor has the
potential to introduce errors that may not be random.
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Implications Arising from the Development of Retinol Activity
Equivalents (RAE)

The vitamin A activity of provitamin A carotenoids found in darkly
colored fruits and green leafy vegetables is half that previously
assumed. Consequently, individuals who rely on plant foods for the
majority of their vitamin A needs should ensure that they consume
foods that are rich in carotenoids (specifically, deep yellow and
green vegetables and fruits) on a regular basis.

Another implication of the reduced contribution from the pro-
vitamin A carotenoids is that vitamin A intakes of most population
groups are lower than was previously believed. For example, in the
CSFII survey, the reported mean proportion of vitamin A derived
from carotenoids was 47 percent. Using the new conversion factors
would thus reduce the population mean vitamin A intake by about
23 to 24 percent, or from 982 µg RE to 751 µg RAE.

Multiple EARs for Vitamin A

A second (lower) EAR has been set for vitamin A for each age
group and gender, primarily for those populations with limited
access to vitamin A-rich foods. The functional endpoint for this
EAR is the correction of abnormal dark adaptation, rather than
assuring adequate stores. Users may wish to utilize this lower EAR to
assess the population prevalence of intakes that are inadequate to
support normal dark adaptation, but this EAR is not intended to be
used for planning intakes of groups in the United States and Canada.

Vitamin K

Because habitual vitamin K intake may modulate warfarin dosage
in patients using this anticoagulant, these individuals should main-
tain their normal dietary and supplementation patterns once an
effective dose has been established. Short-term, day-to-day variability
in the intake of vitamin K from food sources does not appear to
interfere with anticoagulant status and therefore does not need to
be carefully monitored. However, changes in supplemental vitamin
K intake should be avoided, as bioavailability of synthetic (supple-
mental) phylloquinone is considerably greater than bioavailability
of phylloquinone from food sources.
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Chromium

Because the chromium content of foods is not included in exist-
ing food composition databases, the intakes of individuals and
groups cannot be assessed unless duplicate portions of ingested
meals are directly analyzed. The lack of a readily available, accurate
biochemical method of assessing chromium status further compli-
cates the use of the Adequate Intake (AI) for assessment and plan-
ning purposes.

Iron

 As described in Chapters 1 and 9, iron requirements were esti-
mated through the use of factorial models involving the summation
of estimates of component losses and deposition of iron. Since it is
expected that the distribution of requirements would not fit the
normal distribution, a process involving Monte Carlo simulation of
a very large (100,000 individuals) data set was undertaken, with each
“person” assigned a random value of the distribution of each com-
ponent of iron need.

These needs were summed at the level of the individual to yield
an estimated distribution of total requirements among individuals
(see Appendix Tables I-3 and I-4). The EAR and Recommended
Dietary Allowance (RDA) estimates were then derived from those
distributions, as the fiftieth and ninety-seventh and one-half percen-
tiles, respectively.

Very few data were available with which to estimate the distribution
of basal iron losses. For this reason, variability in body size (weight
in adults, surface area in children) was used as a proxy for direct
measurement of variability in basal losses. The rationale for this
approach stems from the fact that dermal, intestinal, and urinary
losses (components of basal losses) are related to body size. How-
ever, even though body weight was used to obtain information on
the distribution of losses, it is not appropriate to adjust the iron
EAR or RDA for body size because variability of body weight was
taken into account when these numbers were derived. Although
populations with a body size distribution that differs substantially
from those in the United States and Canada may have different iron
requirements, a method for making such adjustments is not avail-
able.
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Assessing the Adequacy of Intakes of Groups

Information on the distribution of iron requirements (rather than
knowledge of the EAR) is needed to estimate the prevalence of
inadequate intakes in a population. Because iron is one nutrient for
which it is known with certainty that the requirement distributions
are not symmetrical for all life stage and gender groups, the pro-
portion of individuals with intakes below the EAR will not reflect
the population prevalence of nutrient inadequacy. Instead, the full
probability approach must be used.

The Probability Approach. Using the probability approach requires
knowledge of both the distribution of requirements and the distri-
bution of usual intakes for the population of interest. As described
previously (IOM, 2000; NRC, 1986), the probability approach in-
volves (1) determining the risk of inadequacy for each individual in
the population, and then (2) averaging the individual probabilities
across the group. For iron, Appendix Tables I-5, I-6, and I-7 give the
probability of inadequacy at various intakes. These tables may be
used to calculate the risk of inadequacy for each individual, and
then the estimated prevalence of inadequacy for a population. In
addition, Appendix C of Dietary Reference Intakes: Applications in
Dietary Assessment (IOM, 2000) demonstrates how to carry out the
necessary calculations to obtain a prevalence estimate for a group,
and statistical programs (SAS or similar software) can be used to
carry out these procedures.

A simplified estimate that could also be determined manually is
illustrated in Table 14-1 for a hypothetical group of 1,000 menstru-
ating women not taking oral contraceptives and consuming a typi-
cal omnivorous diet. The first and second columns of this table are
based on information in Appendix Tables I-4 and I-7. Intakes below
4.42 mg/day are assumed to have a 100 percent probability of inad-
equacy (risk = 1.0). Those with intakes above 18.23 mg/day are
assumed to have a zero risk of inadequacy. For intakes between
these two extremes, the risk of inadequacy is calculated as 100 minus
the midpoint of the percentile of requirement. For example, in-
takes between 4.42 and 4.88 fall between the 2.5 and 5th percentile
of requirement. The midpoint is 3.75, and the probability of inade-
quacy is 100 – 3.75 ≅ 96.3 percent, or a risk of 0.96. The appropriate
risk of inadequacy is then multiplied by the number of women with
intakes in that range. In this example, only one woman had an
intake between 4.42 and 4.88 mg/day, so the number of women
with inadequate intake is 0.96 (1 × 0.96). In the next range (4.89
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TABLE 14-1 Illustration of the Full Probability Approach to
Estimate the Prevalence of Dietary Iron Inadequacy in a Group
of 1,000 Menstruating Women (Not Using Oral Contraceptives
and Following an Omnivorous Diet)

Range of
Usual Intake
Associated Number of

Percentiles with Number of Women
of Requirement Risk of Women with
Requirement Percentiles Inadequate with Intake Inadequate
Distribution (mg/d) Intake in Range Intake

< 2.5 < 4.42 1.0 1 1
2.5–5.0 4.42–4.88 0.96 1 0.96
5–10 4.89–5.45 0.93 3 2.79

10–20 5.46–6.22 0.85 10 8.5
20–30 6.23–6.87 0.75 15 11.25
30–40 6.88–7.46 0.65 20 13
40–50 7.47–8.07 0.55 23 12.65
50–60 8.08–8.76 0.45 27 12.15
60–70 8.77– 9.63 0.35 50 17.5
70–80 9.64–10.82 0.25 150 37.5
80–90 10.83–13.05 0.15 200 30.0
90–95 13.06–15.49 0.08 175 14
95–97.5 15.50–18.23 0.04 125 5

> 97.5 > 18.23 0.0 200 0
Total 1,000 165

mg/day to 5.45 mg/day, or between the fifth and tenth percentiles)
there were three women, with an associated number of women with
inadequate intake of 2.79 (3 × 0.93). If this is done for each intake
range, the total number of women with inadequate intakes can be
determined. In this example, 165 of the 1,000 women have inade-
quate intakes, for an estimated prevalence of inadequacy of 16.5
percent. It is important to remember that this approach does not
identify the specific women with inadequate intakes, but is rather a
statistical calculation of the prevalence of inadequate intakes. Thus,
it cannot be used to screen individuals at risk of inadequacy.

Note that the prevalence of nutrient inadequacy that is estimated
by the full probability approach differs considerably from that esti-
mated by the cut-point method (the proportion with intakes below
the EAR). In this example, the EAR (median requirement) is 8.07
mg/day, and only 73 women have intakes below this amount. Thus,
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the cut-point method would lead to an estimated prevalence of in-
adequacy of 7.3 percent, which differs considerably from the estimate
of 16.5 percent obtained by using the full probability approach.
The reason for the discrepancy is that one of the conditions needed
for the cut-point approach (a symmetrical requirement distribution)
is not true for iron requirements of menstruating women.

Comparison of Assessments Using the Probability Approach to Biochemical
Assessment. If requirement estimates are correct and both the dietary
data and biochemical measures are reliable estimates of true usual
intake and true blood concentrations in the same population, then
the prevalence of apparently inadequate dietary intakes and bio-
chemical deficiency should be similar, as discussed in Chapter 9. In
the example above, one would expect to observe a prevalence of
low serum ferritin concentrations (< 15 µg/L) that approximates
the prevalence of inadequate intakes, or about 16.5 percent. The
individuals with low serum ferritin concentrations are not necessarily
the same as the individuals with low intake values, so the probability
approach is not appropriate for identifying specific individuals with
low serum ferritin values.

Special Situations in Which the EAR and RDA May Vary

Special situations in which iron requirements may vary are sum-
marized in Table 14-2 along with suggestions on how to adjust esti-
mates of requirements.

Zinc

Bioavailability of zinc is known to vary greatly, depending on the
intakes of other dietary components, most notably phytate, that
inhibit absorption. The World Health Organization (WHO, 1996)
suggested that bioavailability of zinc might range from 15 percent
in a diet with low bioavailability to a high of 50 percent in diets with
high bioavailability. Characteristics associated with diets varying in
bioavailability are summarized in Table 14-3. Gibson and Ferguson
(1998) have reviewed the use of the phytate:zinc ratio for assessing
dietary zinc intake. Table 14-3 indicates that diets of most North
Americans would have “medium” bioavailability, approximating the
fractional absorption rate of 38 percent that was used in estimating
the EAR for adults. It also indicates that diets of some strict vegetar-
ians may have low bioavailability, with the result that their dietary
requirements for zinc would be increased. A quantitative estimate
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TABLE 14-2 Situations in which the Iron Requirement May
Vary

Special Consideration Recommended Iron Intake

Infants who do not The Adequate Intake (AI) of 0.27 mg/day does not
receive human milk, apply. For infants who do not receive human milk,
0 through 6 months it is recommended that iron-containing formula

(4–12 mg/L) be used from birth through 12
months.

Preterm infants Even if they receive human milk, the AI is not
adequate for preterm infants as their iron stores are
low. Supplementation is recommended.

Menarche before (or The Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) and
after) age 14 in girls Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) for girls

ages 9 to 13 years make no allowance for menstrual
losses. Girls who reach menarche before age 14
years should consume an additional 2.5 mg/day.
Conversely, the RDA for girls ages 14 to 18 years
assumes that menstruation is occurring. It thus
follows that girls 14 years and older who have not
reached menarche would have a lower
recommended intake of iron.

Teens/preteens in Because the rate of growth during the adolescent
the growth spurt growth spurt can be more than double the average

rate for boys, and up to 50 percent higher for girls,
it is recommended that boys’ intakes during the
growth spurt increase by 2.9 mg/day and girls’
intakes by 1.1 mg/day.

Oral contraceptive Because blood losses are reduced by approximately 60
users percent in women who habitually use oral

contraceptive agents, the iron requirement and thus
recommended intake for adolescent girls and
women taking oral contraceptives would be lower.

Postmenopausal women Postmenopausal women who use HRT may be treated
using cyclic hormone with use of either cyclic (a given number of days on
replacement therapy active hormones followed by a week or so without
(HRT) hormones) or continuous protocols. Women using

cyclic protocols frequently experience withdrawal
bleeding in the week without hormones and thus
would have higher iron requirements than women
not using HRT or using continuous HRT. Few data
are available on the magnitude and variability of
HRT-associated blood loss, but it is probably
between the losses experienced by premenopausal
women who use oral contraceptives and those of
postmenopausal women who do not bleed.

continued
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Vegetarians Iron bioavailability is reduced in vegetarian diets,
both because of the absence of easily absorbed
heme iron and because of the presence of
inhibitors of iron absorption. The percent
bioavailability was estimated at 10 percent (versus
18 percent in omnivorous diets). Thus, the iron
requirement for vegetarians would be
approximately 1.8 times higher than the values
established for omnivores, and recommended
intakes could be adjusted using a similar factor.

Athletes Basal losses of iron by athletes performing intense
exercise on a daily basis are elevated, with estimates
ranging from a 30 to 70 percent increase.
Therefore, the iron requirement is increased for
those who exercise intensely on a daily basis. It
should be noted, however, that much of the
research conducted with respect to iron needs of
athletes has been done with runners. The
postulated mechanisms of increased basal losses
(hematuria and fecal blood loss) may not occur to
as great an extent in athletes who participate in
other sports.

Blood donors The donation of 1 unit of blood/year is estimated to
increase the need for absorbed iron by 0.6 to 0.7
mg/day, which, assuming 18 percent absorption,
suggests that intake would need to be 3 to 4 mg/
day higher. Thus, individuals who donate blood on
a regular basis will have an increased iron
requirement. Presumably, iron needs of frequent
donors would increase in proportion to the amount
of blood donated.

TABLE 14-2 Continued

Special Consideration Recommended Iron Intake

of the average requirement of individuals consuming diets with low
zinc bioavailability cannot be made at this time. However, it seems
reasonable to suggest that such individuals should be counseled to
consume intakes that are at least equal to the RDA, and perhaps up
to as much as twice the RDA.

The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) for zinc for adults is 40
mg, which exceeds the RDA for men by somewhat less than four-
fold and for women by five-fold. Although intakes of zinc above 40
mg/day from food alone are uncommon (the ninety-ninth percen-
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TABLE 14-3 Qualitative Bioavailability of Zinc According to
Diet Characteristicsa

Bioavailability Dietary Characteristics

High Refined diets low in cereal fiber and phytic acid, with adequate
protein primarily from meats and fish

Phytate/zinc molar ratio < 5
Medium Mixed diets containing animal or fish protein

Vegetarian diets not based primarily on unrefined,
unfermented cereal grains

Phytate/zinc molar ratio 5–15
Low Diets high in unrefined, unfermented, and ungerminated

cereal grains, especially when animal protein intake is
negligible

High-phytate soy protein products are the primary protein
source

Diets in which ≥ 50 percent of energy is provided by high
phytate foods (high extraction rate [90 percent] flours and
grains, legumes)

Phytate/zinc molar ratio > 15
High intake of inorganic calcium (> 1 g/day) potentiates the

inhibitory effects of these diets, especially when animal
protein intake is low

a The phytate content of foods is provided by Hallberg and Hulthen (2000). The zinc
content of foods is available from the U.S. Department of Agriculture at http://
www.nal.usda.gov/fnic/foodcomp.
SOURCE: Modified from WHO (1996).

tiles for intake were less than 40 mg/day for all adults in both the
NHANES III and CSFII surveys), when intake from supplements is
added, higher proportions are above the UL. This is not unexpected,
as many multiple vitamin-mineral supplements contain 15 mg of
zinc. On the other hand, zinc intakes below the EAR are also fairly
common. The dilemma, then, is how to ensure adequate zinc nutri-
ture in the population while avoiding intakes in excess of the UL.
Even in populations with low mean zinc intakes, care must be taken
not to intervene in ways that would move a substantial proportion
of the population above the UL. For example, widespread fortifica-
tion of the food supply with zinc may not be appropriate, even if the
prevalence of inadequacy in a population is high. More targeted
approaches, such as increased consumption of zinc-rich foods by
those at a high risk of inadequacy, should be considered.
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Trace Elements

Previous editions of the RDAs in the United States (NRC, 1980,
1989) established a category of estimated safe and adequate daily
dietary intakes (ESADDI) for essential nutrients with databases that
were insufficient for developing an RDA, but where evidence of
potentially toxic intakes was known. The values for ESADDI typically
were ranges of intakes. The DRI process has taken a different
approach. If the data required to establish intake recommendations
(either an EAR and RDA, or an AI) were not available, as is the case
for arsenic, boron, nickel, silicon, and vanadium in this report, no
requirement is set. However, the database was adequate to establish
ULs for boron, nickel, and vanadium. Therefore, for these nutri-
ents an upper limit has been set, but not a lower limit. Accordingly,
when intake data are available, users can estimate the proportion of
the population that may be at risk from excessive intakes of these
elements.

SUMMARY

The Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) may be used to assess nutri-
ent intakes as well as for planning nutrient intakes. Box 14-1 sum-
marizes the appropriate uses of the DRIs for individuals and groups.

For the nutrients presented in this report, only iron requires the
use of the full probability approach to estimate the prevalence of
inadequacy due to skewedness of the requirement distributions.
Guidance is provided for adjustments to the iron requirement for
several special situations, including onset of menarche before age
14 years in girls, onset of the growth spurt in adolescent males and
females, use of oral contraceptives, athletes, vegetarians, and fre-
quent blood donors.

Adjustments to zinc requirements are also recommended on the
basis of the impact of the zinc:phytate ratio on bioavailability of
zinc.

Examples are provided of ways to determine the appropriate ad-
justments to estimates of the usual intake of vitamin A considering
the change in the vitamin A activity of provitamin A carotenoids.
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BOX 14-1 Uses of Dietary Reference Intakes for Healthy Individuals and
Groups

Type of Use For an Individual a For a Group b

Assessment EAR: use to examine the EAR: use to estimate the
probability that usual prevalence of inadequate intakes
intake is inadequate. within a group.

RDA: usual intake at or RDA: do not use to assess intakes
above this level has a low of groups.
probability of inadequacy.

AIc: usual intake at or AIc: mean usual intake at or
above this level has a low above this level implies a low
probability of inadequacy. prevalence of inadequate intakes.

UL: usual intake above UL: use to estimate the
this level may place an percentage of the population at
individual at risk of potential risk of adverse effects
adverse effects from from excess nutrient intake.
excessive nutrient intake.

Planning RDA: aim for this intake. EAR: use to plan an intake
distribution with a low prevalence
of inadequate intakes.

AIc: aim for this intake. AIc: use to plan mean intakes.

UL: use as a guide to limit UL: use to plan intake
intake; chronic intake of distributions with a low
higher amounts may prevalence of intakes potentially
increase the potential risk at risk of adverse effects.
of adverse effects.

RDA = Recommended Dietary Allowance
EAR = Estimated Average Requirement
AI = Adequate Intake
UL = Tolerable Upper Level

a Evaluation of true status requires clinical, biochemical, and anthropometric
data.

continued
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b Requires statistically valid approximation of distribution of usual intakes.
c For the nutrients in this report, AIs are set for infants for all nutrients,
and for other age groups for vitamin K, chromium, and manganese. The AI
may be used as a guide for infants as it reflects the average intake from
human milk. Infants consuming formulas with the same nutrient composi-
tion as human milk are consuming an adequate amount after adjustments
are made for differences in bioavailability. When the AI for a nutrient is
not based on mean intakes of healthy populations, this assessment of
adequacy is made with less confidence.

BOX 14-1 Continued
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15
A Research Agenda

The Panel on Micronutrients and the Standing Committee on the
Scientific Evaluation of Dietary Reference Intakes were charged with
developing a research agenda to provide a basis for public policy
decisions related to recommended intakes of vitamin A, vitamin K,
arsenic, boron, chromium, copper, iodine, iron, manganese, molyb-
denum, nickel, silicon, vanadium, and zinc, and ways to achieve the
recommendations. This chapter describes the approach used to
develop the research agenda, briefly summarizes gaps in knowledge,
and presents a prioritized research agenda. A section at the end of
each nutrient chapter (Chapters 4 through 13) presents a priori-
tized list of research topics for the nutrient.

APPROACH

The following approach resulted in the research agenda identi-
fied in this chapter:

1. Identify gaps in knowledge to understand the role of the nutri-
ents in human health, functional and biochemical indicators to
assess nutrient requirements, methodological problems related to
the assessment of intake of these micronutrients and to the assess-
ment of adequacy of intake, relationships of nutrient intake to
chronic disease, and adverse effects of nutrients;

2. Examine data to identify major discrepancies between intake
and the Estimated Average Requirements (EARs) and consider pos-
sible reasons for such discrepancies;
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3. Consider the need to protect individuals with extreme or dis-
tinct vulnerabilities due to genetic predisposition or disease condi-
tions; and

4. Weigh the alternatives and set priorities based on expert judg-
ment.

MAJOR KNOWLEDGE GAPS

Requirements

To derive an Estimated Average Requirement (EAR), the criterion
must be known for a particular status indicator or combination of
indicators that is consistent with impaired status as defined by some
clinical consequence. For the micronutrients considered in this
report, there is a dearth of information on the biochemical values
that reflect abnormal function. A priority should be the determina-
tion of the relationship of existing status indicators to clinical end-
points in the same subjects to determine if a correlation exists. For
some micronutrients, either new clinical endpoints or intermediate
endpoints of impaired function need to be identified and related to
status indicators.

The depletion-repletion research paradigms and balance studies,
although not ideal, are still probably the best approach to deter-
mining requirements for many of the trace minerals. However, these
studies should be designed to meet three important criteria:

1. An indicator of nutrient status is needed for which a cutoff
point has been identified, below which nutrient status is documented
to be impaired. (In the case of manganese, serum manganese con-
centrations appear to be sensitive to large variations in manganese
intake; however, there is a lack of information to indicate that this
indicator reflects manganese status.)

2. The depletion and repletion periods and balance studies should
be sufficiently long to allow a new steady state to be reached. For
iodine and chromium, long-term balance studies are lacking. Study
design should allow examination of the effects of initial status on
response to maintenance or depletion-repletion.

3. Repletion regimen intakes should bracket the expected EAR
intake to assess the EAR more accurately and to allow for a measure
of variance. In addition, an accurate assessment of variance requires
a sufficient number of subjects.

A relatively new and increasingly popular approach to determin-
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ing requirements is kinetic modeling of body pools, using steady-
state compartmental analyses. This approach is unlikely to supplant
depletion-repletion studies because it suffers from a number of
drawbacks. Several assumptions that cannot be tested experimentally
are often needed, and the numbers obtained for body pool sizes are
inherently imprecise. Even if accurate assessments of body pools
were possible and were obtained, such information would be useful
in setting a requirement only if one could establish the body pool
size at which functional deficiency occurs. The amount needed for
restoration of biochemical status indicators to baseline values is not
necessarily equivalent to the requirement for the nutrient.

For many of the nutrients under review, useful data are seriously
lacking for setting requirements for infants, children, adolescents,
pregnant and lactating women, and the elderly. Studies should use
graded levels of nutrient intake and a combination of response in-
dexes, and they should consider other points raised above. For some
of these nutrients, studies should examine whether the requirement
varies substantially by trimester of pregnancy. Data are lacking about
gender issues with respect to metabolism and requirements of these
nutrients.

More information is needed on the vitamin A activity of caro-
tenoids from plant foods and mixed meals, including meat. Field
trials, studying the vitamin A efficacy of plant foods, are needed in
which preformed vitamin A (positive control) is used at a supple-
mentation level equivalent to plant food interventions. Assessment
of the bioconversion and retinol molar equivalency ratio of caro-
tenoids has mostly been conducted on single foods, rather than on
a mixture of fruits and vegetables. Newer methods, such as stable
isotopic methods, to evaluate the bioconversion of provitamin A
carotenoids to vitamin A are encouraged. With such data, more
information can be obtained about the relative contribution of
dietary provitamin A carotenoids and dietary preformed vitamin A
to vitamin A nutrition.

Further research is needed to evaluate the impact of non-
nutritional factors on nutrient indicators. Evidence from national
survey data provided in this report suggests that body mass index
and plasma glucose concentration are positively correlated with
indicators of iron status. Such non-nutritional factors may markedly
affect the interpretation of the survey data for certain subpopula-
tions where the prevalence of non-nutritional factors is high.

There is increasing evidence to suggest that the interaction be-
tween many of these nutrients and other food components affect
nutrient absorption and metabolic utilization (bioavailability), but
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these interactions are not well understood in relation to the mainte-
nance of normal nutritional status. These interactions may affect
the dietary requirement for one or more of the nutrients.

Role of Nutrients in Human Health

There is evidence that arsenic, boron, nickel, silicon, and vanadium
have a role in some physiological processes in some species, and for
boron, silicon, and vanadium, measurable responses of human sub-
jects to variation in dietary intake have been demonstrated. How-
ever, the available data are not as extensive and the responses are
not as consistently observed as they are for the other micronutrients.
Therefore, further research is needed to evaluate the metabolic
role of these five trace minerals in human health.

Methodology

For some micronutrients, serious limitations exist in the methods
available to analyze laboratory values indicative of micronutrient
status or to determine the micronutrient content of foods, or both.
Furthermore, the standardization of indicators in relation to func-
tional outcome is needed. These methodological limitations have
slowed progress in conducting or interpreting studies of nutrient
requirements. Because of the difficulty in measuring chromium in
food samples, data on chromium intake in North America are lim-
ited. There is a need for further standardization of thyroid volume
and urinary iodine excretion to varying levels of iodine consump-
tion. Further studies are needed for identifying the best indicator
for assessing the effect of iron deficiency anemia on cognitive devel-
opment.

Potential sources of error in self-reported intake data include
underreporting of portion sizes and frequency of intake, omission
of foods, and inaccuracies related to the use of food composition
tables. At the current time, a method for adjusting intakes based on
underreporting is not available and much work is needed to develop
an acceptable method.

Relationships of Intake to Chronic Disease

There are major gaps in knowledge linking the intake of some
micronutrients and the prevention and retardation of certain chronic
diseases common in North America. Although a number of studies
have been conducted to evaluate the role of vitamin K in mainte-
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nance of bone health, its role is still not well understood. A number
of studies have demonstrated a beneficial effect of chromium on
insulin action and circulating glucose levels; however, further infor-
mation is needed to relate the intake of chromium to the preven-
tion and reversal of diabetes. Although information on vitamin K
and chromium is insufficient, even less information is available for
the other nutrients, and therefore EARs are based on indicators
other than functional ones.

Adverse Effects

Considering these micronutrients as a group, only a few studies
have been conducted that were explicitly designed to address ad-
verse effects of chronic high intake. For four nutrients—vitamin K,
arsenic, chromium, and silicon—data were insufficient to set a Tolera-
ble Upper Intake Level (UL). Because of insufficient human data,
the UL for three nutrients—boron, molybdenum, and vanadium—
were based on animal data. Thus, information on which to base a
UL is extremely limited for some micronutrients.

THE RESEARCH AGENDA

Five major types of information gaps were noted: (1) a lack of
data demonstrating a role of some of these nutrients in human
health, (2) a dearth of studies designed specifically to estimate aver-
age requirements in presumably healthy humans, (3) a lack of data
on the nutrient needs of infants, children, adolescents, the elderly,
and pregnant women, (4) a lack of studies to determine the role of
these nutrients in reducing the risk of certain chronic diseases, and
(5) a lack of studies designed to detect adverse effects of chronic
high intakes of these nutrients.

Highest priority is given to research that has the potential to pre-
vent or retard human disease processes and to prevent deficiencies
with functional consequences. The following four areas for research
were assigned the highest priority (other research recommenda-
tions are found at the ends of Chapters 4 through 13):

• studies to identify and further understand the functional (e.g.,
cognitive function, regulation of insulin, bone health, and immune
function) and biochemical endpoints that reflect sufficient and in-
sufficient body stores of these micronutrients;

• studies to further identify and quantify the effect of interactions
between nutrients and interactions between micronutrients and
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other food components, the food matrix, food processing, and age
on nutrient bioavailability and therefore dietary requirement;

• studies to further investigate the roles of arsenic, boron, nickel,
silicon, and vanadium in human health; and

• studies to investigate the influence of non-nutritional factors
(e.g., body mass index, glucose intolerance, infection) on the bio-
chemical indicators for micronutrients such as iron and vitamin A
that are currently measured by U.S. and Canadian nutritional sur-
veys.

Because of a lack of sufficient data, a Tolerable Upper Intake
Level (UL) could not be established for vitamin K, arsenic, chromium,
and silicon. Furthermore, there was a lack of data from humans to
establish a UL for boron, molybdenum, and vanadium, and there-
fore a UL was based on animal data. Thus, research is needed con-
cerning the ULs for these micronutrients. However, it was con-
cluded that higher priority should be given to the areas listed above
because of low suspicion of toxicity at intakes consumed from food
and supplements in the United States and Canada.
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A
Origin and Framework of the

Development of Dietary
Reference Intakes

This report is one in a series of publications resulting from the
comprehensive effort being undertaken by the Food and Nutrition
Board’s (FNB) Standing Committee on the Scientific Evaluation of
Dietary Reference Intakes (DRI Committee) and its panels and sub-
committees.

ORIGIN

This initiative began in June 1993, when the FNB organized a
symposium and public hearing entitled “Should the Recommended
Dietary Allowances Be Revised?” Shortly thereafter, to continue its
collaboration with the larger nutrition community on the future of
the Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs), the FNB took two
major steps: (1) it prepared, published, and disseminated the con-
cept paper “How Should the Recommended Dietary Allowances Be
Revised?” (IOM, 1994), which invited comments regarding the pro-
posed concept, and (2) it held several symposia at nutrition-focused
professional meetings to discuss the FNB’s tentative plans and to
receive responses to this initial concept paper. Many aspects of the
conceptual framework of the DRIs came from the United King-
dom’s Dietary Reference Values for Food Energy and Nutrients for the United
Kingdom report (COMA, 1991).

The five general conclusions presented in the FNB’s 1994 con-
cept paper are:
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1. Sufficient new information has accumulated to support a
reassessment of the RDAs.

2. Where sufficient data for efficacy and safety exist, reduction in
the risk of chronic degenerative disease is a concept that should be
included in the formulation of future recommendations.

3. Upper levels of intake should be established where data exist
regarding risk of toxicity.

4. Components of food of possible benefit to health, although not
meeting the traditional concept of a nutrient, should be reviewed,
and if adequate data exist, reference intakes should be established.

5. Serious consideration must be given to developing a new for-
mat for presenting future recommendations.

Subsequent to the symposium and the release of the concept
paper, the FNB held workshops at which invited experts discussed
many issues related to the development of nutrient-based reference
values, and FNB members have continued to provide updates and
engage in discussions at professional meetings. In addition, the FNB
gave attention to the international uses of the earlier RDAs and the
expectation that the scientific review of nutrient requirements
should be similar for comparable populations.

Concurrently, Health Canada and Canadian scientists were re-
viewing the need for revision of the Recommended Nutrient Intakes
(RNIs) (Health Canada, 1990). Consensus following a symposium
for Canadian scientists cosponsored by the Canadian National Insti-
tute of Nutrition and Health Canada in April 1995 was that the
Canadian government should pursue the extent to which involve-
ment with the developing FNB process would be of benefit to both
Canada and the United States in terms of leading toward harmoni-
zation.

Based on extensive input and deliberations, the FNB initiated
action to provide a framework for the development and possible
international harmonization of nutrient-based recommendations
that would serve, where warranted, for all of North America. To this
end, in December 1995, the FNB began a close collaboration with
the government of Canada and took action to establish the DRI
Committee. It is hoped that representatives from Mexico will join in
future deliberations.

THE CHARGE TO THE COMMITTEE

In 1995, the DRI Committee was appointed to oversee and con-
duct this project. The DRI Committee devised a plan involving the
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work of seven or more expert nutrient group panels and two over-
arching subcommittees (Figure A-1). The process described below,
used to develop this report, is expected to be used for subsequent
reports.

The Panel on Micronutrients, composed of experts on those
nutrients, was appointed in January 1999.  It was responsible to
(1) review the scientific literature concerning micronutrients and
selected components of foods that may influence the bioavailability
of these nutrients; (2) develop dietary reference levels of intake for
the selected dietary micronutrients that are compatible with good
nutrition throughout the lifespan and that may decrease risk of
developmental abnormalities and chronic disease; (3) address the
safety of high intakes of these dietary micronutrients and, when
appropriate, determine tolerable upper intake limits; and (4) iden-
tify a research agenda to provide a basis for public policy decisions
related to recommended intakes and ways to achieve those intakes.

The panel was charged with analyzing the literature, evaluating
possible criteria or indicators of adequacy, and providing substan-
tive rationales for their choices of each criterion. Using the criterion

FIGURE A-1 Dietary Reference Intakes project structure.
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chosen for each stage of the lifespan, the panel estimated the aver-
age requirement for each nutrient or food component reviewed,
where adequate data were available. As the panel members reviewed
data on Tolerable Upper Intake Levels (ULs), they also interacted
with the Subcommittee on Upper Reference Levels, which assisted
the panel in applying the risk assessment model (see Chapter 3) to
each selected nutrient. The DRI values in this report are a product
of the joint efforts of the DRI Committee, the Panel on Micronutri-
ents, the Subcommittee on Upper Reference Levels of Nutrients,
and the Subcommittee on Interpretation and Uses of Dietary Refer-
ence Intakes.
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TABLE C-1  Mean and Percentiles for One-Day Intake of
α-Carotene (µg/day) from Food, NHANES III (1988–1994)

C
Dietary Intake Data from the

Third National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey

(NHANES III), 1988–1994

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 793 359 0 0 0
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 589 0 1 6
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 221 1 2 6
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 207 1 3 9
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 343 1 3 8
M 14 to 18 y 909 239 0 <1 8
M 19 to 30 y 1,902 425 <1 2 9
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 457 <1 2 10
M 51 to 70 y 1,942 582 <1 2 13
M 71+ y 1,255 535 <1 3 13
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 307 1 1 7
F 14 to 18 y 949 203 0 1 4
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 246 <1 1 7
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 468 <1 2 10
F 51 to 70 y 2,065 592 1 3 15
F 71+ y 1,368 588 1 4 14
F Pregnant 346 376 1 3 9
F Lactating 99 417 1 2 10
All Individuals 28,575 407 <1 2 9
All Indiv (+P/L) 29,015 406 <1 2 9
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continued

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0 0 3 210 1,107 2,066 3,894
1 6 91 638 1,596 3,194 5,417
2 6 17 56 655 1,376 3,443
3 9 22 58 366 1,190 3,443
3 8 25 68 291 1,202 5,846

<1 8 29 76 257 1,638 4,476
2 9 39 128 1,386 2,355 7,207
2 10 51 191 1,457 2,464 6,620
2 13 58 308 2,028 3,174 6,053
3 13 51 262 1,681 3,135 5,758
1 7 19 60 400 1,719 5,171
1 4 21 58 295 1,348 2,927
1 7 29 97 567 1,327 3,718
2 10 44 208 1,460 2,712 6,960
3 15 59 354 1,823 3,240 7,427
4 14 58 488 2,250 3,266 4,966
3 9 41 166 1,175 1,836 6,735
2 10 43 111 483 2,132 6,735
2 9 36 144 1,184 2,416 5,689
2 9 36 144 1,184 2,389 5,689
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NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1.  Estimates represent the unadjusted distribution of the intake
reported per individual (the distribution of the data does not meet the assumptions of
the Iowa State University method, i.e., the C-Side program).  The mean and percentiles
for all distributions were calculated using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE. All sample weights
greater than 40,000 were truncated to 40,000 to reduce the influence of extreme intake
patterns. Food composition data are from the NDS-R Food and Nutrient Database,
Version 30, 1999, Nutrition Coordinating Center, University of Minnesota. Infants and
children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable” pregnancy and

TABLE C-1  Continued

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 1st 5th 10th
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5th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on pregnancy
and lactating status were excluded from all analyses. Females who were both
pregnant and lactating were included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories.
The sample sizes for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their
estimates of usual intake distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000, Revised.
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TABLE C-2  Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of
β-Carotene (µg/day) from Food, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 793 1,159 1 1 6
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 1,950 42 79 236
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 1,020 75 110 198
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 1,722 1,037 1,148 1,362
     Standard error 353 174 202 256
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 1,694 461 575 839
     Standard error 499 89 124 206
M 14 to 18 y 909 1,420 492 600 833
     Standard error 190 51 67 101
M 19 to 30 y 1,902 2,146 726 885 1,231
     Standard error 164 63 71 88
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 2,299 736 913 1,306
     Standard error 139 48 54 69
M  51 to 70 y 1,942 2,622 826 1,026 1,470
     Standard error 163 73 82 100
M 71+ y 1,255 2,733 800 1,009 1,479
     Standard error 166 64 72 91
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 1,826 584 720 1,023
     Standard error 667 141 186 296
F 14 to 18 y 949 1,183 411 502 700
     Standard error 124 35 44 64
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 1,595 538 660 929
     Standard error 169 38 50 78
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 2,144 763 929 1,289
     Standard error 100 46 49 57
F 51 to 70 y 2,065 2,665 931 1,141 1,598
     Standard error 336 64 71 100
F 71+ y 1,368 2,634 983 1,196 1,653
     Standard error 133 65 72 91
Pregnant 346 1,531 654 778 1,031
     Standard error 217 112 138 178
Lactating 99 1,568 789 900 1,121
     Standard error 425 147 176 239
All Individuals 28,575 1,985 617 774 1,110
     Standard error 45 23 25 29
All Indiv (+P/L) 29,015 1,978 615 771 1,106
     Standard error 44 23 25 29

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1. The intake distributions for 2–6 months, 7–12 months, and 1–3
years of age are unadjusted. Means and percentiles for these groups were computed
using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE. For all other groups, data were adjusted using the Iowa
State University method. Mean, standard errors, and percentiles were obtained using C-
Side. Standard errors were estimated via jackknife replication. Each standard error has
49 degrees of freedom. Food composition data are from the NDS-R Food and Nutrient
Database, Version 30, 1999, Nutrition Coordinating Center, University of Minnesota.
Infants and children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
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pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses. Females who were both
pregnant and lactating were included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories.
The sample sizes for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their
estimates of usual intake distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

1 6 77 1,274 4,240 6,658 10,365
79 236 711 2,166 5,684 7,974 13,208

110 198 411 931 2,279 3,920 8,583
1,148 1,362 1,649 2,001 2,386 2,653 3,247

202 256 332 426 531 606 777
575 839 1,300 2,069 3,218 4,230 7,173
124 206 353 612 1,030 1,420 2,630
600 833 1,201 1,749 2,484 3,082 4,670
67 101 153 236 358 466 778

885 1,231 1,793 2,663 3,831 4,759 7,101
71 88 124 199 321 429 728

913 1,306 1,942 2,886 4,110 5,068 7,479
54 69 103 170 288 409 848

1,026 1,470 2,199 3,302 4,741 5,861 8,603
82 100 134 198 297 381 596

1,009 1,479 2,261 3,457 5,029 6,262 9,334
72 91 134 213 335 448 794

720 1,023 1,519 2,269 3,278 4,099 6,278
186 296 495 834 1,350 1,810 3,190
502 700 1,014 1,472 2,062 2,523 3,692
44 64 96 154 260 370 737

660 929 1,359 1,989 2,805 3,447 5,083
50 78 128 214 338 444 739

929 1,289 1,857 2,678 3,713 4,502 6,414
49 57 78 129 205 266 428

1,141 1,598 2,317 3,339 4,612 5,580 7,943
71 100 186 400 811 1,230 2,560

1,196 1,653 2,351 3,304 4,431 5,250 7,138
72 91 123 168 224 266 379

778 1,031 1,388 1,866 2,456 2,902 3,972
138 178 204 258 368 468 760
900 1,121 1,435 1,862 2,391 2,798 3,812
176 239 348 530 800 1,040 1,700
774 1,110 1,665 2,491 3,580 4,444 6,641
25 29 40 55 78 100 167

771 1,106 1,659 2,483 3,567 4,428 6,614
25 29 39 54 76 97 161
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TABLE C-3  Mean and Percentiles for One-Day Intake of
β-Cryptoxanthin (µg/day) from Food, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 793 18 0 0 0
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 43 0 1 8
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 83 0 1 4
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 84 0 1 3
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 101 0 0 3
M 14 to 18 y 909 121 0 1 3
M 19 to 30 y 1,902 136 0 1 4
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 117 0 1 5
M 51 to 70 y 1,942 122 0 1 4
M 71+ y 1,255 135 0 1 4
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 94 0 0 3
F 14 to 18 y 949 88 0 0 3
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 98 0 0 3
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 84 0 1 3
F 51–70 y 2,065 107 0 1 4
F 71+ y 1,368 105 0 1 5
F Pregnant 346 159 1 2 6
F Lactating 99 172 0 1 16
All Individuals 28,575 104 0 1 4
All Indiv (+P/L) 29,015 105 0 1 4

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1.  Estimates represent the unadjusted distribution of the intake
reported per individual (the distribution of the data does not meet the assumptions of
the Iowa State University method, i.e., the C-Side program).  The mean and percentiles
for all distributions were calculated using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE. All sample weights
greater than 40,000 were truncated to 40,000 to reduce the influence of extreme intake
patterns. Food composition data are from the NDS-R Food and Nutrient Database,
Version 30, 1999, Nutrition Coordinating Center, University of Minnesota. Infants and
children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable” pregnancy and
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10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0 0 7 23 45 65 177
1 8 23 51 103 143 258
1 4 39 113 213 326 544
1 3 27 120 239 337 596
0 3 20 139 263 373 662
1 3 14 167 334 463 1,376
1 4 19 177 392 556 1,262
1 5 27 152 326 476 982
1 4 34 160 312 442 892
1 4 39 154 278 384 1,336
0 3 23 147 266 344 787
0 3 13 92 266 422 836
0 3 13 118 260 421 1,009
1 3 18 100 245 357 738
1 4 41 157 266 383 715
1 5 52 153 273 345 635
2 6 46 184 367 813 1,357
1 16 91 179 474 1,003 1,003
1 4 24 134 277 410 830
1 4 24 135 279 413 850

lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on pregnancy
and lactating status were excluded from all analyses. Females who were both
pregnant and lactating were included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories.
The sample sizes for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their
estimates of usual intake distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000, Revised.
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TABLE C-4  Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Lutein
and Zeaxanthin (µg/day) from Food, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 793 457 0 0 1
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 790 60 98 214
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 927 159 217 365
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 1,277 530 616 801
     Standard error 93 24 32 48
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 1,330 674 770 960
     Standard error 68 30 38 52
M 14 to 18 y 909 1,418 693 801 1,016
     Standard error 84 39 45 57
M 19 to 30 y 1,902 2,032 881 1,040 1,366
     Standard error 353 71 95 126
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 2,192 929 1,097 1,443
     Standard error 151 57 70 94
M  51 to 70 y 1,942 2,264 880 1,046 1,405
     Standard error 110 29 36 51
M 71+ y 1,255 2,088 788 937 1,261
     Standard error 132 44 52 72
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 1,280 569 668 866
     Standard error 306 72 70 135
F 14 to 18 y 949 1,162 448 526 699
     Standard error 102 34 37 57
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 1,704 532 645 906
     Standard error 243 19 30 65
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 2,013 690 848 1,185
     Standard error 102 32 39 55
F  51 to 70 y 2,065 1,960 691 840 1,167
     Standard error 96 24 29 43
F 71+ y 1,368 1,921 675 817 1,130
     Standard error 108 26 33 50
Pregnant 346 1,455 649 754 973
     Standard error 132 50 60 80
Lactating 99 1,850 958 1,098 1,373
     Standard error 277 144 171 220
All Individuals 28,575 1,719 583 714 1,004
     Standard error 49 13 16 23
All Indiv (+P/L) 29,015 1,712 581 712 1,001
     Standard error 44 11 14 20

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1. The intake distributions for 2–6 months, 7–12 months, and 1–3
years of age are unadjusted. Means and percentiles for these groups were computed
using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE. For all other groups, data were adjusted using the Iowa
State University method. Mean, standard errors, and percentiles were obtained using C-
Side. Standard errors were estimated via jackknife replication. Each standard error has
49 degrees of freedom. Food composition data are from the NDS-R Food and Nutrient
Database, Version 30, 1999, Nutrition Coordinating Center, University of Minnesota.
Infants and children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
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pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses. Females who were both
pregnant and lactating were included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories.
The sample sizes for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their
estimates of usual intake distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0 1 94 353 1,083 2,407 5,703
98 214 398 832 1,512 2,788 5,673

217 365 624 1,068 1,823 2,572 7,542
616 801 1,099 1,537 2,135 2,625 3,965
32 48 74 119 190 261 471

770 960 1,228 1,583 2,009 2,328 3,099
38 52 65 84 113 138 217

801 1,016 1,317 1,707 2,159 2,487 3,247
45 57 76 104 144 179 284

1,040 1,366 1,839 2,469 3,240 3,834 5,342
95 126 234 554 880 1,090 1,700

1,097 1,443 1,957 2,669 3,560 4,251 5,986
70 94 130 186 269 339 539

1,046 1,405 1,966 2,776 3,825 4,656 6,800
36 51 83 140 228 308 543

937 1,261 1,778 2,552 3,590 4,430 6,649
52 72 107 168 260 342 582

668 866 1,152 1,544 2,038 2,426 3,408
70 135 298 430 547 669 1,210

526 699 993 1,421 1,989 2,452 3,700
37 57 79 128 210 292 608

645 906 1,353 2,071 3,111 4,026 6,743
30 65 142 296 558 819 1,730

848 1,185 1,712 2,486 3,514 4,346 6,541
39 55 82 127 199 266 473

840 1,167 1,684 2,437 3,404 4,161 6,077
29 43 65 111 226 363 857

817 1,130 1,634 2,381 3,359 4,133 6,124
33 50 82 137 228 320 626

754 973 1,306 1,767 2,335 2,764 3,811
60 80 113 166 243 311 502

1,098 1,373 1,750 2,217 2,730 3,087 3,874
171 220 278 340 406 457 593
714 1,004 1,466 2,144 3,021 3,711 5,470
16 23 36 61 99 133 231

712 1,001 1,461 2,135 3,007 3,694 5,442
14 20 32 55 91 123 218
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TABLE C-5  Mean and Percentiles for One-Day Intake of
Lycopene (µg/day) from Food, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 793 164 0 0 0
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 1,873 0 0 0
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 5,278 0 0 0
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 6,951 0 0 23
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 10,111 0 0 242
M 14 to 18 y 909 11,547 0 0 133
M 19 to 30 y 1,902 12,656 0 0 511
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 9,882 0 0 0
M 51 to 70 y 1,942 6,635 0 0 0
M 71+ y 1,255 6,666 0 0 0
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 8,262 0 0 0
F 14 to 18 y 949 7,980 0 0 0
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 7,438 0 0 0
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 5,972 0 0 0
F 51 to 70 y 2,065 5,388 0 0 0
F 71+ y 1,368 4,332 0 0 0
F Pregnant 346 8,713 0 0 696
F Lactating 99 9,513 0 0 1,625
All Individuals 28,575 7,753 0 0 0
All Indiv (+P/L) 29,015 7,774 0 0 0

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1.  Estimates represent the unadjusted distribution of the intake
reported per individual (the distribution of the data does not meet the assumptions of
the Iowa State University method, i.e., the C-Side program).  The mean and percentiles
for all distributions were calculated using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE. All sample weights
greater than 40,000 were truncated to 40,000 to reduce the influence of extreme intake
patterns. Food composition data are from the NDS-R Food and Nutrient Database,
Version 30, 1999, Nutrition Coordinating Center, University of Minnesota. Infants and
children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable” pregnancy and
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10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0 0 0        0 188 666 2,707
0 0 0 780 7,520 11,481 21,577
0 0 1,361 6,366 16,629 23,756 43,262
0 23 2,902 9,125 19,566 30,234 52,255
0 242 4,301 12,771 24,775 41,509 89,687
0 133 5,211 15,355 30,456 38,538 123,299
0 511 5,079 16,000 33,447 47,460 110,395
0 0 2,902 11,832 29,126 46,342 76,642
0 0 1,625 6,853 19,600 30,456 60,917
0 0 1,376 5,627 20,557 29,938 83,429
0 0 2,902 11,482 23,962 34,292 50,216
0 0 2,902 10,179 20,804 31,449 72,465
0 0 2,420 9,709 20,760 29,933 62,806
0 0 1,836 7,053 15,350 28,061 57,600
0 0 1,361 4,877 15,741 27,594 47,917
0 0 842 3,409 13,084 22,550 52,255
0 696 3,802 13,467 25,101 27,943 71,038
0 1,625 3,969 12,058 33,520 37,942 48,076
0 0 2,141 9,152 22,290 33,325 65,522
0 0 2,167 9,226 22,398 33,325 65,517

lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on pregnancy
and lactating status were excluded from all analyses. Females who were both
pregnant and lactating were included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories.
The sample sizes for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their
estimates of usual intake distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000, Revised.
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TABLE C-6  Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Retinol
(µg/day) from Food, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 793 530 220 297 417
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 515 198 246 345
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 496 83 139 245
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 610 423 459 523
     Standard error 15 10 11 13
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 673 291 348 462
     Standard error 23 11 13 15
M 14 to 18 y 909 689 248 309 437
     Standard error 36 16 19 24
M 19 to 30 y 1,902 598 199 241 346
     Standard error 36 9 14 16
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 636 206 260 376
     Standard error 31 9 11 15
M  51 to 70 y 1,942 682 216 277 410
     Standard error 40 14 17 24
M 71+ y 1,255 658 229 281 395
     Standard error 35 13 14 17
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 576 227 279 373
     Standard error 34 18 22 25
F 14 to 18 y 949 440 147 186 269
     Standard error 22 10 12 16
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 429 141 177 255
     Standard error 19 7 9 11
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 441 146 179 254
     Standard error 19 4 7 8
F  51 to 70 y 2,065 527 159 192 274
     Standard error 40 7 10 17
F 71+ y 1,368 543 188 231 324
     Standard error 41 9 9 19
Pregnant 346 600 233 282 387
     Standard error 132 23 25 32
Lactating 99 931 480 577 733
     Standard error 134 125 158 176
All Individuals 28,575 547 216 263 361
     Standard error 8 4 4 5
All Indiv (+P/L) 29,015 550 217 264 362
     Standard error 8 4 4 6

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1. The intake distributions for 2–6 months, 7–12 months, and 1–3
years of age are unadjusted. Means and percentiles for these groups were computed
using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE. For all other groups, data were adjusted using the Iowa
State University method. Mean, standard errors, and percentiles were obtained using C-
Side. Standard errors were estimated via jackknife replication. Each standard error has
49 degrees of freedom. Food composition data are from the NDS-R Food and Nutrient
Database, Version 30, 1999, Nutrition Coordinating Center, University of Minnesota.
Infants and children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
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pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses. Females who were both
pregnant and lactating were included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories.
The sample sizes for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their
estimates of usual intake distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

297 417 523 641 744 881 1,175
246 345 481 632 785 906 1,424
139 245 404 602 836 1,058 2,069
459 523 602 687 771 823 929
11 13 15 17 20 22 27

348 462 619 823 1,063 1,238 1,645
13 15 20 30 44 57 92

309 437 624 869 1,150 1,351 1,802
19 24 32 45 65 82 128

241 346 534 763 1,039 1,231 1,707
14 16 35 53 85 91 166

260 376 557 807 1,109 1,333 1,863
11 15 24 39 63 83 138

277 410 607 862 1,160 1,395 2,040
17 24 37 58 184 223 270

281 395 571 818 1,130 1,378 2,031
14 17 26 44 75 108 219

279 373 526 711 946 1,089 1,502
22 25 29 53 118 99 286

186 269 393 559 752 892 1,212
12 16 21 28 38 49 81

177 255 378 545 742 888 1,245
9 11 19 25 38 48 83

179 254 383 551 779 935 1,366
7 8 15 23 55 64 148

192 274 428 655 969 1,243 1,951
10 17 25 49 102 140 316

231 324 468 673 937 1,149 1,716
9 19 29 61 99 139 317

282 387 540 746 990 1,169 1,591
25 32 49 118 321 581 1,620

577 733 895 1,079 1,314 1,503 1,974
158 176 140 133 184 228 387
263 361 502 684 889 1,034 1,358

4 5 7 10 14 17 26
264 362 505 688 895 1,041 1,368

4 6 8 10 14 18 26
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TABLE C-7  Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Total
Vitamin A (µg REa/day) from Food, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categoryb Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 793 755 318 381 493
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 893 298 362 516
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 691 149 213 351
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 849 585 632 719
     Standard error 32 20 22 27
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 965 404 477 628
     Standard error 46 15 18 26
M 14 to 18 y 909 950 381 462 629
     Standard error 49 24 28 36
M 19 to 30 y 1,902 1,005 377 463 638
     Standard error 58 20 21 44
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 1,111 387 470 652
     Standard error 62 12 16 24
M  51 to 70 y 1,942 1,146 415 512 713
     Standard error 46 17 22 30
M 71+ y 1,255 1,182 451 549 750
     Standard error 48 17 19 26
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 836 387 453 587
     Standard error 58 18 21 28
F 14 to 18 y 949 660 282 337 450
     Standard error 39 19 22 28
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 740 302 365 490
     Standard error 35 13 16 22
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 838 355 424 565
     Standard error 21 10 11 14
F  51 to 70 y 2,065 1,013 409 492 664
     Standard error 68 22 22 29
F 71+ y 1,368 1,040 460 542 710
     Standard error 41 17 20 24
Pregnant 346 947 423 497 648
     Standard error 156 44 63 106
Lactating 99 1,253 717 811 988
     Standard error 263 369 435 426
All Individuals 28,575 922 445 517 662
     Standard error 12 6 7 8
All Indiv (+P/L) 29,015 924 446 518 663
     Standard error 12 6 7 8

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1. The intake distributions for 2–6 months, 7–12 months, and 1–3
years of age are unadjusted. Means and percentiles for these groups were computed
using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE. For all other groups, data were adjusted using the Iowa
State University method. Mean, standard errors, and percentiles were obtained using C-
Side. Standard errors were estimated via jackknife replication. Each standard error has
49 degrees of freedom. Food composition data are from the NDS-R Food and Nutrient
Database, Version 30, 1999, Nutrition Coordinating Center, University of Minnesota.
Infants and children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
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pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses. Females who were both
pregnant and lactating were included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories.
The sample sizes for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their
estimates of usual intake distributions are not reliable.
a RE = retinol equivalents. 1 µg RE = 6 µg β-carotene and 12 µg α-carotene or β-
cryptoxanthin.
b M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

381 493 624 881 1,315 1,732 2,586
362 516 721 1,034 1,631 2,021 3,093
213 351 537 804 1,198 1,570 2,796
632 719 829 958 1,090 1,177 1,356
22 27 31 36 45 55 90

477 628 859 1,178 1,571 1,880 2,689
18 26 33 61 106 152 322

462 629 870 1,182 1,538 1,789 2,356
28 36 47 62 81 96 139

463 638 914 1,273 1,643 1,917 2,647
21 44 48 135 126 104 157

470 652 949 1,380 1,926 2,367 3,582
16 24 46 85 130 176 352

512 713 1,012 1,425 1,937 2,332 3,307
22 30 35 69 97 127 231

549 750 1,047 1,457 1,972 2,371 3,357
19 26 38 60 97 138 284

453 587 776 1,016 1,290 1,490 1,964
21 28 45 77 122 162 280

337 450 610 815 1,045 1,208 1,571
22 28 36 48 62 74 105

365 490 668 907 1,200 1,424 1,969
16 22 30 43 65 83 131

424 565 764 1,027 1,341 1,574 2,132
11 14 19 26 39 51 88

492 664 913 1,245 1,648 1,954 2,714
22 29 60 101 138 168 307

542 710 954 1,271 1,640 1,911 2,562
20 24 34 54 86 118 223

497 648 861 1,139 1,485 1,760 2,484
63 106 157 198 259 336 628

811 988 1,215 1,477 1,745 1,922 2,289
435 426 279 237 332 362 542
517 662 863 1,118 1,402 1,601 2,046

7 8 11 15 20 25 36
518 663 865 1,120 1,405 1,605 2,051

7 8 11 15 20 25 36
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TABLE C-8  Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Total
Vitamin A (µg RAEa/day) from Food, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categoryb Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 793 643 305 362 468
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 704 260 331 468
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 593 123 181 304
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 728 588 615 663
     Standard error 25 21 23 24
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 818 354 422 557
     Standard error 29 13 15 18
M 14 to 18 y 909 819 322 392 538
     Standard error 41 20 23 30
M 19 to 30 y 1,902 803 295 367 516
     Standard error 59 13 19 48
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 898 309 368 515
     Standard error 58 7 8 21
M  51 to 70 y 1,942 910 330 405 565
     Standard error 36 13 15 19
M 71+ y 1,255 909 360 435 587
     Standard error 33 13 14 17
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 706 323 381 497
     Standard error 44 16 21 28
F 14 to 18 y 949 549 228 275 371
     Standard error 30 15 18 22
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 583 236 287 388
     Standard error 24 9 12 16
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 640 266 320 428
     Standard error 23 12 9 9
F  51 to 70 y 2,065 771 299 361 491
     Standard error 43 12 15 20
F 71+ y 1,368 793 354 408 532
     Standard error 34 15 15 25
Pregnant 346 757 346 405 523
     Standard error 147 37 46 69
Lactating 99 1,094 603 686 845
     Standard error 217 270 333 343
All Individuals 28,575 733 343 402 521
     Standard error 9 4 5 6
All Indiv (+P/L) 29,015 736 344 404 523
     Standard error 9 4 5 6

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1. The intake distributions for 2–6 months, 7–12 months, and 1–3
years of age are unadjusted. Means and percentiles for these groups were computed
using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE. For all other groups, data were adjusted using the Iowa
State University method. Mean, standard errors, and percentiles were obtained using C-
Side. Standard errors were estimated via jackknife replication. Each standard error has
49 degrees of freedom. Food composition data are from the NDS-R Food and Nutrient
Database, Version 30, 1999, Nutrition Coordinating Center, University of Minnesota.
Infants and children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
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10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

362 468 590 761 1,009 1,170 1,587
331 468 636 841 1,144 1,338 1,930
181 304 484 707 1,014 1,259 2,131
615 663 722 787 850 890 968
23 24 25 26 27 30 38

422 557 746 996 1,301 1,530 2,081
15 18 24 35 58 81 149

392 538 749 1,023 1,333 1,553 2,048
23 30 39 51 70 87 133

367 516 744 1,024 1,292 1,487 2,028
19 48 47 163 140 90 121

368 515 759 1,104 1,584 1,964 3,002
8 21 42 71 141 198 392

405 565 811 1,141 1,523 1,818 2,602
15 19 29 48 77 107 209

435 587 810 1,117 1,500 1,794 2,517
14 17 24 41 71 101 191

381 497 660 863 1,086 1,244 1,614
21 28 37 57 88 116 208

275 371 507 681 877 1,015 1,322
18 22 28 37 48 57 83

287 388 530 717 943 1,112 1,517
12 16 22 31 45 57 92

320 428 583 795 1,030 1,191 1,583
9 9 24 31 96 113 125

361 491 685 959 1,281 1,516 2,125
15 20 31 57 101 132 218

408 532 716 967 1,264 1,493 2,068
15 25 23 41 89 125 299

405 523 691 916 1,188 1,394 1,893
46 69 111 170 308 483 1,190

686 845 1,054 1,299 1,555 1,725 2,085
333 343 233 191 260 289 484
402 521 687 894 1,123 1,283 1,636

5 6 8 11 15 19 28
404 523 689 897 1,128 1,288 1,644

5 6 8 11 15 19 28

pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses. Females who were both
pregnant and lactating were included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories.
The sample sizes for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their
estimates of usual intake distributions are not reliable.
a RAE = retinol activity equivalents. 1 µg RAE = 12 µg β-carotene and 24 µg α-carotene
or β-cryptoxanthin.
b M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.
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TABLE C-9 Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Total
Vitamin A (µg RAEa/day) from Supplements NHANES III
(1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categoryb Examined Mean SEMc 5th 10th

Both sexes, 1 to 8 y 1,677 804 51 193 323
Both sexes, 9 to 18 y 437 906 58 75 191
M 19+ years 1,041 1,304 38 145 250
F 19+ years 1,463 1,338 63 171 298
F Pregnant/Lactating 148 1,106 36 567d 854
All Individuals 4,618 1,185 35 150 293
All Indiv (+P/L) 4,766 1,182 33 150 294

NOTE: Means, standard errors, and percentiles were calculated with WesVar Complex
Samples 3.0. Children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
a RAE = retinol activity equivalents. 1 µg RAE = 12 µg β-carotene and 24 µg α-carotene
or β-cryptoxanthin.
b M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
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c SEM = standard error of the mean.
d These values are potentially unreliable in a statistical sense based on an insufficient
sample size as recommended in statistical reporting standards (Life Sciences Research
Office/Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 1995. Third Report
on Nutrition Monitoring in the United States. Washington, DC: US Government Printing
Office).
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 2000.

rcentile

h 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

3 323 438 721 745 1,439 1,482 2,511
5 191 431 751 1,437 1,492 1,676 3,713d

5 250 779 1,439 1,485 1,756 3,003 4,494d

1 298 818 1,422 1,501 1,531 2,543 4,120
7d 854 866 1,027 1,146 1,420 1,492d 2,894d

0 293 647 1,172 1,501 1,501 2,390 4,449
0 294 651 1,174 1,501 1,501 2,383 4,367
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TABLE C-10  Mean and Percentiles of Usual Intake of
Vitamin K (µg/day) from Food, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 793 62.6 19.8 29.8 41.4
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 53.1 6.7 9.3 20.9
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 38.7 5.3 8.3 14.3
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 59.2 32.0 36.0 44.0

Standard error 6.2 2.3 2.9 4.1
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 65.1 35.0 40.0 49.0

Standard error 3.6 1.7 1.6 1.8
M 14 to 18 y 909 79.4 43.0 49.0 60.0

Standard error 4.4 2.3 2.6 3.2
M 19 to 30 y 1,902 105.8 54.0 62.0 77.0

Standard error 12.6 2.4 2.9 5.1
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 125.4 63.0 72.0 91.0

Standard error 11.4 5.6 6.8 8.6
M 51 to 70 y 1,942 120.0 55.0 64.0 82.0

Standard error 8.5 3.4 4.2 5.7
M 71+ y 1,255 97.8 44.0 52.0 67.0

Standard error 8.1 3.8 4.4 5.7
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 63.4 27.0 31.0 41.0

Standard error 6.3 1.5 2.1 3.2
F 14 to 18 y 949 66.6 29.0 35.0 45.0

Standard error 3.6 1.6 2.0 2.7
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 98.0 32.0 40.0 56.0

Standard error 14.6 2.5 3.7 6.2
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 99.6 38.0 46.0 63.0

Standard error 3.3 1.2 1.4 2.0
F 51 to 70 y 2,065 97.2 36.0 44.0 60.0

Standard error 4.4 1.3 1.6 2.3
F 71+ y 1,368 93.8 32.0 39.0 55.0

Standard error 4.3 1.5 1.9 2.7
Pregnant 346 87.8 38.0 45.0 59.0

Standard error 12.5 5.7 7.7 10.3
Lactating 99 78.6 38.0 44.0 57.0

Standard error 11.1 6.1 7.4 9.8
Pregnant/Lactating 440 87.0 37.0 44.0 59.0

Standard error 8.5 4.1 5.4 6.9
All Individuals 28,575 93.9 38.0 45.0 60.0

Standard error 3.1 1.0 1.3 1.8
All Individuals (+P/L) 29,015 93.7 38.0 45.0 60.0

Standard error 3.0 1.0 1.3 1.7

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1. The intake distributions for 2–6 months, 7–12 months, and 1–3
years of age are unadjusted. Means and percentiles for these groups were computed
using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE. For all other groups, data were adjusted using the Iowa
State University method. Mean, standard errors, and percentiles were obtained using C-
Side. Standard errors were estimated via jackknife replication. Each standard error has
49 degrees of freedom. Food composition data are from the NDS-R Food and Nutrient
Database, Version 30, 1999, Nutrition Coordinating Center, University of Minnesota.
Infants and children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
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pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses. Females who were both
pregnant and lactating were included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories.
The sample sizes for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their
estimates of usual intake distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

29.8 41.4 54.2 71.9 99.1 119.8 274.2
9.3 20.9 45.1 67.0 95.5 119.2 246.2
8.3 14.3 25.8 44.1 77.1 111.9 308.7

36.0 44.0 55.0 70.0 87.0 101.0 132.0
2.9 4.1 5.6 7.7 10.5 12.9 18.5

40.0 49.0 61.0 77.0 95.0 108.0 139.0
1.6 1.8 2.7 4.4 7.6 10.8 22.1

49.0 60.0 75.0 94.0 116.0 131.0 166.0
2.6 3.2 4.1 5.3 7.0 8.3 11.7

62.0 77.0 98.0 126.0 158.0 183.0 241.0
2.9 5.1 10.2 17.5 26.0 32.5 51.3

72.0 91.0 117.0 150.0 189.0 217.0 282.0
6.8 8.6 10.6 13.1 16.9 20.9 34.8

64.0 82.0 109.0 145.0 189.0 223.0 303.0
4.2 5.7 7.7 10.5 14.2 17.2 25.1

52.0 67.0 89.0 119.0 155.0 181.0 243.0
4.4 5.7 7.6 10.1 13.0 15.3 22.3

31.0 41.0 56.0 77.0 104.0 125.0 181.0
2.1 3.2 4.9 7.7 12.2 16.3 28.4

35.0 45.0 60.0 81.0 106.0 125.0 174.0
2.0 2.7 3.4 4.5 6.4 8.4 14.5

40.0 56.0 82.0 121.0 173.0 217.0 340.0
3.7 6.2 10.9 19.7 31.2 41.6 77.5

46.0 63.0 88.0 123.0 167.0 201.0 288.0
1.4 2.0 2.8 4.1 6.2 8.2 14.3

44.0 60.0 85.0 121.0 165.0 200.0 284.0
1.6 2.3 3.5 5.6 8.9 11.9 20.3

39.0 55.0 79.0 116.0 165.0 204.0 308.0
1.9 2.7 3.8 5.4 8.8 13.4 31.7

45.0 59.0 80.0 107.0 140.0 166.0 229.0
7.7 10.3 11.7 13.3 17.8 24.7 52.9

44.0 57.0 74.0 95.0 119.0 136.0 172.0
7.4 9.8 12.5 14.4 14.7 14.5 18.7

44.0 59.0 79.0 106.0 139.0 164.0 225.0
5.4 6.9 7.8 9.2 12.7 17.6 37.5

45.0 60.0 83.0 115.0 155.0 186.0 264.0
1.3 1.8 2.6 3.8 5.9 8.0 14.7

45.0 60.0 83.0 115.0 155.0 186.0 263.0
1.3 1.7 2.5 3.7 5.8 7.8 14.5
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TABLE C-11  Mean and Percentiles of Usual Intake of Vitamin K
(µg/day) from Food and Supplements, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to  6 mo 793 62.6 19.8 29.8 41.2
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 53.1 6.8 9.5 23.4
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 38.9 6.2 8.9 14.7
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 59.5 32.5 36.1 44.1
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 65.7 35.2 39.7 48.9
M 14 to 18 y 909 80.3 42.4 50.0 60.3
M 19 to 30 y 1,902 107.8 56.2 62.9 78.4
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 126.9 64.6 74.4 92.1
M 51 to 70 y 1,942 122.3 56.2 64.5 85.0
M 71+ y 1,255 99.8 43.6 52.6 68.3
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 63.7 26.9 32.4 41.4
F 14 to 18 y 949 67.2 29.8 34.1 45.1
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 99.6 32.6 39.1 56.6
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 101.9 39.1 47.3 64.3
F 51 to 70 y 2,065 100.3 36.9 45.0 62.3
F 71+ y 1,368 97.3 33.7 40.5 57.0
Pregnant 346 88.4 38.2 45.6 59.9
Lactating 99 79.1 37.9 43.6 62.0
Pregnant/Lactating 440 87.4 36.4 44.4 60.2
All Individuals 28,575 95.5 38.5 45.7 61.5
All Individuals (+P/L) 29,015 95.3 38.5 45.7 61.4

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1. The intake distributions for 2–6 months, 7–12 months, and 1–3
years of age are unadjusted. Means and percentiles for these groups were computed
using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE. For all other groups, data were adjusted using the Iowa
State University method. Mean, standard errors, and percentiles were obtained using C-
Side. Standard errors were estimated via jackknife replication. Each standard error has
49 degrees of freedom. Food composition data are from the NDS-R Food and Nutrient
Database, Version 30, 1999, Nutrition Coordinating Center, University of Minnesota.
Infants and children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
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pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses. Females who were both
pregnant and lactating were included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories.
The sample sizes for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their
estimates of usual intake distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

29.8 41.2 53.7 71.9 98.3 115.8 227.4
9.5 23.4 46.2 66.5 96.5 121.3 278.5
8.9 14.7 25.9 43.9 77.7 107.9 241.2

36.1 44.1 55.0 70.2 88.4 97.9 137.7
39.7 48.9 62.1 77.8 94.3 112.4 138.3
50.0 60.3 76.5 96.5 116.3 131.0 162.3
62.9 78.4 101.1 129.1 160.4 181.3 233.8
74.4 92.1 118.6 151.1 189.3 217.2 296.3
64.5 85.0 110.7 146.7 191.1 229.9 316.5
52.6 68.3 92.7 119.0 153.8 182.8 249.1
32.4 41.4 56.7 77.8 102.3 126.3 173.8
34.1 45.1 60.4 82.1 105.9 122.4 176.1
39.1 56.6 82.3 128.0 173.1 211.5 367.0
47.3 64.3 90.2 126.3 167.1 201.4 290.4
45.0 62.3 87.4 125.9 168.0 195.7 286.0
40.5 57.0 82.5 121.7 168.9 202.5 328.5
45.6 59.9 79.5 110.6 137.1 169.7 249.4
43.6 62.0 72.3 94.8 114.1 123.7 206.9
44.4 60.2 79.2 107.8 139.6 165.1 239.5
45.7 61.5 85.0 116.9 158.2 186.6 264.2
45.7 61.4 84.9 116.8 157.7 185.6 262.8
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TABLE C-12  Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Boron
(mg/day) from Food, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 1st 5th 10th

Both sexes, 6 to 8 y 1,512 0.85 0.33 0.43 0.50
Standard error 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03

M 9 to 13 y 1,223 0.92 0.34 0.46 0.53
Standard error 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02

M 14 to 18 y 913 1.06 0.34 0.47 0.56
Standard error 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.03

M 19 to 30 y 1,906 1.29 0.47 0.63 0.72
Standard error 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.03

M 31 to 50 y 2,536 1.42 0.57 0.76 0.87
Standard error 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.03

M 51 to 70 y 1,946 1.42 0.59 0.77 0.87
Standard error 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02

M 71+ y 1,257 1.28 0.46 0.63 0.73
Standard error 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.03

F 9 to 13 y 1,241 0.84 0.33 0.43 0.50
Standard error 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.02

F 14 to 18 y 979 0.80 0.29 0.39 0.45
Standard error 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.02

F 19 to 30 y 1,975 0.92 0.33 0.44 0.51
Standard error 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03

F 31 to 50 y 2,993 1.19 0.49 0.64 0.73
Standard error 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.02

F 51 to 70 y 2,080 1.16 0.49 0.64 0.73
Standard error 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03

F 71+ y 1,370 1.03 0.42 0.55 0.63
Standard error 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02

Pregnant 348 1.13 0.39 0.53 0.62
Standard error 0.10 0.03 0.04 0.05

All Individuals 6+ 21,931 1.15 0.60 0.72 0.80
Standard error 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02

All Indiv 6+ (+P) 22,279 1.15 0.60 0.73 0.80
Standard error 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02

NOTE: Estimates were obtained using C-SIDE v1.02 (C-SIDE courtesy of Iowa State
University Statistical Laboratory). Standard errors were estimated via jackknife replica-
tion. Each standard error has 43 degrees of freedom.
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a M = male, F = female, P = pregnant.
SOURCE: C. Rainey, Nutrition Research Group, and A. Carriquiry, Iowa State Univer-
sity, 1999.

5th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.43 0.50 0.63 0.80 1.02 1.27 1.45 1.89
0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.18
0.46 0.53 0.68 0.86 1.09 1.38 1.59 2.10
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.14
0.47 0.56 0.73 0.98 1.30 1.67 1.93 2.54
0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.22
0.63 0.72 0.91 1.20 1.58 1.97 2.25 2.97
0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.15
0.76 0.87 1.08 1.35 1.67 2.05 2.34 3.01
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.14
0.77 0.87 1.08 1.34 1.68 2.05 2.32 2.95
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.14
0.63 0.73 0.94 1.20 1.53 1.91 2.20 2.88
0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.16
0.43 0.50 0.63 0.79 0.99 1.23 1.40 1.80
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.09
0.39 0.45 0.56 0.75 1.00 1.21 1.36 1.77
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.12
0.44 0.51 0.66 0.87 1.11 1.40 1.61 2.14
0.03 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.14
0.64 0.73 0.90 1.13 1.40 1.72 1.95 2.47
0.03 0.02 0.05 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.12
0.64 0.73 0.89 1.10 1.36 1.64 1.85 2.32
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.09
0.55 0.63 0.78 0.98 1.22 1.48 1.66 2.04
0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07
0.53 0.62 0.80 1.05 1.38 1.74 2.00 2.59
0.04 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.12 0.18 0.23 0.39
0.72 0.80 0.94 1.12 1.33 1.55 1.70 2.03
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.07
0.73 0.80 0.94 1.12 1.33 1.55 1.70 2.02
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.07
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TABLE C-13  Mean and Percentiles of Usual Intake of Boron
(mg/day) from Supplements, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean SEMb 5th 10th

Both sexes, 1 to 8 y 24 0.27c 0.08 0.01c 0.02c

Both sexes, 9 to 18 y 78 0.16 0.03 0.00c 0.01c

M 19+ y 521 0.17 0.01 0.02 0.04
F 19+ y 658 0.18 0.01 0.02 0.05
Pregnant/lactating 5 0.15c 0.00 0.13c 0.13c

All individuals 1,281 0.18 0.01 0.02 0.04
All individuals (+P/L) 1,286 0.18 0.01 0.02 0.04

NOTE: Means, standard errors, and percentiles were calculated with WesVar Complex
Samples 3.0. Children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
b SEM = standard error of the mean.

TABLE C-14  Mean and Percentiles of Usual Intake of Chromium
(µg/day) from Supplements, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean SEMb 5th 10th

Both sexes, 1 to 8 y 83 24.5 2.8 6.1c 10.1c

Both sexes, 9 to 18 y 129 18.3 2.5 0.6c 1.2c

M 19+ y 698 29.5 1.7 3.2 6.3
F 19+ y 915 30.0 1.6 4.4 7.7
F Pregnant/Lactating 33 23.7c 0.8 13.0c 14.3c

All Individuals 1,825 28.9 1.1 3.3 6.4
All Individuals (+P/L) 1,858 28.8 1.1 3.3 6.4

NOTE: Means, standard errors, and percentiles were calculated with WesVar Complex
Samples 3.0. Children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
b SEM = standard error of the mean.
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c These values are potentially unreliable in a statistical sense based on an insufficient
sample size as recommended in statistical reporting standards (Life Sciences Research
Office/Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 1995. Third Report
on Nutrition Monitoring in the United States. Washington, DC: US Government Printing
Office).
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 1999.

c These values are potentially unreliable in a statistical sense based on an insufficient
sample size as recommended in statistical reporting standards (Life Sciences Research
Office/Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 1995. Third Report
on Nutrition Monitoring in the United States. Washington, DC: US Government Printing
Office).
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 1999.

rcentile

h 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

1c 0.02c 0.08c 0.12c 0.28c 0.46c 0.65c 0.94c

0c 0.01c 0.03 0.12 0.14 0.30c 0.47c 1.01c

2 0.04 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.41 1.08c

2 0.05 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.47 1.01c

3c 0.13c 0.14c 0.14c 0.14c 0.15c 0.15c 0.15c

2 0.04 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.47 1.02c

2 0.04 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.47 1.02c

rcentile

h 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

1c 10.1c 14.7 17.6 22.1 40.2c 57.9c 97.1c

6c 1.2c 4.3 14.3 23.2 26.0c 45.9c 122.8c

2 6.3 13.8 22.7 24.7 48.5 100.0 204.1c

4 7.7 14.8 23.1 24.6 49.3 126.8 202.3c

0c 14.3c 18.4c 20.7c 23.0c 24.4c 24.9c 29.4c

3 6.4 14.7 23.0 24.6 48.7 100.0 200.9
3 6.4 14.7 23.0 24.6 48.5 100.0 200.4
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TABLE C-15  Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Copper
(mg/day) from Food, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 793 0.71 0.30 0.40 0.50
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 0.75 0.30 0.40 0.50
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 0.74 0.30 0.40 0.50
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 0.97 0.70 0.75 0.84

Standard error 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 1.24 0.86 0.93 1.06

Standard error 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02
M 14 to 18 y 909 1.50 0.86 0.97 1.17

Standard error 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04
M 19 to 30 y 1,902 1.70 0.96 1.08 1.32

Standard error 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 1.67 0.96 1.08 1.30

Standard error 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
M  51 to 70 y 1,942 1.54 0.86 0.97 1.19

Standard error 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
M 71+ y 1,255 1.33 0.75 0.85 1.03

Standard error 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 1.08 0.74 0.80 0.92

Standard error 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02
F 14 to 18 y 949 1.10 0.61 0.69 0.84

Standard error 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.04
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 1.17 0.67 0.75 0.91

Standard error 0.10 0.14 0.13 0.12
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 1.18 0.68 0.76 0.93

Standard error 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02
F  51 to 70 y 2,065 1.13 0.67 0.75 0.90

Standard error 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
F 71+ y 1,368 1.04 0.63 0.70 0.83

Standard error 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02
Pregnant 346 1.28 0.76 0.85 1.02

Standard error 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.04
Lactating 99 1.62 0.97 1.09 1.31

Standard error 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.10
All Individuals 28,575 1.30 0.72 0.82 0.99

Standard error 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04
All Indiv (+P/L) 29,015 1.30 0.72 0.82 1.00

Standard error 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1. The intake distributions for 2–6 months, 7–12 months, and 1–3
years of age are unadjusted. Means and percentiles for these groups were computed
using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE. For all other groups, data were adjusted using the Iowa
State University method. Mean, standard errors, and percentiles were obtained using C-
Side. Standard errors were estimated via jackknife replication. Each standard error has
49 degrees of freedom. Infants and children fed human milk and females who had
“blank but applicable” pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t
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know” to questions on pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
Females who were both pregnant and lactating were included in both the Pregnant and
Lactating categories. The sample sizes for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were
very small so their estimates of usual intake distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.40 0.50 0.70 0.90 1.00 1.20 1.50
0.40 0.50 0.70 0.90 1.10 1.30 1.70
0.40 0.50 0.70 0.90 1.10 1.30 1.90
0.75 0.84 0.96 1.09 1.21 1.29 1.46
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05
0.93 1.06 1.22 1.40 1.59 1.70 1.95
0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.06
0.97 1.17 1.44 1.76 2.09 2.32 2.80
0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.12
1.08 1.32 1.63 2.00 2.39 2.65 3.21
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.13
1.08 1.30 1.60 1.96 2.35 2.61 3.18
0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.11
0.97 1.19 1.47 1.81 2.18 2.43 2.97
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.11
0.85 1.03 1.27 1.57 1.88 2.10 2.56
0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.14
0.80 0.92 1.06 1.22 1.39 1.49 1.71
0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06
0.69 0.84 1.05 1.30 1.56 1.74 2.13
0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.12
0.75 0.91 1.12 1.37 1.64 1.83 2.24
0.13 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.17
0.76 0.93 1.14 1.39 1.65 1.83 2.20
0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.08
0.75 0.90 1.09 1.32 1.55 1.71 2.05
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07
0.70 0.83 1.01 1.21 1.43 1.57 1.86
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06
0.85 1.02 1.24 1.50 1.77 1.95 2.32
0.05 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.20
1.09 1.31 1.58 1.89 2.20 2.41 2.82
0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.17 0.19 0.24
0.82 0.99 1.24 1.54 1.86 2.09 2.58
0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.10
0.82 1.00 1.24 1.54 1.86 2.09 2.59
0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.10
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TABLE C-16  Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Copper
(mg/day) from Food and Supplements, NHANES III (1988–
1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 793 0.71 0.30 0.40 0.50
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 0.75 0.30 0.40 0.50
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 0.74 0.30 0.40 0.50
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 1.05 0.69 0.75 0.86
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 1.28 0.87 0.94 1.06
M 14 to 18 y 909 1.58 0.90 0.99 1.21
M 19 to 30 y 1,900 1.85 0.97 1.13 1.35
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 1.85 1.03 1.11 1.34
M  51 to 70 y 1,942 1.79 0.91 1.00 1.23
M 71+ y 1,255 2.20 0.77 0.94 1.09
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 1.13 0.74 0.81 0.92
F 14 to 18 y 949 1.15 0.64 0.73 0.88
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 1.32 0.65 0.74 0.97
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 1.45 0.75 0.83 0.97
F  51 to 70 y 2,065 1.45 0.64 0.81 0.95
F 71+ y 1,368 1.52 0.63 0.71 0.85
Pregnant 346 1.86 0.86 1.01 1.14
Lactating 99 2.14 0.97 1.12 1.46
All Individuals 28,575 1.49 0.77 0.85 1.01
All Indiv (+P/L) 29,015 1.50 0.77 0.85 1.01

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1. The intake distributions for 2–6 months, 7–12 months, and 1–3
years of age are unadjusted; the total nutrient intake is the sum of the unadjusted food
intake and the daily supplement intake. For all other groups, individual total nutrient
intakes were obtained as the sum of the adjusted individual usual intake from food
alone and the daily supplement intake. The mean and percentiles of the estimated
usual intake distributions were computed using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE. Infants and
children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable” pregnancy and
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lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on pregnancy and
lactating status were excluded from all analyses. Females who were both pregnant and
lactating were included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories. The sample sizes
for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their estimates of usual
intake distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.40 0.50 0.70 0.90 1.00 1.20 1.50
0.40 0.50 0.70 0.90 1.10 1.30 1.70
0.40 0.50 0.70 0.90 1.10 1.30 1.90
0.75 0.86 0.96 1.13 1.25 1.58 3.00
0.94 1.06 1.21 1.42 1.64 1.92 2.95
0.99 1.21 1.47 1.77 2.24 2.62 3.77
1.13 1.35 1.68 2.08 2.88 3.55 4.30
1.11 1.34 1.67 2.04 2.79 3.54 4.29
1.00 1.23 1.56 1.96 3.15 3.62 4.56
0.94 1.09 1.35 1.75 3.02 3.47 4.53
0.81 0.92 1.07 1.20 1.42 1.65 3.07
0.73 0.88 1.07 1.30 1.61 1.94 3.27
0.74 0.97 1.16 1.41 1.98 3.07 4.02
0.83 0.97 1.22 1.50 2.73 3.22 4.04
0.81 0.95 1.14 1.52 3.01 3.31 4.08
0.71 0.85 1.04 1.42 2.98 3.21 3.84
1.01 1.14 1.32 2.82 3.55 4.01 4.60
1.12 1.46 1.92 2.58 3.58 4.24 4.70
0.85 1.01 1.28 1.64 2.36 3.22 4.00
0.85 1.01 1.28 1.64 2.40 3.22 4.04
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TABLE C-17  Mean and Percentiles of Usual Intake of Iodine
(µg/day) from Supplements, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean SEMb 5th 10th

Both sexes, 1 to 8 y 289 117 8 19c 27
Both sexes, 9 to 18 y 154 94 8 5c 9
M 19+ y 749 126 4 18 36
F 19+ y 972 137 6 19 44
Pregnant/Lactating 63 158 4 76c 82c

All Individuals 2,164 129 3 16 34
All Individuals (+P/L) 2,227 130 3 17 35

NOTE: Means, standard errors, and percentiles were calculated with WesVar Complex
Samples 3.0. Children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
b SEM = standard error of the mean.
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c These values are potentially unreliable in a statistical sense based on an insufficient
sample size as recommended in statistical reporting standards (Life Sciences Research
Office/Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 1995. Third Report
on Nutrition Monitoring in the United States. Washington, DC: US Government Printing
Office).
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 1999.

rcentile

h 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

c 27 67 106 130 143 148c 563c
c 9 25 74 129 144 150c 288c

36 75 135 143 148 150 306c

44 103 142 146 149 152 304c
c 82c 99 128 155 169c 173c 260c

34 74 141 146 149 150 304
35 74 141 146 149 152 304
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TABLE C-18  Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Iron
(mg/day) from Food, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 793 16.29 4.30 6.70 10.80
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 15.80 3.20 5.30 9.00
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 10.36 3.60 4.60 6.50
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 13.14 7.90 8.70 10.40
     Standard error 0.18 0.14 0.15 0.16
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 16.51 9.70 10.90 13.00
     Standard error 0.39 0.23 0.24 0.28
M 14 to 18 y 909 20.03 10.30 11.60 14.10
     Standard error 1.35 0.34 0.40 0.42
M 19 to 30 y 1,902 19.06 10.60 11.90 14.20
     Standard error 0.57 0.34 0.33 0.32
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 18.99 10.50 11.80 14.40
     Standard error 0.34 0.17 0.18 0.21
M  51 to 70 y 1,942 18.19 9.60 10.90 13.40
     Standard error 0.41 0.20 0.21 0.23
M 71+ y 1,255 16.85 8.80 10.00 12.30
     Standard error 0.47 0.25 0.24 0.26
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 13.73 7.90 8.80 10.60
     Standard error 0.55 0.33 0.33 0.42
F 14 to 18 y 949 12.22 6.60 7.50 9.20
     Standard error 0.44 0.23 0.27 0.36
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 12.92 7.20 8.20 10.00
     Standard error 0.30 0.18 0.23 0.40
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 12.77 7.40 8.30 10.00
     Standard error 0.27 0.15 0.16 0.18
F  51 to 70 y 2,065 12.85 7.20 8.10 9.70
     Standard error 0.29 0.16 0.14 0.16
F 71+ y 1,368 13.06 7.20 8.20 10.00
     Standard error 0.32 0.38 0.37 0.44
Pregnant 346 15.34 9.00 10.20 12.20
     Standard error 0.75 0.52 0.53 0.58
Lactating 99 20.87 10.10 11.70 15.80
     Standard error 2.60 3.11 2.23 2.93
All Individuals 28,575 15.08 7.70 8.80 11.00
     Standard error 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.10
All Indiv (+P/L) 29,015 15.13 7.70 8.90 11.10
     Standard error 0.19 0.17 0.17 0.18

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1. The intake distributions for 2–6 months, 7–12 months, and 1–3
years of age are unadjusted. Means and percentiles for these groups were computed
using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE. For all other groups, data were adjusted using the Iowa
State University method. Mean, standard errors, and percentiles were obtained using C-
Side. Standard errors were estimated via jackknife replication. Each standard error has
49 degrees of freedom. Infants and children fed human milk and females who had
“blank but applicable” pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t
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know” to questions on pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
Females who were both pregnant and lactating were included in both the Pregnant and
Lactating categories. The sample sizes for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were
very small so their estimates of usual intake distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

6.70 10.80 15.30 20.40 26.50 31.40 47.30
5.30 9.00 14.50 20.00 26.90 33.60 46.40
4.60 6.50 9.00 12.50 17.60 21.30 31.30
8.70 10.40 12.60 15.30 18.20 20.20 25.00
0.15 0.16 0.19 0.22 0.28 0.35 0.58

10.90 13.00 15.70 19.20 23.10 25.90 32.40
0.24 0.28 0.34 0.47 0.70 0.93 1.60

11.60 14.10 18.10 23.50 30.50 36.10 52.60
0.40 0.42 0.76 1.64 3.34 5.00 11.80

11.90 14.20 17.90 22.70 27.50 31.10 40.80
0.33 0.32 0.46 0.80 1.16 1.41 2.85

11.80 14.40 17.90 22.20 27.40 31.30 41.00
0.18 0.21 0.27 0.42 0.69 0.93 1.73

10.90 13.40 16.80 21.40 27.10 31.40 42.00
0.21 0.23 0.31 0.48 0.79 1.10 2.01

10.00 12.30 15.50 19.90 25.30 29.50 39.70
0.24 0.26 0.35 0.55 0.99 1.50 3.30
8.80 10.60 12.90 16.00 19.70 22.40 28.80
0.33 0.42 0.48 0.88 1.01 1.18 1.93
7.50 9.20 11.60 14.50 17.70 20.00 25.20
0.27 0.36 0.44 0.54 0.68 0.78 0.95
8.20 10.00 12.20 15.10 18.40 21.00 26.90
0.23 0.40 0.30 0.48 0.54 0.69 1.23
8.30 10.00 12.10 14.80 18.00 20.30 25.70
0.16 0.18 0.22 0.32 0.48 0.64 1.11
8.10 9.70 12.00 15.00 18.70 21.40 27.90
0.14 0.16 0.22 0.36 0.59 0.82 1.65
8.20 10.00 12.30 15.30 18.70 21.30 27.40
0.37 0.44 0.41 0.32 0.47 0.60 1.20

10.20 12.20 14.70 17.60 21.20 24.00 30.80
0.53 0.58 0.70 0.98 1.34 1.62 2.35

11.70 15.80 21.30 25.80 28.90 30.80 34.60
2.23 2.93 6.15 3.93 2.49 3.32 2.52
8.80 11.00 14.10 18.10 22.60 25.80 33.10
0.11 0.10 0.11 0.15 0.23 0.31 0.53
8.90 11.10 14.20 18.10 22.60 25.80 33.10
0.17 0.18 0.18 0.20 0.26 0.32 0.54
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TABLE C-19 Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Iron
(mg/day) from Food and Supplements, NHANES III (1988–
1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 793 16.29 4.30 6.70 10.80
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 15.80 3.20 5.30 9.00
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 10.36 3.60 4.60 6.50
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 14.68 7.97 8.81 10.75
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 18.05 10.03 11.01 13.11
M 14 to 18 y 909 20.88 10.58 11.77 14.60
M 19 to 30 y 1,902 20.87 10.64 12.23 14.70
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 21.09 11.00 12.12 14.64
M 51 to 70 y 1,942 20.64 9.95 11.30 13.74
M 71+ y 1,255 20.95 9.33 10.41 12.58
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 14.63 8.13 8.89 10.63
F 14 to 18 y 949 13.24 6.88 7.63 9.18
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 16.76 7.42 8.49 10.28
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 17.11 7.61 8.66 10.41
F  51 to 70 y 2,065 16.83 7.54 8.27 10.02
F 71+ y 1,368 19.01 7.38 8.41 10.35
Pregnant 346 48.97 9.90 10.59 13.86
Lactating 99 58.51 12.29 13.19 17.40
All Individuals 28,575 17.78 8.04 9.33 11.58
All Indiv (+P/L) 29,015 18.34 8.04 9.34 11.59

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1. The intake distributions for infants 2–6 months, 7–12 months,
and 1–3 years of age are unadjusted; the total nutrient intake is the sum of the unad-
justed food intake and the daily supplement intake. For all other groups, individual
total nutrient intakes were obtained as the sum of the adjusted individual usual intake
from food alone and the daily supplement intake. The mean and percentiles of the
estimated usual intake distributions were computed using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE.
Infants and children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
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pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses. Females who were both
pregnant and lactating were included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories.
The sample sizes for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their
estimates of usual intake distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

6.70 10.80 15.30 20.40 26.50 31.40 47.30
5.30 9.00 14.50 20.00 26.90 33.60 46.40
4.60 6.50 9.00 12.50 17.60 21.30 31.30
8.81 10.75 13.10 16.49 21.27 27.13 34.83

11.01 13.11 16.09 20.39 25.70 31.87 42.14
11.77 14.60 18.32 24.03 32.68 38.84 59.41
12.23 14.70 18.55 24.39 31.84 37.80 60.93
12.12 14.64 18.90 24.24 33.48 38.74 54.96
11.30 13.74 17.89 24.30 34.30 40.47 55.70
10.41 12.58 16.74 24.42 34.50 42.69 77.66
8.89 10.63 13.28 16.61 21.84 28.63 34.93
7.63 9.18 11.96 15.20 19.61 24.42 39.78
8.49 10.28 12.97 17.26 29.10 36.35 80.78
8.66 10.41 13.08 17.56 31.01 38.50 71.49
8.27 10.02 13.06 18.64 30.46 35.84 47.20
8.41 10.35 13.21 19.55 32.03 37.35 81.24

10.59 13.86 21.42 75.48 88.84 170.70 279.30
13.19 17.40 28.33 84.48 112.00 271.50 271.50
9.33 11.58 14.84 19.87 29.66 35.90 59.42
9.34 11.59 14.93 20.06 30.13 37.14 75.67
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TABLE C-20  Mean and Percentiles of Usual Intake of
Manganese (mg/day) from Supplements, NHANES III (1988–
1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean SEMb 5th 10th

Both sexes, 1 to 8 y 97 1.16 0.15 0.06c 0.24c

Both sexes, 9 to 18 y 137 1.64 0.16 0.07c 0.09c

M 19+ y 736 2.63 0.11 0.34 0.69
F 19+ y 958 2.73 0.11 0.32 0.70
Pregnant/Lactating 33 4.72c 0.17 1.25c 2.09c

All Individuals 1,928 2.57 0.07 0.24 0.57
All Individuals (+P/L) 1,961 2.61 0.07 0.24 0.58

NOTE: Means, standard errors, and percentiles were calculated with WesVar Complex
Samples 3.0. Children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
b SEM = standard error of the mean.

TABLE C-21  Mean and Percentiles of Usual Intake of
Molybdenum (µg/day) from Supplements, NHANES III (1988–
1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean SEMb 5th 10th

Both sexes, 1 to 8 y 79 26.0 3.7 6.1c 9.2c

Both sexes, 9 to 18 y 128 19.5 3.1 0.5c 2.0c

M 19+ y 667 28.8 1.9 3.4 6.4
F 19+ y 880 29.8 1.5 3.6 7.4
Pregnant/Lactating 33 23.8c 0.8 13.0c 14.3c

All Individuals 1,754 28.6 1.2 3.2 6.5
All Individuals (+P/L) 1,787 28.5 1.2 3.2 6.5

NOTE: Means, standard errors, and percentiles were calculated with WesVar Complex
Samples 3.0. Children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
b SEM = standard error of the mean.
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c These values are potentially unreliable in a statistical sense based on an insufficient
sample size as recommended in statistical reporting standards (Life Sciences Research
Office/Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 1995. Third Report
on Nutrition Monitoring in the United States. Washington, DC: US Government Printing
Office).
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 1999.

c These values are potentially unreliable in a statistical sense based on an insufficient
sample size as recommended in statistical reporting standards (Life Sciences Research
Office/Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 1995. Third Report
on Nutrition Monitoring in the United States. Washington, DC: US Government Printing
Office).
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 1999.

rcentile

h 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

6c 0.24c 0.64 0.86 1.34 2.36c 2.44c 2.94c

7c 0.09c 0.33 1.16 2.37 3.32c 4.30c 5.88c

4 0.69 1.54 2.49 2.50 4.64 5.07 8.30c

2 0.70 1.82 2.37 2.50 4.80 5.07 7.88c

5c 2.09c 3.70c 4.15c 4.59c 4.86c 4.94c 6.89c

4 0.57 1.39 2.49 2.50 4.73 5.00 8.09
4 0.58 1.42 2.49 2.50 4.78 5.00 8.08

rcentile

h 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

1c 9.2c 14.5 17.4 21.1 44.9c 66.1c 120.9c

5c 2.0c 3.9 14.4 22.9 31.7c 50.4c 145.9c

4 6.4 14.0 22.7 24.6 36.4 79.6 159.3c

6 7.4 14.7 23.9 24.7 37.7 83.7 161.0c

0c 14.3c 21.9c 23.0c 24.1c 24.7c 24.9c 31.5c

2 6.5 14.5 23.9 24.7 38.3 79.1 160.3
2 6.5 14.7 23.9 24.7 33.7 78.9 160.2
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TABLE C-22  Mean and Percentiles of Usual Intake of Nickel
(µg/day) from Supplements, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean SEMb 5th 10th

Both sexes, 1 to 8 y 26 5.65c 0.98 0.66c 1.28c

Both sexes, 9 to 18 y 89 3.97 0.50 0.17c 0.36c

M 19+ y 571 4.46 0.13 0.71 1.32
F 19+ y 737 4.80 0.13 0.82 1.60
Pregnant/Lactating 8 5.55c 0.65 2.09c 2.26c

All Individuals 1,423 4.62 0.10 0.63 1.41
All Individuals (+P/L) 1,431 4.63 0.10 0.63 1.41

NOTE: Means, standard errors, and percentiles were calculated with WesVar Complex
Samples 3.0. Children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
b SEM = standard error of the mean.

TABLE C-23  Mean and Percentiles of Usual Intake of Silicon
(mg/day) from Supplements, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean SEMb 5th 10th

Both sexes, 1 to 8 y 20 1.57c 0.21 0.10c 0.71c

Both sexes, 9 to 18 y 85 2.69 0.89 0.07c 0.09c

M 19+ y 560 4.32 0.82 0.29 0.54
F 19+ y 727 7.04 0.89 0.26 0.66
Pregnant/Lactating 8 68.59c 17.83 0.44c 0.79c

All Individuals 1,392 5.66 0.71 0.24 0.58
All Individuals (+P/L) 1,400 5.85 0.72 0.24 0.58

NOTE: Means, standard errors, and percentiles were calculated with WesVar Complex
Samples 3.0. Children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
b SEM = standard error of the mean.
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c These values are potentially unreliable in a statistical sense based on an insufficient
sample size as recommended in statistical reporting standards (Life Sciences Research
Office/Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 1995. Third Report
on Nutrition Monitoring in the United States. Washington, DC: US Government Printing
Office).
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 1999.

c These values are potentially unreliable in a statistical sense based on an insufficient
sample size as recommended in statistical reporting standards (Life Sciences Research
Office/Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 1995. Third Report
on Nutrition Monitoring in the United States. Washington, DC: US Government Printing
Office).
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 1999.

rcentile

h 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

6c 1.28c 3.44c 4.30c 5.55c 7.22c 11.62c 14.52c

7c 0.36c 0.82 4.55 4.83 5.00c 9.33c 15.18c

1 1.32 3.63 4.68 4.86 4.97 6.56 10.14c

2 1.60 4.53 4.70 4.87 4.98 7.27 15.18c

9c 2.26c 2.79c 3.68c 4.56c 6.02c 8.01c 9.60c

3 1.41 4.50 4.69 4.87 4.98 7.09 14.62c

3 1.41 4.50 4.69 4.87 4.98 7.10 14.61c

rcentile

h 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0c 0.71c 0.94c 1.24c 1.69c 1.96c 2.01c 2.03c

7c 0.09c 0.29 1.26 1.75 1.96c 2.63c 44.36c

9 0.54 1.40 1.78 1.91 1.99 8.48 65.22c

6 0.66 1.75 1.85 1.95 4.35 73.08 78.69c

4c 0.79c 1.83c 31.32c 63.83c 96.31c 128.15c 153.63c

4 0.58 1.58 1.84 1.94 2.03 32.10 78.19c

4 0.58 1.61 1.84 1.94 2.48 33.09 78.33c
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TABLE C-24  Mean and Percentiles of Usual Intake of Vanadium
(µg/day) from Supplements, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean SEMb 5th 10th

Both sexes, 1 to 8 y 26 6.09c 1.51 0.10c 0.52c

Both sexes, 9 to 18 y 89 6.50 0.94 0.12c 0.25c

M 19+ y 571 8.37 0.26 0.89 2.08
F 19+ y 742 8.61 0.19 0.91 2.12
Pregnant/Lactating 8 11.01c 1.33 0.55c 1.12c

All Individuals 1,428 8.37 0.18 0.80 1.68
All Individuals (+P/L) 1,436 8.38 0.18 0.80 1.69

NOTE: Means, standard errors, and percentiles were calculated with WesVar Complex
Samples 3.0. Children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
b SEM = standard error of the mean.
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c These values are potentially unreliable in a statistical sense based on an insufficient
sample size as recommended in statistical reporting standards (Life Sciences Research
Office/Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 1995. Third Report
on Nutrition Monitoring in the United States. Washington, DC: US Government Printing
Office).
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 1999.

rcentile

h 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0c 0.52c 0.90c 5.09c 7.57c 9.06c 9.55c 9.95c

2c 0.25c 1.12 6.25 8.79 9.75c 13.36c 20.90c

9 2.08 6.14 8.85 9.45 9.81 9.93 19.29c

1 2.12 7.80 9.34 9.69 9.90 9.97 20.03c

5c 1.12c 2.84c 5.71c 8.57c 12.04c 16.02c 19.20c

0 1.68 5.68 9.31 9.68 9.89 9.97 19.99c

0 1.69 5.72 9.31 9.68 9.89 9.97 19.98c
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TABLE C-25 Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Zinc
(mg/day) from Food, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 793 5.51 2.60 3.20 4.20
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 6.11 2.90 3.50 4.50
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 6.94 3.00 3.60 4.80
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 8.95 6.40 6.90 7.70

Standard error 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.11
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 11.83 8.20 8.90 10.10

Standard error 0.25 0.19 0.19 0.20
M 14 to 18 y 909 15.12 8.30 9.30 11.40

Standard error 0.67 0.28 0.32 0.39
M 19 to 30 y 1,902 15.40 8.80 9.90 12.00

Standard error 0.36 0.25 0.25 0.28
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 14.83 8.60 9.60 11.50

Standard error 0.26 0.17 0.18 0.21
M  51 to 70 y 1,942 13.77 7.60 8.60 10.50

Standard error 0.27 0.16 0.17 0.18
M 71+ y 1,255 12.17 6.70 7.50 9.10

Standard error 0.53 0.20 0.22 0.27
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 9.64 6.50 7.10 8.10

Standard error 0.32 0.17 0.18 0.21
F 14 to 18 y 949 9.26 5.20 5.90 7.20

Standard error 0.32 0.19 0.20 0.23
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 9.52 5.40 6.10 7.40

Standard error 0.22 0.14 0.14 0.16
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 9.67 5.70 6.40 7.60

Standard error 0.17 0.10 0.10 0.12
F  51 to 70 y 2,065 9.19 5.30 5.90 7.10

Standard error 0.18 0.11 0.11 0.12
F 71+ y 1,368 8.62 5.00 5.50 6.70

Standard error 0.19 0.10 0.11 0.13
Pregnant 346 11.24 6.90 7.70 9.10

Standard error 0.50 0.47 0.47 0.47
Lactating 99 14.78 9.30 10.30 12.20

Standard error 0.93 0.60 0.61 0.68
All Individuals 28,575 11.27 6.10 6.90 8.50

Standard error 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12
All Indiv (+P/L) 29,015 11.29 6.20 7.00 8.50

Standard error 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.14

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1. The intake distributions for 2–6 months, 7–12 months, and 1–3
years of age are unadjusted. Means and percentiles for these groups were computed
using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE. For all other groups, data were adjusted using the Iowa
State University method. Mean, standard errors, and percentiles were obtained using C-
Side. Standard errors were estimated via jackknife replication. Each standard error has
49 degrees of freedom. Infants and children fed human milk and females who had
“blank but applicable” pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t
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know” to questions on pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
Females who were both pregnant and lactating were included in both the Pregnant and
Lactating categories. The sample sizes for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were
very small so their estimates of usual intake distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

3.20 4.20 5.30 6.60 8.10 8.90 11.60
3.50 4.50 5.90 7.30 8.90 10.10 12.90
3.60 4.80 6.40 8.40 10.60 12.90 17.80
6.90 7.70 8.80 10.00 11.20 12.00 13.60
0.11 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.23
8.90 10.10 11.60 13.30 15.10 16.20 18.50
0.19 0.20 0.23 0.30 0.40 0.48 0.68
9.30 11.40 14.30 17.90 22.00 24.90 31.40
0.32 0.39 0.54 0.86 1.39 1.85 3.13
9.90 12.00 14.80 18.10 21.60 23.90 28.90
0.25 0.28 0.33 0.44 0.61 0.75 1.12
9.60 11.50 14.20 17.40 20.90 23.30 28.60
0.18 0.21 0.25 0.31 0.41 0.51 0.78
8.60 10.50 13.10 16.30 19.80 22.30 27.80
0.17 0.18 0.23 0.35 0.55 0.73 1.21
7.50 9.10 11.40 14.40 17.90 20.40 26.30
0.22 0.27 0.40 0.66 1.05 1.39 2.30
7.10 8.10 9.40 10.90 12.50 13.50 15.50
0.18 0.21 0.28 0.39 0.54 0.66 0.95
5.90 7.20 8.90 10.90 13.10 14.50 17.50
0.20 0.23 0.29 0.40 0.57 0.72 1.08
6.10 7.40 9.20 11.20 13.40 14.90 18.10
0.14 0.16 0.20 0.26 0.36 0.44 0.67
6.40 7.60 9.30 11.30 13.40 14.80 17.90
0.10 0.12 0.15 0.21 0.31 0.40 0.62
5.90 7.10 8.80 10.80 13.00 14.50 17.80
0.11 0.12 0.15 0.23 0.37 0.48 0.80
5.50 6.70 8.20 10.10 12.20 13.60 16.70
0.11 0.13 0.17 0.24 0.33 0.41 0.63
7.70 9.10 10.90 13.00 15.20 16.60 19.60
0.47 0.47 0.49 0.55 0.68 0.82 1.19

10.30 12.20 14.50 17.10 19.60 21.30 24.60
0.61 0.68 0.88 1.19 1.59 1.88 2.56
6.90 8.50 10.70 13.40 16.30 18.40 23.00
0.12 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.17 0.21 0.33
7.00 8.50 10.70 13.40 16.30 18.40 23.00
0.14 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.17 0.20 0.33
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TABLE C-26 Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Zinc
(mg/day) from Food and Supplements, NHANES III (1988–
1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 793 5.51 2.60 3.20 4.20
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 827 6.11 2.90 3.50 4.50
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,309 6.94 3.00 3.60 4.80
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,448 9.56 6.56 6.94 7.88
M 9 to 13 y 1,219 12.34 8.18 8.85 10.26
M 14 to 18 y 909 15.83 8.55 9.56 11.82
M 19 to 30 y 1,902 16.94 8.81 10.21 12.71
M 31 to 50 y 2,533 16.44 8.74 10.02 12.10
M  51 to 70 y 1,942 16.29 7.94 9.07 11.07
M 71+ y 1,255 15.08 7.08 7.94 9.73
F 9 to 13 y 1,216 10.17 6.68 7.35 8.26
F 14 to 18 y 949 9.78 5.19 6.18 7.49
F 19 to 30 y 1,901 11.23 5.60 6.33 7.81
F 31 to 50 y 2,939 12.14 5.98 6.63 8.02
F  51 to 70 y 2,065 12.15 5.36 6.22 7.48
F 71+ y 1,368 12.08 5.05 5.66 7.07
Pregnant 346 19.97 7.09 8.31 10.11
Lactating 99 24.67 10.05 10.60 13.08
All Individuals 28,575 13.00 6.34 7.23 8.86
All Indiv (+P/L) 29,015 13.14 6.35 7.24 8.87

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided a complete and reliable 24-hour
dietary recall on day 1. The intake distributions for 2–6 months, 7–12 months, and 1–3
years of age are unadjusted; the total nutrient intake is the sum of the unadjusted food
intake and the daily supplement intake. For all other groups, individual total nutrient
intakes were obtained as the sum of the adjusted individual usual intake from food
alone and the daily supplement intake. The mean and percentiles of the estimated
usual intake distributions were computed using SAS PROC UNIVARIATE. Infants and
children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable” pregnancy and
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lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on pregnancy and
lactating status were excluded from all analyses. Females who were both pregnant and
lactating were included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories. The sample sizes
for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their estimates of usual
intake distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

3.20 4.20 5.30 6.60 8.10 8.90 11.60
3.50 4.50 5.90 7.30 8.90 10.10 12.90
3.60 4.80 6.40 8.40 10.60 12.90 17.80
6.94 7.88 8.95 10.22 11.64 14.22 24.36
8.85 10.26 11.71 13.34 15.42 17.30 30.35
9.56 11.82 14.80 18.33 22.11 26.16 39.03

10.21 12.71 15.34 19.52 25.75 29.76 43.00
10.02 12.10 14.77 18.87 25.18 30.46 42.60
9.07 11.07 13.90 18.10 26.95 31.55 59.70
7.94 9.73 12.12 16.93 26.13 30.05 56.85
7.35 8.26 9.55 11.01 12.87 14.48 25.52
6.18 7.49 8.98 11.11 13.39 15.54 26.26
6.33 7.81 9.64 12.09 18.58 24.64 36.90
6.63 8.02 10.08 12.67 22.49 25.76 36.73
6.22 7.48 9.52 13.04 23.73 26.13 37.26
5.66 7.07 8.92 12.41 23.97 26.20 49.72
8.31 10.11 13.09 31.35 37.49 39.86 47.97

10.60 13.08 20.42 38.59 42.64 46.70 46.70
7.23 8.86 11.21 14.55 21.67 26.39 38.29
7.24 8.87 11.22 14.61 22.24 26.82 39.37
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TABLE C-27 Mean and Percentiles for Drinking Water Intake
(mL/day), NHANES III (1988–1994)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean SEMb 5th 10th

Both sexes, 2 to 6 mo 784 115 8 0 0
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 809 172 8 0 0
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 3,172 382 10 0 0
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 3,247 620 24 0 98
M 9 to 13 y 1,188 1,107 42 64 204
M 14 to 18 y 891 1,402 59 0 211
M 19 to 30 y 1,872 1,389 41 0 208
M 31 to 50 y 2,495 1,294 35 0 101
M  51 to 70 y 1,872 1,253 41 0 172
M 71+ y 1,186 1,198 39 0 215
F 9 to 13 y 1,181 1,008 45 56 178
F 14 to 18 y 937 1,117 43 0 62
F 19 to 30 y 1,885 1,163 33 0 94
F 31 to 50 y 2,906 1,219 30 0 95
F  51 to 70 y 2,002 1,278 32 0 189
F 71+ y 1,317 1,147 25 0 222
Pregnant 341 1,413 79 147 315
Lactating 98 1,628 147 225c 453c

P/L 434 1,462 69 166 353
All Individuals 27,744 1,144 13 0 99
All Indiv (+P/L) 28,178 1,149 13 0 100

NOTE: Means, standard errors, and percentiles were calculated with WesVar Complex
Samples 3.0. Children fed human milk and females who had “blank but applicable”
pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
b SEM = standard error of the mean.
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c These values are potentially unreliable in a statistical sense based on an insufficient
sample size as recommended in statistical reporting standards (Life Sciences Research
Office/Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 1995. Third Report
on Nutrition Monitoring in the United States. Washington, DC: US Government Printing
Office).
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 2000.

rcentile

h 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0 0 0 54 131 230 457 876c

0 0 0 107 205 446 472 902c

0 0 104 228 467 903 1,135 1,789
0 98 206 453 848 1,265 1,686 2,638
4 204 453 877 1,383 2,347 2,726 4,105c

0 211 608 1,038 1,772 2,648 3,642 5,612c

0 208 435 939 1,824 2,803 3,729 7,195
0 101 435 921 1,835 2,760 3,623 6,206
0 172 454 941 1,703 2,623 3,533 5,440
0 215 602 942 1,657 2,258 2,819 3,730c

6 178 351 709 1,320 2,103 2,628 4,371c

0 62 337 857 1,519 2,537 2,946 4,972c

0 94 368 889 1,704 2,603 3,128 4,717
0 95 334 897 1,734 2,645 3,411 4,723
0 189 468 966 1,768 2,614 3,341 4,625
0 222 470 945 1,545 2,064 2,634 3,724c

7 315 661 1,136 1,900 2,621 2,831 5,057c

5c 453c 951 1,301 1,914 3,121c 3,721c 4,717c

6 353 694 1,251 1,902 2,665 3,562 4,865c

0 99 343 878 1,610 2,530 3,240 5,261
0 100 347 884 1,614 2,538 3,244 5,258
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TABLE D-1  Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Boron
(mg/day) from Food, CSFII (1994–1996)

D
Dietary Intake Data from the
Continuing Survey of Food

Intakes by Individuals (CSFII),
1994–1996

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 1st 5th 10th

Both sexes, 0 to 6 mo 195 0.75 0.03 0.06 0.09
   Standard error 0.14 0.01 0.01 0.01
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 130 0.99 0.12 0.20 0.27
   Standard error 0.12 0.02 0.02 0.03
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 1,834 0.86 0.25 0.35 0.42
   Standard error 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 1,650 0.80 0.33 0.43 0.49
   Standard error 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
M 9 to 13 y 552 0.90 0.38 0.49 0.56
   Standard error 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
M 14 to 18 y 446 1.02 0.34 0.47 0.55
   Standard error 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02
M 19 to 30 y 853 1.15 0.37 0.51 0.61
   Standard error 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
M 31 to 50 y 1,684 1.33 0.42 0.58 0.69
   Standard error 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
M 51 to 70 y 1,606 1.34 0.39 0.56 0.67
   Standard error 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
M 71+ y 674 1.25 0.31 0.46 0.56
   Standard error 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
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5th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.06 0.09 0.15 0.29 0.76 1.89 2.95 6.40
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.15 0.44 0.63 1.99
0.20 0.27 0.42 0.71 1.21 2.00 2.70 4.77
0.02 0.03 0.05 0.09 0.15 0.27 0.41 0.91
0.35 0.42 0.57 0.78 1.07 1.41 1.66 2.24
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.08
0.43 0.49 0.61 0.76 0.95 1.15 1.29 1.58
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
0.49 0.56 0.69 0.86 1.07 1.28 1.43 1.74
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.09
0.47 0.55 0.72 0.96 1.25 1.57 1.79 2.28
0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.14
0.51 0.61 0.80 1.06 1.40 1.79 2.05 2.66
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.12
0.58 0.69 0.91 1.22 1.63 2.09 2.42 3.18
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.15
0.56 0.67 0.89 1.22 1.66 2.16 2.52 3.34
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.08 0.13
0.46 0.56 0.78 1.11 1.56 2.12 2.53 3.51
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.10 0.20

continued
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F 9 to 13 y 560 0.83 0.34 0.44 0.50
   Standard error 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
F 14 to 18 y 436 0.78 0.26 0.36 0.42
   Standard error 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02
F 19 to 30 y 760 0.87 0.30 0.40 0.48
   Standard error 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
F 31 to 50 y 1,614 1.00 0.31 0.44 0.52
   Standard error 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
F 51 to 70 y 1,539 1.11 0.32 0.46 0.55
   Standard error 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
F 71+ y 623 0.98 0.27 0.39 0.47
   Standard error 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
F Pregnant 70 1.16 0.37 0.52 0.62
   Standard error 0.09 0.06 0.07 0.07
F Lactating 41 1.39 0.38 0.55 0.67
   Standard error 0.16 0.10 0.12 0.13
All Individuals 15,156 1.06 0.28 0.41 0.50
   Standard error 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
All Indiv (+P/L) 15,267 1.06 0.28 0.41 0.50
   Standard error 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00

TABLE D-1  Continued

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 1st 5th 10th

NOTE: Estimates were obtained using C-SIDE v1.02 (C-SIDE courtesy of Iowa State
University Statistical Laboratory, Iowa State University). Standard errors were estimated
via jackknife replication. Each standard error has 43 degrees of freedom.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: C. Rainey, Nutrition Research Group, and A. Carriquiry, Iowa State Univer-
sity, 1999.
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0.44 0.50 0.62 0.79 0.99 1.21 1.35 1.68
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.09
0.36 0.42 0.55 0.73 0.96 1.22 1.40 1.80
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.13
0.40 0.48 0.62 0.81 1.06 1.34 1.54 1.97
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.13
0.44 0.52 0.69 0.93 1.23 1.58 1.83 2.39
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.07
0.46 0.55 0.73 1.01 1.38 1.81 2.13 2.87
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.12
0.39 0.47 0.64 0.89 1.21 1.59 1.86 2.47
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.15
0.52 0.62 0.81 1.08 1.42 1.79 2.06 2.64
0.07 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.16 0.20 0.33
0.55 0.67 0.92 1.27 1.73 2.26 2.64 3.49
0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.20 0.31 0.43 0.75
0.41 0.50 0.68 0.96 1.32 1.75 2.07 2.79
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05
0.41 0.50 0.68 0.95 1.32 1.75 2.06 2.79
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05

5th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th
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TABLE D-2 Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Copper
(mg/day) from Food, CSFII (1994–1996)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 0 to 6 mo 157 0.61 0.40 0.44 0.51
Standard error 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 112 0.77 0.49 0.55 0.65
Standard error 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05

Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 1,791 0.71 0.41 0.47 0.56
Standard error 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 1,650 0.88 0.55 0.61 0.73
Standard error 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

M 9 to 13 y 552 1.17 0.69 0.78 0.94
Standard error 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.04

M 14 to 18 y 446 1.45 0.81 0.92 1.12
Standard error 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03

M 19 to 30 y 854 1.52 0.81 0.92 1.14
Standard error 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.06

M 31 to 50 y 1,684 1.50 0.84 0.95 1.16
Standard error 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02

M 51 to 70 y 1,606 1.44 0.78 0.89 1.08
Standard error 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02

M 71+ y 674 1.25 0.67 0.77 0.95
Standard error 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.04

F 9 to 13 y 560 0.99 0.64 0.71 0.82
Standard error 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

F 14 to 18 y 436 1.07 0.62 0.69 0.82
Standard error 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.03

F 19 to 30 y 760 1.05 0.60 0.68 0.82
Standard error 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

F 31 to 50 y 1,614 1.06 0.62 0.70 0.84
Standard error 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

F 51 to 70 y 1,539 1.05 0.63 0.70 0.83
Standard error 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01

F 71+ y 623 1.00 0.56 0.64 0.75
Standard error 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02

F Pregnant 71 1.17 0.76 0.83 0.96
Standard error 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.05

F Lactating 42 1.35 0.84 0.92 1.08
Standard error 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.09

All Individuals 15,058 1.17 0.58 0.67 0.85
Standard error 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

All Indiv (+P/L) 15,170 1.17 0.58 0.67 0.85
Standard error 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided two 24-hour dietary recalls and
were adjusted using the Iowa State University method. Mean, standard errors, and
percentiles were obtained using C-Side. Standard errors were estimated via jackknife
replication. Each standard error has 43 degrees of freedom. Infants and children fed
human milk were excluded from all analyses. One female was pregnant and lactating
and was included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories. The sample sizes for
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10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.44 0.51 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.88 1.05
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05
0.55 0.65 0.75 0.86 0.99 1.10 1.38
0.04 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.11 0.27
0.47 0.56 0.68 0.83 0.98 1.09 1.33
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.04
0.61 0.73 0.86 1.01 1.18 1.29 1.56
0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05
0.78 0.94 1.13 1.35 1.60 1.79 2.24
0.02 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.13
0.92 1.12 1.38 1.69 2.05 2.32 2.95
0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.19
0.92 1.14 1.44 1.81 2.19 2.47 3.14
0.03 0.06 0.03 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.12
0.95 1.16 1.43 1.77 2.13 2.40 3.05
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.08
0.89 1.08 1.35 1.69 2.08 2.40 3.10
0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.11 0.17
0.77 0.95 1.18 1.48 1.80 2.03 2.63
0.02 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.27
0.71 0.82 0.96 1.13 1.31 1.43 1.72
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06
0.69 0.82 1.02 1.27 1.49 1.65 2.09
0.05 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.15 0.16 0.18
0.68 0.82 1.01 1.24 1.47 1.63 2.00
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.09
0.70 0.84 1.02 1.24 1.46 1.60 1.91
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.05
0.70 0.83 1.01 1.21 1.44 1.61 1.98
0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.08
0.64 0.75 0.95 1.17 1.42 1.62 2.04
0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.09 0.09 0.19
0.83 0.96 1.13 1.33 1.54 1.68 1.97
0.04 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.10 0.13
0.92 1.08 1.30 1.55 1.83 2.01 2.42
0.09 0.09 0.10 0.13 0.17 0.20 0.29
0.67 0.85 1.10 1.41 1.76 2.01 2.54
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
0.67 0.85 1.10 1.41 1.76 2.00 2.54
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04

the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their estimates of usual intake
distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.
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TABLE D-3 Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Iron
(mg/day) from Food, CSFII (1994–1996)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 0 to 6 mo 157 14.6 7.6 8.9 11.1
Standard error 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.5

Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 112 17.3 9.2 10.6 13.4
Standard error 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.6

Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 1,791 10.9 5.6 6.5 8.1
Standard error 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 1,650 13.5 7.6 8.6 10.4
Standard error 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1

M,9 to 13 y 552 18.2 10.0 11.4 14.1
Standard error 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3

M 14 to 18 y 446 20.7 10.6 12.2 15.3
Standard error 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.5

M 19 to 30 y 854 19.2 10.3 11.9 14.7
Standard error 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.5

M 31 to 50 y 1,684 19.1 10.2 11.5 14.1
Standard error 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2

M 51 to 70 y 1,606 17.5 9.3 10.7 13.2
Standard error 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.3

M 71+ y 674 16.4 8.5 9.7 12.1
Standard error 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.3

F 9 to 13 y 560 14.3 8.2 9.2 11.1
Standard error 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.3

F 14 to 18 y 436 13.5 7.4 8.5 10.4
Standard error 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.8

F 19 to 30 y 760 13.1 6.9 7.9 9.8
Standard error 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.6

F 31 to 50 y 1,614 13.1 7.1 8.0 9.8
Standard error 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2

F 51 to 70 y 1,539 12.5 7.1 8.0 9.6
Standard error 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2

F 71+ y 623 12.4 6.8 7.7 9.5
Standard error 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2

F Pregnant 71 14.3 8.0 9.1 11.2
Standard error 4.3 4.1 4.3 4.5

F Lactating 42 18.6 9.5 10.8 13.3
Standard error 2.5 1.0 1.2 1.6

All Individuals 15,058 15.3 7.4 8.6 11.0
Standard error 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

All Indiv (+P/L) 15,170 15.3 7.4 8.6 11.0
Standard error 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided two 24-hour dietary recalls and
were adjusted using the Iowa State University method. Mean, standard errors, and
percentiles were obtained using C-Side. Standard errors were estimated via jackknife
replication. Each standard error has 43 degrees of freedom. Infants and children fed
human milk were excluded from all analyses. One female was pregnant and lactating
and was included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories. The sample sizes for
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10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

8.9 11.1 13.9 17.5 21.5 24.2 29.7
0.8 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.0 2.8

10.6 13.4 16.8 20.7 24.5 27.0 31.9
0.5 0.6 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.4 2.1
6.5 8.1 10.3 13.0 16.2 18.5 23.5
0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 1.0
8.6 10.4 12.8 15.9 19.3 21.7 27.5
0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.9

11.4 14.1 17.2 21.0 26.0 29.9 39.3
0.4 0.3 0.4 0.6 1.0 1.3 2.2

12.2 15.3 19.3 24.5 30.8 35.5 46.5
0.4 0.5 0.7 1.1 1.6 2.0 3.1

11.9 14.7 18.1 22.5 27.8 31.8 41.0
0.4 0.5 0.5 0.9 1.0 1.2 2.1

11.5 14.1 17.8 22.5 28.1 32.3 42.7
0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.7 1.0 1.8

10.7 13.2 16.5 20.6 25.5 29.2 37.6
0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.4
9.7 12.1 15.5 19.6 24.2 27.4 34.5
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.5
9.2 11.1 13.7 16.8 20.0 22.2 27.0
0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8
8.5 10.4 12.7 15.7 19.4 22.2 28.8
0.4 0.8 0.5 1.1 1.1 1.2 2.2
7.9 9.8 12.4 15.7 19.2 21.7 28.0
0.3 0.6 0.4 0.9 0.8 1.0 1.7
8.0 9.8 12.3 15.5 19.0 21.5 27.5
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7
8.0 9.6 11.9 14.7 17.7 19.9 24.9
0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7
7.7 9.5 11.9 14.8 17.9 20.0 24.5
0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8
9.1 11.2 13.9 17.0 20.1 22.2 26.6
4.3 4.5 4.6 4.4 4.1 3.9 3.5

10.8 13.3 17.1 22.2 28.3 32.8 43.6
1.2 1.6 2.2 3.1 4.3 5.3 8.1
8.6 11.0 14.3 18.5 23.3 26.7 34.2
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6
8.6 11.0 14.3 18.6 23.3 26.7 34.2
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6

the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their estimates of usual intake
distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.
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TABLE D-4 Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Zinc
(mg/day) from Food, CSFII (1994–1996)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 0 to 6 mo 157 6.1 4.0 4.3 5.0
Standard error 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 112 6.8 4.5 5.0 5.7
Standard error 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 1,791 7.5 4.4 4.9 5.9
Standard error 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 1,650 9.3 5.5 6.1 7.3
Standard error 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

M 9 to 13 y 552 12.6 7.6 8.5 10.2
Standard error 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

M 14 to 18 y 446 15.0 8.4 9.6 11.7
Standard error 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.8

M 19 to 30 y 854 14.6 8.1 9.2 11.2
Standard error 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

M 31 to 50 y 1,684 14.5 8.1 9.1 11.0
Standard error 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2

M 51 to 70 y 1,606 13.0 7.2 8.0 9.8
Standard error 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2

M 71+ y 674 11.4 6.3 7.1 8.7
Standard error 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2

F 9 to 13 y 560 10.1 6.2 6.9 8.1
Standard error 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

F 14 to 18 y 436 9.9 5.5 6.3 7.7
Standard error 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4

F 19 to 30 y 760 9.3 5.2 5.8 7.1
Standard error 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2

F 31 to 50 y 1,614 9.5 5.4 6.1 7.3
Standard error 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

F 51 to 70 y 1,539 8.7 5.2 5.8 6.9
Standard error 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2

F 71+ y 623 8.2 4.9 5.4 6.5
Standard error 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

F Pregnant 71 10.4 6.1 6.9 8.4
Standard error 2.0 1.8 1.9 2.0

F Lactating 42 12.2 7.3 8.1 9.6
Standard error 1.3 0.7 0.8 1.0

All Individuals 15,058 11.0 5.5 6.3 8.0
Standard error 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

All Indiv (+P/L) 15,170 11.0 5.5 6.3 8.0
Standard error 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

NOTE: Data are limited to individuals who provided two 24-hour dietary recalls and
were adjusted using the Iowa State University method. Mean, standard errors, and
percentiles were obtained using C-Side. Standard errors were estimated via jackknife
replication. Each standard error has 43 degrees of freedom. Infants and children fed
human milk were excluded from all analyses. One female was pregnant and lactating
and was included in both the Pregnant and Lactating categories. The sample sizes for
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10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

4.3 5.0 5.9 7.0 8.1 8.8 10.4
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.6
5.0 5.7 6.7 7.8 8.9 9.6 11.0
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7
4.9 5.9 7.2 8.8 10.5 11.7 14.6
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6
6.1 7.3 9.0 10.9 12.8 14.1 17.1
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.5
8.5 10.2 12.2 14.5 17.2 19.2 23.5
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.9
9.6 11.7 14.3 17.5 21.2 24.0 30.3
0.7 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.9 1.2 3.2
9.2 11.2 14.0 17.3 20.8 23.2 29.1
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 1.0
9.1 11.0 13.7 17.1 21.1 23.8 30.7
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.8 1.3
8.0 9.8 12.3 15.3 18.8 21.2 26.9
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.1
7.1 8.7 10.8 13.4 16.3 18.3 23.3
0.2 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.9
6.9 8.1 9.7 11.6 13.7 15.1 18.4
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.9
6.3 7.7 9.5 11.7 14.0 15.5 18.7
0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.5
5.8 7.1 8.9 11.0 13.1 14.6 18.1
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.9
6.1 7.3 9.1 11.1 13.4 14.9 18.5
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6
5.8 6.9 8.4 10.2 12.1 13.4 16.4
0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.7
5.4 6.5 8.0 9.6 11.4 12.5 15.0
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5
6.9 8.4 10.2 12.2 14.2 15.4 18.0
1.9 2.0 2.1 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.6
8.1 9.6 11.6 14.2 17.0 18.9 23.2
0.8 1.0 1.3 1.6 2.0 2.3 3.0
6.3 8.0 10.4 13.3 16.6 18.8 23.9
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4
6.3 8.0 10.4 13.3 16.5 18.8 23.8
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4

the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small so their estimates of usual intake
distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.
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Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 1st 5th 10th

Both sexes, 0 to 6 mo 204 111.39 0.01 0.11 9.52
     Standard error 4.73 0.05 0.14 0.76
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 139 95.12 0.40 4.57 8.10
     Standard error 6.96 0.00 0.38 0.41
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 1,908 32.11 2.89 5.97 8.51
     Standard error 1.03 0.19 0.11 0.09
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 1,711 36.64 4.54 8.71 11.44
     Standard error 1.17 0.30 0.12 0.09
M 9 to 13 y 574 48.08 8.51 11.35 14.33
     Standard error 2.06 0.44 0.18 0.21
M 14 to 18 y 474 65.58 5.46 12.39 16.42
     Standard error 4.34 0.57 0.28 0.24
M 19 to 30 y 920 69.47 5.72 11.55 17.26
     Standard error 2.59 0.47 0.22 0.20
M 31 to 50 y 1,805 81.15 4.31 11.81 18.65
     Standard error 2.18 0.30 0.18 0.14
M  51 to 70 y 1,680 95.47 4.19 11.10 17.90
     Standard error 3.35 0.35 0.19 0.14
M 71+ y 722 81.58 3.89 8.00 13.29
     Standard error 3.87 0.51 0.21 0.21

E
Dietary Intake Data from

the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration

Total Diet Study, 1991–1997

TABLE E-1  Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of
Vitamin K (µg/day) from Food, Total Diet Study (1991–1997)
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5th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.11 9.52 47.96 98.58 124.98 156.01 189.39 270.99
0.14 0.76 0.83 0.43 0.41 0.60 1.02 2.43
4.57 8.10 17.20 71.48 110.89 138.01 174.22 300.69
0.38 0.41 0.50 0.83 0.43 0.76 1.31 4.57
5.97 8.51 11.87 17.89 26.67 43.27 74.11 130.96
0.11 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.17 0.32 0.59
8.71 11.44 15.45 21.98 31.78 48.19 75.64 129.14
0.12 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.16 0.32 0.72

11.35 14.33 19.46 29.03 44.01 68.21 99.01 167.13
0.18 0.21 0.15 0.15 0.21 0.32 0.54 1.41

12.39 16.42 22.90 34.10 54.40 87.08 136.98 266.04
0.28 0.24 0.18 0.19 0.27 0.40 0.96 2.05

11.55 17.26 26.34 39.93 63.03 96.41 148.37 262.23
0.22 0.20 0.15 0.15 0.19 0.31 0.62 1.46

11.81 18.65 27.91 44.07 71.39 116.26 186.22 332.43
0.18 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.16 0.24 0.51 1.03

11.10 17.90 27.07 44.06 74.38 134.39 252.35 429.42
0.19 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.17 0.33 0.67 1.13
8.00 13.29 23.30 38.36 64.60 116.93 219.68 404.46
0.21 0.21 0.19 0.17 0.25 0.45 0.89 1.66

continued
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F 9 to 13 y 586 43.63 5.44 9.11 12.64
     Standard error 2.30 0.57 0.22 0.19
F 14 to 18 y 455 50.96 3.17 7.05 11.03
     Standard error 3.18 0.62 0.22 0.24
F 19 to 30 y 880 56.87 4.24 7.65 11.96
     Standard error 2.78 0.38 0.17 0.19
F 31 to 50 y 1,733 73.43 4.30 10.01 14.79
     Standard error 2.42 0.34 0.16 0.11
F  51 to 70 y 1,605 82.85 3.89 8.49 14.58
     Standard error 2.90 0.29 0.17 0.13
F 71+ y 669 79.42 2.06 6.47 11.34
     Standard error 4.20 0.40 0.22 0.21
F Pregnant 81 46.37 5.62 10.71 14.11
     Standard error 4.69 0.00 0.86 0.48
F Lactating 44 85.43 0.00 12.65 18.50
     Standard error 17.85 0.00 1.37 0.91
All Individuals 15,941 66.05 3.44 8.24 12.45
     Standard error 0.74 0.10 0.05 0.04
All Indiv (+P/L) 16,065 66.01 3.46 8.26 12.48
     Standard error 0.74 0.10 0.05 0.04

a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: Health Technomics, Inc., 2000.

TABLE E-1  Continued

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 1st 5th 10th
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9.11 12.64 17.06 24.10 36.70 57.87 89.57 180.64
0.22 0.19 0.14 0.14 0.18 0.30 0.61 1.77
7.05 11.03 16.83 27.00 43.01 67.99 112.05 216.91
0.22 0.24 0.19 0.19 0.23 0.38 0.87 1.88
7.65 11.96 18.20 29.19 46.96 76.47 124.47 240.14
0.17 0.19 0.13 0.14 0.18 0.31 0.55 1.51

10.01 14.79 20.68 34.25 59.02 103.07 179.95 347.92
0.16 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.15 0.25 0.57 1.07
8.49 14.58 22.60 37.25 64.78 120.67 215.82 394.82
0.17 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.17 0.32 0.62 1.05
6.47 11.34 19.37 33.20 61.84 116.75 227.76 395.35
0.22 0.21 0.18 0.18 0.26 0.53 0.94 1.84

10.71 14.11 17.69 26.26 44.57 68.09 110.45 165.89
0.86 0.48 0.38 0.45 0.57 0.85 2.21 4.52

12.65 18.50 23.78 33.07 60.77 129.08 286.29 510.99
1.37 0.91 0.59 0.61 1.21 1.86 7.99 12.56
8.24 12.45 18.65 30.51 53.14 95.41 159.43 302.27
0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.16 0.35
8.26 12.48 18.66 30.50 53.10 95.35 159.30 301.84
0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.16 0.35

5th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th
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TABLE E-2  Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Arsenic
(µg/day) from Food, Total Diet Study (1991–1997)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 1st 5th 10th

Both sexes, 0 to 6 mo 204 1.17 0.00 0.00 0.00
     Standard error 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 139 5.87 0.00 0.13 0.34
     Standard error 2.04 0.00 0.12 0.08
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 1,908 13.80 0.09 0.28 0.48
     Standard error 1.31 0.05 0.03 0.02
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 1,711 17.25 0.15 0.32 0.53
     Standard error 1.46 0.06 0.03 0.03
M 9 to 13 y 574 28.32 0.11 0.37 0.61
     Standard error 4.90 0.12 0.06 0.05
M 14 to 18 y 474 29.77 0.13 0.36 0.61
     Standard error 5.95 0.11 0.06 0.05
M 19 to 30 y 920 36.17 0.10 0.35 0.59
     Standard error 3.77 0.09 0.04 0.04
M 31 to 50 y 1,805 56.30 0.13 0.38 0.68
     Standard error 3.95 0.06 0.03 0.03
M  51 to 70 y 1,680 63.24 0.05 0.30 0.63
     Standard error 4.27 0.05 0.04 0.03
M 71+ y 722 60.31 0.06 0.27 0.51
     Standard error 6.41 0.08 0.05 0.05
F 9 to 13 y 586 19.67 0.13 0.31 0.48
     Standard error 3.10 0.11 0.06 0.04
F 14 to 18 y 455 24.39 0.08 0.24 0.41
     Standard error 3.79 0.12 0.05 0.05
F 19 to 30 y 880 32.99 0.10 0.26 0.46
     Standard error 3.58 0.08 0.04 0.04
F 31 to 50 y 1,733 39.39 0.09 0.25 0.47
     Standard error 2.85 0.05 0.03 0.03
F  51 to 70 y 1,605 53.96 0.06 0.26 0.50
     Standard error 3.97 0.05 0.04 0.03
F 71+ y 669 44.45 0.06 0.22 0.45
     Standard error 5.42 0.08 0.05 0.05
F Pregnant 81 27.61 0.33 0.38 0.54
     Standard error 10.45 0.00 0.13 0.14
F Lactating 44 29.73 0.00 0.35 0.89
     Standard error 11.01 0.00 0.45 0.26
All Individuals 15,941 37.93 0.03 0.25 0.49
     Standard error 1.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
All Indiv (+P/L) 16,065 37.86 0.03 0.25 0.49
     Standard error 1.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: Health Technomics, Inc., 2000.
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5th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.77 2.07 4.95 7.20
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.06 0.16 0.23 0.43
0.13 0.34 0.68 1.38 2.49 4.72 8.62 41.55
0.12 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.21 0.57 2.60
0.28 0.48 0.83 1.75 3.79 11.23 32.82 103.28
0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.13 0.28 0.89
0.32 0.53 0.90 1.70 3.87 14.67 44.88 158.83
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.17 0.31 1.01
0.37 0.61 1.07 1.89 5.22 22.87 65.50 234.10
0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.12 0.35 0.71 2.65
0.36 0.61 1.01 1.95 5.28 20.12 69.43 245.28
0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.12 0.37 1.01 2.90
0.35 0.59 1.06 2.55 7.99 38.45 112.06 323.83
0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.12 0.37 0.74 1.83
0.38 0.68 1.26 2.89 9.91 54.42 209.97 554.39
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.10 0.30 0.91 1.32
0.30 0.63 1.18 2.63 11.70 74.55 251.96 586.92
0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.13 0.36 0.95 1.50
0.27 0.51 0.95 2.01 8.91 66.80 237.84 596.56
0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.19 0.50 1.45 2.01
0.31 0.48 0.75 1.48 3.82 15.63 53.95 166.30
0.06 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.10 0.29 0.72 1.80
0.24 0.41 0.76 1.73 4.82 18.66 73.48 246.51
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.13 0.36 0.93 2.16
0.26 0.46 0.85 1.91 5.66 30.21 93.76 355.42
0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.11 0.35 0.68 2.00
0.25 0.47 0.93 2.11 7.48 40.65 122.39 403.66
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.09 0.25 0.65 1.34
0.26 0.50 0.92 2.02 7.89 54.91 219.60 521.01
0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.11 0.33 0.92 1.35
0.22 0.45 0.83 1.73 5.04 41.26 158.11 451.34
0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.12 0.45 1.50 1.72
0.38 0.54 1.03 2.17 8.74 32.55 69.02 193.49
0.13 0.14 0.13 0.17 0.53 0.94 1.64 8.18
0.35 0.89 1.53 2.95 6.63 47.36 129.29 299.80
0.45 0.26 0.22 0.33 0.42 1.98 4.46 11.43
0.25 0.49 0.92 1.98 5.81 32.47 113.75 388.39
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.21 0.46
0.25 0.49 0.92 1.98 5.82 32.50 113.34 387.04
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.21 0.46
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TABLE E-3  Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of Copper
(mg/day) from Food, Total Diet Study (1991–1997)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 1st 5th 10th

Both sexes, 0 to 6 mo 204 0.63 0.00 0.02 0.08
     Standard error 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 139 0.65 0.05 0.11 0.15
     Standard error 0.04 0.00 0.07 0.04
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 1,908 0.49 0.08 0.15 0.21
     Standard error 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.01
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 1,711 0.63 0.16 0.24 0.31
     Standard error 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.01
M 9 to 13 y 574 0.85 0.23 0.34 0.41
     Standard error 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.03
M 14 to 18 y 474 0.96 0.22 0.34 0.44
     Standard error 0.02 0.10 0.04 0.04
M 19 to 30 y 920 1.10 0.18 0.32 0.44
     Standard error 0.04 0.08 0.03 0.03
M 31 to 50 y 1,805 1.13 0.15 0.32 0.45
     Standard error 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.02
M  51 to 70 y 1,680 1.11 0.14 0.28 0.39
     Standard error 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.02
M 71+ y 722 0.91 0.11 0.22 0.31
     Standard error 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.03
F 9 to 13 y 586 0.70 0.19 0.27 0.34
     Standard error 0.02 0.10 0.04 0.02
F 14 to 18 y 455 0.71 0.12 0.22 0.30
     Standard error 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.04
F 19 to 30 y 880 0.73 0.15 0.23 0.31
     Standard error 0.02 0.06 0.03 0.02
F 31 to 50 y 1,733 0.79 0.13 0.22 0.30
     Standard error 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.02
F  51 to 70 y 1,605 0.76 0.11 0.22 0.31
     Standard error 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.02
F 71+ y 669 0.79 0.11 0.21 0.27
     Standard error 0.05 0.07 0.03 0.02
F Pregnant 81 0.86 0.21 0.28 0.35
     Standard error 0.05 0.00 0.09 0.09
F Lactating 44 0.96 0.00 0.31 0.43
     Standard error 0.07 0.00 0.17 0.00
All Individuals 15,941 0.82 0.10 0.22 0.30
     Standard error 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01
All Indiv (+P/L) 16,065 0.82 0.11 0.22 0.30
     Standard error 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01

a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: Health Technomics, Inc., 2000.
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5th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.02 0.08 0.30 0.58 0.72 0.90 1.06 1.34
0.04 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.15
0.11 0.15 0.26 0.54 0.74 0.90 1.05 1.26
0.07 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.18
0.15 0.21 0.28 0.39 0.51 0.67 0.82 1.01
0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03
0.24 0.31 0.38 0.49 0.64 0.80 0.96 1.20
0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.05
0.34 0.41 0.51 0.66 0.85 1.09 1.32 1.69
0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.09
0.34 0.44 0.57 0.76 1.02 1.31 1.63 2.04
0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.11
0.32 0.44 0.59 0.79 1.09 1.46 1.92 2.56
0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.11
0.32 0.45 0.59 0.80 1.06 1.41 1.80 2.52
0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.08
0.28 0.39 0.53 0.73 0.99 1.31 1.63 3.25
0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.18
0.22 0.31 0.45 0.63 0.87 1.14 1.45 2.57
0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.22
0.27 0.34 0.43 0.56 0.71 0.88 1.06 1.43
0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.09
0.22 0.30 0.41 0.55 0.72 0.95 1.21 1.57
0.04 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.11
0.23 0.31 0.41 0.55 0.76 1.00 1.22 1.53
0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.07
0.22 0.30 0.40 0.56 0.75 0.99 1.25 1.64
0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.06
0.22 0.31 0.40 0.54 0.72 0.94 1.19 1.73
0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.10
0.21 0.27 0.36 0.50 0.68 0.89 1.08 2.91
0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.31
0.28 0.35 0.47 0.67 0.93 1.25 1.48 1.75
0.09 0.09 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.30
0.31 0.43 0.60 0.80 0.94 1.25 1.71 2.55
0.17 0.00 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.14 0.23 0.22
0.22 0.30 0.41 0.57 0.79 1.07 1.39 1.92
0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02
0.22 0.30 0.41 0.57 0.79 1.07 1.39 1.92
0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02
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TABLE E-4  Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of
Iodine (mg/day) from Food, Total Diet Study (1991–1997)

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 1st 5th 10th

Both sexes, 0 to 6 mo 204 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.01
     Standard error 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.02
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 139 0.14 0.00 0.02 0.05
     Standard error 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.03
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 1,908 0.30 0.05 0.10 0.13
     Standard error 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.01
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 1,711 0.38 0.09 0.13 0.16
     Standard error 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01
M 9 to 13 y 574 0.49 0.09 0.15 0.20
     Standard error 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.02
M 14 to 18 y 474 0.53 0.09 0.15 0.20
     Standard error 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.02
M 19 to 30 y 920 0.41 0.05 0.11 0.16
     Standard error 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.02
M 31 to 50 y 1,805 0.37 0.06 0.12 0.16
     Standard error 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01
M  51 to 70 y 1,680 0.33 0.05 0.11 0.15
     Standard error 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.01
M 71+ y 722 0.30 0.05 0.10 0.13
     Standard error 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.01
F 9 to 13 y 586 0.38 0.08 0.13 0.16
     Standard error 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.02
F 14 to 18 y 455 0.33 0.06 0.09 0.11
     Standard error 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.02
F 19 to 30 y 880 0.29 0.04 0.08 0.11
     Standard error 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.01
F 31 to 50 y 1,733 0.26 0.04 0.08 0.11
     Standard error 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.01
F  51 to 70 y 1,605 0.24 0.05 0.08 0.11
     Standard error 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.01
F 71+ y 669 0.23 0.05 0.08 0.10
     Standard error 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.01
F Pregnant 81 0.37 0.05 0.12 0.14
     Standard error 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.05
F Lactating 44 0.41 0.00 0.11 0.14
     Standard error 0.04 0.00 0.07 0.12
All Individuals 15,941 0.32 0.04 0.09 0.12
     Standard error 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
All Indiv (+P/L) 16,065 0.33 0.04 0.09 0.12
     Standard error 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00

a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: Health Technomics, Inc., 2000.
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5th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.00 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.18
0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
0.02 0.05 0.08 0.11 0.14 0.20 0.24 0.33
0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.11
0.10 0.13 0.16 0.22 0.30 0.42 0.54 0.75
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04
0.13 0.16 0.20 0.27 0.38 0.56 0.73 0.96
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.04
0.15 0.20 0.25 0.33 0.46 0.73 1.03 1.30
0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.09
0.15 0.20 0.26 0.34 0.49 0.73 1.14 1.60
0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.11
0.11 0.16 0.22 0.30 0.41 0.57 0.77 1.15
0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.08
0.12 0.16 0.21 0.29 0.39 0.51 0.65 0.87
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04
0.11 0.15 0.20 0.26 0.35 0.45 0.54 0.66
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03
0.10 0.13 0.18 0.24 0.31 0.40 0.48 0.70
0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.07
0.13 0.16 0.21 0.27 0.38 0.54 0.72 0.95
0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.07
0.09 0.11 0.16 0.22 0.32 0.49 0.70 0.97
0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.09
0.08 0.11 0.15 0.21 0.29 0.40 0.56 0.79
0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.06
0.08 0.11 0.15 0.20 0.27 0.35 0.46 0.61
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03
0.08 0.11 0.14 0.19 0.25 0.32 0.40 0.54
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04
0.08 0.10 0.14 0.19 0.24 0.31 0.38 0.51
0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.06
0.12 0.14 0.20 0.29 0.38 0.51 0.65 0.86
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.11 0.17
0.11 0.14 0.21 0.29 0.41 0.58 0.76 1.35
0.07 0.12 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.23 0.42
0.09 0.12 0.17 0.23 0.33 0.46 0.62 0.86
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
0.09 0.12 0.17 0.23 0.33 0.46 0.62 0.86
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
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664 DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 1st 5th 10th

Both sexes, 0 to 6 mo 204 13.71 0.02 0.42 1.63
     Standard error 0.60 0.09 0.19 0.21
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 139 15.92 0.82 2.65 4.05
     Standard error 0.83 0.00 0.34 0.28
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 1,908 9.86 1.37 2.85 4.13
     Standard error 0.12 0.14 0.09 0.06
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 1,711 12.27 2.90 4.63 5.82
     Standard error 0.14 0.25 0.08 0.06
M 9 to 13 y 574 16.54 4.04 6.39 7.94
     Standard error 0.34 0.42 0.17 0.12
M 14 to 18 y 474 18.60 3.72 6.35 8.06
     Standard error 0.50 0.48 0.18 0.13
M 19 to 30 y 920 17.00 2.70 5.47 7.43
     Standard error 0.31 0.29 0.15 0.10
M 31 to 50 y 1,805 16.03 2.67 5.38 7.29
     Standard error 0.19 0.24 0.10 0.08
M  51 to 70 y 1,680 14.89 2.16 5.03 6.67
     Standard error 0.18 0.25 0.10 0.07
M 71+ y 722 13.77 2.34 4.34 5.80
     Standard error 0.28 0.38 0.15 0.10
F 9 to 13 y 586 12.54 3.10 4.73 6.04
     Standard error 0.24 0.40 0.14 0.11
F 14 to 18 y 455 12.30 2.36 3.68 5.06
     Standard error 0.37 0.31 0.16 0.14
F 19 to 30 y 880 11.99 2.28 3.63 4.99
     Standard error 0.22 0.23 0.12 0.09
F 31 to 50 y 1,733 11.00 1.82 3.53 4.71
     Standard error 0.14 0.20 0.08 0.06
F  51 to 70 y 1,605 10.79 1.88 3.47 4.72
     Standard error 0.14 0.19 0.09 0.05
F 71+ y 669 10.76 1.73 3.12 4.45
     Standard error 0.22 0.23 0.14 0.10
F Pregnant 81 14.74 3.10 5.43 6.65
     Standard error 0.95 0.00 0.62 0.19
F Lactating 44 17.33 0.00 5.89 6.62
     Standard error 1.37 0.00 0.70 0.43
All Individuals 15,941 13.03 1.74 3.83 5.27
     Standard error 0.06 0.07 0.03 0.02
All Indiv (+P/L) 16,065 13.05 1.75 3.84 5.28
     Standard error 0.06 0.07 0.03 0.02

a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: Health Technomics, Inc., 2000.

TABLE E-5 Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of
Iron (mg/day) from Food, Total Diet Study (1991–1997)
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5th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.42 1.63 5.04 11.04 15.08 21.48 28.03 33.20
0.19 0.21 0.26 0.17 0.16 0.27 0.36 0.55
2.65 4.05 6.61 12.59 17.54 22.75 30.23 40.30
0.34 0.28 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.29 0.57 1.26
2.85 4.13 5.47 7.46 10.44 14.03 17.78 22.31
0.09 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.10 0.17
4.63 5.82 7.36 9.59 12.79 16.74 21.54 27.41
0.08 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.12 0.20
6.39 7.94 9.81 12.74 16.99 23.38 28.19 37.26
0.17 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.15 0.24 0.45
6.35 8.06 10.26 13.75 18.73 26.30 34.94 45.69
0.18 0.13 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.20 0.30 0.50
5.47 7.43 9.74 12.85 17.41 23.80 30.42 41.23
0.15 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.19 0.37
5.38 7.29 9.39 12.49 16.57 22.07 29.11 36.88
0.10 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.14 0.21
5.03 6.67 8.48 11.51 15.57 20.98 26.70 33.76
0.10 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.14 0.21
4.34 5.80 7.74 10.39 14.12 19.36 25.64 32.96
0.15 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.13 0.19 0.34
4.73 6.04 7.58 9.96 13.20 17.10 21.43 26.92
0.14 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.23 0.34
3.68 5.06 6.84 9.21 12.49 16.93 22.58 29.76
0.16 0.14 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.16 0.26 0.46
3.63 4.99 6.58 9.14 12.53 16.39 21.70 29.92
0.12 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.20 0.33
3.53 4.71 6.26 8.41 11.33 15.26 19.83 26.68
0.08 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.12 0.23
3.47 4.72 6.11 8.27 11.23 15.22 19.42 24.68
0.09 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.20
3.12 4.45 6.08 8.20 11.26 15.32 19.68 24.62
0.14 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.12 0.19 0.28
5.43 6.65 8.49 11.04 14.15 19.74 33.86 38.77
0.62 0.19 0.26 0.21 0.24 0.39 0.83 0.69
5.89 6.62 8.14 12.36 19.68 26.28 33.92 38.17
0.70 0.43 0.26 0.44 0.57 0.42 1.09 0.98
3.83 5.27 7.03 9.74 13.51 18.48 24.26 31.65
0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.07
3.84 5.28 7.04 9.75 13.53 18.51 24.32 31.76
0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.07
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666 DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 1st 5th 10th

Both sexes, 0 to 6 mo 204 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00
     Standard error 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 139 0.79 0.00 0.11 0.23
     Standard error 0.04 0.00 0.11 0.08
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 1,908 1.60 0.17 0.45 0.63
     Standard error 0.02 0.07 0.03 0.02
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 1,711 1.89 0.40 0.63 0.84
     Standard error 0.02 0.08 0.03 0.02
M 9 to 13 y 574 2.48 0.53 0.82 1.07
     Standard error 0.05 0.13 0.06 0.05
M 14 to 18 y 474 2.89 0.60 0.81 1.05
     Standard error 0.08 0.14 0.06 0.06
M 19 to 30 y 920 3.07 0.31 0.71 1.06
     Standard error 0.07 0.14 0.06 0.04
M 31 to 50 y 1,805 3.27 0.41 0.79 1.14
     Standard error 0.05 0.09 0.04 0.03
M  51 to 70 y 1,680 3.07 0.29 0.73 1.07
     Standard error 0.04 0.10 0.04 0.04
M 71+ y 722 2.82 0.36 0.63 0.97
     Standard error 0.06 0.10 0.06 0.05
F 9 to 13 y 586 2.05 0.46 0.72 0.90
     Standard error 0.04 0.16 0.06 0.04
F 14 to 18 y 455 2.13 0.34 0.57 0.81
     Standard error 0.07 0.13 0.07 0.05
F 19 to 30 y 880 2.34 0.34 0.57 0.82
     Standard error 0.05 0.09 0.05 0.04
F 31 to 50 y 1,733 2.43 0.34 0.64 0.86
     Standard error 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.03
F  51 to 70 y 1,605 2.42 0.34 0.66 0.89
     Standard error 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.03
F 71+ y 669 2.35 0.25 0.57 0.86
     Standard error 0.05 0.12 0.06 0.05
F Pregnant 81 2.87 0.69 0.79 1.06
     Standard error 0.18 0.00 0.15 0.14
F Lactating 44 3.30 0.00 0.80 1.04
     Standard error 0.28 0.00 0.25 0.33
All Individuals 15,941 2.43 0.07 0.49 0.79
     Standard error 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01
All Indiv (+P/L) 16,065 2.43 0.07 0.49 0.79
     Standard error 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01

a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: Health Technomics, Inc., 2000.

TABLE E-6  Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of
Manganese (mg/day) from Food, Total Diet Study (1991–1997)
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5th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.21 0.44 0.65 0.95
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.15
0.11 0.23 0.36 0.57 0.80 1.15 1.66 2.28
0.11 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.19 0.20
0.45 0.63 0.87 1.22 1.71 2.32 2.96 3.64
0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06
0.63 0.84 1.09 1.48 2.00 2.67 3.32 4.11
0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.08
0.82 1.07 1.40 1.91 2.59 3.50 4.52 5.71
0.06 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.10 0.13
0.81 1.05 1.48 2.17 3.04 4.15 5.32 7.04
0.06 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.22
0.71 1.06 1.51 2.17 3.15 4.52 6.01 8.15
0.06 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.16
0.79 1.14 1.58 2.31 3.42 4.83 6.32 8.33
0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.12
0.73 1.07 1.56 2.26 3.30 4.55 5.66 6.85
0.04 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.09
0.63 0.97 1.41 2.13 3.09 4.22 5.23 6.36
0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.12
0.72 0.90 1.18 1.57 2.14 2.93 3.59 4.58
0.06 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.09 0.14
0.57 0.81 1.09 1.55 2.20 3.00 3.90 5.23
0.07 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.11 0.20
0.57 0.82 1.12 1.64 2.45 3.53 4.59 5.95
0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.14
0.64 0.86 1.20 1.77 2.58 3.60 4.63 5.88
0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.09
0.66 0.89 1.25 1.82 2.59 3.54 4.46 5.65
0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.09
0.57 0.86 1.19 1.75 2.60 3.47 4.30 5.22
0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.13
0.79 1.06 1.39 2.10 3.13 4.18 5.88 6.88
0.15 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.16 0.40 0.36
0.80 1.04 1.55 2.56 3.42 5.16 5.79 8.55
0.25 0.33 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.24 0.22 0.49
0.49 0.79 1.15 1.71 2.53 3.65 4.79 6.20
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03
0.49 0.79 1.15 1.72 2.54 3.65 4.80 6.21
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03
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668 DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES

Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 1st 5th 10th

Both sexes, 0 to 6 mo 204 8.96 0.00 0.00 0.00
     Standard error 1.03 0.00 0.00 0.00
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 139 39.33 0.00 4.92 12.39
     Standard error 2.23 0.00 0.74 0.52
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 1,908 81.75 6.57 18.89 27.38
     Standard error 1.24 0.47 0.21 0.14
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 1,711 99.29 17.03 30.52 38.85
     Standard error 1.36 0.48 0.23 0.15
M 9 to 13 y 574 127.91 24.84 42.00 53.35
     Standard error 2.92 1.15 0.44 0.33
M 14 to 18 y 474 136.87 16.03 32.21 49.11
     Standard error 3.95 1.19 0.55 0.43
M 19 to 30 y 920 139.71 9.64 25.69 40.53
     Standard error 3.33 0.74 0.33 0.33
M 31 to 50 y 1,805 147.23 13.35 31.05 46.83
     Standard error 2.41 0.51 0.28 0.20
M  51 to 70 y 1,680 140.74 9.88 26.61 41.33
     Standard error 2.15 0.55 0.26 0.21
M 71+ y 722 135.58 10.89 24.04 39.56
     Standard error 3.13 0.69 0.43 0.35
F 9 to 13 y 586 108.69 19.74 31.28 45.46
     Standard error 2.48 0.98 0.36 0.36
F 14 to 18 y 455 101.36 13.12 24.71 34.30
     Standard error 3.29 0.73 0.51 0.28
F 19 to 30 y 880 107.25 13.12 24.84 33.49
     Standard error 2.37 0.65 0.33 0.23
F 31 to 50 y 1,733 106.17 11.15 23.27 33.71
     Standard error 1.60 0.53 0.21 0.19
F  51 to 70 y 1,605 109.36 12.75 27.76 38.36
     Standard error 1.63 0.58 0.25 0.17
F 71+ y 669 108.97 10.19 27.23 37.77
     Standard error 2.40 0.95 0.37 0.28
F Pregnant 81 120.76 19.41 26.36 37.19
     Standard error 8.10 0.00 1.11 1.09
F Lactating 44 162.19 0.00 33.97 48.80
     Standard error 16.90 0.00 2.94 0.78
All Individuals 15,941 114.16 1.03 20.15 33.70
     Standard error 0.62 0.10 0.09 0.06
All Indiv (+P/L) 16,065 114.33 1.09 20.24 33.77
     Standard error 0.62 0.10 0.09 0.06

a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: Health Technomics, Inc., 2000.

TABLE E-7 Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of
Nickel (µg/day) from Food, Total Diet Study (1991–1997)
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5th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 5.16 20.35 37.15 51.83
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.26 0.42 0.74 0.70
4.92 12.39 17.76 27.22 41.79 58.05 79.72 113.17
0.74 0.52 0.30 0.33 0.36 0.57 1.07 1.66

18.89 27.38 39.77 59.69 85.82 120.99 155.12 198.55
0.21 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.14 0.20 0.27 0.52

30.52 38.85 51.77 73.78 104.25 144.15 183.76 231.61
0.23 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.16 0.22 0.32 0.64

42.00 53.35 69.75 97.34 134.79 179.94 228.54 293.55
0.44 0.33 0.28 0.26 0.29 0.41 0.67 1.23

32.21 49.11 67.89 97.55 140.45 200.81 281.32 352.81
0.55 0.43 0.31 0.31 0.37 0.52 0.97 1.25

25.69 40.53 61.37 93.53 143.95 208.64 287.08 398.16
0.33 0.33 0.23 0.23 0.28 0.38 0.71 1.26

31.05 46.83 66.49 100.12 151.98 223.17 299.03 392.21
0.28 0.20 0.17 0.17 0.20 0.30 0.44 0.88

26.61 41.33 63.94 100.51 149.37 215.60 276.92 353.50
0.26 0.21 0.18 0.17 0.20 0.29 0.41 0.74

24.04 39.56 62.58 97.52 142.65 211.21 268.70 331.36
0.43 0.35 0.28 0.25 0.32 0.44 0.60 0.95

31.28 45.46 58.96 80.26 112.36 158.03 210.82 254.62
0.36 0.36 0.23 0.24 0.28 0.44 0.62 1.05

24.71 34.30 47.49 71.35 105.61 149.98 197.88 254.14
0.51 0.28 0.27 0.29 0.33 0.47 0.80 0.99

24.84 33.49 48.42 74.77 112.69 161.32 212.00 275.40
0.33 0.23 0.21 0.21 0.25 0.35 0.51 0.90

23.27 33.71 49.46 74.37 110.73 162.93 215.07 267.32
0.21 0.19 0.15 0.14 0.18 0.25 0.35 0.62

27.76 38.36 52.83 78.89 116.14 161.62 210.29 272.22
0.25 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.25 0.37 0.66

27.23 37.77 53.91 80.73 116.99 160.46 206.57 261.05
0.37 0.28 0.25 0.23 0.27 0.35 0.60 0.86

26.36 37.19 55.66 86.57 131.37 183.69 227.98 311.58
1.11 1.09 0.81 0.76 0.86 1.25 2.72 4.42

33.97 48.80 62.71 106.45 171.89 249.36 362.28 500.11
2.94 0.78 1.28 1.24 1.65 1.76 5.22 3.37

20.15 33.70 51.18 78.68 118.66 172.94 231.80 304.12
0.09 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.13 0.22

20.24 33.77 51.25 78.77 118.83 173.23 232.16 304.61
0.09 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.13 0.22
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Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 1st 5th 10th

Both sexes, 0 to 6 mo 204 51.33 0.13 0.73 4.16
     Standard error 3.43 0.23 0.27 0.34
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 139 43.42 2.25 4.15 6.50
     Standard error 3.37 0.00 0.43 0.36
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 1,908 15.34 3.16 5.20 6.64
     Standard error 0.26 0.18 0.09 0.06
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 1,711 15.52 4.50 6.75 8.06
     Standard error 0.15 0.27 0.08 0.07
M 9 to 13 y 574 20.13 5.75 8.10 10.09
     Standard error 0.36 0.34 0.19 0.14
M 14 to 18 y 474 24.76 6.59 8.61 10.93
     Standard error 0.70 0.49 0.17 0.15
M 19 to 30 y 920 41.87 4.31 7.64 10.61
     Standard error 1.48 0.32 0.18 0.13
M 31 to 50 y 1,805 36.58 5.36 8.74 11.94
     Standard error 0.80 0.26 0.12 0.10
M  51 to 70 y 1,680 30.58 4.86 8.27 11.07
     Standard error 0.66 0.30 0.12 0.09
M 71+ y 722 24.46 3.28 6.23 9.26
     Standard error 0.74 0.40 0.17 0.15
F 9 to 13 y 586 16.57 4.68 6.52 8.33
     Standard error 0.29 0.31 0.17 0.15
F 14 to 18 y 455 17.10 3.85 5.59 7.57
     Standard error 0.40 0.35 0.20 0.18
F 19 to 30 y 880 21.43 3.85 6.07 7.79
     Standard error 0.60 0.29 0.14 0.11
F 31 to 50 y 1,733 20.63 4.12 6.32 8.36
     Standard error 0.33 0.25 0.09 0.08
F  51 to 70 y 1,605 19.25 3.43 6.09 8.50
     Standard error 0.26 0.20 0.12 0.09
F 71+ y 669 18.04 2.92 5.73 7.71
     Standard error 0.35 0.29 0.19 0.12
F Pregnant 81 22.26 4.61 7.68 8.93
     Standard error 1.26 0.00 0.61 0.08
F Lactating 44 26.77 0.00 8.75 11.30
     Standard error 1.80 0.00 0.45 0.75
All Individuals 15,941 23.92 3.52 6.35 8.44
     Standard error 0.19 0.08 0.03 0.03
All Indiv (+P/L) 16,065 23.92 3.53 6.36 8.45
     Standard error 0.19 0.08 0.03 0.03

a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: Health Technomics, Inc., 2000.

TABLE E-8 Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of
Silicon (mg/day) from Food, Total Diet Study (1991–1997)
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5th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.73 4.16 19.00 34.59 44.47 77.45 133.32 182.03
0.27 0.34 0.47 0.24 0.29 0.88 0.67 2.49
4.15 6.50 10.64 28.82 40.95 65.89 114.13 151.76
0.43 0.36 0.34 0.43 0.30 0.91 1.17 1.85
5.20 6.64 8.69 11.60 15.44 20.37 25.92 34.80
0.09 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.12 0.27
6.75 8.06 10.00 12.76 16.38 20.76 25.04 30.59
0.08 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.19
8.10 10.09 12.89 16.54 21.24 26.81 33.08 40.27
0.19 0.14 0.11 0.09 0.11 0.15 0.26 0.38
8.61 10.93 14.06 19.37 25.58 33.02 41.43 55.10
0.17 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.19 0.34 0.62
7.64 10.61 14.93 22.53 34.98 62.77 105.67 165.58
0.18 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.15 0.30 0.49 0.78
8.74 11.94 16.10 22.86 32.84 52.44 80.41 122.98
0.12 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.17 0.27 0.55
8.27 11.07 14.82 20.70 28.71 40.93 60.48 96.85
0.12 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.13 0.29 0.54
6.23 9.26 12.56 17.85 24.79 33.00 43.08 62.36
0.17 0.15 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.16 0.29 0.67
6.52 8.33 10.74 13.81 17.39 22.33 36.34 32.69
0.17 0.15 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.14 0.17 0.37
5.59 7.57 10.16 13.59 18.27 23.18 28.50 35.84
0.20 0.18 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.15 0.26 0.45
6.07 7.79 10.54 14.72 20.65 29.63 40.63 61.02
0.14 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.16 0.28 0.63
6.32 8.36 10.92 15.18 21.11 28.49 36.65 51.17
0.09 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.16 0.38
6.09 8.50 11.27 15.07 20.41 26.30 32.65 41.12
0.12 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.14 0.26
5.73 7.71 10.39 14.07 19.38 25.27 30.65 39.73
0.19 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.13 0.22 0.39
7.68 8.93 11.64 17.45 23.85 32.86 38.96 45.60
0.61 0.08 0.40 0.31 0.31 0.56 0.56 1.53
8.75 11.30 15.66 21.92 28.51 37.01 50.20 56.93
0.45 0.75 0.64 0.46 0.50 0.63 0.21 0.53
6.35 8.44 11.15 15.53 22.08 31.98 46.27 79.63
0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.17
6.36 8.45 11.15 15.55 22.11 32.01 46.21 79.28
0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.17
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Number Percentile
of Persons

Sex/Age Categorya Examined Mean 1st 5th 10th

Both sexes, 0 to 6 mo 204 6.00 0.00 0.10 0.69
     Standard error 0.22 0.05 0.10 0.17
Both sexes, 7 to 12 mo 139 6.30 0.21 0.76 2.17
     Standard error 0.22 0.00 0.26 0.32
Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 1,908 7.29 1.53 2.70 3.47
     Standard error 0.08 0.18 0.07 0.04
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 1,711 9.14 2.31 3.45 4.34
     Standard error 0.10 0.14 0.07 0.05
M 9 to 13 y 574 12.46 3.22 4.80 5.90
     Standard error 0.24 0.24 0.15 0.10
M 14 to 18 y 474 15.08 2.71 4.97 6.23
     Standard error 0.38 0.44 0.18 0.12
M 19 to 30 y 920 14.64 2.18 4.09 5.68
     Standard error 0.33 0.27 0.11 0.11
M 31 to 50 y 1,805 13.38 2.21 4.24 5.55
     Standard error 0.16 0.23 0.08 0.06
M  51 to 70 y 1,680 11.78 1.53 3.60 4.80
     Standard error 0.15 0.22 0.09 0.06
M 71+ y 722 9.56 1.45 2.79 3.99
     Standard error 0.17 0.26 0.12 0.09
F 9 to 13 y 586 9.65 2.04 3.24 4.39
     Standard error 0.19 0.19 0.14 0.11
F 14 to 18 y 455 9.47 1.33 2.58 3.74
     Standard error 0.24 0.22 0.15 0.10
F 19 to 30 y 880 9.33 1.50 2.90 3.74
     Standard error 0.17 0.24 0.11 0.07
F 31 to 50 y 1,733 8.51 1.24 2.49 3.45
     Standard error 0.11 0.17 0.07 0.05
F  51 to 70 y 1,605 7.93 1.32 2.37 3.29
     Standard error 0.10 0.15 0.08 0.06
F 71+ y 669 7.34 1.29 2.20 2.90
     Standard error 0.15 0.21 0.10 0.09
F Pregnant 81 11.09 2.16 4.23 5.31
     Standard error 0.52 0.00 0.61 0.31
F Lactating 44 12.79 0.00 4.59 5.16
     Standard error 0.97 0.00 0.34 0.61
All Individuals 15,941 10.00 1.25 2.84 3.91
     Standard error 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.02
All Indiv (+P/L) 16,065 10.01 1.26 2.85 3.92
     Standard error 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.02

a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: Health Technomics, Inc., 2000.

TABLE E-9 Mean and Percentiles for Usual Intake of
Zinc (mg/day) from Food, Total Diet Study (1991–1997)
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5th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.10 0.69 2.84 5.52 6.83 8.56 10.32 12.80
0.10 0.17 0.20 0.09 0.09 0.14 0.23 0.32
0.76 2.17 4.04 5.68 7.03 8.43 10.07 11.75
0.26 0.32 0.15 0.12 0.09 0.18 0.22 0.40
2.70 3.47 4.43 5.81 7.74 9.99 12.39 15.33
0.07 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.13
3.45 4.34 5.47 7.23 9.66 12.68 15.65 19.10
0.07 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.16
4.80 5.90 7.54 9.72 13.13 17.52 21.88 25.20
0.15 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.13 0.17 0.30
4.97 6.23 8.53 11.47 15.49 20.96 28.53 36.09
0.18 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.11 0.18 0.31 0.38
4.09 5.68 7.82 10.90 15.33 20.56 27.23 33.31
0.11 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.12 0.17 0.26
4.24 5.55 7.50 10.44 14.32 18.79 23.52 29.66
0.08 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.20
3.60 4.80 6.37 9.05 12.57 16.57 21.14 27.07
0.09 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.12 0.21
2.79 3.99 5.37 7.51 10.30 13.69 16.53 20.61
0.12 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.10 0.13 0.25
3.24 4.39 5.65 7.63 10.16 13.46 17.08 21.07
0.14 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.11 0.19 0.28
2.58 3.74 5.00 7.38 10.29 13.27 16.46 21.40
0.15 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.21 0.36
2.90 3.74 5.07 7.07 9.85 13.30 17.08 21.65
0.11 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.15 0.25
2.49 3.45 4.72 6.59 9.03 12.12 15.36 19.25
0.07 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.16
2.37 3.29 4.37 6.18 8.51 11.41 14.06 17.06
0.08 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.15
2.20 2.90 4.06 5.63 7.81 10.61 13.11 16.28
0.10 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.15 0.23
4.23 5.31 6.53 9.27 11.79 15.99 18.71 20.28
0.61 0.31 0.21 0.23 0.19 0.33 0.35 0.46
4.59 5.16 6.09 9.38 13.95 20.75 23.75 25.65
0.34 0.61 0.14 0.35 0.36 0.53 1.04 0.31
2.84 3.91 5.23 7.36 10.41 14.45 18.63 24.22
0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.07
2.85 3.92 5.24 7.37 10.43 14.48 18.66 24.20
0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.06
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TABLE F-1 Mean and Percentiles for Intake of Vitamin A (µg/
REa/day) from Food, Nova Scotia and Québec, Canada (1990)

F
Canadian Dietary Intake Data,

1990

Percentile
Number of

Sex/Age Categoryb Respondents Mean 5th 10th

M 19–30 y 536 1,518 380 484
Standard error 37 27

M 31–50 y 724 1,281 417 495
Standard error 16 24

M 51–70 y 663 1,479 481 572
Standard error 43 30

M 71–74 y 149 2,093 464 550
Standard error 50 53

F 19–30 y 548 1,129 417 499
Standard error 17 12

F 31–50 y 826 1,137 401 474
Standard error 21 16

F 51–70 y 657 1,245 426 500
Standard error 24 23

F 71–74 y 148 1,298 431 456
Standard error 29 19

a RE = retinol equivalents. 1 RE = 6 µg β-carotene and 12 mg α-carotene or β-cryptoxanthin.
b M = male, F = female.
SOURCE: Nova Scotia Heart Health Program. 1993. Report of the Nova Scotia Nutrition
Survey. Nova Scotia Department of Health, Health and Welfare Canada; Santé Québec.
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rcentile

h 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0 484 647 874 1,277 1,744 2,145 3,892
7 27 16 27 48 76 145 1,051
7 495 710 951 1,253 1,581 1,802 2,485
6 24 22 30 37 58 98 228
1 572 744 994 134 1,891 2,082 2,812
3 30 28 43 88 93 40 275
4 550 805 1,124 1,463 1,855 2,317 3,769
0 53 79 42 90 198 215 2,944
7 499 597 717 885 1,039 1,121 1,443
7 12 11 11 16 25 25 94
1 474 598 747 1,005 1,264 1,420 1,802
1 16 10 18 22 38 75 140
6 500 609 805 1,128 1,443 1,648 1,992
4 23 16 33 41 72 62 111
1 456 540 756 1,195 1,637 1,838 2,315
9 19 44 62 100 115 134 417

1995. Les Québécoises et les Québécois Mangent-Ils Mieux? Rapport de l’Enquête Québécoise sur la
Nutrition, 1990. Montréal: Ministère de la Santé et des Services Sociaux, Gouvernement
du Québec.
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TABLE F-2 Mean and Percentiles for Intake of Iron (mg/day)
from Food, Nova Scotia and Québec, Canada (1990)

Percentile
Number of

Sex/Age Categorya Respondents Mean 5th 10th

M 19–30 y 536 17.9 10.3 11.2
Standard error 0.4 0.3

M 31–50 y 724 16.9 9.0 10.2
Standard error 0.4 0.4

M 51–70 y 663 15.1 8.2 9.0
Standard error 0.4 0.5

M 71–74 y 149 15.1 9.1 10.0
Standard error 0.8 0.3

F 19–30 y 548 11.8 6.2 7.1
Standard error 0.2 0.2

F 31–50 y 826 11.7 7.2 8.2
Standard error 0.2 0.2

F 51–70 y 657 11 7.0 7.8
Standard error 0.3 0.2

F 71–74 y 148 11 6.3 6.6
Standard error 0.3 0.4

a M = male, F = female.
SOURCE: Nova Scotia Heart Health Program. 1993. Report of the Nova Scotia Nutrition
Survey. Nova Scotia Department of Health, Health and Welfare Canada; Santé Québec.
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rcentile

h 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

3 11.2 13.7 16.1 19.2 22.4 23.9 31.6
4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 1.0 2.2
0 10.2 12.6 15.7 18.7 21.9 24.7 31.6
4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.6 1.2 2.2
2 9.0 11.2 14.5 17.8 20.4 22.2 29.5
4 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.8 2.4
1 10.0 11.4 13.6 16.8 20.4 21.6 31.6
8 0.3 0.4 0.7 1.0 1.1 2.6 5.2
2 7.1 8.6 10.9 13.4 15.9 17.5 20.8
2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.9
2 8.2 9.6 10.8 12.1 13.7 14.8 17.8
2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5
0 7.8 9.0 10.5 11.8 13.3 14.0 17.3
3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 1.1
3 6.6 8.0 9.7 11.9 13.7 17.2 24.9
3 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 1.4 3.2 4.6

1995. Les Québécoises et les Québécois Mangent-Ils Mieux? Rapport de l’Enquête Québécoise sur la
Nutrition, 1990. Montréal: Ministère de la Santé et des Services Sociaux, Gouvernement
du Québec.
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TABLE F-3 Mean and Percentiles for Intake of Zinc (mg/day)
from Food, Nova Scotia and Québec, Canada (1990)

Percentile
Number of

Sex/Age Categorya Respondents Mean 5th 10th

M 19–30 y 536 15.9 11.2 12.0
Standard error 0.3 0.1

M 31–50 y 724 16.6 8.3 9.4
Standard error 0.3 0.3

M 51–70 y 663 12.6 7.4 8.5
Standard error 0.4 0.2

M 71–74 y 149 13.2 7.0 8.0
Standard error 0.6 0.4

F 19–30 y 548 9.9 5.9 6.6
Standard error 0.2 0.1

F 31–50 y 826 9.7 6.2 6.7
Standard error 0.2 0.09

F 51–70 y 657 8.8 4.0 5.8
Standard error 0.2 0.2

F 71–74 y 148 9.4 3.9 4.2
Standard error 0.3 0.5

a M = male, F = female.
SOURCE: Nova Scotia Heart Health Program. 1993. Report of the Nova Scotia Nutrition
Survey. Nova Scotia Department of Health, Health and Welfare Canada; Santé Québec.
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rcentile

h 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

2 12.0 13.0 14.0 14.9 15.8 16.5 20.2
3 0.1 0.1 0.08 0.1 0.1 0.4 1.4
3 9.4 11.2 13.1 14.9 16.6 18.2 21.9
3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.6 1.0
4 8.5 9.7 11.3 13.2 15.8 18.0 20.1
4 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.8 0.6
0 8.0 8.9 11.0 13.3 15.1 16.2 21.9
6 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.7 1.4 2.5
9 6.6 7.6 8.8 10.1 11.3 12.1 14.1
2 0.1 0.09 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.8
2 6.7 7.5 8.5 9.7 10.8 11.6 13.9
2 0.09 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.6
0 5.8 6.8 8.2 9.3 10.6 11.5 13.2
2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 1.1
9 4.2 6.2 7.4 9.0 12.0 13.0 20.7
3 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.8 2.8 4.1

1995. Les Québécoises et les Québécois Mangent-Ils Mieux? Rapport de l’Enquête Québécoise sur la
Nutrition, 1990. Montréal: Ministère de la Santé et des Services Sociaux, Gouvernement
du Québec.
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Percentile

Sex/Age Categorya n Mean SEMb 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 2,389 120.9 0.2 108.0 110.8 115.7
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 2,910 126.9 0.2 113.5 116.4 121.1
M 9 to 13 y 1,110 135.2 0.5 120.3 123.2 128.3
M 14 to 18 y 830 149.0 0.6 131.6 135.3 141.5
M 19 to 30 y 1,804 154.0 0.4 138.9 142.1 147.1
M 31 to 50 y 2,416 152.0 0.4 135.2 139.3 145.6
M  51 to 70 y 1,874 148.8 0.2 128.7 134.7 141.7
M 71+ y 1,189 143.7 0.6 117.6 125.1 135.8
F 9 to 13 y 1,090 131.8 0.5 117.9 121.3 126.3
F 14 to 18 y 883 132.4 0.5 116.8 120.3 125.9
F 19 to 30 y 1,809 132.8 0.3 115.8 119.8 126.3
F 31 to 50 y 2,805 132.2 0.3 112.9 118.3 126.0
F  51 to 70 y 1,976 135.1 0.3 117.4 121.7 128.3
F 71+ y 1,306 134.1 0.4 113.7 119.5 127.4
F Pregnant 317 121.0 1.0 105.1c 108.9 114.5
F Lactating 96 134.2 2.1 114.7c 117.6c 128.7c

F P/L 408 123.9 1.0 106.7c 110.2 115.7
All Individuals 24,391 139.5 0.2 116.8 121.3 129.1
All Indiv (+P/L) 24,799 139.2 0.2 116.4 120.9 128.8

G
Biochemical Indicators for Iron,
Vitamin A, and Iodine from the

Third National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey

(NHANES III), 1988–1994

TABLE G-1  Mean and Percentiles for Hemoglobin (g/L),
NHANES III (1988–1994)

NOTE: Means, standard errors, and percentiles calculated with WesVar Complex
Samples 3.0. Children fed human milk and females who had "blank but applicable"
pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded "I don't know" to questions on
pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
b SEM = standard error of the mean.
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10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

110.8 115.7 120.4 125.7 130.5 133.3 138.3c

116.4 121.1 127.2 132.1 136.4 139.2 145.1
123.2 128.3 134.6 141.2 146.3 150.1 161.9c

135.3 141.5 149.4 156.1 161.0 164.2 169.7c

142.1 147.1 153.7 160.1 164.9 168.5 177.7c

139.3 145.6 152.2 158.2 164.5 167.8 174.6c

134.7 141.7 149.1 155.7 162.2 166.6 174.5c

125.1 135.8 144.2 152.6 159.7 164.3 173.2c

121.3 126.3 130.6 136.5 143.1 146.2 154.6c

120.3 125.9 132.5 138.8 143.8 147.3 153.0c

119.8 126.3 133.0 139.2 144.8 147.7 154.6c

118.3 126.0 132.5 139.1 145.2 149.5 156.9
121.7 128.3 135.0 141.7 147.8 151.6 158.6c

119.5 127.4 134.1 141.3 147.7 152.4 160.9c

108.9 114.5 120.7 126.2 136.1 137.9c 148.8c

117.6c 128.7c 134.4 140.2c 146.9c 150.7c 151.9c

110.2 115.7 122.4 131.1 138.9 145.4c 151.3c

121.3 129.1 138.8 149.7 158.1 162.7 170.9
120.9 128.8 138.5 149.5 158.0 162.6 170.8

c These values are potentially unreliable in a statistical sense based on an insufficient
sample size as indicated in statistical reporting standards (Life Sciences Research Office/
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 1995. Third Report on Nutri-
tion Monitoring in the United States. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office).
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 2000.
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TABLE G-2  Mean and Percentiles for Serum Transferrin
Saturation (%), NHANES III (1988–1994)

Percentile

Sex/Age Categorya n Mean SEMb 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 1,935 18.6 0.3 5.6 7.6 11.4
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 2,865 21.4 0.2 8.9 11.1 15.3
M 9 to 13 y 1,097 22.5 0.5 9.4 11.8 15.5
M 14 to 18 y 836 27.7 0.7 12.4 14.4 19.2
M 19 to 30 y 1,802 30.4 0.4 13.1 16.2 21.8
M 31 to 50 y 2,413 29.1 0.3 15.3 17.0 21.5
M  51 to 70 y 1,879 27.5 0.4 13.0 15.9 20.6
M 71+ y 1,188 27.1 0.4 12.2 14.5 19.6
F 9 to 13 y 1,087 22.6 0.6 8.8 10.7 16.1
F 14 to 18 y 884 23.4 0.5 7.3 10.0 15.9
F 19 to 30 y 1,795 25.4 0.5 8.5 11.3 16.5
F 31 to 50 y 2,802 23.4 0.4 7.3 9.9 15.0
F  51 to 70 y 1,980 23.6 0.3 11.1 13.0 17.0
F 71+ y 1,301 23.9 0.3 11.0 13.2 17.5
F Pregnant 318 22.8 1.0 9.3c 10.5 14.0
F Lactating 93 25.8c 1.9 10.1c 10.8c 15.3c

F P/L 407 23.5 0.8 9.7c 10.6 14.5
All Individuals 23,864 25.5 0.1 9.6 12.6 17.6
All Indiv (+P/L) 24,271 25.5 0.1 9.6 12.5 17.5

NOTE: Means, standard errors, and percentiles calculated with WesVar Complex
Samples 3.0.  Females who had "blank but applicable" pregnancy and lactating status
data or who responded "I don't know" to questions on pregnancy and lactating status
were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
b SEM = standard error of the mean.
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10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

7.6 11.4 17.6 24.6 29.8 35.3 44.9c

11.1 15.3 20.5 26.6 31.9 37.4 47.5
11.8 15.5 20.9 27.9 33.7 39.2 47.5c

14.4 19.2 25.1 34.8 44.2 49.7 63.6c

16.2 21.8 29.6 36.8 46.0 52.3 68.3c

17.0 21.5 27.5 34.9 43.0 48.9 64.0c

15.9 20.6 26.5 33.2 39.7 45.1 56.5c

14.5 19.6 25.9 33.2 39.9 45.9 65.7c

10.7 16.1 21.3 27.2 34.3 41.2 58.9c

10.0 15.9 22.0 29.5 36.0 44.4 59.6c

11.3 16.5 23.5 31.6 40.6 47.7 67.0c

9.9 15.0 21.4 29.8 39.0 45.1 57.4
13.0 17.0 22.4 28.6 35.2 41.3 54.2c

13.2 17.5 22.2 29.2 35.6 40.7 54.7c

10.5 14.0 21.4 28.5 38.2 43.8c 53.9c

10.8c 15.3c 23.9c 33.6c 45.4c 46.6c 47.7c

10.6 14.5 22.0 29.5 40.7 46.2c 53.4c

12.6 17.6 24.0 31.5 39.8 46.0 59.7
12.5 17.5 24.0 31.4 39.8 46.0 59.6

c These values are potentially unreliable in a statistical sense based on an insufficient
sample size as indicated in statistical reporting standards (Life Sciences Research Office/
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 1995. Third Report on Nutri-
tion Monitoring in the United States. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office).
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 2000.
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TABLE G-3  Mean and Percentiles for Serum Ferritin (µg/L),
NHANES III (1988–1994)

Percentile

Sex/Age Categorya n Mean 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 1–3 y 2,429 27.9 6.0 9.0 15.0
Both sexes, 4–8 y 2,906 34.1 14.3 17.0 21.8

Standard error 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5
M 9–13 y 1,098 38.8 16.2 19.2 25.4

Standard error 1.1 0.7 1.3 1.9
M 14–18 y 837 56.6 20.0 24.0 33.0

Standard error 2.1 1.0 1.1 1.4
M 19–30 y 1,801 131.0 42.0 54.0 80.0

Standard error 2.5 3.2 6.0 6.9
M 31–50 y 2,418 189.4 41.0 60.0 101.0

Standard error 3.6 2.5 2.6 2.6
M 51–70 y 1,877 204.2 37.0 53.0 92.0

Standard error 6.8 2.5 3.1 4.6
M 71+ y 1,189 184.8 28.0 41.0 74.0

Standard error 6.4 1.7 1.9 3.0
F 9–13 y 1,092 36.4 12.3 16.0 22.5

Standard error 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.0
F 14–18 y 888 35.8 9.0 12.0 19.0

Standard error 2.9 1.0 1.0 1.0
F 19–30 years 1,797 47.8 9.0 13.0 22.0

Standard error 1.5 0.6 0.8 1.2
F 31–50 y 2,808 64.0 7.0 11.0 21.0

Standard error 3.1 0.4 0.6 0.8
F 51–70 years 1,980 120.1 19.0 28.0 50.0

Standard error 3.3 1.0 1.2 1.8
F 71+ y 1,300 135.1 21.0 30.0 53.0

Standard error 5.0 1.4 2.3 6.0
F Pregnant 320 37.6 12.0 15.0 22.0

Standard error 3.9 5.3 5.1 4.6
F Lactating 94 47.3 18.0 21.0 29.0

Standard error 6.1 5.6 6.1 5.4
F P/L 410 41.1 11.0 14.0 22.0

Standard error 3.3 1.7 2.1 2.1
All Individuals 24,420 104.3 12.0 18.0 31.0

Standard error 1.4 0.2 0.3 0.5
All Indiv (+P/L) 24,830 103.2 12.0 17.0 31.0

Standard error 1.4 0.2 0.3 0.5

NOTE: The intake distributions for 2–6 months, 7–11 months, and 1–3 years of age are
unadjusted. Means and percentiles for these groups were computed using SAS PROC
UNIVARIATE. For all other groups, data were adjusted using the Iowa State University
method. Mean, standard errors, and percentiles were obtained using C-Side. Standard
errors were estimated via jackknife replication. Each standard error has 49 degrees of
freedom. Infants and children fed human milk and females who had “blank but appli-
cable” pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to ques-
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10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th

9.0 15.0 23.0 34.0 49.0 64.0
17.0 21.8 29.8 41.2 56.6 68.9
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.9 1.4 2.1

19.2 25.4 34.8 47.7 63.4 75.2
1.3 1.9 0.9 3.6 3.0 5.0

24.0 33.0 48.0 70.0 99.0 123.0
1.1 1.4 1.9 2.8 4.8 6.9

54.0 80.0 118.0 168.0 224.0 263.0
6.0 6.9 7.0 7.6 6.5 10.0

60.0 101.0 157.0 235.0 355.0 455.0
2.6 2.6 3.3 5.6 8.5 13.0

53.0 92.0 161.0 267.0 408.0 519.0
3.1 4.6 6.9 9.5 13.6 18.4

41.0 74.0 136.0 239.0 385.0 506.0
1.9 3.0 5.7 9.6 15.1 20.9

16.0 22.5 31.7 44.2 60.7 76.4
1.4 1.0 1.1 1.6 3.2 3.7

12.0 19.0 29.0 42.0 63.0 86.0
1.0 1.0 1.2 2.2 6.5 12.3

13.0 22.0 37.0 60.0 94.0 124.0
0.8 1.2 1.5 2.2 3.1 4.6

11.0 21.0 42.0 75.0 133.0 194.0
0.6 0.8 1.8 2.4 5.9 12.9

28.0 50.0 91.0 157.0 247.0 321.0
1.2 1.8 3.2 4.7 7.4 10.8

30.0 53.0 96.0 170.0 281.0 380.0
2.3 6.0 3.0 18.5 12.4 30.4

15.0 22.0 33.0 47.0 65.0 80.0
5.1 4.6 4.0 4.8 9.8 15.5

21.0 29.0 41.0 59.0 81.0 98.0
6.1 5.4 4.7 12.3 19.0 23.3

14.0 22.0 33.0 51.0 77.0 99.0
2.1 2.1 2.5 5.6 8.4 12.0

18.0 31.0 65.0 135.0 237.0 322.0
0.3 0.5 1.0 2.3 3.9 5.4

17.0 31.0 64.0 133.0 235.0 320.0
0.3 0.5 0.9 2.3 3.8 5.3

tions on pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses. Females who
were both pregnant and lactating were included in both the Pregnant and Lactating
categories. The sample sizes for the Pregnant and Lactating categories were very small
so their estimates of usual serum ferritin distributions are not reliable.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 2000.
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TABLE G-4  Mean and Percentiles for Serum Vitamin A
(Retinol) (µmol/L), NHANES III (1988–1994)

Percentile

Sex/Age Categorya n Mean SEMb 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 2,704 1.22 0.01 0.84 0.91 1.04
M 9 to 13 y 1,076 1.43 0.01 0.99 1.06 1.21
M 14 to 18 y 823 1.76 0.02 1.22 1.31 1.52
M 19 to 30 y 1,784 2.01 0.02 1.38 1.50 1.69
M 31 to 50 y 2,397 2.22 0.01 1.43 1.59 1.85
M 51 to 70 y 1,870 2.27 0.02 1.48 1.65 1.90
M 71+ y 1,174 2.34 0.03 1.42 1.62 1.88
F 9 to 13 y 1,070 1.40 0.01 1.01 1.09 1.20
F 14 to 18 y 877 1.61 0.02 1.07 1.16 1.32
F 19 to 30 y 1,786 1.87 0.02 1.14 1.26 1.48
F 31 to 50 y 2,781 1.79 0.02 1.14 1.23 1.44
F 51 to 70 y 1,965 2.14 0.02 1.32 1.48 1.73
F 71+ y 1,282 2.24 0.02 1.32 1.49 1.81
F Pregnant 316 1.47 0.04 0.84c 0.99 1.22
F Lactating 94 1.82c 0.05 1.31c 1.39c 1.53c

F P/L 406 1.55 0.03 0.88c 1.04 1.28
All Individuals 21,589 1.93 0.01 1.10 1.22 1.49
All Indiv (+P/L) 21,995 1.92 0.01 1.10 1.22 1.49

NOTE: Means, standard errors, and percentiles calculated with WesVar Complex
Samples 3.0. Females who had "blank but applicable" pregnancy and lactating status
data or who responded "I don't know" to questions on pregnancy and lactating status
were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
b SEM = standard error of the mean.
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10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.91 1.04 1.20 1.35 1.49 1.58 1.86
1.06 1.21 1.40 1.57 1.81 1.89 2.09c

1.31 1.52 1.71 1.95 2.20 2.34 2.83c

1.50 1.69 1.95 2.23 2.54 2.72 3.10c

1.59 1.85 2.16 2.52 2.88 3.11 3.63c

1.65 1.90 2.21 2.58 2.94 3.17 3.56c

1.62 1.88 2.19 2.65 3.17 3.47 4.62c

1.09 1.20 1.34 1.54 1.72 1.82 2.28c

1.16 1.32 1.55 1.78 2.08 2.34 2.84c

1.26 1.48 1.77 2.16 2.56 2.80 3.27c

1.23 1.44 1.71 2.01 2.36 2.63 3.29
1.48 1.73 2.06 2.41 2.79 3.10 4.10c

1.49 1.81 2.16 2.56 3.00 3.32 4.27c

0.99 1.22 1.45 1.67 1.94 2.21c 2.34c

1.39c 1.53c 1.87c 1.94c 2.24c 2.31c 2.50c

1.04 1.28 1.51 1.78 2.02 2.25c 2.42c

1.22 1.49 1.85 2.25 2.65 2.92 3.51
1.22 1.49 1.84 2.25 2.65 2.92 3.50

c These values are potentially unreliable in a statistical sense based on an insufficient
sample size as indicated in statistical reporting standards (Life Sciences Research Office/
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 1995. Third Report on Nutri-
tion Monitoring in the United States. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office).
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 2000.
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Percentile

Sex/Age Categorya n Mean SEMb 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 1,026 0.186 0.005 0.035 0.055 0.097
M 9 to 13 y 682 0.177 0.007 0.024 0.045 0.092
M 14 to 18 y 703 0.158 0.004 0.030 0.042 0.082
M 19 to 30 y 1,625 0.183 0.004 0.028 0.047 0.101
M 31 to 50 y 2,220 0.207 0.004 0.030 0.054 0.110
M 51 to 70 y 1,745 0.219 0.006 0.029 0.057 0.106
M 71+ y 1,090 0.196 0.007 0.018 0.038 0.081
F 9 to 13 y 651 0.171 0.005 0.032 0.054 0.090
F 14 to 18 y 770 0.154 0.004 0.024 0.039 0.073
F 19 to 30 y 1,669 0.174 0.004 0.017 0.039 0.089
F 31 to 50 y 2,625 0.187 0.003 0.028 0.049 0.092
F 51 to 70 y 1,809 0.247 0.016 0.038 0.062 0.120
F 71+ y 1,159 0.229 0.005 0.029 0.056 0.110
F Pregnant 268 0.221 0.010 0.048c 0.078 0.142
F Lactating 86 0.189c 0.017 0.031c 0.045c 0.103c

F P/L 351 0.212 0.009 0.040c 0.068 0.129
All Individuals 17,774 0.198 0.003 0.028 0.049 0.097
All Indiv (+P/L) 18,125 0.198 0.003 0.028 0.049 0.097

TABLE G-5 Mean and Percentiles for Serum Retinyl Esters
(µmol/L), NHANES III (1998–1994)

NOTE: Means, standard errors, and percentiles calculated with WesVar Complex
Samples 3.0. Females who had "blank but applicable" pregnancy and lactating status
data or who responded "I don't know" to questions on pregnancy and lactating status
were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
b SEM = standard error of the mean.
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10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

0.055 0.097 0.146 0.220 0.295 0.379 0.517c

0.045 0.092 0.155 0.209 0.276 0.324 0.424c

0.042 0.082 0.135 0.192 0.238 0.278 0.355c

0.047 0.101 0.153 0.213 0.290 0.340 0.515c

0.054 0.110 0.173 0.239 0.340 0.400 0.629c

0.057 0.106 0.170 0.252 0.342 0.437 0.817c

0.038 0.081 0.148 0.237 0.331 0.410 0.781c

0.054 0.090 0.149 0.211 0.264 0.294 0.379c

0.039 0.073 0.128 0.184 0.249 0.294 0.407c

0.039 0.089 0.153 0.209 0.277 0.310 0.402c

0.049 0.092 0.156 0.225 0.302 0.352 0.490
0.062 0.120 0.191 0.274 0.379 0.451 0.868c

0.056 0.110 0.191 0.278 0.383 0.466 0.713c

0.078 0.142 0.194 0.256 0.330 0.385c 0.621c

0.045c 0.103c 0.167c 0.235c 0.273c 0.327c 0.411c

0.068 0.129 0.189 0.249 0.306 0.369c 0.610c

0.049 0.097 0.161 0.231 0.310 0.377 0.597
0.049 0.097 0.161 0.231 0.310 0.376 0.598

c These values are potentially unreliable in a statistical sense based on an insufficient
sample size as indicated in statistical reporting standards (Life Sciences Research Office/
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 1995. Third Report on Nutri-
tion Monitoring in the United States. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office).
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 2000.
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Percentile

Sex/Age Categorya n Mean SEMb 5th 10th 25th

Both sexes, 6 to 8 y 1,369 30.0 1.7 6.0 9.2 15.1
M 9 to 13 y 1,184 96.1 73.7 7.0 9.0 14.3
M 14 to 18 y 876 26.0 1.4 6.0 8.4 12.5
M 19 to 30 y 1,852 21.3 0.9 3.8 5.7 10.0
M 31 to 50 y 2,481 18.2 0.7 2.9 4.6 8.3
M 51 to 70 y 1,896 29.7 6.2 3.6 4.6 8.0
M 71+ y 1,181 33.0 4.1 4.4 5.8 9.5
F 9 to 13 y 1,146 23.3 1.0 4.6 7.0 11.4
F 14 to 18 y 897 26.9 2.8 4.4 6.2 10.5
F 19 to 30 y 1,860 31.9 13.4 2.9 4.6 7.8
F 31 to 50 y 2,886 18.8 1.6 2.1 2.9 5.5
F 51 to 70 y 2,009 23.5 1.8 2.4 3.3 5.8
F 71+ y 1,228 39.7 11.5 3.5 4.4 6.8
F Pregnant 343 19.6 1.1 4.3c 5.8 9.2
F Lactating 95 16.1c 2.2 2.5c 2.9c 8.1c

F P/L 433 18.7 1.0 3.7c 5.4 9.1
All Individuals 20,865 27.6 2.7 3.0 4.5 8.1
All Indiv (+P/L) 21,298 27.5 2.7 3.0 4.5 8.1

TABLE G-6  Mean and Percentiles for Urinary Iodine (µg/dL),
NHANES III (1988–1994)

NOTE: Means, standard errors, and percentiles calculated with WesVar Complex
Samples 3.0.  Females who had "blank but applicable" pregnancy and lactating status
data or who responded "I don't know" to questions on pregnancy and lactating status
were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
b SEM = standard error of the mean.
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10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th 99th

9.2 15.1 25.5 36.9 53.3 64.0 103.3c

9.0 14.3 23.7 39.6 57.6 70.5 138.8c

8.4 12.5 21.0 30.2 44.6 58.9 117.8c

5.7 10.0 15.3 23.9 38.3 52.7 123.0c

4.6 8.3 13.8 21.6 34.4 45.7 92.3c

4.6 8.0 14.1 23.2 37.7 50.0 114.4c

5.8 9.5 15.5 27.1 43.8 68.0 193.8c

7.0 11.4 17.9 26.5 42.3 52.2 140.3c

6.2 10.5 17.2 27.5 49.0 66.6 188.4c

4.6 7.8 12.9 19.9 29.4 41.2 98.4c

2.9 5.5 11.1 19.0 31.9 41.3 94.8
3.3 5.8 11.0 19.0 31.2 44.4 151.8c

4.4 6.8 12.6 21.4 36.1 50.3 131.5c

5.8 9.2 14.0 25.2 39.7 44.8c 72.7c

2.9c 8.1c 10.9c 22.4c 32.3c 36.8c 59.3c

5.4 9.1 13.1 24.0 38.3 44.7c 72.4c

4.5 8.1 14.5 23.8 38.6 52.5 115.0
4.5 8.1 14.5 23.8 38.6 52.1 113.4

c These values are potentially unreliable in a statistical sense based on an insufficient
sample size as indicated in statistical reporting standards (Life Sciences Research Office/
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. 1995. Third Report on Nutri-
tion Monitoring in the United States. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office).
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 2000.
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692

H
Comparison of Vitamin A

and Iron Intake and
Biochemical Indicators from

the Third National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey

(NHANES III), 1988–1994

TABLE H-1  Mean Serum Retinol Concentrations (µg/dl) by
Quartile of Dietary Vitamin A Intake of Individuals Who Were
Not Taking Supplements, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Quartile

Sex/Age Categorya n 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

M 4–8 y 950 35.6 34.5 35.2 34.4
M 9–13 y 885 39.5 40.5 41.8 39.4
M 14–18 y 698 47.8 49.7 49.9 51.4
M 19–30 y 1,210 54.0 58.2 56.1 56.8
M 31–50 y 1,520 60.7 62.6 62.5 61.7
M 51–70 y 1,035 62.6 59.7 64.2 65.4
M 71+ y 490 62.7 61.7 62.9 62.2
M Total 6,788 54.5 55.8 55.9 55.9
F 4–8 y 926 34.8 34.1 35.3 34.6
F 9–13 y 851 38.9 40.6 38.9 40.9
F 14–18 y 624 42.2 42.0 45.5 46.4
F 19–30 y 833 45.0 44.3 47.3 47.8
F 31–50 y 1,583 47.2 46.9 48.7 48.7
F 51–70 y 871 56.8 56.4 57.7 59.2
F 71+ y 524 58.4 61.5 60.0 59.6
F Total 6,212 46.9 46.9 48.3 48.9

a M = male, F = female.
SOURCE: C. Ballew and C. Gillespie, Division of Nutrition and Physical Activity, Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Prevention, unpublished data.
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TABLE H-2  Mean Serum Retinol Concentrations (µg/dl) by
Quartile of Total Vitamin A Intake of Individuals Who Were
Taking Supplements, NHANES III (1988–1994)

Quartile

Sex/Age Categorya n 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

M 4–8 y 401 —b 33.0 35.6 35.2
M 9–13 y 159 — 33.0 45.0 41.6
M 14–18 y 71 — 52.0 53.0 53.8
M 19–30 y 227 — — 64.0 60.5
M 31–50 y 360 — — 63.3 68.4
M 51–70 y 295 — — 59.4 68.6
M 71+ y 151 — — 66.2 64.4
M Total 1,664 — 45.9 54.3 59.4
F 4–8 y 380 — 32.0 34.3 35.7
F 9–13 y 185 — — 34.2 40.8
F 14–18 y 85 — — — 46.5
F 19–30 y 202 — — 41.0 49.5
F 31–50 y 519 35.0 44.0 48.4 51.9
F 51–70 y 271 — — 53.6 60.4
F 71+ y 194 — — 59.6 63.0
F Total 1,836 35.0 36.9 44.2 51.2

a M = male, F = female.
b No value could be computed, primarily due to an empty data cell or the absence of
sampling strata representation.
SOURCE: C. Ballew and C. Gillespie, Division of Nutrition and Physical Activity, Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Prevention, unpublished data.
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TABLE H-3  Weighted Median Serum Ferritin by Body Mass
Index (BMI) Quartiles, Adult Reference Sample, NHANES III
(1988–1994)

Men Women

20–49 y 50+ y 20–49 y 50+ y
BMI Quartilea Median Median Median Median

Non-Hispanic White
Quartile 1 118 138 39 77
Quartile 2 132 156 38 89
Quartile 3 132 165 48 92
Quartile 4 168 172 50 101

Regression Results, BMI (adjusted for age)
Beta 4.007 3.619 1.434 2.358
p 0.0001 0.007 0.014 0.0017

Non-Hispanic Black
Quartile 1 129 207 38 125
Quartile 2 143 146 51 120
Quartile 3 166 206 47 124
Quartile 4 186 191 59 150

Regression Results, BMI (adjusted for age)
Beta 2.786 1.885 0.917 0.58
p 0.0048 NSb 0.03 NS

Mexican American
Quartile 1 90 111 30 90
Quartile 2 128 160 34 87
Quartile 3 137 169 40 93
Quartile 4 178 174 65 112

Regression Results, BMI (adjusted for age)
Beta 6.852 –0.6788 3.192 1.372
p 0 NS 0 0.019

NOTE: Excludes individuals with C-reactive protein levels > 1 and values indicative of
iron deficiency for transferrin saturation, erythrocyte protoporphyrin, and mean
corpuscular volume.
a BMI quartiles were defined using race/ethnicity-, age-, and sex-specific cutoffs.
b NS = not significant.
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TABLE H-4  Lower and Upper Quartiles of Plasma Glucose
(mmol/L) and Median Serum Ferritin Levels (µg/L),
NHANES III (1988–1994)

Lower Quartile of Upper Quartile of
Plasma Glucose Plasma Glucose

Median Median Median Median
Plasma Serum Plasma Serum
Glucose Ferritin Glucose Ferritin

Sex/Age Categorya (mmol/L) (µg/L) (mmol/L) (µg/L)

M 20 to 30 y 4.66 108.4 5.57 116.2
M 31 to 50 y 4.77 147.5 5.82 177.8
M  51 to 70 y 4.87 131.2 6.57 188.6
M 71+ y 4.95 122.8 6.72 149.4
F 20 to 30 y 4.41 33.0 5.23 37.3
F 31 to 50 y 4.55 36.4 5.62 44.8
F  51 to 70 y 4.74 73.6 6.19 119.5
F 71+ y 4.90 87.8 6.37 120.0
F P/L 4.17 21.6 5.00 22.0

NOTE: The plasma glucose values used for constructing the lower and upper quartile
populations were estimated using WestVarPC 2.12. Median serum ferritin values and
plasma glucose values also were estimated with WestVarPC 2.12. Plasma glucose values
were measured for individuals 20 years and older. Only individuals who reported fasting
4 or more hours prior to the blood draw and individuals not taking insulin were
included in the analyses. Population groups included only those individuals for whom
complete food intakes were reported. Females who had “blank but applicable” preg-
nancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t know” to questions on preg-
nancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation, 1999.
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TABLE H-5  Lower and Upper Quartiles of Iron Intake from
Food (mg/d) and Median Levels of Serum Ferritin (µg/L):
Individuals Who Do Not Report Intake of Iron Supplements,
NHANES III (1988–1994)

Lower Quartile of Upper Quartile of
Iron Intake Iron Intake

Median of Median of Median of Median of
Estimated Observed Estimated Observed
Usual Iron Serum Usual Iron Serum
Intake Ferritin Intake Ferritin

Sex/Age Categorya from Food Levels from Food Levels

Both sexes, 1 to 3 y 4.6 21.0 16.3 23.5
Both sexes, 4 to 8 y 9.4 29.0 16.9 30.0
M 9 to 13 y 10.4 35.0 21.6 33.0
M 14 to 18 y 12.8 48.0 26.9 50.0
M 19 to 30 y 13.2 111.0 23.6 105.0
M 31 to 50 y 12.6 168.0 24.4 163.0
M 51 to 70 y 10.0 160.0 23.6 148.0
M 71+ y 8.3 148.0 25.1 134.0
F 9 to 13 y 10.5 29.0 16.4 31.0
F 14 to 18 y 7.8 28.0 16.5 25.0
F 19 to 30 y 9.9 33.0 15.4 31.0
F 31 to 50 y 8.4 43.0 16.9 40.0
F 51 to 70 y 7.3 102.0 17.0 93.5
F 71+ y 7.4 107.5 16.9 87.0
F P/L 10.8 32.0 21.1 28.5
All Individuals 9.2 51.0 19.6 49.0
All Individuals (+P/L) 9.2 51.0 19.6 49.0

NOTE: The iron intakes used for constructing the lower and upper quartiles were
estimated using the Iowa State University method. Computations of the medians were
completed with the C-SIDE program. Children fed human milk and females who had
“blank but applicable” pregnancy and lactating status data or who responded “I don’t
know” to questions on pregnancy and lactating status were excluded from all analyses.
a M = male, F = female, P/L = pregnant and lactating.
SOURCE: ENVIRON International Corporation and Iowa State University Department
of Statistics, 1999.
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I
Iron Intakes and Estimated

Percentiles of the
Distribution of Iron

Requirements from the
Continuing Survey of Food

Intakes by Individuals (CSFII),
1994–1996

TABLE I-1 Iron Content of Foods Consumed by Infants 7 to
12 Months of Age, CSFII (1994–1996)

Iron Estimate Weighted
Content of Iron Mean
(mg/ Absorption  Amount Absorbed Absorption

Foods 100 kcal) (%) of Irona (mg) (%)b

Human breast milkc 0.04 50 0.18 0.09 0.65
Meat and poultry 1.2 20 0.36 0.07 0.52
Fruits 0.4 5 0.27 0.13 0.10
Vegetables 1.2 5 0.56 0.03 0.20
Cerealsd 8.75 6 12.1 0.73 5.24
Noodles 0.6 5 0.38 0.02 0.14

Total 13.85 1.07 6.85

a Based on a total daily energy intake of 845 kcal (Fomon SJ, Anderson TA. 1974. Infant
Nutrition, 2nd ed. Philadelphia: WB Saunders. Pp. 104–111).
b Calculation based on the proportion of iron in each of the six food groups.
c Assumes an intake of 670 ml/day.
d Refers to iron-fortified infant cereals containing 35 mg iron/100 g of dry cereal.
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TABLE I-2 Contribution of Iron from the 14 Food Groups for
Children Aged 1 to 3 and 4 to 8 Years, CSFII (1994–1996)

Iron Content Amount of Iron Amount of Iron
Food Group (mg/100 kcal)a (mg), 1–3 yb (mg), 4–8 yc

Meat 1.19 1.57 2.17
Fruits 0.36 0.23 0.25
Vegetables 1.22 1.14 1.87
Cereals 2.65 8.64 11.98
Vegetables plus meat 0.7 0.17 0.18
Grain plus meat 0.78 1.12 1.53
Cheese 0.15 0.04 0.05
Eggs 0.9 0.22 0.19
Ice cream, yogurt, etc. 0.13 0.06 0.01
Fats, candy 0.05 0.03 0.05
Milk 0.08 0.18 0.15
Formula 1.8 0.18 0.00
Juices 0.44 0.34 0.22
Other beverages 0.11 0.07 0.12

Total 14.27 18.77

a Source: Whitney EN, Rolfes SR. 1996. Understanding Nutrition, 7th ed. St. Paul: West
Publishing; Pennington JAT. 1998. Bowes and Church’s Food Values of Portions Commonly
Used, 17th ed. Philadelphia: Lippincott.
b The CSFII database provides total food energy (average of 2 days) and the proportion
of energy from each of 14 food groups. The iron content of each food was determined
from appropriate references (expressed as iron content per 100 kcal), thus the iron
content of each food was calculated. The results are based on a total daily energy intake
of 1,345 kcal (n = 1,868) as reported in CSFII.
c Calculated as shown above. Based on a total daily energy intake of 1,665 kcal (n =
1,711) as reported in CSFII. According to the Third National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey, the median intake of iron by infants is 15.5 mg/day; the iron
mainly comes from fortified formulas and cereals, with smaller amounts from vegetables,
pureed meats and poultry. It is estimated that the absorption of iron from fortified
cereals is in the range of 6 percent, from breast milk 50 percent, and from meat, 20
percent.
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TABLE I-3  Estimated Percentiles of the Distribution of Iron
Requirements (mg/d) in Young Children and Adolescent and
Adult Males, CSFII (1994–1996)

Estimated Young Children, Both Sexesa Male Adolescents and Adults
Percentiles of
Requirements 0.5–1 yb 1–3 yc 4–8 yc 9–13 yc 14–18 yc Adultc

2.5 3.01 1.01 1.33 3.91 5.06 3.98
5 3.63 1.24 1.64 4.23 5.42 4.29

10 4.35 1.54 2.05 4.59 5.85 4.64
20 5.23 1.96 2.63 5.03 6.43 5.09
30 5.87 2.32 3.13 5.36 6.89 5.44
40 6.39 2.66 3.62 5.64 7.29 5.74
50d 6.90 3.01 4.11 5.89 7.69 6.03
60 7.41 3.39 4.65 6.15 8.08 6.32
70 7.93 3.82 5.27 6.43 8.51 6.65
80 8.57 4.39 6.08 6.76 9.03 7.04
90 9.44 5.26 7.31 7.21 9.74 7.69
95 10.15 6.06 8.45 7.58 10.32 8.06
97.5e 10.78 6.81 9.52 7.91 10.83 8.49

a Based on pooled estimates of requirement components (see Table 9-6); presented
Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) and Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA)
based on the higher estimates obtained for males.
b Based on 10 percent bioavailability.
c Based on 18 percent bioavailability.
d Fiftieth percentile = EAR.
e Ninety-seven and one-half percentile = RDA.
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TABLE I-5 Probabilities of Inadequate Iron Intakesa and
Associated Ranges of Usual Intake for Infants and Children
1 through 8 Years, CSFII (1994–1996)

Associated Range of Usual Intakes (mg/d)
Probability of
Inadequacy Infants 8–12 mo Children 1–3 y Children 4–8 y

1.0b < 3.01 < 1.0 < 1.33
0.96 3.02–3.63 1.1–1.24 1.34–1.64
0.93 3.64–4.35 1.25–1.54 1.65–2.05
0.85 4.36–5.23 1.55–1.96 2.07–2.63
0.75 5.24–5.87 1.97–2.32 2.64–3.13
0.65 5.88–6.39 2.33–2.66 3.14–3.62
0.55 6.40–6.90 2.67–3.01 3.63–4.11
0.45 6.91–7.41 3.02–3.39 4.12–4.64
0.35 7.42–7.93 3.40–3.82 4.65–5.27
0.25 7.94–8.57 3.83–4.38 5.28–6.08
0.15 8.58–9.44 4.39–5.25 6.09–7.31
0.08 9.45–10.17 5.26–6.06 7.32–8.45
0.04 10.18–10.78 6.07–6.81 8.46–9.52
0b > 10.78 > 6.81 > 9.52

a Probability of inadequate intake = probability that requirement is greater than the
usual intake. Derived from Table I-3.
b For population assessment purposes, a probability of 1 has been assigned to all usual
intakes falling below the two and one-half percentile of requirement and a probability
of 0 has been assigned to all usual intakes falling above the ninety-seven and one-half
percentile of requirement. This enables the assessment of population risk where pre-
cise estimates are impractical and effectively without impact.
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J
Glossary and Acronyms

AAP American Academy of Pediatrics

Action Demonstrated effects in various biological
systems that may or may not have physiological
significance

Adverse effect Any significant alteration in the structure or
function of the human organism or any impair-
ment of a physiologically important function
that could lead to a health effect that is adverse

AI Adequate Intake

AITD Autoimmune thyroid disease

Association Potential interactions derived from studies
(e.g., epidemiological) of the relationship be-
tween specific nutrients and specific diseases

ASTDR Agency for Toxic Substance and Diet Registry

Bioavailability Accessibility of a nutrient to participate in un-
specified metabolic and/or physiological pro-
cesses

BMI Body mass index: weight (kg)/height (cm)2

CHD Coronary heart disease

Cr Elemental symbol for chromium
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CRBP Cellular retinol binding protein

CSFII Continuing Survey of Food Intakes by Individuals;
a survey conducted periodically by the Agricul-
tural Research Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture

CV Coefficient of variation: mean ÷ standard devia-
tion

CVD Cardiovascular disease

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid

Dose-response Second step in a risk assessment, in which the
assessment relationship between nutrient intake and an

adverse effect (in terms of incidence or severity
of the effect) is determined

DRI Dietary Reference Intake

EAR Estimated Average Requirement

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Erythrocyte Red blood cell

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations

FASEB Federation of American Societies for Experi-
mental Biology

FDA Food and Drug Administration

Fe Elemental symbol for iron

FNB Food and Nutrition Board

Function Role played by a nutrient in growth, develop-
ment, and maturation

Gravid Pregnant

Hazard First step in a risk assessment, which is concerned
identification with the collection, organization, and evalua-

tion of all information pertaining to the toxic
properties of a nutrient

HIV Human immunodeficiency virus

HRT Hormone replacement therapy
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IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency

IARC International Agency for Research on Cancer

ICC Indian childhood cirrhosis

ICCIDD International Council for the Control of Iodine
Deficiency Disorders

ICT Idiopathic copper toxicosis

IM Intramuscular

IOM Institute of Medicine

IPCS International Programme on Chemical Safety

IR Insulin receptor

IRE Iron response element

IRP Iron response proteins

IU International units

Lacto-ovo- Person who consumes milk (lacto), eggs (ovo),
vegetarian and plant foods and products, but no meat or

fish

LDL Low density lipoprotein

LMWCr Low molecular weight chromium-binding sub-
stance

LOAEL Lowest-observed-adverse-effect level: lowest intake
(or experimental dose) of a nutrient at which
an adverse effect has been identified

LSRO Life Sciences Research Office

MCH Mean corpuscular hemoglobin—the amount of
hemoglobin in erythrocytes (red blood cells)

MCV Mean corpuscular volume—the volume of the
average erythrocyte

MI Myocardial infarction

Mn Elemental symbol for manganese

MnSOD Manganese superoxide dismutase

MTF1 Metal response element transcription factor
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NADH Nicotinamide adenine dinuleotide hydride; a
coenzyme

NHANES National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey; a survey conducted periodically by the
National Center for Health Statistics of the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

NOAEL No-observed-adverse-effect level; highest intake
(or experimental dose) of a nutrient at which
no adverse effect has been observed

NRC National Research Council

OTA Office of Technology Assessment

Phylloquinone Plant form of vitamin K and a major form of
this vitamin in the human diet

Provitamin A α-Carotene, β-carotene, and β-cryptoxanthin
carotenoids

RAR Retinoic acid receptor

RDA Recommended Dietary Allowance

RE Retinol equivalents

Risk assessment Organized framework for evaluating scientific
information, which has as its objective a charac-
terization of the nature and likelihood of harm
resulting from excess human exposure to an
environmental agent (in this case, a nutrient);
it includes the development of both qualitative
and quantitative expressions of risk

Risk Final step in a risk assessment, which summarizes
characterization the conclusions from steps 1 through 3 of the

risk assessment (hazard identification, dose re-
sponse, and estimates of exposure) and evaluates
the risk; this step also includes a characteriza-
tion of the degree of scientific confidence that
can be placed in the Tolerable Upper Intake
Level

Risk management Process by which risk assessment results are inte-
grated with other information to make decisions
about the need for, method of, and extent of
risk reduction; in addition, risk management
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considers such issues as the public health signif-
icance of the risk, the technical feasibility of
achieving various degrees of risk control, and
the economic and social costs of this control

RNA Ribonucleic acid

RNI Recommended Nutrient Intake

RXR Retinoid X receptor

SD Standard deviation

SE Standard error

SEM Standard error of the mean

SOD Superoxide dismutase

sTfR Soluble transferrin receptor

TDS Total Diet Study; a study conducted by the Food
and Drug Administration

TfR Transferrin receptor

Tg Thyroglobulin

Thyrotropin Glycoprotein hormone that regulates thyroid
function

TIBC Total iron binding capacity

TPN Total parenteral nutrition

TRH Thyrotropin-releasing hormone

TSH Thyroid stimulating hormone, also known as
thyrotropin

UF Uncertainty factor; number by which the NOAEL
(or LOAEL) is divided to obtain the Tolerable
Upper Intake Level (UL); the size of the UF
varies depending on the confidence in the data
and the nature of the adverse effect

UL Tolerable Upper Intake Level

USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture

VLDL Very low density lipoprotein

WHO World Health Organization
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K
Conversion of Units

Système Internationale
Nutrient d’Unités (mole) Conventional Unit (g)

Vitamin A (retinol) 1 286.5
Vitamin K 1 450.7
Arsenic 1 74.92
Boron 1 10.82
Chromium 1 52
Copper 1 63.54
Iodine 1 126.9
Iron 1 55.85
Manganese 1 54.94
Molybdenum 1 95.94
Nickel 1 58.71
Silicon 1 28.09
Vanadium 1 50.9
Zinc 1 65.4
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L
Options for Dealing with

Uncertainties

Methods for dealing with uncertainties in scientific data are gen-
erally understood by working scientists and require no special dis-
cussion here except to point out that such uncertainties should be
explicitly acknowledged and taken into account whenever a risk
assessment is undertaken. More subtle and difficult problems are
created by uncertainties associated with some of the inferences that
must be made in the absence of directly applicable data; much
confusion and inconsistency can result if they are not recognized
and dealt with in advance of undertaking a risk assessment.

The most significant inference uncertainties arise in risk assess-
ments whenever attempts are made to answer the following ques-
tions (NRC, 1994):

• What set or sets of hazard and dose-response data (for a given
substance) should be used to characterize risk in the population of
interest?

• If animal data are to be used for risk characterization, which
endpoints for adverse effects should be considered?

• If animal data are to be used for risk characterization, what
measure of dose (e.g., dose per unit body weight, body surface, or
dietary intake) should be used for scaling between animals and
humans?

• What is the expected variability in dose-response between ani-
mals and humans?

• If human data are to be used for risk characterization, which
adverse effects should be used?
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• What is the expected variability in dose-response among members
of the human population?

• How should data from subchronic exposure studies be used to
estimate chronic effects?

• How should problems of differences in route of exposure within
and between species be dealt with?

• How should the threshold dose be estimated for the human
population?

• If a threshold in the dose-response relationship seems unlikely,
how should a low-dose risk be modeled?

• What model should be chosen to represent the distribution of
exposures in the population of interest when data relating to expo-
sures are limited?

• When interspecies extrapolations are required, what should be
assumed about relative rates of absorption from the gastrointestinal
tract of animals and of humans?

• For which percentiles on the distribution of population expo-
sures should risks be characterized?

At least partial, empirically based answers to some of these ques-
tions may be available for some of the nutrients under review, but
in no case is scientific information likely to be sufficient to provide
a highly certain answer; in many cases there will be no relevant data
for the nutrient in question.

It should be recognized that for several of these questions, certain
inferences have been widespread for long periods of time; thus, it
may seem unnecessary to raise these uncertainties anew. When sev-
eral sets of animal toxicology data are available, for example, and
data are not sufficient for identifying the set (i.e., species, strain,
and adverse effects endpoint) that best predicts human response, it
has become traditional to select that set in which toxic responses
occur at lowest dose (the most sensitive set). In the absence of
definitive empirical data applicable to a specific case, it is generally
assumed that there will not be more than a ten-fold variation in
response among members of the human population. In the absence
of absorption data, it is generally assumed that humans will absorb
the chemical at the same rate as the animal species used to model
human risk. In the absence of complete understanding of biological
mechanisms, it is generally assumed that, except possibly for certain
carcinogens, a threshold dose must be exceeded before toxicity is
expressed. These types of long-standing assumptions, which are nec-
essary to complete a risk assessment, are recognized by risk assessors
as attempts to deal with uncertainties in knowledge (NRC, 1994).
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A past National Research Council (NRC) report (1983) recom-
mended adoption of the concepts and definitions that have been
discussed in this report. The NRC committee recognized that through-
out a risk assessment, data and basic knowledge will be lacking and
risk assessors will be faced with several scientifically plausible options
(called inference options by the NRC) for dealing with questions
such as those presented above. For example, several scientifically
supportable options for dose scaling across species and for high- to
low-dose extrapolation will exist, but there will be no ready means
to identify those that are clearly best supported. The NRC commit-
tee recommended that regulatory agencies in the United States
identify the needed inference options in risk assessment and specify,
through written risk assessment guidelines, the specific options that
will be used for all assessments. Agencies in the United States have
identified the specific models to be used to fill gaps in data and
knowledge; these have come to be called default options (EPA, 1986).

The use of defaults to fill knowledge and data gaps in risk assess-
ment has the advantage of ensuring consistency in approach (the
same defaults are used for each assessment) and minimizing or elim-
inating case-by-case manipulations of the conduct of risk assessment
to meet predetermined risk management objectives. The major dis-
advantage of the use of defaults is the potential for displacement of
scientific judgment by excessively rigid guidelines. A remedy for
this disadvantage was also suggested by the NRC committee: risk
assessors should be allowed to replace defaults with alternative fac-
tors in specific cases of chemicals for which relevant scientific data
are available to support alternatives. The risk assessors’ obligation
in such cases is to provide explicit justification for any such depar-
ture. Guidelines for risk assessment issued by the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA, 1986), for example, specifically
allow for such departures.

The use of preselected defaults is not the only way to deal with
model uncertainties. Another option is to allow risk assessors com-
plete freedom to pursue whatever approaches they judge applicable
in specific cases. Because many of the uncertainties cannot be re-
solved scientifically, case-by-case judgments without some guidance
on how to deal with them will lead to difficulties in achieving scien-
tific consensus, and the results of the assessment may not be
credible.

Another option for dealing with uncertainties is to allow risk
assessors to develop a range of estimates based on application of
both defaults and alternative inferences that, in specific cases, have
some degree of scientific support. Indeed, appropriate analysis of
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uncertainties seems to require such a presentation of risk results.
Although presenting a number of plausible risk estimates has the
advantage that it would seem to more faithfully reflect the true state
of scientific understanding, there are no well-established criteria
for using such complex results in risk management.

The various approaches to dealing with uncertainties inherent in
risk assessment are summarized in Table L-1.

As can be seen in the nutrient chapters, specific default assump-
tions for assessing nutrient risks have not been recommended. Rather,
the approach calls for case-by-case judgments, with the recommen-
dation that the basis for the choices made be explicitly stated. Some
general guidelines for making these choices are, however, offered.

TABLE L-1 Approaches for Dealing with Uncertainties in a
Risk Assessment Program

Program Model Advantages Disadvantages

Case-by-case Flexibility; high Potential for inconsistent
judgments by potential to maximize treatment of different
experts use of most relevant issues; difficulty in

scientific information achieving consensus;
bearing on specific need to agree on
issues defaults

Written guidelines Consistent treatment of Possible difficulty in
specifying defaults different issues; justifying departure or
for data and model maximization of achieving consensus
uncertainties (with transparency of among scientists that
allowance for process; resolution of departures are justified
departures in scientific disagreements in specific cases; danger
specific cases) possible by resort to that uncertainties will be

defaults overlooked

Presentation of full Maximization of use of Highly complex
array of estimates scientific information; characterization of risk,
from all scientifically reasonably reliable with no easy way to
plausible models portrayal of true state discriminate among
by assessors of scientific estimates; size of

understanding required effort may not
be commensurate with
utility of the outcome
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M
Biographical Sketches of
Panel and Subcommittee

Members

LENORE ARAB, Ph.D., is a professor of epidemiology and nutrition
in the Departments of Epidemiology and Nutrition at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Schools of Medicine and Public
Health. Dr. Arab’s main research interests are anticarcinogens in
foods, heterocyclic amines, breast cancer incidence and survival,
the relationship of diet to athersclerosis, antioxidant nutrients in
various diseases, iron nutriture, and multi-media approaches to
dietary assessment. She has published over 140 original papers as
well as numerous book chapters and monographs. Dr. Arab serves
as a nutrition advisor to the World Health Organization (WHO)
and is the founding director of the WHO Collaborating Center for
Nutritional Epidemiology in Berlin. She is the North American
editor of the journal Public Health Nutrition and sits on the editorial
boards of the European Journal of Clinical Nutrition, Journal of Clinical
Epidemiology, Nutrition in Clinical Care, and Nutrition and Cancer: An
International Journal. She is the program director for nutritional epi-
demiology and leader of a training program and National Cancer
Institute-sponsored training grant in that field. Dr. Arab received
her M.Sc. from Harvard School of Public Health and her Ph.D. in
nutrition from Justus Liebig University in Giessen, Germany.

SUSAN I. BARR, Ph.D., is a professor of nutrition at the University
of British Columbia. She received a Ph.D. in human nutrition from
the University of Minnesota and is a registered dietitian in Canada.
Her research interests focus on the associations among nutrition,
physical activity and bone health in women, and she has authored
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over 65 publications. Dr. Barr has served as vice president of the
Canadian Dietetic Association (now Dietitians of Canada) and is a
Fellow of both the Dietitians of Canada and the American College
of Sports Medicine. She is currently a member of the Scientific
Advisory Board of the Osteoporosis Society of Canada, and the Med-
ical Advisory Board of the Milk Processors Education Program.

JOHN L. BEARD, Ph.D., is a professor of nutrition at the Penn-
sylvania State University. He received his B.S. from the Stevens Insti-
tute of Technology and holds a Ph.D. from Cornell University.
Dr. Beard’s research interests are iron assessment, prevention of
iron deficiency anemia, and impact of iron deficiency on brain
metabolism and cognitive development. Dr. Beard was a member of
the National Academy of Sciences’ Committee on Iron Require-
ments in Pregnant and Reproductive Age Women and Infants and a
consultant for the Committee on Military Nutrition. Dr. Beard is
also a member of the Steering Committee for the International
Nutritional Anemia Consultative Group.

GEORGE C. BECKING, Ph.D., is an associate with Phoenix OHC,
Inc., Kingston, Canada, specializing in toxicology and risk assess-
ment related to human health effects of chemicals. Previously, he
was a scientist with the World Health Organization (WHO), Geneva
working in the International Programme on Chemical Safety, and a
research scientist and scientific manager at Health Canada. At
WHO, his responsibilities included the evaluation of human health
risks from a wide range of chemicals including the essential metals
copper and zinc. At Health Canada, Dr. Becking worked as a re-
search scientist with a major focus on the effects of nutrition on the
metabolism and toxicity of chemicals. Dr. Becking earned his Ph.D.
in biochemistry from Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario. He
has published over 60 papers and book chapters in the fields of
biochemistry, toxicology, and risk assessment methodology.

SUSAN T. BORRA, R.D., is Senior Vice President and Director of
Nutrition at the International Food Information Council. Ms. Borra
is responsible for directing communications programs, executing
public affairs strategies, and managing nutrition and food safety
issues. Additionally, she oversees the development of consumer edu-
cation materials and nutrition, food safety, and health programs.
Ms. Borra is a member of the American Dietetic Association and is
immediate past chair of the American Dietetic Association Founda-
tion. In addition, she is active in the American Heart Association
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and the Society for Nutrition Education. She has a bachelor’s degree
in nutrition and dietetics from the University of Maryland and is a
registered dietitian.

ALICIA L. CARRIQUIRY, Ph.D., is an associate professor in the
Department of Statistics at Iowa State University. She has a Ph.D. in
statistics and animal science from Iowa State. Since 1990, Dr.
Carriquiry has been a consultant for the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture (USDA) Human Nutrition Information Service. She has also
done consulting for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the
National Pork Producers Council, and is an affiliate for the Law and
Economics Consulting Group. At present, Dr. Carriquiry is investi-
gating the statistical issues associated with the Third National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III) and she has
recently completed reports on improving the USDA’s food intake
surveys and methods to estimate adjusted intake, and biochemical
measurement distributions for NHANES III. Dr. Carriquiry is the
president elect of the International Society for Bayesian Analysis, a
fellow of the American Statistical Association, and an elected mem-
ber of the International Statistical Institute. She is editor of Statistical
Science, and serves on the Executive Committee of the Board of
Directors of the National Institute of Statistical Science and of the
Institute of Mathematical Statistics. Her research interests include
nutrition and dietary assessment, Bayesian methods and applications,
mixed models and variance component estimation, environmental
statistics, stochastic volatility, and linear and nonlinear filtering.

ROBERT J. COUSINS, Ph.D., is Boston Family Professor of Human
Nutrition, and director of the Center for Nutritional Sciences at the
University of Florida. He received his B.A. from the University of
Vermont and his M.S. and Ph.D. from the University of Connecticut.
He did postdoctoral research at the University of Wisconsin as a
National Institutes of Health Fellow. Dr. Cousins’ major research
interests focus on the molecular and cell biology of zinc absorption,
transport, metabolism, and function. His professional honors and
awards include the Osborne and Mendel Award and the Mead
Johnson Award, both from the American Society for Nutritional
Sciences; a MERIT Award from the National Institutes of Health;
and numerous special named professorships. Dr. Cousins is a mem-
ber of numerous scientific societies, including the American Society
for Nutritional Sciences, American Society for Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology, and Society for Toxicology. He served as presi-
dent of both the Federation of American Societies for Experimental
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Biology and the American Society for Nutritional Sciences, was an
associate editor of the Journal of Nutrition, and is an associate editor
of Annual Review of Nutrition. He has been a member of the Food
and Nutrition Board since 1997, and the Standing Committee on
the Scientific Evaluation of Dietary Reference Intakes since 1999.
Dr. Cousins was elected to the National Academy of Sciences in
2000.

BARBARA L. DEVANEY, Ph.D., is a senior fellow at Mathematica
Policy Research Inc. where she has specialized in designing and
conducting program evaluations. She recently completed a study
that produced a comprehensive and rigorous evaluation design for
evaluating the impacts of a Universal-Free School Breakfast Program
on dietary and educational outcomes of children. She currently is
completing an evaluation of the effects of an infant mortality
demonstration program, Healthy Start, and is involved in a study
examining the impacts on health care utilization and costs of child
participation in the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for
Women, Infants, and Children (WIC). She also is a co-investigator
of a large national evaluation of abstinence education programs
funded under the welfare reform legislation. Dr. Devaney was a
member of the Institute of Medicine’s Committee on Scientific Eval-
uation of WIC Nutrition Risk Criteria. She received her Ph.D. in
economics from the University of Michigan.

JOHN T. DUNN, M.D., is a professor of internal medicine at the
University of Virginia School of Medicine. He holds an M.D. from
Duke University. Dr. Dunn’s research interests include thyroid dis-
ease (goiter and cancer), iodine deficiency, and metabolism.
Dr. Dunn is a member of the International Council for the Control
of Iodine Deficiency Disorders. He has worked on various research
and applied projects aimed at reducing iodine deficiency disorders
in the developing world.

JOHANNA T. DWYER, D.Sc., R.D., is director of the Frances Stern
Nutrition Center at New England Medical Center and professor in
the Departments of Medicine and of Community Health at the Tufts
Medical School and School of Nutrition Science and Policy in Boston.
She is also senior scientist at the Jean Mayer U.S. Department of
Agriculture Human Nutrition Research Center on Aging at Tufts
University. Dr. Dwyer’s work centers on life-cycle related concerns
such as the prevention of diet-related disease in children and ado-
lescents and maximization of quality of life and health in the elderly.
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She also has a long-standing interest in vegetarian and other alter-
native lifestyles. Dr. Dwyer is currently the editor of Nutrition Today
and on the editorial boards of Family Economics and Nutrition Reviews.
She received her D.Sc. and M.Sc. from the Harvard School of Public
Health, an M.S. from the University of Wisconsin, and completed
her undergraduate degree with distinction from Cornell University.
She is a member of the Food and Nutrition Board and the Standing
Committee on the Scientific Evaluation of Dietary Reference
Intakes, the Technical Advisory Committee of the Nutrition Screen-
ing Initiative, and past president of the American Society for Nutri-
tion Sciences, past secretary of the American Society for Clinical
Nutrition, and a past president of the Society for Nutrition Education.

GUYLAINE FERLAND, Ph.D., is associate professor of nutrition at
the University of Montreal and director of Clinical Research at
L’Institut Universitaire de Gériatrie de Montréal. She earned her
B.Sc. from McGill University and received her M.Sc. and Ph.D. from
the University of Montreal. Dr. Ferland did her postdoctoral re-
search in human vitamin K metabolism at Tufts University and now
heads a research program in vitamin K metabolism at the University
of Montreal. Dr. Ferland served on the scientific consultative council
for the Canadian National Institute of Nutrition and is a member of
the External Advisory Panel, Government Working Group for the
Review of Policies Concerning the Addition of Vitamins and Minerals
to Foods.

JEAN-PIERRE HABICHT, M.D., Ph.D., is professor of nutritional
epidemiology in the Division of Nutrition Sciences at Cornell Uni-
versity. His professional experience includes serving as special assis-
tant to the director of the Division of Health Examination Statistics
at the National Center for Health Statistics, World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO) medical officer at the Instituto de Nutricion de Centro
America y Panama, and professor of maternal and child health at
the University of San Carlos in Guatemala. Currently, Dr. Habicht
serves as an advisor to United Nations (UN) and government health
and nutrition agencies. He is a member of the Expert Advisory Panel
on Nutrition, WHO, and is past chairman of the UN Advisory Group
on Nutrition. He has consulted to the UN’s World Food Program
and is involved in research with the UN High Commission for Refugees
about the adequacy of food rations in refugee camps. Dr. Habicht
has served on numerous Institute of Medicine Committees advising
the U.S. Agency for International Development about issues in inter-
national nutrition. He served as a member of the Food and Nutri-
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tion Board (1981–1984) and as a member and past chair of the
Committee on International Nutrition Programs. Dr. Habicht
chaired the National Research Council’s Coordinating Committee
on Evaluation of Food Consumption Surveys, which produced the
1986 report, Nutrient Adequacy: Assessment Using Food Consumption
Surveys.

K. MICHAEL HAMBIDGE, M.D., F.C.R.P., is professor emeritus of
pediatrics and preventive medicine at the University of Colorado
Medical Center. He received his B.A. and M.D. from Cambridge
University. Dr. Hambidge has published numerous research articles
on zinc metabolism and requirements during pregnancy and infancy.
He received the American Institute of Nutrition Borden Award and
the American Academy of Pediatrics Nutrition Award. He is a
former member of the Food and Nutrition Board and served as
liaison to the Committee on Scientific Evaluation of WIC Nutrition
Risk Criteria.

RENATE D. KIMBROUGH, M.D., presently works as an indepen-
dent consultant. From 1991 to 1999 she served as senior medical
associate at the Institute for Evaluating Health Risks (IEHR). She
earned her M.D. from the University of Goettingen in Germany. At
IEHR, Dr. Kimbrough conducted several studies and consulted on
a variety of matters involving environmental contamination and
human health effects. Dr. Kimbrough has served previously as the
Director for Health and Risk Capabilities and as Advisor on Medical
Toxicology and Risk Evaluation for the U.S. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency’s Office of the Administrator and as medical toxicolo-
gist for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. She has
over 130 scientific publications in the fields of toxicology and risk
assessment. Dr. Kimbrough is certified as a diplomate for the Amer-
ican Board of Toxicology and an honorary fellow of the American
Academy of Pediatrics. In 1991, she received the American Confer-
ence on Governmental Industrial Hygienists’ Herbert E. Stokinger
Award for outstanding achievement in industrial toxicology. She
also has served on the Scientific Advisory Board, United States Air
Force, and the American Board of Toxicology.

HARRIET V. KUHNLEIN, Ph.D., R.D., is professor of human nutri-
tion at McGill University and founding director of the Centre for
Indigenous Peoples’ Nutrition and Environment. She is a registered
dietitian in Canada, and holds a Ph.D. in nutritional sciences from
the University of California at Berkeley. The focus of Dr. Kuhnlein’s
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research is on the nutrition, food patterns, and environment of
indigenous peoples. Specifically, her work examines the traditional
foods of indigenous peoples, nutrient and contaminant levels in
indigenous food systems, and nutrition promotion programs for
indigenous peoples. She has published numerous articles on these
subjects. Dr. Kuhnlein is a member of both the American and Cana-
dian Societies of Nutritional Sciences, the Society for International
Nutrition Research, the Canadian Dietetic Association, and the Society
for Nutrition Education. She serves on the Advisory Council of the
Herb Research Foundation, and is a former co-chair of the committee
on Nutrition and Anthropology of the International Union of Nutri-
tional Sciences. Dr. Kuhnlein is a member of the editorial boards of
Ecology of Food and Nutrition, Journal of Food Composition and Analysis,
International Journal of Circumpolar Health, and Journal of Ethnobiology.

SEAN LYNCH, M.D., is a professor of medicine at the Eastern
Virginia Medical School. Dr. Lynch received his M.D. from the Uni-
versity of Witwatersrand, South Africa. He has published numerous
reviews and research articles in the area of iron metabolism, anemia,
and iron overload. Dr. Lynch is a consultant to the International
Nutritional Anemia Consultative Group.

RITA B. MESSING, Ph.D., received her Ph.D. in physiological
psychology from Princeton University and did postdoctoral research
in the Department of Nutrition and Food Science at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in the Laboratory of Neuroendocrine Reg-
ulation. Dr. Messing has been in the Department of Pharmacology,
University of Minnesota Medical School since 1981, and is currently
an associate professor. Since 1990 her primary employment has
been at the Minnesota Department of Health in Environmental
Toxicology, where she supervises the Site Assessment and Consulta-
tion Unit, which conducts public health activities at hazardous waste
sites and other sources of uncontrolled toxic releases. Dr. Messing
has 70 publications in toxicology and risk assessment, neuro-
pharmacology, psychobiology, and experimental psychology. She
has taught at Rutgers University, Northeastern University, University
of California at Irvine, and University of Minnesota, and has had
visiting appointments at Organon Pharmaceuticals in the Nether-
lands and the University of Paris.

SANFORD A. MILLER, Ph.D., is dean of the Graduate School of
Biomedical Sciences and professor in the Departments of Biochem-
istry and Medicine at The University of Texas Health Science Center
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at San Antonio. He is the former director of the Center for Food
Safety and Applied Nutrition at the Food and Drug Administration.
Previously, he was professor of nutritional biochemistry at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology. Dr. Miller has served on many
national and international government and professional society ad-
visory committees, including the Federation of American Societies
for Experimental Biology Expert Committee on GRAS Substances,
the National Advisory Environmental Health Sciences Council of
the National Institutes of Health, the Food and Nutrition Board
and its Food Forum, the Joint World Health Organization/Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (WHO/FAO)
Expert Advisory Panel on Food Safety (chairman), and the Steering
Committees of several WHO/FAO panels. He also served as chair of
the Joint FAO/WHO Expert Consultation on the Application of
Risk Analysis to Food Standards Issues. He is author or co-author of
more than 200 original scientific publications. Dr. Miller received a
B.S. in chemistry from the City College of New York, and an M.S.
and Ph.D. from Rutgers University in physiology and biochemistry.

IAN C. MUNRO, Ph.D., is a consultant toxicologist and principal
for CanTox, Inc. in Ontario, Canada. He is a leading authority on
toxicology and has over 30 years experience in dealing with com-
plex regulatory issues related to product safety. He has in excess of
150 scientific publications in the fields of toxicology and risk assess-
ment. Dr. Munro formerly held senior positions at Health and Welfare
Canada as director of the Bureau of Chemical Safety and director
general of the Food Directorate, Health Protection Branch. He was
responsible for research and standard setting activities related to
microbial and chemical hazards in food and the nutritional quality
of the Canadian food supply. He has contributed significantly to
the development of risk assessment procedures in the field of public
health, both nationally and internationally, through membership
on various committees dealing with the regulatory aspects of risk
assessment and risk management of public health hazards. Dr. Munro
is a graduate of McGill University in biochemistry and nutrition and
holds a Ph.D. from Queen’s University in pharmacology and toxi-
cology. He is a fellow of the Royal College of Pathologists, London,
and a fellow of the Academy of Toxicological Sciences. He also was
a former director of the Canadian Centre for Toxicology at Guelph,
Ontario.

SUZANNE P. MURPHY, Ph.D., R.D., is a nutrition researcher (pro-
fessor) at the Cancer Research Center of Hawaii at the University of
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Hawaii, Honolulu. She received her B.S. in mathematics from
Temple University and her Ph.D. in nutrition from the University
of California at Berkeley. Dr. Murphy’s research interests include
dietary assessment methodology, development of food composition
databases, and nutritional epidemiology. She is a member of the
National Nutrition Monitoring Advisory Council and the Year 2000
Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee, and serves on editorial
boards for the Journal of Nutrition, Journal of Food Composition and
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HARRIS PASTIDES, Ph.D., is dean of the University of South Caro-
lina’s School of Public Health and professor in the Department of
Epidemiology and Biostatistics. Previously, he was chair and a pro-
fessor of epidemiology in the Department of Biostatistics and Epi-
demiology at the School of Public Health and Health Sciences at
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Dr. Pastides is a consultant
to the World Health Organization’s Program in Environmental Health
and a fellow of the American College of Epidemiology. He has pub-
lished widely and is the co-author of several books. He was a Fulbright
Senior Research Fellow and visiting professor at the University of
Athens Medical School in Greece from 1987 to 1988. Dr. Pastides
earned his M.P.H. and Ph.D. from Yale University; he has been a
principal investigator or co-investigator on over 30 externally-
funded research grants, results of which have been published in
numerous peer-reviewed journals. He previously served on the
National Academy of Sciences’ Committee on Pediatric Respiratory
Infections in Developing Nations.

JAMES G. PENLAND, Ph.D., is a research psychologist at the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Research Service, Grand
Forks Human Nutrition Research Center and adjunct professor of
psychology at the University of North Dakota. Since receiving his
Ph.D. in experimental cognitive psychology from the University of
North Dakota in 1984, Dr. Penland’s research has focused on deter-
mining the role of mineral element nutrition in neuropsychological
function and behavior throughout the lifespan. He has conducted
numerous metabolic unit and community-based feeding and sup-
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plementation studies investigating a variety of minerals and func-
tional outcomes, including zinc, iron, boron, and copper effects on
cognitive performance; selenium effects on mood states; copper and
iron effects on sleep behavior; and calcium and manganese effects
on menstrual symptoms. He has also assessed the impact of boron,
magnesium, zinc, copper and iron nutrition on brain electrophysi-
ology. Computerized cognitive and psychomotor assessment methods
developed by Dr. Penland have been used in collaborative nutrition
studies with children and adults throughout the United States and
in China, Guatemala, and New Zealand. Dr. Penland has served on
several expert panels and scientific advisory groups, including the
Food and Nutrition Board’s Committee on Military Nutrition
Research.

JOSEPH V. RODRICKS, Ph.D., is the managing director of The
Life Sciences Consultancy LLC. He is one of the founding princi-
pals of the ENVIRON Corporation, with internationally recognized
expertise in assessing the risks to human health of exposure to toxic
substances. He received his B.S. from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and his Ph.D. in biochemistry from the University of
Maryland. Dr. Rodricks is certified as a diplomate of the American
Board of Toxicology. Before working as a consultant, he spent 15
years at the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). In his final 3
years at FDA, he was Deputy Associate Commissioner for Science,
with special responsibility for risk assessment. He was a member of
the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) Board on Toxicology and
Environmental Health Hazards, and has also served on or chaired
ten other NAS committees. He has more than 100 scientific publi-
cations on food safety and risk assessment and has lectured nation-
ally and internationally on these subjects. He is the author of Calculated
Risks, a nontechnical introduction to toxicology and risk assessment.

IRWIN H. ROSENBERG, M.D., is an internationally recognized
leader in nutrition science who serves as professor of physiology,
medicine and nutrition at the School of Medicine and School of
Nutrition, as well as director, Jean Mayer U.S. Department of Agri-
culture (USDA) Human Nutrition Research Center on Aging, and
dean for nutrition sciences, all at Tufts University. He is the first
holder of the Jean Mayer Chair in Nutrition at Tufts. Prior to join-
ing Tufts, Dr. Rosenberg held faculty positions at the Harvard Med-
ical School and University of Chicago where he served as the first
director of the Clinical Nutrition Research Center. As a clinical
nutrition investigator, he has helped develop a nutritional focus
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within the field of gastroenterology with his primary research inter-
est being in the area of folate metabolism. His research for the past
decade has focused on nutrition and the aging process. Among his
many honors are the Josiah Macy Faculty Award, Grace Goldsmith
Award of the American College of Nutrition, Robert H. Herman
Memorial Award of the American Society of Clinical Nutrition,
Jonathan B. Rhoads Award of the American Society for Parenteral
and Enteral Nutrition, and 1994 W.O. Atwater Memorial Lecture-
ship of the USDA. Dr. Rosenberg was elected to the Institute of
Medicine in 1994 and in 1996 he received the Bristol Myers Squibb/
Mead Johnson Award for Distinguished Achievement in Nutrition
Research.

A. CATHARINE ROSS, Ph.D., is professor of nutrition and Dorothy
Foehr Huck Chair at the Pennsylvania State University. She earned
her B.S. at the University California, Davis and received her Ph.D.
from Cornell University. Dr. Ross has published numerous research
articles in the area of vitamin A metabolism and immunity. Her
research on infection and inflammation has included developing
methods for assessing vitamin A status during infection in humans.
Dr. Ross is a member of the Food and Nutrition Board and received
the Mead Johnson Award of the American Society of Nutritional
Sciences.

ROBERT M. RUSSELL, M.D., is professor of medicine and nutri-
tion at Tufts University School of Medicine and associate director at
the Jean Mayer U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Human
Nutrition Research Center on Aging. Dr. Russell served on the Panel
on Folate and Other B Vitamins. He has a B.S. from Harvard Uni-
versity and an M.D. from Columbia University. His primary work
involves studying the effects of aging on gastrointestinal absorption
of micronutrients, including vitamin A. He has served on many
national and international advisory panels, including chairman of
the USDA Human Investigative Committee, U.S. Pharmacopeia
Convention, Food and Drug Administration, National Digestive Dis-
eases Advisory Board, American Board of Internal Medicine, and is
currently a vice-chair on the Food and Nutrition Board. He has
worked on international programs in several countries including
Vietnam, Iran, Iraq, Guatemala, China, and the Philippines. Dr.
Russell serves on the editorial boards of various professional jour-
nals. He is a staff gastroenterologist/nutritionist at the New England
Medical Center Hospitals.
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BARBARA J. STOECKER, Ph.D, R.D., is professor and head of
nutritional sciences at Oklahoma State University. She received her
B.S. at Kansas State University and holds a Ph.D. from Iowa State
University. Her research interest is chromium metabolism and re-
quirements. Specifically, she has investigated chromium absorption,
impact on diabetes, and drug interactions. Dr. Stoecker is a mem-
ber of the American Society for Nutritional Sciences, Institute of
Food Technologists, and past chair of the Research Dietetic Prac-
tice Group of the American Dietetic Association.

JOHN W. SUTTIE, Ph.D., is the Katherine Berns Van Donk Steenbock
Professor of in the Department of Biochemistry at the University of
Wisconsin. He received his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. from the University
of Wisconsin. Dr. Suttie has published numerous research articles
in the area of vitamin K action, metabolism, and nutritional impor-
tance. He is a member of the National Academy of Sciences, a
member of the National Research Council’s Board on Agriculture
and Natural Resources, and is the editor of the Journal of Nutrition.

STEVE L. TAYLOR, Ph.D., serves as professor and head of the
Department of Food Science and Technology and director of the
Food Processing Center at the University of Nebraska. He also main-
tains an active research program in the area of food allergies
through the Food Allergy Research and Resource Program at the
University of Nebraska. He received his B.S. and M.S. in food sci-
ence and technology from Oregon State University and his Ph.D. in
biochemistry from the University of California at Davis. Dr. Taylor’s
primary research interests involve naturally occurring toxicants in
foods, especially food allergens. His research involves the develop-
ment of immunoassays for the detection of residues of allergenic
foods contaminating other foods, the effect of processing on food
allergens, and the assessment of the allergenicity of genetically engi-
neered foods. Dr. Taylor has over 160 publications. He is a member
of numerous professional associations including Institute of Food
Technologists; American Chemical Society; American Academy of
Allergy, Asthma, and Immunology; and Society of Toxicology.

JOHN A. THOMAS, Ph.D., received his undergraduate degree at
the University of Wisconsin and his M.A. and Ph.D. at the University
of Iowa. He has held professorships in departments of pharmacology
and toxicology in several medical schools including Iowa, Virginia,
and West Virginia. From 1973 to 1982 he served as associate dean of
the School of Medicine at West Virginia University. In 1982
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Dr. Thomas became Vice President for Corporate Research at Baxter
Healthcare. Dr. Thomas served as vice president at the University of
Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio from 1988 to 1998. He
serves on several editorial boards of biomedical journals and serves
as chairman of the Society of Toxicology Education Committee,
chairman of the Expert Advisory Committee of the Canadian Net-
work of Toxicology Centers, and vice president of the Academy of
Toxicology. He is a diplomate, fellow, and member of the Board of
Trustees in the Academy of Toxicological Sciences, and serves on
many scientific boards and committees in the chemical and the
pharmaceutical industry. He has received many awards, including
the 1999 Distinguished Service Award from the American College
of Toxicology, the Merit Award from the Society of Toxicology,
Certificate of Scientific Service (U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency), Distinguished Lecturer in Medical Sciences (American
Medical Association), and the Distinguished Service Award from
the Texas Society for Biomedical Research. He is an elected foreign
member of the Russian Academy of Medical Sciences. Dr. Thomas
is the author of over a dozen textbooks and research monographs
and has published over 350 scientific articles.

JUDITH R. TURNLUND, Ph.D, R.D., is a research nutrition scien-
tist at the U.S. Department of Agriculture Western Human Nutri-
tion Research Center and an adjunct professor in the Department
of Nutrition, University of California at Davis. She earned her B.S.
at Gustavus Adolphus College and holds a Ph.D. from the University
of California at Berkeley. Her research interests include human
requirements for and bioavailability of trace elements (zinc, copper,
molybdenum, and iron) and nutrition and aging. Dr. Turnlund
received the American Institute of Nutrition Lederle Award for out-
standing accomplishments in human nutrition.

KEITH P. WEST, Dr.P.H., R.D., is professor of human nutrition at
the Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public Health. He re-
ceived his B.S. from Drexel University, earned his Dr.P.H. from the
Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public Health, and holds an
R.D. from Walter Reed General Hospital. Dr. West recently headed
two large community trials in Nepal to understand the impact of
vitamin A interventions on the prevention of morbidity and mortality
in women, children, and infants. In addition to vitamin A, Dr. West’s
research interests include nutritional epidemiology and dietary and
anthropometric assessment. Dr. West is a member of the Inter-
national Vitamin A Consultative Group.
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GARY M. WILLIAMS, M.D., is a professor in the Department of
Pathology and Director of Environmental Pathology and Toxicology
at New York Medical College. He also serves as head of the Program
on Medicine, Food and Chemical Safety. Previously, Dr. Williams
served as director of the Naylor Dana Institute and chief of the
Division of Pathology and Toxicology at the American Health Foun-
dation. He earned his M.D. from the University of Pittsburgh.
Dr. Williams has received numerous honors including the Arnold J.
Lehman Award of the Society of Toxicology and the Sheard-Sandford
Award of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists. He has
served on the editorial boards for many scientific reports and journals.
He is the author or co-author of over 430 scientific publications. He
previously served on the Committee on Research Opportunities and
Priorities for Environmental Protection Agency and the Committee
on the carcinogenicity of Cyclamates for the National Academy of
Sciences.

STANLEY H. ZLOTKIN, M.D., Ph.D., is a professor in the Depart-
ments of Pediatrics and Nutritional Sciences at the University of
Toronto, senior scientist and medical director of nutrition support,
and chief of the division of gastroenterology and nutrition at the
Hospital for Sick Children. He received his Ph.D. from the
University of Toronto, his M.D. from McMaster University, and his
FRCP(C) from McGill University. His research interests include im-
proved methods for assessing iron status and interventions to prevent
iron deficiency anemia in infants and young children. Dr. Zlotkin
has served as a consultant on nutrition issues to the Canadian Fed-
eral and Provincial Government and as past chairman of the Nutri-
tion Committee of the Canadian Pediatric Society. Currently, he is
the nutrition advisor for the International Life Sciences Institute’s
Food and Nutrition Safety Committee.
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Index

A
Abortions, spontaneous, 248
Absorption of nutrients. See also

Bioavailability of nutrients;
Malabsorption syndromes;
individual nutrients

adults, 40, 86, 474, 479
and adverse effects, 73
aging and, 40, 86, 146, 474
ascorbic acid interactions, 311-312, 521
assessment methods, 445, 455, 472
calcium interactions, 455-456
carotenoids, 86-93, 107
dietary fat and, 70, 106-107, 118, 121,

163
foods affecting, 521
form of intake and, 267, 373, 395, 483
form of nutrient and, 73 n.2, 87, 88-89,

227-228, 455-456, 529
fractional, 15, 447-448, 449, 450, 462,

463, 464-465, 468, 469, 472, 473,
474, 476, 478, 572

gender and, 402
human milk vs infant formula, 238, 404
infections and, 107
interaction of nutrients and, 70, 106-

107, 118, 121, 163, 311-312, 455-
456, 482-483

interindividual variation in, 69, 397,
402

intestinal environment and, 311-312,
454-455

lactation and, 244
level of intakes and, 242, 399, 422, 445,

473
menaquinones, 164
phytates and, 572, 576
pregnancy and, 243
processing of foods and, 107, 112, 146,

174, 211
solubility of compound and, 504

Aceruloplasminemia, 227, 377
Achlorhydria, 311
Achromotrichia, 435
Acid phosphatase activity, 529
Acrodermatitis enteropathica, 445, 477
Adenosine triphosphate (ATP), 225, 226
Adenosyl diphosphate, 357
S-Adenyl homocysteine, 509
S-Adenyl methionine, 509
Adequate intakes (AIs). See also individual

nutrients
appropropriateness of intakes above,

77
criteria used to derive, 36, 37
defined, 3, 6, 30, 34
EAR distinguished from, 37
extrapolation from other age groups,

35, 51-52, 53, 111
group applications, 554, 561, 564
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individual applications, 554, 557-558,
562-563

methods used to set, 30, 50-51, 53
RDA compared to, 4, 6, 31, 35
uses, 4, 5, 34-35, 554, 557-558, 561,

562-563, 564, 577
Adolescents, ages 14 through 18 years. See

also Life-stage groups; Pubertal
development; individual nutrients

age of menarche, 339-340, 573
AIs, 35, 39, 562-563
anemia, 335
basal losses of nutrients, 330, 331, 332,

337
bioavailability of nutrients, 337
blood volume, 331
EARs, 39
evidence considered in setting EAR,

271-272, 330-338, 427
extrapolation of data for, 269, 272,

282, 331, 406, 413, 427, 430-431,
437

goiter, 271-272
growth velocity, 39, 53, 331, 338, 339
hemoglobin concentrations, 305, 330,

331-333, 335, 336, 338
hypervitaminosis A, 144
lactation, 117, 184, 211, 244-245, 250,

251, 407, 413-414, 431-432, 479,
487, 519, 528

median weights, by age, 332
menstrual losses, 332, 334-337, 338
method used to set AIs, 180, 207, 404-

405
method used to set EAR, 112, 238
oral contraceptive use, 335, 336, 350,

700, 702
pregnancy, 116, 117, 142, 183, 184,

210-211, 243-244, 276, 277, 348-349,
406-407, 413-414, 430-431, 477, 487,
519, 528

reference weights and heights, 41, 42,
210, 338

serum transferrin, 304
special considerations, 330, 339-340,

358, 573
variability of requirements, 330-331,

337-338
Adrenal glands, 522

Adults, ages 19 through 50 years. See also
Life-stage groups; Men; Women;
individual nutrients

AIs, 34-35, 562-563
balance studies, 309-310, 405-406, 428-

429
biochemical indicators, 239-240
bone mineral density, 126-128
depletion/repletion studies, 224, 228,

229, 231, 232, 239-240, 430
EARs, 52
energy expenditure, 40
factorial analysis, 240-242, 340
hyperthyroidism, 283
hypothyroidism, 283
peak bone mass, 40
reference weights and heights, 41, 114
supplement use, 246, 278
thyroid iodine accumulation and

turnover, 273-274
Adults, ages 51+ years. See also Life-stage

groups; individual nutrients
AIs, 40
absorption of nutrients, 40, 86, 474,

479
γ-carboxyglutamyl excretion, 167
dietary intakes, 186
EARs, 40
energy expenditure, 40
energy needs, 209
institutionalized, 171
nickel, 523
physical activity, 40
physiological functioning, 40
renal function, 40, 69
silicon, 532
vanadium, 533, 534
vegetarian diets, 479-480
vitamin K, 166, 167, 182, 186
zinc, 451, 474-475, 479, 559, 562

Adverse effects. See also individual nutrients
absorption of nutrients, 73
aging and, 508
defined, 60, 72, 704
evidence of, 72
form of intake and, 358, 374, 409, 410,

433, 482, 524
gender differences, 482
knowledge gaps, 584
nutrient interactions, 61, 72, 129, 358,

482-483
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population distribution at risk of, 79-80
thresholds, 65-66

Aging. See also Adults (51+ years); Life-
stage groups; individual life stages

and absorption of nutrients, 40, 86,
146, 474

and adverse effects of nutrients, 508
and bone mineral density, 40
and γ-carboxyglutamyl residues, 167
and chromium concentrations, 200
food consumption and, 47, 186
and glucose tolerance, 209
and iodine requirements, 274
and liver function, 69
and PIVKA-II, 168
and plasma phylloquinone, 166
and vitamin K, 166, 167, 168, 170

Albumin, 227, 260, 395, 445, 446, 454,
473, 474, 522

Alcohol consumption and alcoholism
chromium and, 215
iron and, 302, 376
serum ferritin and, 302
special considerations, 118, 145, 376-

377, 480
and superoxide dismutase activity, 231,

401
vitamin A, 109, 118, 128, 133, 134-139,

145
zinc and, 475, 480

Aldehyde oxidase, 420
Alkaline phosphatase activity, 443, 453,

477, 529
Alopecia, 477, 514
Aluminum, 200
Alzheimer’s disease, 532
Amenorrhea, 372
American Academy of Pediatrics, 37, 50,

51, 97, 317
α-Amidating monooxygenase, 225
Amine oxidases, 224-225
Amino acid metabolism, 13, 44, 204, 394,

420-421, 446
Amiodarone, 259, 268
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Lou

Gehrig’s disease), 225-226
Analytic epidemiological studies, 47
Anemia

adolescents, 335
arsenic and, 506
of chronic disease, 303, 304

copper deficiency, 11, 226, 227-228,
486

infants, 296-297, 298, 300, 317
iron deficiency, 12-13, 22, 44, 226, 295-

299, 300, 301, 303, 305-306, 317,
352, 378, 583

macrocytic normochromic, 228
microcytic, 305
molybdenum and, 433
normocytic hypochromic, 11, 227
pregnancy and, 297-299
reproductive effects, 295, 297-298
vanadium and, 536
women, 297-299, 305

Angular stomatitis, 300
Animal studies

arsenic, 45, 503, 505-506, 507, 508
boron, 45, 510, 511-512, 514-517
carotenoids, 94
chromium, 199-200, 213, 214-215, 458
copper, 226-227, 228-229, 232, 234-

235, 244, 246
dose-response assessment for ULs, 71,

75-76, 78, 436, 710, 711, 712
extrapolation of data from, 63, 71, 74,

78, 436, 518, 526, 541, 710, 711,
712

for hazard identification, 71-72, 73,
409-411, 433-434, 514-515, 524

iodine, 279, 280
iron, 108, 121, 293, 296, 300
manganese, 396, 401, 406, 409-411
methodological considerations, 45, 71,

246, 279, 517, 712
molybdenum, 421, 424, 433, 435, 436
of neurotoxicity, 409-411
nickel, 524, 525, 526
relevance of, 45, 73, 234-235, 246, 279,

410, 433
reproductive effects, 406, 434-435
uncertainties in, 63, 78, 436, 540, 710,

711
vanadium, 532, 535-537, 539-540
vitamin A, 85, 95-96, 98, 104, 105, 108,

109, 121, 126
vitamin E, 175-176
vitamin K, 172, 173, 175-176, 188
zinc, 108, 455

Antacids, 204, 311, 531
Antibiotics, 164, 165, 166
Anticoagulants, 172, 174-175
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Antihistamine, 224-225
Antioxidant activity

ceruloplasmin, 225
copper, 225-226, 229
superoxide dismutase, 225-226

Antithyroid antibodies, 281, 283
α-1-Antitrypsin deficiency, 248
Antiviral activity, 85-86
β-Apocarotenals, 87
Apolipoprotein B100, 94
Apolipoprotein E, 163
Apoprotein E, 93
Apoptosis, 444
Apotransferrin, 200
Arginase activity, 394, 401
Arsenic

absorption, 504
acute effects, 506
adverse effects, 7, 18, 505-508
and anemia, 506
animal studies, 45, 503, 505-506, 507,

508
and blackfoot disease, 506, 508
and cancer, 507-508, 509
developmental toxicity, 503, 507
in drinking water, 507, 508, 509
DRIs, 1, 6, 7, 36, 76, 78, 576
erythrocyte binding, 506
excretion, 504
exposure assessment, 509
food sources, 504, 509
forms, 504, 505, 509
functions, 45, 503
gastrointestinal symptoms, 506
gender and, 505, 658-659
and gene regulation, 503
genotoxicity, 507
and growth, 45, 503
hepatotoxicity, 506, 507
in human milk, 505
inorganic, 504, 505
intakes, 57, 504-505, 509, 658-659
international comparisons, 508
and keratosis, 506, 508
by life-stage group, 504, 658-659
malnutrition and, 506
maximum contaminant level, 508, 509
metabolism, 504
and methionine metabolism, 45
methyltransferase activity, 506
and peripheral neuropathy, 506-507

research recommendations, 28, 509-
510, 583

risk characterization, 509
and skin pigmentation, 506, 507-508
teratogenicity, 507
trimethylated, 504
ULs, 18, 505-510
units, 709
zinc deficiency and, 506

Arsenicism, 506
Arsenite, 503, 504, 507
Arthralgias, 434
Arthritis, 372
Ascaris lumbricoides infection, 107
Ascorbic acid, 200, 204, 225, 292, 311-312,

313, 314, 315, 521
Aspirin, 204
Atherogenesis, 529
Atherosclerosis, 173, 532
Athletes

iron requirements, 295, 296, 300, 305,
352-353, 574

vanadium supplements, 535, 537, 539
Autoimmune thyroid disease, 278, 283,

284

B
Bacillus subtilis, 507
Balance studies

adults, 309-310, 405-406, 428-429
children, 270, 404-405, 423
chromium, 198, 202
copper, 233, 241
design, 423, 581
infants, 269
iodine, 265, 275, 269, 270, 272, 274,

275
iron, 292, 308, 309-310, 314, 378
manganese, 395, 397-399, 404-406
methodological considerations, 45, 46,

49, 233, 265, 274, 309, 397
molybdenum, 14, 420, 423, 428-429
pregnancy, 274, 275
uses, 423
zinc, 445, 448, 455, 456, 458, 472, 474,

480
Basal losses of nutrients

adolescents, 330, 331, 332, 337
children, 324, 325, 327
copper, 233, 240-242
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extrapolation of data, 331
gender differences, 340
infants, 319, 320, 322, 325
iodine, 274
iron, 290, 295, 307-308, 320, 322-323,

324, 325, 327, 329, 330, 331, 332,
337, 340, 341, 342, 343, 344-345,
347, 349, 569

and lactation, 349
pregnancy and, 344-345, 347, 348

Bilirubin IXa, 293
Bioavailability of nutrients. See also

individual nutrients
adolescents, 337
algorithms for estimating, 314-316, 458
in cow milk, 427, 457
data and database issues, 173, 174
defined, 69-70, 704
dietary fat and, 173-174
dietary intakes and, 233-234
digestion and, 444-445
excretory losses and, 70
food matrix and, 68, 87-90, 107, 174,

312, 351, 359, 411, 414, 424, 429-
430, 479, 530

form of intake and, 70, 87-89, 163, 173-
174

form of nutrient and, 70, 88-89, 107,
186, 311, 568

in human milk, 457, 557-558
in infant formulas, 4, 38, 50, 112, 180,

206, 238, 267, 270, 317, 322, 427,
462, 557-558, 561

lactation and, 349
level of intake and, 315, 572
nutrient-nutrient interactions and, 70,

108, 173-174, 292, 311-312, 313,
314, 315, 582-583

nutritional status of individuals and,
70, 174

pregnancy and, 346-347
processing of foods and, 87, 313
and risk assessment, 69-70, 75
from supplements, 30, 88-89, 70, 173-

174, 568
in vegetarian diets, 479, 572, 574

Biomarkers
of bone turnover, 169
methodological issues, 47

Birth defects, 128-133
Bitot’s spots, 95, 105

Blackfoot disease, 506, 508
Bladder cancer, 507, 508
Blood. See also Plasma; Serum; other

components
boron concentrations, 511-512, 515
cholesterol, 228
coagulation, 10, 44, 163, 164, 165-168,

175, 176, 177, 181-182, 229; see also
Coagulation factors; Prothrombin

donation and, 352, 574
glucose, 24-25, 203-204, 510
manganese, 400, 401, 409
molybdenum, 421, 434
pressure, 229, 537
provitamin A carotenoids, 83, 90-91,

103, 107, 118
transfusions, 358
volume, 325-326, 331, 337-338

Body Mass Index, 41, 42, 302, 582, 694
Body pools. See also individual nutrients

kinetic modeling of, 446, 582
size and turnover rates, 450-451

Body size considerations, 47
Body weight. See also Metabolic weight

ratio method
extrapolation on basis of, 42, 51, 52,

53, 54, 78, 142, 144, 250, 270, 282,
321, 404, 413, 437, 463, 487, 519,
569

gender and, 52, 332, 333
and iron losses, 308, 322-323, 327, 329,

331, 332, 333, 338, 340, 343, 582
loss, 201
median, by age, 332
nickel and, 525
pregnancy-related gains, 54, 210, 298,

407, 430, 518
reference weights and heights, 41-42,

52, 114, 210, 329, 338, 468
Bone formation and growth

biomarkers of turnover, 169
copper and, 227, 228, 229
manganese and, 13, 44, 394, 396
molybdenum and, 433, 435
peak bone mass, 40
silicon and, 45, 529, 530
vitamin K and, 10, 23-24, 162, 169, 170-

171, 172, 189, 583-584
Bone mineral density

adults, 126-128
aging and, 40
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anticoagulation therapy and, 172
carotenoids and, 127-128
copper and, 228
manganese and, 396
menaquinones and, 170, 172
osteocalcin γ-carboxylation and, 169,

170-171
vitamin A and, 126-128, 133
vitamin K and, 24, 169, 170-171
women, 126-128, 171, 172

Borax, 513, 514
Boric acid, 511, 513, 514, 518
Boron

absorption and transport, 511-512, 520
adolescents, 519
adults, 16, 26, 517-518
adverse effects, 18, 514-517
animal studies, 45, 510, 511-512, 514-

517
blood concentrations, 511-512, 515
and blood glucose, 510
body pools, 511-512
calcium and, 511
children, 513, 519
and cognitive and neurophysiological

function, 511, 521
data selection, 517
developmental effects, 510, 512, 514-

515, 518
dose-response assessment for ULs, 517-

519
in drinking water, 512, 514, 520
DRIs, 2, 6, 512, 576
and epilepsy, 514
and estrogen, 45, 511, 520-521
excretion, 511, 512, 515
exposure assessment, 520
and extramedullary hematopoiesis, 515
food sources, 512
forms, 510
functions, 45, 510-511
gastrointestinal effects, 514
gender and, 511, 520, 618-621, 644-647
genotoxicity, 514
hazard identification, 513-517
in human milk, 513
human studies, 514
and hyperkeratosis, 515
and immune function, 511
infants, 514, 519
and insulin secretion, 510-511

intakes, 55-56, 57, 512-513, 520, 618-
621, 644-647

interaction with other nutrients, 45,
510-511, 520

lactation, 513, 519
by life-stage group, 26, 512, 517-519,

618-621, 644-647
metabolism, 511-512
methodological issues, 517
NOAEL/LOAEL, 515, 516, 517-518
pharmacokinetics, 515
pregnancy, 513, 519, 520
reproductive effects, 512, 514-517
research recommendations, 28, 520-

521, 583
risk characterization, 520
supplements, 57, 513, 514, 520, 620-

621
and testicular atrophy, 515, 515-517
ULs, 16, 18, 26, 513-520, 576
uncertainty assessment, 518
units, 513, 709
vegetarians, 520
and vitamin D metabolism, 45, 510-

511, 520
Boron Nutrient Database, 55-56, 512-513

C
Calcium, 24, 172, 313, 314, 396, 401, 455-

456, 457, 458, 462, 479, 480, 511
Canada

arsenic, 504
cancer, 214
chromium, 212, 214
dietary intakes, 56, 57, 212, 356, 467,

474, 481, 674-679
infant food recommendations, 317
iodine, 261
iron, 57, 676-677
nickel, 522
Recommended Nutrient Intakes, 1, 37-

38, 554, 588
reference weights and heights, 41-42
stomach cancer in gold miners, 214
vitamin A, 57, 94, 674-675
vitamin K, 176, 177-178
zinc, 57, 451, 452, 467, 474, 481, 678-

679
Canadian Paediatric Society, 37, 50, 51,

317
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Cancer/carcinogenicity. See also individual
sites

arsenic and, 507-508, 509
ceruloplasmin and, 230
childhood, 176-177, 188
chromium, 214
copper and, 248
iodine and, 259, 262, 266, 279, 280,

284
iron and, 302, 303, 370-372, 373
men, 370-371, 377
molybdenum and, 435
serum ferritin and, 302
serum transferrin receptors, 304, 370
silicon, 531
vanadium, 538
vitamin A and, 85, 96
vitamin K and, 176-177, 187-188
women, 371
zinc, 483

Carbohydrate metabolism, 13, 44, 201,
204, 394, 396, 444

Carbon monoxide, 293
Carbonic anhydrase, 443
γ-Carboxyglutamyl residues, 163, 167, 172,

173, 174, 189
Cardiovascular disease

copper and, 226, 228-229
gender and, 359, 377-378
iron and, 303, 359, 364-371, 372, 373,

377-378
nickel and, 529
serum ferritin and, 365-367, 370, 377-

378
silicon and, 532
total iron-binding capacity and, 303,

370-371
vanadium and, 537
vitamin K and, 173

α-Carotene, 2, 10, 82, 91-92, 122, 123, 564,
594-597

β-Carotene. See also Carotenoids
absorption, 86-93, 109
animal studies, 94
bioavailability, 87, 107
bioconversion to vitamin A, 2, 82-83,

86-93, 565
blood concentrations, 83, 90-91, 107,

118
body stores, 94
and bone mineral density, 127-128

and chronic diseases, 83
depletion/repletion studies, 88-89
excretion, 88
food sources, 88-90, 112, 122, 124, 562
fortified foods, 565
gender and, 598-599
intakes, 119, 123, 124, 598-599
interaction with other nutrients, 109
international units, 565-566
by life-stage group, 598-599
provitamin A activity, 2, 82-83
RAEs, 10, 82, 87-93, 564
supplements, 88-91, 95, 107, 565

Carotenoids. See also β-Carotene;
Provitamin A carotenoids; other
individual carotenoids

competitive interactions among, 109
intakes, 123, 597-605

Casein, 317, 457, 462
Catecholamines, 225, 229
Cellular retinoic acid-binding protein

(CRABP-1 and -II), 85
Cellular retinol-binding protein (CRBP),

85
Central nervous system. See also

Neurological abnormalities
defects, 128
function, 225, 226, 297

Ceruloplasmin
antioxidant activity, 225
and copper status, 224, 225, 227-228,

229, 230, 231, 235, 239-240, 484
deficiency, 227, 377
infants, 235
and iron, 225, 293
and liver disease, 230
pregnancy and, 230

Children, ages 1 through 13 years. See also
Life-stage groups; individual
nutrients

accretion of new tissue, 464, 467, 468
AIs, 34, 35, 39, 51-52, 562-563
balance studies, 270, 404-405, 423
basal losses of nutrients, 324, 325, 327
blood volume, 325-326
calcium, 313
cancer, 176-177, 188
copper deficiency anemia, 486
diarrhea, 96, 97
dietary intakes, 466, 467
EARs, 32, 39, 42, 51-52
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factorial analysis, 463, 467, 468
food sources for, 184-185, 698
fractional absorption of nutrients, 464-

465
growth, 39, 53, 309, 324, 327, 328, 449-

450, 465-466, 467-468
hemoglobin mass, 324, 325-326
hypervitaminosis A, 144
idiopathic copper toxicosis, 248, 251
Indian childhood cirrhosis, 248, 251
infectious diseases, 96-97
intestinal losses of nutrients, 463-464
iron deficiency in infancy, 297
liver damage, 250
malnourished, 97, 270, 454
measles, 96, 97
methodological considerations, 32, 39,

51-52, 53, 112, 180
mortality, 96-97, 262, 357
osteoporosis, 227
Plasmodium falciparum malaria, 96
poisoning deaths, 357
RDA, 52
reference weights and heights, 41-42,

468
supplement use, 96
supplementation studies, 465-466
thyroid gland monitoring, 284
ULs, 42, 53
variability of requirements, 327-328
water consumption, 247
xerophthalmia, 95, 97, 99

Cholesterol
copper and, 228
manganese and, 396, 410-411
plasma, 396
serum, 359
zinc and, 481, 482, 486

Chromium III
absorption, 198-199, 204, 209, 210,

211, 213, 216
adolescents, 207, 210-211
adults (19-50), 56-57, 208-210
adults (51+), 202, 208-209
aging and, 200
AIs, 12-13, 197, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211,

558, 561, 562-563, 564, 569
amino acids and, 204
animal studies, 199-200, 213, 214-215,

458
ascorbic acid and, 200, 204

balance studies, 198, 202
bioavailability, 211
blood glucose and, 24-25, 203-204
body stores, 200, 205, 209-210
and carbohydrates, 201, 204
carcinogenicity, 214
children, 207
deficiency, 200-201
and diabetes, 24-25, 200, 201, 216, 584
dietary fiber and, 204, 209
dose response assessment for ULs, 215-

216
energy intakes and, 11, 205, 208-209,

212
excretion, 199-200, 202, 207, 210
exposure assessment, 216
factors affecting requirement, 204
food composition analysis, 54, 569, 583
food sources, 211, 216
forms of, 197, 213
function, 11, 44, 197, 198
gender and, 11, 56-57, 202, 207, 208,

209, 212, 216, 620-621
genotoxicity, 197, 214
and glucose tolerance, 44, 198, 199,

201, 203-204, 209, 213, 216, 584
hazard identification, 213-215
and hepatic dysfunction, 214-215
in human milk, 205, 206, 209, 210
indicators of adequacy, 11, 12-13, 22,

24-25, 202-204
infants, 198, 205-207, 209-210
and insulin activity, 11, 24-25, 197, 198,

199, 203-204, 213, 216, 584
intakes, 11, 202, 205, 212-213, 216,

620-621
interaction with drugs, 204, 209
interaction with other nutrients, 200,

204, 209
intervention trials, 201, 213
iron and, 200
lactation and, 210-211, 212, 216
by life-stage group, 12-13, 205-211, 620-

621
metabolism, 200, 216
method used to set AIs, 11, 51-52, 54,

197, 205-207, 208-210
methodological issues, 25, 51-52, 54,

202, 211, 212, 214, 583
NOAEL/LOAEL, 215-216
oxalate and, 204
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physical exercise and, 199, 207, 215
phytate and, 204
picolinic complexes, 458
plasma concentration, 202
pregnancy and, 54, 209-210, 216
and renal failure/disease, 213, 215
reproductive effects, 215
research recommendations, 216, 583
and rhabdomyolysis, 215
risk characterization, 216
sensitive subpopulations, 215
special considerations, 207
supplements, 25, 56-57, 198, 200, 212-

213, 216, 458, 620-621
ULs, 7, 18, 36, 76, 78, 213-216
units, 709

Chromium IV, 197, 213
Chromosomal damage and aberrations, 214
Chronic disease

carotenoids and, 83
evidence on prevention of, 9
micronutrients and, 300, 583-584

Chronic gastritis, 300
Chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis, 300
Chylomicron secretion, 87, 93, 163
Circulating lipid levels
Citric acid, 200, 312, 357
Coagulation factors

antibiotics and, 164, 165, 166
II, see Prothrombin
V, 229
VII, 163, 166
VIII, 229
IX, 163
X, 163
manganese and, 396

Cognitive function
boron and, 511, 521
copper and, 252
development in infants, 295, 300
iron and, 13, 295, 296-297, 300, 378, 583
manganese and, 410
zinc and, 444, 445, 449

Collagen metabolism, 45, 225, 529, 530
Colon cancer, 371-372
Colorectal cancer, 371, 372
Common cold, 477
Congenital atransferrinemia, 377
Conjunctival impression cytology, 105
Conjunctival xerosis, 95
Connective tissue synthesis, 44, 225, 226

Continuing Survey of Food Intakes by
Individuals (CSFII)

arsenic, 504-505
boron, 57, 512-513, 644-647
carotenoids, 122, 566, 568
copper, 57, 648-649
defined, 55, 705
food composition data, 697-698
iodine, 278
iron, 21, 57, 650-651, 697-703
reference weights and heights, 329
supplement data, 57
vitamin A, 122, 566
zinc, 57, 481, 575, 652-653

Copper
absorption and transport, 226-227,

233-234, 238, 242, 243, 246-247
adolescents, 238-239, 243-244, 245,

250, 251
adverse effects, 18, 224, 247-248
adults (19+), 16, 26, 56-57, 224, 228,

234, 239-243, 246, 249-250, 251,
252

AIs, 238
and anemia, 11, 226, 227-228
animal studies, 226-227, 228-229, 232,

234-235, 244, 246
antioxidant activity, 225-226, 229
balance studies, 233, 241
bioavailability, 233-234, 243, 244, 252
biochemical indicators, 11-12, 230-233,

239-240, 242
and blood coagulation, 229
and blood pressure, 229
body stores/retention, 226, 233, 234,

235, 243
and bone formation and growth, 227,

228, 229
and cancer, 248
and cardiovascular disease, 226, 228-

229
and catecholamine metabolism, 225,

229
and central nervous system function,

225, 226
ceruloplasmin concentration and, 224,

225, 227-228, 229, 230, 231, 235,
239-240, 484

children, 51-52, 227, 238-239, 247, 248,
250, 251, 252

and cholesterol (blood), 228
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and connective tisse synthesis, 225, 226
critical endpoint, 249
and cytochrome c oxidase activity, 225,

230, 231, 240
data selection, 249
deficiency effects, 226, 227-230, 238,

252, 424
depletion/repletion studies, 224, 228,

229, 231, 232, 239-240, 242
and diamine oxidase activity, 224-225,

232-233
and dietary protein, 246-247
dose-response assessment for ULs, 249-

251
in drinking water, 247, 249, 251-252
EARs, 14-15, 238-239, 242, 244, 245
energy expenditure and, 238
evidence considered in setting EAR,

239-242, 243, 244
excretion, 226, 227, 231-232, 233, 234,

240-242, 424
exposure assessment, 251-252
factorial analysis, 233, 240-242
factors affecting requirement, 233-235
and ferroxidases, 225, 293
fetal, 243
food sources, 245
in formula, 234, 238
fructose and, 234-235
functions, 11, 44, 224-226, 443
gastric acidity and, 226
gastrointestinal effects, 247, 248, 249
gender and, 56-57, 228, 245, 251, 622-

625, 648-649, 660-661
and glucose tolerance, 229
hazard identification, 246-249
hereditary defects in homeostasis, 248
in human milk, 235, 236-237, 244
human studies, 247
and idiopathic copper toxicosis, 248,

251
and immune function, 226, 229
and Indian childhood cirrhosis, 248,

251
indicators of adequacy, 11-12, 14-15,

224, 229-233
infants, 51, 226, 227, 234, 235-238, 250
intakes, 57, 224, 233-234, 235-237, 241,

245-246, 251-252, 622-625, 648-649,
660-661

interaction with drugs, 225

interaction with other nutrients, 225,
226, 227, 231, 234, 246-247, 424,
434

and iron utilization, 225, 226, 227, 234,
246

lactation, 235, 244-245, 250, 251
leukocyte concentration, 232
by life-stage group, 14-15, 26, 235-245,

249-251, 622-625, 648-649, 660-661
liver damage, 224, 248, 249, 251
and lysyl oxidase activity, 225, 232
and Menkes’ disease, 226, 232
metabolism, 226-227, 246-247, 433
metalloenzymes, 11, 224-226, 456
method used to set AI, 51-52, 235, 237
method used to set EAR, 11-12, 51-52,

238-239
methodological considerations, 51-52,

232, 246, 247
molybdenum and, 246, 424, 433, 434,

435, 436, 437, 438
NOAEL/LOAEL, 249
and osteoporosis, 227
and peptidyl glycine α-amidating

monooxygenase activity, 225, 232
plasma concentration, 224, 229, 239-

240
platelet concentration, 224, 230, 231,

239-240
pregnancy, 226, 229-230, 243-244, 250,

251
RDAs, 2, 12, 14-15, 224, 239, 242-243,

244, 245
renal dysfunction and, 227
reproductive effects, 248
research recommendations, 252
risk characterization, 252
serum concentration, 229, 230, 235, 484
special considerations, 238, 251, 438
and superoxide dismutase activity in

erythrocytes, 224, 225-226, 229,
231, 239-240

supplements, 56-57, 227, 228, 229, 230,
232-233, 246, 247, 248, 252

ULs, 2, 16, 18, 26, 224, 246-252, 562
uncertainty assessment, 249
units, 709
and Wilson’s disease, 227, 234, 248,

251, 456
zinc and, 225, 234, 246, 443, 456, 458,

482, 484-488, 558
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Corneal ulceration, 95
Corneal xerosis, 95
Coronary heart disease, 359, 365, 368-369
Cow milk, 38, 179-180, 207, 227, 238, 270,

283, 317, 404, 425, 427, 457, 462
Cranial neural crest (CNC) defects, 128-

129, 138
Craniofacial malformations, 128
Cretinism, 44, 261-262
Critical endpoints

defined, 76
identification of, 70, 75-76, 249

Crohn’s disease, 446
β-Cryptoxanthin, 2, 10, 82, 91, 122, 123,

600-601
CSFII. See Continuing Survey of Food

Intakes by Individuals
Cysteine, 443
Cytochrome c oxidase activity, 225, 230,

231, 240
Cytochromes, iron and, 12, 291-292
Cytokines, 445

D
Dark adaptation

vitamin A and, 10, 21, 87-89, 95, 97-99,
121, 123, 300-301, 568

zinc and, 108-109
Data and database issues. See also

Extrapolation of data
on bioavailability of nutrients, 173, 174
for dietary intakes, 53-58, 104, 173, 556
for dose-response assessment for ULs,

66, 75-76, 77, 122, 133, 142-143,
249, 281, 373, 375, 412, 436, 483-
484, 486, 517

food composition databases, 54, 55-56,
184, 512-513, 560, 569, 583, 697-698

methodological issues, 2, 7, 8, 32, 39,
48-49, 173

nutrients intakes, 54, 55-57, 556
quality and completeness of data, 2, 7,

8, 32, 39, 48-49, 54, 66, 74, 77, 173,
184, 560, 569

supplement use, 57-58
types of data used, 45-49

Depletion/repletion studies
adults, 224, 228, 229, 231, 232, 239-

240, 430
carotenoids, 88-89

copper, 224, 228, 229, 231, 232, 239-
240, 242

design, 581
manganese, 396, 397, 399, 400
methodological considerations, 45, 46
molybdenum, 430
vitamin A, 88-89, 122
vitamin K, 167
zinc, 108, 473-474

Developing countries
iron, 351-352, 359, 377, 378
vitamin A, 94, 95, 96-97, 112, 118-122,

145
zinc, 488

Developmental effects
boron, 510, 512, 514-515, 518
iron, 295, 296-297, 300

Developmental toxicity, 503, 507
Diabetes mellitus, 302, 372

chromium and, 24-25, 200, 201, 216,
584

vanadium and, 532, 534, 535, 536, 539,
542

Diamine oxidase, 224-225, 232-233
Diarrhea, 96, 97, 107, 118, 477
Dietary intakes. See also Canada; Food

sources; Nutrient intakes;
Supplements; individual nutrients

and bioavailability of nutrients, 233-
234

data and database issues, 53-58, 104,
173, 556

elderly people, 47, 186
geographic location and, 512
infants, 37, 111
measurement errors, 182, 406, 559
methodological issues, 47, 54-55, 166,

182, 186, 212, 432, 466, 556, 559,
572, 583

provitamin A carotenoid conversion
factor and, 122-123

research recommendations, 583
self-reported, 47, 54-55, 556, 583
survey data, 54-58, 245, 356, 560-561
underreporting of, 20, 47, 54-55, 208,

209, 353, 556, 560-561, 583
Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs)

applicable population, 2, 30
approach for setting, 7-9, 29-30, 576,

589-590
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categories, 2-7, 29, 30-36; see also
Adequate Intakes; Estimated
Average Requirements;
Recommended Dietary Allowances;
Tolerable Upper Intake Levels

criteria for, 8-27, 36
defined, 2, 6, 29-30, 42
extrapolation from other age groups,

32, 35, 39, 41, 51-53, 78
framework, 555, 587-590
group applications, 5, 19-22, 34, 123,

554, 558-562, 563-564, 566-567, 577-
578

individual applications, 5, 554, 555-
558, 562-563, 577-578

nutrient-specific considerations, 564-
576

origin, 587-588
parameters for, 36-42; see also Life-stage

group; Reference weights and
heights

precision of values, 9
prevalence of inadequacy, 21-22
sources of data, 2, 20-22, 45-49; see also

Methodological considerations
transition from RDAs, 554-555
uses, 2, 5, 19-22, 30, 554-578

2′,3′-Dihydrophylloquinone, 185-186
Dihydroxyphenylacetic acid, 410
Diiodotyrosine, 260
Dimethylarsenic acid, 504
Dimethylprostaglandin E2, 204
Disinfectants, 268
Divalent metal transporter protein

(DMT1), 293, 294
DNA damage and repair

chromium and, 214
Dopa, 225
Dopamine, 225, 410
Dopamine β-monooxygenase, 225
Dose-response assessment for ULs. See also

individual nutrients
adolescents, 142, 144-145, 375-376,

413, 414, 437-438, 486-487, 519
adults (19-50 years), 142-143, 249-250,

281-282, 373-375, 412-413, 436-437,
483-486, 517-518, 525-527, 539-541

animal studies, 71, 75-76, 78, 436, 710,
711, 712

children, 144-145, 375-376, 413, 437-
438, 486-487, 519

components and process, 72, 75-79
critical endpoints, 75-76
data selection, 75-76, 122, 142-143,

249, 281, 373, 375, 412, 436, 483-
484, 486, 517, 525, 539-540

defined, 64, 705
extrapolation from animals to humans,

78, 711
infants, 143-144, 375-376, 413, 437,

486-487, 519
interindividual variation in sensitivity

and, 77-78, 711
lactation, 375, 413, 414, 438, 487, 519
NOAEL/LOAEL identification, 76-77,

133, 138, 143-144, 249, 281, 374,
375-376, 412, 436, 484-486, 517-518,
525-526, 540

pregnancy, 133, 138, 375, 413, 414,
438, 487, 519

special considerations, 79, 145, 283,
376-377, 414, 438, 488, 528

UL derivation from, 64-65, 78, 126,
139, 143, 144, 250, 282, 373, 374,
376, 412, 437, 488, 518, 526-527, 541

uncertainty assessment, 76, 77-78, 139,
143, 144, 249, 281, 374, 376, 412,
436, 486-487, 518, 526, 540-541,
710, 711

Down’s syndrome, 231
Drinking water, 267-268, 284, 642-643

arsenic in, 507, 508, 509
boron, 512, 514, 520
children’s intakes, 247
copper, 247, 249, 251-252
manganese, 410, 411, 414
molybdenum, 434-435
nickel, 524, 528
vanadium, 535
zinc, 483

Drug interactions
chromium, 204, 209
copper, 225
iodine, 268
vitamin A, 129, 133
vitamin K, 172, 174-175, 568

Dwarfism, 44

E
Elastin, 225
Elderly people. See Adults ages 51+ years
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Electrooculorgram, 98
Electroretinogram, 98
Embryonic development, 44, 82, 85, 95-96
Endogenous losses

copper, 241-242
zinc, 446, 448, 449, 462, 463, 469, 471-

473, 476
Energy

chromium and, 11, 205, 208-209, 212
expenditures, 40, 238, 427
intakes, 11, 47, 55, 205, 208-209, 212
metabolism, 40, 54
requirements, 209

Enteral diets, 227-228
Enzyme cofactor deficiency, 14, 420, 423,

424
Epilepsy, 514
Epinephrine, 225
Epithelial cell integrity, 44, 85, 96, 105
Erythrocyte

arsenic binding to, 506
defined, 705
indexes, 305-306
iron, 290, 301, 302, 304, 305-306, 309,

313, 346, 347, 352
mean corpuscular volume, 706
metallothionein, 444, 453, 473
molybdenum in, 421
protoporphyrin concentration, 304, 306
superoxide dismutase activity, 224,

225-226, 229, 231, 239-240, 442,
482

zinc in, 442, 451, 452, 453, 473, 482
Erythrosine, 268
Escherichia coli WP2, 507
Esophageal webs, 300
Estimated Average Requirements (EARs).

See also individual nutrients
adolescents, 699
AI distinguished from, 37
children, 32, 51-52, 699
coefficient of variation, 32-33
criteria used to derive, 7, 8-9, 36
defined, 3, 6, 8, 30, 31-32
distribution of, 699, 700
extrapolation to/from other age

groups, 32, 49, 51-52
group applications, 5, 20, 554, 558-561,

563-564, 568, 570-572
individual applications, 554, 555-557
infants, 6

knowledge gaps, 581-583
methods used to set, 32, 49, 265, 569,

583
and RDA, 3, 6, 32-34, 35
reference weights and heights and, 42
risk of inadequacy, 556, 570
standard deviation, 563
uses, 4, 5, 32-34, 49, 554, 555-557, 558-

561, 563-564, 568, 577
validation of, 353-355

Estimated safe and adequate daily dietary
intakes (ESADDI), 576

Estrogen, 45, 511, 520-521
Excretion. See also Endogenous losses;

Urinary excretion; individual
nutrients

calcium, 24, 172
γ-carboxyglutamyl, 167
fecal, 260, 295, 352, 395, 421, 446, 472
gastrointestinal losses, 241, 295, 325,

352
human milk, 269
measurement of, 463
menstrual losses; see Menstrual cycle
obligatory (basal) losses; see Basal

losses of nutrients
sweat, 260

Expert Scientific Working Group, 306
Exposure

duration of, 73, 76, 360-363
route of, 73, 75-76, 246, 410, 509, 711

Exposure assessment. See also individual
nutrients

defined, 64, 65, 79
process, 64, 65
supplements, 65

Extramedullary hematopoiesis, 515
Extrapolation of data

from animal studies, 63, 71, 74, 78,
436, 518, 526, 540, 541, 710, 711,
712

basal losses, 331
body surface area basis, 325, 569
body weight basis, 42, 51, 52, 53, 54,

78, 142, 144, 250, 270, 282, 321,
404, 413, 437, 463, 487, 519, 569

caloric intake basis, 228
daily intakes from urinary losses, 264,

272
growth factors by age group, 51, 53, 331
from human milk intakes, 463
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metabolic weight ratio method, 53,
238, 272, 426, 427

NOAEL from LOAEL, 143, 144, 281,
374, 486, 540, 541

from one gender group to another, 341
from other age groups, 32, 35, 39, 41,

51-53, 78, 111, 112, 122, 144, 178,
179, 206-207, 237-238, 250, 269,
270, 272, 282, 321, 331, 404, 406,
413, 437, 463, 465, 467, 469, 470,
487, 519

from subchronic to chronic intake, 78,
711

uncertainties in, 77-78, 436, 518, 526,
540

F
Factorial analysis, 49, 51

adults, 240-242, 340
children, 463, 467, 468
copper, 233, 240-242
infants, 463
iron, 13, 41, 290, 307-309, 319, 324,

330, 340-343, 344, 347, 348, 569
manganese, 397
pregnancy, 476
zinc, 15, 442, 447, 462, 463, 467, 468,

469-470, 471-473, 476
Fasting/starvation, 267, 373, 446, 448, 451
Fat, dietary

and absorption of nutrients, 70, 106-
107, 118, 121, 163

hydrogenated, 174, 185-186
malabsorption syndromes, 164, 174
and manganese-superoxide dismutase

activity, 401
and vitamin A, 70, 106-107, 118, 121
and vitamin E bioavailability, 173-174
and vitamin K, 163, 173-174, 185-186

Ferritin
and cancer, 302
and cardiovascular disease, 365-367,

370, 377-378
gender differences, 395, 684-685, 694,

695
and iron, 21, 225, 291, 294, 299, 300,

301-303, 306, 307, 311, 313, 314,
315, 351, 352, 353-355, 357, 359,
365-367, 370, 371-372, 373, 377-378,
572, 684-685, 694, 696

and manganese, 395, 401, 402, 405
vanadium, 533

Ferroxidases, 225, 293
Fetal

copper, 243
death, 299
folate, 456
hemoglobin, 316
hypothyroidism, 261-262
iodine, 261-262, 275
iron, 290, 299, 300, 309, 316, 345-346,

347
manganese, 406, 411
molybdenum, 436
neurobehavioral development, 477
nickel toxicity, 524, 526
resorption, 95
sensitivity to nutrients, 69, 507
vitamin A, 116, 128-129
vitamin K, 182

Fiber, dietary
and chromium, 204, 209
and silicon, 530
and zinc, 458, 480

Fibrocystic breast disease, 259, 284
Flavoproteins, 291
Folate, 521, 529
Follicular hyperkeratosis, 96
Food additives, 268, 277, 530
Food and Agriculture Organization, 29-30,

60
Food and Drug Administration. See Total

Diet Study
Food coloring, 268
Food composition data

analytical methods, 54, 56, 184, 560,
569, 583

carotenoids, 93, 124
chromium, 54, 569, 583
iodine, 277
iron, 697-698
quality and completeness of, 54, 184,

569
recommendations, 564
vitamin A, 124, 565-566
vitamin K, 184, 185
zinc, 560

Food matrix and bioavailability of
nutrients, 68, 87-90, 107, 174, 312,
351, 359, 411, 414, 424, 429-430,
479, 530
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Food safety, risk assessment and, 62-67
Food sources. See also individual nutrients

for children, 184-185, 698
goitrogens, 267-268
major contributors, 58
methodological issues, 58

Formulas, infant
absorption of nutrients in, 238, 404
AIs, 562
bioavilability of nutrients, 4, 38, 50,

112, 180, 206, 238, 267, 270, 317,
322, 427, 462, 557-558, 561

chromium, 207
copper, 234, 238
cow milk-based, 38, 227, 404, 462
dephytinized, 402
DRIs, 37-38
iodine and, 267, 270
iron in, 4, 234, 317, 322-323
manganese in, 397, 402, 404
molybdenum in, 425
soy-based, 267, 402, 404, 462
supplemented/fortified, 238, 317, 322,

462
toxicity of nutrients in, 486
vitamin K, 178, 179-180, 185-186

Fortification of foods, 119, 145, 355-356,
358, 378, 563, 565

Free fatty acids, 201
Fructose and, 234-235
Functional isolation paradigm, 297

G
Gastric acidity, 226, 292, 311
Gastric cancer, 259
Gastroenteritis, 107
Gastrointestinal effects

arsenic poisoning, 506
boron, 514
copper, 247, 248, 249
iron, 290, 352, 358, 360-365, 373-377
vanadium, 536, 539
zinc, 482

Gender. See also Men; Women; individual
nutrients

and absorption of nutrients, 402
and adverse effects of nutrients, 482
and γ-carboxyglutamyl residues, 167
and cardiovascular disease, 359

dietary intakes, 122, 202, 354, 594-641,
644-653, 654-673, 674-679

and drinking water intakes, 642-643
and energy balance, 212
extrapolation of data on basis of, 341
and ferritin, 395, 684-685, 694, 695
and growth velocity, 331
and hemoglobin, 333, 336, 680-681
and iodine excretion, 690-691
and plasma glucose, 695
reference weights and heights, 41, 52
and relative body weight, 52, 332, 333
and retinol, 686-687, 692-693
and retinyl esters, 688-689
serum values for biochemical

indicators by, 680-689
and supplement use, 56-57, 187, 278,

612-613, 620-621, 626-627, 632-637
and transferrin, 682-683

Gene expression, 15, 44, 82, 85, 442, 443,
454, 521

Gene regulation, 503
Genetic defects, 248
Genetic markers, 46, 453
Genotoxicity, 197, 214, 507, 514
Glossitis, 300
Glucagon, 446
Glucose tolerance

aging and, 209
chromium and, 44, 198, 199, 201, 203-

204, 209, 213, 216, 584
copper and, 229
manganese and, 396
nickel and, 521
vanadium and, 532

Glucuronide conjugation, 164
Glutamine synthetase, 394
Glycotransferases, 394
Goiter, 12, 44, 261, 264-265, 266, 267, 271-

272, 276, 279-280, 283, 284
Green tongue, 538
Growth velocity

adolescents, 39, 53, 331, 338, 339
arsenic and, 45, 503
children, 39, 53, 309, 324, 327, 328,

449-450, 465-466, 467-468
infants, 37, 38, 50, 53, 317, 320, 462,

465-466
iron and, 290, 309, 317, 320, 324, 328,

331, 333, 338, 339, 573
manganese and, 396
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molybdenum and, 433, 435
nickel, 521
vitamin A and, 44, 82
zinc and, 444, 446-447, 449-450, 452,

454, 462, 464, 465-466, 467-468

H
Hazard identification. See also individual

nutrients
adverse effects, 72, 125, 126-133, 213-

215, 247-248, 357-372, 409-412, 433-
435, 482-483, 514-517, 524-525, 535-
538

animal studies, 71-72, 73, 409-411, 433-
434, 514-515, 524

causality, 46, 71, 72
components of, 64, 71-75
data quality and completeness and, 74
defined, 64, 705
duration of exposure and, 73
experimental data on nutrient toxicity

and, 73
human studies, 71, 434, 514, 524
mechanisms of toxicity and, 74, 435,

515
pharmacokinetic and metabolic data

and, 73-74, 435
route of exposure and, 73
sensitive subpopulations, 74-75, 215,

372-373
Hemachromatosis, 200, 358, 359, 370,

372-373, 376, 378
Hematological disorders, 358, 372, 536-

537
Hematopoiesis, 316, 515
Hematuria, 352
Heme-flavoproteins, 291
Heme oxygenase enzyme, 293-294
Heme proteins, 291, 292, 293-294, 304,

311, 312, 314, 315, 327, 356, 374,
455, 483

Hemianopsia, transient, 524
Hemoglobin

adolescents, 305, 330, 331-333, 335,
336, 338

children, 324, 325-326
gender and, 333, 336, 680-681
infants, 316, 319, 320-321, 322-323

iron and, 12, 22, 44, 290, 291, 292,
295, 299, 302, 303, 305, 306, 307,
308, 316, 319, 320-321, 322-323,
324, 325-326, 329, 330, 331-333,
335, 336, 337-338, 342, 345-346,
349, 680-681

mean corpuscular, 706
molybdenum and, 435
nickel in, 521

Hemoglobinuria, 352
Hemolysis, 400
Hemorrhagic disease of the newborn

(HDNB), 176, 177
Hemorrhagic syndrome, 175
Hemosiderin, 291, 294, 357
Hepatitis, 129, 133, 134-139
Hepatocellular carcinoma, 370, 372
Hephaestatin, 225
Histidine, 443
Homocysteine, 521
Homovanillic acid, 410
Hookworm, 351
Hormone metabolism, 443, 444, 454, 532
Hormone replacement therapy, 350-351,

573
Human immunodeficiency virus, 443
Human milk. See also Lactation

absorption of nutrients in, 238, 404
adequacy for infants 0 to 6 months, 37-

38, 50, 316, 557-558, 561, 562
analysis of nutrient content, 227
arsenic in, 505
bioavailability of nutrients in, 457, 557-

558
boron in, 513
carotenoids in, 111, 117
chromium, 205, 206, 209, 210
colostrum, 177, 178-179
copper, 235, 236-237, 244
excretion quantity, 269
extrapolation of data from intakes of,

463
and hemorrhagic disease of the

newborn, 177
intakes, 37, 110, 111, 177, 178, 205,

318-319, 463
iodine, 268-269, 277, 283
iron, 6, 51, 316-317, 318-319, 320, 322-

323, 349, 697
manganese, 402, 403, 404, 407
molybdenum, 425, 426, 431
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nickel, 523
silicon, 530
vitamin A, 110-111, 117
vitamin K, 177-180, 183-184
zinc, 6, 51, 457, 460-462, 463, 465, 477-

478
Human studies. See also Observational

studies
boron, 514
children, 465-466
copper, 247
for dose-response assessment for ULs, 75
ethical considerations, 50, 61, 71
for hazard identification, 71
manganese ecological studies, 411
methodological considerations, 45-46,

67-68
molybdenum, 434
nickel, 524
vanadium, 535, 536, 537-538

Hydroxyapatite, 168
5-Hydroxyindole acetic acid, 410
Hydroxylysine, 225
Hydroxyproline, 24, 172
Hyperglycemia, 213
Hyperkeratosis, 515
Hyperlipidemia, 145, 213
Hypersensitivity to nutrients, 524, 526, 528
Hypertension, 532
Hyperthyroidism, 260, 262, 263, 279, 280,

283
Hyperuricemia, 434
Hypervitaminosis A, 125, 133, 134-139, 144
Hypocholesterolemia, 396, 410-411
Hypoprothrombinemia, 164-165
Hypothyroidism, 260, 261-262, 263, 264,

266, 267, 279, 280, 283

I
Idiopathic copper toxicosis, 248, 251
Immune function

boron and, 511
copper and, 226, 229
indexes of, 453
iodine and, 259, 284
iron and, 300, 302
vitamin A and, 10, 44, 82, 85-86, 96,

98, 99, 105-106, 121
zinc and, 443, 444, 447, 449, 453, 474-

475, 481, 482, 488

Impotence, 372, 477
Indian childhood cirrhosis, 248, 251
Indicators of nutrient adequacy. See also

specific indicators, life stages, and
nutrients

biochemical, 11-12, 230-233, 239-240,
242, 301-306, 423, 572, 680-691

functional, 300-301
risk reduction-based, 22-25

Infant Growth Study, 328
Infants, premature, 227, 297, 298, 425, 573
Infants, ages 0 through 12 months. See also

Formulas, infant; Human milk
accretion of new tissue, 464
ages 0 through 6 months, 4, 37, 38, 50,

110, 177-178, 205, 235, 268-269,
316-319, 403, 425, 458-463, 486,
562

ages 7 through 12 months, 6, 37, 38,
51, 111, 178-179, 205-207, 235, 237-
238, 269-270, 319-323, 404, 425-426,
463-466, 562

AI derivation for, 4, 34, 35, 37, 38, 50-
51, 53, 110-111, 557-558, 561, 562,
564

antiseptic toxicity, 280
Apgar scores, 300
balance studies, 269
basal losses of nutrients, 319, 320, 322,

325
bulging fontanel, 125, 132, 140-141,

143, 144, 145
caloric intakes, 205
ceruloplasmin concentrations, 235
choleostatic liver disease, 396
cognitive development, 295, 300
complementary weaning foods, 38, 51,

111, 178-179, 205, 237, 312, 322,
404, 426, 462, 463, 465, 697

cow milk allergy, 317
cranial neural crest defects, 128-129,

138
defined, 37
developmental delays, 295, 296-297, 300
diarrhea, 227
dietary intakes, 38, 110, 111, 117, 322-

323, 463
extrapolation of data to and from, 51-

53
factorial analysis, 463
goiter, 280
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growth velocity, 37, 38, 50, 53, 317,
320, 462, 465-466

hematopoiesis, 316
hemoglobin concentrations, 316, 319,

320-321, 322-323
hemorrhagic disease of the newborn,

176, 177
hypercalcemia, 140-141
hypervitaminosis A, 140-141, 143-144,

145
hypothyroidism, 280
intestinal losses of nutrients, 463-464
iron deficiency anemia, 296-297, 298,

300, 317
low birth weight, 297, 298, 348
malnourished, 198, 227
method used to set AI, 110-111, 177-

179, 205-206, 235, 237, 268-269,
402-404, 425-426, 459, 462

methodological considerations, 38, 50-
51, 53, 110-111

nutrient intakes, 51, 561
osteoporosis, 227
recommended food sources, 4, 34, 35,

37, 50, 250, 282, 317
reference weight, 41, 320, 404
skeletal abnormalities, 128-133
small for gestational age, 298, 299
special considerations, 112, 179-180,

206, 238, 270, 317, 404, 427, 462-463
thyroid gland of newborns, 275, 280
TSH screening for hypothyroidism,

261, 266
ULs, 69
urinary losses of nutrients, 464
vitamin K prophylaxis, 176-178

Infectious diseases, 230, 302, 303, 304,
305, 488

and absorption of nutrients, 107
children’s morbidity and mortality, 96-

97
vitamin A and, 96-97, 107, 121
zinc and, 445

Inflammatory diseases, 230, 302, 303, 304,
305

Inositol hexaphosphate, 312
Institute of Medicine, 51
Insulin activity, 11, 24-25, 45, 197, 198,

199, 203-204, 213, 216, 510-511,
532, 534, 584

Interleukin-1, 85

Interleukin-6, 445
International Atomic Energy Agency

(IAEA), 29-30, 60-61
International comparisons

arsenic, 508
iodine deficiency, 261, 262-263, 271,

276, 279, 284
vitamin K, 187
zinc, 476

International Council for the Control of
Iodine Deficiency Disorders, 262,
263

International Programme on Chemical
Safety, 248

Intervention trials
chromium, 201, 213
intakes above ULs, 125
iodine, 279
iron, 108, 313
methodological issues, 48
vitamin A, 90-91, 97, 108, 119, 121, 125
vitamin K, 24, 168, 171-173

Intestinal. See also Gastrointestinal effects
damage, 233
environment and absorption, 311-312,

454-455
iron absorption, 292-293
losses of nutrients, 463-464
menaquinone synthesis, 162
parasites, 107, 118-119, 121, 351-352
zinc losses, 448, 456, 463-464, 472, 476

Intrauterine devices, 334
Iodate, 259
Iodermia, 280
Iodine

absorption and transport, 259, 267
accumulation and turnover, 12, 258,

262-263, 269, 273-274, 275
acute responses, 279
adolescents, 264, 269, 270-273, 276,

277, 282, 283
adults (19+), 16, 26, 56-57, 258, 264,

273-275, 278, 281-282, 283
adverse effects, 18, 279-280
aging and, 274
AIs, 16-17, 270
animal studies, 279, 280
autoimmune thyroid disease and, 278,

283, 284
balance studies, 265, 269, 270, 272,

274, 275
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bioavailability, 264, 267, 270
body stores, 260
and cancer, 259, 262, 266, 279, 280, 284
children, 12, 51-52, 262, 264, 265, 269,

270-273, 282, 284
and cretinism, 261-262
data selection, 281
deficiency, 12, 109, 259, 260, 261-268,

275-276, 278, 283, 284
dose-response assessment for ULs, 281-

283
EARs, 16-17, 272-273, 274, 276, 277
evidence considered in setting EAR,

258, 270-272, 273-274, 275-276
excretion, 259, 260-261, 263-264, 266,

269, 271-272, 273, 275, 279, 281,
284, 583

exposure assessment, 283-284
factors affecting requirement, 267-268
fetal, 261-262, 275
and fibrocystic breast disease, 259, 284
food sources, 261, 275-276, 277, 283
function, 12, 44, 258-259
gender and, 56-57, 258, 278, 626-627,

662-663, 690-691
and goiter, 12, 44, 261, 264-265, 266,

267, 271-272, 276, 279-280, 283,
284

goitrogens and, 267-268
hazard identification, 278-281
in human milk, 268-269, 277, 283
and hyperthyroidism, 260, 262, 263,

279, 280, 283
and hypothyroidism, 260, 261-262, 263,

264, 266, 267, 279, 280, 283
and immune function, 259, 284
indicators of adequacy, 16-17, 262-267,

690-691
infants, 51-52, 261, 266, 268-270, 275,

280, 282
intakes, 57, 261, 264, 270, 272, 278,

279, 283-284, 626-627, 662-663
interaction with drugs, 268
interaction with other ingested

substances, 267-268
interaction with other nutrients, 260,

268, 284
international comparisons, 261, 262-

263, 271, 276, 279, 284
intervention studies, 279
and iodermia, 280

iron deficiency and, 268, 284
laboratory assays, 261, 266, 583
lactation, 277, 282, 283
by life-stage group, 16-17, 26, 268-277,

281-283, 626-627, 662-663, 690-691
and mammary dysplasia, 258-259
and mental retardation, 261-262
metabolism, 259-260, 279
method used to set AI, 51-52, 268-269
method used to set EAR, 12, 51-52,

265, 277
methodological considerations, 51-52,

265, 274, 284
NOAEL/LOAEL, 281, 282
pregnancy, 261, 274, 275-277, 280, 282,

283
RDAs, 12, 16-17, 51-52, 258, 271, 273,

274-275, 276, 277
and reproductive outcomes, 261, 262
research recommendations, 284, 583
risk characterization, 284
selenium deficiency and, 260, 268, 284
special considerations, 270, 278, 283
supplements, 56-57, 275-276, 278, 279,

280, 281, 284, 626-627
and thyroglobulin, 259-260, 264, 266-

267, 276
and thyroid size, 259, 264-265, 275-276,

279-280, 284
and thyroid stimulating hormone

(thyrotropin, TSH), 258, 260, 264,
265, 266, 268, 276, 279, 280, 281,
707

and thyroiditis, 263, 279, 283
and thyotoxicosis, 280
and thyroxine, 258, 267
and triiodothyronine, 258, 260, 267
ULs, 2, 16, 18, 26, 258, 278-284, 562
uncertainty assessment, 281
units, 709
urinary, 259, 260-261, 263-264, 266,

269, 271-272, 273-274, 275, 279,
281, 284, 690-691

vitamin A and, 268, 284
Iron

absorption and transport, 21, 291, 292-
294, 301, 303, 308, 311-313, 314,
315, 317, 321, 322-323, 327, 337,
342, 347, 351, 357, 372, 378, 455,
483, 521, 697

accretion, 21, 227, 309, 324, 372
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acute toxicity, 357
adolescents, 21, 292, 302, 304, 305,

309, 316, 319, 330-340, 341, 348-
349, 350, 353, 355, 375-376, 573,
699, 700, 702

adults, 16, 27, 56-57, 301, 316, 319,
340-344, 353, 355, 373-375, 694,
699, 700, 703

adverse effects, 18, 290, 357-372
AIs, 18-19, 317
alcohol consumption and, 376
and anemia, 12-13, 22, 44, 226, 295-

299, 300, 301, 303, 305-306, 317,
352, 378, 583

animal studies, 108, 121, 293, 296, 300
ascorbic acid and, 292, 311-312, 313,

314, 315
athletes, 295, 296, 300, 305, 352-353,

574
balance studies, 292, 308, 309-310, 314,

378
basal losses, 290, 295, 307-308, 320,

322-323, 324, 325, 327, 329, 330,
331, 332, 337, 340, 341, 342, 343,
344-345, 347, 349, 569

bioavailability, 4, 292, 311, 312-313,
314-316, 317, 322-323, 327, 337,
346-347, 349, 351, 355, 359, 378

biochemical indicators of deficiency,
301-306, 572, 680-685

blood donation and, 352, 574
body stores, 290, 291, 293, 294, 299,

301-303, 306, 308, 311, 314, 316,
319, 321, 323, 324, 327, 330, 332,
341, 358-359, 365, 378

body weight and, 308, 322-323, 327,
329, 331, 332, 333, 338, 340, 343,
582

calcium and, 313, 314
and cancer, 302, 303, 370-372, 373
and cardiovascular disease, 359, 364-

371, 372, 373, 377-378
and central nervous system processes,

297
cerruloplasmin and, 225, 293
children, 108, 292, 297, 301, 309, 313,

316, 319, 321, 322-323, 324-340,
353-355, 357, 375-376, 698, 699,
701

and chromium, 200
citric acid and, 312, 357

and cognitive function, 13, 295, 296-
297, 300, 378, 583

copper and, 225, 226, 227, 234, 246
and coronary heart disease, 359, 365,

368-369
and cytochromes, 12, 291-292
data selection, 373, 375
deficiency, 108, 121, 226, 268, 284,

291, 293-300, 354, 355, 455
in developing countries, 351-352, 359,

377, 378
and development delays, 295, 296-297,

300
distribution of requirements, 327-329,

337-338, 348, 350, 559, 563, 569,
572, 573-574, 576, 699, 700

dose-response assessment for ULs, 373-
377

early deficiency, 301, 303-305, 306, 335
EARs, 18-19, 323-324, 328, 329, 338-

339, 344, 349, 350
enhancers of nonheme iron

absorption, 311-312
and erythrocytes, 290, 301, 302, 304,

305-306, 309, 313, 346, 347, 352
evidence considered in setting EAR,

319-323, 324-329, 330-338, 340-348,
349-350

excretion, 21, 295, 307-309, 319, 322-
323, 352

exposure assessment, 377
factorial modeling, 13, 41, 290, 307-

309, 319, 324, 330, 340-343, 344,
347, 348, 569

factors affecting requirement, 311-316
FAO/WHO values, 345
and ferritin, 21, 225, 291, 294, 299,

300, 301-303, 306, 307, 311, 313,
314, 315, 351, 352, 353-355, 357,
359, 365-367, 370, 371-372, 373,
377-378, 572, 684-685, 694, 696

and ferroxidases, 225
fetal, 290, 299, 300, 309, 316, 345-346,

347
and flavoproteins, 291
food composition data, 697-698
food sources, 312, 314, 355-356, 697-698
in formula, 234, 317, 322-323
in fortified foods, 355-356, 358, 378
functions, 12-13, 44, 290, 291-292, 300-

301
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gastric acidity and, 292, 311
gastrointestinal effects, 290, 352, 358,

360-365, 373-377
gender and, 13, 56-57, 290-291, 304,

324, 333, 336, 338-339, 340-344,
354, 356, 359, 628-631, 650-651,
664-665, 676-677, 680-685, 694, 696,
702, 703

growth velocity and, 290, 309, 317,
320, 324, 328, 331, 333, 338, 339,
573

hazard identification, 357-373
heme, 291, 292, 293-294, 304, 311, 312,

314, 315, 327, 356, 374, 455, 483
and heme-flavoproteins, 291
hemochromatosis, 200, 358, 359, 370,

372-373, 376, 378
and hemoglobin (hematocrit), 12, 22,

44, 290, 291, 292, 295, 299, 302,
303, 305, 306, 307, 308, 316, 319,
320-321, 322-323, 324, 325-326, 329,
330, 331-333, 335, 336, 337-338,
342, 345-346, 349, 680-681

and hemosiderin, 291, 294, 357
hormone replacement therapy and,

350-351, 573
in human milk, 6, 51, 316-317, 318-

319, 320, 322-323, 349, 697
and immune response, 300, 302
indicators of adequacy, 18-19, 21, 300-

310, 311, 680-685
infants, 51, 234, 295, 296-297, 300, 312,

316-324, 325, 353, 375-376, 378,
573, 697, 701

inhibitors of nonheme iron
absorption, 312-313

intakes, 57, 290, 322-323, 352, 353-355,
356, 377, 559, 628-631, 650-651,
664-665, 676-677, 696

interaction with other nutrients, 108,
200, 225, 226, 227, 234, 246, 268,
284, 292, 304, 311-313, 314, 315,
357-358, 373, 401, 455, 458, 482-
483, 521

intervention studies, 108, 313
intestinal parasitic infection and, 351-

352
and iodine, 268, 284
and koilonychia, 300
laboratory measurements, 301-306

lactation, 318-319, 349-350, 375, 377,
455

lactic acid and, 312
and lactoferrin, 291
by life-stage group, 18-19, 27, 316-355,

373-376, 628-631, 650-651, 664-665,
676-677, 680-685, 696

liver disease and, 370, 372, 376
malic acid and, 312
and manganese absorption, 395, 401,

402, 405, 409
menstrual losses, 290, 291, 292, 295,

301-302, 309, 330, 332, 334-337,
338, 339-340, 341-343, 350, 355,
570-572, 700

metabolism, 225, 294, 521
method used to set AI, 316-317
method used to set EAR, 13, 18-19,

290, 307-310, 314-316, 340-343, 569
methodological issues, 41, 307, 309
and mucosal integrity, 300
and myoglobin, 12, 44, 290, 291, 292,

296, 333
nickel and, 521
NOAEL/LOAEL, 374, 375-376
nonheme, 291, 292, 311-312, 313, 314,

315, 351, 374, 375, 376, 455
oral contraceptives and, 334-335, 343,

350, 573, 700, 702, 703
oxidation states, 291
and pagophagia, 300
physical exercise and endurance

training and, 295, 296, 300, 305,
352-353, 574

phytates and, 312-313, 314
and pica, 300
plasma glucose and, 302, 582
polyphenols and, 313, 314
pregnancy, 13, 22, 292, 295, 297-300,

302, 304, 305, 309, 344-349, 356,
375, 377, 378, 455, 573

prevalence of inadequate intakes, 21,
22, 353-355, 570, 576

probabilities of inadequate intakes,
570-572, 576, 701-703

and protoporphyrin, 291, 304, 306
race/ethnicity and, 302-303, 308, 694
RDAs, 3-4, 18-19, 33-34, 290, 307, 324,

328, 329, 339, 344, 349, 350, 569
research recommendations, 377, 582,

583
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and retinol, 108
risk characterization, 377-378
secondary iron overload, 358-359, 372,

373, 377, 378
sensitive subpopulations, 372-373, 377-

378
serum concentration, 368-369, 371
special considerations, 317, 319, 339-

340, 350-353, 376-377, 572, 573-574,
576

supplements, 56-57, 108, 121, 297, 300,
305, 313, 351, 352, 353, 356, 357,
360-363, 373, 377, 378, 401, 455

surrogate laboratory indicators, 306
tannic acid and, 312, 313
tissue content (nonstorage), 290, 291,

295, 296, 306, 319, 321, 323, 324,
327, 329, 330, 332, 333-334, 349

total iron-binding capacity, 303, 370-
371

and transferrin, 291, 293, 294, 302,
303-304, 306, 357, 359, 368-369,
370-371, 682-683

and transferrin receptors, 302, 304-
305, 306

ULs, 2, 16, 18, 27, 290, 356-378, 562
uncertainty assessment, 374, 376
units, 709
validation of requirement estimates,

353-355
variability of requirements, 327-329,

337-338, 348, 350, 559, 563, 569,
572, 573-574, 699, 700

vegetarianism and, 315, 351, 574
vitamin A and, 108, 118, 121
and work performance, 295-296
and zinc absorption, 304, 357-358, 373,

455, 458, 482-483
Iron-binding proteins, 317
Iron-deficient erythropoiesis, 301, 303-

305, 306
Iron response element (IRE), 293
Iron response proteins (IRP), 293, 294
Iron-sulfur enzymes, 291, 292
Ischemic heart disease, 228-229, 359
Isotope dilution method, 103, 114

J
Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on

Food Additives, 66

K
Keratosis, 506, 508
Koilonychia, 300
Kwashiorkor, 119

L
Laboratory assays/values

analytical considerations, 46-47, 168,
266

iodine, 261, 266, 583
iron, 301-306
methodological considerations, 46,

168, 169, 202, 211, 266, 306, 434,
452, 583

surrogate indicators, 306
vitamin K, 168

Lactation. See also Human milk; individual
nutrients

and absorption efficiency, 244
basal losses of nutrients and, 349
bioavailability of nutrients, 349
derivation of DRIs for, 40-41, 54
evidence considered in setting EAR,

117, 244, 349-350, 431
and hemoglobin mass, 349
method used to set AIs, 183-184, 210,

407
methodological considerations, 54
stage of, 50, 110-111, 206, 235-237,

269, 318-319, 403, 425, 459-461,
478

supplement use, 177
ULs, 145
variability of requirements, 350
zinc, 452, 471, 474

Lactic acid, 312
Lactoferrin, 291
β-Lactoglobulin, 112
Lead poisoning, 304
Lean body mass, 69
Leukemia, 176, 188, 509
Leukocyte copper concentration, 232
Leukopenia, 11, 227
Lewis acid, 443
Life-stage group. See also Adolescents;

Adults; Children; Infants; Lactation;
Pregnancy; individual nutrients

Body Mass Index categories by, 41
and derivation of DRIs, 36-41, 50-54
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and drinking water intakes, 642-643
and ferritin, 684-685, 695
and hemoglobin, 680-681
intakes of nutrients by, 8-27, 354, 594-

641, 644-653, 654-673, 674-679
and iodine excretion, 690-691
and plasma glucose, 695
reference weights and heights by, 41
and retinol, 686-687, 692-693
and retinyl esters, 688-689
serum values of biochemical

indicators, 680-689, 695
supplement use by, 612-613, 620-621,

626-627, 632-637, 693
and transferrin, 682-683
ULs by, 26-27, 69, 73

Linamarin, 267
Lipid metabolism, 13, 44, 394, 396, 532
Lipid peroxidation, 357
Lipiodol, 259
Lipoproteins, 482
Liver disease/abnormalities

and arginase activity, 401
arsenic and, 506, 507
cancer, 372, 507
ceruloplasmin and, 230
children, 250
chromium and, 214-215
choleostatic, 396
cirrhosis, 248, 251, 370, 372, 376, 409
copper and, 224, 248, 249, 251
Indian childhood cirrhosis, 248, 251
infants, 396
iron overload and, 370, 372, 376
manganese and, 395-396, 401, 409, 414
menadione and, 187
serum ferritin and, 302
vanadium and, 535
vitamin A and, 109, 125, 129, 132-133,

134-139, 142, 145
Liver function, aging and, 69
Lou Gehrig’s disease, see Amyotrophic

lateral sclerosis
Low-density lipoproteins, 93-94
Low-fat diets, 106-107
Low-molecular weight chromium-binding

substance (LMWCr), 198, 199
Lowest-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level

(LOAEL)
defined, 66, 706

extrapolation of NOAEL from, 143,
144, 281, 374, 486

identification of, 76-77, 133, 138, 143-
144, 249, 281, 374, 375-376, 412,
436, 485-486

used instead of NOAEL, 78, 143-144
uncertainty factors, 77
vitamin A

Lung cancer, 507
Lutein, 109, 123, 602-603
Lycopene, 84, 109, 123, 604-605
T-Lymphocyte development and

activation, 443
Lymphocyte 5′-nucleotidase activity, 453,

473-474
Lymphocytic thyroiditis, 283
Lysine, 225
Lysyl oxidase activity, 225, 232

M
α-2-Macroglobulin, 395, 421, 446
Magnesium trisilicate, 531
Malabsorption syndromes, 164, 180, 445

and vitamin A, 107, 118-119
and vitamin K, 174, 180
and zinc, 445, 446, 457

Malic acid and, 312
Malnutrition, 30. See also Protein energy

malnutrition
and blackfoot disease, 506
children, 97, 270, 454
chromium and, 198
and creatinine excretion, 263
and hypoptothrombinemia, 164
infants, 198
iodine and, 270
and triiodothyronine concentrations,

267
vitamin A deficiency and, 97, 99, 145
wasting, 97

Mammary dysplasia, 258-259
Manganese

absorption and transport, 395, 401-
402, 404, 409

adolescents, 397, 404-405, 406-407,
413, 414

adults, 16, 27, 56-57, 398-399, 405-406,
411, 412-413

adverse effects, 18, 395, 409-411
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AIs, 14, 20-21, 404, 405, 407, 558, 561,
562-563, 564

and amino acid metabolism, 13, 394
animal studies, 396, 401, 406, 409-411
and arginase activity, 394, 401
balance studies, 395, 397-399, 404-406
bioavailability, 401-402, 411, 414
blood concentration, 400, 401, 409
and bone formation, 13, 44, 394, 396
calcium and, 401
and carbohydrate metabolism, 13, 394,

396
children, 404-405, 413
and cholesterol, 396, 410-411
in cow milk, 404
data selection, 412
deficiency, 396
depletion/repletion studies, 396, 397,

399, 400
dietary protein and, 397, 401
dose-response assessment for ULs, 412-

414
in drinking water, 410, 411, 414
and estrous cycle, 396
excretion, 395-396, 397, 400-401
exposure assessment, 414
factorial analysis, 397
factors affecting requirement, 401-402
ferritin and, 395, 401, 402, 405
fetal, 406, 411
food sources, 407-408
in formula, 397, 402, 404
function, 13, 44, 394
gender and, 20-21, 56-57, 394, 395,

401, 402, 405, 406, 408, 632-633,
666-667

and glucose tolerance, 396
and growth, 396
hazard identification, 409-412
human ecological studies, 411
in human milk, 402, 403, 404, 407
indicators of adequacy, 13-14, 20-21,

397-401, 414
infants, 395-396, 402-404, 411, 413
intakes, 13-14, 57, 394, 397, 405, 406,

407, 408, 414, 632-633, 666-667
interaction with other nutrients, 395,

396, 387, 401-402
interindividual variation in absorption,

397, 402
iron status and, 395, 401, 402, 405, 409

lactation, 407, 413, 414
by life-stage group, 20-21, 27, 402-407,

412-414, 632-633, 666-667
and lipid metabolism, 13, 394, 396
liver disease and, 395-396, 401, 409,

414
metabolism, 395
metalloenzymes, 394, 401
method used to set AI, 13, 54, 402-407
methodological considerations, 54, 397
neurotoxicity, 409-411
NOAEL/LOAEL, 412
and osteoporosis, 396
phytate and, 402
pregnancy, 54, 406-407, 413, 414
prevalence of inadequacy, 561
and reproductive function, 396
research recommendations, 414
risk characterization, 414
serum/plasma concentrations, 395-

396, 399-400, 409
special considerations, 404, 414
and superoxide dismutase activity, 225,

394, 401, 412, 414
supplements, 56-57, 395, 399, 401, 408,

409, 412, 414, 632-633
transferrin and, 395, 409
transferrin receptor density and, 409,

411
ULs, 2, 16, 18, 27, 394, 408-414, 562
uncertainty assessment, 412
units, 709
vegetarian diets, 408, 412, 414
vitamin K deficiency and, 396

Marasmus, 119
Market Basker Surveys, 56
Market Research Corporation of America,

186
Matrix Gla protein, 163, 173
Maximum contaminant levels, 508, 509
Measles, 96, 97
Melanin formation, 44, 225
Men. See also Gender

basal losses of nutrients, 340
boron, 511
cancer risk, 370-371, 377
cardiovascular risk, 377-378
copper, 228, 240, 245, 246, 251
follicular hyperkeratosis, 96
HDL concentrations, 482
hemoglobin concentrations, 305
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iodine, 278, 281
iron, 290-291, 340-341, 699, 703
manganese, 399-400, 414
molybdenum, 423, 424, 428
provitamin A carotenoids, 118, 123
serum transferrin, 304, 370-371
vitamin K, 186
zinc, 473-474, 480-481, 482, 488

Menadione, 162, 164, 187
Menaquinones

absorption, 164
and bone mineral density, 170, 172
in cow milk, 179-180
hazard identification, 187
interactions with drugs, 164
MK-4, 162, 164, 172, 179-180
and osteoporosis, 170, 172
serum/plasma concentrations, 166
sources, 162, 164, 186
structure, 162

Menke’s disease, 226, 232, 488
Menstrual cycle

adolescents, 332, 334-337, 338
age of menarche, 339-340, 573
iron losses, 290, 291, 292, 295, 301-302,

309, 330, 332, 334-337, 338, 339-
340, 341-343, 350, 355, 570-572,
700

manganese and, 396
pain and mood changes, 396
zinc losses, 446, 448, 469, 471-472

Mental retardation, 261-262
Messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA), 293,

444
Metabolic weight ratio method, 53, 112,

238, 272, 426, 427
Metabolism. See also individual nutrients

amino acid, 13, 44, 204, 394, 420-421
basal rate considerations, 32-33
bone, 10, 23-24, 162, 169, 170, 172,

189, 229, 583-584
carbohydrates, 13, 44, 201, 204, 394,

396, 444
catecholamines, 225, 229
collagen metabolism, 45, 225, 529, 530
compartmental model, 535
energy, 40, 54
ethanol, 475
glucose, 521, 532
hormone, 443, 444, 454, 532
inborn errors of, 421

level of intake and, 445
lipid metabolism, 13, 44, 394, 396, 532
methionine, 45, 509
thyroid, 268
tryptopham, 458
vitamin D, 45, 510-511, 520

Metal response element transcription
factor (MTF1), 443

Metalloenzymes
copper, 11, 44, 224-226, 456
manganese, 44, 394, 401
zinc, 443

Metallothionein, 234, 443, 444, 453, 456,
473

Metallothionein gene, 444
Methionine, 45, 422, 423, 509, 521
Methodological considerations

AIs, 50-52
animal studies, 45, 71, 246, 279, 517,

712
balance studies, 45, 46, 233, 265, 274,

309, 397
bioconversion of carotenoids to

vitamin A, 2, 82-83, 86-93, 565
biomarkers, 47
boron, 517
children, 32, 39, 51-52, 53, 112, 180
chromium, 25, 51-52, 54, 202, 211,

212, 214, 583
comparability of studies, 169-170
confounding of nutrients, 23-24, 47-48,

106, 143, 171, 214
copper, 51-52, 232, 246, 247
data limitations, 2, 7, 8, 32, 39, 48-49,

173
depletion/repletion studies, 45, 46
dietary intakes, 47, 54-58, 166, 182,

186, 208, 209, 212, 432, 466, 556,
559, 572, 583

EARs, 32-34, 49, 51-53
epidemiological studies, 46
in extrapolation of data, 49, 51-53
food composition data, 569, 583
food sources, 58
generalizability of results, 46, 48, 172
human studies, 45-46, 50, 67-68, 247
immune function tests, 106
infants, 38, 50-51, 53, 110-111
intervention trials, 48
iodine, 51-52, 265, 274, 284
iron, 41, 307, 309
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kinetic modeling of body pools, 446,
582

laboratory assays, 46, 168, 169, 202,
211, 266, 306, 434, 452, 583

lactation, 54
manganese, 54, 397
measurement errors, 47
molybdenum, 51-52, 54, 432, 434
nickel, 526
nutrient intake estimates, 47, 54-55,

556-557, 583
nutrient-nutrient interactions, 47, 106,

143, 171, 214
observational studies, 45, 46-48
pregnancy, 53-54
randomized clinical trials, 45, 47-48
in risk assessment, 46-47
sample size, 127, 434
standardization of tests, 106, 266, 284,

583
types of data used, 45-49
vitamin A, 51-52, 106, 127, 143
vitamin K, 23-24, 166, 168, 169, 171,

172, 184, 186
weighing the evidence, 48-49
zinc, 452, 476

2-Methyl-1,4-naphthoquinones, 162
Methyltransferase activity, 506
Mevilonin, 411
Miliaria crystallina, 396
Modified relative dose response test, 104
Molybdenum

absorption and transport, 421, 424
adolescents, 427-428, 430-432, 437-438
adults, 16, 27, 420, 424, 428-430, 436-

437
adverse effects, 18, 433-436
AIs, 427
and amino acid metabolism, 420-421
and anemia, 433
animal studies, 421, 424, 433, 435, 436
balance studies, 14, 420, 423, 428-429
bioavailability, 420, 424-425, 427, 429,

435, 439
biochemical indicators, 423
blood levels, 421, 434
and cancer, 435
children, 51-52, 423, 427-428, 437-438
and copper metabolism, 246, 424, 433,

434, 435, 436, 437, 438
data selection, 436

deficiency, 420-422, 424
depletion/repletion studies, 430
dose-response assessment for ULs, 436-

438
in drinking water, 434-435
EARs, 427, 430, 431
energy expenditure and, 427
enzyme cofactor deficiency, 14, 420,

423, 424
in erythrocytes, 421
evidence considered in setting EAR,

427, 428-431
excretion, 421, 422-423, 429, 435
exposure assessment, 439
factors affecting requirement, 424-425
fetal, 436
food sources, 424-425, 432
in formula, 425
function, 14, 44, 420-421
gender and, 22-23, 424, 432, 632-633
and growth depression, 433, 435
hazard identification, 433-436
and hemoglobin, 435
in human milk, 425, 426, 431
human studies, 434
indicators of adequacy, 14, 22-23, 422-

423
infants, 425-427, 437, 438
intakes, 420, 432, 439, 632-633
interactions, 246, 424, 433, 434
lactation, 425, 426, 431-432, 438
by life-stage group, 22-23, 27, 425-432,

436-438, 632-633
metabolism, 421
method used to set AI, 51-52, 54, 425-

426
method used to set EAR, 14, 22-23
methodological considerations, 51-52,

54, 432, 434
and neurological abnormalities, 14,

421, 422
NOAEL/LOAEL, 436
plasma/serum concentrations, 422
pregnancy, 54, 430-431, 438
RDAs, 2, 14, 22-23, 420, 427-428, 430,

431-432
and renal failure, 433-434
reproductive effects, 420, 433, 434-435,

436, 438
research recommendations, 439
risk characterization, 439
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and skeletal deformities, 433, 435
special considerations, 427, 438
and sulfur, 434
supplements, 57, 432, 434, 439, 632-633
and thyroid injury, 433
toxicokinetics, 435
tungsten and, 424
ULs, 2, 16, 18, 27, 420, 433-439, 562
uncertainty assessment, 436
units, 709
and uric acid in plasma and urine,

422, 423, 434, 437
Molybdopterin, 420
Monoamine oxidase (MAO), 225
Monoamine oxidase (MAO) inhibitors, 225
Monocyte metallotionein messenger RNA,

444, 453
Monoiodotyrosine, 260
Monomethylarsonic acid, 504
Mortality from infectious diseases, 96
MTF1 binding, 443
Mucosal integrity, 300
Muscle protein catabolism, 446
Mutations

of copper-transporting ATPase, 227
in Cu/Zn SOD gene, 225-226
in MNK gene, 226

Myelin, 44
Myelination of nerve fibers, 297
Myeloperoxidase, 259
Myocardial infarction, 228, 230, 359, 365,

372
Myoglobin, 12, 44, 290, 291, 292, 296, 333

N
National Health and Nutrition

Examination Survey I (NHANES I),
263

National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey III (NHANES
III)

anthropometric data, 41, 302, 341,
343, 694

biochemical indicators, 680-691
boron, 56, 512, 513, 618-621
carotenoids, 123, 566, 594-605
chromium, 212-213, 216, 561, 620-621
copper data, 51, 56, 235, 237
defined, 55, 707
design, 55

energy intakes, 11
ferritin concentrations, 684-685, 694,

695, 696
glucose, 201, 695
hemoglobin concentrations, 305, 680-

681
iodine, 261, 263, 278, 626-627, 690-691
iron, 51, 56, 354, 373, 377, 628-631,

680-685, 696
manganese, 408, 414, 632-633
molybdenum, 432, 439, 632-633
nickel, 523, 634-635
retinol, 606-607, 686-687, 692-693
retinyl esters, 688-689
serum values of nutrients, 302-303,

354, 373
silicon, 531, 634-635
supplement data, 57, 125, 212-213,

216, 246, 278, 408, 414, 432, 439,
488, 523, 612-613, 620-621, 626-627,
632-633, 693

thyroid monitoring in children, 284
total intakes, 377, 616-617, 624-625,

630-631
transferrin concentrations, 682-683
vanadium, 534, 636-637
vitamin A, 21, 51, 56, 111, 122-123,

125, 145, 608-613, 686-689, 692-693
vitamin K, 56, 180, 181, 182, 183, 186,

566, 614-617
water intakes, 247, 642-643
zinc, 51, 56, 463, 481, 485, 488, 559,

561-562, 575, 638-641
National Health Interview Survey, 56-57
National Nutrition Monitoring System, 554
National Research Council, risk

assessment model, 63-64, 712
Natural resistance associated macrophage

protein (NRAMP2), 293, 294
Negative acute phase proteins, 99
Neurological abnormalities, 14, 44, 201,

252, 261-262, 409-411, 421, 422,
506-507, 538; see also Central
nervous system

Neutropenia, 11, 227, 228
Nickel

absorption and transport, 521-522
acute effects, 524
adolescents, 523, 527, 528
adults, 16, 27, 523, 525-527
adverse effects, 18, 524-525
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animal studies, 524, 525, 526
and body weight, 525
children, 523, 527, 528
data selection, 525
dose-response assessment for ULs, 525-

528
in drinking water, 524, 528
DRIs, 2, 6, 522, 576
elderly people, 523
excretion, 521-522
exposure assessment, 528
fetotoxicity, 524, 526
food sources, 522-523
functions, 45, 521, 529
gender and, 634-635, 668-669
and glucose metabolism, 521
and growth retardation, 521
hazard identification, 524-525
in hemoglobin, 521
in human milk, 523
human studies, 524
hypersensitivity to, 524, 526, 528
infants, 523, 527
intakes, 57, 522, 523, 528, 634-635,

668-669
interactions with other nutrients, 521,

529
iron and, 521
lactation, 526, 527, 528
by life-stage group, 27, 522, 525-528,

634-635, 668-669
metabolism, 521-522
methodological issues, 526
NOAEL/LOAEL, 525-526
pregnancy, 526, 527, 528, 529
reproductive effects, 524, 525-526
research recommendations, 28, 529,

583
risk characterization, 528
special considerations, 528
supplements, 57, 523, 528, 634-635
toxic forms of, 524, 525
ULs, 16, 18, 27, 523-528, 576
uncertainty assessment, 526
units, 709

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
hydride, 292

Night blindness, 10, 82, 95, 97-99, 100-
102, 119, 422

No-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level
(NOAEL). See also individual
nutrients

defined, 66, 707
extrapolation from LOAEL, 143, 144,

281, 374, 486
identification of, 76-77, 133, 138, 143-

144, 249, 281, 374, 375-376, 412,
436, 484-486

LOAEL used instead of, 78, 143-144
pregnant women, 374
sensitive subpopulations and, 144
subchronic to predict chronic, 78
uncertainty factors, 77, 78, 374

Nonheme enzymes, 291, 292, 311-312,
313, 314, 315, 351, 374, 375, 376,
455

Norepinephrine, 225, 410
Normative requirement, 22
Nova Scotia Heart Health Study, 674-679
Nurse’s Health Study, 171
Nutrient intakes. See also Dietary intakes;

individual nutrients
boron, 55-56
Canadian, 56, 57, 212, 356, 674-679
chronic, 79-80
day-to-day variation adjustments, 55,

56, 123, 186, 556, 559
in drinking water, 560
extrapolation from subchronic to

chronic, 78
extrapolation from urinary losses, 264,

272
form of, 68, 73 n.2
health effects as a function of, 76-77
interindividual variability in, 69, 77-78,

139, 143, 144, 397, 402, 559
interpretation of, 68, 564-565
methodological considerations, 47, 54-

55, 556-557, 583
prevalence of inadequate intakes, 21,

22, 353-355, 558-559, 560-561, 563,
564

public health implications, 79-80
quality of data, 54, 556, 560-561
from supplements, 57-58, 68, 79, 612-

613, 626-627, 632-637
total calculated, 68, 616-617, 624-625,

630-631, 640-641
U.S., 356, 467, 594-641, 644-649, 654-

673
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Nutrient-nutrient interactions. See also
specific entries under individual
nutrients

adverse effects, 61, 72, 129, 358, 482-483
and absorption, 70, 106-107, 118, 121,

163, 311-312, 455-456, 482-483
and bioavailability of nutrients, 70,

108, 173-174, 292, 311-312, 313,
314, 315, 582-583

methodological issues, 47, 106, 143,
171, 214

Nutrition Canada Survey, 41, 42, 331

O
Observational studies

hazard identification, 71
methodological issues, 45, 46-48
uses, 71

Oral contraceptives, 230
adolescents, 335, 336, 350, 700, 702
and iron, 334-335, 343, 350, 573, 700,

702, 703
Osteocalcin, 23, 163, 168-171, 172, 173, 189
Osteoporosis, 23-24, 126, 170-173, 227, 396
Oxalates, 204
Oxidative stress, 231, 489

P
Pagophagia, 300
Parakeratosis, 455
Parathyroid hormone, 172
Parenchymal cells, 372
Parkinson’s disease, 409, 411
Pasturization, 112
Peptidyl glycine α-amidating

monooxygenase activity, 225, 232
Peripheral neuropathy, 201, 506-507
Phosphocreatine, 296
Phosphoenolpyruvate decarboxylase, 394
Phosphorus, 455-456, 457
Photo cycle, 85
Phylloquinones

absorption, 163, 175-176
aging and, 166
bioavailability, 568
defined, 707
food sources, 173, 184-185
human feeding studies, 164-165

intakes, 181-182, 186
metabolism, 164
oral vs intramuscular treatment, 176-

177
and osteoporosis, 23, 170, 172
structure, 162
α-tocopherol and, 175-176

Physical exercise, 40
and chromium, 199, 207, 215
elderly people, 40
iron requirements, 295, 296, 300, 305,

352-353, 574
and vitamin A, 127

Phytic acid/phytates
and absorption of nutrients, 572, 576
and chromium, 204
and iron, 312-313, 314
and manganese, 402
processing of foods and, 457
and zinc, 444, 451, 452, 456, 457-458,

479, 480, 572, 576
Pica, 300
Picolinic complexes, 458
Plasma. See also individual nutrients

amino acids, 446
cholesterol, 396
ferritin, 395, 405
glucose, 302, 582, 695
methionine, 423
phylloquinone, 166
urea and uric acid, 422, 423, 434, 437,

535, 540
Plasmodium falciparum malaria, 96
Platelet copper concentration, 224, 230,

231, 239-240
Polyglutamate hydrolase, 456
Polyphenols, 313, 314
Pre-albumin, 454, 473
Pregnancy. See also Lactation; individual

nutrients
and absorption efficiency, 243
animal studies, 406
balance studies, 274, 275
basal nutrient losses, 344-345, 347, 348
and bioavailability of nutrients, 346-347
and ceruloplasmin concentrations, 230
derivation of DRIs for, 40-41, 53-54
eclampsia, 299
evidence considered in setting EAR,

116, 243, 275-276, 344-348, 430-431
factorial approach, 476
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goiter, 276
hemoglobin concentrations, 305, 345-

346, 348
hypertension, 299
iron deficiency anemia, 297-299
maternal mortality, 297
method used to set AIs, 182-183, 209-

210, 406-407
methodological considerations, 53-54
obligatory fetal transfer, 53-54
periconceptional nutrient intakes, 129
perinatal infant mortality, 297, 299
placental transport of nutrients, 226,

345-346, 347
premature labor, 299
preterm delivery, 297, 298, 476, 483
and serum transferrin, 304
special considerations, 573
supplements, 183, 275-276, 345, 476
ULs, 69, 145, 374
variability of requirements, 348
weight gain during, 54, 210, 298, 407,

430, 518
Prevalence of inadequate intakes, 21, 22,

353-355, 561, 566-567, 570, 576
Probabilities of inadequate intakes, 570-

572, 576, 701-703
Processed foods, 87, 107, 111, 112, 146,

174, 184-186, 211, 277, 313, 480,
530, 533

Prolactin, 266
Prolylhydrolase activity, 529
Prostaglandin inhibitors, 204
Protein, dietary

and arginase activity, 401
and copper homeostasis, 246-247
and manganese, 397, 401
requirements, 52, 54
vegetable, 313
and zinc, 457, 458

Protein energy malnutrition
and vitamin A, 97, 99, 104, 106, 108,

118, 119, 145
and zinc, 108

Protein induced by vitamin K absence/
antagonism (PIVKA), 167-168, 176,
181-182

Protein kinase C activity, 444
Proteinuria, 434
Proteoglycan synthesis, 394

Prothrombin
in newborns, 177
time, 163, 164, 165-166
undercarboxylated, 163, 167-168, 176,

177, 181-182
vitamin E and, 175
vitamin K and, 163, 164, 165-168, 175,

176, 177, 181-182
Protoporphyrin, 291, 304, 306
Provitamin A carotenoids. See also

β-Carotene; other individual
carotenoids

absorption, 86-93, 107
activity, 2
bioavailability, 107
bioconversion to vitamin A, 2, 10, 86-

93, 94, 111, 117, 564, 576, 582
blood concentrations, 83, 90-91, 103,

107, 118
and chronic disease, 118
dietary fat and, 106-107
food composition data, 83, 564
food sources, 82, 83, 84, 118, 119
forms, 83, 707
functions, 86
gender differences, 594-601
in human milk, 111, 117
intakes, 82, 118, 123, 127, 594-601
intervention trials, 119, 121
by life-stage group, 594-601
RAEs, 10, 82, 87-93
research recommendations, 582
structure, 83-84
supplements, 126

Pubertal development, 39, 42, 316, 330,
477, 573

Pupillary response test, 98-99
Pyruvate carboxylate, 394

R
Race/ethnicity

and dietary intake data, 47
and ferritin, 694
and iron, 302-303, 308, 694
and puberty onset, 39
and reproductive outcomes, 476-477

Radiocontrast media, 259, 268, 273
Radiotracer methods

vitamin A, 94, 95, 103, 114
zinc, 357-358, 455, 472, 489
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Reactive oxygen species, 507
Recommended Dietary Allowances

(RDAs). See also individual nutrients
AI compared, 4, 6, 31, 35
appropropriateness of intakes above,

77
children, 52
coefficient of variation, 3, 32-33, 52
criteria used to derive, 7, 8-9, 30
defined, 3, 6, 8, 30-31, 32
EAR and, 2, 6, 31, 32-34, 35
group applications, 20, 554, 561
individual applications, 554, 555-557,

562
infants, 6, 37
method used to set, 2-4, 31, 32-34, 35,

52
transition to DRIs, 554-555
uses, 1, 4, 5, 31, 554, 555-557, 561, 562,

577
Reference weights and heights, 41-42, 52,

114, 210, 329, 338, 468
Relative dose response test, 103-104, 105
Renal diseases/failure

aging and, 40, 69
cancer, 507
chromium and, 213, 215
copper and, 227
molybdenum and, 433-434
silicon and, 529
vanadium and, 535-536, 538-539, 540,

541
Reproductive effects. See also Pregnancy

animal studies, 406, 434-435
boron, 512, 514-517
chromium, 215
copper, 248
impotence, 372, 477
iodine, 261, 262
iron deficiency anemia, 295, 297-298
manganese, 396
molybdenum, 420, 433, 434-435, 436,

438
nickel, 524, 525-526
spontaneous abortions, 248
testicular atrophy, 515, 515-517
vanadium, 532, 537
vitamin A-related risks, 10, 82, 130-131,

133, 138-139
zinc, 444, 447, 476, 483

Requirement, defined, 29, 30

Research recommendations. See also
individual nutrients

approach to setting, 580-581
dietary intakes, 583-584
functional and biochemical endpoints,

27, 488-489
gender issues, 582
interactions, 27, 582-583
nonnutritional influences on

bioindicators, 28, 582
pregnancy-related requirements, 582
priorities, 26-28, 584-585

Retinitis pigmentosis, 146
Retinoic acid receptors, 443
Retinoids

defined, 83
vitamin K and, 176

Retinol
gender and, 686-687, 692-693
intakes, 99, 102-103, 104, 105, 106-107,

112, 124, 565, 606-607, 686-687,
692-693, 709

international units, 565-566
iron and, 108
plasma/serum concentration, 99, 102-

103, 104, 105, 106-107, 112
Retinol activity equivalents (RAEs)

calculation, 565
and dietary intake changes, 123, 568,

610-611
rationale for developing, 82, 87-93
REs for provitamin A carotenoids

compared, 10, 564
Retinol-binding protein, 93, 99, 108, 112,

119, 454, 473
Retinol equivalents

vitamin A intakes by, 564, 608-609
Retinyl esters, 83, 87, 90-91, 93, 94, 125,

688-689
Rhabdomyolysis, 215
Rhodopsin, 85, 95, 97, 108-109
Risk assessment models. See also Dose-

response assessment for ULs;
Exposure assessment; Hazard
identification; Risk characterization

application to nutrients, 67-71
basic concepts, 16, 62-63
bioavailability considerations, 69-70, 75
case-by-case judgments, 712, 713
default options, 712
defined, 62, 707
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EPA guidelines, 712
and food safety, 62-67
inference options, 63, 66, 710, 712-713
methodological considerations, 46-47
nutrient interactions, 70
process, 63-65
sensitivity of individuals, 69
special problems with nutrients, 67-68
thresholds, 65-67, 711
uncertainties, 63, 65, 67, 710-713

Risk characterization. See also individual
nutrients

chromium, 216
defined, 64, 79, 707
process, 64, 65, 79-80
uncertainties in, 710

Risk management, 63, 65, 79-80, 707-708,
713

RNA polymerases, 443

S
Seasonal variation, in thyrotoxicosis, 280
Selenium deficiency, 260, 268, 284
Sensitive subpopulations, 61, 66, 69. See

also Special considerations
chromium, 215
identification of, 74-75, 79
iron, 372-373, 377-378

Sensitivity to nutrients. See also
Hypersensitivity to nutrients;
Special considerations

dermal, 524
interindividual variability, 69, 77-78,

139, 143, 144
interspecies variability, 246

Serotonin, 410
Serum. See also individual nutrients

ceruloplasmin, 239-240
diamine oxidase activity, 232-233
ferritin, 21, 299, 301-303, 306, 311,

313, 314, 315, 351, 352, 353-354,
359, 365-367, 370, 373, 395, 402,
572, 684-685, 694, 695, 696

IGF-1, 474
lipoprotein, 482
retinol, 686-687
retinyl esters, 688-689
thyroglobulin, 266-267, 276
thyroptropin, 258
transferrin, 303-304, 370, 682-683

TSH, 265, 266, 276, 279, 281
urea and creatinine, 535, 540
uric acid, 422, 423, 434

Short bowel syndrome, 446
Silicon

absorption and transport, 529
and atherogenesis, 529
bioavailability, 530
and bone formation, 45, 529, 530
carcinogenicity, 531
and collagen formation, 529, 530
dietary fiber and, 530
dose-response assessment for ULs, 531-

532
DRIs, 1, 6, 7, 36, 76, 78, 530, 576
elderly people, 532
excretion, 529-530
food sources, 530
function, 45, 529
gender and, 530, 634-635, 670-671
hazard identification, 531
in human milk, 530
infants, 530
intakes, 57, 530-531, 634-635, 670-671
interactions with other nutrients, 530
by life-stage group, 530, 634-635, 670-

671
metabolism, 529
and renal failure, 529
research recommendations, 28, 532,

583
serum concentrations, 529
supplements, 57, 531, 634-635
ULs, 18, 531-532
units, 709
and urolithiasis, 531

Simulator of iron transport (SFT), 294
Skin

cancer, 507-508
lysyl oxidase activity, 232
pigmentation, 506, 507-508

Sp1, 443
Special considerations

adolescents, 330, 339-340, 358, 573
age of menarche, 339-340, 573
alcohol consumption, 118, 145, 376-

377, 480
athletes, 574
autoimmune thyroid disease, 283
blood donation, 352, 574
chromium, 207
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copper, 238, 251, 438
cow milk, 112, 179-180, 207, 238, 270,

317, 404, 427, 462
developing countries, 118-122, 377
diarrhea, 118-119
drinking-water levels of nutrients, 414
drug interactions, 121
elderly people, 479-480
growth spurts, 339, 573
hemochromatosis, 376-377
hormone replacement therapy, 350-

351, 573
hyperlipidemia, 145
hypersensitivity to nutrient, 528
identification of, 30
idiopathic copper toxicosis, 251
Indian childhood cirrhosis, 251
infant formula, 179-180, 207, 238, 270,

317, 404, 427, 462
infants, 179-180, 238, 317, 573
intestinal parasites, 118-119, 351-352
iodine, 270, 278, 283
iron, 121, 317, 339-340, 350-353, 376-

377, 572, 573-574
kidney dysfunction, 528
lactation, 121
liver disease, 145, 376-377, 414
manganese, 404, 414
Menke’s disease, 488
molybdenum, 427, 438
nickel, 528
nutrient interactions, 438, 480
oral contraceptives, 350, 573
parasites and infections, 118-119, 121
physical exercise/endurance training,

352-353
in pregnancy, 573
protein energy malnutrition, 119, 145
supplement use, 377, 414
ULs, 145, 488
vegetarian diets, 118, 119, 120, 351,

414, 479-480, 574
vitamin A, 112, 118-122, 145
vitamin K, 179-180
Wilson’s disease, 251, 488
zinc, 462, 479-480, 487

Sprue, 446
Stomach cancer, 214, 372
Stress response, 444, 445, 489
Sulfite oxidase, 420, 421, 422
Sulfur, 434

Superoxide dismutase
alcohol consumption and, 231, 401
antioxidant activity, 225-226
cupro/zine, 224, 225-226, 229, 231,

239-240, 442, 443, 453, 482, 483
mangano, 225, 394, 401, 412, 414

Supplements. See also individual nutrients
bioavailability of nutrients, 30, 70, 88-

89, 173-174, 568
body-building, 520
children, 96, 465-466
composition data, 560
data sources on intakes, 57-58, 125,

246
form of nutrient in, 375, 568
gender differences, 56-57, 187, 246,

278, 488, 612-613
intakes from, 57, 65, 125, 187, 212-213,

216, 246, 278, 356, 408, 414, 432,
439, 481, 488, 513, 520, 523, 575,
612-613, 620-621, 626-627, 632-633,
693

intervention trials, 48
multivitamin/mineral, 401, 557, 575
sustained release, 375
therapeutic doses, 95-96, 145
ULs and, 65, 79, 145
usage, 56-58, 246, 278, 481, 612-613

T
Tannic acid, 312, 313
Temperature regulation, 300
Teratogenicity

arsenic, 507
vitamin A, 128-133
zinc and, 444

Testicular atrophy, 515-517
Testosterone, 454
Tetraiodotyrosine, 260
Thalassemias, 306, 377
Thiocyanate, 267
Thyroglobulin, 259-260, 264, 266-267, 276
Thyroid gland

cancer, 262, 280, 284
iodine accumulation and turnover,

262-263, 273-274
iodine transport, 259
molybdenum and, 433
monitoring in children, 284
newborns, 275
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nickel stores, 522
size, 259, 264-265, 275-276, 279-280,

284; see also Goiter
Thyroid hormones. See also Iodine; specific

hormones
absorption, 259
goitrogens and, 267
and iodine deficiency disorders, 261
and metabolism, 268, 272
radiocontrast media and, 268
secretion measurements, 274
selenium deficiency and, 260
synthesis, 259
zinc and, 454, 473

Thyroid stimulating hormone
(thyrotropin, TSH), 258, 260, 264,
265, 266, 268, 276, 279, 280, 281,
707

Thyroiditis, 263, 279, 283
Thyroperoxidase, 260, 532
Thyrotoxicosis, 280
Thyrotropin. See Thyroid stimulating

hormone (TSH)
Thyroxine, 258, 267, 454, 473
Thyroxine-binding globulin, 260
Tissue cultures

menaquinone, 162
α-Tocopherol, 175
α-Tocopherol quinone, 175
Toddlers, ages 1 through 3 years, 21, 39,

112, 121, 122, 180, 238, 270, 272,
313, 321, 404

Tolerable, defined, 7, 35, 60
Tolerable Upper Intake Levels. See also

Dose-response assessment; Hazard
identification; Risk assessment
models; individual nutrients

adolescents, 142, 145
adults, 16, 26-27, 53
appropropriateness of intakes above,

17-18, 36, 60, 61, 125, 145-146, 246,
278, 284, 356, 408, 433, 513, 523-
524, 531, 534, 542

children, 42, 53
critical endpoints, 7-8, 70
defined, 3, 6, 7, 35, 60, 68, 125, 213, 246,

356, 408, 433, 513, 523, 531, 534
derivation of, 35, 42, 53, 62, 67-70, 75,

78-79, 126, 139, 143, 144, 250, 282,
373, 374, 376, 412, 437, 486, 488,
518

development steps, 71-79
fortification of foods and, 7, 36, 61, 68,

575
group applications, 554, 561-562, 563-

564
individual applications, 558
by life-stage groups, 69
pregnancy and lactation, 139, 142
prevalence of intakes above, 562
supplement use and, 7, 36, 61, 68, 79,

143, 145, 562, 575
uses, 5, 7, 35-36, 61, 554, 558, 561-562,

563-564
Total Diet Study

arsenic, 57, 658-659
copper, 57, 660-661
description of, 56
iodine, 57, 283-284, 662-663
iron, 57, 664-665
manganese, 57, 394, 404, 405, 406,

407, 408, 414, 666-667
molybdenum, 432
nickel, 57, 523, 668-669
silicon, 57, 530, 670-671
vanadium, 533
vitamin K, 57, 178, 183, 185, 654-657
zinc, 57, 672-673

Total parenteral nutrition (TPN), 198,
200-201, 227, 241, 396, 409, 421, 422

Transcription factors, 44
Transferrin, 199-200

gender and, 682-683
iron and, 291, 293, 294, 302, 303-304,

306, 357, 359, 368-369, 370-371,
682-683

manganese and, 395, 409
vanadium and, 533

Transferrin receptors, 294
and cancer, 304, 370
density and, 409, 411
iron and, 302, 304-305, 306
manganese and, 409, 411

Transthyretin, 93, 99, 260
Triglycerides, 86, 166, 510
Triiodothyronine, 258, 260, 267
Trimethylated arsenic, 504
Tryptopham, 458
TSH-releasing hormone, 279
Tungsten, 424
Tyrosinase, 225
Tyrosine kinase activity, 25, 198, 443
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U
Ubiquinone, 292
Ultrasonography, 265, 275, 284
Uncertainty

in animal studies, 63, 78, 436, 540,
710, 711

assessment, 76, 77-78, 139, 143, 144,
249, 281, 374, 376, 412, 436, 486-
487, 710, 711

in dietary assessment methods, 567
extrapolation of data, 77-78, 436, 518,

526, 540
factor, 63, 66, 76, 77-78, 139, 143, 144,

249, 281, 374, 412, 486, 518, 526,
540-541, 708

in physiological significance of diet-
induced changes, 170

in risk assessment, 63, 65, 66, 67, 710-
713

sources of, 35, 77-78, 526, 540
vitamin A, 139, 143, 144, 567

United Nations Children’s Fund, 263
Units, conversion of

international units, 709
REs to RAEs, 2, 82-83, 86-93, 123, 564-

568
vitamin A, 92-93, 565-566, 709

Urea and uric acid, 535, 540
Urinary excretion

boron, 511, 515
copper, 241, 424
creatinine ratios, 263, 400
extrapolation of daily intakes from,

264, 272
hydroxyproline, 24, 172
hypoxanthine, 423
iodine, 259, 260-261, 263-264, 266,

269, 271-272, 273-274, 275, 279,
281, 284, 690-691

iron, 295
manganese, 395, 400
molybdenum, 421, 422-423, 435
nickel, 521, 522
sulfate, 422, 423
sulfite, 423
thiosulfate, 422
uric acid, 422, 423, 434, 437
xanthine, 423
zinc, 446, 463, 471, 480

Urolithiasis, 531

U.S. Department of Agriculture, 55, 278,
329, 504

U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, 55

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), 251, 538

V
Vanadium

absorption and transport, 533
acute toxicity, 535
adolescents, 534, 542
adults, 17, 27, 533, 534, 539-541, 542
adverse effects, 534, 535-539
animal studies, 532, 535-537, 539-540
athletes’ use of, 535, 537, 539
body pools, 533
carcinogenicity, 538
cardiovascular effects, 537
children, 534, 541
data selection, 539-540
and diabetes, 532, 534, 535, 536, 539,

542
dose-response assessment for ULs, 539-

542
in drinking water, 535
DRIs, 2, 6, 533, 576
elderly people, 533, 534
EPA oral reference dose, 538
excretion, 533
exposure assessment, 542
and fatigue and lethargy, 538
and ferritin, 533
food sources, 533-534
function, 45, 532, 543
gastrointestinal effects, 536, 539
gender and, 636-637
and glucose metabolism, 532
and green tongue, 538
hazard identification, 534-539
hematological effects, 536-537
and hormone metabolism, 532
human studies, 535, 536, 537-538
infants, 534, 541
insulin-like properties, 45, 532, 534
intakes, 57, 534, 542, 636-637
lactation, 542
by life-stage group, 27, 533, 539-542,

636-637
and lipid metabolism, 532
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and liver congestion, 535
metabolism, 533
neurological effects, 538
NOAEL/LOAEL, 540
and plasma urea and uric acid, 535, 540
pregnancy, 542
renal toxicity, 535-536, 538-539, 540,

541
reproductive effects, 532, 537
research recommendations, 28, 543,

583
risk characterization, 542
and serum urea and creatinine, 535, 540
supplements, 57, 532, 534, 535, 539,

542, 543, 636-637
thyroperoxidase and, 532
toxic compounds, 535
and transferrin, 533
ULs, 17, 27, 534-542, 576
uncertainty assessment, 540-541
units, 709

Vegetarians
bioavailability of nutrients, 479, 572,

574
boron, 520
elderly people, 479-480
iron, 315, 351, 574
lacto-ovo, 451, 706
manganese, 408, 412, 414
vitamin A, 106-107, 119, 120, 123, 134-

135, 568
Very low density lipoproteins

vitamin A and, 93-94
vitamin K and, 163

Vision, 10, 44, 82, 84-85, 87-88, 95, 119
Vitamin A. See also Provitamin A

carotenoids
absorption and transport, 70, 85, 86-

94, 106-107, 108, 116
adolescents, 112-113, 116, 117, 122,

125, 142, 144-145
adults, 10, 16, 21, 26, 56-57, 82, 94-95,

100-102, 113-115, 121, 123, 125,
126-129, 142-143

adverse effects, 18, 118, 125, 126-132,
140-141

AIs, 111, 145
alcohol consumption and, 109, 118,

128, 133, 134-139, 145
animal studies, 85, 95-96, 98, 104, 105,

108, 109, 121, 126

bioavailability, 87-90, 107, 146
bioconversion of carotenoids to, 2, 82-

83, 86-93, 565
and birth defects, 128-133
body stores, 10, 21, 85, 94-95, 99, 103-

104, 108, 109, 112, 114, 123
and bone mineral density, 126-128, 133
and cancer, 85, 96
children, 21, 51-52, 95, 96, 97, 99, 102,

106-107, 108, 112-113, 121, 122,
125, 129, 132, 144-145

conjunctival impression cytology, 105
critical endpoint, 146
and dark adaptation, 10, 21, 87-89, 95,

97-99, 121, 123, 300-301, 568
data selection, 133, 142-143
deficiency effects, 82, 87-88, 95-97, 119,

268
depletion/repletion studies, 88-89, 122
in developing countries, 94, 95, 96-97,

112, 118-122, 145
and diarrhea, 96, 97, 107, 118
dietary fat and, 70, 106-107, 118, 121
dose-response assessment for ULs, 133,

138-145
EARs, 8-9, 82, 103, 113, 115, 116, 117,

567, 568
eldely people, 166, 167, 182, 186
and embryonic development, 82, 85,

95-96
epidemiological studies, 126-128, 133
and epithelial cell integrity, 44, 85, 96,

105
evidence considered in setting EAR,

83, 113-117, 121
excretion, 93-94, 114, 118-119
exposure assessment, 145
factors affecting requirement, 106-110
fetal, 116, 128-129
food composition determinations, 124,

565-566
food sources, 82, 84, 104, 122, 132,

562, 565
forms of, 83
in fortified foods, 119, 145
function, 10, 44, 82, 84-86, 568
gastroenteritis and, 107
gender and, 8-9, 10, 56-57, 82, 83, 95,

96, 113, 114, 115, 122, 132, 144-
145, 608-613, 674-675, 686-689, 692-
693
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and gene expression, 44, 82, 85
and growth, 44, 82
half-life, 115
hazard identification, 125-133
hepatitis and, 129, 133, 134-139
in human milk, 110-111, 117
hyperlipidemia and, 145
and immune function, 10, 44, 82, 85-

86, 96, 98, 99, 105-106, 121
indicators of adequacy, 10, 97-106,

146, 686-689
infants, 51, 95, 96-97, 110-112, 119,

125, 129, 130-132, 140-141, 143-144,
145

and infectious morbidity and
mortality, 96-97, 107, 121

intakes, 8-9, 82, 83, 111, 114, 119, 122-
125, 145, 146, 562, 564-568, 608-
613, 674-675, 692-693

interaction with drugs, 129, 133
interaction with other nutrients, 97,

99, 104, 106, 108-109, 118, 121,
129, 143, 146, 176, 268, 284

interconversion of units, 2, 82-83, 86-
93, 123, 564-568

intervention trials, 90-91, 97, 108, 119,
121, 125

intestinal parasites and, 107, 118-119,
121

iodine and, 268, 284
iron and, 108, 118, 121
lactation and, 111, 117, 121, 142, 145,

146
and LDLs, 93-94
by life-stage group, 8-9, 26, 110-117,

126-132, 608-613, 674-675, 686-689,
692-693

and liver abnormalities, 109, 125, 129,
132-133, 134-139, 142, 145

malabsorption of, 107, 118-119
and measles, 96, 97
menu for omnivorous diet, 123, 124
metabolism, 93-94, 146
method used to set AIs, 51-52, 110-111
method used to set EARs, 10, 51-52,

112-115, 122
methodological considerations, 51-52,

106, 127, 143
modified relative dose response test,

104

NOAEL/LOAEL, 133, 138, 139, 143-
144

periconceptional intakes, 129
physical exercise and, 127
and Plasmodium falciparum malaria, 96
pregnancy and, 97, 116-117, 128-133,

142, 145, 146
prevalence of inadequate intakes, 21,

566-567
processing of foods and, 107, 111, 112,

146
protein energy malnutrition and, 97,

99, 104, 106, 108, 118, 119, 145
pupillary response test, 98-99
radioisotopic methods, 94, 95, 103, 114
RDAs, 8-9, 10, 82, 113, 115, 116-117,

123
relative dose response test, 103-104,

105
and reproductive risk, 10, 82, 130-131,

133, 138-139
research recommendations, 146, 582
retinol, 99, 102-103, 104, 105, 106-107,

112, 124, 565, 686-687, 692-693,
709

retinyl esters, 83, 87, 90-91, 93, 94, 125,
688-689

risk characterization, 145-146
special considerations, 112, 118-122,

145
structure, 83-84
supplements, 26, 56-57, 95-97, 102,

105, 119, 125, 128, 133, 136-137,
143, 145, 612-613, 693

teratogenicity, 128-133
toxicity, 118
ULs, 2, 16, 18, 26, 82, 125-146, 562
uncertainty assessment, 139, 143, 144,

567
units of activity, 92-93, 565-566, 709
vegetarians, 106-107, 119, 120, 123,

134-135, 568
and vision, 10, 44, 82, 84-85, 87-88, 95,

119
vitamin K antagonism, 176
and xerophthalmia, 10, 85, 95, 97, 105,

108-109, 112
zinc and, 97, 99, 104, 106, 108-109

Vitamin A2 (dehydroretinol), 104
Vitamin B12, 521, 529
Vitamin C, 231. See also Ascorbic acid
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Vitamin D, 45, 510-511, 520
Vitamin E, 175-176
Vitamin K. See also Menaquinones;

Phylloquinones
absorption and transport, 163-164,

174, 176
adolescents, 180, 183, 184
adults (19-50), 162, 166, 180-182, 184,

186
adults (51+), 166, 167, 181, 182, 186
aging and, 166, 167, 168, 170
AIs, 10-11, 162, 177, 179, 180, 182, 183,

558, 561, 562-563, 564
animal studies, 172, 173, 175-176, 188
and atherosclerosis, 173
bioavailability, 163, 173-174, 186, 189,

568
and blood coagulation, 10, 163, 164,

165-168, 175, 176, 177, 181-182
body stores, 164
and bone metabolism, 10, 23-24, 162,

169, 170, 172, 189, 583-584
and calcium excretion, 24, 172
and cancer, 176-177, 187-188
γ-carboxyglutamyl residues, 163, 167,

172, 173, 174, 189
children, 176, 180, 184-185
deficiency, 164-165, 174, 176, 180, 396
dependency, 177
depletion/repletion studies, 167
dietary fat and, 163, 173-174, 185-186
dose-response assessment for ULs, 188
epidemiological studies, 171, 188
excretion, 24, 163-164, 167
exposure assessment, 188
and factor VII activity, 163, 166
factors affecting requirement, 173-176
fetal, 182
food sources, 163, 173-174, 184-186
forms of, 24, 162, 163, 173, 174, 185
function, 10, 44, 162, 163
gender and, 10-11, 162, 167, 182, 186,

614-617, 654-657
hazard identification, 187-188
human feeding studies, 164-165
in human milk, 177-180, 183-184
indicators of adequacy, 22-24, 165-173
infants, 176-180, 184-185, 187-188
intakes, 10-11, 57, 174, 175, 177, 181-

182, 183-185, 186-187, 188, 614-617,
654-657

interaction with drugs, 172, 174-175,
568

interaction with other nutrients, 24,
163, 172, 173-174, 175-176

international comparisons, 187
intervention trials, 24, 168, 171-173
laboratory assays, 168
lactation, 177, 183-184
by life-stage group, 10-11, 176-184, 614-

617, 654-657
malabsorption syndromes and, 174,

180
manganese and, 396
metabolism, 163-164
method used to set AIs, 10-11, 177-179,

180-184
methodological issues, 23-24, 166, 168,

169, 171, 172, 184, 186
and osteocalcin γ-carboxylation, 23,

163, 168-170, 172, 173, 189
and osteoporosis, 23-24, 170-173
plasma/serum concentrations, 166,

170, 174
pregnancy, 182-183, 188
prevalence of inadequacy, 561
processing of foods and, 184-186
and prothrombin, 163, 164, 165-168,

175, 176, 177, 181-182
research recommendations, 189, 583-

584
retinoids and, 176
special considerations, 179-180
supplements, 167, 169, 172, 173-174,

187, 189, 396, 568, 616-617
synthetic, 162, 164, 187
ULs, 7, 18, 36, 76, 78, 162, 187-189
unit conversion, 709
and vitamin A, 176
vitamin E antagonism, 175-176

W
Warfarin, 172, 174-175, 568
Water purification tablets, 268
Weight. See Body weight
Wilson’s disease, 227, 234, 248, 251, 456,

488
Women. See also Gender; Lactation;

Pregnancy
anemia, 305
atherosclerosis, 173
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athletes, 352
autoimmune thyroid disease, 283
blood donation, 352
bone mineral density, 126-128, 171, 172
boron, 511
cancer, 371
chromium, 212
copper, 240, 245, 246
ethanol metabolism, 475
hemoglobin concentrations, 305, 342
hormone replacement therapy, 350-

351, 573
institutionalized, 171
iodine, 278, 283
iron, 21, 290, 291, 305, 309, 332, 333,

334-337, 339-340, 341-343, 371, 378,
570-572, 700, 703

LDL concentrations, 482
manganese, 399, 400, 401, 409
menopause, 333
molybdenum, 424
night blindness, 95
oral contraceptives, 334-335, 343, 350,

700, 703
osteocalcin γ-carboxylation, 172, 173
osteoporosis, 172, 396
postmenopausal, 127, 172, 173, 343,

350-351, 359, 378, 475, 511, 573,
700, 703

serum ferritin, 302-303
serum transferrin, 304
smokers, 371
supplements, 378, 409
vitamin A, 95, 126-128, 133, 138
vitamin K, 172, 173, 186, 187, 188
zinc, 474, 475, 481, 482, 488

World Health Organization
copper recommendations, 248
definition of adverse effect, 60
definition of requirement, 29-30
iodine deficiency data, 262, 263, 265
vitamin A recommendations, 97
Working Group on Infant Growth, 320
xerophthalmia classifications, 95
zinc recommendations, 458, 572

X
Xanthine dehydrogenase, 422
Xanthine oxidase, 420

Xerophthalmia, 10, 85, 95, 97, 105, 108-
109, 112

Xylosyltransferases, 394

Z
Zeaxanthin, 123, 602-603
Zinc

absorption and transport, 15, 357-358,
445, 447-449, 450-451, 454-458, 462,
464-465, 472-473, 479, 483

acute effects, 482
adolescents, 451, 469-470, 476-479,

486-487
adults, 17, 27, 56-57, 234, 442, 471-475,

483-486, 574
adverse effects, 18, 482-483, 558
AIs, 24-25, 462
albumin and, 445, 446, 454, 473, 474
alcohol consumption and, 475, 480
and alkaline phosphatase activity, 443,

453, 477
animal studies, 108, 455
arsenic and, 506
balance studies, 445, 448, 455, 456,

458, 472, 474, 480
bioavailability, 444-445, 447, 448, 454-

455, 457, 458, 462, 473, 479, 572,
574-575, 576

body pool size and turnover rate, 357,
445, 446, 450-451, 463

calcium and, 455-456, 457, 458, 462,
479, 480

and carbohydrate utilization, 444
carcinogenicity, 483
catalytic activities, 15, 443, 452-453
cellular accumulation, 443
children, 449-450, 452, 454, 463-469,

486-487
and cholesterol, 481, 482, 486
and cognitive function, 444, 445, 449
and copper status, 225, 234, 246, 443,

456, 458, 481, 482, 484-488, 558
in cow milk, 457, 462
and dark adaptation, 108-109
data selection, 483-484, 486
deficiency effects, 15, 97, 99, 108-109,

442, 444, 446-447, 462, 506
defined, 443
depletion/repletion studies, 108, 473-

474
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in developing countries, 488
dietary fiber and, 458, 480
dietary protein and, 457, 458
dose-response assessment for ULs, 483-

488
in drinking water, 483
EARs, 24-25, 466, 468, 469, 470, 475,

477, 479
elderly people, 451, 474-475, 479, 559,

562
endogenous losses, 446, 448, 449, 462,

463, 469, 471-473, 476
and enzyme (zinc-dependent) activity,

15, 443, 452-453
in erythrocytes, 442, 451, 452, 453,

473, 482
evidence considered in setting EAR,

463-466, 467-470, 471-475, 476-479
excretion, 446, 448, 463-464, 471-473
exposure assessment, 487
factorial analysis, 15, 442, 447, 462,

463, 467, 468, 469-470, 471-473, 476
factors affecting requirement, 454-458
fasting/starvation and, 446, 448, 451
fetal, 477
finger proteins, 443, 444, 454
folate and, 456
food composition data, 560
food sources, 463, 479, 480
fortified foods, 480, 575
fractional absorption method, 15, 447-

448, 449, 450, 462, 463, 468, 469,
472, 473, 474, 476, 478

functions, 15, 44, 108, 442-444
and gastrointestinal distress, 482
gender and, 15, 56-57, 442, 469, 470,

471-472, 473-474, 475, 480-481, 482,
488, 638-641, 652-653, 672-673, 678-
679

and gene expression, 15, 442, 443, 454
gene markers of status, 453
and growth velocity, 444, 446-447, 449-

450, 452, 454, 462, 464, 465-466,
467-468

in hair, 452, 480
hazard identification, 481-483
and hepatic proteins, 454
and hormone metabolism, 443, 444, 454
in human milk, 6, 51, 457, 460-462,

463, 465, 477-478

and immune function, 443, 444, 447,
449, 453, 474-475, 481, 482, 488

indicators of adequacy, 24-25, 447-454,
488-489

infants, 51, 234, 458-466, 486-487
and infection, 445
intakes, 57, 442, 463, 466, 467, 480-

481, 487, 559, 562, 574-575, 638-
641, 652-653, 672-673, 678-679

interactions with other nutrients, 108-
109, 455-457, 458, 462, 479, 480,
482-483, 506

international comparisons, 476
intestinal losses, 448, 456, 463-464,

472, 476
and iron, 304, 357-358, 373, 455, 458,

482-483
laboratory assays, 452, 471, 474
lactation, 477-479, 487, 488
by life-stage group, 24-25, 27, 458-480,

483-487, 638-641, 652-653, 672-673,
678-679

and lipoproteins, 482
malabsorption syndromes, 445, 446, 457
and Menke’s disease, 488
menstrual losses, 446, 448, 469, 471-472
metabolism, 445-446, 474
metalloenzymes, 443
and metallothionein, 234, 443, 444,

453, 456, 473
method used to set AI, 459, 462
method used to set EAR, 15, 442, 463,

467, 468, 469-470, 476, 572
methodological issues, 452, 476
MTF1 binding, 443
NOAEL/LOAEL, 484-486
and 5'-nucleotidase activity, 453, 473-474
phosphorus and, 455-456, 457
phytic acid/phytates and, 444, 451,

452, 456, 457-458, 479, 480, 572, 576
picolinic acid and, 458
plasma concentrations, 445-446, 447,

450-452, 455, 473, 476, 480
pre-albumin and, 454, 473
pregnancy, 447, 476-477, 487, 488
protein-energy deficiency and, 108
radiotracer studies, 357-358, 455, 472,

489
RDAs, 15, 24-25, 442, 466, 468, 469,

470, 475, 477, 479, 557, 574
regulatory role, 15, 443-444, 454
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reproductive effects, 444, 447, 476, 483
research recommendations, 487-488
and retinol binding protein, 454, 473
risk characterization, 487
serum concentrations, 454, 474, 476,

480
special considerations, 462, 479-480,

487
and stress response, 444, 445, 489
structural role, 15, 443
superoxide dismutase activity, 442,

443, 453, 482, 483
supplements, 56-57, 108, 234, 401, 444,

447, 449-450, 452, 453, 454, 456,
465-466, 467, 476, 478-479, 481,
482, 483, 488, 489, 557, 560, 562,
575

and teratogenesis, 444
and testosterone, 454
and thyroxin, 454, 473
trauma and, 445, 446
and tyrosine kinase, 443
ULs, 18, 2, 17, 27, 442, 481-488, 561-

562, 574
uncertainty assessment, 486-487
units, 709
urinary losses, 446, 463, 471, 480
vegetarianis, 451, 479-480, 572, 574
and vitamin A, 97, 99, 104, 106, 108-

109
WHO requirements, 458
and Wilson’s disease, 234, 456, 488
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FOOD AND NUTRITION BOARD, INSTITUTE OF MEDICINE–
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES:
RECOMMENDED INTAKES FOR INDIVIDUALS, VITAMINS

Life Stage Vitamin A Vitamin C Vitamin D Vitamin E Vitamin K Thiamin Riboflavin
Group (µg/d)a (mg/d) (µg/d)b,c (mg/d) d (µg/d) (mg/d) (mg/d)

Infants
0–6 mo 400* 40* 5* 4* 2.0* 0.2* 0.3*
7–12 mo 500* 50* 5* 5* 2.5* 0.3* 0.4*

Children
1–3 y 300 15 5* 6 30* 0.5 0.5
4–8 y 400 25 5* 7 55* 0.6 0.6

Males
9–13 y 600 45 5* 11 60* 0.9 0.9

14–18 y 900 75 5* 15 75* 1.2 1.3
19–30 y 900 90 5* 15 120* 1.2 1.3
31–50 y 900 90 5* 15 120* 1.2 1.3
51–70 y 900 90 10* 15 120* 1.2 1.3

 > 70 y 900 90 15* 15 120* 1.2 1.3
Females

9–13 y 600 45 5* 11 60* 0.9 0.9
14–18 y 700 65 5* 15 75* 1.0 1.0
19–30 y 700 75 5* 15 90* 1.1 1.1
31–50 y 700 75 5* 15 90* 1.1 1.1
51–70 y 700 75 10* 15 90* 1.1 1.1

 > 70 y 700 75 15* 15 90* 1.1 1.1
Pregnancy
 ≤ 18 y 750 80 5* 15 75* 1.4 1.4

19–30 y 770 85 5* 15 90* 1.4 1.4
31–50 y 770 85 5* 15 90* 1.4 1.4

Lactation
 ≤ 18 y 1,200 115 5* 19 75* 1.4 1.6

19–30 y 1,300 120 5* 19 90* 1.4 1.6
31–50 y 1,300 120 5* 19 90* 1.4 1.6

NOTE: This table (taken from the DRI reports, see www.nap.edu) presents Rec-
ommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs) in bold type and Adequate Intakes (AIs) in
ordinary type followed by an asterisk (*). RDAs and AIs may both be used as goals for
individual intake. RDAs are set to meet the needs of almost all (97 to 98 percent)
individuals in a group. For healthy breastfed infants, the AI is the mean intake. The AI
for other life stage and gender groups is believed to cover needs of all individuals in the
group, but lack of data or uncertainty in the data prevent being able to specify with
confidence the percentage of individuals covered by this intake.

a As retinol activity equivalents (RAEs). 1 RAE = 1 µg retinol, 12 µg β-carotene, 24 µg
α-carotene, or 24 µg β-cryptoxanthin. To calculate RAEs from REs of provitamin A
carotenoids in foods, divide the REs by 2. For preformed vitamin A in foods or supple-
ments and for provitamin A carotenoids in supplements, 1 RE = 1 RAE.
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ICINE–

MINS

Thiamin Riboflavin Niacin Vitamin B6 Folate Vitamin B12 Pantothenic Biotin Choline
(mg/d) (mg/d) (mg/d)e (mg/d) (µg/d)f (µg/d) Acid (mg/d) (µg/d) (mg/d)g

0.2* 0.3* 2* 0.1* 65* 0.4* 1.7* 5* 125*
0.3* 0.4* 4* 0.3* 80* 0.5* 1.8* 6* 150*

0.5 0.5 6 0.5 150 0.9 2* 8* 200*
0.6 0.6 8 0.6 200 1.2 3* 12* 250*

0.9 0.9 12 1.0 300 1.8 4* 20* 375*
1.2 1.3 16 1.3 400 2.4 5* 25* 550*
1.2 1.3 16 1.3 400 2.4 5* 30* 550*
1.2 1.3 16 1.3 400 2.4 5* 30* 550*
1.2 1.3 16 1.7 400 2.4h 5* 30* 550*
1.2 1.3 16 1.7 400 2.4h 5* 30* 550*

0.9 0.9 12 1.0 300 1.8 4* 20* 375*
1.0 1.0 14 1.2 400i 2.4 5* 25* 400*
1.1 1.1 14 1.3 400i 2.4 5* 30* 425*
1.1 1.1 14 1.3 400i 2.4 5* 30* 425*
1.1 1.1 14 1.5 400 2.4h 5* 30* 425*
1.1 1.1 14 1.5 400 2.4h 5* 30* 425*

1.4 1.4 18 1.9 600j 2.6 6* 30* 450*
1.4 1.4 18 1.9 600j 2.6 6* 30* 450*
1.4 1.4 18 1.9 600j 2.6 6* 30* 450*

1.4 1.6 17 2.0 500 2.8 7* 35* 550*
1.4 1.6 17 2.0 500 2.8 7* 35* 550*
1.4 1.6 17 2.0 500 2.8 7* 35* 550*

b calciferol. 1 µg calciferol = 40 IU vitamin D.
c In the absence of adequate exposure to sunlight.
d As α-tocopherol. α-Tocopherol includes RRR-α-tocopherol, the only form of
α-tocopherol that occurs naturally in foods, and the 2R-stereoisomeric forms of
α-tocopherol (RRR-, RSR-, RRS-, and RSS-α-tocopherol) that occur in fortified foods
and supplements. It does not include the 2S-stereoisomeric forms of α-tocopherol
(SRR-, SSR-, SRS-, and SSS-α-tocopherol), also found in fortified foods and supplements.
e As niacin equivalents (NE). 1 mg of niacin = 60 mg of tryptophan; 0–6 months =
preformed niacin (not NE).
f As dietary folate equivalents (DFE). 1 DFE = 1 µg food folate = 0.6 µg of folic acid
from fortified food or as a supplement consumed with food = 0.5 µg of a supplement
taken on an empty stomach.
g Although AIs have been set for choline, there are few data to assess whether a
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Life Stage Calcium Chromium Copper Fluoride Iodine Iron Magnesium
Group (mg/d) (µg/d) (µg/d) (mg/d) (µg/d) (mg/d) (mg/d)

Infants
0–6 mo 210* 0.2* 200* 0.01* 110* 0.27* 30*
7–12 mo 270* 5.5* 220* 0.5* 130* 11 75*

Children
1–3 y 500* 11* 340 0.7* 90 7 80
4–8 y 800* 15* 440 1* 90 10 130

Males
9–13 y 1,300* 25* 700 2* 120 8 240

14–18 y 1,300* 35* 890 3* 150 11 410
19–30 y 1,000* 35* 900 4* 150 8 400
31–50 y 1,000* 35* 900 4* 150 8 420
51–70 y 1,200* 30* 900 4* 150 8 420

 > 70 y 1,200* 30* 900 4* 150 8 420
Females

9–13 y 1,300* 21* 700 2* 120 8 240
14–18 y 1,300* 24* 890 3* 150 15 360
19–30 y 1,000* 25* 900 3* 150 18 310
31–50 y 1,000* 25* 900 3* 150 18 320
51–70 y 1,200* 20* 900 3* 150 8 320

 > 70 y 1,200* 20* 900 3* 150 8 320
Pregnancy
 ≤ 18 y 1,300* 29* 1,000 3* 220 27 400

19–30 y 1,000* 30* 1,000 3* 220 27 350
31–50 y 1,000* 30* 1,000 3* 220 27 360

Lactation
 ≤ 18 y 1,300* 44* 1,300 3* 290 10 360

19–30 y 1,000* 45* 1,300 3* 290 9 310
31–50 y 1,000* 45* 1,300 3* 290 9 320

Table Continued
FOOD AND NUTRITION BOARD, INSTITUTE OF MEDICINE–
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES:
RECOMMENDED INTAKES FOR INDIVIDUALS, ELEMENTS

dietary supply of choline is needed at all stages of the life cycle, and it may be that
the choline requirement can be met by endogenous synthesis at some of these
stages.
h Because 10 to 30 percent of older people may malabsorb food-bound B12, it is
advisable for those older than 50 years to meet their RDA mainly by consuming
foods fortified with B12 or a supplement containing B12.
i In view of evidence linking folate intake with neural tube defects in the fetus, it is
recommended that all women capable of becoming pregnant consume 400 µg
from supplements or fortified foods in addition to intake of food folate from a
varied diet.
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Iron Magnesium Manganese Molybdenum Phosphorus Selenium Zinc
(mg/d) (mg/d) (mg/d) (µg/d) (mg/d) (µg/d) (mg/d)

0.27* 30* 0.003* 2* 100* 15* 2*
11 75* 0.6* 3* 275* 20* 3

7 80 1.2* 17 460 20 3
10 130 1.5* 22 500 30 5

8 240 1.9* 34 1,250 40 8
11 410 2.2* 43 1,250 55 11
8 400 2.3* 45 700 55 11
8 420 2.3* 45 700 55 11
8 420 2.3* 45 700 55 11
8 420 2.3* 45 700 55 11

8 240 1.6* 34 1,250 40 8
15 360 1.6* 43 1,250 55 9
18 310 1.8* 45 700 55 8
18 320 1.8* 45 700 55 8
8 320 1.8* 45 700 55 8
8 320 1.8* 45 700 55 8

27 400 2.0* 50 1,250 60 12
27 350 2.0* 50 700 60 11
27 360 2.0* 50 700 60 11

10 360 2.6* 50 1,250 70 13
9 310 2.6* 50 700 70 12
9 320 2.6* 50 700 70 12

j It is assumed that women will continue consuming 400 µg from supplements or
fortified food until their pregnancy is confirmed and they enter prenatal care,
which ordinarily occurs after the end of the periconceptional period—the critical
time for formation of the neural tube.
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SOURCES:  Dietary Reference Intakes for Calcium, Phosphorus, Magnesium, Vitamin D, and
Fluoride (1997); Dietary Reference Intakes for Thiamin, Riboflavin, Niacin, Vitamin B6, Folate,
Vitamin B12, Pantothenic Acid, Biotin, and Choline (1998); Dietary Reference Intakes for
Vitamin C, Vitamine E, Selenium, and Carotenoids (2000); and Dietary Reference Intakes for
Vitamin A, Vitamin K, Arsenic, Boron, Chromium, Copper, Iodine, Iron, Manganese, Molybdenum,
Nickel, Silicon, Vanadium, and Zinc (2001).  These reports may be accessed via www.nap.edu.
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